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PURPOSE OF CATALOG
The purpo ~ e of thi ~ ca t a l og t to prO\' tde
tudent \Vtth a ge neral de cript1011 L)f
1 n1 on Uni,re r ity and give detailed tn ..
formation regarding tl1e \ ariou co ll ege ~
and department \\ ithin tl1e Uni,1er tty
and curricula offered by the Univ r ity.
Ina ~ mu c h a ~ the educational proces ne ..
ce ~ ira te change, the information a11d
educat1onal requ1rement 1n th1 catalog
repre ent a flexible program \\ htch may be
altered \\'l1ere uch alteration are thought
to be in the mutual intere t of the U n1\'er..
it) and it "tudent .
1

1
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The provi ion of thi catalog do not
con titute any offer for a contrac t which
may be acce pted by tudent through reg ..
i trat1on and enro llment in the Univer..
ity. The Univer ity r ervc the right to
change without not ice any fee, provi ion,
offering or requirement in tl1i cata log and
to determine whether a tudent ha ati ..
fac torily met Lt requirement for admi ..
ion or graduation . The Univer tty further
re erve the right tl1 r quire a tudent to
ithdraw from the Un1ve r tty for cau eat
an}' time.

Each curriculum (Form G 2) shall be
governed by the requirement in effect on
the date t1f enrollment. If a tudent with ..
draw fro m the Uni ver ity and sub e . .
quently retl1 rn~ or doe not remain con ..
tinuously enro lled ( ummers excluded),
the rcqL1irements in effect at the time of
return will gc)vcm .
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
All college and department".> e~ t a bli h
certain acade mic re quire m e nt ~ that mu'> t
be n1et before a degree i granted. Ad,,1..
or'>, department head and dean" are a\ ail ..
able to help the tudent und e r~ ta nd and
arrange to meet the e requirement", but
the tudent 1') re')pon ible fo rfu lf1lling them.
If, at the end of a ') tudent' cour".te of "tud) ,
the requirement fo r graduation ha\ e not
been ')at1 fied, the degree \\ill nL)t be

granted. For th1 rea~l1 n, it 1 ~ in1portant fo r
each tudent to acL1ua111 t h1rn')elf or her elf
\Vtth all academic reL1u1ren1ent"i through ..
out h1 or her grc1duc1tc career clnd tc) be
re"pon ible for ct11nplet1ng all ~uc h require ..
ment \\'tthin pre')c.riheJ deadline') and time
l1mit"i. tuden t') reg1"ter1ng at C lem')on
U nt\ erstt) acce pt and agree t<) clbi<le b} all
publ1 ~h ed pol1c.ie') a11d regul<
1tion"i, 1nclt1d ..
tng tho e \vh1c.l1 appear ln tl11') <ll1c.t1ment,

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Federal la\\' proh1b1t d1 cr1mina til)n h)
program and act1\ it1es rece1\ ing federal
financ ial a') 1 tance. The ta tutes 11 te<l
be lo\\ are applicable to C lem on U nt\ er.tty.
1
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TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS
ACT OF 1964
"No per on in the U nited tate.., ..,hall ,
on the ground of race, color, or national
origin, be excluded from part1c1pati<.1 n in,
be denied the benefi t of, or be sub1 ected to
d1 cr1m1nation under any program C)r ac. ..
t1v1ty rece1\ ing Federal f1nanc1al a t ...
tance.,,
1

IN

PROGRAMS

TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1972
"No per on in the U 111 te<l ~ t ate.., ') hall ,
on the ba t" of ')ex, be excluded from
part1c1pation in , l1e llen1eJ tl1e benefit of,
or be ubJ ec ted tl) dt">c r1m1nat1on under
any educatt<)n pr<)grarn L) f dc. t1 v1ty rece t\' ..
ing Federal f1nanc ial a..,~ t "i ta ncc . ,,
SECTION 504 OF THE
REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973
"No otherw1 e qualified 11anJ1capped
ind1v1dual tn the Un1te<l ra t e~ hall , o l e l ~
by rea on of h1.., handicap, he excluded
from partic ipation ln, he J en1e<l the ben . .
efit of, or be c;, ub1ected t<) di cr1m1nat1on
under any program or act1 v1ty rece iving
Federal financ ial ass t tance.,,

th<.1..,c puhl1')l1clJ in an y c)ff1c1al Un1ve rs1ty
pt1hl t<..cl ti<1n ~ U L h c1') the Student Handbook
<1nd tl1e U11dergrad1wte A nnottncements, an<l
th<.)'-IC pt1 bl1"l1e J <.J n an y c)ff1c.1al U n1 ve r.., 1ty
W el1 "i tt c. U nlc"" ..,pec 1fic<1ll} n<Jted otl1er ..
\V t ~c. a ll pc) lic1e" cl nl1 regt1l<1tion.., apply
cc1t1a ll y t CJ graLlt1c1te "tude nt.., and undcr.grad uclt( 'i C tt de 11 t~.

AND

ACTIVITIES

( ' l c 1n~ lI1 Un i\ er..,1t} conJuct'i tt".t prl) ..
grain" cll1lJ aC tl\' ltlC') tn\ Ol\ lng clJmt"i') lL)n
a11Ll trcatr11t:r1c <>f stuLlent">, cmplo} ment ,
tc,1Ll1i11g, rc"e,1rcl1 and pu blic er\ ice in a
n<.> nlJt ..,c. rt rn tna to ry manner a.., pre"cr1 bed
b} fCL)e rcl l la \ \1 a nJ regu latl<.) n .
In(1u1r1e" Ll)f) Lern1ng the abc)vc may be
aclJ rc..,".tcJ t<. ).
Prc'i ic.lcnt
le111".t<)t1 Un t \'Cr">tty
C le m')<.111,
2963 4.-5002
C)r
Director
(_)ff1c.c for I\ il Right
Department L1f Education
W a..,h1ngtt1n , D 2020 1
1
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
FALL 1998-SPRING 2000
FALL SEMESTER 1998
August 16-1 7, Su-M
August 17-19, M-W
August 20, Th
August 26, W
September 9, W
September 16, W
October 26, M
November 2-3, M-Tu
November 4, W
November 26-27, Th-F
December 3-4, Th ..F
December 7-12, M .. S
December 18, F

O rientation
Late registration
C lasses begin; late enrollment fee applies
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for December
graduation
Last day to drop a class or withdraw
from the University without a W grade
Last day to drop a class or withdraw
from the University without final grades
Fall break
Registration for spring, Maymester and sum ..
mer terms begins
Thanksgiving holidays
C lasse meet; exams permitted in lab only
Examination
Graduation

SPRING SEMESTER 1999
January 3-4, Su-M
January 4-5, M-Tu
January 6, W
January 12, Tu
January 26, Tu
February 2, Tu
March 12, F
March 15-19, M .. f
Aprtl 3-10, S-S
Apr1l 5, M
April 22-23, Th-F
April 26-May l, M ..s
May 7, F

Orientation
Late reg1strat1on
C lasses begin, late enrollment fee applies
Last day to register or add a clas
Last day to order diploma for May com ..
mencement
Last day to drop a class or withdra\\' from the
Un1ver ity without a W grade
Last day to drop a cla s or \\'tthdraw from
the Un1verstty v..•1thout final grade":>
Spring break
Honor and A \\'ardc; Week
Reg1strat1on for fall seme ter begin::;
Classe meet, exams permitted in lab only
Exam1nat1ons
Commencement

MAYMESTER 1999
May 10, M
Mayll,Tu
May 13, Th
May 15, S
Ma) 19, W
May 22, S
May 25, Tu

Late reg1 tration and f1r~t day of cla s
Last day to regt!>ter
Last day to drop a class or \\'ithdra~· from the
Un1\ er ity without a W grade
Classes meet
La -t da) to drop a cla ~or \Vithdraw from the
Univer ity without final grade
Classes meet
Exam1nat1ons

FIRST SUMMER SESSION 1999
May
May
May
May

17, M
18, Tu
19, W
26, W

June 7, M
June 9, W
June 22, Tu

2

Late registration
Classes begin; late enrollment fee applies
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to drop a class or withdraw from the
University \Vithout a W grade
Last day to order diploma for August gradua ..
t1on
Last day to drop a class or withdraw from the
University without final grades
Examinations

SECOND SUMMER SESSION 1999
June 28, M
June 29, Tu
June 30, W
July l , Th
July 5, M
July 9, F
July 10, S
July 22, Th
August 4, W
August 7, S

O rientation
Late registration
C lasses begin; late enrollment fee applies
Last day to register or add a class
Holiday
Last day to drop a class or withdraw from the
University wtthout a W grade
Classes meet
Last day to drop a class or withdraw from the
University without final grade
Exam1nat1ons
Graduation

FALL SEMESTER 1999
August 15-16, Su-M
August 16-18, M-W
August 19, Th
August 26, W
September 8, W
September 15, W
October 18-19, M-Tu
October 27, W
November l, M
November 25-26, Th-F
December 2-3, Th .. f
December 6-11, M.. S
December TBA

Orientation
Late registration
Classe bcgtn, late enrollment fee applies
Last day to register or add a class
La ·t day to order diploma for December
graduation
Last day to drop a class or withdraw from the
Un1vers1ty without a W grade
Fall break
La~t day to drop a class or withdraw from the
University without final grades
Regt tration for Spring, Maymester and
<;urnmer terms begins
Thanksgiving holidays
Clas!:tt: meet; exams permitted tn labs on ly
Examination
Graduation

SPRING SEMESTER 2000
January 9 .. 10, u-M
January 1Q.. 11. M-Tu
January 12, W
January 18, Tu
February 1, Tu
February 8, Tu
March 17, F
March 20-24, M-F
April i .. 8, ~S
April 3, M
April 27-28, Th-F
May t .. 6, M.. F
May TBA

Orientation
Late reg1c;tration
Cla !>e5 begin; late enrollment fee applies
La t day to regt ter or add a class
Last day to order diploma for May com ..
mcncemcnt
La t day to drop a class or withdraw from the
Univer~iry without a W grade
La"t day to drop a class or withdraw from the
Lniver-,1ty without final grades
Spring break
Honor~ and Awards Week
Registration for Fall Semester begins
Classes meet, exams permitted in labs only
Examtnations
Commenc.ement

Note Date~ on chis calendar were accurate ar the time of printing, however, they may
change as conditions warrant.

DEADLINE DATES
For those who expect to receive a graduate degree on:
December 18, 1998
May 7, 1999
August 7, 1999

Last day for:
Submitting Form GS2, Graduate Degree Curriculum, to the
Graduate School.•t

August 7, 1998

December 18, 1998

May 7, 1999

Submitting Form GS4, Application for Graduation
and Diploma Order, to the Graduate School. t

September 9, 1998

January 26, 1999

June 7, 1999

Submitting first draft of thesis/dissertation for review by
G raduate School. (Draft should contain all required sections
even though content changes can still be requested by
committee members.)

November 6, 1998

March 12, 1999

July 1, 1999

Taking of oral and/or written examination (GS7).

November 25, 1998

April 16, 1999

July 16, 1999

Review and approval by the Graduate School of completed
and signed theses and dissertations.

December 4, 1998

April 23, 1999

July 23, 1999

May 3, 1999

August 2, 1999

Submission of dup licated copies of theses and dissertations
December 11, 1998
to the Graduate School Office and date at top of Approved Page.

*

Although Form GS2 is accepted through the deadline dates listed, tudents arc en·
couraged to submit this form within the time frame suggestl:d under "Filing of a Gradu·
ate Degree Curriculum" in the Graduate )c.hool Announct:ments. The filing datt~ arl
deadlines for form carrying all required signature tn be in the Graduate School Office.

t

A $25 late fee will he a'sec;::,ed a tudent whose form 1s submitted the day after the
deadllne, and increase-. at the rate of $5 per day thereafter (excluding Saturday, unday
or University holidays). Payment of fees mu t be made directly to the Bursar' Office
and the form GS2 submitted to the Gn1duatL School Office.
Note. Dates on th1-. c'llcndar \\'ere accurate at the time of pnnc1ng. Daces, ho"·evcr, may
change as cond1t1on \\'arrant.

CHECKLIST ON GRADUATE SCHOOL PROCEDURES
The graduate tudent should carefully n ote thi checkli ta \\'ell
as the above deadline date .
L
Select (in consultation with the appropriate department head)
a major advisor and advisory committee (see page 26).
[ Submit Graduate Degree Curriculum (Form G 2) (see page
26.).
L Satisfy any prescribed language requirement and comprehensive
examination prerequisite for admission to candidacy ( ee pages
30.-32).
[ Apply for adm1ss1on to candidacy for a degree and order diploma
(Form GS4) after completing at least half the prescribed course
work (see page 27).

ubmit completed thesis (if required) or dissertation to research
adv1 or and arrange for final examination by the advisory
committee (see pages 30.-32).
[ Arrange for re\·iew of thesi or dissertation with the Graduate
School prior to duplication ( ee page 32.).
Pay binding fee to the bur ar and submit approved copies of
thesi or dissertation to the Graduate School. Doctoral candi ..
date pay for ab tract publication 1n Dzssertatzon AbstTacts Inter . .
national and microfilming of dissertation (see pages 32).
The final responsibility for following Graduate School proce ..
dures re ts with the graduate tudent. Special problems should be
referred to the graduate dean.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS PUBLICATION
The first 45 pages of the Graduate School Announcements de ..
scribe the University, its academic and administrative officers, its
fees and services, and the Graduate School policies and proce ..
dures. Beginning on page 4 7 are the graduate programs and courses
offered under the colleges of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sci.-

ences; Architecture, Arts and Humanities; Business and Public
Affairs; Engineering and Science; and Health, Education and
Human Development.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
INTRODUCT ION
When one man of wisdom and foresight
can look among the despair of troubled
times and imagine what could be, great
things can happen. That is what the
University's founder, Tho mas Green
Clemson, was able to do in the post .. Civil
War days. He looked upon a South that lay
in economic ruin, once remarking that
"conditions are wretched in the extreme"
and that "people are quitting the land."
Still, among the ashes he saw hope. Mr.
C lemson envisioned what could be possible if the South's youth were given an
opportunity to receive instruction in sci ..
entific agriculture and the mechanical arts.
He once wrote, "The only hope we have
for the advancement of agriculture (tn the
U.S.) is through the sciences, and yet there
is not one single institution on this continent where a proper scientific education
can be obtained." When he was president
of the Pendleton Farmers Society in 1866,
Mr. Clemson served on a committee who e
purpose was to promote the idea of found ..
ing an institution for "educating the people
in the sciences.,,
When he died on Apr1l 6 1888, a series
of events began that marked the tart of a
new era in higher education 1n the state of
South Carolina, especially in the tudy of
science, agriculture and engineering. Mr.
Clemson's pass1ng set the stage for the
founding of the university that bears h1
name - the beginning of a true upeople'
university,,, which opened the door of
higher education to all South Carolinian ,
rich and poor alike. In h1s will, Mr. C lem on
bequeathed the Fort Hill plantation and a
considerable sum from his per onal a ets
for the establishment of an educational
institution of the kind he envisioned. He
left a cash endowment of approximately
$80,000 as well as the 814 .. acre Fort Hill
estate to South Carolina for such a college.
The biggest obstacle in the creation of an
agricultural college - the initial expense was removed by Mr. Clemson's bequest.
In November 1889, Governor Richard . .
son signed the bill accepting Thomas
Clemson's gift. Soon after, a measure was
introduced to establish the Clemson Agri . .
cultural College, with its trustees becom ..
ing custodians of Morrill Act and Hatch
Act funds made available for agricultural
education and research by federal legisla-tive acts. The founding of Clemson Agricultural College supplanted the South
Carolina College of Agriculture and Me ..
chanics, which had opened in Columbia in
1880.
Today, more than a century later, the
University is much more than its founder
1

ever could have imagined. With its diverse learning and research facilities, the
University provides an educational opportunity n ot only for the people of the
state, as Mr. C lemson dreamed, but for
thousands of young men and women
throughout the country and the world.
Thomas Green Clemson came to the
foothills of South Carolina when he mar . .
ried Anna Maria Calhoun, daughter of
South Carolina's famous statesman John
C. Calhoun.
Born in Philadelphia, Mr. C lemson was
educated at schools both in the United
States and France, where he attended lee ..
tures at the Royal School of Mines, stud ..
ied with prominent scientists in the pri ..
vate laboratories of the Sorbonne Royal
College of France, and received his di ..
ploma as an as ayer from the Royal Mint
in Paris. Mr. C lem on, then in his mid ..
20s, returned to America greatly influ ..
enced by his European studie ~ .He became
a great ad\ ocate of the natural cience ,
achieving a considerable reputation a a
mining engineer and a theori tin agr1cul ..
tural chemt')try. He al o \\a a gifted writer
who<ie art icle \.Vere publi hed in the lead ..
ing cientific j()urnal of hi d, )', an arti t
and a diplomat \vho repre ~ented the U . .
go'lernment a charge d'affaire to Bel ..
gium for almo ~ t "e\ en ;'ear ' .
Mr. Clem on had a lifelong intere ' t in
farming and agricultural affair . He en1 ed
a the nation' fir ' t superintendent of ag ..
r1cul tural affair~ ( predece,~or to the present
,ecretary of agriculture po ' ition) and ac . .
tively promoted the e t. bl1"hment and
endowment of the N{aryland Agricultural
College in the 1850 . Though remem ..
bered today for the e accomplishment ,
Thoma , Clem 'On made h1 greate ~ t h1 ..
torical contribution v. hen, a a champion
of formal cientific education, hi life be ..
came intertwined with the de tln'/ of edu ..
cat1onal and economic de\ elopment in
outh Carolina. Although he never 11\·ed
to see it, hi dedicated effort culminated
in the found1ng of C lem on Agricultural
College.
At the time of hts death, Mr. Clem on
was living at the Fort Hill homeplace,
which today is a national historic land ..
mark and provides a h1stor1c centerpiece
for the Clemson University campus. He
had inherited the h ouse and plantation
lands ofh1s famous father . . in .. law, Senator
Calhoun, upon the death of Mrs. Clem on
in 1875.
Clemson College formally opened in
July 1893, with an enrollment of 446.
From the beginning, the college was an
all . . male military sch ool. It remained this
1

1
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way until 1955, when the change was made
to "civilian" status for students, and
C lemson became a coeducational institu ..
tton. In 1964, the college was renamed
Clemson University as the state Leg1sla . .
ture formally recognized the school's ex ..
panded graduate offerings and research
pursuits.
The enrollment of C lemson has grown
from 446 students at the opening of the
University to 16,403 for the first semester
1997 . . 9s. In addition to students from vir ..
tually every state, Clemson has approxi . .
mately 700 enrolled students from 74 na . .
tions. Since the opening of the University,
75,199 students have been awarded
bachelor's degrees. During this same pe . .
riod 20,056 master's, 1, 765 Doctor of Ph1 ..
losophy, 75 Doctor of Education and 256
Education Specialist degrees have been
awarded, for a total of 22, 152 graduate
degrees.
Clemson currently offers 113 graduate
degree programs in 74 fields of study. Jn . .
eluded in thi total are 39 doctoral and 73
,
ma ter programs.

TH E CAMPUS
The 1,400-acre Univer~ ity campus 1s
tted on the former home read of ~tates ..
man John C. Calhoun. Nestled in the
foothill of the Blue Ridge ~1ountains and
adjacent to Lake Hart\\.'ell, the campus
commands an excellent \ ie\\. of the moun ..
tain to the north and we t, ome of which
attain an altitude of over 5 ,000 feet above
mean ' ea le\ el.
The Norfolk and outhem Railway and
U . . High\va\ 76 and 123 provide easy
acce to the City of Clem on and to the
Un1\ er tt)'· Oconee County Airport 1 four
mile from the library. Both Atlanta, Ga.,
and Charlotte, N.C., are t\\'O hours' driv . .
ing ttme awa)1 •
Campu architecture 1 a plea 1ng blend
of trad1t1onal and modem facilities en.hanced by a beautiful land cape of tO\\/er ..
ing tree , gra y expan e and flo\vering
plant . Academic, adm1n1 trat1ve and stu ..
dent en·1ce bu1ld1ngs on campu repre . .
ent an insured value of $62 7 million.
Clemson Un1vers1ty's real estate holding
include over 32,000 acres of forestry and
agricultural lands throughout the state,
the ma1ority of which are dedicated to
Clemson's research and publ1c .. serv1ce
mi s1ons.
Fort Hill , the former home of John C.
Calhoun inherited by Thoma Clem on,
and the Hanover H ouse are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places and
are open to the public. The campus also
1
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has two recognized Historic Districts.
The Strom Thurmond Institute houses
the institute offices, Senator Thurmond's
papers and memorabilia, and the special
collections of the Cooper Library. The
institute is a part of an instructional and
public ..service district that includes the
Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
and the Madren Center for Continuing
Education.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of C lemson University is
to fulfill the covenant between its founder
and the people of South Carolina to estab-lish a "high seminary of learning" through
its land--grant responsibilities of teaching,
research and extended public service.
C lemson offers a broad array of h1gh
quality baccalaureate programs built
around a distinctive core curriculum.
Graduate and continuing education offer ..
ings respond to the professions, while doc ..
toral and research programs reflect land ..
grant traditions and contribute to the eco-nomic future of the state and nation.
Public service extends educational pro ..
grams and research find1ngs to all citizens
through personal consultation, informa ..
tion technology, educational and research
centers, and Extension offices.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Clemson University is a public, selec . .
tive land--grant university in a rural setting
committed to high quality teaching, inter ..
nationally significant research and ex ..
tended public service 1n the context of
general education, student development,
public service, research and continuing
education. Clemson's desire is to attract a
capable, dedicated and diverse student
body of approximately 12,000 to 14,000
undergraduate and 4,000 to 5,000 gradu . .
ate students from throughout the state and
nation, with priority to students from South
Carolina.
The University offers a wide variety of
undergraduate and graduate degrees, with
emphases in the areas of agriculture, engi . .
neering, natural resources, sc1ence and
technology, architecture, business and
education. The University also provides a
strong fundamental education in the cre-ative arts, health, human development,
the humanities and social sciences to all
students with the goal of developing their
communication and critical--thinking
skills, ethical Judgment, global awareness,
and scientific and technological knowl . .
edge.
] ust as Clemson values its students, the
University also values the men and women
of its faculty and staff who have commit ..
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ted their talents and careers to its enduring
mission as a land .. grant university. C lemson
pledges to support their work, to evaluate
their professional performance, to com-pensate them at nationally competitive
levels, and to encourage their professional
development.

ACCREDITATION
C lemson University is accredited by the
Commission on Colleges of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools to
award the bachelor's, master's, spec1alist
and doctor's degrees. Curricula are accred . .
ited by Accreditation Board for Engineer . .
ing and Technology, AACSB . . The Inter ..
national Association for Management
Education, Computing Sciences Accredi-tation Board, Council on Accreditations
of the National Recreation and Park Asso ..
ciation, Landscape Architecture Accredi ..
tation Board, National Architectural Ac-crediting Board, National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification, National Council for Ac-creditation ofTeacher Education, National
League for Nursing, Planning Accrediting
Board and Society of American Foresters.
Documentation of accreditation is avail ..
able in the college deans' offices.
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION
The University is governed by a board of
13 members, six selected by the state Leg ..
islature and seven self. . perpetuating life
members, in accord with the will of Tho ..
mas G. Clemson. The Board of Trustees is
primarily responsible for adopting the ba ..
sic long.-range ob1ect1ves of tl1e University
and the basic policies for achieving them;
providing policy instruction for long.-range
planning; adopting the statutes of the
University; electing the president of the
University; employing the secretary of the
board; maintaining ownership of Un1ver ..
s1ty assets; and overseeing the evaluation
of the University.
The president is the chief executive
officer of the University, giving leadership
to all phases of University planning; coor . .
d1nating the operations of all units of the
University; carrying out ma1or University
public relations functions; evaluating the
results ofUniversity plans; and appointing
personnel who report to the president.
The day--to ...day operations of the Univer ..
sity are administered by the president and
executive officers for advancement, pub-lie service and agriculture, and student
affairs.
The provost and vice president for aca . .
demic affairs is the chief academic officer

of the University. The provost is respon-sible directly to the president for all aca-demic matters and has administrative ju ..
risdiction over teaching and computing
services. Vice provosts assist in adminis. .
tering and performing duties in coordinat . .
ing graduate and undergraduate curricula;
supervising computer information services,
the libraries, sch olarship and award pro ..
grams; and other duties assigned by the
provost.
Academic deans are the chief adminis . .
trative officers of their individual colleges
and report d1rectly to the provost. They
provide leadersh1p in formulating and car ..
rying out educational policy, review and
make recommendations on personnel mat ..
ters, and carry out and admin1ster the aca . .
demic and financial affairs of their col ..
leges.

Board of Trustees
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., C h airman
Columbia, S.C.
Joseph D. wann, Vice President
Green\ ille, C.
1

Bill L. Amick, Jr.
Bate5burg, .C.
J .J- Britton
umter, .C.
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr.
New York, N.Y.
H. Douglas Kingsmore
Aiken, .C.
Lou is B. Lynn
Columbia, S.C.
Patricia H. McAbee
McCormick, .C.
Leslie G. McCraw
Greenville, C.
E. myth McKissick III
Greenville, S.C.
Thomas B McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, S C.
William C. Smith, Jr.
Columbia, C.
Allen P. Wood
Florence, S.C.

J. Thornton Kirby, J.D., Executive
Secretary to the Board of Trustees

Executive Officers
Constantine W. Curr1s, EdD, President
Steffen H. Rogers, PhD, Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Deborah B. DuBose, Acting Vice Presi..
dent for Advancement
John W. Kelly, PhD, Vice President for
Public Service and Agriculture
Almeda R Jacks, MEd, Vice President
for Student Affairs

C L~M SO N

Academic Affairs
Y.T. Shah, PhD, Senior Vice Provost
and Chief Research Officer
Bonnie Holaday DNS, RN, FAAN
Dean of the Graduate School and
Associate Vice Provost for Research
Jerome V. Reel, PhD, Senior Vice
Provost and Dean of Undergraduate
Studies
Joseph F. Boykin, MS, Dean of the
Libraries
Christopher J. Duckenfield, PhD, Vice
Provost for Computing and
Information Technology

Collegiate Deans
William B. Wehrenberg, PhD, Dean,
College of Agriculture, Forestry
and Life Sciences
James F. Barker, MArch, Dean, College
of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
Jerry E. Trapnell, PhD, Dean, College
of Business and Public Affairs
Thomas M. Keinath, PhD, Dean,
College of Engineering and cience
Harold E. Cheatham, PhD, Dean,
College of Health, Education and
Human Development

ENROLLMENT OPPORTUNITIES

On . .Campus Enrollment
Total enrollment for the fall ~eme ter of
1997 was 16,396 Of this number, 3,686
were graduate 5tudents. Approximately
1, 789 were cla s1fied as full .. time graduate
students and 1,897 as part.-time student ' .
The number of male graduate tudent \\'a
1, 790, and 1,896 were female student ~ .
Most degree programs offered b)' the University are available on campus.

Off. . Campus Enrollment
By virtue of 1t5 land .. grant m15s1on and at
the direction of the state Legislature and/
or the South Carolina Commission o n
Higher Education, C lemson University
serves the entire state in certain academic
d1sciplines such as agriculture, architec ..
ture, industrial education and o ther5.
Courses in these disciplines are offered at
various off.. campus locations across the
state. In addition, the University serves
South Carolina by offering some master's
degree programs at evening off.. campus
centers.
Master of Business Administration
Greenville and Greenwood
Master of Education (various majors)
Greenville and Greenwood
Master of Engineering (Civil
Engineering)
Charleston

Master of Health Administration
(with MUSC)
Greenville
Master of Human Resource
Development
Greenville
Master of Industrial Education
Greenville
Master of Professional Accountancy
Greenville
Master of Public Administration
(with USC)
Greenville
Master of Science (Civil Engineering)
Charleston
Master of Science in Nursing
Greenville
Specialist in Education (Educational
Admini5tration)
Greenville
For complete details, plea~e refer to the
indi\ idual college or department descrip ..
•
ttons.
1

TELECAMPUS
The Univer -ity Telecampu program
coordinate- the development a11d clelivery
of graduate .. credit C()Ur e~ through elec ..
tronic media. Thi er\rice i pro\1 ided to
increa .. e the educational opportunitie of
adult , who \Vant profe ional de elopment
or continuing edL1cation c urse Llt can ..
not attend cla ~ses on tl1'e me in ca1npu on
a regular ba i ~ or during hour tl1at conflict
7
\\ ith \VOrk ~chedt1Ie ~ . Througl1 a dioital
'ate llite tele\1i i 11 nenvork of outh Caro..
l ina ETV, cla- ~e are broadca"' t li\ e from
the Clem ~o11 campt1 ~ to vie\ving -ice- in
Aiken, Beaufort, Charle~ton, Columbia,
Florence, Green\rille, Green\V0:1d,
O rangeburg and Rock Hill. A t\VO .. \V3)'
audio linkage \1 ia telephone i, pr )\1 ided ~ o
that ' tudent at remote ire ~ may interact
\Vi th the in ~ rructor and student in the
C lem"on clas ' room ' tudio.
Info rmation on course - an l regi ~tration
is a\'ailable at the Telecampu ~ Office, E..
205 N1artin Hall, Clem 'On, C 296345121; or by calling 1- 00 .. 922 .. 8316(\\'ithin
o uth Carolina), 1.. 800 .. 32-6406 (out ..
side outh Caro lina), (864) 656 .. 422 7
in the local area, o r emai l at
1

telecampus_L@clemson. edit.
INTERNATIONAL ENROLLMENT
All Clemson Un1ver·1ty tudent ' are
encouraged to participate in opportunitie
to enroll in cour5es designed to expand
the1r knowledge and understanding of
world affairs. The opportunity to tudy
abroad, while essentially a composite of
the undergraduate curriculum, is encour ..
aged in many graduate programs. Gradu ..
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ate students in architecture, for example,
spend a semester in Genoa, Italy, at the
Clemson University Charles E. Daniel
Center for Building Research and Urban
Studies. Students in the Master of Business
Administration program can study full time
o r part time in Asolo, Italy, (Jr may take
courses in Ljubljana, Slovenia. For more
information on international enrollment
opportunities, please contact your depart ..
ment chair or program coordinator.

ACADEMIC COMMON MARKET
The state of South Carolina, thrc>ugh its
membership in the Southern Regional
Education Board (SREB), authori:es its
public universities to participate in the
Academic Common Market (ACM). Un ..
der this program, students who are not
re idents of outh Carolina can enroll in
elected graduate programs at Clem on
Univer ity and pay academic fee ~ appro ..
priate for outh Carolina re idents pro ..
vided all of the follo\ving condition are
met:
The "tudent' "tate of legal re idence i ~
AK, AL, FL, GA, KY, LA, .N1 , OK, TN,
TX, VA or WV. The de ired program of
~ rudy i : the Ph. 0. program in ceramic
engineering, environmental y tern engi ..
neering, in dl1 .. trial/organi:ational p ychol ..
og)', or park.. , recreation and touri m man ..
aoement; the tv1. . or Ph.D. program in
engineering mechanic ~ , environmental
toxicolog)' or nutrition; the M.A. program
in profe ional communication; the M. .
program in applied ps)1chology, applied
ociology, architecture, textile cience or
textile chemi - try~ or the profe ~ ,)nal
ma -ter' program in park recreation and
tot1ris1n management (l\ 1PRTtv1). The
Coordinating Board in the ~rate of the
student' legc I re idence ha !>elected one
of tl1e abo\1 e program') for it ~ re"1dent .
Progra1n~ offered b)1 Clem ~on Uni\1 er ..
-iry are subject to change \\1 ithout ad\1 anced
notice. Ho\\1e\1 er, -rudenr - \\1 ho are en ..
rolled in a program under the AC~1 pro,,i..
' ion- prior to it ~ remo\1 al b)1 Clem"''n Uni ..
er ity are entitled to continue and recei\1 e
benet1r" pro\1 ided the)' are continuou 1\
enrolled ( -timmer-, excepted) and remain
in good academic ~tand1ng . The Graduate
... chool ~hould be consulted about an) and
all matter" related to the ACM. The state
coordinator tor the l\cademic Common
lv1arket in outh Carolina i the Comm1 ..
1on on Higher Education.
1

1

,

1
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UNIVERSITY VISITORS CENTER
The C lemson Unt\"ersity V1 itor Cen..
ter, located at 111 Daniel Dr1\·e, adJacent
to the Alumni Center, offers tour to all
prospective student and their familie .
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The center also provides information about
academic programs and all areas of student
life. Hours of operation are Monday ..
Friday from 8:00 a.rn. to 4:30 p.m.; Satur ..
day from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. ; and Sun..
day from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. The Visitors
Center is closed on all University holi ..
days. If n ecessary, call (864) 656 .. 4 789 for
more specific information on operating
h ours.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
A great university is distinguished by
the quality and dedication of its faculty,
the excellen ce of its graduates and the
pursuit of n ew knowledge through research
and sch olarship. Graduate education is a
n ecessary and essential compon ent of a
research university. The unique nature of
graduate education is its contribution to
n ew knowledge through research and the
integration of that knowledge through
educat ion and public service grounded in
research . The presence of rigorous gradu ..
ate programs enhan ces the quality of in ..
struction available to all students.
The G raduate Sch ool coordinates Uni ..
versity.. wide efforts in graduate education
an d is respon sible for policies and stan ..
<la rds governing graduate education.
C lemson University's Graduate Sch ool
administers all graduate programs of the
University. C lemson University offers 39
doctoral and 73 master's degrees across 7 4
fields of study. The Graduate School over ..
sees U niversity fellowships and ass istant ..
sh ips for graduate students.
The purpose of the Graduate School is
to promote superior research and sch olar ..
ship and provide the highest levels of
education and training for students who
may pursue careers in academia, govern ..
men t, th e n on .. profit sector, business and
industry. The mandate of the Graduate
School is to assist departments in recruit ..
ing and supporting outstanding students
who will be capable of continual inquiry
in to fundamental question s in their fields
an d who can communicate clearly their
findin gs through research , scholarship,
teaching and service.
The G raduate Sch ool unifies admin ..
istrative procedures concerning all grad ..
uate work at C lemson University. This
in cludes graduate admission policies,
graduate programs, fellowship and assis..
tantship awards, and the granting of de ..
grees.
G raduate study is much more than a
continuat ion of undergraduate work. Its
true spirit is on e of inquiry and the desire
to add to human knowledge. Graduate
study therefore sh ould be contemplated
only by studen ts who h ave already demon ..
strated in th eir undergraduate programs
10

unusual intellectual attainments and the
power of independent thought and inves ..
tigation.

University Graduate Council
University faculty provide direction for
the Graduate Sch ool through the Gradu ..
ate C ouncil. The council provides over ..
sight for policy and procedural implernen ..
tation related to graduate education ; re ..
ceives, stimulates and originates proposals
for the development of graduate educa ..
tion ; reviews, considers and disseminates
recommendation s from its con stituent
committees; and approves and forwards
recommendations to the A cademic Coun ..
cil. The Graduate Council h as five com ..
rnittees: Graduate Advisory, G raduate
C urriculum, Admission and Continuing
Enrollment, Fellowship and Awards, an d
Grievance.
The purpose, roles and composition s of
the subcommittees are prescribed by the
Faculty Manual. The Admission s and
Continuing Enrollment Committee ad ..
dress con cerns related to admission proce ..
dures and dismissals from graduate pro ..
grams. Fellowships and Awards selects re ..
cipients for University.. wide fellowships
and graduate awards. The role of the G riev ..
ance C ommittee is outlined in detail in
the section on Appeals an d G rievan ces in
this document. The Graduate C urriculum
Committee acts for the faculty in review ..
ing all proposals for curricular ch anges and
recommends such changes to the provost.
The committee is comprised of the gradu..ate dean, as a n on voting ch a irperson , an d
faculty elect ed from academic college
graduate curriculum committees. The corn..
rnittee is guided by all applicable U niver ..
sity rules and regulations an d by the poli ..
cies establish ed by the A cademic Coun cil.
Graduate students and faculty who are n ot
members of the G radu ate C urriculum
Committee are free to attend its meet ings.

Graduate School Administration
Administration
Dr. Y.T. Shah, Chief Research Officer and
Senior Vice Provost for Graduate Studies
Dr. Bonnie Holaday, Dean of the
Graduate School and A ssociate Vice
Provost for Research
Dr. Frankie Felder, Associate Dean,
International, Diversity and Enrolled
Graduate Student Affairs
Dr. Mark McKnew, Associate Dean for
Graduate Recruitment, Admissions and
Residency
Brenda ]. Smith, Administrative
Assistant

Graduate Fellowships and A ssistantships
Brenda J. G oodman
Sandra Witt

Graduate Admissions
Kaye Rackley
Jerry Courtn ey
Jan McCracken
A n n Willimon
Sh irley G rimes
Betty James

Enrolled Services
Eartha White
Beverly Robinson

Theses and Dissertations
Jamie Boggs

International Services
Louis Bregger
Jim Findley
Lynn Layton

Study Abroad Programs
Jeff C lifton

Graduate Student Government
The mission of th e G raduate S tudent
Governmen t (GSG) is to represent the
interests of all graduate students at C lemson
University in four vital focus areas. They
are:
• Invo lvemen t - to en courage gradu ..
ate student participat ion in the University
process;
• Communication - to act as the liai..
son between th e U niversity and graduate
st udents with an emph asis on h on est and
open communication ;
• Collaboration - to promote the ef..
forts of graduate students and the Univer ..
sity in to one united mission of making the
C lemson experien ce on e of quality educa ..
tion and reward; and
• Developmen t - to provide participa ..
tory learnin g experien ces that allow for
th e enhan cement of graduate students'
academic, c ivic, social and profession al
development.
The GSG is composed of all graduate
studen ts at C lemson U niversity. Its Sen ..
ate con sists of two representatives from
each academic department. The Execu ..
t ive Board con sists of the president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer and ch airs
of th e GSG committees. In addition , there
are board seats for the executive assistant,
th e n ews editor and the assistant news
editor.
The GSG elects representatives to vari ..
ous U niversity boards, commission s, com ..
mittees or councils that solicit graduate
studen t opinion s. GSG also participates in
th e p lanning and implementation of
G raduate Studen t O rientation.

CLEMSON UNIVER

RESEARCH AND GRADUATE
STUDIES

Sponsored Program Office
Founded as a land--grant college dedi-cated to expanding the frontiers of know) ..
edge to solve the problems of mankind,
Clemson University is ranked among the
top 15 univer5ities in the United State5 in
terms of revenue from patents and licenses.
Ongoing research initiatives throughc)ut
the Univer5ity are critical to maintaining
America,5 competitiveness in a global
marketplace and keeping our industries on
the leading edge of progre~ . The pon ..
sored Programs Office coordinates these
acti \ ' t tte5
• ~pon sored research;
• educational service ~ ;
• public ~ervicc proposal5 to outside ~1 ..
genc1e ;
• patent dt5closures, application - c.1t1Ll
negotiation - of licensing agreement ;
• facilit~1 security clearance.
Information and a ~i ·tance are a\railable
on application~ for re ~ea rch upport fro1n
federal and tate agencie , indu trial orga ..
n1:ationc.,, found~1tion and in titute , a
well as fello\\1 ~hip of intere t t tl1e fa ..
ulty.
The chief researcl1 officer an l en i r
vice prt)\ () ' t f<.)r re earch ~111d grnclt1Ht tud . .
ie~ O\ er~ee all a peer of ca1n1 u~ re arcl1,
prov td1ng ad,ric on U11i\,~r~iry re ar 11
acti\1 itie and adrnini trati\1e u f rt fi r
the internal funding of annual facult r ..
earch grant, and a\\ ard ~.
1
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Oak Ridge A ociated
Universitie
ince 1952, tudent~ and fa ult) f
Clemson Uni\1 er~ity l1a\re b nefit l fr 111
membership in Oak Ridge A l ci(1t d
Un1ver51tie~ (ORAU), a con >rtiu1n l
colleges and univer itie~ and a 1ndr1ag ..
ment and operating co11tract r ~ r rl1t: U ..
Department ()f Energy (DoE) locate in
Oak Ridge, Tenn. ORAU \vork~ \\ ith if
member in ~ ti tut ion to help ~tudent a11d
faculty gain acce - to federal re earcl1 fa . .
cilit1es throughout the country; to ke p
member informed about opportunitie for
fellow hip, ~cholarship and re earch a1)pointment ; and to organize re ~arch alliances among members
Through the Oak Ridge Institute fi )r
Science and Education, the DOE facilit)'
that ORAU manages, undergraduate -,
graduates, postgraduates, as \.\'ell as faculty
enjoy access to a multitude of opportuni-t1es for study and research. Student~ can
participate in programs covering a \\ 1de
variety of disciplines, tncluding bu ·ine55,
earth sciences, ep idemiology, engineering,
physics, pharmacology, ocean sciences,
biomedical sciences, nuclear chemi5try anJ
1

1
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mathematics. Appointrnent and program
length range from one m<)nth to fot1r year .
Many of these prograrn are e pecial ly de-s i g n e d to i 11 c re a e t }1 e n ti m be r of
untlerrepresen ted rn inc>ri ty student pur ..
suing degrees in cience .. an(l e11gineering-related di~ciplines.
ORAU's office for univer~ ity, industry
and government alliance (UIGA) eeks
l)pportuni ties fc)r C<)l l~1bc1rati ve re earch
an cl tl e \ e lop men t alliance <1m on g 0 RAU
1ne1nber , pri\ ate inclt1 try and major fed-eral facilitie . Ct1rrent alliance include
tl1e <lt1ther11 A clciat ion for J-i igl1 E11ergy
Re earch, tl1e Bioelectro111agnetic Re--earcl1 cl)O C>rtium, High Per~ >rmance
l 11111t1ti 11g, f3ioproce
ing, Pcl11 Ameri-ca11 A~sc ciation fJr Pl1)' ic , M terial ci ..
e11Cl:'. F< rurn anLI i11cernatio11~tl initiati\re
ir1 UJ)l1lJrt 1( tl1 ne\~ l)' i11 I pe11dent tate
i11 Ce11tral dl1 I Ea ter11 Et1r pe. Other
UIGA act iv it i e i 11 cl ude tl1 e p n r h i p
f c 11ference c.t11d \\' rk l1op , tl1e \'i 1tin
cl1 1.. r progr 111 11d tl1e Ju11 ior fa cu lry
e11l1ancen1 nt G \V rd .
7
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er in ther t te 11 tl1r ugh ut th
\\70rld t
creat
t tt r t<: nd rd l 1\ ano
for
utl1 Carol i11 i n ~ ) 1111 11 1n d1 1r
u
f 11 tu ra l r u r e . \ c r t 11 e e r
ie11ti { 11(. \'e \V rk d t11 fi d ' el pm 11t 11d i1npr \' 111ent, f( r1111 n t h ..
n iq u ,. 11 d I k oi11 f bi l i c. l 111 ate r i..
a I . Tl1e)' on ti 11 u t ,.,,l rk i 11 tl1 n,e\v
scientific f.lre <ls l)f g 11 tic 11gi11tc..::ri110 ~111 l
Cl 111 titer i11for111~1ti ll1.
Tl1 ~CA FR l1a ~111 c111 11t1al t1dget f
ITit)f tl1an 32111illi n,\vl1i hstlIJlrtsthe
efforts of n1or than l 4 re ea rcl1 fa cu It)'
and rnore th~1n 2 0 t1p1 rt f r nnel.
Graduate ~ tude11t u:se
AFR~ facilittL"
in their fC')earch a11 l educ~1ti 11al [ r )gf3111"
r"

Research Center
Clem5on Uni\ er"tt)' C)per, te~ ')C\ er al
tn5tttute5 and center~ Lle licated tt.) teac}1 ..
1
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ing and research in specific disciplines.
The e center typically encourage faculty
fr<Jm several acaclemicdepartments to bring
their re earch kills to bear on multi--di ci-pl inary prcJblems and issues. Three such
programs are highlighted below.
THE ROBERT H. BROOKS RESEARCH
INSTITUTE FOR SPORTS SCIENCE

Fotinc1ed in 1994 through a $2.5 million
pleclge from alumnus Robert H. Brooks,
the Brooks Research In titute exists to
upport interdisciplinary teaching, re earch
and ttJclent learning opportunities in the
thri\1 ing port , recreation and leisure in-dLt trie . Whc t make the Brooks Institute
di tincti\re i it focus on the tudy of ports
froin a tecl1n >logical, managerial and cul-turc: l per J)ective as oppo ed to the phy i ..
I gicc: l ~tn 1p ychological a pect <)f indi ..
\'idual port participation.
Tl1e in titute wa e tabli hed in memory
of four member of Brook ' organization
1
\.\ l10 \\'ere killed in an airplane era h en
route t a A CAR race in 1993 - in-eluding Bro k ' n, Mark, and team driver,
Al n Kul\v1cki. The gift e tabli hed en ..
~~~ 1 \\ 1ner1t that, \\ hen full) funded \\ ill
upp rt:
• The Br k Re earch In titute operat ..
in Cund;
• Arn t r p r prooram operating fund;
• T11
rk Br ok Profe or hip of
I r
If n ement;
• The Alan Kul\\ ick1 Profe r hip of
ot r p rt Eno111 er1no;
• Tl1 D n uncan Profe or hip of
p rt
rket1n ;
• Tl1 Charlie C n1pbell Profe or hip
f p r
n1mun1cation.
Th o I
the 111 titute are to:
• ""'upp rt an inter i ciplinar) fi cu~ on
I rt c1 11ce tl1 t incorporate-.. the br ad
c: rea
11 1n erino and ~cience, busine
nd n1 rket111g, rt and communication,
he Ith 11d reh bil1t t1on and humanitie"
nd
a l c1e11ce.
• Fa 1l1t re facult) \\ rk in cro .. di ci ..
plan I) te n1 .
• Pr 'id
p rt -relpted academic
course , 11 n s- n r :search opportunities
c per ti\'e du ati 11 and internship op ..
p rtu11iti for u11 rgraduate and gradu ..
c: { t: tu
11 c .
• Pr l 111 t e ca re e r n pp or tu n i t i es tor
l n1s 11 ora ft1ate~ in the "port' in lu ' tr)'·
In it~ brief l1istor)', tl1e Brook ~ Re ~ earch
In-titut ha~ led t :
• De\1el )pt11er1t of rhe nation'.., fir ~ t
motc)r~p rt~ engineering academic pro ..
ora111, \vh icl1 pr0\7 i Je, re"ea.rch and te..,t1ng
fi r race tea111~, "t1ppl1er'"', race\Va\ "P 1n ... or"
and 'f'Ort~ .. related bu..,1ne e,, 1" \vell a ~
el1ucat10nal opportt1n1t1e" tor "tt1dent"
• A t\Vl) .. \ ear partner hip \\'tth FL)rd that
prl)\ tlleJ $600,000 for intern hip~ and ~tu ..
1

1

1

1

1

1
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dent projects with NASCAR Winston Cup
teams. The program has also initiated part . .
nerships with BMW and Chrysler.
•An agreement with the National Hot
Rod Association to develop a broad range
of cooperative programs including intern.ships and cooperative education opportu ..
nities for Clemson students, science youth
outreach programs and scholarships.
• A project funded by the Clemson Ath . .
letic Department for sports marketing stu ..
dents to conduct attitudinal research with
Clemson football fans to determine their
perceptions of what the University is do ..
ing well and what it can do better to serve
its audience.
• Internships for Clemson students with
major area and national sports organiza..
tions.
•The establishment of the Clemson
Motorsports Foundation as a subset of the
Clemson University Foundation to facili ..
tate and manage partnerships and funding
agreements between Clemson and corpo ..
rations interested in motorsports.
THE CLEMSON INSTITUTE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY

The Clemson Institute of Environmen-tal Toxicology ( CIET) is dedicated to ex ..
cellence in research, education and public
service programs in environmental toxi ..
cology and to seeking the best scientific
data possible as a foundation for resolving
ecological conflicts between aquatic and
terrestrial wildlife resources and toxic sub ..
stances released into the environment.
Research activities at CIET encompass
the areas of analytical toxicology, aquatic
ecotoxicology biochemical and behavior
toxicology, terrestrial ecotoxicology, and
ecological modeling. A strong basic re.search program at CIET examines how
chemicals exert their toxicity and how
variations lead to sensitivity or resistance
in a wide array of wildlife species. Methods
developed from basic research studies pro-vide the means for assessing chemical ex-posure and impact in the field. Field stud.ies, used to document the status of poten ..
tially affected wildlife, typically incorpo-rate radiotelemetry, avian nest box moni . .
toring, small mammal and avian censusing,
water and vegetation sampling, and col..
lection of invertebrates and aquatic organ-•
isms.
The institute and department are housed
in a 35,000.-square--foot research facility
located in Pendleton, S.C. The facility
provides offices and state.-of. . the.-art com..
puter.-controlled laboratories and special.ized testing rooms. The aquatic toxicology
bioassay and research lab accommodates
both static and flow.-through bioassays with
all trophic levels of aquatic plants and
animals. An analytical chemistry lab fa ..
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cilitates metals analyses. The animal care
facility has received accreditation by the
American Association for the Accredita ..
tion of Laboratory Animal Care.
Equipment at the institute supports a
wide variety of research. In addition to
typical laboratory and system maintenance
equipment, specialized equipment is also
available to support gas .. liquid, high per.formance liquid and gc/ms chromatogra..
phy, atomic absorption spectrophotom..
etry, radiation detection, etc. Computer
equipment provides support for geographic
information systems (GIS) and ecological
modeling and simulation.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING

Approved by the Commission on Higher
Education in November of 1981 as the
Engineering Center for Automated Manu.facturing Technology, the center was re.named CAM in July 1987. The objective
of the center is to advance the state of
knowledge in manufacturing science and
.
.
engineering.
The center addresses this objective by
conducting research in areas of factory
automation, including robotic and intelli . .
gent machines; product design and manu -facturing, including product realization,
rapid prototyping (which includes the
Laboratory to Advance Industrial
Prototyping, computer.-aided design and
engineering, expert systems, materials and
production processes); and manufacturing
planning and control, including manufac.turing systems.
The function of the center is to perform
basic and applied research in advanced
manufacturing systems, processes and ma ..
terials, which supports the needs of indus.trial and commercial business in South
Carolina and the nation. Research and
technology transfer activities through the
center have been supported by industry
and government agencies. The center is a
partner with the Southeast Manufacturing
Technology Center (SMTC) to support
the needs of small-- and medium . . size ind us ..
try in South Carolina and the region. In-dustrial participation is through center af..
filiation or focused technology consortiums
by grant or contract, and has included
firms such as Reliance Electric, the
Torrington Company, 3 .. D Systems and
Michelin Tire. Government participation
has been through contract from agencies
such as NASA, NSF, DLA/DoD and NISTI
SMTC.
Faculty from the departments ofBioengi..
neering, Electrical and Computer Engi ..
neering, Industrial Engineering and Me ..
chanical Engineering are the principal
participants. Other engineering depart ..
ments involved with the center include

Agricultural and Biological, Ceramics,
Chemical, the Materials Science and En ..
gineering Program, and Engineering
Graphics.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES
Clemson's main library, the Robert M.
Cooper Library, is located at the center of
campus and provides students with a vari.ety of services and up--to .. date collections.
More than 1.6 million items are available
as books, periodicals, microforms, govern ..
ment publications and electronic materi ..
als.
Access to the Libraries' collections is
provided through the Online Libraries
Catalog, a part of the Libraries' CU Ex ..
plorer system. To assist in finding journal
and newspaper articles, the Libraries have
provided access to a number of electronic
indexes, several of them giving access to
full.-text journals online. CU Explorer is
accessible from most computers on campus
as well as through dial access. Among the
regular services the Libraries offer are cir..
culation, reference, interlibrary loan, class
instruction, tours and photocopiers. In
addition, the Cooper Library houses two
open computer laboratories. Assistance is
available at the reference desk.
In addition to the Cooper Library, the
University Libraries include the Emery A.
Gunnin Architectural Library in Lee Hall
and the Special Collections Unit located
in the Strom Thurmond Institute Build..
ing. These branch libraries contain mate ..
rials dealing with the special nature of
their programs. A small reading room con . .
raining periodical literature related to
chemistry is located in the Hunter Chem . .
istry Laboratory. Detailed information re ..
garding facilities, hours of operation, loan
privileges, policies and fine regulations is
available at the circulation and reference
desks and on the Libraries' Web site.
COMPUTING RESOURCES

Computing Facilities
The Division of Computing and Infor.mation Technology (DCIT) supports the
computing activities of students, faculty
and staff with an extensive network of
computers. DCIT maintains and supports
13 computer labs located throughout the
campus. The labs contain high.-end PC
and Macintosh computers, as well as laser
printing equipment. All users have access
to electronic mail, word processing and
spreadsheet applications. All labs also pro ..
vide full Internet access, including the
World Wide Web.
An extensive array of computer hard ..
ware is housed at the Information Tech ..
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no logy Center (ITC) in the C lemson Re ..
search Park. This includes an OS/390 main ..
frame , several Unix systems and a sophis..
ticated collection of network and periph-eral equipment.
The Help Desk is located in Brackett
Atrium. OMR processing and tape requests
are also available there. Phone ( 864) 656 . .
3494 for more information.
Computer training is available to all
students and employees as part of regular
University courses, through short courses
and in special training programs designed
for various kinds of users. A complete list
of DCIT services is available on the DCIT
Home Page (http://dcit.clemson edu).

Collaborative Learning
Environment
The Collaborative Lear11ing En\ iron,
ment (CLE) 1s a set of tool and ser\ ic.es
that facilitate the u~e of informat1t)n tech ..
nology 1n teaching and re')earcl1 and pro ..
vide a forum for collaborat1011 among ·cu ..
dent and faculty. It consi r- of three main
components:
1

1

Group Workspace .. Profe') or n1ay request network pace for their cla · e to be
shared by the profe sor and students en ..
rolled in the cour e. Acee right~ are
granted through a "ingle user id and pa ..
word, which student u e for acce t
other network resource~. Thi grc. tip
workspace can be u ed for purpose-'" uch a ,
subm1ss1on of paper , torage of cla - note~
and syllabus, team group fo Ider , l i brar11
reser\ e material and cla di cu ion .
1

Faculty and Graduate St11dent Trai11i11g ..
A tra1n1ng program ha been de\1eloped to
assist faculty and graduate ' tudent \VOrk ..
ing with faculty in the u ·e of the to )l ' a11d
resource~ available through the CLE. Tl1e
curriculum includes basic cour e intro ..
ducing the CLE and how to u e the \ ariou
component5, webdevelopmentcour"e a11d
multimedia development cour e . Gradu ..
ate students ~'ishing to participate in an)'
of the training should be recomn1e11ded b)'
a faculty member to the CLE Training
group at CLE.-L@clemson.edu.
1

Faculty Training Lab .. The CLE faculty
lab is located 1n 131 Brackett Hall and is
equipped with the necessary media, 11ard-ware and software to support faculty with
their collaborative learning projects. The
training curriculum and on .. line registra ..
tion are located at http://cle.clemson.edu.

resulted in a corresponding shift of some of
the responsibility for maintaining and safe ..
guarding those resources to the individual
employee. The equipment, software and
data on each employee's desk are expen-sive and vital assets of Clemson University
that it is the duty of every employee to
protect. In addition, federal and state stat-utes protect the privacy of much of the
information available on University com-puter systems. Consequently, the Adm1n-istrative Council of the University has
approved the policy below.
It is the policy of Clemson University
that:
All data pertaining to student records,
Lt n t \ e rs i t y <:l d m i n is t rat i o n , res e a r ch
pr()Ject , any federal or state information,
c nd any otl1er information not explicitly
dee111ed pul lie hall be considered confi ..
denti~1l and \vill be afeguarded by each
employee having acce to that data. All
en1ployee.. \vill adhere to federal <.1nd tate
lc.1\v concemingpriv8cyancl right to know.
Official re lea e of de. ta uncfer freedom of
infor111ation rel1ue t are t be routed
thr )ugl1 the c ppropri<te vice .. pre idential
artc.
All u11i er ity data, ublic or private
\vi Il be t reel in Lich
rnanner a to
rec1 11ablyprl tectitfror11lo u t equip ..
n1entfHilure, fire, theft, ab ta e r hu1nan
eff()r. The un l \rer i record m ~ 11ager ..
tabli hes at rete11t1 n peri d . Data
back Lip pr eclure ~ \l/1 ll include ren1ote t r ...
age f ackup data, \\Tttten backup an I
rec \,er) pr du re an erio 1c \1erifica ..
ti n l f tora 111e ia. A it1on, l 1ntorma ..
tion 11 acki11g up data can b foun 1n
tl1 · Oi\1 i"' i 11 of Co1nput1n and lnfonna ..
ti 11 T l1n I )' (D IT) nlin informa . .
ti n.
An)' c )mput r taJ e d1 k hard dri\ e,
D or flopp)') or tl1er torage 1nediun1
u d t t re en iti\'e u11t\' rs it)' ta 1nu t
be totally era e r rendered unrea able
befi r it i- di Cdrde or i
e of throu h
propert)' rransfi r r urplu . Errlplo) e
hot1ld cont ct iei art111 11tal re l1nical
up11ort prO\' i ier (T P~), colleoe co11~t1lt . .
anr- or DCIT per-onnel for a~ i ta11ce if
G

1

1
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All e1nplo~, :s \\1 ill safegucrd their c m ..
purer tt erid . a11d pa \V rd . N e1nplo) ee
\vill al lo\'' unat1thorized per ~o11 acce t
univer it)' data or computing or net\vork
resources by haring their u erid and pa~~ ..
word. Employees should reference DCIT
documentation on -,electing good pas ..
words.
No emplo) ee will kno\\ ingl\i create ac ..
cess into the computing net,vork in uch a
way as to bypass un1ver~lt) ~ecurtt)' y~ . .
terns. Employees will make rea onable ef..
forts to insure that no software or hardware
1

under their control allows unauthorized
access to university data.
No employee will attempt to use the
university network to gain unauthorized
access to other computing resources or
data, nor will they knowingly attempt to
disrupt the operation of any computer sys . .
tern or network.
No employee will knowingly violate
software licenses or copyrights during the
course of their job duties or at any time
while using university equipment or soft ..
ware. Employees are responsible for pro . .
ducing proof of license for any software
installed on their university--supplied com ..
puter.
No employee will use university data,
computing resources or the network for
illega 1acti vi t1es.
All employees will safeguard the soft . .
ware and data resources on their worksta ..
tion or per anal computer by installing
univer ity .. licensed virus protection soft ..
\vare or an equivalent package and run-ning thi oftware at regular intervals.
Departmental erver and other shared
computing resources will also run virus
protection oft\vare if it is available. De ..
partmental T P or college con.., ultants
can a i t in in tailing and running the
v iru protection oftv.rare.
All emplo)1ee \vill do their be t t o en ..
ure all ofnvare or data i viru free before
it i in talled or loaded on a univer-ity
co1nputer ...)' tern. Any detection of a -oft ..
\Vare \1 iru- \\1 ill be reported immediately co
the epartmental T P or, if no T P is
a\1 aila le or a igned, the college con ult-ant, or t the client ~ upport group in DCIT.
o emplo) ee v.rill u.., e the uni\ er-it)
electronic me il -)' tern to: fal-ify the iden#
ttty of the -ource of electronic mail me -..
ages; en hara-"' ing, ob cene or other
thr atening electronic mail; attempt to
rea , elete c p)1, ormodif)1 theelectronic
mail f other \Vithout their authori:ation;
t. r end, '''ithout fficial uni\1 er ~ity autho ..
ri:ation , "for--profit'' me - ages chain let ..
ter~, or other un ~o licited 'junk, mail.
1

1

1

Disciplinar)' Sanctions
The Uni\1 er it)' \Vill impo ~ e di "ciplina11r
sanction , on en1ployee~ \vho ' 'iolate the
abo e policie-. The ~e,·erit)' of the im ..
po ,ed -anction \\ ill be appropriate to the
iolation. Amon~ d1~c1plinary sanctions
that ma)' be impo"'ed are the follo\\ ing:
oral ,,·arning, \\1ritten repri1nand, u pen ..
~1on, termination and referral for pro ecu ..
t1on.
1

\

1

1

1

Clemson University Policy on
Information Resources
The shift of computing resources from a
centralized data center to the desktop has
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GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Applicants may apply by submitting the
n ormal paper application or by submit ..
ting an application electronically on the
W orld Wide Web. The Internet address
for C le mso n University's Graduate
School Netscape server is http://
www.grad.clemson.edu/. Applicants may
check the status of their application at this
same Intern et address or by email at

grdapp@clemson.edu.

Application Deadlines
Application for admission of United
S tates citizens and residents should be
received no later than five weeks prior to
registration. This means that every re ..
quired item in support of the application
(completed application form, app lication
fee, transcripts, letters of recommenda ..
tion and test scores) must be on file with
the Graduate Sch ool by this date. Appli ..
cants to programs requiring standardized
test scores should complete these exami-nat1ons at least 12 weeks before registra ..
tion.
Unless all admission credentials reach
the Graduate School at least five weeks
prior to registration, an acceptance can ..
not be guaranteed. Students applying to a
graduate major significantly different from
their undergraduate maJor may anticipate
a longer period of time for a decision. A
number of programs have earlier deadlines
or restrict admission to fall semester only.
Students are advised to contact the de ..
partment for the deadlines of the program
of proposed study.
Applications for admission of prospec ..
tive international students must be com ..
pleted by April 15 and September 15 for
registration in the fall and spring semes-ters, respectively. Thts means that every
required item in support of the application
(completed application form, app lication
fee, transcripts, letters of recommenda ..
tion, test scores and financial certificate)
must be on file with the Graduate School
by these dates and that the actual applica-tion must have been on file at least four
weeks in advance of these dates. Thus,
international applicants living outside the
United States should complete the re ..
quired standardized tests at least three
months prior to April 15 or September 15,
as appropriate. Issuance of Form 1.. 20 or
Form IAP.-66 for a student visa will be
completed no later than June 1 and Octo ..
ber 15 for registration in the fall and spring
semesters, respectively. These dates apply
to international applicants from abroad.
Initial enrollment of international stu ..
dents in the summer sessions is strongly
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discouraged and is permitted only on rare
•
occasions.

Application Fee and Time Limit
For applicants wishing to enroll in the
G raduate Sch ool, a nonrefundable fee of
$40* payable to C lemson University via a
money order or a ch eck drawn on a United
States bank must accompan y the applica..
tion material. Without this fee, applica ..
tions will not be processed. Generally,
acceptance under an app lication is valid
for o ne year beyond the initial date desired
for enrollment, inclusive. However, de-partments reserve the right to deny de-ferred admission because of limited space
and/or resources. Thus, students wishing
to defer enrollment must request and re ..
ceive written approval for such action from
the respective department. G raduate
School alumni who apply after one year
from the date of their graduation will be
required to pay an application fee.

Disposition of Application
Materials
C redentials or supporting materials sub ..
mitted for admission to the Graduate
School become the property of the Uni ..
versity and are no t returned. Furthermore,
no copies will be provided to a third party
outside the University even if the appli ..
cant requests this release. Copies will be
provided to appropriate offices at the Uni ..
versity in the interest of academic matters
or financial awards relative to the appli ..
cant.

Appeal of Denied Admission
A student may appeal if she/he believes
that admission was unfairly denied. Notice
of intention to appeal must be filed in
writing with the G raduate School within
30 days of the date of the letter indicating
re1ection, and no later than three days
prior to the first day of classes of the semes ..
ter of intended first enrollment.

Duplication of Higher Degrees
The dup lication of higher degrees is
discouraged on the same basis as the dup li.cation of the bachelor's degree. Thus, a
student holding a master's degree may not
as a rule become a candidate for another
master's degree in the same field of study.
Nor may the holder of a master's degree in
the same fie ld of study, received at another
institution, become a candidate for an ..
other master's degree in the same field at
Clemson.

Medical Requirements
Graduate students entering Clemson
University for the first time receive a medi ..
cal history form. Prior to registration, the
medical form (including immunization
documentation) must be completed and
returned to the Medical Records Depart ..
ment at Redfern H ealth Center. Students
will not be allowed to complete registra ..
tion without meeting immunization re ..
quirements.
The University requires that all new
students have documentation of two red
measles (rubeola) vaccinations on or after
their first birthday. Those students who
were born prior to January 1, 1957, are
exempt from the measles requirements. A
tuberculin skin test (PPD or Mantoux) is
required within the past year. If there is a
history of a positive skin test, a ch est ray
also is required within the past year. Stu ..
dents n ot in compliance with immuniza ..
tion requirements will not be allowed to
complete registration.

x.

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS

New Applicants
As a minimum and general requirement
for admission to any of the University's
graduate programs, a prospective student
must hold at least a four--year bachelor's
degree from an institution whose sch olas ..
tic rating is satisfactory to the University
and must have the approval of the depart ..
ment chair or program coordinator in
which the major work is planned. A l ..
though the quality of an applicant's previ-ous academic record always plays an inte-gral role in any admission decision, a gen ..
eral division in requirements, based on the
degree objective, exists as follows:

1. Master of Arts, Master of Science and
Doctor of Philosophy Degrees. C riteria for
admiss ion to these University--wide de ..
grees include satisfactory scores on the
general portion of the Graduate Record
Examinations (ORE).**
Applicants to the M .S. degree program
in industrial management must submit sat -isfactory scores on the Graduate Manage ..
mentAdmission T est (GMAT). ** Appli ..
cants to the master's program in econom ..
ics and the Ph.D. degree program in indus ..
trial management may submit satisfactory
scores on the GMAT** in lieu of the ORE.
2. The Professional Degrees. Admission
criteria, recommended by the individual
colleges awarding the degree, may include
professional experience and/or credentials
as well as ORE general scores.** Specifi..
cally, the professional programs in account ..

* Subject to ch ange.
** ORE or OMAT scores more than five years old relative to date of initial enrollment will not be accepted.
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ing, busines~ administration and he<1lth
adrn1ni~trat1on require satisfactory sC<)res
on the GMAT**.
International .;,tudents, in additi<1n t<)
meeting the min11num and general require ..
ment stated prev1ou~ly, mu t submit satis ..
factory scores <Jn the general portion <)f t11e
Graduate Record Examinations** rcgarcJ ..
les of the degree <Jbject1ve. (Hc)wcver, see
items 1 and 2 ahl)Ve for the master' pr<J ..
grams in industrial manage1nen t, acc<JL111 t ..
ing, bus1nes') admini tration <1r1cl healtl1
administrat1011.) A sati factc)ry ·c<Jre Cln
the Test of Engli h as a Fort ign Langt1age
(TOEFL)*** i al o required <1f i11ter11a ..
tional tudent ~ whose nati\rc tongt1 i 11cJt
Engl1 h. Applicants \Vho l1ope t) rtcei\1e a
graduate a ~ i tant hip mu t u 111it CClre
from the Te ·t of Written E11gl i 11 (T\XlE)
administered si111ulta11e )Lt ly \Vit 11 tl1
TOEFL at most test locati orl~. T11 'rallt1ate chool 1n( )' \\1ai\1e thi rec1uirt:1nent if
the applicant l1a a dem n trr1t d
111 ..
mand of the Engli"l1 language.
Ad mis ·ion to all program t r tr1ct d
to tho e ~tL1de11 t \\111 e acaden11c r
r
clearl)' in lie( te rl1e)1 are prepared t l nefit from gradL1ate tud)1 • Th
rt:du te
chool re er\ e the right tor qu1r
d1tional quanti tat i\re and aptitud , 111111 ..
tion ·a \Vella
r 11al i11t r i \\' 11 / r
oral exa111inG1ti 11s pri r t r
l1i11g 11
admi ion ci ion. Neitl1 r 11
1111
recordexce i11gr11ini1nun1r qu1r 111 11 ,
sa ti factory core
11 tan , rd i: d t
,
nor pr fe io11al experti e al 11 \\ 1ll, ur
a tudent' adtni ion. Rath r, tl1 t t I
record mu t indicat tl1e lik 1111 d f u ..
ce' ful graduate tud)'·
1

Assessment of Pre\ iou'" A ad
Work
1

1

'- tudent enrolled in a master's degree
program at Clem on University who wish
to C<)ntinue their studies in another master's
pr<)gram, a specialist program or a doctoral
prc>gram after completing their initial degree C)bjective may app ly by submitting the
n<)rtnal applicatic)n, colc)r .. coded green.
Thi application mu t be suppt1rted by the
tudent' advi < ry committee for the
1nC1 ter's degree or ()ther faculty de ignated
by the graduate dean who are ~1 ociated
\ itl1 the applicant' pre ent or proposed
J'rogram.
tu ien t 11< Id i ng
tl1 the bachelc)r'
a11d ma ter' ci gree (r )ffi C lern n Uni ..
\rer i t)7 are encouraged to I u r ue octora l
Jr ~ra111 at >ther i11 tituti n.

Change of Degree Program
u l 11t \\ h l1ave nrol l d i11 a given
ram \Vithi11 11 p t two c lend r e r m requ
chan e f major
c n / r de ree \\ itl1 ut u 1n1tt1n a new
1

1

ppl1cat1 n. [ri tea , tl1 tud nt mu t ubm1t t th
r u t
11 l F rm G I 4
end r
l1
I rt111 ~nr chc. 1r( ) or
i r gr n1 cl1 trp r 11(
f 11
ect degr pr r 1n ( . A Il ~ r r rn n d rad u cl1 I r u1r 111 nt mu t b ln t ear f 111 l
( r \ l \\ aII
r ntc .
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The grade point ratio r pr er1t111g r1
asses ment c)f a11 c: pplica11t' u11 r re: uate \vork \\'i ll e bas d on the la t l1c If of
the cour~e \V rk li ted on rl1 trar1 r11 t r
tran cript . 111 c 11 entional
e , th1 \\ 111
equate to tl1 ull jt111ior and n1 r
As a mini1nun1, 60 eme..,ter 11 ur (
quarter hour ) \viii be examined, a11 1n n
cases will a partial term, ~ -i 11 r 11r II ..
ment period be utili:ed. Exclt1de i11 tl1
computation <1re cour es gra led P/F an
certain elective l1a\ ing no relatio r1 l1ip r
a curriculum. Department, are at l i "~ft)' t
discount still other cour es in a ses i11g an
applicant's academic record. Certain professional programs may u e the total undergraduate grade point average to ~at i ~f~,
accreditation standarJ~. In e\ aluating the
grade point ratio of an applicant's graduate
work, all graduate course work will be u ed
except research and/or courses graded P/F.
1

Applicants Presently Enrolled in
Graduate School

\\

:

diate plans for graduate work should contact the Registrar's Office for procedure .

Academic Renewal
The tudent who was dismi sed from the
Graduate School for a grac1e point deficiency and who has not enrolled for a
period offour or more academic years may
apply t() the (.Jraduate School for readmis ..
sion under special conditions known as
academic renewal. Under the e conditions,
the previous graduate credits attempted
and quality point deficit will not consti ..
tute a lie bility in a new grade point compu ..
tation. H owever, no credits passed or their
attending quality point will be a\1ailable
to the tudent for a degree at Clemson, and
an), cour e previou ly pa sed may not be
validated by pecial examination. The pre ..
viou record \viii appear on the permanent
recor a well a tl1e nc)tation of readm1 ..
ion u11 er the policy of academic renewal.
ADMISSION CLASSIFICATIONS

Admi ion t,o a Degree Program
Candidate for adm1 ion to a degree
pro ram "'ill e admitted in one of the
fol lo\\ 1n categorie :

1. Full Status. The applicant creden ..
l equal r excee e ery m1n1mum ad ..
m1 1 n cr1ter1on pre cribed for the par-t1cular egree.

t1

2. Protlls1or1al StattLS. At lea tone ad1n1 ..
1 n cr1ter1 n pre cr1be for the particular
e ree 1 mar anal. uch appl1can \\ 111 be
re u1re t ren1 'e the pro\ 1 1 nal tatu
\\1th
at1 f ct I)' c em1c perfi rn1ance
durtn the fir t e111e ter. **** D toral
ree
lien \\tllnotbeadm1ttedpro' I I

1. Le tha11 T t o Year
101 I l 11 t 1f1
r11
r u t
tl1 pr r n1
t retur11.

rd111 t r

ht

2. T to co

t1 11
the
r uate
l. Tl1 ap licat1 11 111u t h \\' n '
ii1t r\ enin re u t \\' rk, 11 ppro1 fl'
att f1cial tra·n cr1i r of tl1 \\' rk n1 )' b
r q u i r d b ' t 11 t 1 r c Iu a t ~ 11 L l .
ix )'ear .
111u t b u 011tte n
pr or 01 c rd111 t r n
1

3. Si

~or

More )'ear . A r1t\V ppl ic(; tion
and all supp rt i11g tn t ri t1 l ""ill be re . .
quired; that i-, sucl1 persons are consid red
to be ne\\' applic<1nt .
Former graduate -cud nt de cribed
abo\ e \\ ho \\ i ~h to return to Clem on
Uni\ er it)' to pur~ue an undergraduate
degree and/or cour e \\ ork \Vi th no imme . .
1

1

1

1

1
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3. Co11dzaonal Accepta11ce. At lea-r ne
item re u1re

for adn11 ion 1 not a'' il ..
le.
tic f c nd1c1onal cceptance m
e I\ en to h1 hi ual1f1ed appl1 ants pr1 r
t receipt the e re the are pre"'entl
pur u1ng; h \\'e\ er all re uirement' for
th1 e ree 1nust be completed pr1 r t
enroll1n in the propo~e oraduare pr ..
grarn at Clen1s n Uni\1 er~it '· Like\\ i e
conditi 11c l a ceptance ma)' be gi\1 en prior
to receipt
sari-factory GRE or G~1A T
ore , if required but such ~core- mu~r be
recei \ ed prior to or during the fir t "emester of enrolln1ent.
Clem-on Uni\rer-ity -eniors lacking les~
than a full sen1e~rer of \\ ork to complete
the requirement" for their bachelor's de ..
gree n1a)1 appl)' to a graduate program and,
if granted conditional acceptance, be all0\\1ed to enroll in cour es for graduate
credit ( ee "Clem~on Un1,·er tt)1 enior "
on page 16).
1

1

1

** ORE or GMAT scores more than five years old relative to date of initial enrollment \vill not be accepted.
15
*** TOEFL scores more than two years old relative to date of initial enrollment will not be accepted.
.
**** An academic semester is defined as a minimum of nine credit hours of coun1e work not graded pass/fail. An academic year is defined as the cocal of two academic semester ·
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In addition to meeting the minimum
and general requirements for admission
li ted under "Academic Requirements" (see
page 14), the tudent must be recom . .
mended for admission by the program co . .
ordinator or department chair and must
meet any pecial departmental require ..
men ts.

Admission as a Nondegree
Student
Admi sion in thi category i restricted
primarily to tho e persons who may ben ..
efit professionally from additional study at
the graduate level, for example, public
chool teachers who are required to com ..
plete graduate courses for recertification.
In general, the only supportive material
required for such admission is a valid tran ..
cript showing an appropriate background
and confirming the awarding of a bachelor's
degree or higher.
Student in the nondegree category may
not be candidates for ad\ anced degrees
and may not receive a graduate appoint ..
ment for financial assistance. Should the
student subsequently be admitted to a de ..
gree program, a maximum of 12 semester
hour of graduate credit taken at any cam ..
pus ( nondegree and/or transfer) may be
applied toward the degree. In all cases the
nondegree student must receive pennis ..
sion from the program coordinator or the
department chair before enrolling in gradu ..
ate courses. Thi classification i not open
to international students.
Students enrolled in a nondegree status
are sub1ect to the same academic regula ..
tions regarding continuous enrollment as
apply to those in a degree program (see
page 28).
1

Admission as a Postbaccalaureate
Student
An applicant may be accepted by the
Graduate School as a postbaccalaureate
student if she/he applies to a spec1f1c gradu . .
ate degree program and does not have the
appropriate academic background. The
applicant must be recommended by the
department chair or program chairperson
and must meet all the other requirements
for admission to that degree program re ..
garding grade point ratio and standardized
test scores. A change in maJOr between the
undergraduate and graduate levels may
require a longer review time by the depart . .
ment. A student in this category who is
denied admission because of failure to meet
the minimum requirements has access to
the same appeal procedure as any other
student applying to the Graduate School.
Applicants will be classified as
postbaccalaureate students if they are not
qualified to take at least one graduate course
per semester that can be included in the
16

minimum hours required for the graduate
degree. Additionally, any student required
to complete more than 18 semester hours
of undergraduate credits will be classified
as postbaccalaureate. Until the required
number of undergraduate credit hours is
less than or equal to 18 and the student is
qualified to take a graduate course each
semester that can be included in the mini . .
mum hours required for the graduate de . .
gree, she/he will remain classified as
postbaccalaureate. A department or a stu . .
dent may request postbaccalaureate status
even though the above criteria are satis . .
fied.
At the time a postbaccalaureate student
becomes eligible for classification as a
graduate student, she/he must reapply for
admission to the Graduate chool, and
the decision as to eventual admission sta ..
tus (full status or provisional) will be made
according to criteria used by the depart . .
ment and the Graduate School for all
other applicants to the particular degree
program. The postbaccalaureate student is
expected to maintain a B average and
receive no grade lower than a C to qualify
for admission to a graduate program.
Postbaccalaureate students may enroll
in the same number of credits per semester
as any undergraduate student but cannot
enroll in graduate courses ( 600 level or
above) or receive a graduate assistantship.
No degree or certificate shall be awarded
to students in the postbaccalaureate sta . .
tus, and students who subsequently desire
to obtain an additional baccalaureate de ..
gree must apply through the Office of
Transfer Admissions. The applicability of
credits earned toward the undergraduate
degree will be determined by the policy
pertaining to transfer students. Academic
and other fees for postbaccalaureate stu . .
dents shall be those applicable to under . .
graduates with the exception of the appli . .
cation fee and admissions deposit.
A student possessing an undergraduate
or graduate degree who wishes to enroll in
specific undergraduate courses for reasons
other than future admission to the Gradu . .
ate School shall not be c lassified as
postbaccalaureate and shall be governed
by policies established by the Office of
Admissions and Registration.

ENROLLMENT IN GRADUATE
COURSES

Transient Graduate Students
A student who has been admitted to a
degree program at another institution and
who wishes to take courses for transfer to
that institution may be permitted to enroll
as a nondegree student in graduate courses
on receipt of Form GS8, Transient Gradu . .
ate Student Status, which may be ob . .

tained from the Graduate School at
Clemson University. This form, an abbre ..
viated application to the Graduate School,
must be presented two weeks prior to reg . .
istration. A student may earn no more
than a total of 12 semester hours while in
transient status.

Clemson University Seniors
Enrollment in any graduate course is
subj ect to approval by the department of . .
fering the course and the Graduate School.
This approval is required prior to registra . .
tion and may be obtained by completing
and returning to the Graduate School of. .
fice the appropriate form (Form GS6, avail ..
ab le at the Graduate School office). The
total course work load for the semester
must not exceed 18 hours, and the cumu . .
lative graduate credits earned by seniors
shall not exceed 12 semester h ours.
Seniors with a cumulative grade point
rat10 of 3 .0 or higher may enroll in 700 . .
and/or 800 . . level courses and may choose
to use these courses to meet requirements
for the bachelor's degree. H owever, courses
used for this purpose cannot be counted
later toward an advanced degree. Alterna ..
tively, such students may take 600 .. , 700 . .
or 800 . . level courses in excess of the re ..
quirements for their undergraduate degrees
and may request that these courses be
included as a part of their graduate pro ..
gram if they are subsequently admitted to
the Graduate School at C lemson. Courses
cannot be taken at the 600 level if their
300 .. and 400 . . level counterparts are re ..
quired for the undergraduate degree in the
same academic major as the proposed gradu . .
ate degree.
A Clemson enior with a cumulative
grade point rat10 less than 3 .0 may apply to
the Graduate School for conditional ac ..
ceptance (see page 15). If accepted, the
student may enroll in graduate courses for
inclusion in a future graduate program,
sub1ect to approval of Form GS6. The form
must be turned 1n and accepted by the
Graduate School before a student can pre . .
register or register for graduate courses.
In all cases, the credits and quality points
associated with senior enrollment in gradu ..
ate courses will be part of the undergradu . .
ate record.

Teacher Certification or
Recertification
Initial certification (endorsement) at
the graduate level is available only in edu . .
cational administration, reading and per . .
sonnel services (elementary and second . .
ary counseling). Students seeking admis . .
sion to these programs should hold an
appropriate teacher's certificate.

FINAN C IAL INF O RMATI O N

Those who possess a bachelor's degree
or higher and who desire initial certifica..
tion in a teaching area must complete the
undergraduate courses needed for certifi ..
cation in a postgraduate status adminis ..
tered by the Office of Transfer Admissions
and may n ot enroll in graduate courses
until their eligibility for certification h as
been established by their major depart ..
ment.
Prospect1ve students sh ould understand
that the material in this catalog appl1es
only to requirements for graduate degrees
and has n o direct relation to certification
or recertification for public sch ool teach ..
ers. The Graduate School gives no assur ..
ance that a program for a graduate degree
and a program for a certificate, or recertt ..
fication thereof, will coincide. Students
interested in professional certificates
should, prior to beginning any work, con.-

I

fer with the dean of the College of Health,
Education and Human Development or
the appropriate departme nt ch air in that
college.

University Employees
With the approval of the appropriate
dean or director, a qualified employee of
C lemson University may pursue graduate
work for cred1t. However, no member of
the faculty or staff who has a rank higher
than instructor or its equivalent may be
considered as a candidate for an advanced
degree in the academic department where
employed.
Limitations on the number of hours taken
per semester are explained under "Enroll ..
ment Limits" (see page 28).

Restrictions
Enrollment in any graduate course is
subject to approval by the department of..
fering the course and requires permission
of the instructor, whether or not such is
specifically stated in the course descrip.tion. To enroll in or receive credit for any
courses of the 600 series or above, the
student (with the exception of certain
Clemson University seniors) must have
been officially admitted by the Graduate
School either to a degree program (see
page 15) or as a nondegree student (see
page 16), or must have been granted con ..
ditional acceptance (see page 15).
Students may not enroll in 600.. level
courses for which undergraduate credit has
been awarded, nor can graduate credit be
awarded retroactively for undergraduate
courses already completed.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ACADEMIC EXPENSES

2. Graduate Fellows and Trainees . Gradu ..
ate fellows and trainees pay fees applicable
to South Carolin a residents, as shown in
the next paragraph. Fellowship and
traineeship recipient are eligible for ap ..
pointrnent a departmental graduate as is ..

Academic Fees
1. Graduate Assistants. G raduate ass1s..
tants pay a flat fee of $493* (subject to
change) per seme ter and $165* (subject
to change) foreachsummerse~51on. Gradu ..
ate assistants may elect to sign a payroll
deduction agreement at the time of regi ..
tration ; h owever, it should be noted that
payroll deductions are not available dur ..
ing summer sessions. The deduction will
be for academic fees and/or the health fee,
up to the max1mum amount due. Detail
on the deferred payment schedule may be
found under the h ead ing "Fiscal Policy"
(see page 21).
In order for graduate assistant to qualify
for this academic fee structure and de ..
ferred payment schedule, the assistantship
appointment must be made known to the
Graduate School by the employ1ng de ..
partment and the duties must commence
within the three.-day period follow1ng the
first day of normal registration in regular
semesters. International graduate students
are required to be in proper imm1grat1on
status before any assistantship offer is ex ..
tended or attending benefits ensue. Should
the assistantship begin after the three .. day
period, through n o fault of the studen t, the
student will receive a refund on a prorata
basis for the difference between normal
academic fees and those ch arged as a result
of the assistantship.
Likewise, if an assistantship is termi ..
nated prior to the end of the regular semes ..
ter or session , the student may be liable
only for a prorated amount of the fee re ..
duction already enjoyed.

tants. For students holding both fellow ..
ships or traineeships and assistantships,
the fee structure for assistantships prevails.
3. Graduate Students. Semester charges
for graduate students are determined by

Graduate Assistantship Prorata Tuition Policy
Adding an assistantship

Dropping an assistantship

The first two weeks of class

Graduate Assistantship Fee

Full tuition and fees
(based on hours
enrolled)

Between drop/add and the last
day to drop or withdraw
without a W

50°/o of total tuition and 1 00°/o
of fees; or graduate assistant
fee if new money to the
University

1OOo/o of tuition and fees,
minus the graduate
assistantship fee paid

After the last day to drop or
withdraw without a final grade

No benefit

No liability

1

Academic Fees
'

Full-time Graduate Student
(12 or more hours)

South Carolina Resident

Nonresident

$1 ,577*

$3,226*

Payment of the above fees mandates a health fee but also provides certain entitlements.
(See "Related Expenses" on page 18.)
Part-time Graduate Student
(less than 12 hours)

$130* (per hour)

$264 * (per hour)

Off-Campus Rates
MBA or MHA students
enrolled at The University
Center or Lander University

$200* {per hour)

$408* {per hour)

$148* (per hour)

$296* {per hour)

Non-MBA students

Academic fees for classes taught out of state or out of country are determined on the
basis of location.

* Subject to change.
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the credit load, with no distinction be ..
tween graduate and undergraduate credits.

project report, as well as binding fees for
personal copies, are extra charges to be
borne by the student.

4. Postbaccalaureate Students. Postbac..
ca laureate students pay the same academic
fees as graduate students and are subject to
out .. of. . state fees, if applicable.

5. Permanent University Faculty and Staff.
Permanent Clemson University employ ..
ees may take up to four credit hours free per
semester or summer session. Beyond these
hours, they pay the following:
Academic Fee (per semester hour)

$130*
A permanent employee (as defined by
the Clemson University Office of Business
and Finance) is a person employed full
time (3 7.5 .. 40 hours per week, 9 or 12
months per year) in a regular position,
subject to the full control and responsibil ..
ity of the University and receiving full
remuneration for his or her services in the
regular University budget.
Faculty should be aware of the policy
restricting pursuit of advanced degrees as
found under "University Employees" (see
page 17).

Auditing Fees
Full.-time students or graduate assistants
may audit courses as part of their schedule.
Part--time students are charged according
to the following schedule:
South
Carolina
Resident

Academic Fee
(per semester hour) $65*

Non·
resident

$132*

(See page 28 for the policy on auditing.)

Graduation Fees
The following graduation fees are in
addition to the above charges:
Diploma Case
$ 8*
Mailing Fee
$ 4*
Apparel for Graduation
(attendance optional)
Master's or Education Specialist $20*
Degree Candidates
$25*
Binding Fees for Theses or Dissertations, 3
copies (required $10 for each copy up to 5,
$15 for each copy above 5 *)
Mailing Thesis or
Dissertation
Publication of Dissertation
Abstract (if applicable)

$6 per copy
$50*

Costs for preparation and duplication of
the thesis, dissertation or departmental
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Health Fee
All graduate students enrolling in seven
or more credits in the fall or spring semes ..
ter are required to subscribe to the health
fee of $95* per semester. During the sum ..
mer sessions, all graduate students enroll ..
ing in four or more credits will be required
to subscribe to the health fee of $34* per
regular session. Exemptions to this require ..
ment include students not taking classes
on the main campus, international visi . .
tors/scholars and employees of Clemson
University. Graduate assistants who have
authorized a payroll deduction of academic
fees may include the cost of the health fee.
Any student not mandated to pay the
health fee may do so voluntarily and ben ..
efit from the services.
The health fee provides for the services
of the University physicians, psycholo ..
gists, nurse practitioners and health edu ..
cators. Included in the medical fee is an
excess accident and sickness benefit avail ..
able for after.-hours urgent care. For more
detailed information, see "Health Services"
(see page 41), or contact Redfern Health
Center at (864) 656 .. 2233.
The University offers a plan of accident
and sickness insurance designed to help
cover major medical expenses. Informa ..
tion on this insurance plan is sent to all
students prior to the beginning of the fall
semester. The health center strongly en.courages students who do not have ad ..
equate insurance coverage to purchase the
additional coverage.

Athletic Contests and University
Concerts
Departmental graduate assistants and
graduate resident assistants are eligible to
purchase two season tickets per sport at
the faculty.-employee rates. Applications
must be completed at the Jervey Athletic
Center ticket office.
For full .. time graduate students enrolled
in 12 or more semester hours and paying
full tuition and fees, tickets to home foot ..
ball and basketball games are available at
no charge upon presentation of a valid ID
at times and places published by the Ath ..
letic Department. Students are admitted
to all other on .. campus intercollegiate ath ..
letic events, except NCAA .. sponsored
championship play .. off tournaments, upon
presentation of ID. The Athletic Depart..
ment wil 1make every effort to accommo ..
date all students who want to attend an
athletic event. However, when ticket de-mands are greater than available seats, the

Athletic Department reserves the right to
refuse to admit students if this would en ..
danger the safety of participants and spec. .
tators.
Graduate students, full.-time and part . .
time, may attend University concerts.
Announcements on campus determine
whether admission is by ticket, by present...
ing student ID or free.
The ticket privileges just described do
not apply to students enrolled solely in the
M.B.A. program on the campuses of
Furman University or Lander University.

Vehicle Registration
Vehicles must be registered immediately
upon being brought to campus. The cost of
vehicle registration is $48* for one year,
August 15 to August 15. Each additional
vehicle is $6*, and motorcycle registration
is $18 *. Parking permits and further infor ..
mation may be obtained from Parking Ser..
vices, (864) 656 .. 2270.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Fellowships and Traineeships
Approximately 140 outstanding gradu ..
ate students hold fellowships or traineeships
at Clemson University. In order for a mon ..
etary award to be designated a fellowship
or a traineesh1p, it must provide the recipi-ent a minimum of $1,000 for the academic
year. These awards, received from a variety
of alumni, foundation, governmental, in-di vidual or industrial sources, require no
services. Payment in excess of actual edu-cat1onal costs is subject to federal and state
taxes.
Graduate Alumni Fellowships, Univer-sity Research Fellowships and George R.
MacDonald Fellowships are University ..
wide awards administered by the Graduate
School. These awards of $5,000 each for
the academic year are made on a competi ..
tive basis to nominees selected by the
departments. Scholarly potential and aca-demic excellence are the sole criteria for
the awards.
Additional fellowships and traineeships
are administered by the individual col ..
leges and departments. Some awards, such
as the Industrial Graduate Residency Fel ..
lowships, may limit the student's research
to areas of interest to the donor and require
a period of residency at the industrial site.
Detailed information is available in the
colleges or departments.
South Carolina Graduate Incentive Fel-lowships of $5 ,000 for master's students or
$10,000 for doctoral students are available
to minority graduate students. These
awards are renewable. Master's students
must be citizens of South Carolina. Prefer ..
ence is given to new applicants and those
who express a commitment to remain and
*Subject to change.
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be employed in the state for two years.
These fellowships are administered by the
Office of Access and Equity.
Unless stipulated otherwise by the
granter and/or donor, holders of fellow ..
ships or traineeships are required to enroll
in the same minimum credit load as is
applicable to departmental graduate assis ..
tants. Continued receipt of any fellowship
or traineeship is contingent on the student's
maintaining a satisfactory academic sta ..
tus. Normally a student cannot h old con . .
currently two or more fellowships or
traineeships (or the equivalent thereof)
administered by the University, regardless
of the funding sources. Fellowship recipi ..
ents are eligible for appointment as de ...
partmental graduate assistants.
Fellowships and traineeships u ually are
offered in early March. Inquiries may be
made to the department of the student's
major interest or to the Graduate Sch ool.

Loans
The Office of Student F1nanc1al Aid
administers federal financial aid for gradu ..
ate students. Many types of federal aid,
such as the Federal Pell Grant, are not
available to graduate students. H owever,
the Federal Stafford Loan ha5 extended
loan limits for graduate tudents, and 1
available to most students regard le)':> of
•
income.
U.S. citizens and eligible non .. citizen
can apply for the Federal tafford Loan by
completing the Free Application for Fed ..
eral Student Aid (FAFSA). The ugge ted
deadline to app ly is April I for the follo'A;..
ing fall seme ter.
Graduate students accepted into a de ..
gree program may borrow fund to CO\'er
their established cost of attendance, le
any fellowship stipends or fee waiver , up
to $18,500 per year. *
Further information and application
forms are available from the Office of Stu ..
dent Financial Aid, GOl Sikes Hall, Box
345123, Clemson, SC 29634 .. 5123.

Eligibility for Loans
In order to qualify for a loan, graduate
students must be enrolled in at least five
credits in a regular semester (fall or spring)
and three credits for the summer in any
combination of enrollments. The Finan ..
cial Aid Office reserves the right to deny
loans in the summer when abnormal en ..
rollments may be contrary to federal loan
regulations.

Special Employment Restrictions
Graduate students who are employed in
programs administered directly or indi ..
rectly by Clemson University and are found
to be in default on payments of student

*Subject to change.

loans will be subject to wage withholding
(garnish) according to Legislative Author ..
ity P.L. 102 . . 164; T o U.S.C. S1095A et
seg.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Graduate Assistantships
Approximately 1 ,850 graduate students

as n otification of the appointment, its du ..
ration and the stipend are the responsibil1 ..
ties of the employing departments. All
graduate assistants are granted partial re ..
mission of academic and other fees and
enjoy certain other benefits provided for
University staff personnel.

1. Eligibility. To qualify for a departmen ..

hold C lemson University appointments.
These are of two kinds: ( 1) graduate ass1s-tantships requiring, for the most part, half..
time employment and ( 2) fellowships or
traineeships which require no service to
the University.
Clemson University, as a member of the
Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States, subscribes to the following policy
inherent in the resolution adopted by the
Council regarding graduate appointments.
In every case in which an appointment for
the next academic year is offered to stu ..
dent currently enrolled in or accepted to
graduate programs, the tudent, if accep-tance t') indicated before April 15, will
have complete freedom through April 15
to ~ubmit, in writing, a re ignation of the
appo intment in order to accept one else ..
\Vhere. Howe\'er, an acceptance gi\ren or
left in force after April 15 commit the
tudent not to accept another appoint ..
ment (at Clem on or el e\vhere) \Vithout
fir t obtaining a \vritten relea e from the
fir t party to whom a commitment hac;
been made. imilarly, an offer made after
April 15 i conditional on pre entation b)'
the tudent of the \vritten release from any
pre\ iou ly accepted offer.
To be eligible for anr' graduate appoint ..
ment, a graduate tudent mu~t att f\ the
appropriate minimum enrollment require ..
ment described in each ection bel0\\ and
the enrollment limit requirement ( ~ee
page 28). The Uni\1 er it}' re)er\1 e ~ the right
to withdra\\' the appointment at any time
because of failure to meet the e require ..
ments. Graduate tudent al o hould un ..
derstand that an appointment ma} be \\ ith ..
drawn at any time for failure to maintain a
satisfactory academic statu including
grades (see "AcademLc Standard /Grad ..
ing" on page 2 7), special exam1nat1on
and research efforts.

tal assistantship, the graduate student must
possess at least a bachelor's degree and be
enrolled in a graduate degree program. In
addition, the graduate student must de ..
vote 10 to 30 h ours of service per week to
the University and be engaged in employ.ment that bears a recognizable relation ..
ship to his or her major field of study.
Multiple employment of graduate students
by the University (graduate appointment
and/or hourly employment) is permitted.
It is the responsibility of the secondary
employer to receive permission of the pri ..
mary employer and the Graduate School
prior to assignment of any additional work
and to ensure that the maximum work load
of 30 hours per week is not exceeded.
Upper limits on academic loads as related
to hours of service per week are found in
the section entitled "Enrollment Limits''
(see page 28).
International graduate students who are
intere ted in receiving an assistantship
hould submit Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) and Test of Written
Engli h (TWE) scores. International stu . .
dents seeking graduate teaching assistant ..
-hip , \vho -e native language is not En ..
gli hand who e secondary education (and
beyond) \\ a not taught fully in English,
are required to pass the standardized exam,
Te t of poken English (TSE). Specialists
in Engl1 has a econd Language adminis ..
ter thi te"t at Clemson Uni\rersity after
the tudents ha\.·e arri\ ed. Prospective in ..
temational TA al o undergo an inten:iew
during \\ h1ch they are e\·aluated by faculty
member 1n thetr respective departments.
Videotaped oral pre entat1ons are utilized
in ome departments. uccessful scores on
the test, the interview, and the presenta . .
t1on (if required) are completed before the
tu dent can be approved as a teaching
a .. 1 tant.

Departmental Graduate
Assistantships

2. Mrnimum Stipend. The m1n1mum
graduate as tstantship stipend must be com ..
mensurate with a rate 1.2 times the pre ..
vailing federal m1n1mum wage.

1

1

1

Assistantships are available in academic
departments involving primarily instruc ..
tion, research or extension and in nonaca ..
demic departments involving primarily
administration. Application forms may be
obtained from the Graduate School or
from department chairs and should be com ..
pleted and filed as early as possible in the
academic year befo re the student enrolls.
Selection of assistantship recipients as well

1

1

1

3. Minimum Enrollment. A minimum
enrollment is required for appointment as
a graduate assistant. During the academic
year, the minimum enrollment is nine
semester hours for all graduate assistants.
Minimum enrollment in the summer ses.sions is three semester hours per session.
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Undergraduate credits may be included in
the minimum provided they are relevant
to the student's degree program and re ..
quired by the advisory committee. Credits
in GS 799 may be included in the mini ..
mum in unusual cases cleared in advance
with the Graduate School.

4. Employment Schedule and Leave with ..
out Pay. Graduate students with 9 .. month
or 12 .. month graduate teaching assistant ..
ship appointments work on the same cal ..
endar as faculty \\·1th 9.-month or 12 .. month
appointments, respectively. Duties over
holiday periods for graduate research assis ..
tantship appointments should be agreed
upon in writing by the student and the
immediate faculty ad\"lsor in charge of the
research program.
A graduate assistant may request up to
four weeks of leave without pay per semes ..
ter and one week of leave \Vithout pay per
ummer session from his or her immediate
supervisor for illness of a clo5e family mem ..
ber, death in the immediate family and
personal illness or hardship. If lea\ e i5 not
approved by the administrator of the gradu . .
ate assistantship, the graduate assistant
may petition the Graduate School for ap ..
pro,·al.
A graduate assistant is eligible for up to
s1x weeks of maternity leave \Vithout pay.
The request for maternity leave must be
made to the department at least one month
in ad\ ance.
1

Graduate Resident Assistantships
Part .. t1me employment on the program
staff of the residence halls is available to
qualified graduate students. Preference is
given to those \\ ho ha\ e had a successful
undergraduate experience as a residence
hall assistant. In general, 20 hours of ser . .
vice per week are required, and compen~a ..
t1on for such employment amounts to a
room or apartment, partial remission of
academic and other fees, and approximately
$1,000 per semester. Graduate resident
assistants are subject to an enrollment limi ..
tation (see page 28), and the required
minimum enrollment is coincident with
that of departmental graduate assistants.
Interested applicants should apply directly
to the Housing Office. A personal inter ..
view is required prior to final selection.
1

1

Assistantship Appointment
Process
Each graduate assistant shall be pro ..
vided a document to sign and return to the
employing department at the time the
offer is accepted. The document shall pro ...
vide a brief description of the expectations
of the employer, the anticipated begin-ning and ending dates, stipend amount,
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average hours of service per week, work
schedule (where appropriate) and the con-ditions for reappointment, if any. In addi-tion, the assistant must be apprised of the
financial penalties that may be incurred
regarding academic fees should the assis ..
tantship start after the beginning or be
terminated before the end of the semester
or sessions. (See "Academic Fees" on page
17.)

Termination of Assistantships
1. Termination of Assistantship by Stu..dent Normally an assistantship is offered
on an annual or on an academic year basis.
A ~tudent may terminate an assistantship
at the conclusion of a semester or summer
ess1on without penalty. However, if the
tudent terminates his or her assistantship
during a emester, the student may be
liable, calculated on a prorata basts, for the
difference between the normal acaden1ic
fees and the reduced fees asse ed as a
result of the ass1stantsh1p. If, in the opin ..
ion of the immediate supervisor of the
assistantship, the termination was Justifi ..
ab le, the adm1n1strator may recommend
to the dean of the Graduate chool that
no additional charge be made to the tu ..
dent.

2. Termination of Assistantship for Cause.
If, in the opinion of the immediate uper ..
\ 1sor of the assistantship, a tudent i not
carrying out the duties of the as t<,tantship
in a satisfactory manner, the a sistantship
ma)' be terminated and the tudent held
liable, calculated on a prorata ba is, for the
reduction in academic fee~ assessed as a
result of the as I5tantship.
The procedure to be followed before
terminating an as 1stantship for cause fol . .
lows
The immediate supervisor should first
discuss the problem with the 5tudent and
try to resolve the problem. A record of thi5
conversation is placed in the tudent's
departmental file. If the performance of
the student remains unsatisfactory, a signed
written warning from the department chair
is sent to the student by certified or regis ..
tered U .S mail deta1l1ng the nature of the
problem. The graduate dean shall be not1 ..
fied. If the performance of the student
remains unsatisfactory, the department
chair gives the student a written notice of
termination. At least two week5 should
e lapse between the written warning and
the notice of termination. The graduate
dean shall be notified. The student has the
right to file a grievance with the Graduate
Student Grievance Committee (see page
34 ).

3 . Termination for Academic Require . .
ments. The assistantship may also be ter ..

minated for dropping below the minimum
credit hours required as described on this
page or for failure to meet other academic
requirements.

4. Termination of Assistantship Because of
Unexpected Loss of Research Funding. A
sudden or unexpected loss of external fund ..
ing may result in a termination of an assis-tantship. The policy described below will
be used to calculate any tuition and fees
required by a graduate student. A depart ..
ment chair may request an exception to
the policy with appropriate documenta-t1on. (See "Graduate Assistantship Prorata
Tuition Policy,, on page 17.)

International Student
Employment and Financial
Assistance
Financial assistance is available to
Clemson's international graduate students
through instructional and research assis ..
tantship . A sistantships are awarded by
individual departments, and the student
must contact the department directly re . .
garding the availabi lity of assistantships.
The department will notify the student
only in the e\1 ent of an awarded assistant ..
ship. Applicant who hope to receive assis ..
tantships must submit satisfactory scores
on the Test of English as a Foreign Lan ..
guage (TOEFL) and the Test of Written
English (TWE).
pecial employment regulations for in ..
temational students are determined by INS.
To ensure compliance with these regula ..
tion , international students must obtain
permi sion from the International Office
before gaining employment at C lemson.
Nonacademic employment opportunities
are available on campus on a first.-come
ba t . Application5 are made directly to
the hiring source upon arrival on campus.
Off .. campus employment generally is un ..
a\ ailable to international students and
5hould not be considered as a means of
support. Application for practical training
and certain other categories of employ. .
ment may be made after one academic
year. Further information is available in
the Office of International Services and
Diversity Programs (ISDP), E.-208 Martin
Hall, telephone (864) 656 .. 2357.
1

Hourly Employment
Employment on an h ourly basis for a
portion of a semester or session is possible
in some departments. The maximum credit
load is the same as that for graduate assis ..
tants found under "Enrollment Limits"
(see page 28). Enrolled graduate students
(exclusive of full .. time University employ . .
ees) may not be employed by the Univer ..
sity for more than 30 hours per week (gradu ..
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ate appointments and hourly employment
combined), and no portion of the h ourly
employment shall be used to qualify stu ..
dents for benefits afforded those on gradu ..
ate assistantship appointments.

FISCAL POLICY

Settlement of University Fees
The entire amount of the expense for
each semester or summer session is due and
payable at the beginning of each semester
or summer session, and no student is en ..
rolled officially until all expenses are satis.fied. In special cases, the University will
accept, at the beginning of a semester, a
non.-interest .. bearing promissory note for a
portion of the semester residence hall and
board fee. In such cases, the note for the
first semester charges will be due October
1, and the note for the second 5emester
charges will be due March 1. Upon certifi ..
cation by the dean of the Graduate School
and upon authorization by the student of a
payroll deduction for payment, deferred
payment of academic and health fees may
be granted to a student emplor·ed a a
graduate assistant. The total amount de ..
ferred shall not exceed the to ta 1 of the
graduate assistant fees for the seme ter.
Payment of the amount deferred is to be
made in six equal installment through
payroll deductions beginning with the sec ..
ond pay period of the semester. Should an
assistantship be terminated, an)1 unpaid
balance of funds deferred 1 payable imme ..
diately as well as any additional fees due.
No deferred payments are permitted for
summer sessions for any graduate student.
All other transactions relating to pay ..
ment should be conducted with the Office
of Business Affairs. All checks and money
orders should be made payable to Clemson
University. A personal check gi\1en in
payment of University expenses which is
returned by the bank unpaid immediately
creates an indebtedness to the University.

Returned Checks/Charge Cards
A check or charge card given in pay ..
ment of University expenses or a check
cashed by the University that is returned
unpaid by the bank immediately creates an
indebtedness to the University. The Of..
fice of Business Affairs, G 12 Sikes Hall,
administers matters related to the collec ..
tion of all returned checks for students and
nonstudents.
The Bursar's Office will redeposit re.turned checks in payment of academic fees
for the fall and spring semesters. A $20*
returned check charge will be assessed for
each returned item in accordance with
state laws. Students with returned items
for payment of academic fees are also sub--

*Subject to change.

ject to a late payment fee of $5* per
calendar day, not to exceed $350*, begin-ning on the day after the last day of late
registration. If the note is returned to the
University in a timely manner with no
response by the student or drawer, a writ-ten request to disenroll the student will be
made to the registrar. If the request is
approved, the percentage of refund will be
applied to the debt. If the check is re-turned after the mid.-point of the semester
with no response, by the student or drawer,
a decision will be made by the director of
business affairs and the registrar as to the
effects of disenrollment. At this point, the
student will owe 100 percent of tuition
and fees, even if he/she has been
di)enrolled. The University may re5tr1ct
sub5equent payment for academic and
other fees by accepting only cash, certified
checks, cashier's checks or money orders.
Any individual who ca hes a two.-party
check or use a two.-party check for pay ..
ment of Un1ver ity expenses will be held
re pon ible for that check if it is returned
unpaid by the bank. Checks u ed as pay ..
ment for \ arious Univer ity ervice ·,such
a meal plan , hou ing, etc., that are later
returned unpaid by the bank give the
Uni\ er ity the right to cancel ~ uch er ..
ice and cause fl)rfeiture of any refund.
Any returned item not collected by the
abo\ e procedure may be turned over to a
collection agency and the indebtednes reported to a credit bure ~1u. Cost of col ..
lection \Vi 11 be added to the debt. Tran ..
cript · and diploma" \vill be \\1ithheld pend ..
ing payn1ent, and the debt ma)' be de ..
dt1cted from ·rate income tax refund-.
Abu ·e of check ca ·hing and check pa)' ..
ment pri\7 ileges may re ult in the restric ..
tion of ~ uch pri\1 ilege for an indefinite
period of time ba ed on the frequenC)7 and/
or dollar amount, a - determined by the
Office of Bu ine s Affair .
1

1

\

1

1

Past Due Accounts
Any indebtedne , to the Univer Lt)7
which becomes pa t due immediatel)1 1eop ..
ard1zec; the student, enrollment, and no
uch tudent \\'ill be permitted to re.-enroll
for an ensuing emester or ummer chool
term. Billing fee and/or collection co t5
may be added to the indebtedne 5 Fur ..
ther, any student who fail to pay all in ..
debtedness, including collection costs, to
the University may not be issued a tran ..
script or diploma. Unresolved debts may
be turned over to a collection agency, be
reported to a credit bureau and deducted
from state income tax refunds. Debts in ..
elude but are not limited to the following:
parking violations, library fines, rent, aca . .
demic fees, and others.

Refund of Academic Fees
Regular Semester No refunds will be
made on a semester,s academic and medi-cal fees after four weeks from the last day
to register. In the case of a withdrawal
from school, the refund will be based on
the effective date of withdrawal as shown
on the official University withdrawal form.
Refunds for full--time students who drop to
part time and part--time students who drop
credit hours will be based on the date the
course is dropped. To be eligible for a
refund, the request must be received by
the Office of Business Affairs prior to the
beginning of the next term. If a student
withdraws prior to the last day to register,
the refund is 100 percent. Beginning with
the day following the last day to register,
refunds for periods of four weeks or less
during a semester shall be made on the
schedule shown below.
Period of Enrollment
after Last Day to Register

Percent
Refunded

One week or less

80°/o

More than 1 but not more
than 2 weeks

60°/o

More than 2 but not more
than 3 weeks

40°/o

More than 3 but not more
than 4 weeks

20°/o

More than 4 weeks

0°/o

Summer Session. No refund of academic
and medical fee will be made after three
\\'eek from the last da)1 to register. In the
ca e of a \\ ithdra\val from chool, the re-fund \\ ill be based on the effective date of
ithdra\\ al as shown on the off1c1al Uni ..
versit)' withdrawal form. Refunds for stu ..
dents \\1h o drop credit hours \\'ill be based
on the date the course is dropped. To be
eligible for a refund, the request must be
recei\ ed b) the Office of Business Affairs
prior to the beginning of the next term. If
a student \\ ithdra\vs prior to the last day to
register, the refund is 100 percent. Begin ..
n1ng \vith the day follo\\'ing the last day to
reg1 ter, refunds for summer school ses . .
1

1

1
\\

1

1

1

1
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sions shall be made on the schedule indi-cated below.
-

Percent Refunded
by Length of
Summer Sessions

Period of Enrollment
after Last Day to
Register

Less
More
than
Than
5 or
3 wks. 3 wks. 6 wks. 6 wks.

One week or less

Oo/o 40°/o

60°/o 60°/o

More than 1 but not
more than 2 weeks 0°/o

0°/o

More than 2 but not
more than 3 weeks 0%

0%

0°/o

0°/o

More than 3 weeks

0°/o

0%

0%

0°/o

20°/o 40%

Establishment of University Fees
The annual State Appropriation Act
imposes th e general requirement that stu-dent fees be fixed by the University Board
of Trustees. The act imposes two specific
requirements on the Board:
( 1) In fixing fees applicable to academic
and general maintenance and operation
costs, the Board must maintain a mini ..
mum student fee not less than the fee
charged the previous year;
(2) In fixing fees applicable to dormi-tory rental, dining halls, laundry, infir-mary and all other personal subsistence
expenses, the Board must charge students
an amount sufficient to cover fully the cost
of providing such facilities and services.

SOUTH CAROLINA RE SIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
APPLICATION FOR RESIDENT
STATUS
Any prospective or enrolled graduate
student who is uncertain of his/her status
concerning entitlement to payment of in-state tuition and fees has the responsibility
of securing a ruling from the university by
providing all relevant information on special application forms. These form can be
obtained from the Graduate School (E ..
106 Martin H all; Clemson University;
Clemson, SC 29634) and are to be com-pleted and returned to that office at least
two weeks prior to registration for any
semester or summer term for which the
student is attempting to qualify for pay-ment of the in--state tuition and fee rate.
ENTITLEMENT

Eligibility for payment of in.-state tu . .
ition and fees sh all be determined under
the provisions of section s 59 .. 112 . . 10
through 59 . . 112 . . 100, South Carolina code
of laws, 1976, as amended. This law is set
forth in its entirety as follows (subject to
further amendment by the General A s..
sembly ).
STATUTES

Definitions-section 59--112..-10. A s used
in this chapter:
A. The words "state institution" shall
mean those post.-secondary educational
institution s under the jurisdiction of the
following: ( 1) Board of Trustees, Clemson
University; (2) Board ofTrustees, Medical
University of South Carolina; (3) Board of
Trustees, South Carolina State College;
( 4) State College Board of Trustees; (5)
Board of Visitors, the Citadel; (6) Board of
Trustees, University of South Carolina;
(7) Board of Trustees, Winthrop College;
and (8) State Board of Technical and
Comprehen sive Education.
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B. The word "student" sh all mean any
person enrolled for studies in any state
institution .
C. The word "residence" or "re ide"
shall mean continuo us and permanent
physical presence within this state, pro-vided, that temporary absen ce for sh ort
periods of time sh all not affect the e tab-lishment of a residence.
D. The word "dom1c 1le" shall mean a
person's true, fixed, principal residence
and place of h ab1tat1on; it sh all 1nd1cate
the place where such per on intend to
remain, and to which such per on expect
to return upon leaving without e tabl1shing a new domicile in anoth er tate. For
purposes of this section on e may h ave only
on e legal domicile; one i pre urned to
abandon automatically an old domicile
upon establishing a n ew one. H ou51ng
provided on an academic ses ion ba i for
students at state institutions h all be pre ..
sumed n ot to be a place of pr1nc1pal resi ..
dence, as residency in such h ousing is by
nature temporary.
E. The words "in.-state rates" shall mean
charges for tuition and fees established by
state institutions for persons who are do ..
miciled in South Carolina in accordance
with this act; the words "out.-of..state rates"
shall mean charges for tu1t1on and fees
established by state institutions for per . .
sons who are n o t do miciled in South Caro . .
lina in accordance with this act.
F. The words" independent person" shall
mean a person in his maj ority, or an eman . .
cipated minor, whose predo minant source
of income is his own earnings or income
from employment, investments, or pay . .
ments from trusts, grants, sch olarships,
loans, or payments of alimony or separate
maintenance made pursuant to court or..
der.

G The words "dependent" or "depen ..
dent person" mean; ( 1) one whose finan ..
c1al support i ~ provided n ot thro ugh his
own earnings o r entitlements, but whose
predominant 5ource of income or support
15payment from a parent, spouse, or guard ..
ian, and who qualifies as a dependent or an
exemption on the federal tax return of the
parent, spouse, or guardian; or (2) one for
whom payments are made, under court
order, for child upport and the cost of his
college education by an independent per ..
son meeting the provisions of section 59 ..
112..-20 a orb. However, the words "depen ..
dent" or "dependent person" do n ot in. .
clude a pou~e or former spou~e who is the
recipient of alimon y or separate mainte . .
nance payment made pursuant to court
order.
H. The word "minor" shall mean a per ..
50n \\·ho has not attained the age of eigh . .
teen year ; and the words "emancipated
minor" sh all mean a mino r whose parents
have entirely surrendered the right to the
care, custody and earnings of such minor
and are no longer under any legal obliga ..
t1on to support or maintain such minor.
I. The word "parent" shall mean a
person's n atural or adoptive father or
mother; or if on e parent has custody of the
child, the parent having custody; or if
there is a guardian or o ther legal custodian
of such person, then such guardian or legal
custodian; provided; however, that where
circumstances indicate that such guard ..
ianship o r custodianship was created pri . .
marily for the purpose of conferring South
Carolina domicile for tuition and fee pur . .
poses on such child or dependent person, it
shall not be given such effect.
J. The word "spouse" shall mean the
husband or wife of a married person.

SOUT H CAROL INA RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

South Carolina domicile defined for pur...
poses ofrates of tuition and fees-section 59 ..
112--20. South Carolina domicile for tu ..
ition and fee purposes shall be established
as follows in determinations of rates of
tuition and fees to be paid by students
entering or attending state institutions:
A. Independent persons who reside in
and have been domiciled in South Caro ..
lina for a period of no less than twelve
months with an intention of making a
permanent home herein, and their depen ..
dents, may be considered eligible for in . .
state rates.
B. Independent persons who reside in
and h ave been domiciled in South Caro . .
lina for fewer than twelve months but who
have full .. time employment in the state,
and their dependents, may be considered
eligible for in--state rates for as long as such
independent person is employed on a full ..
time basis in the state.
C. Where an independent person meet ..
ing the provisions of section 59 .. 112 .. 20 b
above, is living apart from his spouse, or
where such person and his spouse are sepa . .
rated or divorced, the spouse and depen . .
dents of such independent person shall
have domiciliary status for tuition and fee
purposes only under the following circum . .
stances: ( 1) if the spouse requesting domi ..
ciliary status for tuition and fee purpose
remains domiciled in South Carolina al ..
though living apart or separated from his
or her employed spouse, (2) if the depen . .
dent requesting domiciliary status for tu . .
ition and fee purposes is under the legal
custody or guardianship, as defined 1n sec . .
tion 59 . . 112 .. lOi above, of an independent
person who is domiciled in thts state; or if
such dependent is claimed a5 an income
tax exemption by the parent not having
legal custody but paying child . . support, o
long as either parent remains domiciled in
South Carolina.
0. The residence and domicile of a de-pendent minor shall be presumed to be
that of the parent of such dependent mi ..
nor.

Effect of change of residency-section 59 . .
112 . . 30. When the domicile of a student or
of the person upon whom a student is
financially dependent changes after en . .
rollment at a state institution, tuition
charges shall be adjusted as follows:
A. Except as provided in section 59 ..
112 . . 20b above, when domicile is taken in
South Carolina, a student shall not be . .
come eligible for in--state rates until the
beginning of the next academic session
after expiration of twelve months from
date of domicile in this state.
B. When South Carolina domicile is
lost, eligibility for in . . state rates shall end
on the last day of the academic session in

which the loss occurs; however, applica..
tion of this subsection shall be at the dis ..
cretion of the institution involved.
C. Notwithstanding the other provi ..
sions of this section, any dependent person
who has been domiciled with his family in
South Carolina for a period of not less than
three years immediately prior to his enroll . .
ment may enroll in a state.-supported insti.tution of higher learning at the in . . state
rate and may continue to be enrolled at
such rate even if the parent, spouse, or
guardian upon whom he is dependent
moves his domicile from this state.

Effect of marriage

section 59 .. 112 ..40 .

Except as provided in section 59 .. 112 .. 20
above, marriage shall affect determina ..
tions of domicile for tuition and fee pur ..
poses only insofar as it operates to evince
an intention by the parties to make a
permanent home in South Carolina.

Military personnel and their dependentssection 59 . . 112 .. 50. Notwithstanding other
provisions of this act, during the period of
their assignment to duty in South Caro . .
lina members of the armed services of the
United States stationed in South Carolina
and their dependents may be considered
eligible for in .. tate rates. When uch armed
service per onnel are ordered a\A.'ay from
the state, their dependents may continue
for an additional t\.velve months to have
this eligibility at the tate in titution \vhere
they are enrolled at the time such assign . .
ment ends. Such per ons and their depen ..
dents may be con idered eligible for in . .
state rates for a period of twel\1e month~
after their discharge from the armed ser ..
vices even though the)' were not enrolled
at a state in t1tution at the time of their
discharge, 1f they ha,1 e e\'inced an intent
to establish domicile in outh Carolina
and if they ha\'e resided in outh Carolina
for a period of at lea t t\A. elve months
immediately preceding their discharge.
1

Faculty, administrative employees and de . .
pendents thereof section 59 .. 112 . . 60. Full ..
time faculty and administrative emplo)'ees
of state 1nst1tut1ons, and the spouses and
children of such persons, shall be excluded
from the provision of this act.

Abatement of rates for nonresidents on
scholarship-section 59--112 . . 70. Notw1th . .
standing other provisions of this act, the
governing boards listed in section 59 . . 112 ..
1Oa above, are authorized to adopt policies
for the abatement of any part or all of the
out.. of--state rates for students who are re . .
cipients of scholarship aid.

Administration of chapter; burden of prov..
ing eligibility of students-section 59 .. 112 ..

80. Each state institution shall designate
an official to administer the provisions of
this act. Students making application to
pay tuition and fees at in . . state rates shall
have the burden of proving to the satisfac..
tion of the aforesaid officials of state insti . .
tutions that they have fulfilled the require ..
ments of this act before they shall be per-mitted to pay tuition and fees at such rate.

Penalties for willful misrepresentationsec tion 59 . . 112 .. 90. Where it appears to
the satisfaction of officials charged with
administration of these provisions that a
person has gained domiciliary status im ..
properly by making or presenting willful
misrepresentations of fact, such persons
should be charged tuition and fees past due
and unpaid at the out .. of. . state rate, plus
interest at a rate of eight percent per an . .
num, plus a penalty amounting to twenty . .
five percent of the out . . of. . state rate for one
semester; and until these charges have
been paid no such student shall be allowed
to receive transcripts or graduate from any
state institution.
Regulations-section 59 .. 112 .. 100. The
Commission on Higher Education may
prescribe uniform regulations for applica . .
tion of the provisions of this act and may
provide for annual review of such regula . .
•
t1ons.
REGULATORY GUIDELINES

Commission on Higher Education, chap ..
ter 62. tatutory authority: 1976 code sec..
tions 59 . . 112 .. 10 to 59 .. 112 .. 100, determi . .
nation of rates for tuition and fees.

Rates of tuition and fees-section 62 . . 600.
A. Resident classification is an essential
part of fee determination, admission regu ..
lations, and other relevant policies of state
institutions. It is important that such insti..
tut1ons have fatr and equitable regulations
which can be adm1n1stered consistently
and are sens1t1ve to the interests of both
student and the state. The Commission
on Higher Education hereby establishes
regulation for the statute governing resi ..
denC)' and tuition for fee purposes to be
applied consistently by all South Carolina
institutions of higher education. These
regulations do not address residency mat ..
ters relating to either in .. county or interna ..
tional categories used within the state's
technical colleges.
B. Institutions of higher education are
required by the statute to determine the
residence class ification of applicants. The
initial determination of one's resident sta..
tus is made at the time of admission. The
determination made at that time, and any
determination made thereafter, prevails
for each subsequent semester until the
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determination is successfully challenged.
The burden of proof resides with the stu ..
dents to show evidence as deemed neces.sary to establish their residency status.

Code of laws governing residence-sec ..
tion 62--601.
A. The rules regarding the establish..
ment of legal residence for tuition and fee
purposes for institutions of higher educa ..
tion are governed by the South Carolina
Code of Laws.
B. As prescribed by the code, residence
for tuition and fee purposes can be estab ..
lished by ( 1) independent persons, (2)
dependent persons, and (3) independent
immigrants, or dependent immigrants.

Defininons- ection 62.-602.
A. A "resident student" for tuition and
fee purposes is defined as an independent
person who has abandoned all prior domi ..
ciles and has been domiciled in South
Carolina continuously for at least twelve
months immediately preceding the first
day of classes of the term for which res1-dent classification 1s sought and for whom
there is an absence of such evidence in
other states or countries, notwithstanding
other provisions of the statute. In the in ..
stances of dependent students and their
families who are c1t1zens or permanent
residents, the domicile of the spouse, par ..
ent, and/or guardian for at least the twelve
months immediately preceding the first
day of classes of the term for which rest ..
dent classification is sought 1s considered
in determining residency status.
B. "reside" 1s defined as continuous and
permanent physical presence within the
state, provided that temporary absences
for short periods of time shall not affect the
establishment of residence. Temporary
absences shall be absences which are thirty
days or less. Excluded are absences associ.ated with requirements to complete a de ..
gree, absences for military training service,
and like absences, provided South Caro ..
11na domicile is maintained. Absences of
more than thirty days may affect the estab ..
lishment or maintenance of residence for
tuition and fee purposes. In the instance of
dependents, except for nonresident aliens,
where the spouse, parent and/or guardian
"reside" will be considered in determining
residency status.
C. "domicile" is defined as true, fixed,
principal residence and place of habita ..
tion, indicat1ng where a person intends to
remain, or to where one expects to return
when away. Generally, an applicant must
be domiciled in the state for twelve months
for residency consideration.
D. "independent person" is defined as
one in his/her majority (eighteen years of
age or older), whose predominant source
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of income is his/her own earnings or in ..
come from employment, investments, or
payments from trusts, grants, scholarships,
loans, or payments made in accordance
with court order. An independent person
must provide more than half of his/her
support during the twelve months immedi ..
ately prior to the date that classes begin for
the semester for which resident status is
requested and cannot be claimed as a de ..
pendent or exemption on the federal tax
return of his/her parent, spouse, or guard ..
ian for the year in which resident status is
requested.
E. "dependent person" is defined as one
whose predominant source of income or
support is from payments from a parent,
pause, or guardian and who qual1fies for
and is claimed as a dependent or exemp.tion on the federal income tax return of the
parent, spouse, or guardian. A dependent
person is also one for whom payments are
made, under court order, for child upport
and the co t of the dependent person's
college education.
F. "terminal leave" is defined as a transi ..
t1on period following active employment
and immediately preceding retirement
( w1th a pension or annuity), during which
the individual may use accumulated leave.
G. "immediately prior" is defined as a
period of time not exceeding ninety days
and immediately preceding the fir t day of
classes for the term in question.
H. "continue to be enrolled" i ~ defined
as cont1nuou5 enrollment without an in ..
terruption that would require the c;tudent
to pursue a formal process of readm1ss1on to
that institution. Formal pet1t1on5 of appli ..
cations for change of degree level shall be
considered readmissions.
I. "nonresident alien" i defined as a
person who is not a c1t1zen or permanent
resident of the United States By virtue of
their nonresident status "nonresident
aliens" generally do not have the capacity
to establish domiciles in outh Carolina.
J. "academic session" is defined as a term
or semester of enrollment.

Citizens and permanent residents-sec ti on
62.-603.
A. Independent persons who have physi ..
cally resided and been domiciled in South
Carolina for twelve continuous months
immediately preceding the date the classes
begin for the semester for which resident
status is claimed may qualify to pay in.-state
fees. The twel ve.-month residency period
does not start until the independent per ..
son begins to take steps which indicate
that the independent person intends to
establish a permanent home in the state.
Absences from the state for more than
thirty days during the twelve.-month pe.riod may affect the establishment of per ..

manent residence for fee and tuition pur.poses. Steps an independent person should
take to establish a permanent home in
South Carolina are listed in the section
entitled "establishing the requisite intent
to become a South Carolina domiciliary."
B. The resident status of a dependent
person is based on the resident status of the
person who provides more than half of the
dependent person's support and claims the
dependent person as a dependent for fed ..
eral income tax purposes. The residence
and domicile of a dependent minor and
other dependent person shall be presumed
to be that of their parent(s), spouse, or
guardian ( s).
C. In the case of divorced or separated
parents, the resident status of the depen ..
dent person may be based on the resident
status of the parent who supports and/or
claims the dependent person as a depen ..
dent for tax purposes, or it may be based on
the resident status of the parent who has
legal custody of the dependent person.

Nonresident aliens, noncinzens, and non-permanent reszdents-section 62.-604.
A. Except as otherwise specified in this
section, all noncit1zens and nonperma ..
nent residents of the United States will be
assessed tuition and fees at the nonresi ..
dent, out.-of..state rate. Independent aliens,
including refugees, untainted, and parol ..
ees and their dependents, may be entitled
to resident, in.-state clas ification once they
have been awarded permanent resident
status by the U.S. Department of Just1ce
and meet all the tatutory residency re ..
quirements provided that all other domi ..
c1liary requirements are met. Time spent
living in South Carolina immediately prior
to the awarding of permanent resident
status may not be counted towards the
twelve month residency period. Certain
nonresident aliens present in the United
States in specific visa classification may be
granted 1n.-state residency for tuition and
fee purposes as prescribed by the Commis ..
s1on on Higher Education.
B. The adviser's manual of federal regu ..
lations affecting foreign students and schol ..
ars will serve as the primary resource refer ..
ence for defining visa categories.

Establishing the requisite intent to become a
South Carolina domiciliary-section 62 ..605.
A. Residence status may not be acquired
by an applicant or student while residing
in South Carolina for the sole purpose of
enrollment in an institution or for access
to state .. supported programs designed to
serve South Carolina residents.
B. If a person asserts that his/her domi ..
cile has been established in this state, the
individual has the burden of proof. Such
persons should provide to the designated
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residency official any and all evidence
which the person believes satisfies the
burden of proof. The residency official will
consider any and all evidence provided
concerning such claim of domicile but will
not necessarily regard any single item of
evidence as conclusive evidence that do ..
micile has been e tabl1shed.
C. For independent persons, examples
of intent to become a South Carol 1na
resident may include, although any single
indicator may no t necessarily be conclu ..
sive, 1ndic1a as li ted below. The ab--ence
of indic ia in other ste:1tes is required before
the student i eligible to pay in .. tate rates.
lnd1cia may 1nclude the follo~'tng:
1) tatement of full .. time employment;
2) pos es~1on of a \1 alid OL1th Carolina
voter registration card and \10ting in outh
Carolina election ·;
3) de ignating outl1 Carolina as state
of legal re idence on militaf)' rec rd;
4) po e-;; ion of a \'a lid ot1tl1 ar lina
cl r i,,er' 11 c en e, or if a non driver, a u th
Carolina identific( ttl)n card;
5) pose i n of a \ 1Hlid u~t1tl1 < rl lir1a
vehicle regi trati 11 card;
6) continuot1~ pre nee in uth
ro,
lina during peri d \vl1en not 11r Ile a a

Carolina voter's status; voting by absentee
ballo t; mainta1n1ng South Carolina driver's
license; maintaining South Carolina vehic le registration; satisfying Sou th Caro . .
lina resident income tax obligation. Indi ..
viduals claiming permanent re idence in
outh Carolina are liable for payment of
income taxes on their total income from
the date that they e tablish ed South Caro ..
lina re idence. Thi includes income earned
in another state or country.
B. outh Ca rolina re ident (anci their
dependents) who erve in the military may
continue to be eligible to pay in .. tate fees as
long a tl1ey continuoL1sly claim ot1th Caro.lina a their rate )f legal re idence during
their military ervice. outh ~1rolina re i ..
dent who change their tate of legal re j ..
derlce \\'hi le in tl1 military lo c tl1eir outh
Carolina re ident tat Lt for fee an tuition
purpl ~e . Tc re.. tal li h their utl1 ciro ..
I ind re i lent ratu , ucl1 per 011 mu t take
tep \\1l1ich indic te that the)' pl n to re,
e tal Ii h erm n 11t r 1dence 111 the tare.
er r1 111 u t tl1en l hy ical l) re ide
Tl1e
ii1 tli
r l~ rt~\ lve c lntinu u m 11tl1s.
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applicable) in outl1 C r lir1a.
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more than half of the dependent er on'~
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as a dependent for federal in on1e t~1 ·
purposes.
7) pa)1 ing OL1tl1

Maintaining residence- ection 62 .. 606.
A. A person's temporary ab enc from
the state does not neces arily con titute
loss of South Carolina re idence unle ~:;
the person has acted incon5t'>tently with
the claim of continued South Carolina
residence during the person's ab,ence from
the state. The burde11 is on the person to
show retention of South Carolina rest..
dence during the person's absence from
the state. Steps a person should take to
retain South Carolina resident status for
fee and tuition purposes include continu ..
ing to use a South Carolina permanent
address on all records; retaining South

ct1 n 62 ..
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B. If c..l n nr i ent 111arrie . . . tJtl1
rolina resident tl1e nonre ident d es 11 t au ..
tum, tically , cqL1ir\:: 1. uth c1 roli11 re ident tatu '. The non re ident rn acquire
outh CarLlina re -ident ' tatus if the uth
Carolina re ident i an independ 11t per on
and the nonresident i, a depend nt f the
outh Carolina re'>1Jent.
C. Marriage to a per on domiciled out ..
::,1de outh Carolina hall not be '>Olel)' the
rea!:>on for precluding a per o n from e-tab ..
lishing or maintaining domicile in outh
Carolina and ::,ub equently becoming el1 ..
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gible or continuing to be eligible for resi ..
dency.
D. No perscJn shall be deemed S<Jlely by
reason of marriage to a person domiciled in
outh Carolina tc> have e tablished or
maintained domicile in South Carolina
and consequently to be eligible for or to
retain eligibility for outh Carolina re i-dency.

Exclusions- ection 62.-609.
A. Person in the following categorie
may qualify to pay in .. tate fee without
having toe tabli h a permanent home in
the tate for twelve month . Per on who
qualify under any of the e categorie mu t
meet the condition of the pec1fic cat ..
egory on or before the fir t day of cla e of
tl1e term for whicl1 payment of in .. tate fee
i reque ted.
I) "military per nnel and their depen ..
den ":member of the United rate armed
force (and their dependen ) who are ta ..
1oned in outh Carolina on active duty
1n y be con 1dered eligible to pay in .. tate
. "ar111ed force " hall mean the United
tate Air Force, Army Marine Corp ,
nd a\ . When uch per onnel are r ..
dered \\a) from the tate their depen ..
e11t rna) continue to pa) in .. tate fee for
n add1t1 nal t\\ el\ e month . uch per ..
n (and th tr dependen ) ma)' al o be
el1 1bl t p in .. tate fee for a per1 d of
t\\ I\ e n1onth
fter their d1 char e from
h rn1l1taf), r \ 1 ed the) ha\ e mon .
tr ted n intent t e t 11 ha permanent
11 me 1n
uth Carolina and they ha\ e
r 1
tn outh ar l1na fi r a er1od of at
l t t\\ el\ e n1onth 1mmed1atel preced ..
in their 1 haroe. 1l1tar per nnel \\ho
r n t tat1 ned 1n uth Carolina and/or
rm r m1l1t f) p r nnel \\h intend to
t
11 h outh Car ltna re idenc mu"t
fu[ ill the (\\el\ e month 'ph steal pre ..
11 " requirerne11t for them or their de ..
p 11 11 t qu 11f) t pa) in-.., tate fee .
) 'facult and d1n1n1..,trati\ e emplo ,..
11d their ependen ': full .. time fac,
nd dmini trati,,e emplo ees f urh
c: r l1na tare- upp rte c liege and t1ni\ er ir1es are eli ible t pa) in .. ~tate fee .
D pen ent- f u h per on~ are al eli ..
ibl .
) "resi ents \Vitl1 full .. rime mplo ment
, nd their depen enr '': per on \Vh re ..
~id , (lre d micile , and are full time em ..
pl e in the ~tare and \vill contint1e to
\!VOrk full time until the meet the t'vel\ e ..
m nth requirement are eligible to pa)' in ..
state fee , pro\1 ided that the)' ha,1e taken
tl1e "tep to establish a permanent h me in
the "tate ( ee ''establ1 h1ng the requ1 ire
intent to become a outh Carolina dom1 ..
ci lia11
The dependent - t.1f ~uch per~on
are al o eligible.
1

1
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4) "retired persons": retired persons who
are receiving a pension or annuity who
reside in South Carolina and have been
domiciled in South Carolina as prescribed
in the statute for less than a year may be
eligible for in.-state rates and state.-sup-ported aid if they maintain residence and
domicile in this state.
Persons on terminal leave who have
established residency in South Carolina
may be eligible for in.-state rates even if
domiciled in the state for less than one
year, if they present documentary evidence
for their employer showing they are on
terminal leave. The evidence shot1ld show
beginning and ending dates for the termi ..
nal leave period and that the person will
receive a pension or annuity when he/she
retires.
B. Full.-time employment shall mean
employment which consists of at least
thirty.-seven and a half hours a week on a
single job in a full.-time status. However, a
person who works less than thirty.-seven
and a half hours a week but receives or is
entitled to receive full--time employee ben ..
efits shall be considered to be employed
full time.

C. Persons participating in southern re.gional education board.-sponsored pro..grams, including the contract for services
and the academic common market pro . .
grams, must have continuously resided in
the state for other than educational pur..
poses for the two years immediately pre . .
ceding application for consideration and
must meet all residency requirements dur ..
ing this two.-year period.

Application for change of resident statussection 62.-610.
A. Persons applying for a change of
resident classification must complete a resi ..
dency app lication/petition and provide
supporting documentation prior to a re ..
classification deadline as prescribed by the
institution.
B. The burden of proof resides with
those persons applying for a change of
resident classification who must show re.quired evidence to document the change
in resident status.

Incorrect classification-section 62.-611.
A. Persons incorrectly classified as resi ..
dents are subject to reclassification and to

payment of all nonresident fees not paid. If
incorrect classification results from false or
concealed facts, such persons may be
charged tuition and fees past due and un ..
paid at the out.-of.. state rate. The violator
may also be subject to administrative, civil,
and financial penalties. Until these charges
are paid, such persons will not be allowed
to receive transcripts or graduate from a
South Carolina institution.
B. Residents whose resident status
changes are responsible for notifying the
residency official of such changes.

Inquiries and appeals-section 62.-612.
A. Inquiries regarding residency require ..
ments and determinations should be di ..
rected to the institutional residency offi ..
cial.
B. Each institution will develop an ap ..
peals process to accommodate persons wish ..
ing to appeal residency determinations
made by the institution's residency offi ..
cial. Neither the primary residency official
nor appellate official(s) may waive the
provisions of the statute governing resi.dency for tuition and fee purposes.

GENERAL GRADUATE SCHOOL REGULATIONS
Graduate students are subject to the
usual procedures and regulations of the
University, except as these procedures and
regulations apply to undergraduate stu ..
dents only. Immediately upon enrollment,
a student should become acquainted with
the degree requirements and the regula..
tions of the Graduate School published in
this catalog. Each advisor and student
should have a current copy of the graduate
catalog.

PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW IN
PURSUING A DEGREE
The information presented below is not
intended as a step.-by.-step outline of all
procedures to be followed while pursuing a
graduate degree. Rather, it is an explana ..
tion of primary factors encountered during
the process.

The Major Advisor
A student, with the aid and approval of
the department chair or program coordi ..
nator, must select a major advisor. This
advisor must be a member of the program
faculty offering the degree and meet the
requirements for advisory committee mem..
bership described below. In departments
or programs with large faculties, new gradu ..
ate students may be assigned a temporary
advisor. This advisor recommends and
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approves courses to be taken during the
student's first semester. The course work
selected should be of a fundamental or
core nature so the advisory committee will
have maximum flexibility to formulate
the remainder of the student,s program of
study.

The Advisory Committee
The advisory committee approves the
student's graduate degree curriculum, su ..
pervises the graduate program, adminis ..
ters the final oral examination, and ini.tiates the recommendation for the award ..
ing of the degree. Additionally, the advi ..
sory committee may administer qualifying
or preliminary and/or final comprehen-sive examinations. One member of the
committee is designated as chairperson or
major advisor and normally directs the
student's dissertation or thesis, if required.
This committee is selected by the student
and approved by the department chair or
program coordinator.
A minimum of three faculty members
shall be selected for a student seeking a
master's or specialist's degree, and a mini ..
mum of four faculty members shall be
selected for a student seeking a doctoral
degree. The majority of the advisory com..
mittee, including the major advisor, must
be comprised of C lemson University fac ..
ulty from the program offering the particu ..

lar degree and who hold full.-time tenure ..
track positions. If a minor is declared, this
area must be represented on the commit..
tee. Committee members of interdepart..
mental programs shall be appointed ac ..
cording to bylaws, formulated by the pro ..
gram faculty and endorsed by the Gradu ..
ate School, that assure appropriate repre ..
sentation of the participating departments.
Part.-time visiting and other non.-ten ..
ure.-track faculty employed by Clemson
University may serve on the committee.
Persons not employed by the University
may serve if they have been appointed to
an adjunct faculty status. Part.-time, visit ..
ing adjunct and other non.- tenure track
faculty will have full voting status on the
outcomes of all examinations given by the
committee.
The student, department and commit ..
tee members are notified of the appoint ..
men ts by means of the approved GS2 form.

Filing of a Graduate Degree
Curriculum
A graduate degree curriculum (Form
GS2) must be filed with the Graduate
School by those students who are in degree
programs. Since fixed curricula normally
do not exist for graduate degrees, this
planned program represents the formula.tion of an individual student's curriculum
as recommended by the advisory commit..
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tee. It must adhere to departmental as well
as Graduate School policies. This progra1n
constitutes the core of the student's Gradu ..
ate Degree Curriculum (Form GS2) and
appears on the form at the location en ..
titled REQUIRED COURSES (GRADU ..
ATE LEVEL ONLY). Undergraduate de ..
ficiencies are listed at the designated loca ..
tion. Supplemental courses, carrying un ..
dergraduate or graduate credit and chosen
to broaden the tudent's academic experi ..
ence, are not required on Form GS2. H ow ..
ever, if a listing i · de irable, uch cour es
will be listed a departmental require1nent
at the designated location. Graduate credit
is recei\·ed only for courses numbered 600
or abo,·e; no student shall recei\ e both
undergraduate and graduate credit for tl1e
same cour. e. The Graduate cl1ool tlis ..
courages inclust<.111 L)f 600.-le\1el cour~e in
the minin1t1m hcJur required fc)r gradL1ate
degrees 1f rl1e e courses are clearly equi\1 a ..
lents of undergraduate cour e.. re 1uired for
an undergraduate degree in the c me ffi(l ..
jor at Clen1~on Uni\1cr'it)'· T ra11 fer credit
appearing in tl1e currict1lum mu t adher
to the tipt1lation de cribed under "Acee ranee of Tran fer Cre lit" ( ee page 29).
Before a curriculun1 i ~ apprO\' i, it 1nt1 t
be re\1 ie\vcd and 'igned by tl1 ad\1 i f)
committee. It i then L1b111 itte l t tl1
departn1ent ch~1i r( ) <-1nd
l lege dedI1 ( )
for apprO\'al a11d i for\vardeLl t tl1e re: u ..
ate cl1ool for ap~)rO\' l , nd appr pr1 t
di tributi n of c pie .
If it beco1n nece af)' t ch 11
11
graduate degre curriculum, a r \ i ed F rn1
G 2 mu t be filed. This 11e\\1 fi r111 r uire
all nece ar)' signature .
Candidat for master' or p 1 11 t'
degrees sl1ould ub1111t th curr1culu111
the middle of th ir ec nd .. em ter * 11d
doctoral canLlidate n 1~1ter tl1an tl1 beginning <.1f tl1eir ~cond )'ear* of stu l)'.
$25** late fee is a e sed ~1 tud 11t \Vl1.1.~.._
G 2 is Ltb1n i tted after the de, dlin dat ,
and increa
at tl1e r<1te of '"** p r
r
thereafter (excluding aturd )', u11
Uni\1 er ity h lida)1 ) . * ee page fi r due
date ~ for ubmitting G 2 forn1 .
1

Application for a Diploma
A formal applicatic)n for a diploma is
placed by the tudent when she/he files
Fl1rm GS4. This order is submitted to the
Graduate Schoc>l and mt1st be resubmitted
hould the student nc>t gradL1ate on the
anticipated date. A $25** late fee is as ..
sessed a student whc)se Form () 4 is ub ..
mitted after the deadline dates, and in.crease at the rate of $5** per day thereaf..
ter (excluding Saturday, unday or Uni ..
\rer ity holidays).

1

Awarding of Graduate Degrees
Jlo . thumou ly
A grddL1ate tu ent v.rith a gracle point
rc1ti t )f .0 t r a 0\ e and plan of tudy
(F< r111
2) nf1l ,\\'11 c1ualifie forgradu ..
a tic n (; t t}1 n I of tl1e 1ne ter or ummer
. . . ...... i 11 c: nd lie lur111g tl1at period or the
1

•
e1...1L1 11t 111 t r )r Ltrnrner e ion,
111ay
cl\varded tl1 gr L1ate degree po t ..
l1t1tn 1 I pr v1 led tl1 f: culty f tl1e coll
rec n1111en .
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

P rmanent Academic Record
Tl1e tu en t' perma11e11 t
e111 ic
r c rd

1

Admission to Candidacy for a
PhD Degree
Admission to the Graduate chol l doe
n ot qualify a student as a candidate for an
advanced degree. Candidacy is granted
when the examining committee ub1nit ·
Form GSS indicating the ~ ucce ful
completion of the comprehen ive exami ..
nation (see page 32).
All students desiring admission to can ..
didacy must have received full status ad ..
mission to the Graduate School, have a
satisfactory academic standing, and have
on file an approved graduate degree cur ..
riculum (Form GS2).

ments become ineligible for graduation
and are placed on academic probation.
The probationary status will remain in
effect until nine additional semester hours
of gradL1ate credit have been attempted.
Students who fail to remove the proba ..
tic)nary status as prescribed are subject to
acade1nic dismissal and will not be permit ..
ted to continue in the Graduate School
withc>ut the recommendation of the pro ..
gram coordinator and written approval of
the Gracluate School. Withdrawal from a
cot1r e \\ hile on probation will not be al ..
lowed t1nle prior approval is obtained
from the Graduate chool. Any unautho ..
rized wi thclrawal wi 11 be con idered as an
un ati fc1ctory academic performance.
The cumulative B average requirements
cle cribed above apply independently to
grclduate legrees sought at Clem on Uni ..
\ 7 er ity; that i , the grade point ratio com ..
pL1tation begin anew after the tudent has
cornpl tecl the fir tdegree. Ho\.\ ever, when
d ct r l degree i pur ued after comple ..
tt n fa m ter' degree in the ame major,
the grad p int ratio computation contin ..
u for b th degree .
A rade l \\1er than the pec1f1ed mini ..
111um can be rat ed to count tov. ard an
d' 11c d cl ree onl) b) repetition of the
c ur e. Re a1ninat1on i not permitted.
A r
tudent mu t under rand that
11 / he
rapped from the Graduate
cl1 l t n t11n for failure to maintain
11
u te
m1c tatu . A tudent
l if he/he bel ie\1 e tl1at the
unfair or improper. lot1ce of
ppe I mu t be filed in \\'Tttino
r u te ch I no later than
pr1 rt the fir t da of cla e of
ul rl) ' heduled term includ ..
ln un1111 r

t

111 t r1cal record f tl1
. . __. ..~. l t i 111 IJ1 t 111
11d
111

11

r

u I

t

A ad

tandard ( r dino)
r d d n 11
rt ti n r ..

rch n
re grade
n
gr ded pa /f..111
111
academic a\1 er e; 11 \\ e\ r
i
place on the tu
Onl er it hour
i chi \
ap l t \\
er it h ur r u1re
( cu 1n u I t 1 11 f r
111 tl1 1 r
d 1 rtat1 11 r
r
Il () t 11npl
~'"'1n1 1 ti 11 of tl1 r
r 11 l ut 111dicat
, ti f: ctOf) pr r
111).
A 111ini111u1n r i
f 111u l
111a l on
all c >ur e \VOrk t) tai11 gr i lt1< re credit.
The graduat ~tud 11t 111t1 r 111 111tain a
cumulati\1 B H\'er'1g i11 all c1rc1 Lt t -l '\;I
cour e (600 le\rel r cl e). 111 d diti 11,
gradt1ate ~ rudent rnLtst 111aint(1i11 c.111 \er ..
all cumulati\1e 13 a\1 r,1g i11 clll
( undergraduate/grc.1duat ) i11c c1Ll111is i n
to the Graduate cho )I e.·clL1ding thl)"e
taken on a pa ~/fail basi . ( et "Enroll ..
ment on a Pas /Fail Ba!-ii '' 011 p '1ge 29.)
tudents \vho fail to 111eet th s require ..
1

*An academic semester ts defined as a minimum of nine credit hour of cour-.e \\'Ork not graded pass/fail ~n acaden1h.
year ts defined as the total of two academic semester~.
**Subject to change.

1

Final E 'amination ~ in Graduate
Cours s
c ur '' rk pecification~ \ ary
I 111 110 1 c1plines. E\ aluation of
u t \\ rk i b ed up n a number of
er\ ti n pr ent tion , te t~, papers
nd/ r th r n1e ure~. The final e\ alua ..
ti n in lude n ·a1nination at the conclu 1 n f the course \\ hich in mo t ca~e
\\ 1ll
e \\ r1 tt n, bL1t nl ' ) 1 rake on other
fi r111s.
r du

t

1

1

1

Incomplete Graduate Course
\ ork
Exct:pt fi r ur~l'" graded on a pa " fail
ba i~, tl1e or 1 le f incomplete {I) ma)1 be
gi\ e11 fi r ir1 111plete \\' rk for an\ gradu ..
at c ur t: i11 \vh1ch \vork remain-., unfin ..
1-.,hc l ~ln l th stu lent t" unable to fulfill all
require111ent" hec, Lt"e L f c1rcum tance" be ..
)'Ond l1i~ r her Cl)ntrol. Thi grade t not
g1,·en i11 liet1 ot un ati factory or failino
1
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grades received for completed courses for
the purpose of improving the grade later.
It is the student,s responsibility to con ..
tact the instructor regarding the work re ..
quired to complete the course. Upon re ..
quest by the student, the instructor shall
provide a written statement of the work to
be completed.
The grade of I will be valid in n ormal
lecture or laboratory courses for only 30
days after the beginning of the next sch ed-uled session, excluding summers and irre ..
spective of the student's enrollment status.
Within this period, the student must com.plete his or her work or obtain an exten . .
sion, approved by the instructor and chair
of the department responsible for the
course, stating the reason for the request
and the length of time needed. Normally,
only one request for an extension for each
grade of I will be granted.
Students receiving a grade of I in courses
such as special problems or other unstruc ..
tured, independent study courses as desig ..
nated by the Graduate School must com..
plete all work and receive a final grade
within one calendar year. At the discre . .
tion of the instructor, the deadline for
removal of these incomplete grades may be
less than one year.
A graduate student will not be permitted
to repeat any portion or reregister for any
course for which the grade of I has been
given. Should any work remain incom.plete at the expiration of the appropriate
deadlines described in the previous para ..
graphs, a grade ofF will be recorded on the
student,s permanent record. Although the
Graduate School will attempt to bring the
deadlines to the attention of the student
and instructor, it is the sole responsibility
of the graduate student to comply with
these regulations.
Students who receive a grade of I while
enrolled in the Graduate School at
Clemson University remain ineligible for
graduation until the incomplete work has
been made up and a letter grade submitted
to the Office of Admissions and Registra . .
tion.
Grades of I will have a 10--working.-day
period after the deadline for the instructor
to grade the work and submit the make..- up
grade card to the Registrar's Office. Work
submitted by the student after the printed
deadline should not be accepted by the
instructor unless an extension has been
approved. Requests for extensions, like the
make..-up work, should be submitted by the
deadline printed on the make--up card.
Grades of I that remain after the 10.-work-ing.-day period will be converted automati-cally to an F.

Withdrawal from Courses
The academic calendar provides official
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dates for withdrawing from a class without
record or without final grades. Withdrawal
from graduate course work beyond the first
few weeks of class is strongly discouraged,
particularly from those courses listed on a
student's Form GS2. Withdrawals after
the first two weeks of class should only be
made for unusual academic reason s or for
pressing medical or personal reasons. Stu . .
dents who officially withdraw within the
first four weeks of classes will have no
grades recorded, while those who officially
withdraw after the first four weeks and
prior to the last five weeks will have a
grade of W (withdrew) entered on the
official records. Students may n ot with-draw within the last five weeks of classes.
A graduate student may withdraw from
a c lass using the computer/phone registra . .
tion on.-line system. The graduate student
is encouraged to discuss withdrawals from
courses with his/her major advisor. Inter ..
national graduate students should discuss
course withdrawals with a counselor in the
Internation al Services and Diversity Pro ..
grams office of the Graduate School. It is
important that an international student
not fall below the required credit hours. If
the advisor does not agree with the course
withdrawal, the ~tudent may appeal to the
department chair. A refusal by the depart-ment chair may be appealed to the dean of
the Graduate School. The date on which
the graduate student withdraws on.-line is
the official date of withdrawal recorded by
the registrar.
The withdrawal dates described above
apply to the regular semesters only Refer-ence sh ould be made to the academic
calendar (see page 2) for the appropriate
dates for the summer sessions.
Failure to attend classes or verbal no.tification to instructors does not consti . .
tute withdrawal. Students who drop out
of a course without officially withdrawing
as previously described will be credited
with a failure. The student may use the
electronic registration system to withdraw
from courses.

Although continuous enrollment is not
a formal requirement for an advanced de . .
gree, graduate students are expected to
pursue their degrees with a minimum of
interruption. Students who do not remain
continuously enrolled (summers excluded)
are subject to the requirements in effect at
the time of return.
Only students who are enrolled are eli . .
gible to use University facilities and hu -man resources and/or receive any form of
financial aid. Students who have com-pleted all required work and who find it
necessary to be enrolled during a given
semester so as to use facilities or human
resources may enroll in GS 799 for a mini-mum of one credit.

Enrollment Limits
Upper limits on graduate student en . .
rollment per semester refer to graduate
and undergraduate credits combined and
should be attempted only by the most
qualified stud en ts.
Should the six .-week and three.-week
sessions run concurrently, the total credits
are not permitted to exceed the upper
limit for the s1x .. week session.
Quarter.-t1me, half. . time and three.-quar-ter.-time graduate assistants are defined as
tho e who contribute an average of 10, 20
and 30 clock hours per week, respectively,
of service to the University for the entire
semester. A person employed fu ll time is
defined as anyone employed five full work ..
ing days per week regard less of the
employer(s). A graduate student who be . .
comes employed full time while the assis . .
tantship ts in force must notify the Gradu ..
ate School and the department providing
the ass istantship. Graduate students paid
solely on an hourly basis are not classified
as graduate a5sistants but are subject to the
same limitation in credit loads previously
described.

Maximum
&·Week
Session

Credit Hours
3-Week
Session

Student Category

Semester

Full-time Students

18

6

3

Graduate Assistants
(1 /4 time)

15

5

3

Graduate Assistants
(1/2 time)

12

4

2

Graduate Assistants
(3/4 time)

12

3

1

6

3

Persons Employed
Full Time
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Enrollment on a Pass/Fail Basis
The only graduate courses that may be
taken on a pass/fail basis are thesis and
dissertation research and a small number
of unstructured courses in which the pass/
fail grading system appears directly in the
course description.
Graduate students shall not enroll on a
pass/fail basis or audit any course required
by the department or program. All other
courses may be taken on a pass/fail basi~ or
audit.
This decision must be made by tl1e last
day to add a class and is imple1nented by
the student's 1najor ad,,i or or department
chair for"rardi11g a request to the GradL1ate
School.

Auditing by Graduate Students
Permissio11 for a stL1Llent tf) audit a p~1r ..
ticular graduate cot1rse is at tl1e discreti n
of the chair of the depart1nent, the o r i ..
nator <Jf tl1e program offering tl1e c ur e or
the instructor. T11e principal factor i11 ..
volved in granting permi , ion are tl1at th
auditor mu ' t po , e', the r1ece a111 aca ..
demic backgrot111d and pace 1nu t be a\1ai 1..
able.
Audited course do not car111 credit, and
the fact that a cour e l1as been al1dit Ll i
not noted on the graduate tudent's offj . .
c1al record. Graduate auditor are n t r ...
quired to stand test or examinati n .
Howe\ er, the in tructor, at hi~ or her \\'Il
discretion, ma)7 demand or de11y tl1e
auditor,s participation in cla- to \\'hate\1er
extent deemed de~irable.
A graduate -tudent ma)' n t ati f) b
audit a stated prerequi ite for a graduat
1

course. Additionally, a graduate student
may not establish credit through examina ..
tion in any course for which she/he was
previously registered a~ an auditor.

Acceptance of Transfer Credit
The numl)er of credit l1clt1rs that may be
transferred from an accredited i11stitution
sl1al 1be no greater than c>ne .. third (I /3) of
the graded course W()rk rec1t1 ired for a
master's degree. No more tl1an 12 semester
credit hours earned in a non .. Jegree status
at Clemson Univer ity can be applied to a
degree program. For the doctoral degree, a
n1any a 48 emester credit l1ours of work
may l e tran ferred.
111 all ca e , the use of tran fer credit
n1L1 t be recom1nended by the student's
aLlvi ory c r11mittee an I approved by the
cleparr111 11t. U11c.i r r1) circumstance will
tra11 fer credit b aw rded for re earch,
i11ter11 l1ip or COL1r e grade P/F, or for
cour
in \\1 l1icl1 a gr d lo\\1er tl1an B, or
i equivale11t, ha l e 11 rece1\1ed. Grades
earned for c ur e t ken at in titution
other tl1a11 Clem on Ur1i er lt)' \\ill not be
included in the tude11t' acade1nic aver,
ag .
r di 111a) b tr 11 ferred for \l\1orkcom . .
pl ted t ff.. ca111pu e11ter f accredited
i11 titut1 11 pr \ 1d d ucl1 c ur are ac . .
pt able, \\1 1tl1out r r\ at1 11 1 tn degre
i11 tttuti 11 . o credit
pro ram at th
\\ill be gi" en fi r c nti11u111g education
u111t , corre p ndenc
~ten 1 n or 1n . .
n 1 1 ec ur , r r n ~11tr t cour e
11d,,orkh p th t '' r er 1t atar t
e e 1ng one r 1t J er\\ ek.

All transfer credits must be verified by
an official transcript from the institution
at which the work was completed. Course
work completed ot1tside the six.-year time
limit may not be transferred to Clemson
University or validatecl for graduate credit.
(See "Time Limit" C)n page 30 for cl~1rifica ..
tion.) Valid transfer credits will appear on
the student's transcript as credits earned.
It is the student's responsibility to re ..
que t a transcript of transfer credits to be
sent directly to the Graduate School. The
degree will not be conferred at the close of
the term during which the student has
been registered elsewhere for the purpose
of transferring credits.

Independence of Graduate
Degrees
If a tL1dent irnultaneously pursues two
master' degree , one .. sixth (1/6) of the
to ta I graded course work may be used to,
ward both degree . The Graduate Degree
Curriculum (Form GS 2), must clearly
denote that the tudent is workina toward
nvo degree and identify the cour e that
are being applied to both proarams. Com . .
mittee member , department chair and
dean of both graduate programs mu t ap ..
pro\ e the two G 2 form .
A graduate tudent vlho ha completed
the re u irement for a graduate degree
cannot u e credit toward a econd degree.
Thu , the degree are independent, imply ..
1n that the formal curriculum for the
de ree at Clem on Univer ity can contain
n cred1 u ed for an earlier degree.

DEGREE REQUIREMENT
Cour es are offered leading to rl1 re ..
search degree of Ma ' ter of Art , .tv1a ter of
Science and Doctor of Philo ophy. In ad ..
dition, cour 'e are offered leading to tl1e
professional degree of Doctor of Educa . .
tion, peciali t in Education, Ma ter of
Agricultural Education, Ma ter of Agri ..
culture, Master of Architecture, Master of
Business Administration, N1aster of Cit)r
and Regional Planning, Niaster of Con ..
struction Science and Management, Ma ..
ter of Education, Master of Engineering,
Master of Fine Arts, Master of Forest Re ..
sources, Master of Health Administration,
Master of Human Resource Development,
Master of Industrial Education, .tv1a ter of
Parks, Recreation and Tourism N1anage ..
ment, Master of Profe~51onal AccountanC)'
and Master of Public Administration.

MASTER'S DEGREE

Cour

ork

Tl1e total nu111ber f r duate credit
r u ired for tl1 degr e 1 d t ri111ned b)
tl1e tudent' ad\ i r) 111n11ttee, 11 1 ..
ter1t "1tl1 the p c1f1c r r m u1del1ne
a11d Graduat
11 l p 11 . Tl1e credit
c 11 titute the re of tl1e tude11t Gradu ..
ate Degree urr1culum (Forn1 G 2) an
app ar )nth for111 at tl1e l
ti 11 entitl L
REQUIRED C UR E ( JRADUA TE
LEVEL ONLY). U11 J rgra lu t defici n ..
cie~ are li ' ted at rl1e de--ig11ate lo ation.
'""ui plen1ental cour e , carrying under ..
graduate or graduate er dit a11d cho en to
broaden the tu lent' acad nlic experi . .
ence, are not required on Form G 2. Ho\\' ..
e\1 er, if a listing i ~ de irable, ~t1cl1 cour'e'
\vi ll be Ii ted a" depart111ental reqt1ire111ent "'
at the designated location.
The Graduate Scl1ool requires eacl1 de ..
gree program to con Lt of a mini111um of 30

1ne t r hour of graduate credit \vith at
le t 12 em ter hours, exclu i\ e of
ni t r' the i re earch (891 ), in the ma ..
J r i c1pl1ne a defined b) the advt Of)
c mm1ttee ubject to degree progran1 reau ..
lat1 n . A 1n1nor our-ide that dearee pro ..
gram, 1f h en, hall con-i t of at lea t ix
~ 111e ter hour in that area. The follo\\ 1ng
c 11d i t1011 , appropriate for the t)rpe of
gre , 111u t al-o be ob-enred:

1. taster of Arcs or lv1aster of Science
(Thesis Optio11). Each program inclt1de~ a
minimu1n of 24 e1ne-rer hour- of graduate
credit exclu ive of -i~" emester hour of
tna ter' the i re-earch (891 ). At lea t
one .. half of tl1e total graduate credit hours
required by tl1e advisor), committee, exclu ~ i,1e of tl1e~i- re earch, must be ~elected
fro1n course- nun1b~reJ 800 or abo\ e.
1
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2. Master of Arts or Master of Science
(N onthesis Option) . Each program includes
a minimum of 30 semester hours of gradu ..
ate credit, none of which may be master's
thesis research. At least one.-h alf of the
total graduate credit h ours required by the
advisory committee must be selected from
courses numbered 800 or above.
3. Professional Master's Degrees. Each
program includes a minimum of 30 semes ..
ter h ours of graduate credit. Except for
professional programs in the College of
Architecture, Arts and Humanities that
req uire a thesis, research credits ( 891) may
not be included in the program require ..
ments. Any additional requirements for
these degrees are described under the col . .
leges which offer the degrees.

Residence
There is no University--wide residence
requirement for a master's degree. How ..
ever, individual degree programs may es ..
tablish a requirement, which will be de ..
scribed and publicized for all prospective
master's degree candidates in the particu ..
lar program.

Time Limit
A master's student has six years to com ..
plete a degree. Therefore, all course work
to be credited toward any master's degree
must have been enrolled in and completed
within six calendar years prior to the date
on which the degree is to be awarded. For
example, a person graduating in the spring
semester must have started and completed
all course work within the 72.-month pe ..
riod beginning with the summer term six
years earlier. When recommended by the
student's advisory committee and approved
by the graduate dean, as many as six semes ..
ter hours of course work at Clemson Uni-versity completed outside the six--year limit
may be validated by a written comprehen-sive examination based on the latest sylla-bus and course content. Such examina-tions will be under the direction of the
department regularly offering the course
or courses for which the student seeks
validation. Independent study courses are
not subject to validation. Course work
completed outside the six.-year time limit
at an institution other than C lemson Uni-versity may not be transferred to Clemson
or validated for graduate credit.

Foreign Language
A reading knowledge of one approved
foreign language is a departmental require-ment for certain Master of Arts and Master
of Science degrees. Languages commonly
accepted are French, German, Spanish,
and in some cases, Russian or a classical
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language. Upon the recommendation of
the chair of the Department of Languages,
knowledge of another language may be
approved, provided that adequate justifi..
cation can be presented, that the lan guage
is not native to the student, and that a
proper testing procedure can be established.
Any expense incurred in obtaining assis ..
tance for such testing must be paid by the
student. The language level expected is a
basic reading knowledge equivalent to that
provided by two years of study at the col-lege level. The requirement may be satis..
fied in one of the following ways: 1) by
completing in the approved language with
a grade of B or better a 202 course or a
course at the 300/400 level; 2) by passing a
translation test administered by the De ..
partment of Languages; 3) by passing
French, German or Spanish 151.
The Department of Languages will ad ..
minister the foreign language translation
test three times annually: on the second
Thursday of October, on the second Thurs ..
day of March and once during the summer,
in conjunction with the final examination
of the specific graduate language courses, if
offered, or otherwise on the second Thurs ..
day in July. The student will be assessed a
$20 fee for administration for foreign lan-guage translation tests, unless the graduate
student fulfills the language requirement
within a designated language course. Ap.plications, available in the Department of
Languages, must be filed with the Depart-ment of Languages at least three weeks
before the test date.
On the recommendation of the chair of
the Department of Languages, a student
may satisfy the requirement by having com ..
pleted at least 12 semester credit hours in
an approved foreign language with an av ..
erage grade of B or better. These credit
hours must be earned from an accredited
baccalaureate institution and must have
been completed in total within six years
prior to the student's finishing the gradu ..
ate degree.

Off . . campus Research
Although thesis research is normally
performed at C lemson University, it is
recognized that C lemson University may
n ot have on its campus certain specialized
equipment or facilities that would be desir ..
able for advanced training at the master's
level. Thus, for those cases in which thesis
or oth er advanced study is required and the
facilities to pursue such study are n ot avail-able on the Clemson campus, permission
may be granted for off--campus research.
The requirements to be satisfied in such
cases are identical to those listed for the
doctoral degree under "Off.. campus Re-search'' (see page 31), with the exception

that the off--campus research supervisor
need n ot h old the Ph.D. degree, provided
she/he is qualified and certified for the
supervisory position by the department
and college involved and by the graduate
dean.

Final Examination
Each candidate for the master's degree,
after completion of the thesis, if required,
and at least three weeks before the degree
is to be awarded, must pass a final exami-nation. The examination may be oral and/
or written, and is administered by the
advisory committee or a standing com-mittee appointed in accordance with pub-lished program policies. The purpose of
the examination is to ascertain the gen ..
eral knowledge of the candidates with
particular reference to the major and mi ..
nor subjects and the thesis or departmen ..
tal report.
The Graduate Sch ool will be notified
of the time and place of the examination
at least 10 days prior to the time sch ed-uled. Members of the faculty, as well as
members of the Graduate C urriculum
Committee and the dean of the Graduate
School, are invited to attend the exami-nation. W 1thin five days after the exami ..
nation, the examining committee, through
Form GS7, will notify the Graduate Sch ool
of the results of the examination. A stu ..
dent who fails a final examination may be
allowed a second opportunity only with
the recommendation of the advisory com-m1ttee. Failure of the second examination
will result in dismissal from the Graduate
School. A majority decision is required;
dissenting members of the examining com-mittee should feel free to forward a minor-ity report to the Graduate School.

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
DEGREE
The requirements pertaining to resi ..
dence, time limits and final examination s
for master's degrees also apply to the Spe..
cialist in Education Degree. Course work
required includes 30 semester h ours be ..
yond the master's degree to be selected
from five areas prescribed by the Depart..
ment of Elementary and Secondary Edu ..
cation.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DEGREE

Course Work
Work leading to the Doctor of Philoso-phy degree is planned to give the student
a comprehensive knowledge of his or her
field of specialization and a mastery of the
methods of research. The degree is not
awarded solely on the basis of course work

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

completed, residence or other routine re . .
quirements. The final basis of granting the
degree is the student's grasp of the subject
matter of a broad field of study, compe ..
tency to plan and conduct research, and
ability to express himself or herself ad-equately and professionally in oral and
written language.
The advisory committee aids the stu . .
dent in developing a graduate degree
curriculum, which includes the selection
of specific courses and their sequence. Al . .
though no minimum course work require . .
ments exist for the doctoral degree, corn . .
mittees are encouraged to require courses
other than those that directly upport the
dissertation research. Wark in the minor
field or fields, if required, normally com.prises from 12 to 24 hours 1n cour e carry . .
ing graduate credit. A minimum of 18
hours of doctoral re earch i, required.
Should the direction of tudy or re earch
interest change, the student may reqt1e t
the appointment of a new advi or.

Residence
Residence i a nece , ar)' concept i11
graduate education, particularl)' i11 the
preparation of the d1..,~ertation. T11e pur..
pose of residence is to require the tudent
to spend a specified n1inirnum a111ount of
time as follows:
1. in direct per-onal a 'Ociation \virh
members of the faculty of the Uni\rer it)';
2. under direct tutelage and ad, ise1nent
of a research advisor and ad\risory co1nrnittee in the department or progran1 of tl1e
major; and
3. part1c1pating in other nor1nal acti\ i.ties pertinent to graduate educati n L1cl1
as seminars and close a "~ ociation \Vi tl1 c)tl1er
student researchers.
To receive the Doctor of Pl1ilo ,oph)1
degree, the student must complete at l a t
15 semester hours of graduate credit in ..
eluding research credit hour (991) on tl1e
Clemson University campus in a continu~
ous 12.-month period.
For students employed substantial Iy 111ore
than half time, a statement specifying the
manner in which the residence require . .
ment is to be sat1 f1ed shall be formulated
by the advisory committee and be included
in the graduate degree curriculum. Al ~o,
upon completion of the final examination,
the student's committee will forward to
the Graduate School a statement appr0\ ed
by the department chair and college dean
certifying that residence requirements have
been met.
1

1
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Time Limit
Because no minimum course work re ..
quirements exist for the Doctor of Philoso ..
phy degree, the time limitation for comp le ..

tion is determined by the dates by which
essential ingredients of the degree are com-pleted. The following must be passed in
the five.-year period prior to graduation:
1. comprehensive examination (see page
32),
2. foreign language examination, if re ..
quired by program (see below),
3. defense of dissertation (see page 32),
and
4. approval of dissertation by the Gradu ..
ate School (see page 32).

Foreign Language
Certain doctoral programs include a for ..
eign language requirement. Languages
commonly accepted are French, German,
Spanish, and in some cases, Russian or a
clas ical language. Upon the recommen . .
dation of the chair c)f the Department of
Language , knowledge of another language
may be approved provided that adequate
justification can be pre ented, that the
language i not native t the tudent and
tl1at a proper te ting procedure can be
e ta li hed. Any expen e incurrec1 in obtaining c i tance for uch te ting mu t be
paid by the tt1dent.
The language le\ el expected t a a ic
reaclino k11 \vledge equi\1alent to that pro\'ided y t\VO ; ear f tu )' at the c llege
le\ I. The requirement tl1c y e ati f1ed in
n of tl1e foll \\'tng \Va;1 : 1) y c mp let,
ing in tl1e approved I ngt1age v.7itl1 a rade
f B or better a 20_ c ur or a cour eat the
00/40 le\1el; _) y pa sin a tran le: tion
te t n1inistere
) cl1e epartment of
L<ingu g s; 3 ; pa i110 Frencl1, German
or a11 i h 1 "'1.
The I I artm nt of Lan t1a e~ \\ ill a ,..
111inist r tl1c fir 1g11 languc:g tran l ti 11
re-r rl1r t1111e an11ually: 11 the ec nd
Thur a; f
r 11 the sec n JTl1ur ay of 1 rcl1 11
nee luring the ~um . .
1ner in lnjuncti n \Vith the 1nc: le ~acni ..
11arion f tl1e eci ic gradu re I nguage
c )t1r ' e , if ffere or th nv1se on the
secon Tl1L1r ~ c )'in Jul)'· The tu ent \Vill
be a ~ ~e sed c 20 fee ~ )r tl1 te t ad1nir1istration fi r foreig11 language tran 'l, ti )fl
test , uni ~ the grc1du( te .. tudent fulfill
the language requirem nt \Vithi11 c desig ..
nated language course. Appl ice tion ~, \'ail ..
able in the Department of Le nguages, mu t
be filed \Vi th the Department of Language
at lea t three \\'eek before the te~t date.
The foreign language requirement mu t
be satisfied in a fi\ e .. year period prior to
the awarding of the doctoral degree. On
the recommendation of the chair of the
Department of Language~, a student may
satisfy the requirement by having corn ..
pleted at least 12 semester credit hours in
an approved foreign language with an av ..
erage grade of B or better. These credit
hours must be earned from an accredited
1

1

baccalaureate institution and must have
been completed in total within six years
prior to the student's finishing the gradu . .
ate degree.

Off. . campus Research
Under special circumstances, it may ap . .
pear desirable that doctoral research be
conducted away from the Clemson Uni-versity campus. If such research is to be
performed under the immediate direction
of a Clemson University faculty member
acting as dissertation advisor and supervi-sor, then in order to accommodate the
student as well as to exercise proper and
necessary control over this most important
phase of doctoral study, the following addi ..
tional requirements will be made:

1. Written Consent and Research Plan.
The student must have the written con ..
sent of his or her dissertation advisor, full
advi ory committee, department chair,
college dean and the graduate dean. Prior
to departure from campus, the tudent must
u mit a written plan for his or her re earch
effort to the advi ory committee for ap . .
proval. The p[an hould include a di "cus . .
ion of the problem and intended cope of
the inve tigation, and hould be tructt1red
in term~ of a pecific time frame.

1

1

1

1

2. Statement from Organization Where
Research Will Be Condticted. The advi-ory
committee ma;' require a -tatement from
an appr priate officer of the organi:ation
at \\'hich the tudent \Vill be located aaree ..
ing to (a) the tudent' plan to complete
di...,- ertati n re earch u-ing the
organi:ation' equipment and facilitie-; (b)
the apporti nin of at lea-r 25 percent or
other appr priate amount of the 'tudent's
emplO)'ment hour to di -ertation re ,earch;
and c) the rgani:ation' relea -e of patent
right- or copyrigh - arising from d1 C0\7erie or concep1s that e\ 0l\1e during the cour-e
o tl1e rudent'.., doctor, I re -earch.
1

3. Trai1el. The tudent may be required
to rra\rel to Clem on Uni\ er-it) not at the
expen-e of Clem .. on Uni\ er it)', to meet
\\'ith the d1 ertat1on ad\ i or and ad\·1sor;'
committee a often a t deemed nece ary
b; the committee. Further, the ~tudent
ma)', at the d1 cretion of the d1 ertation
ad\·tsor and ad\·1sof) committee, be re . .
quired to return to the Clem!)on campus
ubsequent to the performance of the me~
chan1c of the research for the purpo e of
comprehens1 \'e re\ 1ew and anal)· is of the
research.
1

1

,

1

1

1

1

1

4. Continttous Enrollment. The student
must maintain continuous enrollment at
Clemson Uni\ ers1ty each semester \vh1le
the research is in progress. It will be the
1
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student's responsibility to make suitable
arrangements with the department to
maintain this continuous registration. Nor ..
mally the student will not be required to
register for summer sessions; however, she/
he must be registered for the term that
involves the review of the completed dis ..
serration and/or the final examination.

5. Supervision and Reports. When doc . .
toral research is conducted away from the
Clemson campus and under the immedi . .
ate direction of a dissertation supervisor
who is employed by an organization other
than Clemson University, in order to ac . .
commodate the student, as well as to exer . .
cise proper and necessary control over this
important phase of doctoral study, the
following requirements must be met:
(a) An employee, having earned a
Ph.D. and being engaged in the general
subject area of the student's research, must
be designated by an officer of the organi . .
zation to supervise the student's research
work.
(b) The employee must be recom ..
mended to the provost by the appropriate
college dean for appointment as an ad . .
junct professor of Clemson Un1vers1ty.
(c) A resume of the research superv1.sor must be submitted to the student's full
advisory committee for its review and rec ..
ommendation to the graduate dean.
( d) The research supervisor must sub ..
mit a final statement regarding the d1sser . .
tation research, as well as interim reports
if the committee deems such as necessary.
(e) The off.. campus research supervi . .
sor cannot serve as the student's major
advisor.

Qualifying Examinations
Some doctoral programs require pre ..
liminary or qualifying examinations prior
to the comprehensive examination. The
structure, duration, review and re . . exami . .
nation policies for these examinations are
defined in writing by the program faculty
and are available from the program coor . .
dinator. A copy of these policies is also to
be filed with the Graduate School.

Comprehensive Examinations
before Admission to Candidacy
Prior to taking the comprehensive ex ..
amination before admission to candidacy,
the doctoral student must have selected
an advisory committee and filed an ap ..
proved graduate degree curriculum (Form
GS2) with the Graduate School.
Satisfactory completion of the compre.hensive examination must occur no less
than six months and no more than five
years prior to the date of graduation. For
examinations consisting of several parts
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(for example, a written plus an oral, or a
written in cumulative format), the date of
completion will coincide with the date of
the last examination activity. However,
the time span from the beginning to the
end of the examination must not exceed
12 months, and failure of any portion th at
negates further examining will be reported
as a failure of the examination. The stu ..
dent has five calendar years after the date
of the completion of the comprehensive
examination to complete all other degree
requirements. A student who completes
all the degree requirements will be invited
to participate in the next scheduled gradu ..
ation ceremonies.
A comprehensive examination is at ..
tempted only at the recommendation of
the student's advisory committee after
completion of most of the required course
work. The function of the examination,
which may be written or a combination of
written and oral, ts to obtain objective
evidence of an adequate intellectual mas ..
tery of the areas of the major and minor
specializations. This examination must be
administered by the Clemson Un1vers1ty
program faculty offering the degree. The
examining committee may be the student's
advisory committee or a stand1ng commit ..
tee appointed in accordance w1th pub . .
l1shed program pol1c1es. A majority dec1 . .
s1on 1s required; dissenting members of the
examining committee ~hould feel free to
forward a minority report to the Graduate
School. The chairperson of the advisory
committee will inform the Graduate
School of the result, via Form GSS, within
three weeks following the examination.
The student's performance on this exami . .
nation will determine whether she/he will
be recommended for adm1ss1on to candi . .
dacy for the degree.
Should the student fail to pass the com ..
prehensive examination, she/he may be
given a second opportunity 1f so recom.mended by the examining committee. A
second failure shall result in the student
being declared ineligible to rece1 ve the
Doctor of Philosophy degree at Clemson
University.

Final Doctoral Examination
The candidate for the Doctor of Phi . .
losophy degree must pass a final oral ex . .
amination (dissertation defense) at least
three weeks prior to the time of the com . .
mencement at which she/he plans to ob . .
tain the degree. The examination will be
conducted by the student's advisory com.mittee, and all faculty members are in . .
vited to participate. The Graduate School
will be notified of the time and place of the
examination at least 10 days prior to the
time scheduled. Members of the faculty, as
well as members of the Graduate Curricu . .

lum Committee and the dean of the Gradu ..
ate School, are invited to attend the ex ..
amination. Exceptional cases may arise;
however, and the guidelines below sh all
apply to any sponsored projects requiring
that results be kept confidential.
This final examination demands a broad
and penetrating interpretation by the stu ..
dent of the research project and conclu ..
sions. It may include examination of the
student in the major and minor fields of
specialization.
A student who fails a final oral examina..
tion may be allowed a second opportunity
only with the recommendation of the ad ..
visory committee. Failure of the second
examination will result in dismissal from
the Graduate School.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
DEGREE
Degree requirements pertaining to resi.dence, time limit, and comprehensive and
final examinations are the same as those
for the Doctor of Philosophy degree. In
addition, the candidate for the Doctor of
Education degree must arrange with his or
her advisory comm1ttee to engage in an
internship appropriate to his or her field of
professional service.
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
Candidates for advanced degrees receive
academic credit for conducting research
and preparing a thesis (master's candi . .
dates) or a dissertation (doctoral candi ..
dates) under the direction of the research
advisor. In those Master of Arts or Master
of Science degree curricula requiring a
thesis, six credits of research (891) are
required. The thesis option curricula in the
Master of Architecture, Master of City and
Regional Planning, and Master of Fine
Arts degree programs require 15, 6--9 and
15 cred1ts of research, respectively. A dis ..
sertation, mandatory for all candidates for
the Ph.D. or Ed.D. degrees, requires 18
credits of doctoral research (991) exclu . .
sive of any research credits earned at the
master's level.
The accumulation of grades of pass in
thesis or dissertation research does not
imply completion of the research, but only
indicates satisfactory progress.

1. Student Responsibility. The student, in
consultation with his or her major advisor,
shall provide each remaining advisory com . .
mittee member with a copy of the manu . .
script for initial review. This action should
take place well in advance of, and not less
than three weeks prior to, the fina l exami . .
nation and defense of the thesis or disserta ..
tion. Students must prepare the manu . .
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script in a style acceptable to the Graduate
School; The Guide for the Preparation of
Theses and Dissertations may be obtained
from the Graduate School for a nominal
fee. When the manuscript is in suitable
form, the thesis or dissertation is presented
to the Graduate School for review and
approval prior to duplication.
Three copies of the thesis or disserta.tion, required for hard binding, must be
submitted to the Graduate School by the
deadline date appropriate for the antici ..
pated graduation date. A binding fee of
$30* must be paid to the bursar and the
completed forms returned to the Graduate
School at the time the duplicated theses or
dissertations are submitted. If the student
desires, two personal copies may be bound
at a cost of $1 O* per copy; add1t1onal
copies may be bound at a cost of $15* per
copy.
For docto ral cand idates, a fourth copy of
the dissertation is required for microfilm ..
ing and is placed by the Graduate chool
with University Microfilm'>, Inc., of Ann
Arbor, Mich. An additional copy of the
approval page, title page and ab ' tract mu t
also be submitted, with the abstract not
exceeding 350 word . Occa tonally, thi
will neces itate rev1 ion of the longer origi ..
nal abstract, \.\hi ch t retained in all copies. The ab tract should be written and
edited in a form <;u1table for publication
and database retrieval. It i the re pon i ..
bility of the candidate to make the e revi ..
sion s; further information may be obtained
from the Graduate chool. The total microfilming fee 1s $50* and mu t be paid to
the bursar simultaneously \\'tth the binding fees. A fee of $35 * is nece'>~ary if
copyright is desired.

2. Faculty Respomzbility. The

re~earch

advisor determines when the manuscript
is suitable for initial revie\v by the rem a in-ing committee members. Guideline for
the review process and a thesis/cl t erta ..
tion review form are available in the de ..
partments and the Graduate School. The~e
guidelines are designed to produce a timely
review by each committee member and to
provide a measure of protection for all
affected parties against problems resulting
from lack of communication and/or atten . .
tion. If the student requests, the research
advisor is obligated to initiate the thesis/
dissertation review form and forward it to
the remaining committee members alon g
with the manuscript. The research advisor
must be cognizant also of departmental
practices regarding the quality of the manu.script at the various review stages and of
the wishes of the department chair, as an
ex.-officio committee member, to exercise
the option of approving the thesis or dis ..
sertation in its final form.
*Subject to change.

Committee members sh o uld n ormally
complete the initial review in three weeks
or less. Provisions of the guidelines; h ow . .
ever, allow for additional time if necessary.
Failure of a committee member to com . .
plete the initial review within six weeks
may result in his or her replacement, pro ..
vided the student has requested use of the
thesis/dissertation review form. A second
review after revisions should be completed
in one week, with provisions being avail.ab le for additional time.
It should be understood that a vote to
pass a student on his or her performance at
the final examination (Form GS7) does
not imply final approval of the thesis or
dissertation. Approval of the thesis or dis ..
sertation is given by faculty signing the
approval page.

Restrictions on Use of Theses and
Dissertations
UnpL1bli hed the es and dis ertation
ubmitted to the Graduate chool in par ..
tial fulfillment of the requirement for
graduate degree and depo ired in the Uni ..
'ler ' ity library are, <1 a rule, open to the
public for reference purpo e . Howe\1 er,
extended qLJ<)tation or ummarie , ma)' be
publi 11ed <)nl)' \Vi th the perm is ion of the
author a11d the graduate dean.

Publication Polic)'
A Ltniversit)1's prirnal)' functi n is the
accumulation and di ~ emi11ation of kno\vl ..
edge. It i · therefore eJ'pected that tl1e reult of re e<1rch perft)rtned u ing Uni\rer-it)' facilitie e publi hed in the open lit ..
erature (i.e., the e , di ertation~, journal ,
magazine or book ~ ) and that c ny informa ..
ti on c>bta irled nlcl)' b~ freely di clo-ed by
the facult)' in the teaching program of the
Uni \ 1 er'"' it)'.
ExceptilI1al ca ~ es ma cri -e; h0\\1e\1 er,
and tl1e guideline belO\\' 'hall appl)1 to an)'
pon..,ored project- requiring that re ult~ be
kept confidential.
l. The Uni\rer ity shall not accept a\vardthat require re')earch re ' ult ~ to be kept
confidential fore\ er. A definite term of
confidentialit)' ~hall be 'tared in a \Vritten
nondi clo ~ ure agreement and hall not ex ..
ceed one year beyond the date of notif1ca ..
tion to the pon or that a manu cr1pt u1t ..
ab le for publication ha been prepared.
Exceptions may be granted by the Un1\·er ..
sity administration onl) under unu~ual cir ..
cumstances~ e.g., national ,ecurity, national
emergency, cla stfied act1v1t1e or certain
confidential agreements.
2. Students assoc iated with confidential
projects must have prior approval for the
use of results 1n preparing reports, theses or
dissertations in fulfillment of degree re ..
quirements. The Graduate School will
1

n ormally n ot accept a thesis or disserta ..
tion that must be held in confidence for
more than one year. Documents submit ..
ted in partial fulfillment of degree require ..
ments will be retained by the Graduate
Sch ool (or the department in the case of
proJect reports for nonthesis programs) in
accordance with the nondisclosure agree ..
ment. The student's thesis or dissertation
defense shall not be open to those not
bound by the nondisclosure agreement.

Patents and Copyrights
All students enrolling in the Graduate
School at Clemson University do so with
full understanding that:

1. The University has full ownership
rights in any inventions, discoveries, de ..
velopments and/or improvements,
whether or not patentable (inventions),
which are conceived, developed or re ..
duced to practice, or caused to be con ..
ceived, developed or reduced to practice,
by graduate students during the course of
their research activitie conducted as part
of any Graduate School curriculum. Any
such invention \\ ill be handled by the
Univer ity in the same manner as set forth
in The Faculty Manual of Clemson Un1 ..
1
\ er ity, the pertinent provision for which
appear a - Part VI E entitled "Patent
Pol icy."
1

2. Copyright 0\\ ner hip of an)' research
work \vill be determined b)1 Uni\ ers1ty
policy and by policie of organi::attons
re pon ible for publi hing or distributing
copyrighted material-.
Copie of the policie on patents and
cop) righr- are available in the individual
department and colleges and in the
Graduate '- chool. An)7 graduate student
ho plan to accept a research assistant ..
'>hip or public en ice assistant hip is en ..
couraged to read the policies prior to ac ..
cepting the a tstant hip.
1

1

1

1
\\

1

Scientific Research
Graduate tudent conducting scten..
tific research in a student role at Clemson
Unt\·er tt) do o ~,1th the full understand ..
ing of the follo\ving:

1. At the d1 cret1on of their the

ad\·i ..
sor or employment supervisor, a appro ..
pr1ate, students may be required, at the
init1at1on of the re earch efforts, to main ..
tain and preser\'e all primary data and
materials associated with the research,
and deliver these materials to their super ..
\yisor in complete, cataloged and identi ..
fied form before the students will have
been deemed to have completed the re ..
qu1rements for their program of study.
1
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2. At the discretion of their thesis advi ..
sor or employment supervisor, as appropri ..
ate, students may be required to keep a
clear, concise and complete research
notebook(s) as an accurate record of their

APPEALS

AND

GRIEVANCES

INTRODUCTION
The Graduate Student Academic Griev ..
ance Committee hears appeals regarding
the following: (a) degree requirements,
(b) policy decisions affecting the welfare
of graduate students, ( c) academic mis ..
conduct concerning graduate students, and
( d) grievances (except employment) in ..
valving graduate.-level faculty and admin ..
istrators. The appeal must be presented in
writing to the dean of the Graduate School
or to members of the committee.
Membership of this committee consists
of the following: five faculty members
involved in graduate education (one from
each college) elected by the collegiate
faculty for three.-year terms, two graduate
students nominated annually by the Gradu ..
ate Student Government ( GSG) and ap ..
pointed by the provost, and one represen ..
tative of the Graduate School serving in a
non .. voting, advisory role. Each year the
chair is elected from among the continu ..
ing faculty members. The terms of ap ..
pointment begin with each fall registra ..
ti on.
The Graduate Student Grievance Com..
mittee hears all grievances involving the
following: (a) grievances of a personal or
professional nature involving an individual
student and a faculty member; (b) the
claim by a student that the final grade 1n a
course was inequitably awarded; (c) cases
where the grievance involves graduate stu ..
dent employment; and ( d) graduate stu ..
dent academic dishonesty. In all unre ..
solved cases the committee makes its rec ..
ommendations to the president through
the provost. All proceedings of the com ..
mittee are confidential.
In cases involving academic dishonesty,
the Policy on Academic Misconduct be ..
low shall be applied, and the grievance
shall be filed within seven days from the
date a written charge is made by the profes ..
sor. A copy of the charge is to be given to
the department chair or dean. In cases
involving a protest of a final grade, the
grievance must be filed within 90 calendar
days from the date printed on the grade
report for the term in which the student
alleged an inequitable grade was recorded.

Rules and Procedures
1. Any complaint should first be taken
to the faculty or staff member involved for
resolution. If no resolution is reached, the
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research activities and deliver these note ..
books to their supervisor before they will
have been deemed to have completed the
requirements for their program of study.

graduate student should consult with the
department chair and the dean or the
immediate superior of the staff member to
hear the grievance and act as a referee. The
student, dean of the college, department,
and faculty or staff member should make
every effort to reach a solution.
2. If the grievance remains unresolved,
the student may bring it before the Gradu ..
ate Student Grievance Committee by a
written statement detailing the grievance.
All issues to be grieved must be delineated
in the written statement. The statement
must be delivered in a sealed envelope to
the Office of the Dean of the Graduate
School within 60 calendar days of the date
the graduate student alleges to have been
aggrieved, except in cases involving a pro ..
test of a final grade when the statement
must be filed within 90 calendar days from
the date on the grade report. The dean of
the Graduate School (or the dean's desig ..
nee) shall attempt to resolve the griev ..
ance. If no resolution is reached, then the
dean of the Graduate School (or the dean's
designee) shall advise the graduate stu ..
dent in assembling the necessary informa ..
tion for presenting his or her complaint to
the Graduate Student Grievance Com..
mittee. The dean will forward this letter to
the chairperson of the Graduate Student
Grievance Committee. Failure of the stu ..
dent to file a grievance within the 60.-day
time period will result in forfeiture of the
right to file a grievance under this proce ..
du re.
3. The committee will attempt to gather
all pertinent information in separate meet ..
ings with all individuals able to give infor ..
mation concerning the grievance.
4. The Graduate Student Grievance
Committee will, if at all possible, handle
each case as a confidential matter.
5. The committee will formulate its find ..
ings in writing and seek to obtain signed
approval for the recommended solution
from all parties involved within 14 calen ..
dar days.
6. If the committee cannot obtain a
solution that is acceptable to all involved
parties, the committee will provide an
opportunity for a hearing on the griev ..
ance. Two weeks' notice will be provided
to all parties in the grievance. Either party
to the grievance may petition for a hearing
on the grievance.

7. The hearing on the grievance will be
informal and closed to the public. The
chairperson of the committee shall take
whatever action is necessary to ensure an
equitable, orderly and expeditious hear ..
ing. Minutes of the meeting will be taken,
and all parties to the grievance will be
given an opportunity to be heard. Each
party is responsible for having present at
the hearing all witnesses who will speak on
his or her behalf. In addition, the chairper..
son may request the presence at the hear ..
ing of any other person who has pertinent
information on the grievance.
Witnesses shall not be present during
the hearing proceedings except when called
upon to speak before the committee. The
parties will be permitted to question all
individuals present at the hearing and heard
by the committee. If any witness is unable
to be present at the hearing, the chairper..
son may, at his or her discretion, accept a
written statement from that witness to be
presented at the hearing. The parties shall
be accorded the right to assistance of coun ..
sel of their own choice; however, the role
of counsel shall be solely to assist the party,
and counsel shall not be permitted to par ..
tic1pate actively in the proceedings.
8. Upon conclusion of the hearing, the
committee, meeting in executive session,
shall reach, by a majority vote of those
committee members present, a solution to
the grievance. If the chairperson can per ..
suade all parties to the grievance to accept
the committee's solution within fourteen
calendar days, the matter of the grievance
will be considered closed when the solu ..
tion is effected.
9. If, after the conclusion of the hearing,
the chairperson cannot obtain approval of
the committee's recommended solution
from all involved parties, the grievance
will be referred to the president of the
University via the provost, with the
committee's solution as the recommended
solution to the grievance. When griev ..
ances are referred in this manner, the presi ..
dent shall make the final decision on be ..
half of the University.
10. The Graduate School shall keep in
confidence all records pertinent to each
grievance and pass these records to the
Office of the Provost for filing. Records
shall be available to succeeding chairper..
sons of the Graduate Student Grievance
Committee.
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11. A majority of committee members
shall constitute a quorum for transaction
of committee business; at least one ap ..
pointed faculty member and one appointed
graduate student must be present.
12. The Graduate Student Grievance
Committee shall meet as often as neces ..
sary to dispense expeditiously with griev ..
ances brought before the committee.
13. These rules and procedures can be
amended by the Graduate tudent Aca ..
demic Grievance Committee. uch rule
change will not affect any ca5e under
con iderat1on at the time of the change.
Notification of any amendments to these
rules and procedure hould be given to the
president of the University via the Aca ..
dem1c Council.
POLICY ON ACADEMIC
MISCONDUCT
A univer 1ty is a community of "cholar
dedicated to the free inquiry of knO\\rledge
and truth. It follo,vs a a basic tenet tl1£1t
scholars will conduct them ~ el\1 es \Vi th in ...
tegrity in academic pur"ult"i. In in tance
where tl1e academic tandard ma;' ha\re
been compromi ed, Clem on Uni\rer icy
ha~ a re"pon ' ibilit~' to protect this pr( ce:s
and to re')pond appropriately nd ex11edi ..
tiou ly to charge of ace den1 ic mi co11llt1ct.
Academic. misconduct includes, but is 11ot
limited to, submis ion of fraudul~nt ad111i ..
sion credential , ac, demic di l1011e ty, fal . .
sification of data in re earcl1 c. 11d {)lagia ..
r1sm in the<-ie~, dt')'>Crtation ~ or otl1er final
pro1ect .
G

B. A student guilty of the second of..
fense of academic dishonesty will receive a
grade of F for the course, will be suspended
for one or more semesters and may be
permanently d1sm1ssed. Suspension and
dismissal require approval of the president
of the University.

III. Procedures
Academic honesty i the individual re ..
spon5ibility of each student. tudents
sh ould report violations of this policy ei ..
ther to the instructor of the affected course
or to any member of the admini tration.
When, in the opinion of an in tructor, a
'tudent ha committed an act of academic
di h one ty, the following procedure must
be followed:
1. The in ·tructlJr will inform the student
in private of the nature of the alleged
charge of academic di ho11e ty and will
imultaneously reque tin writing that the
department chair \ erify fr<)m the regi trar
the incident' being a fir t offen e.
2. When this informati n ha b en re ..
cei\1ed, the in tructor \.viii notif)' the tu,
1ent in \\ riting of th cl1ar e of acf1tlemic
di hone ty and the penalty recommended
)' the in rruct Jr and appr0\ r:.d b)' he chair
of the departm 11t in \.vhich rl1e cour e i
taugl1t. The n tific tion \viii further tate
tl1Ht if the rudent regard tl1 cl1arge a
L1nfHir, the tt1 lent ha ev n ay fr m the
l<.l te < f recei t )f 11 tice t file a rie\1ance
v.ritl1 tl1e Ora ua te tlJde11t
rie\1 ance
. . . . . . , mm1ttee .
. If n grie ance i f1 l d b the rudent,
the i11 truct r \Vi 11 fi r\\ ar copie f he
\\'ritten not1f1catio11 t tl1e dean f the
college and t the r g1 trar.
4. 11 uldtl1ea t f 1 l1 11e t 11 t ein
tl1 c liege f the stu ler1t n1aj r, che
reg is t r r \V i 11 n )t i f , t 11 tn aJ )r e c.l rt r11 n t
c 11 i r.
5. A charge f cCa en1ic ish1.. 11est Ji n a
cour e 1nu.., t be mad \virhin 4 ~ alendar
'lay" of the date prin[ed on tl1 r de rep rt
for the "eme ter f se it 11 in \Vl1ich the
cour"e i com11leted. For ra s tl1at re ..
place an orioinal grade of I ( it1c~ 1n lete),
the 45 da;l" begin the day the I i~ con\ rted
to the final grade.
1

1

1

1

1

I. General
A. Academic di llone ty inclL1de gi\r . .
ing, recei\1ing or u ' ing unauth )fize laid on
any academic \vork.
B. Plagiari ' ffi, a for1n of acadecnic dis . .
honesty, includes the cop) ing (1f langL1nge,
structure c>r ideas of another and attribur . .
tng the ~'ork to one' O\vn effort .
C. All academic \vork 'ubmitted for
grading contain an implicit pledge and
may contain, at the reque t of tl1e in true . .
tor, an explicit pledge b)' the ~ tudent that
no unauthorized aid has been recei\ ed.
D. Academic dishone 't',r include at ..
tempts to copy, edit or delete computer
files that belong to another person or use
Computer Center account numbers that
belong to another person without the per ..
mission of the file owner, account number
owner or file number.
1

1

1

1

A. A student guilty of the first offense of
academic dishonesty typically will receive
a grade of F for the course. In flagrant cases,
the student may also be suspended for one
or more semesters or may be permanently
dismissed.

The submission of fraudulent admissions
credentials in the student's application or
any other documents submitted for admis ..
sion to Clemson University may result in
initiation of action under the Policy and
Procedure on Revocation of Academic
Degrees.

II. Academic Dishonesty in
Course Work
In the event that the act is alleged to
have occurred within the context of a
course and is consistent with the general
definition of academic dishonesty pre ..
sented in Sections I of the Policy on Aca ..
demic Misconduct for enrolled students,
the ame procedures in that policy will
apply except for academic misconduct
listed in III below.

Graduate Students:
If the re ulting penalty is either the
a ignment of a grade of Dor Fin a required
graduate cour e, or the issuance of any
oracle that cau "e the tudent not to po se s
a cumulati\ e B average in both graduate
cour e and in all cour es, action under the
Policy and Procedure on Revocation of
Ac2 em ic Degree may be initiated.
1

U1ulergraditate Stiulencs:
If the re ,ulting penalty cause the tu ..
dent to no 1011ger have the nece " ar) credit
h our and/or cour e \vork for receiving a
de ree, action under the Policy and Proce ..
dure on Re\ ocation of Academic Degree
may b initiated.
1

1

III. Fal ification of Data and
Plagiari m in Theses,
Di "'Sertations or Other Final
Project
Data falsification. plagiari ,m (a defined
in the Aca emic ~11,conduct Policy) and
other act of academic di "hone-t) in a
the i di~ ertation rotherfinal project are
seriou acts of mi ,conduct. Allegation" of
tl1i- t)1pe of mi 'conduct ma)' re ult in tn1 ..
tiation nf action under the Policy and
Procedure on Re\ ocation of Academic
1

1

Degree ~.

POLICY ON ACADEMIC
MISCONDUCT FOR FORMER
STUDENTS
It is possible that an act of academic
misconduct 'A'ill remain undi C0\ ered un ..
t1l after a degree i awarded. In such a case,
Clemson Un1\1er tty reserves the right to
revoke any degree based on new revela ..
tions about scholarly issues including, but
not restricted to, admission credentials,
course work, research, theses, dissertations
or other final projects.
1

II. Penalties

I. Submission of Fraudulent
Admissions Credentials

Grade Protests
tudent \\' i hing to protest a course
grade mu , t fir t attempt to resol\ e an}'
disagreement \Vtth the in ,tructor. In fail ..
ing to reach a ati fact Of)' resolution, the
student may follo\\ the procedure under
"Appeals and Grievances" (see page 34 ).
All grade changes and grievances must be
filed within 90 calendar days from the date
on the grade report.
1.A...

1

1

,
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Policy on Research Ethics
I. PREAMBLE

Research institutions h ave a critical re.sponsibility to provide an environment
that promotes integrity, while at the same
time encouraging openness and creativity
among scholars. Care must be taken to
ensure that honest error and ambiguities of
interpretation of scholarly activities are
distinguishable from outright misconduct.
To address all allegations of fraud or mis-conduct, definitions, policies and proce-dures must be in place to facilitate and
guide such processes.
This policy is applicable to all research-ers associated with Clemson University,
including faculty, students and staff. If
charges are brought against non .. faculty
members of Clemson University, appro.priate substitutions should be made for the
role of the Faculty Senate officers and
dean. If charges are brought against a former
student that could result in the student's
degree being revoked, those charges should
be processed through the University's
Policy and Procedure on Revocation of
Academic Degrees rather than through
this policy.
II. DEFINITIONS

A. Research
Research is used in a general sense (as
opposed to scientific research) to yield a
policy applicable to all academic disci . .
plines in the University.
B. Misconduct
Dishonest deviation from accepted prac ..
tices in conducting research activities.
Fraudulent failure to comply with uni.versity, regulatory and funding agencies
requirements affecting specific aspects of
the conduct of research.
This definition includes:
Falsification of data .. ranging from falsi ..
fication or intentional misrepresentation
of methods, materials or results to selec-tive reporting of findings, such as the pur.poseful omission of conflicting data with
the intent to manipulate the results;
Plagiarism . . representation of borrowed
work as one's own;
Misappropriation of others' ideas .. the
unauthorized and intentionally dishonest
use of privileged information (such as that
which might be gained during peer, paper
or grant reviews), however obtained;
Malicious and public misrepresentation
of a colleague's ethical research behavior;
Conflicts of interest that could influ ..
ence the researcher's decisions or conclu-sions, or which could provide unfair gain
to the researcher;
Other misuse of position as researcher
for personal gain;
Exploitation (such as failure to credit
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work, misrepresentation of a research re ..
lation ship, etc.) of students, or other per-sons, for research purposes.
This definition does not include:
Non . . fraudulent failure or inadequacy
of performance, incompetence or honest
error;
Non.-fraudulent breaches of contracts;
Employment discrimination, sexual ha ..
rassment, violation of human subjects
policy or animal welfare policy, or other
forms of misconduct that are the concerns
of different, distinctive administrative
policies.
C. Inquiry
Expeditious gathering and review of
information to determine if an investiga . .
tion is warranted.
This is not a formal hearing, but a pro . .
cess designed to separate frivolous, unjus . .
tified or mistaken allegation from facts
regarding the incident.
D. Investigation
A formal examination and evaluation
of all relevant facts to determine if an
instance of misconduct has occurred.
E. Disposition
The Committee of Investigation shall
only determine whether a breach of ethics
has occurred and will not make recom.mendations relative to the nature or se-verity of the action to be taken.
If the investigation committee finds
that the complaint was intentionally dis-honest and malicious, the committee can
recommend action again t the accuser.
In the event that allegations are not
confirmed, the institution shall make full
efforts to restore the reputation of the
accused; the accused's recommendations
to accomplish this should be accommo ..
dated insofar as is possible.
III. PROCEDURES

A. Overall Structure
An allegation or complaint involving
the possibility of misconduct can be raised
by anyone. The allegation should be made
in writing to the Faculty Senate president
in a confidential manner. Accusations
must be signed.
Charges must be filed within seven years
of the date on which the event in question
occurred. If the date of limitation is in
question, the Faculty Senate president,
the chair of the Faculty Senate Research
Committee and the vice president for
research shall determine whether the given
event occurred within the specified time
limit.
The Faculty Senate president and the
chair of the Faculty Senate Research Com.mittee should accept the accusation only
after they are satisfied that its substance
complies with this policy's definition of
"misconduct.,, At this time, and at their

discretion, they may consult with the vice
president for research relative to the al ..
leged research ethics violation.
A meeting should be scheduled to occur
within 20 calendar days following accep-tance of the accusation for the accused to
appear before the president of the Faculty
Senate and the chair of the Faculty Senate
Research Committee for the purpose of
hearing the charge ( s) and being infa rmed
of who authored the ch arges. The accused
will be asked to plead "guilty" or "not
guilty" to each charge. If the accused pleads
"guilty," the president of the Faculty Sen . .
ate will report the facts to the vice presi . .
dent for research, who will, within 90
calendar days, prepare a report for the
provost.
If the accused pleads "not guilty," or if
the accused refuses to respond, an inquiry,
the first step of the review process, sh ould
result. The vice president for research
should be notified of the inquiry. In the
inquiry state, factual information is gath ..
ered and expeditiously reviewed to deter.mine if an investigation of the charge is
warranted. An inquiry is not a formal
hearing; it is designed to separate allega . .
tions deserving of further investigation
from frivolous, unjustified or clearly mis-taken allegation.
The v1ce president for research will in . .
form the accu er of the disposition at the
conclusion of the investigation stage.
During the initial meeting with the ac-cused for the purpose of presenting charges,
only the Faculty Senate president, the
chair of the Faculty Senate Research Com ..
mittee and the accused with his/her law-yer, if desired, may be present. During
hearings by the Committee of Inquiry or
the Committee of Investigation, only duly
appointed members of the given commit-tee and the committee's invited witnesses
with his/her lawyer, if desired, may be
present.
B. Inquiry
The vice president for research and the
Faculty Senate president will appoint,
within 10 calendar days of a response of
"not guilty" to charges by the accused, a
Committee of Inquiry of three faculty
members with one individual appointed
as chair.
For any specific allegation or set of alle.gations, the Committee of Inquiry will
determine if an investigation is warranted.
The Committee of Inquiry will submit a
written report to the vice president for
research and the Fac ulty Senate president
within 30 calendar days of the formation
of the Committee of Inquiry.
C. Investigation
If the Committee of Inquiry so recom-mends, the vice president for research and
the Faculty Senate president will appoint
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within 20 calendar days a Committee of
Investigation consisting of five faculty
members, other than those serving on the
Committee of Inquiry, to conduct a full
investigation.
The Committee of Investigation, meet ..
ing in closed sessions, will review all mate ..
rials, question relevant parties, and allow
for all parties to present their views sepa ..
rately (without the presence of the other
parties) to the committee.
The Committee of Investigation will
prepare, within 90 calendar days, a report
indicating whether ethics violations h ave
occurred; the report may include estima ..
tion of one or more of the following:
• the scope of the intentional dishon ..
esty perpetrated by the accu~ed;
•the degree of gain that 1night accrue to
the accused because of the unethica l be . .
havior;
• the seriousness of harm intentic)na lly
perpetrated agai nst otl1er indi,ridu~1ls.
The e timation sl1<1l l be t1sed in deter . .
mining d1~c1plinary actic)n against tl1e ac . .
cused. In less seriou c<1ses, action 1nay
include a verbal repri1na11d, t)r, if condi . .
tions \Varrant, a letter in the offender'~
personal file. In more ~eric)u , case , actit1n
might include such 'anctio11 <1 additional
supervision of re earch activity, l JSs t)f
merit pay or recommendation ( gainst pre) . .
motion. In only the mo t eriou c~t~t:s
sh ould di mis~al be con::iidered.
The report will be t1b1nitted tlJ the \ ice
pres1dentforresearcl1 and rl1e F,1culty tn . .
ate president, \vho \\ ill ft)f\\ c1rd the report
to the pro\ 0st.
The prO\'OSt \\ ill re\'ie\v tl1e report and
render a dec1s1on \\ ithin 15 calen iar days.
Any recommendatit.. n that ma) con titL1tt
disciplinary action <1gainsr a fact1lt)1 n1ember will be referred b)' tl1e prc1\1 t t tt the
appropriate dean or other adrnini tratc)r ( s
determined by the pro\ t. The dean r
administrator \.\ ill decide the appropriate
action within 15 calendar da)1 ' .
If disciplinary action taken against a
faculty member con ' titute ' a grie\'( ble
action under e ither Faculty G rievance Procedure I or Faculty G rievance Procedure
II , the faculty member may file a grievance
in accordance with the appropriate proce ..
dure. D1scipl1nary action against other in ..
dividuals associated Vt ith the Un1\rer'1ty
are subject to applicable grievance proce ..
dures.
D. Guiding Princ iples
Maximize confident1al1ty and protect
the reputation s for both the accused and
accuser during the full process.
Assure the respondent a fair hearing and
access to reports.
Minimize the number of individuals in ..
volved in the inquiry and investigation
phases.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Individuals ch osen to ass1st in the in . .
quiry process should h ave n o real or appar ..
ent conflicts of interest bearing on the
case in question. They sh ould be unbiased
and have appropriate background for judg..
ing the issues be ing raised.
Consultation of University legal coun ..
sel is probably necessary.
Appropr1ate funding agencies should be
fully informed in writing at both the outset
and conclus1on of an investigation.
All detailed documentation of the com ..
m1ttees of Inquiry and Investigation shall
be maintained by the Office of the Vice
Pre5ident for Research for at least three
( 3) years and must, upon request, be pro ..
vided to authorized per onnel.
Appropriate interim administrative ac ..
tit)n will be t<1ken by tl1e vice pre ident for
re earch at the oul et of the inquiry tage
t o protect ~ upporting fund and to en ure
th<1t the purpo~e of the prt1ject are being
met.

Executive Interpretation
DEFI JTI O ,

II. B. The Re ~ earch Etl1ics P lic) clearl)
1

re ~ trict

1

~1cti n t )

matter l f re earcl1 etl1 . .
ic ~ ; it ci e 11 t a I re
t1cl1 thing a
simple irieptitu le, n( n . . fraudulent l reach
of contract r r11G11 r " ctice c \1ered y exi ring p Iicy ( ee ·clu i 11 under ectio11
I l ) . N J te th ~ 11 '"in :
The lefini i n ir1 lu e m" l1ciou n
pL1 lie ( LI g tin tl1Gt 11e1rl1er 111ali iou ..
ne n r plJl Ii ne ~, Ion , i uff1cient)
rn i t1 of the re earch etl11 c p liC)' its If
(r feren e ecti n II. E.).
E ·pl it t i 11 f the r inc I u e n1 i.., u e
f
lleaotJe , t1ch
i11tenti n I n
1n( licious f ilure to ere it the \\7 rk of
an ther, elil er tel r11i lea ing ther in ..
di\ri Jt1al t
l ta in re e rcl1 g c I , etc. It
cl e~ n t i11clt1de b nign ti\1 it ' that eern~
t , or n1 a act u 11 )', e · l i t .
Tl1i oli y ~h Juld 11 t e con crue\.. t
include an acti\ it)' th c i benign in int n t (not n1a I ici Lis d li er,1rel 1 1n i~lead . .
i11g, etc.).
II . E. It i~ the r p 11 il ilit)' f U11i\1eri ty f<1ct1 l t)' t prl te ct i s re earcl1 i11tegri t '
by condemning L1nethicL 1 r ~t:arch acti\1 it)', by in\'e tigating credible charge f
t1nethical re 'earch brc1uoht ~1gai11 t tl1e
facult)1' .., peers, l )' taking ' tep:s ro re ' tore
the reputation of peer ~ tl1ar are cl1arged
unJu"tl~1 or in error, b)1 '-1 e "tng the damage done b)' an unetl1ical peer if appropri . .
ate (see sec tion Ill C ) , and b) ~eek1ng
sanction through Unt\'er it)' adm1nt!:>tra ..
t1ve authorities again t those \Vho \ iolate
ethical research practices Appropriate
adm1nistrat1ve personnel alone have the
authority to depr1\'e on e of property or
liberty intere~ts (within legal constraints).
Consequently we feel that the assessment
1

1

1

1

0

1

and pursuit of sanctions against an indi ..
v1dual should not be a matter addressed by
this policy.
III. A. C h arges which do not fall within
the purview of this policy (see section II.
B.) should not be forwarded to a Commit ..
tee of Inquiry. The processes of Inquiry
and Investigation threaten an
academician's most cherished professional
possession - his or h er reputation. That
reputation should not be threatened with ..
out clear cause, thus charges that do not
involve "Research Ethics" as defined by
this document should be pursued through
other channels. For these reasons, the president of the Faculty Senate and the chair of
the Faculty Senate Research Committee,
upon receipt of the charges, should con ..
firm that the charges comply in substance
with thi policy' definitions before any
actic)n i initiated. This is not to say that
the pre ident of the Faculty enate and
the chair of the Faculty Senate Research
Committee hould judge the legitimacy of
the charge or tl1e fact- of the case.
Becat1 e the vice pre ident for re earch
ha an overall view of Univer ity polic7
c nd activitie that ma) be valuable at this
tage of the proce -, the pre ident of the
Facult)' enate and the chair of the Fae ..
ult) enate Re earch Committee, at their
di cretion,maycon ult\\liththevicepresi ..
nt for re earch prior to rendering a deci~ion bout whether the charge- hould go
for,vard under thi poliC)'·
It i in the intere t of the accu-ed and
11e Univer it)' to pr0\1 ide an opportunit)r
t the accu-ed to abbre\1iace the proce ..
ure o utlined in thi ~ polic)7 • pecificall)1
the accuse need not be "ubjecred to the
trauma of a peer in\1 estigation if indeed
he/he \\ ould prefer to admit guilt and be
stibjected to appropriate admin1 trative
.
c ncti n.
Ill. B. A C mmittee of Inquiry is re,
~p n -ible for determining \vhether the fact!>
in tl1e case ~1re contentiou " { ufficient un ..
certaint)' exi ts to pre\1 ent a determina ..
tion of innocence \Vithout exten i\·e in,
\ 7 e tigation), or that there i
a probability
that the accu-ed's po-,1tion i ~ or i not
credible.
A dri\1 ing concern f the Committee of
lnqLiiry is the protection of all in\'O t\~ed
and particularl)1 that >f the accu ~ ed. To,
\V8rL1 th1~ end, a Committee of Inquiry
hould balance the need for information
upon \\'h1ch to make a deci ion again t the
need fo r conf1dent1al1t) \Vtth the balance
in fa\ or of conftdentialit). The merit of
charge cannot al\va) ~ be made on the
'>trength of charge alone, thu , to ad ..
equately protect the accu ed against a potentiall)· damaging tn\'e tigat1on, the com ..
m1ttee ma)' need to expand its inquiry
beyond the charges and accompanying
1

1

1

1

1

,
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documentation. At the same time, it must
be realized that the likelihood of trauma
and damage to reputation increases as the
scope of an inquiry grows. The pertinent
question LS, how far should a Committee of
Inquiry go to protect an unjustly charged
individual against a more extensive inves ..
tigation given the need to limit the scope
of knowledge about the charges? The an ..
swer is that the Committee of Inquiry
should limit its efforts to the minimum
needed to establish that the facts in the
case are contentious, or that there is a
probability that the accused's position is or
is not credible. Certainly the accused
should have the opportunity to respond to
the charges before the Committee of In ..
•
quLry.
The Committee of Inquiry may need to
seek clarification from the accuser and
may even need to resolve doubts by seek ..
ing evidence from another source. At all
times, however, the Committee of Inquiry
should seek to confine the extent ofknowl ..
edge about the charges leveled, and conse ..
quently should cease its inquiry as soon as
it can conclude that the charges may or
may not be grounded (not that the charges
are or are not true). StrategLes may include
strictly limLting the number of individuals
approached about the matter, limiting wit ..
nesses to individuals who have prior knowl ..
edge of the charges, or soliciting documen ..
tation from involved parties.
In additLon to determining probability
of ethics violation, the Committee of In ..
quiry should clarify the charges brought
against the accused. This involves throw ..
ing out charges that are frivolous or un ..
grounded, and identifying those charges
that may be grounded.
A subsequent Committee of Investiga ..
tion, because its investigation is more thor ..
ough, need not, of necessity, be bound to
the scope defined by the Committee of
Inquiry, but should give credence to its
recommendations.
III. C. The Committee of Investigation
is responsible for determining whether an
ethics violation has occurred relative to
the situation addressed by the charges.
Such violation need not be limited to the
specific charges, but should be related to
the incidents addressed by those charges.
The person who brings charges may be
aware of only some of the ethical viola..
tions associated with a given incident,
thus an investigation needs the freedom to
note problems relative to that incident
which it may uncover during the course of
investigating the charges.
The Committee of Investigation, like
its predecessor, is concerned with protect..
ing the integrity of the parties involved.
Consequently, it too should balance the
need for information upon which to make
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a decision against the need for confidenti-ality. In this case, however, the balance
sh o uld favor the gathering of information.
It is important that this committee be
correct in its decision than it is to limit the
scope of knowledge about the investiga ..
tion. The committee should, of course,
cease operation when it has enough infor ..
mation to make a just decision, but should
not jeopardize justice in the name of con ..
fidentiality.

POLICY AND PROCEDURE ON
REVOCATION OF ACADEMIC
DEGREES

Preamble
Academic institutions have a critical
responsibility to provide an environment
that promotes integrity, while at the same
time encouraging openness and creativity
among scholars. Care must be taken to
ensure that honest error and ambiguities
of interpretation of scholarly activities are
distinguishable from outright misconduct.
This policy is applicable to fraudulent or
other misconduct in obtaining an aca-demic degree which is so egregious that a
mechanism for revoking an academic de ..
gree, either graduate or undergraduate,
must be undertaken. The Clemson Uni ..
vers1ty Board of Trustees has the sole au ..
thority to revoke any degree previously
awarded.
DEFINITIONS

As used herein, the following terms shall
apply:
When the degree holder was an under ..
graduate student:
"Dean" shall mean the dean of the aca ..
demic college where student was enrolled.
"Committee of Investigation and Rec ..
ommendation" shall be composed of the
members of the standing University Un ..
dergraduate Continuing Enrollment Ap ..
peals Committee. An undergraduate stu-dent will be appointed to the Committee
of Investigation and Recommendation by
the president of the student body within
ten ( 10) calendar days of notification by
the president of the Faculty Senate. Any
member of the Continuing Enrollment
Appeals Committee who is a faculty mem ..
ber in the department that awarded the
degree involved shall not be a member of
the Committee of Investigation and Rec ..
ommendation for that particular investi-gation. If there are fewer than three (3)
non.-disqualified faculty members, the
president of the Faculty Senate shall ap-point additional faculty members to bring
the number of faculty committee members
up to three (3). If the president of the
Faculty Senate is from the same depart ..
ment that awarded the degree involved,

the president--elect of the Faculty Senate
shall appoint the additional member.
When the degree holder was a graduate
student:
"Dean" shall mean the dean of the
Graduate School.
"Committee of Investigation and Rec ..
ommendation" shall be composed of the
members of the standing University Gradu..
ate Admissions and Continuing Enroll ..
ment Appeals Committee, except for the
associate dean of the Graduate School
who shall not be a member of the Commit ..
tee of Investigation and Recommenda ..
tion. A graduate student will be appointed
to the Committee of Investigation and
Recommendation by the president of
Graduate Student Government within ten
( 10) calendar days of notification by the
president of the Faculty Senate. Any mem ..
ber of the Graduate Admissions and Con ..
tinuing Enrollment Appeals Committee
who LS a faculty member in the department
that awarded the degree involved shall not
be a member of the Committee of lnvesti ..
gation and Recommendation for that par ..
ticular investigation. If there are fewer
than three (3) non .. disqualified faculty
members, the president of the Faculty Sen..
ate shall appoint additional faculty mem-bers to bring the number of faculty com ..
mittee members up to three (3). If the
president of the Faculty Senate is from the
same department that awarded the degree
involved, the president .. elect of the Fae..
ulty enate shall appoint the additional
member.
COMPLAINT

An allegation or complaint involving
the possibility of misconduct can be raised
by anyone. The allegation should be made
in wr1t1ng to the dean.

Initial Review
The dean will conduct the initial review
to determine whether or not the allegation
has merit. The dean may discuss the mat-ter with the former student's advisory com ..
mittee (if any) and other faculty as appro ..
priate. The dean may also contact persons
outside the University who may be able to
provLde factual information on the alleged
misconduct or who may otherwise have
expertise concerning issues involved in
the alleged misconduct. If the dean deter ..
mines that the allegation has no merit,
she/he will terminate the investigation. If
the dean determines that serious academic
misconduct is suspected, the dean will
notify the president of the Faculty Senate
in writing in a confidential manner. The
dean shall also notify the vice president for
academic affairs and provost of the charge
but will not discuss any details of the charge.
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Committee of Inquiry
The president of the Faculty Senate
shall, within ten ( 10) calendar days of
receipt of the notification from the dean,
appoint three (3) faculty members to the
Committee of Inquiry and notify the presi ...
dent of Graduate Student Government or
the president of the student body, as ap . .
propriate, who shall appoint a graduate or
undergraduate student, as appropriate, to
the Committee of Inquiry within ten ( 10)
calendar days of notification. The pres1. .
dent of the Faculty Senate shall a lso notify
the degree holder of the formati on of a
Committee of Inquiry.
If the Faculty enate president is fro m
the same department that awarded the
degree involved, the president.-elect of the
Faculty Senate shall appoint the Commit . .
tee of Inquiry. The fa culty member5 will be
appointed from departments which did
not award the degree 1nvo l\ ed. The com ..
mittee will elect it chairma n from the
faculty member o n the co mmittee.
For each a llega tio n , the Com mittee of
Inquiry will re\1 ie\\ tl1e complaint and any
other information pro\1 ided by the dea11
and determine \vherher there i~ ' ufficient
evidence to \\'a rrant a formc l cha rge of
academic misco nduc t and further in\ e ' ti ..
gation under thi policy. While the Com ..
m1ttee of Inquiry h a ll 11ot in c: ke a reco m ..
mendation as to \\'hether a degree hould
be revoked, the purpo ' e i t pr0\1 i le a
review to 5eparate fri\1 L1loL1 , unju ~ rified o r
mistaken allegation , from thl) e requiring
a m ore detai led a nd fl)rmal in\1 e~tigation.
The Committee of lnquil)' \Vill re\'Le\v tht
evidence and mu t determine tl1at tl1e
alleged mt~conduct more pr bably than
n o t occurred in o rder for the corn mi ttee tt1
reco mmend a formal charge c nd further
investigatio n.
Within thirt)' (30) ca le ndar<la)' ' of th~
formation of the Committee of Inqu iry,
the Committee of lnquir)' \vill "ubmit a
written report to the pre ~ ident of the Fae..
ulty Senate. If the Committee of lnquir ,'
report find~ that the inve t1gation hould
not proceed, the president of the Facult)'
Senate shall terminate the investigation
and notify the appropriate per on~. If the
Committee of Inquiry's repo rt find that a
formal charge and further in\:e~t 1gation
are warranted , the president of the Faculty
Senate shall, within ten ( 10) calendar
days of receipt of the repo rt of the Com ..
mittee of Inquiry, send a copy of that
report to the dean and to the Committee
of Investigation and Recommendatio n.
The president of the Faculty Senate shall
also immediately notify the president of
Graduate Student Government or pres1 ..
dent of the student body (whichever is
appropriate) that a student representative
needs to be appointed to the Committee of
1

1

Investigation and Recommendation. The
president of the Faculty Senate shall a lso
notify the vice president for academic af. .
fairs and provost of the Committee of
Inquiry's recommendation. N o details of
the charge will be discussed. N ote: A
majority vote of the Committee of Inquiry
is necessary to reco mmend that a formal
charge and further investigatio n are war ..
ranted. A tie vote means that an investi ..
gation is terminated as sta ted herein.

the hearing. Under this section the term
"Dean,, is understood to include the dean's
d es1gnee, if such a designation is made.
The degree h older and the dean may
submit written materia ls to the Committee
of Investigation and Recommendation prior
to the hearing. The chair of the Committee
of Investigation and Recommendation shall
make available the materials received to
the o ther party and to a ll committee mem ..
be rs.

Notification to Degree Holder

The h earing before the Committee of
Investigation and Recommendation shall
be h eld n o sooner than thirty (30) ca lendar
days and no later than ninety (90) calendar
days after receipt of the report of the Com ..
mittee of Inquiry unless the degree holder
and the dean agree to a different date. All
matters pertaining to the hearing shall be
kept as confidential a po sible, and the
hearing shall be clo ed to the public. A
verbatim record of the hearing will be taken
and a type.-written copy thereof transcribed
and made a part of the hearing record.
The degree holder and the dean shall be
re pon-ible for ha\ ing any witnesses they
i h tote tif)r in attendance at the hearing.
Witne- e - \vill be pre ent only while testi ..
fying.
The chair of the Committee of Invesri.gatio11 and Recommendation -hall take
l1atever action i- nece -ary durino the
hearing to e11 urea fair, orderly and expedi ..
tious hearing. No formal rule of evidence
\vill be follovled. If an)' objection i made to
any e\1 idence beino offered, the deci ~ ion of
the n1ajority of the committee -hall aovem.
lrrele\1ar1t, immaterial or unduly repeti ..
tiou" evidence -hall be excluded.
The degree holder and the dean ~ hall be
permitted to offer e\1 i(ience and witne e~
p rtine11 t to the i -ue .
The de, n hall pre'"'enr the ca 'e again t
tl1e a cu-ed fir -t. The c: ccu-ed 'hall then
pre ent h is/11er re-p )n:se.
The chair \)lill al lo\\' each part) to a ~k
question ~ of the other part)' and \\ ill allo\v
each part)' to a!jk que -rions of the other
part)r's \\1 itne ~~e ~ at the appropriate time
dLtring the hearing as determined b)7 the
chair. l\1ember" of the committee may ask
quL~t1on L1f an)' part)r or an)' \\ itne at an)'
time during the hearing.
Within fifteen ( 15) calendar da\· of the
conclu"it1n ot the hearing, the Committee
ofln' e t1gation and Recommendation hall
ubm1t a \\'ritten report to the \'tce pre 1..
dent for academic affairs and prO\'OSt. The
report h all contain find1ngs and a recom . .
mendat1on as to \vhether the degree holder'
degree sh ould be revoked . The Committee
of In, e tigat1o n and Recommendation mu t
find clear and con\ inc1ng e\'tdence that
serious academic misconduct h a been com ..
m1tted in order to recommend the re,·oca ..

The dean sh a ll issue in writing, within
ten ( 10) calendar days of receipt of the
report of the Committee of Inquiry, a for ..
m a l charge of acade mic misconduct to the
degree h o lder. This written notice sh a ll
detail the factual <1 llegations f()f the charge
and the evi(1ence supporting the c h arge.
Thi written notice sh a ll al ~o inform the
degree h o lder <)f his/her right to appear at
a hea ring a rated in thi policy. The dean
sha ll a l o end \Vith thi notice a copy of
thi Po licy and Procedur,e on Revl)Cation
of Academic Degree to the degree holder.
Thi notice hall be d,e li\1 ered to the ac ..
cu ed in per~ n ()f ent by certified mail,
return recei1 t reqt1e ted.

1

Committee of ln\7e .. tigation and
Recommendati n
The Committ
f In\ e tiaati n and
Recom1nen acio11 hall e tend to tl1e eree holder due pr e \\ l1ich hall at a
in in i mu 111, i11 cl u e the fi l lo\\' in :
• N tice of th natur o f the complaint;
• 1 otic e of the evi
nee upportin the
con1plai11 r;
•
otic of the 11 aring·
• The opportunit)' t pre e11t e\1 idence
including te timony;
• The opportunit to hear the te~ti
rnony again:st tl1e gree h l er·
• Tl1e opportunit)' t
k que -rion f
all v.' itne ~- e - .
The opp rrunity to l1a\
n att J ffiC)' or
ad\1i or pre.. , ent at ti1e hearing; l10,ve\1 er,
the r<.)le of the atttJffie)' or a , \Tis r hall le
o lely to a .. sist tl1e part)7 , and the artc>rne)1
or ad\1 i L;f sh~1 ll nor be pern1itte: t partici ..
pate acti\ ely in tl1e procet:ding .
The degree holder ~ he 11 11or be entitled
to kno\v the identity of the per-on(s) \vho
origin a lly made the comp laint unles that
per o n agree that ht /her identit)' can be
revea led.
The chair of the Committee of ln\'e ti ..
gation and Recommenda tion h a ll inform
the degree h o lder of the time and date of
the hearing.
The dean o r his/her designee sh a ll
present the accusation against the degree
holder at the hearing and m ay h a,,e on e
additional representative present during
1
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tion of the degree holder's degree. If the
Committee of Investigation and Recom ..
mendation does n ot find clear and con ..
vincing evidence of serious academic mis ..
conduct, the Committee of Investigation
and Recommendation cannot recommend
revocation of the degree holder's degree
and the matter shall be closed. N ote: A
majority vote of the Committee of Inves ..
tigation and Recommendation is neces ..
sary to recommend the revocation of a
degree h older's degree. This means that a
tie vote will result in the matter being
closed
At the same time that the report is sent
to the vice president for academic affairs
and provost, the chair of the Committee of
Investigation and Recommendation shall
send a copy of the report to the degree
h older, the dean and other appropriate
persons involved in the process.
If the Committee of Investigation and
Recommendation recommends that the
degree h older's degree be revoked, the
chair shall also send a complete copy of the
hearing record to the vice president for
academic affairs and provost. The h earing
record sh all con sist of the transcript of the
hearing and all documents that were sub ..
mitted to the committee. The chair of the
Committee of Investigation and Recom ..
mendation sh all label which documents
were submitted by each party when for ..
warding this information to the vice presi ..
dent for academic affairs and provost.
If the Committee of Investigation and
Recommendation recommends that the
degree h older's degree be revoked, the
ch air sh all also send a copy of the tran ..
script of the hearing to the degree h older
and the dean at the same time that it is sent
to the vice president for academic affa1rs
and provost.

Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Provost
If the Committee of Investigation and
Recommendation recommends that the
degree be revoked, the vice president for
academic affairs and provost sh all review
the hearing record and the report of the
Committee of Investigation and Recom-mendation. If the vice president for aca ..
demic affairs and provost decides that the
degree h older's degree sh ould not be re ..
voked, she/he shall notify the degree h older,
the dean, the Committee of Investigation
and Recommendation and other appropri ..
ate persons involved in the process, in
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writing, within twenty .. one (21) calendar
days of receipt of the transcript of the
hearing, and the matter sh all be closed. If
the vice president for academic affairs and
provost decides to recommend that the
degree h older's degree should be revoked,
the vice president for academic affairs and
provost shall send that recommendation in
writing to the president of the University
within twenty .. one (21) calendar days of
receipt of the transcript of the hearing. The
vice president for academic affairs and pro ..
vost shall send to the president, along with
his/her recommendation, the Committee
of Investigation and Recommendation's
report and the hearing record. The vice
president for academic affairs and provost
shall send a copy of his/her recommenda ..
ti on to the degree h older, the dean, the
Committee of Investigation and Recom ..
mendation and other appropriate persons
involved in the process.
If the vice president for academic affairs
and provost is disqualified from reviewing
the case, th e senior vice provost for re ..
search and graduate studies and chief re ..
search officer shall be substituted for the
vice president for academic affairs and pro ..
vost.

President
If the v1ce president for academic affairs
and provost recommends to the president
that the degree holder's degree sh ould be
revoked, the president shall transmit that
recommendation along with the report of
the Committee of Investigation and Rec ..
ommendation and the hearing record to
the executive secretary of the Board of
Trustees within thirty (30) calendar days
of receipt. If the president wishes to make
a recommendation, sh e/he shall review the
recommendation of the vice president for
academic affairs and provost, the report of
the Committee of Investigation and Rec ..
ommendation, and the hearing record and
forward his/her recommendation to the
executive secretary of the Board of Trust ..
ees within thirty (30) calendar days of
receiving the recommendation of the vice
president of academic affairs and provost.

Board of Trustees
The executive secretary of the Board of
Trustees shall send to all Trustees the hear ..
ing record, the recommendation of the
vice president for academic affairs and pro ..
vost, the report of the Committee of Inves . .
tigation and Recommendation, and the

recommendation of the president, if any.
A majority vote by the Board of Trustees,
at a duly con stituted Board meeting, is
required to revoke an academic degree.
The decision of the Board of Trustees shall
be final.

Guiding Principles
All actions taken by committees shall
be effective by a majority vote.
All investigation s, hearings and actions
shall be kept as confidential as possible
except for n otice of any revocation ap ..
proved by the Board of Trustees.
A decision n ot to proceed at any stage of
the proceedings set forth in this policy
does n ot n ecessarily mean that the original
complaint was groundless.
For good cause sh own, at the request of
either party and the approval of the other,
the vice president of academic affairs and
provost may extend any time limit set
forth in this policy. Any such time ex ten ..
sion sh all be communicated in writing to
all appropriate parties.

Administrative Action if Degree
is Revoked
If a degree is revoked by the Board of
Trustees the former student's transcript
will be modified to reflect that the degree
was revoked, and the former student will
be informed of the revocation and re ..
quested to return the diploma. If the former
student was enrolled in a program requir ..
ing a thesis or dissertation, all bound cop ..
ies will be removed from the Clemson
University Library. In addition, for doc ..
toral students, University Microfilms, Inc.,
will be notified and requested to take ap-propriate action.
Students whose degrees have been re-voked may be eligible to reapply for admis ..
sion according to n ormal University pro ..
cedures and policies in effect at the time of
reapplication.
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INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
The Office of International Services and
Diversity Programs (ISDP), formerly the
Office of International Programs and Ser-vices (OIPS), provides support services to
all international students and exchange
visitors in academic, financial, social and
personal matters relating to their nonresi..
dent visa status. It also serves as the official
liaison between Clemson University and
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) and the U.S. Information
Agency (USIA). Upon arrival at C lemson
University, internation al students and ex ..
change vis1tors should immed iately con ..
tact ISDP. The office i located 1n E.. 208
Martin H all, telephone (864) 656.. 2357.
SERVICES TO STUDENTS
Among the primary service -pro\rided to
international tudent~ c re (I) preparing
and issuing document (Immigration Form
I.. 20 and U IA Form lAP-66) for ecuring
visas before they come to the United tates;
(2) adv1 tng tudentson immigration regu ..
lations and procedure . . ; (3) assi 'ting \\'ith
completion of paper\\ ork to maintain legal statu - \vhile enrol led at C lem 011; ( 4)
prov iding regi ~ tration a si ,tance; ( 5) de ..
term1n1ng emplo)1 tnent and f ractical train ..
ing el1gibilit)1; (6) genera ll y interpreting
Un1\·er tty polic)' and procedure ; , n (7)
fa c i l i ta t in g a , moot h c d j u ~ t me 11 t r o
Clem on Uni\ er it)' and the city thrc)u h
initial or1entation and on .. going \V c) rk~
sh op.
The International Office i taffed \Vitl1
two international rudent advi or , \vl1 )
1

1

I STUDENT

provide advice to students on matters per ..
taining to immigration issues, and a direc ..
tor of international student affairs, who
acts as the liaison between the Graduate
School and University student affairs of..
fices including, but not limited to, Redfern
H ealth Center, Counseling Center, H aus ..
1ng Office, Office of Student Financial
Aid, Career Center, Placement Office,
University Food Service and University
Union. The director also serves as the
liaison to the English as a Second Lan ..
guage (ESL) coordinator.
The taff of the International Office
work c lose ly with members of the commu ..
nity organizati<)n Clem on Area Intema ..
tional Friendship (CAIF) t<J help tudents
become familiar with American cu totn ..
and tradition . tudents needing upport
in lear11ing 11<)\\' to negotiate rhe local
en\1 ironment or \vho imply \\1ant to make
friend \Vith Americcin familie can eek
a .. si ~tc nee \\'ith r.he e n1atter from t~1ff in
the International Office.

contact at the University for all matters
pertaining to the Exchange Visitor Pro ..
gram. The responsible officer also assists
the visitor with USIA requirements, with
securing insurance and with issues that
may involve the sponsoring department or
..
v1s1tor s government.
The study abroad advisor provides the
same types of services as delineated above
to the individuals who come to C lemson
under the auspices of the \ arious study
abroad programs in which C lem on par..
tic ipates. Assi ranee with academic and
personal matter is given a well to tu ..
dents from C lemson Uni\rer ity who choose
to tudy abroad.
)

7

SERVICES TO THE COMMUNITY
The In ternr1tional Office pro\ ides ervice t<) the broader community by <level ..
oping c.1ncl participatina in cu ltural learn ..
ing opp rtur1itie end program that en ..
gage U .. and international tudent , fac ..
ult)' and t, ff. The fir t week of April ha
b en de ignated
International A\\'<- rene Week at Clem on Uni\ er..,it)' and in
the cit) of Clem on. During th1 \\eek,
co11centrat d focu on \\ orld i ue gener ..
ate culture 1, p litical and educational pro ..
oran1 of a ariet) of type aero tl1e cam ..
pu . The International Fe ti val, nov. in it
ele e11 h ear, i aculm1natinge\1 ent\vhich
dra\\ n a erage 5 0 'i itor .
1
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SERVICES TO EXCHANGE
VISITORS AND STUDY ABROAD
STUDENTS
I n t e r n a t i 11 a I tu e n t \V l1 a r tend
Cl ln n a 11 rt-tern1 n ndegr ~ eek1ng
student r \Vl1 \ 7 i it tl1 Uni\1 r ity for
re kn \\1 n a
o ther sh rr .. rerm l bJecti\1
"ex l1~1nge \1 i it r ."The e i 11 t \ ' l ual are
als Lll J rte ) t ff in tl-1 lr1t n1 t1 11al
ffi e. 1l1e re p ns1 le ff1c r fi r th Ex . .
c hc.1ng~ i~i t r r gra111 i ue he U lA
F rn1 IAI). . 66 a11 ser\1 e
tl1e ffic1al

1

1
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HEALTH SERVICES

Redfern Health Center
Redfern Health Center con51 t::, of three
divisions: Medical Service ·, Coun eling
and Psychological Services (CAP ) , and
H ealth Education/ Alcohol and Drug Edu ..
cation.

Medical Services
Redfern Health Center, an outpatient
facility, operates Monday through Friday,
7:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. (summer h ours
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) . Students without
an appointment are seen in the Nurses
Clinic. ASK .. A .. NURSE telephone ser ..
vices are also available. The student health
center offers outpatient ambulatory care
for illnesses and injury, pharmacy, lab, x.

ray an'-l ~p:>cialt clini s incltJ ing rth . .
pedic and \VO men'~ h altl1.
A completed n1edical hi .. t f)' que ti )n . .
naire 1 rcL1uired of ~1 11 ">tudent e11tering
the Un1\1er ity ~ )f the t1r r time. D lCU ..
mentation of two red mea "le (ru e la)
vaccine ' ince the "tudent' first birthd,1y
i required. tudent born prior to Januar)'
1, 1957, are exempt from tl1e n1ea"le re ..
qu1rement . A tuberculin ~kin te t ( PPD)
i required \vithin the pa t )ear . ._ tudent '
with a history of a po itt\ie ktn te ~t are
required tO have a chest ray \Vithin the
past year. Student not in compliance \Vt th
immunization requ1rements will not be
allowed to complete registration.
f

x.

Coun .. eling and P rchological
•
er\ 1ce
1

CAP stri\ e' ro pr0\ ide ualit\ coun ..
~eling and mental health )er\1 ice-, to en ..
l1ance tudent"' intellectual, oc1al and
per onal gr0\\1 th. Counselor" \\1ork \Vith
".ltudent" to imprO\'e ~etf.. a\varene" , under ..
standing and coping "kill". .ti\11 informa ..
tion t) kept confidential and eparate from
n1ed1cal and acaden11c record -. C.~P ~ of..
fer " indi\ridual and group coun el1ng for a
range of per a nal problem", 1nclud1ng anx1 ..
et), depre · ion, coping, exual concern ,
relation hip problem , .. ub tance abu e and
adult children of alcoholic . T e~t1ng and
coun eling group are al o offered for tudent \Vi th learning di ~abil1t1e and atten ..
tion def1c1t h)-·peract1\·e d1 order Te ting
is also pro,·ided to aid in the diagno~i of
1

1

1
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problems. Some testing services require a
fee, but most are free of charge.

Health Education
Health Education provides information
and wellness challenges on a variety of
subjects: alcohol and other drugs, sexual..
ity, leadership, nutrition and stress man ..
agement. Health Education provides the
opportunity to develop leadership skills
through peer education programs. Alco ..
hol and Dn1g Education offers social host
training, on .. campus party registration and
OCTAA (On .. Campus Talking About
Alcohol course).

Health Fee
University policy requires that all stu ..
dents registered for seven or more credit
hours during the fall or spring semester or
four or more credit hours during a summer
session pay the University health fee. The
health fee provides access to the profes ..
sional services of University physicians/
nurse practitioners, counselors and health
educators at no additional cost; reduced
costs for medical diagnostics; and an after ..
hours urgent care excess insurance benefit.
Students pay for pharmaceuticals, ortho ..
pedic equipment, specialty clinics and psy ..
chological testing. Payment is expected at
the time of service. Students may pay in
cash, check, MasterCard, Visa or Tiger
Stripe.

Health Insurance
The University offers an accident and
sickness insurance plan to help cover ma..
jor medical expenses. Information is sent
to all students prior to the fall semester.
Students are strongly encouraged to have
comprehensive health insurance coverage
during their tenure at the University.

After Hours
Students may callASK.. A ..NURSESun ..
day through Thursday, 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. A
registered nurse is available to answer ques ..
tions, provide health information and
schedule appointments.
Students requiring the care of a physi ..
cian after hours may choose from area
emergency rooms and urgent care facilities
including Clemson Health Center, Oconee
Memorial Hospital, Anderson Area Medi ..
cal Center, Baptist Medical Center and
Greenville Memorial Medical Center.
Medical costs incurred are the student's
responsibility. Students should contact
Redfern the next business day for follow ..
up care.
On.-campus medical emergencies are
transported by the University ambulance
to the closest community medical resource.
The University ambulance is staffed with
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licensed emergency medical personnel 24
hours a day. Students are required to pay
for off.. campus ambulance transportation
except for those medical resources within
the city of Clemson for after .. hours urgent
care.

HOUSING

Single Student Housing
University housing provides a "home
away from home" for approximately 6,500
single students in 20 residence halls, three
apartment complexes and the Clemson
House. Most rooms are double occupancy
with a limited number of single rooms
available. The two .. bedroom apartments
each accommodate four students. All Uni ..
versity housing is air conditioned and fur ..
nished to meet the needs of today's college
student.

Graduate Student Housing
Apartment ..style housing designed for
the specific needs and lifestyle of graduate
students is available on a 9 .. or 12 .. month
lease. Each apartment is double occupancy,
thus allowing space for privacy in an area
conducive to studying. Graduate and
former students interested in on .. campus
housing should contact the Housing Of..
fice, Assignments, 200 Mell Hall, Box
344075, Clemson, SC 29634 .. 4075. Re ..
funds are made according to the H ousing
contract.

Family/Faculty Housing
Clemson provides comfortable and eco ..
nomical housing with 100 apartments,
conveniently located on campus, for mar ..
ried and single.-parent students. Only stu-dents with graduate assistantships or fel ..
lowships are given priority for this hous..
ing. Brochures and application forms are
available from the Family Housing Office,
101 Mell Hall, Box 34407 5, Clemson, SC
29634.-407 5.

FOOD SERVICE
The University provides several eco ..
nomical meal plans. Harcombe and
Schilletter dining halls feature an unlim..
ited seconds policy, except on selected
entrees, while Clemson House dining
room, Canteen and Fernow Street Cafe
serve meals on an a la carte basis. Students
dining at the Clemson House may use the
meal card as a cash equivalency or for a
predesignated meal at no additional cost.
Meals may also be purchased on a cash
basis or with the Tiger Stripe account
(declining balance account).
The "branding" concept in dining fa ..
cilities is available on the Clemson cam..
pus. Li'l Dino Subs and Taco Bell Express

are located at the East Campus Con ve ..
nience Store; Chick.. fil .. A is located at the
Union Canteen; and the Pizza Hut Express
is at the Fernow Street Cafe. All of these
dining facilities accept the Tiger Stripe
Account and cash.
Students may choose one of several meal
plans. These are outlined in the Clemson
Dining Service brochure. Meal plans begin
immediately after a student obtains a meal
plan at the beginning of the semester and
end after the evening meal on the day of
graduation at the end of each semester.
All students may choose a meal plan on
a semester basis or pay for individual meals.
Meal plans include: Unlimited Access, Any
Fifteen, Five Day or Any Ten. Graduate
students may terminate this agreement for
any reason. Failure to participate in a meal
plan does not automatically release a stu-dent from the meal contract.
Students may change meal plans at the
billing of spring semester fees with no ser ..
vice charge. Students may change meal
plans after the first two weeks and prior to
the last six weeks of the semester by paying
a$ 25 service charge. Changes may be made
at the Tiger 1 Card Office in Harcombe
Dining Hall on Mondays only. All adjust ..
ments will be prorated, except for students
withdrawing from the University. Students
may upgrade during the registration pe ..
riod.
Contracts canceled for any reason after
service of the first meal will result in a
refund of advance payment minus a $50
termination charge and a weekly charge for
meals available. The meals available charge
applies to the meals that have been served,
not those that have been eaten by the
individual student. No refunds will be made
the last six weeks of any semester. Requests
for refunds may be made at the Tiger 1 Card
Office in Harcombe Dining Hall.

DISABILITY SERVICES
Clemson University is committed to pro ..
viding educational opportunities for all stu ..
dents and assisting them in making their
college experience successful. In compli ..
ance with Section 504 of the Rehabilita ..
tion Act of 1973 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, Clemson Univer ..
sity recognizes a student with a disability as
anyone who has a physical or mental im ..
pairment that substantially limits one or
more major life activity. Student Disability
Services coordinates the provision of rea ..
sonable accommodations for students with
disabilities. Accommodations are individu ..
alized, flexible and confidential based on
the nature of the disability and the aca ..
demic environment.
Students requesting accommodations
must provide current documentation of
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their disability from a physician or licensed
professional to the Office of Orientation,
Leadership and Disability Services 1n 707
University Union (Vo1ceITTY 656 .. 0515).
CAREER SERVICES
C lemson's Career Center offer a range
of services. Career Center staff provide
assistance in choosing a major; exploring
careers; seeking inte rnships~ networking
for part.. time, summer or permanent jobs;

and applying to graduate and professional
schools. Assistance is also available in writ ..
ing resumes and preparing for interviews.
The Career Center features a large ca ..
reer library with information on the job
<>utlook and salaries for hundreds of ca ..
reers. A great deal c1f information on em ..
players, internships, grad uate/professional
schools and career planning, as well as
listings of part.. time jc)bs off campus is
ava ilable.
Career interest te ting, computerized
career a i tance and various test required

by graduate and professional schools are
offered at the Career Center. In addition
to providing on.-campus interviewing, the
center also refers students, resumes to em ..
players and offers a database of employers
for students to access.
The Cc1reer Center sponsors several ma ..
jar events each year. These include a ca ..
reer expo with over one hundred employ ..
er , an internship fair, a graduate and pro ..
fe ional school day, and a job fair for
pro pective teachers.
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POLICY ON SEXUAL
HARASSMENT
Title VII of tl1e C ivil Right Act of
1964, a amended, provides that it h, 11 e
unla\\1ful di ~c riminatory practice for any
emplo)1er, b'3cau ~e of tl1e ex fan)' per n,
to di "charge \vitl1out ju-t cau e t refu e to
hire, or other\\'ise di~criminclte again tan ,
per on \Vi th respect to an)' matt r irectl~,
or tndir ctly related to empl )'In nt . H ..
ra"i ment of an)' e1npl 1ee on tl1' a i
ex \1 iolate~ tl1is federal la\v. Th Equal
Emplo) ment I urtL1nit)' rn111i i 11 h,
l'>"iued guidel in ~1 t 'vl1a t
n ci tut
exua l he: ras 111ent of an n1 I 'ee un t:r
Tit le \ I I I.
Un\\1elcon1 s ·ual ad\1 ance r 1u t
for 'exual fa\1 r , and other \1er al or ~1 1cal conduct of a e ·ual nature con t1tut
exual hara . , n1ent \\'hen the fol lo\\ in
cur':
1. ubmi i n to such con luct i n1
explicitly or in11 licitl 'a cern1 r Cl n 1t1 11
of an indi,1 idual' emplo 1 ment or aca 1111
tanding; )r
2. 'ubmi it. 11 to or rejecti n of ucl1
conduct by an indi,ridL1al i u e a a
for employment or for arri\ ing t acad rnic
dec1 i on~ affecting an indi,1idual; r
3. uch conduct unrea onabl)' interfere
with an indi,1 idual, \VOrk or acaden1ic rforrnance, or create an intimidating, 11 ..
tile, or offen i\1e working or ac demic en ..
•
v1ronment.
Sexual h ara ment of Univer ity fac ..
ulty, staff or tudents is prol1ibited c nd
shall sub1ect the offender to di ·mis 'a l or
other sanctions after compliance with prc.1 ..
cedural due process requirement . In the
event a claim of sexual harassment ari e ,
the claimant may use University grie\
ance procedures that have been estab..
lished for faculty, staff and students a
appropriate. This policy also prohibit · an
employee from sexually harassing a supe ..
rior and a student from sexually harassing
a faculty member. Employees or student5
1
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\vl1 feel they ~1 re victi ms of this form of
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DIRECTORY INFORMATION
POLICY
C le1n on University hereby designates
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UN I VE R SI T Y S T UDEN T PO LI C I ES

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS
AND PRIVACY ACT (ANNUAL
NOTICE TO STUDENTS)
Clemson University annually informs
students of the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974. This act, with
which the institution intends to comply
fully, was enacted by C ongress so to pro . .
tect the privacy of education records, to
establish the right of students to inspect
and review their education records, and to
provide guidelines for the correction of
inaccurate or misleading data through in ..
formal and formal hearings. Students also
have the right to file complaints with the
Family Education al Rights and Privacy
A ct Office (FERPA) in Washington , D.C. ,

concerning alleged failures by the Univer ..
sity to comply with the act.
A detailed policy statement containing
the procedures to be used in complying
with the provisions of the act can be found
in the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs. The policy statement lists
all education records maintained on stu ..
dents by the University.
Questions concerning the Family Edu ..
cational Rights and Privacy Act may be
referred to the President's Office, 201 Sikes
Hall.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
SPECIAL COURSES
These courses serve special needs for
graduate students. They do n ot count to . .
ward a graduate degree, and n o letter grades
.
are given .
G S 799: Comprehensive Studies, 1-15
er. (1-15 and 0)
Independent studies in preparation for
comprehensive examinations; credit hours
to be determined by the department head
or program chair. A letter grade is not
given , but satisfactory completion is indicated by a grade of "Credit. "

G S 800: Research Proposal Development Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Principles and techn iques for the preparation of research proposals . Graded on
a crediVno credit basis. Will not count
toward a graduate degree. Prerequisite:
Second year or graduate standing in current major.

Explanation of Course Listings
Programs are listed alphabetically within
the college that offers them . In certain
departmen ts which offer more than on e
course sequence, the secondary courses
(not lead in g to a major or a minor) are
listed immediately after those n ormally
associated with the degree program or de ..
partmental n ame.
The list of courses offered under each
program includes for each course the cata ..
log number, title of course, credit in semes ..
ter h ours, class and laboratory h ours per
week and the description of the course.
Where courses are offered on a schedule,
there is a design ation F, S, SS or N follow..
ing the class and laboratory h ours, indicat ..
ing whether the course is offered in the
fall, spring, summer session or as needed.
No design ation indicates that th e course is
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RACIAL HARASSMENT POLICY
It is the policy of Clemson University to
conduct and provide programs, activities
and services to students, faculty and staff
in an atmosphere free from racial harass . .
ment. Racial harassment is any behavior
that would verbally or physically threaten,
torment, badger, heckle or persecute an
individual because of his or her race.
Racial harassment of University faculty,
staff, students or visitors is prohibited and
shall subject the offender to appropriate
disciplinary action .
Students who feel that they have been
subjected to racial harassment can seek
advice from the O ffice of Access and Eq ..
uity, E.-103 Martin Hall, phone : 656.-3181.

COURSE OFFERINGS

taught at least every year, but not n ecessar . .
ily during the same term. These design a ..
tion s are projection s of the teaching sch ed ..
ules, and many factors can cause a ch ange .
It is the respon sibility of the student to
ch eck with his or h er departmen t for ver1 ..
fication of the sch eduled offerings.
G raduate credit can be earned only for
course numbered 600 or above. Courses
listed in this catalog in the 600-699 series
are taught concurrently in the same class ..
room settin g as the corresponding 300 ..
and 400 ..series undergraduate courses.
Courses numbered in the 300 an d 400
sequence are primarily for advanced un ..
dergraduates but are offered also for gradu ..
ate credit wh en they carry th e correspond ..
ing 600.- level number. S tudents who re.ceive graduate credit in such courses must
do extra work of an appropriate nature as
determined by the department and are
graded according to graduate standards.
Courses numbered 700 or above are re ..
str1cted to graduate students an d certain
qualified C lemson University seniors.
A secondary listing of a course in paren ..
theses implies that this course is cross ..
list ed with an other program.
The 700.-level courses are design ed pri ..
marily for the degrees that emphasize pro ..
fession al practice rather than research .

GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND COURSE OFFERINGS

COURSE PREFIXES
This list of course offerings 1s arran ged
a.lphabet.1cally and includes the course pre ..
fix used tn the Clemson University Gradu . .
ate School Announcemen ts.

Accounting .... ............ .. ................. ACCT
Agricultural and Applied
Economics ........... ... .................... AP EC
Agricultural Education ............... AG ED
Agricultural Mechanization ........ AG M
Agriculture ........... ................ ...... AG RIC
Agronomy ... .. ...... ...................... AG RON
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary
Sciences ................................... ADV C
Animal Physiology ...................... AN PH
Applied Psycho log)' .................... P )'CH
Applied oc iology ...........................
C
Aquaculture, F15l1erie and
W 1ldlife Bio log)' .......................... W F B
Architecture ................................ AR H
A rt . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A RT
Art and A rcl1itectura1 H istory ..... A A H
A tronom)' ..................................... A TR
B1ochemi 'tr)
BI
H
Bioengineering .............................. BI E
Biological cience ..................... BI
Bio log)' ............................................ BI L
Bio y tern, Engineering ...................... BE
Botany ............................................. B T
Business Admin i trati n .............. 1 B A
Ceramic and lv1aterial
Eng1neer1ng
.
. ....... ... ....... ... .... ........... 1E
C hemical Engi neeri ng ................... H E
C he mi tr)' ....................... .... . .............. }-I
C tt)' and Regiona l Planning ......... R I
C ivi l Engineering.............................. E
Coach ing Education ...................... ED
Commun it)' and Rural
Deve lopment ........................... .... R
Computer Engineering ................... E C E
Computer cience ....................... .
Con truction cience and
Manage ment................................
~1
Economic .................................... E
N
Ed ucat1on
·
.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E
Education a I Co un el i ng ... :::::::::::::::.
Education al Foundation ~ ................. E F
Educational Leader'hip .................... EDL
Electrical Engineering .................... E E
Engineering G raph ic ....................... E 1
Engineering Meeh an ic ..................... E Ni
Eng11 h ........................................... EN L
Entomology ..................................... ENT
Environmental cience and
Policy ....................... ................... EN p
Environmen tal Engineering and
Science .................................. ...... EE&
Environmental T oxicology ..... .. ENT OX
Experimental Statistics ................ EX T
F'inance ··· · ··········· · · · ······· · ··············~····· FIN
F'tsh er1es
· B.10 logy ....................... .... W F B
Food Science .... ............................ FD C
Food Technology ......................... FD TH
Forest Resources ................ ........ ....... FO R
French .................. .......... ......... • • • • FR
••

1

•

••

..............................

E.,

••• ••

Genetics .......................................... G EN
Geograph y .................................... G EOG
Geology .................. ...................... . G EO L
German ......... ... . ...... .. .. .......
G ER
Government and ln ternati~~~i ..... ..
Studies ......................................... G INT
G raduate Studies ............................... G S
~ raph1c Communica tions .............. G C
ealth ...............................
HLTH
Health Administration .... :~:::::::::~ .. MHA
H tstory ............................................ HIST
Horticu ltu re .................................. HO RT
HL1man Resou rce De\relopment ...... HRD
Hydrogeology ................................ GEOL
l11du trial Education ...................... IN ED
Indu trial Engineering ........................ I E
lndu trial Management .................. MGT
Indu trial/Organizational
P ) cl1ology ................................ P YCH
Integrated Pest Management ......... I PM
LCl\\' .............................·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA w
rv1(1nagement ................................... MGT
N1 a 11 age men t c i e 11 ce .. ............... MA C
ic rketing ..... ....... ....... ... .............. ... 1KT
1 ter1a ls 1e11ce n
E11 1neer111g ............................... MAT E
Mathe1natical c1ence ............. MTH C
l1a111cal Eng1neer1n ................... M E
11 c r 1 1 y ............... .. .... ......... ICRO
1

ur 1n . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . UR
ur r 1t 1 n . .... ........... ............... ... .... UTR
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE,
FORESTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES

School of Animal, Biomedical and Biological Sciences • 48

Animal and Food Industries • 48
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences • 48
Animal Physiology • 49
Biochemistry • 51
Blological Sciences • 52
Biology• 54
Botany• 54
Genetics • 55
Microbiology • 56
Nutrition • 57
Poultry Science • 58
Zoology• 59
School of Plant, Statistical and Ecological Sciences • 59

Agronomy • 59
Entomology • 61
Experimental Statistics • 62
Horticulture • 62
Plant Pathology • 64
Plant Physiology • 64
School of Natural and Recreational Resources • 66

Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife Biology • 66
Forest Resources • 67
School of Applied Science and Agribusiness • 69

Agricultural and Applied Economics • 69
Agricultural Education • 72
Biosystems Engineering • 73
Agricultural Mechanization • 73

'

Agriculture • 74
Applied Economics • 75
Environmental Toxicology • 75
Food Science • 76
Food Technology • 77

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE,
S C I E N C E S William B. Wehrenberg, Dean
The College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
offers adva nced degrees in these areas of study; concentrations
within a maj or area are listed under the degree.-granting
program.
A gric ultural and Applied Economics
Agricultura l Education
Agricultural Mechaniza tion
A gri c ulture
Agronomy
Animal and Food Industries
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Scien ces
Food c ien ce
Poultry Science
Animal Phys io logy
Applied Economics *
Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife Biology
Biochemistry
Biosystems Engineering **
Botan y
Entomology
En\ ironmental T oxicology ***
Food T echn o logy
Forest R esources
Genet ics
H orticulture
M1crob1ology
Nutr1t1on
Plant Pathology
Plant Physiology
Zoology
1

SCHOOL OF ANIMAL,
BIOMEDICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Thomas R. Scott, Lead Chair

Animal and Food Industries
Carl E. Thompson , Program Coordinator, Department of Animal. Dairy and Veterinary Sciences

Major

Degree

Animal and Food Industries

M.S.

Students may concentrate in animal science, dairy science, food science or poultry
science. See departmental listings in animal ,
dairy and veterinary sciences ; food science;
and poultry science for course descriptions.
Candidates for the M.S. degree are required
to complete a thesis.

Animal, Dairy and Veterinary
Sciences
Donald Henricks, Chair, Department of Animal ,
Dairy and Veterinary Sciences

Majors

Degrees

Animal and Food Industries

M.S.

Animal Physiology

M.S., Ph .D.

Nutrition

M.S., Ph.D.

A specific degree is not offered by this
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Courses are offered in experimental statistics to provide a
minor for students in other areas, and in bio logical sciences,
bio logy, community and rural development, integrated pest
management and rural sociology to provide electives for students
in other areas.
The College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences offers
graduate programs in 22 traditional disciplines in agriculture,
forestry and a wide variety of biological sciences, from the
fund amental t o the applied. The college awards the M .S. and
Ph.D. degrees as well as the M aster of Agricultural Education,
Master of Agriculture and Master of Forest Resources professional
degrees. These postbaccalaureate degree programs are designed
primarily to provide continuing ed ucation for individuals whose
interests lie outside a resea1ch .-oriented profession.
Thro ugh cooperative programs with state, federal and private
agenc ies, students can extend their research off campus to the
Greenwood Genetics Center, agri cultural experiment station s
spanning South Carolina, state and nation a l forests of the
Savannah River Basin, and the Caribbean island of Dominica.
Prox imity t o the Blue Ridge M ountains provides access to one
of the most biologically diverse region s in the world.
* This program ts a cooperative effort between the Department of Agricultural and
Applied Economic; and the Department of Economics {College of Bus1ness and Public
Affairs). The Department of Agr1culrural and Applied Economics is responsible administratively for the Ph D program, and the degree 1s av.•arded by the College of Agriculture,
Forestry and Life Sciences.
This program ts adm1n1stered jointly by the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life
Science!> and the College of Engineering and Science. The MS and Ph.D degrees are
av..arded by the College of Engineering and Science
***This program 1s administered JOtntly by the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life
Sc ience~ and the College of Engineering and ~cience The M.S and Ph.D. degrees are
awarded by the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences

department, but the above degrees are granted
through interdepartmental , interdisciplinary
programs. Studies 1n animal production, nutrition , reproduction , meat and milk products,
health and microbiology are offered. Excellent animal and laboratory facilities are available for graduate student research . Candidates must complete a research project and
submit a thesis or dissertation . The department also participates in the animal industries
option of the Master of Agriculture degree.

ADVSC 600: Dairy Processing I, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F (alternate years)
Processing and distribution of fluid milk
and other dairy products with emphasis
on composition, quality control, chemical, microbiological and public health
aspects. Prerequisites: BIOL 103, 104,
CH 101 and 102.
ADVSC 601: Beef Production, 4 er.
(3 and 2) F
Breeding, feeding, reproduction and
management of beef cattle; production
systems integrating disciplines of animal agriculture into management plans
and alternatives; practical applications
of beef production and management
practices. Prerequisites: ADVSC 202
and 301.

ADVSC 602: Dairy Processing II, 4 er.
(3 and 3) S (alternate years)
Continuation of Dairy Processing I with
emphasis on processing of cultured dairy
products and frozen dairy products : processing procedures, quality control , ingredients, formulations, and compositional
and cultural characteristics of cultured
and frozen dairy products. Prerequisite:
ADVSC 400 .
ADVSC 603 : Laboratory Techniques,
3 er. (2 and 3) F
Research and quality control techniques
commonly used in dairy science and
related agri-sciences. Prerequisites: CH
101 and 102.
ADVSC 604: Dairy Cattle Feeding and
Management, 4 er. (3 and 2) F
(alternate years)
Fundamental principles in the care, feeding
and management of dairy cattle of all
ages; general consideration in selecting
a breed and the individual cow ; calf raising ; growth and development of dairy
heifers ; care and maintenance of the
milking herd; feeding for milk production. Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and 301.
ADVSC 607: Equine Theriogenology,
3 er. (2 and 2) F
Review of reproductive anatomy and
physiology in the mare and stallion; in-

ANIMAL PHY SIOLOGY

duction of estrus and ovulation, practices for optimal reproductive efficiency;
semen collection, preservation and transport; embryo transfer; regulatory aspects
of reproduction by various breed registries; noninfectious and infectious diseases affecting reproduction; reproductive health management. Prerequisite:
ADVSC 453.

ADVSC 608: Pork Production, 4 er.
(3 and 2) S
Breeding, feeding, grading, marketing and
management of swine. Practical appli cations from all phases of the production cycle will be outlined in problem
form to develop the student's problemsolving ability. Prerequisites: ADV SC
202 and 301 .
ADVSC 609: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Selected topics in animal , dairy and veterinary sciences not covered in other
courses. May be repeated a maximum
of six credits, but only if different topics
are covered.
ADVSC 612: Horse Production, 4 er.
(3 and 2) S
Feeding, breeding and management of
the horse in relation to health, genetics ,
reproduction , nutrition and selection .
Prerequisites: ADV SC 202 and 301 .
ADVSC 618 : Muscle Biology and Lean
Meats, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Biology of animal muscle, connective,
fat and bone tissue with laboratory emphasis on low-fat sausages and restructured, value added meat products . Prerequisite: ADVSC 202.
ADVSC 652: Animal Breeding, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Breeding and improvement of livestock
including variation , heredity, selection ,
linebreeding , inbreeding, crossbreeding
and other related subjects. Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and GEN 302 .
ADVSC 653: Animal Reproduction,
3 er. (2 and 2) S
Reproductive physiology and endocrinology of mammals with emphasis on farm
animals and frequent reference to reproduction in laboratory animals and
humans. Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and
AN PH 301.
ADVSC 655: Animal Reproductive
Management, 1 er. (0 and 3) S
Physiology and endocrinology of pregnant and nonpregnant cows; methods of
artificial insemination, pregnancy detection and computer recordkeeping for
achieving a high level of reproductive
efficiency in cattle . Prerequisites:
ADVSC 202, AN PH 301 , and to be taken
concurrently or to follow ADVSC 453 .
ADVSC 661: Physiology of Lactation,
2 er. (2 and 0) S
Anatomy and development of the mammary gland ; physiological and biochemical
regulation of mammary growth and milk
secretion with emphasis on farm ani-

mals and reference to other mammals.
Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and BIOCH
210.

ADVSC 801: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Current topics of special interest in animal, dairy or veterinary sciences not
covered in other courses. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Permission of coordinating instructor.
ADVSC 802: Meat Technology, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Biochemistry, histology and microbiology
of fresh, frozen , cured, smoked and processed meats; quality of meats and meat
products; processing methods; nutritive
value; research techniques. Prerequisites: ADVSC 253 and 255.
ADV SC 803: Physiology of
Reproduction and Milk Secretion,
3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced concepts of steroidogenesis,
gametogenesis, fertilization, placentation,
embryogenesis, embryonic-endometrial
relationships, parturition and lactation and
the influence of hormones on these pro cesses. Students evaluate the most recent scientific literature 1n these areas
for 1nformat1on, experimental methods
and val1d1ty of authors' conclusions, and
select a problem , review related literature and write a research proposal for
solving the problem . Prerequisites:
ADVSC 453 and 461 or permission of
instructor.
ADVSC 804: Methods in Animal
Breeding, 3 er. (3 and O)
Gene and zygotic frequency , system of
mating, heritabilities , genetic consequences of selection , and criteria for
evaluating improvement in all domestic
livestock. Prerequisite: ADVSC 652
ADVSC 808: Industrial Dairy and Meat
Science, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Managerial training for operating food
plants with particular emphasis on regulations, policy and decision making for
dairy plants and meat plants Prerequisites: ADVSC 253, 255 and 400 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
ADVSC 820: Animal, Dairy and
Veterinary Sciences Graduate
Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Ongoing research, evaluation of research
needs , research techniques, critical reviews and discussions of published research in all areas of the animal, dairy
and veterinary sciences . Prerequisite:
Graduate standing.
ADVSC 822: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(0 and 3-9)
Laboratory, library or field study of problems related to animal, dairy and veterinary sciences emphasizing development
and testing of hypotheses and reporting
of results. May be repeated for a maximum of four credits. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor supervising study .

ADVSC 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

Animal Physiology
John R. Diehl; Program Coordinator, Department
of Animal , Dairy and Veterinary Sciences

Major

Degrees

Animal Physiology

M.S., Ph.D .

Animal physiology is an interdepartmental
graduate program developed and offered by
faculty in the departments of Animal , Dairy
and Veterinary Sciences; Aquaculture , Fisheries and Wildlife ; Biological Sciences; and
The Institute of Wildlife and Environmental
Toxicology. Applicants should have a strong
background in the biological and physical sciences. Students with deficiences in these sciences may be admitted provided they correct
these deficiencies during the first year of their
program of study.
Students enrolled in the M.S. program are
requ ired to complete BIOCH 623, EX ST 801 ,
BIOSC 659 and 660, and AN PH 660, except
as waived by the student's graduate advisory
committee if equivalent courses have been
taken already. Add itional course work may be
taken in areas of the student's interest as
approved by the graduate advisory committee. The student's program and research
emphasize a study of physiological processes,
particularly those relating to reproduction,
endocrinology, d1gest1on and environmental
factors. A thesis or d1ssertat1on 1s required.
The Ph.D . degree does not have formal
course work requirements , but it is recognized
that students will have individual def1c1enc1es.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the student
and his or her major advisor, in consultation
with the graduate advisory committee, to prescribe course work to correct these defic1enc1es. All students majoring in animal physiology are required to complete AN PH 851.

AN PH 660: Systems Physiology, 1 er.
(1 and 0) F
Physiology of d1gest1ve and endocrine
systems. Corequisite: BIOSC 459 or
perm 1ss1on of instructor.
AN PH 801 (BIOSC 801 ): Electron
Microscopy of Biological
Specimens, 3 er. (1 and 6) F, S
Concepts and practice 1n preparing biological specimens for electron microscopy : fixing, embedding, thin-sectioning ,
sta1n1ng, operating microscopes and
photograph ing, developing , printing and
1nterpret1ng micrographs. Each student
must achieve proficiency with a selected
specimen, including writing a brief research proposal, preparing specimen,
studying specimen with electron microscope and interpreting micrographs. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AN PH 802: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0-3) F, S
Current topics of special interest in animal physiology not covered in other
courses. May be repeated for a maximum of six credits. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
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AN PH 806: Care and Use of Research
Animals, 3 er. (1 and 6) F
Demonstration and practice of humane
use and care of animals in research; study
of pain, analgesia and anesthesi.a; reg~
latory aspects of the use. of animals 1n
teaching and research; surgical tech.n1~ues
and sample collection. Prerequ1s1t~s:
BIOSC 659 and AN PH 660 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
AN PH 807: Special Problems in Animat
Physiology, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O~
Research not related to a thesis. May
include a comprehensive review of related literature.
AN PH 808: Current Concepts in
Endocrinology, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Advanced concepts relevant to interrelationships between the nervous and endocrine systems as they influence growth
and development, body metaboli~m and
regulatory mechanisms, reproduction and
lactation. Prerequisites : AN PH 660 a~d
BIOSC 680, or BIOCH 817, or perm1ss1on of coordinator.
AN PH 812 : Digestive-Metabolic,
Excretory and Respiratory
Physiology, 5 er. ( 4 and 3) F (even
numbered years)
Advanced concepts of mechanisms and
functions of gastrointestinal tract (mastication , salivation , digestion , absorption ,
metabolism, excretion), kidney (anatomy,
filtration , secretion , reabsorpt1on) and
respiratory systems (transport, exc~ange
and utilization of gases); the action of
the nervous system, hormones and pharmacologic agents on these organ systems. Prerequisites: BIOSC 659 and A~
PH 660 or permission of course coord111ator.
AN PH 814 : Membrane , Cardiovascular
and Neuromuscular Physiology,
5 er. (4 and 3) S (even numbered
years)
.
Advanced concepts 1n membrane physiology (permeability , action potentials,
specialized functions ), card1ovascu lar
physiology (functions ?f t~e. heart bloodvascular system in ma1nta1n1ng acid-base
balance, clotting mechanisms , home~
stasis, circulation ), neuromuscular physiology (anatomy and function of the nervous system, special senses , reflex~s ,
control of muscular activity); the action
of several pharmacologic agents o_n
muscle and nerve functions . Prerequisites : BIOSC 659 and AN PH 660 or
permission of course coordinator.

The following courses offered by various
departments represent possible .electives
for the student in animal physiology.

ADVSC 653: Animal Reproduction, 3 er.
(2 and 2) F
.
Reproductive physiology and e~docr1nol
ogy of mammals with emph asis on farm
animals and frequent reference to re production in laboratory animals and humans. Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and
AN PH 301.
ADVSC 655: Animal Reproductive
Management, 1 er. (0 and 3) S
Physiology and endocrinology of preg nant and nonpregnant cows ; methods of
artificial insemination , pregnancy detection and computer recordkeeping .f or
achieving a high level of reproductive
efficiency in cattle. Prerequisites: ADVSC
202, AN PH 301 , and to be taken concurrently or to follow ADVSC 453.
ADVSC 661 : Physiology of Lactation,
2 er. (2 and 0) S
Anatomy and development of the mammary gland : physiological and biochemi cal regulation of mammary growth and
milk secretion with emphasis on farm
animals and reference to other mammals . Prerequisites : ADVSC 202 and
BIOCH 210.
ADVSC 803 : Physiology of
Reproduction and Milk Secretion ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced concepts of stero1dogenes1s,
gametogenes1s, fert1hzat1on , placen1at1on,
embryogenes1s , embryon1c-endometr1al
relat1onsh1ps , partur1t1on and lactation and
the influence of hormones on these processes. Students evaluate the most recent scientific literature 1n these areas
for information , experimental methods
and validity of authors ' conclusions , and
select a problem , rev1e\v related literature and write a research proposal for
solvi ng the problem . Prerequisites :
ADVSC 453 and 461 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.

I

AN PH 851 : Animal Physiology
Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0) F, S
.
Current research and development in
animal physiology through related l_iterature and student and faculty part1c1pation May be repeated for a maximum of
two credit hours .
AN PH 891 : Master' s Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
AN PH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
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BIOCH 606 : Physiological Chemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical basis of the mammalian physi ological processes of m~sc~e co~trac
tion nerve function , resp1rat1on , kidney
'
.
function and blood homeostasis ; composition of specialized tissue such as
muscle, nerve, blood and bone ; regulation of water, electrolytes and acid-base
balance. Prerequisites: BIOCH 210 or
organic chemistry.
BIOCH 623: Principles of Biochemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemistry of amino acids, monosacchar1des, fatty acids, purines, pyri'!1idines
and associated compounds; their properties and the relationship between structure and function that make them im portant in biological processes; use of mod ern techniques. Prerequisites: CH 224
or equivalent.

BIOCH 633: General Biochemistry
Laboratory I, 2 er. (0 and 4)
Experiments select~ d to ill~strate current
methods used in b1ochem1cal research .
Corequisltes: BIOCH 423 or 431 .
BIOCH 634: General Biochemistry
Laboratory II, 2 er. (0 and 4)
Continuation of BIOCH 433. Corequisite:
BIOCH 432 .
BIOCH 815: Lipids and Biomembranes,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation, chemical and p ~y~ic al pro~er 
ties , and metabolism of l1p1~s; pur 1f1c~
tion, structure, function and b1osynthes1s
of biomembranes. Prerequisite: BIOCH
632 or permission of instructor.
BIOCH 817: Chemistry and Metabolism
of Hormones, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation , assay and chemistry of the
various hormones ; hormonal control of
metabolism and body functions: endocr1nopath1es of hormone imbala~ce.- Prerequisite : BIOCH 632 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.
BIOSC 632: Animal Histology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
A structural and functional study of the
basic tissues of animals and tissue makeup
of organs Emphasis 1s on light microscopy level with selected tissue studied ~t
the electron microscope level. Prerequisite: BIOSC 303 or permission of instructor Corequlsite: BIOSC 433 .
BIOSC 633 : Animal Histology
Laboratory 2 er. (1 and 2)
Microscopic examination of basic animal
tissue types and the tissue makeup of
organs wh ich comprise systems .
Corequislte : BIOSC 432.
BIOSC 659 : Systems Physiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Phys1olog1cal systems of vertebra~es and
their homeostatic controls ; functions of
the ma1or physiological systems in terms
of anatomical structure and chemical and
physical pr1nc1ples. Prere~ulsltes: One
year each of biology, chemistry and physics or perm1ss1on of instructor.
BIOSC 660 : Systems Physiology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern and classical experimental methods will be used to demonstrate fundamental physiological principles discussed
1n BIOSC 459. Students will be introduced
to computer-aided data acquisition and
computer simulations of phys1olog1cal
function . Prerequisite or Corequisite:
BIOSC 459.
BIOSC 661: Cell Biology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
How and where intracellular and extracellular molecules control general and
specific cellular functions .such .as g~ne
expression, secretion. mot1l1ty, s1g~al.1ng,
cell-cycle control and d ifferent1at1on.
Taught and graded at a level where s~u
dents are expected to infer from and integrate cellular events. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 301 or perm ission of instructor.

BIOCHEMISTRY

BIOSC 668: Herpetology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Systematics, life history, distribution ,
ecology and current literature of amphibians and reptiles; laboratory study of
morphology; identification of world families, U.S . genera and all Southeastern
species. Field trips will be required.
Prerequisite: BIOSC 303 or permission
of instructor.
BIOSC 670: Animal Behavior, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Historical and modern developments in
animal behavior emphasizing the evolutionary and ecological determinants of
behavior; a synthesis of ethology and
comparative psychology. Prerequisite:
BIOSC 302 or 303 or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 671: Animal Behavior
Laboratory, 1 er. (0 and 3)
Laboratory exercises that explore the
behavior of animals. Emphasis is on
behavioral observation and analysis and
presentation of findings in a report format. Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC
4 70 or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 672: Ornithology, 4 er. (3 and 3)
Biology of birds; their origin and diversification, adaptations, phylogeny, classification , structure and function , behavior,
ecology and biogeography Field identification is emphasized , and field trips
are required . Prerequisite: BIOSC 303
or perm ission of instructor.
BIOSC 675: Comparative Physiology,
3 er. (3 and O)
Physiological systems of invertebrates
and vertebrates with emphasis on envi ronmental adaptation: physiological prin ciples as they relate to metabolism , thermoregulation, osmoregulation , respiration , and neural and integrative physiology . Prerequisites: One year each of
biology, chemistry and physics or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 676: Comparative Physiology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern classical experimental methods
will be used to demonstrate fundamental physiological principles discussed in
BIOSC 475. Students will be introduced
to computer-aided data acquisition and
manipulation as well as computer simulations of physiological function. Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC 475 .

of action. Prerequisite: BIOSC 303 ,
organic chemistry or permission of instructor.

tive physiological techniques. Prerequisite: AN PH 301, P S 201 or permission
of instructor.

ENT 640: Insect Behavior, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (odd numbered years)
Insect behavior in an evolutionary and
ecological perspective . Laboratories
emphasize generation and testing of
hypotheses and observation, description
and quantification of insect behavior.
Prerequisite: ENT 301 or permission of
instructor.

P S 825: lmmunobiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Conceptual approach to immunobiology
emphasizing the molecular and cellular
aspects; classical and current literature
is the major source for the discussion/
lecture format. Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor.

EX ST 801: Statistical Methods, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F, S
Role and application of statistics in research; estimation, test of significance,
analysis of variance, multiple comparison techniques, basic designs , mean
square expectations, variance components analysis, simple and multiple linear regression and correlation, and nonparametric procedures . Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
EX ST 803: Regression and Least
Squares Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Regression analysis; simple and multiple
linear, curvilinear and multiple curvilinear: curve fitting ; least squares and computer techniques for f1tt1ng of constants
and analysis of planned experiments.
Prerequisite: EX ST 801 .
EX ST 805: Design and Analysis of
Experiments, 3 er. (3 and O} F, S
Basic designs and analysis: data transformations: single degree of freedom .
orthogonality and responses in ANOVA:
covariance; response surfaces : incomplete blocks: introduction to least squares
analysis of experiments : uses of standard computer programs for selected
analyses. Prerequisite: EX ST 801.
MICRO 614: Basic Immunology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Nature , production and function of basic
immune responses in animals ; proce dures and mechanisms of antigen -antibody and other immune reactions . Prerequisite: MICRO 305.

BIOSC 677: Ichthyology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
System a tics, Iif e history, distribution ,
ecology and current literature of fish ;
laboratory study of morphology; identification of U.S . genera and all Southeastern species . Field trips will be required.
Prerequisite: BIOSC 303 or permission
of instructor.

MICRO 811: Bacterial Cytology and
Physiology, 4 er. (4 and 0) S (odd
numbered years)
Structure , chemistry and physiology of
the various bacterial cell components.
physiology of bacterial growth and reproduction in batch, continuous and syn chronous cultures; economy of the bacterial cell including endogenous metabolism and maintenance requirements;
physiology of bacterial death ; regulation
of enzyme and nucleic acids syntheses.
Prerequisite: MICRO 605, BIOCH 623
and MTHSC 206 or permission of instructor.

BIOSC 680: Vertebrate Endocrinology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic principles of neuro-endocrine integration and homeostatic maintenance
in vertebrates; comparative morphology
and physiology of various endocrine tissues and hormone chemistry and modes

P S 600: Avian Physiology, 3 er. (3 and
O) S (even numbered years)
Structure and function of organ systems
of avian species with emphasis on digestion and reproduction. Students are
given an opportunity to study organ
system(s) of their choice using quantita-

W.R. Marcotte, Program Coordinator, Department of Biological Sciences
Major

Degrees

Biochemistry

M.S., Ph.D.

Enrollment in the biochemistry program is
open to students with baccalaureate degrees
in agricultural, biological or physical sciences,
or engineering. Entering students must have
satisfactory academic records in mathematical , physical and biological sciences. Students with deficiencies may be admitted but
will be required to correct these deficiencies
during the first year.
Attendance and partic1pat1on in departmental seminars are mandatory for all graduate students.
Biochemistry 631, 632, 633 and 634 (1 O
total credit hours) constitute the core of the
b1ochem1stry program . All students are expected to complete these courses if they have
not had their equivalents at another accredited 1nst1tution.
In addition to core courses, the M.S. degree requires a m1n1mum of 14 credit hours of
course work. At least eight of these 800-level
credits (including two credits of BIOCH 851 )
must be in biochemistry courses. Two of the
following four courses are required: BIOCH
815 . 822, 831 and 841. A minimum of six
semester hours of M.S. research, culminating
1n a thesis. 1s required .
The Ph.D. degree requires, in addition to
the core courses. four credits of BIOCH 851
for students coming directly from the undergraduate degree or two credits of BIOCH 851
for students already having MS degrees and
three of the four courses: BIOCH 815, 822,
831 and 841. Successful completion of written and oral comprehensive examinations
(before six semesters 1n residence) will admit
the student to candidacy for the Ph.D. degree.

BIOCH 606: Physiological Chemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical basis of the mammalian physiological processes of muscle contraction , nerve function , respiration, kidney
function and blood homeostasis; composition of specialized tissue such as
muscle, nerve, blood and bone, and regulation of water, electrolytes and acid-base
balance . Prerequisite: BIOCH 210 or
organic chemistry.
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BIOCH 623: Principles of Biochemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemistry of amino acids, monosaccharides, fatty acids, purines, pyrimidines
and associated compounds; their properties and the relationship between structure and function that make them important in biological processes; use of modern techniques. Prerequisite: CH 224
or equivalent.
BIOCH 631: A Physical Approach to
Biochemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical and physical properties of amino
acids, lipids, nucleic acids, sugars and
their biopolymers. Physical and mathematical analyses will be correlated with
biological structure and function. Prerequisite: BIOCH 301 with a grade of C
or higher or permission of instructor.
Corequisite: physical chemistry.
BIOCH 632: Biochemistry of
Metabolism, 3 er. (3 and O)
Central pathways of carbohydrate, lipid,
protein and nucleic acid metabolism ;
bioenergetics, limiting reactions, and the
regulation and integration of the metabolic pathways. Prerequisite: BIOCH 431
or permission of instructor.
BIOCH 633: General Biochemistry
Laboratory I, 2 er. (0 and 4)
Experiments illustrate current methods
used in biochemical research . Corequisite: BIOCH 423 or 431.
BIOCH 634: General Biochemistry
Laboratory II, 2 er. (0 and 4)
Continuation of BIOCH 433. Corequisite:
BIOCH 432.
BIOCH 815: Lipids and Biomembranes,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation , chemical and physical properties, and metabolism of lipids ; purification , structure, function and biosynthesis of biomembranes. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 632 or permission of instructor.
BIOCH 817: Chemistry and Metabolism
of Hormones, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation , assay and chemistry of the
various hormones ; hormonal control of
metabolism and body functions ; endocrinopathies of hormone imbalance .
Prerequisite: BIOCH 632 or permission
of instructor.
BIOCH 821: Proteins, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation, composition, structure and properties of proteins; methods of isolation,
analysis and characterization; properties
of "unusual" protein systems. Prerequisite: BIOCH 631 or 623 or permission of
instructor.
BIOCH 822: Enzymes, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Kinetics , mechanisms of action, inhibitions and general properties of enzymes.
Prerequisite: BIOCH 631 or 623.
BIOCH 831: Physical Biochemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Description and theory of physical methods and instrumentation used in analysis of biological macromolecules. Pre-
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requisites: BIOCH 631 or 623 and one
semester of physical chemistry or permission of instructor.
BIOCH 841: Biochemical Genetics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Regulation of replication and transcription. Students present papers from recent literature and write a research proposal. Prerequisite: One year of biochemistry or permission of instructor.
BIOCH 851: Biochemistry Seminar,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Current topics in biochemistry.
BIOCH 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
BIOCH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Biological Sciences
James K. Zimmerman , Chair, Department of
Biological Sciences
Advanced degrees are not awarded in biological sciences as a major. These courses are
taught by faculty in the Department of Biological Sciences to supplement courses and graduate degrees awarded 1n biochemistry, botany,
genetics and zoology.

BIOSC 601: Plant Physiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Relations and processes that pertain to
maintenance, growth and reproduction
of plants, including absorption of matter
and energy, water relations of the plant,
utilization of reserve products and liberation of energy. Prerequisites: BIOL
104 or 111 or BIOSC 205 and CH 102 or
112. Corequisite: BIOSC 402.
BIOSC 602: Plant Physiology
Laboratory, 1 er. (0 and 3)
Laboratory exercises and experiments
designed to indicate the relations and
processes that pertain to maintenance,
growth and reproduction of plants, including absorption of matter and energy,
water relations of the plant, utilization of
reserve products and liberation of energy. Corequisite: BIOSC 401 .
BIOSC 603: Protozoology, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Survey of the protozoa with emphasis on
organization and function . Representative types of both free-living and parasitic forms will be examined for each
major taxon . Prerequisite: BIOL 104 or
111 .
BIOSC 604: Protozoology Laboratory,
2 er. (1 and 2)
Laboratory exercises reinforce the material presented in BIOSC 403 and introduce techniques used in collection, preservation and examination of protozoans .
Corequisite: BIOSC 403 .

BIOSC 605: Molecular Genetics of
Eukaryotes, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Molecular genetic analyses of eukaryotes in relation to mutations and repair,
complex phenotypes, biochemical pathways, short- and long-term regulation of
gene expression and evolution. Prerequisites: GEN 302 or equivalent and one
semester of biochemistry or permission
of instructor.
BIOSC 606: Introductory Plant
Taxonomy, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic principles and concepts of plant
systematics with emphasis on the plants
of South Carolina. Prerequisite: BIOL
104 or 111 or BIOSC 205. Corequisite:
BIOSC 407 .
BIOSC 607: Plant Taxonomy
Laboratory, 1 er. (0 and 3)
Basic techniques of plant taxonomy with
laboratory and field emphasis on the flora
of South Carolina. Corequisite: BIOSC
406.
BIOSC 608: Comparative Vertebrate
Morphology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Phylogeny and diversity of vertebrates;
their comparative morphology; relationships and functioning of living organisms .
Prerequisite: BIOL 104 or 111 .
Corequisite: BIOSC 409.
BIOSC 609: Comparative Vertebrate
Morphology Laboratory, 1 er.
(0 and 3)
Comparative anatomy of representative
vertebrates; methods used in preparing
specimens for study and display.
Corequisite: BIOSC 408 .
BIOSC 610: Limnology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Physical, chemical and biological interrelat1onsh1ps that characterize inland water
environments. A fundamental approach
to the 1nteract1ons of components of the
environment is developed at a theoretical level. Prerequisite: Junior standing
in a life science or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 611: Limnological Analyses,
2 er. (1 and 2)
Broad range of topics covered with both
standing and running fresh waters . About
one-third of the laboratory exercises
address the major physical components
of lakes and streams. The remainder
provide rationale and methods for quantitative analyses of biota, as well as some
integrated analyses of whole ecosystems.
Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC 41 O
or 443.
BIOSC 616: Recombinant DNA
(GEN 616), 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current facts and concepts of molecular
genetics; gene organization, structure and
expression in prokaryotes and eukaryotes ; current technologies and research .
Prerequisites: GEN 302 or its equivalent and one semester of biochemistry or
permission of instructor. A developmental biology course is also strongly recom mended.

BIOLOGICAL SC IEN CES

BIOSC 618 (MICRO 618) (GEN 618):
Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids
Techniques, 4 er. (2 and 4) N
Basic training in the manipulation of genetic information using recombinant DNA
technology; techniques in molecular cloning, Southern and Northern analyses,
clone library construction. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 210 or 301 and MICRO 305 or
permission of instructor.
BIOSC 620: Neurobiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Broad background in neurobiology including neuroanatomical structure-function;
conduction in the neuron; neurite growth
and development ; neuromuscular junction; chemistry, physiology and pharmacology of specific neurotransmitters and
receptors; visual process; axoplasmic
transport; hypothalamic-pituitary regu lation ; theories of behavior; theories of
learning and memory. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 210 or 301 or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 625: Introductory Mycology, 3
er. (3 and 0)
Biology of all the groups of fungi and
some related organisms, with considerations of the taxonomy, morphology,
development, physiology and ecology of
representative forms. Prerequisite: BIOL
104 or 111 or BIOSC 205.
BIOSC 626: Mycology Practicum, 2 er.
(1 and 2)
Principles of mycological techniques including isolation, culture, identification
and microscopic study of fungi. Examples
from all major groups of fungi will be
included. Prerequisite or Corequisite:
BIOSC 425.
BIOSC 630 (AG E 630): Engineering
Modeling of Biological Systems,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principal mechanism of energy capture
and transformation in living organisms:
quantitative models of energetic reactions and associated transport processes
developed according to the principles of
equilibrium and nonequilibrium thermodynamics ; basic cell biology, photosynthesis, respiration, chemosmot1c theory ,
electron transport, mass and energy transport phenomena . Prerequisite: BIOCH
301 , MTHSC 208 or consent of instructor. Corequisite: M E 310 or instruction
in thermodynamics.
BIOSC 632: Animal Histology, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Structural and functional study of the basic
tissues of animals and tissue makeup of
organs. Emphasis is on light microscopy
level with selected tissue studied at the
electron microscope level. Prerequisite:
BIOSC 303 or permission of instructor.
Corequisite: BIOSC 433.
BIOSC 633: Animal Histology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Microscopic examination of basic animal
tissue types and the tissue makeup of
organs which comprise systems.
Corequisite: BIOSC 432 .

BIOSC 640: Developmental Animal
Biology, 3 er. (3 and O)
Events and mechanisms responsible for
the development of multicellular animals.
Gametogenesis, fertilization, embryonic
development, cellular differentiation ,
morphogenesis, larval forms and metamorphosis, asexual reproduction, regeneration, malignancy, and aging will be
analyzed in terms of fundamental concepts and control processes . Prerequisite: BIOCH 21 O or 301 or permission of
instructor. Corequisite: BIOSC 450.
BIOSC 641: Ecology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic ecological principles underlying the
relationships between organisms and their
biotic and abiotic environments including physiological , population and community ecology, with applications of each
to human ecological concerns Prerequisite: BIOL 104, 111 or BIOSC 205 or
permission of instructor.
BIOSC 642: Biogeography, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Patterns of d1str1but1on of plants and
animals 1n space and time. Prerequisites: BIOSC 302 or 303 and 304 or 305
or permission of instructor
BIOSC 643: Aquatic Ecology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Basic ecological principles and concepts
as they apply to aquatic environments:
rivers and streams, lakes and ponds.
reservoirs. swamps , marshes , estuaries
and marine systems. Prerequisite: Junior standing in a life science or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 645: Ecology Laboratory, 2 er.
(1 and 2)
Modern and classical approaches to the
study of ecological problems discussed
in BIOSC 441 ; field , laboratory and computer-based analyses of plant and animal populations and communities. Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC 441 .
BIOSC 646: Plant Ecology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Ecology of plants in relation to their biotic and abiotic environments . Individual
organisms, populations and communities will be considered with an emphasis
on seed plants 1n terrestrial environments.
Prerequisite: BIOL 104, 111 or BIOSC
205 or permission of instructor
BIOSC 647: Plant Ecology Laboratory,
2 er. (1 and 2)
Experimental and observational approach
to addressing pr1nc1ples discussed 1n
BIOSC 446; field and laboratory methods involving individual organisms, populations and communities . Prerequisite
or Corequisite: BIOSC 446 or perm1ss1on of instructor
BIOSC 650: Developmental Biology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Broad range of topics concerned with
the development of multi-celluar animals
such as gametogenesis, fertilization, embryonic development, eel I differentiation ,
morphogenesis, larval metamorphosis

and regeneration. Laboratory exercises
provide the rationale and methods for
the descriptive and experimental analysis of development in representative invertebrates and vertebrates. Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC 440 or equivalent.

BIOSC 652: Plant Anatomy and
Morphology, 3 er. (3 and O)
Anatomy, reproduction and phylogenetic
relationships of vascular plants. Prerequisite: BIOL 104, 111 or BIOSC 205 or
permission of instructor.
BIOSC 653: Plant Anatomy and
Morphology Laboratory, 2 er.
(1 and 2)
Laboratory focusing on the anatomy,
reproduction and phylogenetic relationships of vascular plants. Corequisite:
BIOSC 452.
BIOSC 656: Medical and Veterinary
Parasitology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Parasitism in the animal kingdom with
emphasis on both basic and applied principles as they relate to economically and
n1ed1cally important diseases. Classical
and experimental approaches to the study
of parasitism are examined 1n reference
to protozoa, helminths and arthropods.
Prerequisite: BIOL 104 or 111 .
Corequisite: BIOSC 457.
BIOSC 657: Medical and ·v eterinary
Parasitology Laboratory, 2 er.
(1 and 2)
Laboratory exercises reinforce the material presented 1n BIOSC 456 and introduce students to both live and preserved
human/animal parasites; techniques used
in collect1on , preservation and examination of animal parasites. Corequisite:
BIOSC 456.
BIOSC 658 (AG E 658): Cell Physiology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical and physical principles of cell
function emphasizing b1oenerget1cs and
membrane phenomena. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 210 or 301 or permission of instructor
BIOSC 659: Systems Physiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physiological systems of vertebrates and
their homeostatic controls. Function of
the maJor physiological systems 1s described in terms of anatomical structure
and chemical and physical principles.
Prerequisites: One year each of biology. chemistry and physics or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 660: Systems Physiology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern and classical experimental methods demonstrate fundamental physiological principles discussed in BIOSC 459;
introduction to computer-aided data acquisition and computer simulations of
physiological function . Prerequisite or
Corequisite: BIOSC 459.
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BIOSC 661: Cell Biology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
In-depth analysis of how and where intracell ular and extracell ular molecules
control gene ral and specific cell ul ar funct ions suc h as gene exp ression, secretion. motility. signali ng. cell-cycle control and differentiation. Taught and graded
at a level where students are expected
to infer from and integrate cellular events.
Prerequisite: B IOCH 301 or permission
of instructor.

BIOSC 675: Comparative Physiology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Physiological systems of invertebrates
a nd ve rtebrates w ith emphasis on environ mental ad aptation; physiolog ical princi pl es as they relate to metabolism, thermoregulation. osmoregulation, resp1rat1on. and neural and integrative physiology. Prerequisite: One year each of
biology. chemistry and physics or perm1ss1on of instructor.

BIOSC 662: Cell Biology Laboratory,
2 er. (1 and 2)
Accompanies BIOSC 461. Focus on
molecular and microscopic analysis of
eukaryot1c cells. Corequisite: BIOSC 461.

BIOSC 676 : Comparative Physiology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern classical experimental methods
demonstrate fundamental physiological
principles discussed in BIOSC 4 75; introduction to computer-aided data acquisition and manipulation as well as
computer simulations of physiological
function. Prerequisite or Corequ is ite :
BIOSC 475.

BIOSC 664: Mammalogy, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Or1g1n. evolution. d1stnbut1on, structure
and function of mammals with laboratory
emphasis on the mammals of South
Carolina. Field collection required. Prerequisite : BIOSC 303 or permission of
1nstructor.
BIOSC 665 (HORT 665): Plant Molecular
Biology 3 er. (3 and O)
Fundamental plant processes at both the
cellular and molecular levels including
genome structure and organization (both
nuclear and organellar); regulation of gene
expression and its role in cellular and
whole-plant processes; transposable
genetic elements ; applications for biotechnology. Prerequisites: Junior standing or permission of instructor and BIOSC
304 or 305 and GEN 302.
BIOSC 668 : Herpetology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Systematics , life history, distribution ,
ecology and current literature of amphibians and reptiles ; laboratory study of
morphology and identification of world
families, U.S. genera and all Southeastern species . Field trips required . Prerequisite : BIOSC 303 or permission ot
instructor.
BIOSC 670: Animal Behavior, 3 er. (3
and O)
Historical and modern developments in
animal behavior emphasizing the evolutionary and ecological determinants of
behavior; synthesis of ethology and comparative psychology. Prerequisite :
B IOSC 302 or 303 or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 671 : Animal Behavior
Laboratory, 1 er. (0 and 3)
Laboratory exercises that explore the
behavior of animals. Emphasis is on
behavioral observation and analysis and
presentation of findings in a report format. Prerequisite or Corequisite: BIOSC
470 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
BIOSC 672: Ornithology, 4 er. (3 and 3)
Biology of birds: their origin and divers1ficat1on. adaptations. phylogeny, class1f1cat1on, structure and function, behavior, ecology and b 1ogeograp hy. Field
identification 1s em p hasized , and field
trips are required . Prerequisite: B IOSC
303 or perm1ss1on of instructor
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BIOSC 677 : Ichthyology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Systematics , life history, d1str1bution.
ecology and current literature of fish ;
laboratory study of morphology and iden tification of U.S. genera and all Southeastern species. Field trips required
Prerequisite: BIOSC 303 or permission
of instructor.
BIOSC 680 : Vertebrate Endoc r i nology
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic pr1nc1ples of neuro-endocr1ne 1ntegrat1on and homeostatic maintenance 1n
vertebrates; comparative morphology and
physiology of various endocrine tissues
and hormone chemistry and modes ot
action. Prerequ isite : BIOSC 303 organic
chemistry or perm1ss1on of instructor
BIOSC 801 (AN PH 801 ): Electron
M icroscopy of B iolog ic al
Specimens, 3 er. (1 and 6) F, S
Concepts and practice 1n preparing b10log1cal specimens for electron microscopy : f1x1ng , embedding th1n-section1ng,
staining , operating microscopes and
photographing , developing pr1nt1ng and
interpreting m1crographs. Each student
must achieve prot1ciency with a selected
specimen including writing a bnet research
proposal, preparing specimen, studying
specimen with electron microscope and
interpreting m1crographs. Pre requ isite :
Permission of instructor.
BIOSC 815 : Developmental Genetics ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Current research in developmental genetics including model systems, homeotic
genes of Drosophila, primary induction,
adhesion molecules and cancer, axis
formation, global pattern mutants in plants,
homeobox genes in plants and photo
regulation . Prerequisites : A semester
of biochemistry and a semester of genetics .
BIOSC 871: Selected Topics , 1-4 er.
(1-4 and 0)
Cell ular and developmental biology. ecol ogy, b ehavio r , evolutionary biology,
molecular b iology, physiology, systematics and other topics of interest to gradu ate students in the b1olog1cal sciences.

May be repeated for cred it, but o nly if
different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
BIOSC 872: Selected Topics
Laboratory, 1-4 er. (0 and 2-8)
Specialized laboratory exp eriences in
cellular and developmental biology, ecology. behavior , evolutionary biology,
molecular biology, physiology. systematics and other topics of interest to g radu ate students in the biological scie nces.
May be repeated for credit , but only if
different topics are covered. Prerequis it e: Permission of instructor.

Biology
I

W1ll1am M Surver, Chair, Faculty of Biology
Program
The Biology Program does not offer advanced
degrees see the Department of Blologrcal Sciences for graduate programs 1n biology The
course listed below 1s taught by faculty 1n the ltfe
sciences for elementary and secondary education maJors

BIOL 710: Selected Topi cs for
Teachers, 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18)
One or more topics organized according
to 1nst1tute needs. Lecture and laboratory emphasize the incorporation of new
or updated subject matter into classroom
1nstruct1on Restricted to elementary and
secondary school teachers. May be repeated for credit but only 1f d1ff erent topics
are covered
-

Botany
John E Fairey Program Coordinator
Department of B olog1cal Sciences
Maj ors

Degree a

Botany

MS

Plant Phys ology

PhD

Candidates for graduate work 1n botany or
plant physiology should have a strong undergraduate background 1n the b1olog1cal and
physical sciences. Undergraduate curricula
which may provide this background are botany,
biology or chemistry, or one of the agricultural
plant sciences such as agronomy, forest resources or horticulture.
All candidates for the Master of Science
degree must complete 24 semester hours of
course work and six hours of research. and
must present and defend a thesis based on
original research . Research topics generally
are selected from one of the following areas:
taxonomy/biosystems, cytology, development.
ecology, mycology, phycology or physiology.
In addition to the Master of Science degree in botany, the department participates in
an interdepartmental program awarding the
Doctor of Philosophy degree with a major in
plant physiology. This program offers considerable opportunity for doctoral research in
botany. It is described under Plant Physiology.

G E NET I CS

BOT 821: Inorganic Plant Metabolism,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (odd numbered
years)
Plant, soil, water and nutrient relations;
permeability; uptake and translocation;
transpiration; mineral nutrition. Prerequisites: BIOSC 601 and 602 or permission of instructor.
BOT 822: Organic Plant Metabolism,
3 er. (3 and 0) S (even numbered
years)
Respirat ion and photosynthesis; synthesis, translocation, storage, transformation and degradation of organic materials, fats, carbohydrates, proteins, pigments and nucleic acids. Prerequisites:
BIOSC 601 and 602 and BIOCH 623 or
permission of instructor.
BOT 823: Plant Growth and
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(even numbered years)
Vegetative and reproductive growth and
development from seed to maturity, flowering, fruiting and senescence; natural
and synthetic growth regulators; morphogenesis. Prerequisites: BIOSC 601
and 602 and organic chemistry or permission of instructor
BOT 824: Mode of Action of Growth
Substances, 4 er. (3 and 3) S (odd
numbered years)
Physiology and biochemistry of both
natural and synthetic growth regulators,
hormones, growth retardants, herbicides
and other inhibitors; methodology and
mechanism of action . Prerequisites:
BIOSC 601 and 602 and general biochemistry or BOT 822 or permission of
instructor.
BOT 831: Advanced Plant Taxonomy,
4 er. (3 and 3) S (odd numbered
years)
Principles of plant classification; relationships and characteristics of major groups
of vascular plants; student collects and
identifies spring flora of area. Prerequisite: BIOSC 606 or permission of instructor.
BOT 846: Plant Ecology, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F
Effects of environmental factors upon
plants and the influence of plants upon
the environment; identification and analysis of interrelated biotic and physical
factors that affect the structure, distribution and dynamics of individual plants,
plant populations and ecosystems. Prerequisite: BIOSC 641 or permission of
instructor.
BOT 847: Plant-Animal Interactions,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Examination of plant-animal interactions
from an ecological and evolutionary
perspective. Topics include herbivory,
pollination and seed dispersal as well as
effects of animals on plant populations
and influence of plants on animal diversity and abundance. Prerequisite: BIOSC
641 or BIOSC 646 or permission of instructor.

BOT 850: Plant Tissue and Cell
Culture, 3 er. (2 and 3) F (odd
numbered years)
Methods and principles of plant tissue
and cell culture: cloning, embryogenesis,
protoplast fusion, plant regeneration,
potential of plant genetic engineering.
Prerequisite: Introductory plant physiology or permission of instructor.
BOT 851 (HORT 851): Plant Anatomy,
3 er. (2 and 3) S (odd numbered
years)
Origin, development and comparative
structures of tissues, systems and organs of higher plants. Prerequisite:
BIOSC 652 or permission of instructor.
BOT 861: Plant Cell Biology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F (odd numbered years)
Structure, development and activities of
plant cells; ultrastructural organization
uniquely associated with dynamics of
cellular growth and development in plants.
Prerequisites: BIOSC 601 and 602 or
permission of instructor
BOT 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
BOT 921 (HORT 921 ): Plant Physiology
Colloquium, 1 er. (1 and O)
Topics from current plant physiology literature provide a forum for crit1c1z1ng
research , conceiving new research ideas,
developing research outlines and proposals, and integrating knowledge from
various subdisciplines of plant physiology. May be repeated for credit. Prerequlsites: BIOSC 601 and 602 or permission of instructor.
BOT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Genetics
Ralph A. Dean, Program Coordinator, Department of Plant Pathology and Physiology
Major

Degrees

Genetics

M.S., Ph.D.

The M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in genetics
are offered through an interdepartmental program . Applied and basic research emphasis
areas include animal , plant. molecular, m1crob ial , biometrical and environmental
b1oremediation genetics.
Applicants to the program must have a
bachelor's or master's degree in any area;
chemistry through organic or b1ochem1stry; a
minimum of four credits of physics; mathematics through calculus; and biology including introductory genetics. Students with more
than 18 hours of deficiencies will be admitted
as postbaccalaureate enrollees until eligibility
for graduate status is attained .
GEN 616 and 651 are required of all students. In addition, four of the following eight
courses must be completed for the M.S. or
Ph.D. degree: GEN/BIOSC/MICRO 618, MICRO 615, AGRON 605, ADVSC 652, BIOSC
665, GEN 812, BIOCH 815 and BIOCH 841.
Other 800-level courses pertinent to the program of study and research are planned by

the student and advisory committee to provide the student with a comprehensive knowledge of genetics.
The M.S. degree requires completion of
30 semester hours including 24 hours of course
work, six hours of research and a research
thesis. Twelve of the required 24 hours of
course work must be 800-level courses. The
Ph.D. degree requires 18 hours of doctoral
research credit, a research dissertation and a
minimum of 24 hours of course work beyond
the bachelor s degree. The course work is
specified by the student's advisory committee
with concurrence of the Genetics Program
Committee.
1

GEN 616 (BIOSC 616): Recombinant
DNA, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current facts and concepts of molecular
genetics focusing on gene organization,
structure, and expression in prokaryotes
and eukaryotes; current technologies and
research 1n these areas. Prerequisites:
GEN 302 or its equivalent and one semester of biochemistry or permission of
instructor. A developmental biology course
is also strongly recommended .
GEN 618 (MICRO 618) (BIOSC 618):
Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids
Techniques, 4 er. (2 and 4) N
Basic training 1n the manipulation of
genetic 1nformat1on using recombinant
DNA technology including techniques in
molecular cloning, Southern and Northern analyses , clone library construction .
Prerequisite: BIOCH 210 or 301 and
MIC RO 305 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
GEN 651: Advanced Genetics, 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Principles of general genetics emphasizing variations in chromosome number and structure, natural and induced
mutations , extranuclear 1nher1tance, recomb1nat1on, control of gene activity,
genes and development , genetics of
behavior patterns, population genetics ,
systems of mating, genetics and man.
Prerequisite: GEN 302 or equivalent.
GEN 801: Cytogenetics, 3 er. (2 and 3)
S (odd numbered years)
Classical and contemporary problems of
chromosome structure , behavior and
transm1ss1on ; recomb1nat1on ; 1nterspec1fic
hybr1d1zation; euchromatin and heteroch romat1 n; polyploidy; mutable genetic
systems ; structural and numerical aberrations of chromosomes and their effects
upon breeding systems of plants and
animals. Prerequisite: GEN 302 or
equivalent.
GEN 803: Biometrical Genetics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Statistical methodology in the study of
population genetics; probability as applied to genetic systems, gene and zygotic frequencies, derivation of genetic
expectations, forces that change gene
frequency, inbreeding, estimation and
testing of genetic parameters, partitioning of variance, responses to selection
and other statistical aspects of continuous variation . Prerequisites: GEN 651
and EX ST 801 or equivalent.
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GEN 806: Special Problems in
Genetics, 1-3 er. (0 and 3-9)
Research not related to a thesis.
GEN 812: Physiological Genetics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Advanced topics in the molecular aspects
of physiological genetics including genes
and metabolism, genes and signal transduction, oncogenes and growth, chromosomal aberrations, immunogenetics
and others. Prerequisites: A semester
of biochemistry and introductory genetics.
GEN 825: Genetics Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Special topics and original research in
genetics reviewed by students, faculty
and invited lecturers. May be repeated
for credit. Prerequisite: One semester
of genetics.
GEN 890: Special Topics in Genetics,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Group discussion of recent developments
1n genetic research. May be repeated for
a maximum of six credit hours. Prerequisites: GEN 302 and permission of instructor.
GEN 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
GEN 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Microbiology
Steven S. Hayasaka, Chair, Department of

Microbiology
Major

Degrees

M1crob1ology

M.S , Ph.D

Graduate work in microbiology requires
sound undergraduate training in the biological
and physical sciences. This training may be
received in an undergraduate program in biology (botany, microbiology or zoology), chemistry or in one of the agricultural sciences.
Undergraduate work in bacteriology or microbiology is desirable but not necessary.
All students complete a curriculum which
assures a sound knowledge of the basic areas of microbiology including at least three of
the following: bacterial physiology and metabolism, pathogenic microbiology, virology,
immunology, microbial genetics, and applied
and environmental microbiology. The program
is selected by the student with the guidance
and approval of an advisory committee.
Candidates for the M .S. degree must complete 30 hours of graduate credit including six
hours of research, and present and def end a
thesis based on original research.
Candidates for the Ph.D . degree must
complete 18 hours of dissertation research ,
and present and defend a dissertation based
on original research. Research disciplines
include pathogenic, food, environmental and
manne microbiology: immunology; microbial
ecology: human bacterial and plant virology;
molecular biology: microbial genetics; genetic
engineering; microbial physiology and metabolism; and anaerobic microbiology.
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MICRO 600: Public Health
Microbiology, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Epidemiology of transmissible diseases
including pathogenic characteristics of
the infectious organism, modes of transmission, mechanism of infection, diagnostic aids, effective treatments, immu nizing procedures and methods of preventing infection. Prerequisite: MICRO
305.
MICRO 601: Advanced Bacteriology,
4 er. (2 and 6) F
Metabolism, nutrition, growth and death
of bacteria: microbiological assays and
industrial fermentation. Emphasis is on
laboratory procedures for the identification of the more common taxonom ic
groups. Prerequisite: CH 201 or 223,
227 and MICRO 305.
MICRO 603: Marine Microbiology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) N
Microbes that inhabit the marine environment. their peculiar physiological traits
and contributions to the ecology of oceans.
Prerequisites: MICRO 305 and organic
chemistry.
MICRO 605: General Microbiology, 4 er.
(3 and 3)
Morphology, physiology, classification,
distribution and cultivation of microorganisms. Prerequisites: Introductory
biology, CH 101, 102 or 112.
MICRO 607: Food and Dairy
Microbiology, 4 er. (3 and 3) S
Physical-chemical factors limiting survival
and growth of microorganisms during
processing and manuf actur1ng of food
and dairy products; standard methods
for enumerating and identifying indicator
bacteria, yeasts, molds and microbes
producing food and food-borne illness;
starter cultures, fungal toxins, microbial
cell injury and standards for food and
dairy products. Prerequisite: BIOCH 21 O
or CH 201 or 223 and MICRO 305.
MICRO 610: Soil Microbiology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (even numbered years)
Role of microorganisms in the decomposition of organic substances. transformation of nitrogen and mineral substances
in the soil; interrelationships between
higher plants and microorganisms; importance of microorganisms in soil fertility. Prerequisite: MICRO 305.
MICRO 611: Pathogenic Bacteriology,
4 er. (3 and 3) S
Pathogenic bacteria, their morphology,
cultural requirements and classification:
diagnostic tests, methods of differentiation and the diseases caused. Prerequisite: MICRO 305.
MICRO 612: Bacterial Physiology, 4 er.
(3 and 3) S
Cytology, physiology, metabolism and
genetics of bacteria including growth and
death , reproduction and mutation, nutrition and metabolic pathways, regulatory
mechanisms and effects of environment.
Prerequisite: CH 224, MICRO 305 and

one semester of biochemistry or permission of instructor.
MICRO 613: Industrial Microbiology,
3 er. (2 and 3) F
Microbial aspects of large-scale processes
for the production of foods, antibiotics,
enzymes. fine chemicals and beverages
including strain selection, culture maintenance, biosynthetic pathways, continuous cultivation and production of single
cell protein. Prerequisite: MICRO 305.
MICRO 614: Basic Immunology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Nature, production and function of basic
immune responses in animals; procedures
and mechanisms of antigen-antibody and
other immune reactions. Prerequisites:
MICRO 305 and organic chemistry.
MICRO 615: Microbial Genetics, 4 er.
(3 and 3) S
Cytological basis of bacterial, fungal and
viral genetics; molecular aspects; mutations; mechanisms of genetic transfers;
episomes and plasmids; and population
changes. Prerequisite: BIOCH 301, CH
224 and MIC RO 305 or permission of
instructor.
MICRO 616: Introductory Virology, 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Introduction to the field of virology including animal, bacterial and plant viruses . Topics include nomenclature and
classification, biochemical and biophysical character1sticst mechanisms of replication, chemotherapy and techniques
for isolation, assay and purification. Prerequisite: BIOCH 301, MICRO 305 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
MICRO 617: Molecular Mechanisms of
Carcinogenesis and Aging, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Changes that occur at the cellular and
subcellular levels during transformation
and aging; accumulated damage and
"intrinsic clock" theories of aging; genetic
and epigenetic theories of carcinogenesis; epidemiology of cancer; viral, radiation-induced and chemical carcinogenesis; the immune system and cancer.
Prerequisite: BIOCH 301, MICRO 305
or permission of instructor.
MICRO 618 (BIOSC 618) (GEN 618):
Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids
Techniques, 4 er. (2 and 4) N
Basic training in the manipulation of genetic information using recombinant DNA
technology including techniques in molecular cloning, Southern and Northern
analyses, clone library construction. Prerequisite: BIOCH 210 or 301, MICRO
305 or permission of instructor.
MICRO 802: Bacteriological Technic,
4 er. (2 and 6) F
Analytical and experimental procedures
used in bacteriology including techniques
for studying bacterial cytology, physiol ogy and metabolism; experience in more
advanced methods of investigation.

NU TRI T I ON

MICRO 803: Special Problems in
Microbiology, credit to be arranged,
F,S,SS
Research not related to a thesis.
MICRO 804: Selected Topics in
Microbiology, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) F,

s,ss

Evaluation of current research literature
in various areas of microbiology; critical
evaluation of specific publications in terms
of their scientific merit. Required of all
microbiology graduate students. May be
repeated for credit.

MICRO 805: Techniques of Clinical
Microbiology and lmmunobiology,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Methods for isolating, identifying and
culturing different mammalian cell types;
techniques used to analyze cell function
and viability and for protein and DNA
analysis emphasizing application to the
diagnosis of disease, determination of
prognosis, optimization of treatment and
determination of etiology. Prerequisite:
MICRO 614, 615, BIOCH 623 or equivalent, or permission of instructor
MICRO 806: Pathogenesis and
Infectious Disease, 3 er. (3 and 0)
SS
Medically important host-parasite relationships at the cellular and subcellular
levels with emphasis on bacterial and
viral infections 1n man . Prerequisite:
MICRO 611 or permission of instructor.
MICRO 807: Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and 0) F, S
Topics not covered in other courses ;
students review literature, organize and
present material. May be taken twice for
credit.
MICRO 808: Biotechnology and
Medicine, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Medical problems currently receiving
attention due to the application of biotechnology to diagnosis or treatment;
basic information essential to understanding the molecular biology of the disease
and its diagnosis or treatment. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MICRO 809 (HLTH 809):
Epidemiological Research, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Basic concepts of epidemiology with
emphasis on applied aspects rather than
theoretical. Examples drawn from clinical practice. Use of relevant PC-based
computer packages required . Prerequisite: MTHSC 405/605 or EX ST 801 or
permission of instructor.
MICRO 811: Bacterial Cytology and
Physiology, 4 er. ( 4 and 0) S (odd
numbered years)
Structure, chemistry and physiology of
the various bacterial cell components;
physiology of bacterial growth and reproduction in batch, continuous and synchronous cultures; economy of the bacterial cell including endogenous metabolism and maintenance requirements;
physiology of bacterial death; regulation

of enzyme and nucleic acids syntheses.
Prerequisite: MICRO 305/605; BIOCH
423/623; MTHSC 206; or permission of
instructor.

MICRO 812: Bacterial Metabolism, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S (even numbered years)
Various biochemical pathways occurring
in bacterial cells; fermentations of carbohydrates and related compounds and
of nitrogenous organic compounds;
anaerobic and aerobic respiration including electron transport systems and oxidative phosphorylation; bacterial photosynthesis; nitrogen fixation; biosyntheses of amino acids, purines, pyrimidines,
lipids, proteins, nucleic acids and polysaccharides. Prerequisite: MICRO 305/605;
BIOCH 423/623, MTHSC 206; or permission of instructor.
MICRO 815: Advanced Microbial
Genetics, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Current developments in microbial genetics; integration of genetics and biochemistry; analysis of genetic fine structure 1n microorganisms ; nature of bacterial variation and expression of mutations; population dynamics; physicochem1cal mechanisms of heredity: regulation
of gene action in microorganisms ; physi ology and genetics of virulent and
lysogenic bacteriophages. Prerequisite:
MICRO 415/615.
MICRO 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
MICRO 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Nutrition
Denzil V. Maurice, Program Coordinator, Department of Poultry Science

Major

Degrees

Nutrition

M.S., Ph .D.

The M.S. and Ph.D. degree programs in
nutrition are iriterdepartmental with course
work and curricula developed and offered in
the departments of Animal , Dairy and Veterinary Sciences , Food Science ; and Poultry
Science. Applicants should have a background
in basic biological sciences appropriate for
advanced study in the proposed area of specialization. Students with deficiencies may be
admitted 1f their deficiencies are corrected by
completing certain undergraduate courses.
A student's program of study will include a
core of basic courses in nutr1t1on , b1ochem1stry, statistics and physiology. Add1t1onal course
work may be taken in areas of special interest
as approved by the advisory committee. Thesis and nonthesis options are available. The
program of study for the nonthes1s option
includes a minimum of 30 graduate credits
with at least eight credits in 800-level nutrition
courses. These eight credits may not include
topical problems in nutrition or credits for
seminars. The M.S . degree requires a minimum of 24 credit hours of course work and six
credit hours of research.

NUTR 601: Fundamentals of Nutrition,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Biochemical and physiological fundamentals of nutrition applicable to domestic
animals and man; digestive processes ,
absorption and metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, water, minerals
and vitamins; energy metabolism and
comparative anatomy and physiology of
digestive systems . Prerequisite: BIOCH
210, CH 223 or permission of instructor.
NUTR 625: Nutrition and Dietetics, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F
Development of diets to meet human
nutritional needs with emphasis on metabolic bases of dietary management of
1nd1v1duals with various disease states.
Prerequisite: NUTR 451 or equivalent.
NUTR 626: Community Nutrition, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Fundamentals of nutrition care delivery
in community programs beg1nn1ng with
assessment and problem identification
and cont1nu1ng through the development,
1mplementat1on and evaluation of nutr1t1on 1ntervent1on programs. Prerequisite:
NUTR 451 or equivalent or perm1ss1on
of instructor.
NUTR 651: Human Nutrition, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Essentials of nutr1t1on and principal nutritional deficiency cond1t1ons ; factors
affecting adequacy of d ietary intake.
methods of determ 1n1ng nutr1t1onal status ; development of nutrition standards ;
recent advances in human nutr1t1on. Prerequisite: BIOCH 210/211 or equivalent
or permission of instructor
NUTR 655: Nutrition and Metabolism ,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Concepts of metabolism fundamental to
understanding normal and therapeutic
nutrition ; bioenerget1cs as well as metabo lism of carbohydrates , l1p1ds, amino
acids, vitamins and minerals as they relate
to nutrition . Prerequisites: NUTR 451
and BIOCH 21Oor423 or 406 or permission of instructor.
NUTR 706: Nutrition for Teachers, 3 er.
(3 and 0) SS
Pr1nc1ples of nutrition applied to nutrition
education . Prerequisite: Perm1ss1on of
instructor.
NUTR 801: Topical Problems in
Nutrition, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Topics not covered 1n other courses or
by thesis research . Credit varies w ith
problems selected.
NUTR 802: Special Topics in Nutrition,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Topics of special interest or contemporary subjects not examined 1n other
courses .
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NUTR 808: Monoge trlc Nutrition, 3 er.
(3 end 0) F
Basic concepts and current research
related to nutrient requirement and metabolism of poultry. swine and other
monogastric species Prerequl lte:
NUTR 401 601, 451 651 or PS 451 651
NUTR 809: Ruminant Nutrition, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
M1crob1olog1cal b1ochem1cal and phys1olog1cal processes involved 1n the synthesis of amino acids, proteins and Bv1tam1ns relation of these processes to
ut1hzat1on of proteins lipids and fibrous
and nonf1brous feed 1ngred1ents, properties and functions of nutnenls non
protein nitrogen compounds and growth
promoting substances for dairy cattle
beef cattle and sheep Prerequl lte:
NUTR 401 601 or permission of 1nstruc
tor
NUTR 811: Carbohydrate Nutrition,
2 er. (2 and 0)
D etary sources chem1s1ry absorption
e cret on and functions of carboh drates
the aberrat ons of metabol sm and pos
s b e role n the et o ogy of degenerat ve
d seases Prerequisite : BIOCH 623 or
equ va ent NUTR 601 or 651 or equ1va
ent or perm ss on of instructor
UTA 815: Lipid utrltlon. 2 er.
(2 and 0)
utr t on of plds n humans and domes
t c an ma s emphas z ng the r source
d gestt0n and absorpt on metabo sm
funct on d etary needs and ntenre at on
sh ps Prerequl t es: BIOCH 623 or
equ va ent UTA 601 or 651 or equ va
ent or perm ss on of nstructor
UTR 816: Amino Acid •nd Protein
utrftlon, 2 er. (2 •nd 0) F (odd
numbered yea,..)
utr t on of am no ac ds nonprote n n
trogen and prote ns re ated to humans
and domest c an ma s essenl a ty n
terre at onsh ps and metabo sm of am no
acds
NUTR 817: lneral utrltlon, 2 er.
(2 and 0)
Occurrence chem stry absorpt o excre
t10n and general and specific phystOk>gteal
funct ons of m nerals Prefequlsltea:
Bf OCH 623 or equivalent NUTR 601 or
651 or equivalent or permission of •n
structor
NUTR 819: Vitamin Nutrition, 2 er.
(2 end 0)
Overv ew of the chemistry metabohsm,
physiology d gest1on absorption and
excretion of the v•tam1ns as apphed to
the nutr1t1on of humans and domestic
an mals Prerequlsttea: BIOCH 623 or
equivalent NUTR 601 or 651 or equivalent or perm1ss1on of instructor
NUTR 820: Nutrltlonal Bloenergetlca,
2 er. (2 and 0)
Ouant1tat1ve approach to the losses of
dietary energy during dtgestaon and
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metabohsm, and the factors governing
the energetic etf1c1ency of d1tf erent b10
logical functions 1n animals and man,
regulation of energy balance. body tern
perature regulation and techniques of
calorimetry Prerequisite•: BIOCH 623
or equivalent, NUTR 601 or 651 or equ1va
lent, or perm1ss1on of instructor
NUTR 851: Nutrition Seminar I, 1 er.
(1 end 0) F
Current research and developments 1n
nutnt1on Topics selected by the 1nstruc
tor and students will come from student
research and nutr1t1on literature
NUTR 852: Nutrition Seminar II, 1 er ..
(1 •nd 0) S
Cont1nuat1on of NUTR 851
NUTR 891: a ter' The I
credit o be •rr•nged

Re eareh,

NUTA 191: Doctor•I DAaaert•tlon
Re •rch, credit to be err•nged

The lo ow ng cou ses olfe ed b

departments eprsss rpo
for the student
n t to

b

BIOCH 606. Phyalologlcal Chemlatry
3 er. (3 •nd 0)
Chem ca bas of t e
t
o og ca procce e
I on nerve tu cl o
funct on and b ood o
pos t on o
pee a zed
musde erve b ood d
at on ot ater e ect
ba ance P requlalte B
H
organ c chem try
BIOCH 815: Lipid• •nd Blomembr•nea
3 er. (3 •nd 0)
lso at on chem ca a d p
t es and metabo m o p d
t on structure fu ct o
db
of b omembrane Prerequl1lte B
43 632 or perm s on of
t
tor
BIOCH 817: Chemlatry •nd etebollam
of Hormonea. 3 er. (3 end O}
lsolat on assay a d
e
t
of 1
var ous hormones hormona
1 o of
metabol sm and body funct on endo
cnnopath es of hormone mba anc-e p,..
requlalte: BIOCH 432 632 or per
o
of instructor
BIOCH 822: Enzymea, 3 er. (3 end O)
K1net1cs mechan sms of act on nh1b
t1ons and general properties of enzymes
Prerequisite: BIOCH 431 631 or 423
623
P S 651: Poultry Nutrition, 2 er.
(2 and 0) F (odd numbered years)
Nutrient requirements of chickens tur
keys and game birds, methods of deter
m1n1ng these requirements def1c1encles
and excesses of v1tam1ns and minerals
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P S 653: Poultry Nutrition Laboratory,
1 er. (0 and 3) F (odd numbered
years)
Training in basic laboratory skills and
common laboratory methods used in
poultry nutrition .
P S 655: Poultry Products Grading and
Technology, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
(odd numbered years)
Factors important in the quality of poultry
products ; effects of production , handli ng,
packaging and storage on con sume r
acceptability ; quality evaluation from th e
standpoint of te nde rn ess, flavor, microbiology and USDA grades.
P S 658: Avian Microbiology and
Parasitology, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(even numbered years)
Agents c au sing poultry d iseases; diagnosis, prevention and treatment of specific diseases and their economic and
public health significan ce .
P S 660: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Current rese arch reported in journals
covering various areas of avian science.
Students practice inte rpretation of technical material for laymen . May be taken
for a maxi mum of two credits. Prerequisite: Pe rm ission of instructor.
P S 805: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Report o n special topics or original research by stude nts, staff and visiting
speakers. May be taken for a maximum
of two cred its.
P S 825: lmmunobiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Con ceptu al approach to immunobiology
emphasizin g the mo lecular and cellular
aspects . Classical and current literature
is the majo r source fo r the discussion/
lecture format. Prerequisite: Permission
of instru ctor.
P S 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

Zoology
James M. Colacino , Program Coordinator,
Department of Biological Sciences

Major

Degrees

Zoology

M.S., Ph .D.

Students seeking the master's degree may
select either a thesis or nonthesis option.
Requirements for the thesis option include 24
semester hours of course work, six hours of
research , an acceptabl e thesis and satisfactory performance in a final oral examination.
Requirements for the nonthesis option include 36 semester hours of course work and
satisfactory performance in a final comprehensive examination.
Requirements for th e Ph.D. degree include written and oral comprehensive examinations, research , a dissertation and sati sfactory performance in a final oral defense. Although there is no required course work for
the doctorate beyond 18 semester hours of
research , breadth and depth of preparation in

th e life sciences are expected of each candidate.

ZOOL 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

ZOOL 803: Population Dynamics, 4 er.
(2 and 6) N
Fundamental mechanisms basic to regulation of natural animal populations .
Labo rato ry research project in populatio n dynam ics com plements theory.

SCHOOL OF PLANT,
STATISTICAL AND
ECOLOGICAL SCIENCES

ZOOL 810: Behavioral Ecology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Behavior of animals an d the ecological
context in which various behaviors are
shown; empirical and theoretical aspects
of behavioral ecology at individual, population and co mmunity levels . Prerequisites : BIOSC 441 /641 and 470/670 or
permission of instructor.
ZOOL 812 : Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Review of current literature in zoology.
ZOOL 815: Physiological Ecology,
4 er. (3 and 3) N
Physiological and biochemical adaptations of invertebrates and vertebrates
toward various natural environmental
parameters. Field trips acquaint students
with natural macro- and micro-environments of individual species. Field measurements of parameters of the environment are undertaken , and laboratory
studies furnish detailed knowledge of
various physiological adaptations to these
parameters.
ZOOL 816 : Advanced Ecosystem
Analysis, 4 er. (3 and 3) N
Description and analysis of ecological
systems ; biogeochemical , physicochemi cal and ecological principles emphasizing fundamental unity of ecosystems and
their abiotic environment . Laboratory
focuses on application of theory to actual field and laboratory research problems. Prerequ is ites : MTHSC 210 and
605 ; BIOSC 641 or BOT 846 ; or perm ission of instructor.
ZOOL 818: Community Ecology, 4 er.
(3 and 3) N
Structure and function of ecological
communities emphasizing description of
natural communit ies and evolutionary
rules by which they are organized . Laboratory applies theory to field problems.
Prerequisites : MTHSC 108 and 605.
B IOSC 641 or BOT 846 ; or permission
of instructor.
ZOOL 835 : Interpret ive Electron
Microscopy, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Cell structure as viewed through the electron microscope; characteristic structural
features of cells from various tissues
an d from various organisms at different
p hylogenetic levels Prerequisites: AN
PH 801 / BIOSC 801 or BIOSC 632 and
633 or perm1ss1on of instructor.

0 Joe Dickerson, Interim Lead Chair

Agronomy
W. Doyce Graham , Jr., Chair, Department of
Agronomy

Major

Degrees

Agronomy

M.S., Ph .D.

The Ph. D. and M.S. (thesis option) are
research degrees that require a dissertation
and thesis, respectively. T he M.S. degree
(thesis option) requires 24 credits of course
work and six credits of research. The M.S.
degree (nonthes1s option) , a terminal degree
for students who do not plan research careers
or do not plan to pursue a Ph.D. degree ,
requires 30 credits of course work. It may be
suited for students who will pursue a career 1n
business, educational or administrative areas
that will not require research experience. The
faculty part1c1pate in the plant health option of
the interdisciplinary Master of Agriculture degree.
Areas of specialization normally are allied
with those of the major professor The crop
sciences include plant breeding and genetics;
forage systems; physiology: ecology. production and management, cellular biology and
molecular genetics; and weed science. The
soil sciences include chemistry; physics; microbiology and biochemistry; fertility and plant
nutrition ; and genesis, morphology and classification.

AGRON 603: Soil Genesis and
Classification, 2 er. (1 and 3) F
Soil morphology and characterization,
pedogenic processes, soil-forming factors and class ification of soils Prerequ is ite : AGRON 202 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.
AGRON 604: Soils and Land Use, 2 er.
(1 and 3) F
Soils interpretations for nonagricultural
purposes and fac 1l1t1es ; use of modern
soil surveys : properties and features of
soils important in nonfarm land uses. Not
open to agronomy ma1ors or minors or to
students who have taken AGRO N 202.
AGRON 605 : Plant Breeding , 3 er.
(2 and 2) S
Appl1cat1on of genetic principles to the
development of improved crop plants
1nclud1ng the genetic and cytogenet1c basis
of plant breeding. mode of reproduction.
techniques 1n selfing and crossing, methods of breeding , 1nher1tance 1n the ma1or
crops and b1ometr1cal methods . Prerequisite: G EN 302 or equivalent.

ZOOL 863: Special Problems, 1-4 er.
Research not related to thesis. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ZOOL 891: Master's Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged
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AGRON 607: Weed Ecology and
Management, 3 er. (2 and 2) F
Weeds, their introduction. ecology. methods of reproduction, d1ssem1nation and
management; chemistry and mode of
action of herbicides, equipment and techniques of application; characterization of
the common weeds of the Southeast.
Prerequisite : AGRIC 104, AGRON 202
or permission of instructor.
AGRON 608 (E S E 608) (AG E 608):
Land Treatment of Wastewater and
Sludges, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles for designing environmentally
acceptable land application systems using
municipal and industrial wastewater and
sludges; land-limiting constituent analysis; soil-plant interactions; system equipment and design: system operation and
management; public acceptance, social
and regulatory issues. Case studies and
field trip(s) are planned. Prerequ isite:
Senior standing in agriculture or engineering or permission of instructor.
AGRON 621 : Prine I p ies of Field Crop
Production, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles for production of f 1eld crops
including botany and physiology, tillage ,
harvesting, storage, and crop quality.
Principles win be illustrated using examples from various crops. Prereq uis ite: AGRIC 104 or equivalent introductory plant science, AG RON 202
AGRON 622: Maj o r W o r ld Crops, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Distr1but1on. adaptation, production and
utihzat1on of mator agronomic crops of
the world · crops important to U S agriculture 1nclud1ng corn , wheat rice, sorghum, soybean, cotton, tobacco and
peanuts. Prereq uisites: AGRIC 104 or
equivalent 1ntroductory plant science,
AGRON 202.
AGRO N 623: Fleld C rops-Forages,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Establishment, management and utilization of forage crops 1n a forage-livestock
agro-ecosystem context; hay, silage and
pasture ut1hzat1on. Computer model used
to study complexity of forage-hvestock
production systems. Prerequisite: AGRIC
104, AGRON 202 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
AGRON 625 : Seed Sci ence and
Technology, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
(even -numbered years)
Seed development, germ1nat1on, dormancy, pathology, storage and deterioration; seed testing and commercial production of seed; useful applications of
current seed science knowledge. Prerequis ites : AGRIC 104, BIOSC 205.
AGRON 626 (AP EC 626): Cropping
Systems Analys is, 3 er. (2 and 2) F
Application of agronomic and economic
principles in solving problems relating to
the production and marketing of agronomic crops. A major part of the course
will be a case study in which a detailed
analysis of a farm, agri-business or environmental situation will be made v1ith
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students making formal written and oral
presentations of results. Prerequisites:
AP EC 202, AG RI C 104, junior or senior
st anding.
AGRON 633 (HORT 633) : Integrated
Weed Management for Agronomic
and Horticultural Crops, 3 er.
(2 and 2) S
Weed management systems consisting
of cultural, chemical and biological methods for the major agronomic and horticultural crops of South Carolina; problem-solving methodology and herbicide
injury diagnosis. Prerequ isite: AGRON
407 or equivalent introductory weed science.

majors pursuing the M.S. or Ph. D. degrees.
AGRON 801 : Crop Physiology and
Nutriti on , 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Basic concepts and physiologic aspects
of growth and culture applied to crop
management practices. Prerequisites:
BIOSC 401 /601 and 402/602 or equivalent.
AGRON 802 : Pedoll ogy, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Current concepts and theories in soil
genesis and morphology; advanced study
of soil taxonomy. Prerequisite: AG RON
403/603 .

AGRON 646 : Sol l Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Basic soil properties related to compaction, water and solute movement, and
root growth; practical management problems and solutions based upon basic soil
characteristics Problems include erosion,
no-tillage, compaction, 1rr1gat1on, leaching, waste application, golf-green management and orchard establishment.
Prereq uisite: AGRON 202

AGRON 804: Theory and Methods of
Pl an t B reed ing , 3 er. (3 and O) F
(even n umbered years)
Concepts and pr1nc1ples of plant breeding and genetics as applied to development and maintenance of improved crop
varieties, theoretical cons1derat1ons of
vanous breeding methods. Prerequisites:
AGRON 405 605 and EX ST 801 or
perm1ss1on of instructor

A G RON 652: So ll Fertlllty and
Managemen t 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Soil properties, chmat1c factors and management systems 1n relation to soil fert1l1ty maintenance for crop production plan
nutr1t1on and gro\vlh 1n relation to crop
fert1llzat1on and management Prerequisite: AGRON 202 or permission of instructor

AGRON 805: Soll Fert lllty , 3 er.
(3 and 0) S (eve n num bered years)
Soil properties aff acting nutrient availability and plant growth. inventory of major
soil groups 1th reference to plant stress
fea tu res behavior of essential elements
1n soils 1n relation to plant ava1lab1hty;
current soil fertility research Prerequisite: AGRON 452 or 403 or perm1ss1on
of tnstructor

AGRON 653: Soll Fertlllty Laboratory,
1 er. (0 and 3) S
Evaluation and 1nterpretat1on of soil fer
t1llty production Prerequisite: AGRON
202 or permission of instructor

GRON 806: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(0 and 3-9)
Research not related to a thesis.

A GRO N 675: Soll Physics and
Chemistry 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Pr1nc1ples of soil physics and chemistry
and their applications 1nclud1ng soil texture , structure, compaction, water relations , solute movement, mineral compos1t~on, adsorption phenomenon and soil
ac1d1ty Prere q uisites: AGRON 202, CH
101 , 112, PHYS 207
AGRON 690: Beneficial S oll Organisms
i n Plan t Growth, 3 er . (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Aspects of b1olog1cal nitrogen f1xat1on ,
mycorrhizal fungi , m1crob1al-pest1c1de
1nteract1ons, bioremediat1on, nutrient
cycles and b1olog1cal pest control related
to plant growth, so1l/env1ronmental quality; sustainable agriculture. Students who
desire laboratory experience in these
topics can register for AGRON 406 atter
consultation with instructor. Prerequis ite:
AGRON 202, MICRO 305, PL PA 401, or
permission of instructor.
AGRON 701 : Soils and Man, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Different kinds of soils, their properties,
uses, management, conservation and
relationship with the environment and other
human endeavors. Not open to agronomy

AG RON 807: Soll Physics, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F (even num bered years)
Pr1nc1ples and applications of transport
of Nater and solutes 1n soils emphas1z1ng unsaturated flow phenomenon. Prerequisite: tv1THSC 108 or equivalent.
A GR ON 8 08: Soll Chemist ry, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (odd n umbered years)
Pr1nc1ples and theories concerning the
structure and chemical properties of soil
colloids, ion exchange and surface phenomena, chemical equ1llbr1a, soil acidity
and ox1dat1on-reduction reactions.
AGRO N 810: Soll Mlcrob lology, 3 er.
(3 an d 0) F (even numbered years)
81olog1cal nitrogen fixation, mycorrhizal
fungi and pest1c1de interactions in soils
with emphasis on microbial-plant-soil
relationships. Prerequisites: AGRON 690
or MICRO 61 O and permission of instructor.
AGRON 812 : Crop Ecology and Land
Use, 3 er. (3 and O) F
(even numbered years)
Concepts and factors affecting adaptation and distribution of crop plants; microclimate and crop response to environmental factors with modifications of
microclimate by agricultural operations ;

ENTOMOLOGY

interactions among crop plants and between weeds and crop plants under field
conditions.

AGRON 825: Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and 0) F, S
Special topics and original research in
agronomy. Credit may be earned for more
than one semester by doctoral candidates. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
AGRON 890: Special Topics In
Agronomy, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Group discussion of recent developments
in agronomic research. May be repeated
for a maximum of six credit hours. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AGRON 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
AGRON 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Entomology
Paul M. ("Mac") Horton, Interim Chair, Department of Entomology

Major

Degrees

Entomology

M.S., Ph.D.

The department is dedicated to providing
leadership in environmental entomology. Research programs fall into five emphasis areas: aquatic arthropod diversity, crop-insect
management, genetics and biotechnology,
medical and veterinary entomology, and urban entomology. Facilities of the Agricultural
Experiment Station on campus and at four
Research and Education Centers located in
various regions of the state are available for
graduate student research. In addition to
teaching and research laboratories, specialized facilities within the department include
the Clemson University Arthropod Collection;
laboratories for molecular genetics, tissue
culture and analytical chemistry/toxicology;
wet laboratories; controlled and ambient temperature insect-rearing facilities; a free-flight
butterfly facility; and greenhouses .
Candidates for the M.S. degree are required to complete a thesis. The department
participates in the plant health option of the
interdisciplinary Master of Agriculture degree.

ENT 601: Insect Pests of Ornamental
Plants and Shade Trees, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Recognition , biology, damage and control of insect pests of woody and other
ornamental plants and shade trees. Prerequisite: ENT 301.
ENT 604: Urban Entomology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) (even-numbered years)
Pests common to the urban environment
with emphasis on biology, damage, control and identification of household, structural, stored products and food pests;
theoretical and practical aspects of urban pest management and the pest-control industry. Prerequisite: ENT 301.

ENT 605: Insect Morphology, 4 er.
(3 and 3)
Insect structure in relation to function
and the variation of form in insects. Prerequisite: ENT 301.
ENT 606 (PL PA 606): Diseases and
Insects of Turfgrasses, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Host-parasite relationships, symptomatology, diagnosis, economics and control of infectious and noninfectious diseases of turf grasses; life histories, diagnosis and control of important insect pests
of turfgrasses. Prerequisites: ENT 301
and PL PA 401 or equivalent.
ENT 607: Applied Agricultural
Entomology, 4 er. (3 and 3)
Recognition, biology, damage and control of economically important insects and
mites found on major Southeastern field,
fruit, nut and vegetable crops; principles
and practices of crop protection including pesticide appl1cat1on, economic basis for decision making and development
of scouting programs. Prerequisite: ENT
301 or equivalent.
ENT 610: Insect Taxonomy, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
The 1dent1fication of the principal f amilies of the major orders of adult insects.
Laboratory work consists of intensive
practice of such identification. Lecture
material deals with theoretical d1scuss1on of taxonomic features observed in
the laboratory. Prerequisite: ENT 405
or permission of instructor.
ENT 612: Field and Museum
Entomology, 3 er. (0 and 9)
Practical aspects of gathering. sorting
and curating insects. Students participate in intensive overnight insect-collecting exped1t1ons to various parts of the
Southeastern United States, becoming
acquainted with insect habitats and collecting methods. Remainder of the summer session will be devoted to training in
specimen preparation and preservation.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ENT 620: Toxicology of Insecticides,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Concepts of insecticide toxicology ; principles of insecticide action; toxicological
and pharmacological effects in insects
and higher animals; safety; current regulations governing the use of 1nsect1cides.
Prerequisite: ENT 301 .
ENT 630 (ENTOX 630): Toxicology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic principles of toxicology including
q u antitation of toxicity, toxicoki netics,
biochemical action of poisons and environmental toxicology; acute and chronic
effects of various classes of poisons (e.g.,
pesticides, drugs, metals, and industrial
pollutants) in relation to typical routes of
exposure and regulatory testing methods. Prerequisite: Organic chemistry,
one year of general biology or permission of instructor.

ENT 640: Insect Behavior, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Fundamentals of insect behavior in an
evolutionary and ecological perspective.
Laboratories emphasize generation and
testing of hypotheses and observation,
description and quantification of insect
behavior. Prerequisite: ENT 301 or
permission of instructor.
ENT 655: Medical and Veterinary
Entomology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Insects and their arthropod relatives of
economic importance in their effect on
man and animals. Prerequisite: ENT 301
or permission of instructor.
ENT 662: Seminar Presentation, 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Advanced instruction and practice in
delivering oral seminar presentations of
scientific information emphasizing preparing visual aids, organization, content
and practice in speaking to a specialized
scientific audience.
ENT 669 (W F B 669): Aquatic Insects,
3 er. (1 and 6) S (odd numbered
years)
Identification, life history, habitats and
interrelationships of aquatic insects; techniques of qual itative field collecting; important literature and research workers.
Prerequisite: ENT 301 or permission of
instructor.
ENT 695 (GEN 695): Insect
Biotechnology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Unique features exhibited by insects;
appl1cat1ons of biotechnology to enhance
useful products from insects and to affect the control of destructive insects.
Prerequisites: ENT 301 and GEN 302.
ENT 700; Entomology for Teachers,
3 er. (2 and 2) S
General entomology course for secondary school science teachers with emphasis
on collecting and identifying the more
common insects; insect morphology,
physiology, metamorphosis and methods available for control of destructive
species. Not open to entomology majors
pursuing the M.S .. M.Ag. or Ph .D. degrees. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ENT 808: Taxonomy of Immature
Insects, 3 er. (1 and 6) F (odd
numbered years)
Identification of immature insects emphasizing the Holometabola. Identified collection required.
ENT 809: Seminar in Entomology, 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Current literature and research in entomology. Class attendance is mandatory.
May be repeated for credit. Graded on a
pass/fail basis.
ENT 810: Selected Topics, 1-4 er.
(1-4 and O)
Current areas of entomological research
and pest management. Course may be
repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
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ENT 840: Insect Ecology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (even numbered years)
Pr1nc1ples of insect ecology. population
dynamics and natural regulating mecha
n1sms of insect populations: effect of
environment on distribution and abundance of insects
ENT 843: Insect Pathology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (odd numbered years)
Insect diseases. their etiology. symptomatology and epizoot1ology; infectious diseases caused by viruses, bacteria, fungi
and protozoa. ecological significance of
these pathogens. their practical applications 1n med1c1ne and agriculture. Prerequisites : ENT 301 or permission of
the instructor.
ENT 853: Applied Systematics 3 er.
(2 a~d ~) S (even numbered years)
Application of evolutionary principles to
resolution of contemporary zoological
problems; legal issues and technical skills
for efficient operation of international
z?ological information storage and retrieval system. Prerequisite: A taxonomic
course in entomology or zoology or permission of instructor.
ENT 860: Insect Pest Management
3 er. (3 and 0) S (even numbered
years)
Application of ecological principles to the
~anagem_ent or control of insect populations; ma1or factors influencing insect
population fluctuations~ integrated systems including biological , cultural, physical, chemical and other techniques forming
a unified multifaceted approach based
on applied ecology.
ENT 863 : Special Problems in
Entomology, 1-3 er. (0 and 3-9)
Entomological research not related to
thesis. Prerequ isite : Permission of instructor.
ENT 870: Insect Physiology and
Molecular Biology 4 er. (3 and 3)
Advanced instruction on the structure and
function of insect physiological processes
at the molecular, cellular and tissue levels; physiological and molecular mechanisms underlying the various internal
syst~ms of insects. The laboratory emphasizes hands-on experimentation and
the scientific writing technique to report
experimental findings . Prerequisites :
ENT 301 , CH 223 , and BIOL 111 or
permission of instructor.
ENT 891 : Master's Thesis Research
credit to be arranged
'
ENT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Experimental Statistics
Hoke S. Hill, Jr.. Chair, Faculty of Experimental
Statistics
Advanced degrees in experimental statistics
are not awarded. A minor is offered at the
master's and doctoral levels. Courses are offered for students majoring in other disciplines.
Courses to be used to satisfy a minor should be
approved by this department at the beginning
of the student's program. At the master's level,
minimum requirements are eight credit hours
of 800-level courses with one hour of EX ST
811 acceptable. At the doctoral level, minimum
requirements are 12 credit hours of 800-level
courses with up to four hours of EX ST 811
acceptable

EX ST 611: Statistical Methods for
Process Development and Control ,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
~xperimental design techniques for use
1n process development; application of
screening experiments and response
surface experiments; techniques for process control with implications for product quality control; use of statistical computer analyses and 1nterpretat1ons including computer generated graphics.
Prerequisite: MTHSC 206 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
EX ST 662: Statistics Applied to
Econom ics, 3 er. (3 and O) F
c .ont1nuat1on of EX ST 301 with emphasis on stat1st1cal methods used 1n the
collection analysis. presentation and
1nterpretat1on of economic data ; time
series analysis ; construction of index
numbers, designing samples for surveys
1n the social science fields . Prerequ isite: EX ST 301.
EX ST 801: Statistical Methods I, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F, S
Role and application of stat1st1cs 1n research ; est1mat1on, test of s1gn1f1cance
analysis of variance, multiple compar1~
son techniques, basic designs, mean
square expectations, variance components analysis, simple and multiple linear regression and correlation , and nonparametric procedures . P rereq u I site:
Permission of instructor.
EX ST 802 : Statistical Methods 11, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Extended coverage of several methods
introd_u ced in EX ST 801 : multiple re~ress1on ~odel building and diagnostics, expenm~nt design and analysis, and
nonparametric methods; mixed models
and .repeated measures analyses; categorical data analysis; multivariate methods and s~n:tpling designs; appropriate
use of stat1st1cal software. Prerequisite:
EX ST 801.
EX ST 803: Regression and Least
Square~ Analysi~ , 3 er. (3 and O) F
~egress1on .8:nalys1s: simple and multiple
linear, curv1l1near and multiple curvilin ear; curve fitting; least squares and computer techniques for fitting of constants
and analysis of planned experiments
Prerequisite: EX ST 801.
·
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EX ST 804: Sampling, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Principles of scientific sampling ; fin ite
population sam pling; sim ple random
stratified, multistage and systematic sam~
piing; optimum allocation; methods of
obtaining, processing and reporting survey information; sampling as re lated to
the environment, natural resources, and
social and economic problems. Prerequisite: EX ST 801.
EX ST 805: Design and Analysis of
Experiments , 3 er. (3 and O) F
Basic designs and analysis; dat~ transformations; single degree of freedom
orthogonality and responses in ANO VA:
covariance; response surfaces; incomplete blocks; introduction to least squares
analysis of experiments; uses of standard computer programs for selected
analyses. Prereq1
u isite : EX ST 801.

s

'

I

EX ST 811: Special Problems in
Experimental Statistics, 1-3 er.
(0 and 2·6)
Statistical aspects of an individualized
research problem; determining an appropriate experimental design; pert orm1ng proper analyses and generating eff ect1ve reports .
EX ST 812: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0) S
Topics 1n applied statistics not covered
1n other courses. May be repeated for
d1ff erent topics.

Horticulture
Calvin L Shoullles Acting Chair, Department of
Horticulture

Majors

Degrees

Horticulture

MS

Plant Physiology

PhD

The Master of Science degree is offered in
flonculture, woody ornamentals, vegetable
crops, pomology and turf grass management.
Candidates are required to conduct original
research leading to a thesis.
The department participates in the plant
health option of the interdisciplinary Master of
Agriculture degree and in interdepartmental
programs awarding the Doctor of Philosophy
de~ree with a major 1n plant physiology, genetics and .toed technology. The Ph.D. program requires the performance of original
research leading to a dissertation.
Research concentrations are ottered in
~ole~ular biology, plant breeding and genetics, tissue. culture, weed science, photomorphog.enes1s, post harvest physiology. stress
physiology, ~rop production physiology, landscape design and plant nutrition. Each
student's degree program is tailored to his or
her professional goals with the guidance of an
advisor and graduate committee. All graduate
students in horticulture must select an advisor
before admission. Graduate students 1n both
the ~.S. and Ph.D. degree programs are
required to e~roll in HORT 809 (fall semester)
~nd 810 (spring semester). Current information can be found on our Internet Web page :
http://agweb.clemson.edulhortlhortmain.htm.

H O RTI CUL T U RE

HORT 606: Nursery Technology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Principles and techniques in handling
nursery crops. Prerequisites: HORT 303,
305.

HORT 612: Turf Management, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Warm and cool season turfgrasses in
relation to value, use, regional adaptation, establishment, soils and cultural
practices; influence of environ mental,
cultural and genetic factors on turf quality and serviceability; identification of
grass and weed species and discussion
of programs for the management of lawns,
parks, roadsides and golf courses. Prerequisite: BIOL 103 or equivalent.
HORT 615: Foliage Plants for Interior
Utilization, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
(odd numbered years)
Application of foliage plant requirements
for their selection and maintenance in
interior environments. Laboratories include plant identification , experiment and
graphic representation . Prerequisites:
BIOSC 205/206, HORT 101 and permission of instructor.
HORT 633 (AGRON 633): Integrated
Weed Management for Agronomic
and Horticultural Crops,
3 er. (2 and 2) S
Weed management systems consisting
of cultural, chemical and biological meth ods for the ma1or agronomic and horticultural crops of South Carol ina; problem-solving methodology and herbicide
injury diagnosis . Prerequisite: AGRON
407 or equ ivalent introductory weed
•
science.
HORT 652: Tree Fruit Culture and
Physiology, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Fruit bud formation , rest period and water relations of fru it plants , soils, fru it
setting ; orchard soil management and
responses of various fru its to fe rtili zers ;
principles of prun ing , effect of cl imatic
differences, freezing of tissues and means
of avoiding injury ; harvesting , transpo rtation and storage . Prerequisite: HORT
101 or consent of instructor.
HORT 655: Small Fruit Crops, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (even numbered years)
Taxonomical , morphological and physiological characteristics of small fruit crops
as they relate to the study of horticul tural characteristics, culture, production ,
harvesting and handling of both commercial and home-grown grapes , blueberries, strawberries , brambles and kiwifruit. Prerequisite: HORT 101 or permission of instructor.
HORT 656: Vegetable Crops, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F
Principles and practices employed tn the
commercial growing and marketing of
vegetable crops with emphasis on plant
characteristics, cultivars, management
practices, harvest, quality factors and
grading, storage, economic importance
and areas of production .

HORT 661: Problems in Landscape
Design, 4 er. (3 and 3) S
Landscape planning for larger residential properties, schools, industrial plants,
real estate developments; detailed finished plans; further study of materials
used; original problems; field study. Prerequisite: HORT 308, 407 or permission
of instructor.
HORT 665 (BIOSC 665): Plant Molecular
Biology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental plant processes at both the
cellular and molecular levels including
genome structure and organization (both
nuclear and organellar); regulation of gene
expression and its role in cellular and
whole-plant processes; transposable
genetic elements; applications for biotechnology. Prerequisites: Junior standing or permission of instructor and BIOSC
304 or 305 and GEN 302.
HORT 670: Horticulture and Human
Well-Being, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Role of horticulture in human well -being
(physical and mental); adaptive hort1cu 1tural techniques and activities suitable
for individuals with special needs (impaired, disabled, handicapped). Students
w ill plan, perform and report on supervised and independent horticultural activities with selected special individuals
or groups
HORT 671: Advanced Internship, 1-6 er.
(0 and 2-12)
Preplanned work experience under competent supervision in approved agency
dea li ng with horticultura l endeavors
Designed to give advanced students on the -job learn ing opportunities to apply
acquired knowledge and skills. Monthly
reports and final departmental seminar
required . Undergraduates may accumu late a maximum of six credits for participation in HORT 271 and/or 4 71 . Prerequisites: Junior standing and permission
of instructor.
HORT 672: Garden Experiences in
Youth Development, 2 er. (1 and 3)
Role of garden ing and related outdoor
experiences in enhancement of educational development. self-esteem and prosocial behavior in elementary school
children . Prerequisites: Senior standing and permission of instructor.
HORT 701: Horticulture: Plant and
Environmental Science, 3 er.
(2 and 3) SS
Scope of South Carolina horticulture and
how 1t affects the quality of life economically and aesthetically ; environmental
responsibil1t1es ; methods of teaching plant
principles . Three-day statewide field trip
to horticultural industries included . Not
to be taken for credit by graduate students in horticulture .

HORT 802: Research Systems In
Horticulture, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Current trends, developments and techniques in horticultural research . Prerequisites: CH 223 and 227, or CH 201 and
PHYS 207, or BIOCH 210.
HORT 806: Postharvest Physiology and
Handling of Horticultural Crops,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
(even numbered years)
Principles, developments and research
findings dealing with physiological and
biochemical changes and processes
occurring in horticultural plant organs after
harvest; biological aspects of methods
and practices relating to harvesting,
handling, transportation and storage of
horticultural commodities for fresh market. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601 and
402/602 or equivalent.
HORT 809: Seminar I, 1 er. (1 and 0) F
Current topics 1n horticulture prepared
and presented by the student.
HORT 810: Seminar II, 1 er. (1 and 0) S
Continuation of HORT 809.
HORT 812: Special Problems in
Horticulture, 1-4 er. (1-4 and 0)
Research not related to a thesis Course
may be repeated for credit, but total credit
may not exceed four hours. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
HORT 813: Photomorphogenesis, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Regulatory role of light quality ·n plant
development (photomorphogenes1s) and
its consequences 1n and appl ications for
crop production Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 /601 and 402 602 or perm 1ss1on of
instructor; BOT 823 preferred .
HORT 814 : Environmental Plant Stress
Physiology, 3 er. (2 and 2) F
Environmental stresses associated with
water (drought, waterlogg1ng), temperature . light and air pollution w ith quantitative treatment of stress effects on plants ~
mechanisms by which plants may avoid .
to lerate or modify stress effects on plant
growth and function at the molecular,
cellular and whole-plant levels. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 601 and 402 602 or
permission of instructor
HORT 851 (BOT 851 ): Plant Anatomy,
3 er. (2 and 3) S (odd numbered
years}
Origin , development and comparative
structures of tissues, systems and organs of higher plants . Prerequisite:
BIOSC 652 or permission of instructor.
HORT 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

HORT 800: Topics in Horticultural
Science, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Timely topics in horticultural science. May
be repeated for a total of four credits, as
topics and instructors vary. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
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HORT 921: Plant Physiology
Colloquium (BOT 921 ), 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Topics from current plant physiology literature provide a forum for criticizing
research, conceiving new research ideas,
developing research outlines and proposals , and integrating knowledge from
various subd1sciplines of plant physiology. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601 and 402/602 or
permission of instructor.
HORT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research , credit to be arranged

Plant Pathology
Stephen A. Lewis, Chair, Department of Plant
Pathology and Physiology
Major

Degrees

Plant Pathology

M.S., Ph.D.

Graduate tra1n1ng in plant pathology 1s
designed to help students understand principles and techniques used to diagnose plant
problems; prevent and control diseases of
plants. develop integrated pest management
programs: engage 1n research involving plant
disease. causal agents and host-pathogen
interactions; and teach plant pathology. Current research interests include microbial ecology: molecular genetics as applied to diseases of plants. nematology and virology·
diseases of field . fruit and vegetable crops
biological, integrated pest management and
agrochemical approaches to plant disease
control.
Candidates for the M S degree are required to complete research presented in a
thesis form . A minimum of 24 semester hours
of course work is required. Research presented as a dissertation 1s required of Ph.D.
candidates No specific number of credit hours
of course work 1s required for the Ph.D. About
24 credit hours beyond the M.S. are suggested as a minimum.
The Department of Plant Pathology and
Physiology part1c1pates in the plant health
option of the interdisciplinary Master of Agriculture degree
Undergraduate programs in a crop sci ence or general biology provide a good background for graduate work 1n plant pathology
PL PA 601: Plant Pathology, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
lnterrelat1onsh1ps among fungi, nematodes, bacteria. viruses and mycoplasmas as causal agents of plant diseases,
their hosts, and the environment. Dis eases caused by abiot1c factors, symptom development, d1agnos1s, economics, control and relationship of plant diseases to human welfare are studied using
examples of economically important diseases. Prerequisites: BIOL 103, 104 or
equivalents.
PL PA 602: Diseases of Ornamental
Plants, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
(odd numbered years)
Survival mechanisms, life cycles, hostparasite relationships, symptomatology,
diagnosis , economics and integrated
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control of infectious diseases ; causal
factors, diagnosis and control strategies
of noninfectious diseases of ornamental
plants . Prerequisites: PL PA 401 or
equivalent.

eases including practical and theoretical
coverage of chemical, physical and biological means of plant disease control.
Prerequisites: PL PA 401 and organic
chemistry.

PL PA 606 (ENT 606): Diseases and
Insects of Turfgrasses, 3 er.
(2 and 2) F
Host-parasite relationships, sym ptomatology , diagnosis, economics, and con trol of infectious and noninfectious diseases of turfgrasses ; life histories, diagnosis and control of important insect pests
of turfgrasses . Prerequisites: ENT 301
and PL PA 401 or equivalents.

PL PA 802: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0-6)
Current advances in phytopathology and
physiology, diseases of specific crops
and specialized laboratory protocol. May
be repeated for credit. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

PL PA 611: Plant Disease Diagnosis,
2 er. (1 and 2) SS (odd numbered
years)
Methods and procedures used in the d1 agnos1s of plant diseases, especially late
spring and early summer diseases , basic techniques of pure culture and 1dentificat1on of plant pathogens and Koch's
postulates ; diagnosis of a wide variety of
diseases of cultivated and wild plants.
Prerequisite: PL PA 401 or equivalent.
PL PA 651: Bacterial Plant Pathogens,
3 er. (2 and 3) F
(odd numbered years)
Nature. development and control of plant
diseases caused by bacteria: taxonomic
considerations. host-parasite relations and
techniques used in isolating, identifying
and preserving bacterial plant pathogens.
Prerequisite : MICRO 305, PL PA 401
or permission of instructor.
PL PA 656 : Plant Virology , 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (odd numbered years)
Plant viruses with emphasis on the ir
morphology, biochemistry, purification and
transmission; symptoms resulting from
virus infection: virus-vector relationships;
serological procedures ; importance and
control of plant virus diseases. Prerequisites : BIOL 103 and any biochemistry
or plant physiology course.
PL PA 658 : Plant Parasitic Nematodes,
3 er. (2 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Morphology and taxonomy of stylet-bearrng nematodes and their relationship with
plant diseases. Prerequisites: BIOL 103.
104 or 110, 111 .
PL PA 800: Advanced Plant Pathology,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Economic and social significance and
history of plant pathology, host-parasite
1nteract1ons (host defense mechanisms,
mycotoxins. pathotoxins, mycoplasmas) ,
ecology (mycorrh1zae, pollution, soilborne
plant pathogens) , and disease loss and
appraisal. Selected pathogens illustrate
concepts and principles. Outside assignments introduce topics not covered in
class. Prerequisite: PL PA 401 .
PL PA 801: Epidemiology and Control
of Plant Diseases, 3 er. (3 and O) S
(even numbered years)
Epidemiology and control of plant dis-

PL PA 803: Fungal Plant Pathogens,
3 er. (1 and 6) S (odd numbered
years)
Plant pathogenic fungi including recognition of fungus disease symptoms, isolation of fungi that cause diseases, cultural features of fungi, morphological
characteristics, physiological reactions to
environment, disease cycles and management of pathogens and diseases .
Prerequisites: BIOL 104 or equivalent,
PL PA 401 and BIOSC 425/625.
PL PA 804: Physiological Plant
Pathology, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(even numbered years)
Interaction of pathogen and host in development of plant diseases: factors influencing infection; development of pathogen within host. Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 / 601 and 402/602, PL PA 401 and
organic chemistry.
PL PA 805 : Special Problems in Plant
Pathology, credit to be arranged
Research not related to a thesis. Prerequisites: PL PA 411 / 611 or equivalent.
and permission of instructor.
PL PA 807: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0) F, S
Areas of plant pathology and plant physiology not covered by formal courses.
Relevant literature is reviewed . Material
is organized and presented by students.
Graded on a pass/fail basis.
PL PA 809: Physiological Techniques
in Plant Pathology, 2 er. (1 and 3) S
(odd numbered years)
Techniques in separation science; qualitative and quantitative analysis of concern to students 1n plant pathology and
plant physiology. Prerequisite: Organic
chemistry or perm1ss1on of instructor.
PL PA 891: Master' s Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged
PL PA 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research , credit to be arranged

Plant Physiology
N. Dwight Camper, Program Coordinator, Department of Plant Pathology and Physiology
Major

Degree

Plant Physiology

Ph .D.

The graduate program in plant physiology
is interdisciplinary. Students may select
courses and a major area of research from the

PLANT PHY S I O L OGY

departments of Agronomy, Biological Sciences, Forest Resources, Horticulture, and
Plant Pathology and Physiology. Dissertation
projects are available in the Food Science
Department.

The following courses offered by various departments represent possible electives for the student in plant physiology.

AGRON 690: Beneficial Soil Organisms
in Plant Growth, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Aspects of biological nitrogen fixation,
mycorrh izal fungi, microbial-pesticide
interactions, bioremediation, nutrient
cycles and biological pest control related
to plant growth, soil/environmental quality; sustainable agriculture. Students who
desire laboratory experience in these
topics can register for AGRON 406 after
consultation with instructor. Prerequisites: AGRON 202, MICRO 305, PL PA
401 or permission of instructor.
AGRON 801: Crop Physiology and
Nutrition, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Basic concepts and physiologic aspects
of growth and culture applied to crop
management practices. Prerequisites:
BIOSC 401 /601 and 402/602 or equivalent.
AGRON 812: Crop Ecology and Land
Use, 3 er. (3 and 0) F (even
numbered years)
Concepts and factors affecting adaptation and distribution of crop plants; microclimate and crop response to environmental factors with modifications of
microclimate by agricultural operations ,
interactions among crop plants and between weeds and crop plants under field
conditions.
AGRON 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
BIOSC 618 (MICRO 618) (GEN 618):
Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids
Techniques, 4 er. (2 and 4) N
Basic training in the manipulation of
genetic information using recombinant
DNA technology; techniques 1n molecular cloning, Southern and Northern analyses, clone library construction . Prerequisite: BIOCH 210 or 301, MICRO 305
or permission of instructor.
BOT 821: Inorganic Plant Metabolism,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (odd numbered
years)
Plant, soil, water and nutrient relations;
permeability; uptake and translocation;
transpiration; mineral nutrition. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401/601 and 402/602 or
permission of instructor.
BOT 822: Organic Plant Metabolism,
3 er. (3 and 0) S (even numbered
years)
Respiration and photosynthesis; synthesis, trans location, storage, transformation and degradation of organic materi-

als, fats, carbohydrates, proteins, pigments and nucleic acids. Prerequisites:
BIOSC 601 and 602 and BIOCH 623 or
permission of instructor.

BOT 823: Plant Growth and
Development, 3 er. (3 and O) F
(even numbered years)
Vegetative and reproductive growth and
development from seed to maturity, flowering, fruiting and senescence; natural
and synthetic growth regulators; morphogenesis. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601
and 402/602, organic chemistry or permission of instructor.
BOT 824: Mode of Action of Growth
Substances, 4 er. (3 and 3) S
(odd numbered years)
Physiology and biochemistry of both
natural and synthetic growth regulators,
hormones, growth retardants , herbicides
and other inhibitors; methodology and
mechanism of action. Prerequisite:
BIOSC 401 /601 and 402/602 and general b1ochem1stry, or BOT 822 or perm1ss1on of instructor
BOT 850: Plant Tissue and Cell
Culture, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
(odd numbered years)
Methods and principles of plant tissue
and cell culture: cloning, embryogenes1s,
protoplast fusion , plant regeneration,
potential of plant genetic engineering .
Prerequisite: Introductory plant physiology or permission of instructor.
BOT 861: Plant Cell Biology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F (odd numbered years)
Structure, development and activities of
plant cells ; u ltrastructural organization
uniquely associated with dynamics of
cellular growth and development in plants.
Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601and402/
602 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
BOT 921 (HORT 921 ): Plant Physiology
Colloquium, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Topics from current plant physiology literature provide a forum for criticizing
research. conceiving new research ideas.
developing research outlines and proposals, and integrating knowledge from
various subdiscipl1nes of plant physiol ogy. May be repeated for credit . Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601 and 402/602 or
permission of instructor.
FOR 806: Advanced Silviculture Forest Tree Growth and
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Growth and development of economically
important forest tree species ; structure,
function, phenology and wood formation
related under forest stand conditions,
emphasizing manipulation of forest tree
growth by cultural practice; current research in growth and culture of forest
trees and stands. Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 /601 and 402/602 or permission of
instructor.

lated lignocellulosic substances and the
chemistry of individual wood components;
chemical reactions and applications of
cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin and
extractives.

FOR 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
HORT 800: Topics in Horticultural
Science, 1 er. (1 and O)
Timely topics in horticultural science. May
be repeated for a total of four credits, as
topics and instructors vary. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
HORT 802: Research Systems in
Horticulture, 3 er. (2 and 3) F (even
numbered years)
Current trends, developments and techniques in horticultural research. Prerequisites: CH 223 and 227, or CH 201 and
PHYS 207, or BIOCH 210.
HORT 806: Postharvest Physiology and
Handling of Horticultural Crops,
3 er. (3 and 0) S (even numbered
years)
Principles, developments and research
findings dealing with physiological and
biochemical changes and processes
occurring in horticultural plant organs
after harvest; biological aspects of methods and practices relating to harvesting,
handling , transportation and storage of
horticultural commodities for fresh market Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 /601 and
4021602 or equivalent.
HORT 813: Photomorphogenesis, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Regulatory role of light quality 1n plant
development (photomorphogenes1s) and
its consequences 1n and applications for
crop production. Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 1601 and 402/602 or permission of
instructor; BOT 823 preferred.
HORT 814: Environmental Plant Stress
Physiology, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Environmental stresses associated with
water (drought. waterlogg1ng), temperature. light and air pollution with quantitative treatment of stress effects on plants;
mechanisms by which plants may avoid,
tolerate or modify stress effects on plant
growth and function at the molecular,
cellular and whole-plant levels. Prerequisites: BIOSC 401 1601 and 402/602 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
HORT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
PL PA 804: Physiological Plant
Pathology, 3 er. (3 and 0) F (even
numbered years)
Interaction of pathogen and host in development of plant diseases; factors influencing infection; development of pathogen within host. Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 /601 and 402/602, PL PA 401 and
organic chemistry.

FOR 825: Wood Chemistry, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (even numbered years)
Chemical composition of wood and re-
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PL PA 809: Physiological Techniques
in Plant Pathology, 2 er. (1 and 3) S
(odd numbered years)
Techniques in separation science; qualitative and quantitative analysis of concern to students in plant pathology and
plant physiology. Prerequisite: Organic
chemistry or permission of instructor.

PL PA 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
PL PH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

SCHOOi. OF NA TURAI.
AND RECREATIONAi.
RESOURCES
8 . Allen Dunn, Director

Aquaculture, Fisheries and
Wildlife Biology
John R Sweenev Chair Department of Aquaculture Fisheries and Wiidiife

Aquaculture Fisheries and
Wildlife Biology

M S Ph D

Those who are interested 1n pursuing a
graduate degree 1n aquaculture, fisheries or
wildlife should have sound undergraduate
training 1n the b1olog1cal or related sciences.
Initially, applicants should contact the faculty
members whose research interests are closest to their own. Programs of study are designed to emphasize relat1onsh1ps between
wild animals and their changing environments
and production of aquatic organisms.
Admission to either the masters program
or the doctoral program will require acceptance by the Graduate School and the Graduate Student Adm1ss1on Committee of AFW
The Graduate Student Adm1ss1on Committee
of AFW will base their acceptance recommendation to the Graduate School on previous
course work, GAE scores, letters of recommendation, undergraduate background and
current research interests. Students are required to have completed a BS/BA degree,
preferably in a natural science, with a m1n1mum of 30 semester hours 1n natural sciences. In add1t1on, an MS 1n natural resource
biology or related area usually 1s preferred,
but not required , for acceptance into the doctoral program. Students approved for acceptance without the appropriate course background will be required to make up these
deficiencies as outlined by the Graduate Student Admission Committee and consistent
with Graduate School admission policies.
Requirements for the MS 1n aquaculture,
fisheries and wildlife include 24 semester hours
of course work , six hours of research credits
(WFB 891 ), an acceptable thesis based on
original research , and satisfactory performance on a final oral examination. Additional
course work usually includes subjects such
as experimental statistics, biological sciences ·
and forestry . Concentrations are offered in
aquaculture, conservation biology, upland and
wetland wildlife biology, endangered species
biology, freshwater fisheries science and
marine fisheries science.

There are no specific credit hour requirements beyond 30 semester hours of postbaccalaureate course work and 19 hours of
doctoral dissertation research for the Ph.D. in
fisheries and wildlife science. However, the
student's advisory committee will insist on a
rigorous and appropriate program of study
and research. Students will be required to
take, or have taken, at least two semesters of
graduate statistics and two semesters of 800
level seminars in fisheries and wildlife science
or related areas. Students must also have a
minimum of one semester of professional
experience, which will be evaluated by the
student's advisory committee. Examples of
appropriate professional experience are teaching assistantships, internships or cooperative
study program participants, or natural resource
agency employees. Other course requirements will be identified by the student's advisory committee and will include specific
courses according to the elected emphasis
area. The three emphasis areas are: fisheries
biology, wildlife biology and conservation biology.
Research opportunities for graduate students are enhanced by cooperative programs
with the S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources
Department, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
Cooperative Research Unit at Clemson, Savannah River Ecology Laboratory. Webb Wildlife Research Center and Waddell Mar1culture
Center. The department also 1s associated
with the Institute of Wiidiife and Environmental Toxicology and the National Council for Air
and Stream Improvement Eastern W1ldhfe
Program. The graduate program 1n wildlife
biology 1s accredited by the Southeastern
Section of The Wildlife Society

W F B 612: Wiidiife Management, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Basic pr1nc1ples and general practices of
wildlife management and conservation ,
ma1or problems concerning the management of wildlife resources with emphasis
on upland game species. Laboratory
includes practical work on the Clemson
Un1vers1ty woodlands and field trips to
areas where wildlife management 1s being
practiced.

W F B 614 : Wiidiife Nutrltlonal
Ecology, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Concepts of how terrestrial wildlife obtains and utilizes energy and nutrients 1n
wild ecosystems; energy and nutrient
availability 1n the ecological context of
distr1but1on , flow and cycling 1n natural
and modified foraging areas: physiology
of digestion for major homeotherms .
Prerequisite: FOR 415 or WFB 412.

W F B 616: Fishery Biology, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Principles underlying freshwater fish production, major groups of freshwater fishes
and their habitats, identification, age and
growth, fecundity, food habits, populations estimation, environmental evaluation, management practices and fish
culture. Prerequisites: One year of introductory biology and junior standing.

W F B 630: Wiidiife Conservation
Polley, 3 er. (3 and O)
Ecological rationale and management
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implications of public policy designed for
the conservation of American wildlife
resources. Emphasis is on managed-land
issues. Prerequisite: W F B 350 or permission of the instructor.

W F B 650: Aquaculture, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Basic aquacultural techniques applied to
freshwater and marine organisms; past
and present culture of finfishes and
shellfishes around the world; principles
underlying fish production; water quality, feeding and nutrition as they influence production of cultured aquatic organisms. Prerequisites: One year of
general biology and junior standing.

W F B 651: Fish Hatchery Management,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Pr1nc1ples of fish hatchery management
1nclud1ng hatchery design, water-quality
management, fish-health monitoring, fry
and f1ngerhng production, genetics and
transport techniques; hatchery management techniques for sport-fish enhancement and endangered species recovery
programs Prerequisites: One year of
general chemistry and one year of general biology

W F B 660: Warmwater Fish Diseases,
2 er. (2 and 0) SS
(even numbered years)
Diseases in warmwater fish including
1nfect1ous and non1nfect1ous processes.
Prerequisites: One year of general biology. 1un1or standing and perm1ss1on of
instructor

W F B 662: Wetland Wiidiife Blology,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Wetland w1ldhfe habitats emphasizing
class1flcat1on by physical, chemical and
b1olog1cal character1st1cs; the importance
of wetland habitat for management and
production of wetland w1ldhfe species.
Prerequisites: BIOL 103 and 104; or
110111

W F B 669 (ENT 669): Aquatic Insects,
3 er. (1 and 6) S
(odd numbered years)
ldent1f1cat1on, hfe history, habitats and
1nterrelat1onsh1ps of aquatic insects; techniques of qualitative field collecting; important literature and research workers.
Prerequisite: ENT 301 or permission of
instructor.

W F B 712: Wiidiife Conservation for
Teachers, 2-3 er. (2-3 and 0)
Pr1nc1ples and practices of wildlife conservation providing an overview of wildlife diversity, ecology and management
1n the state; population census, wildlife
identification, capture and habitat management of game and nongame species.
For in-service teachers only. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

W F B 716: Biology of Fishes for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Biology of fishes for in-service science
teachers: overview of fish diversity, ecology, conservation and management.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

F O RE S T

W F B 809: Seminar in Wildlife and
Fisheries Science, 1 er. (1 and O) S
Current literature and research in fisheries and wildlife sciences. One or more
presentations required . May be repeated
for a maximum of four credits.

wildlife populations such as size, density, survival, natality and movement
patterns; underlying assumptions, statistical properties and proper interpretation
of contemporary quantitative methodology . Prerequisite: EX ST 801 .

W F B 810: Publishing in Natural
Resource Journals, 2 er. (2 and 0) S
(odd numbered years)
Principles of preparing research manuscripts for publication in natural resource
journals including searching the literature, communicating with editors, responding to reviews, publication ethics and
performing peer reviews.

W F B 840: Fish Management, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (odd numbered years)
Principles and techniques of managing
aquatic systems for recreational and/or
commercial fishing emphasizing streams,
rivers , estuaries and impoundments .
Laboratory work includes demonstration
and application of management techniques
and field trips to observe management
practices. Prerequisite: W F B 416/616
or ZOOL 463/663 or permission of instructor.

W F B 812: Conservation and Ecology
of Endangered Species, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F (even numbered years)
Processes by which species become
endangered or extinct; state, federal and
international strategies for species recovery. Students write a species recovery plan. Prerequisite: Graduate stand ing in a life science major or permission
of instructor.
W F B 813: Conservation and Ecology
of Wildlife in the Tropics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Tropical ecosystems emphasizing the
ecology and conservation of wildlife species in the neotropics , special problems
associated with tropical conservation .
Prerequisite: BIOSC 441 or equ ivalent .
W F B 815: Principles of Wildlife
Biology, 3 er. (2 and 3) F (even
numbered years)
Theories and principles appl icable to
wildlife biology emphasizing upland game
•
species .
W F B 816: Applied Wildlife Biology,
3 er. (2 and 3) S (even numbered
years)
Techniques and practices involved in
management of wildl ife species emphasizing upland game.
W F B 818: Waterfowl Ecology and
Management, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
(odd numbered years)
Identification. ecology and management
of waterfowl. Laboratory work includes
demonstration and application of relevant
waterfowl management techniques, current literature topics and field trips . Prerequisite: BIOSC 441 /641 or W F B 412/
612 or permission of instructor.
W F B 820: Seminar in Avian Ecology,
1 er. (1 and 0) N
Current issues in avian ecology. Students
read extensively from recent literature in
avian ecology and are responsible for
leading and participating in discussions
of current research. May be repeated for
credit. Prerequisite: Graduate standing
in a life science or related course of study.
W F B 830: Estimation of Animal
Population Parameters, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Techniques for sampling and estimation
of parameters of free-ranging fish and

W F B 860: Diagnostic Procedures of
Warmwater Fish Diseases, 2 er.
(1 and 2) SS (odd numbered years)
Warmwater fish disease d1agnost1c procedures employing proper protocol and
procedures to be followed by a fish disease diagnostician Corequisite: W F B
460/660 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
W F B 861: Selected Topics, 1-4 er.
(1-4 and 0)
Current areas of aquaculture , fisheries
and wildlife management and research.
May be repeated for credit . Prerequisite: Perm ission of instructor.
W F B 863: Special Problems in Wildlife
and Fisheries Biology, 1-3 er.
(0 and 3-9)
Research not related to a thesis. Credit
varies with problems selected. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
W F B 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
W F B 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Forest Resources
Thomas E. Wooten , Interim Chair, Department of
Forest Resources

Major

Degrees

Forest Resources

M. F. R. , M.S .,
Ph.D.

Enrollment in the Master of Forest Resources and Master of Science program s 1s
open to students who have earned a baccalaureate degree in forestry, forest products or
a related field. A master's degree. preferably
in a forestry discipline, is required for enroll ment in the Doctor of Philosophy program.
The candidate may be required to satisfy undergraduate deficiencies before being admitted to full status.
The Master of Forest Resources , a
nonthesis degree, requires a minimum of 36
semester hours of graduate course work with
at least 18 of the required hours coming from
courses numbered 700 or above.
A formal thesis is required for the Master of
Science and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees. The Master of Science degree requires

RE SOU R C E S

a minimum of 24 semester hours of course
work and six hours of research. The Doctor of
Philosophy degree requires a minimum of 16
semester hours of course work and 18 hours
of research. For both degrees, one-half of the
semester hours must be courses numbered
800 and above .
FOR 600: Public Relations in Natural
Resources, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Identifying relevant policies, their characteristics and acceptance to natural resource management and techniques of
maintaining appropriate public relations .
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
FOR 602: Forest Resource
Measurements II, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Practical application of statistical and
mensurational techniques in forest management. Prerequisites: EX ST 301, FOR
253 or consent of instructor.
FOR 604: Forest Resource Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic problems and principles involved in the utilization of forest resources
and distribution of forest products ; analysis
of integrated forest operations. Prerequisite: ECON 200 or consent of instructor.
FOR 607: Forest Operations, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Theory and practice of conducting forestry operations emphasizing methods ,
analysis of associated cost and productive rates for timber harvesting and other
mechanized field operations. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of
instructor ..
FOR 608: Aerial Photographs in
Forestry, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Photograph ic measurements , aerial
photointerpretat1ons, mapping and timber estimating Prerequisite: Forestry
summer camp or consent of instructor.
FOR 609: Multiple-Use Forestry, 2 er.
(2 and O} S
The demand placed on forests for a variety of products and uses; how these
can and must be reconciled in planning
the management of each forest. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of
instructor.
FOR 611: Harvesting Forest Products,
3 er. (2 and 3) S
Appl1cat1on of engineering and cost-analysis techniques to the evaluation of the
forest transport system and various harvesting situations. Prerequisite: FOR 407
or permission of instructor.
FOR 612: Forest Protection, 2 er.
(2 and 0) S
Prevention and suppression of forest fires;
their effect upon the environment and
people; factors affecting fire behavior;
use of fire in resource management.
Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
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FOR 613: Integrated Forest Pest
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Nature and control of pests of forest trees
and products focusing on the relation of
pests to silviculture, management and
natural forest ecosystems. Prerequisite:
Junior standing in forest resource management.

FOR 622: Forest Products International
Trade, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Major supply regions, major trade flows,
international demand, trade patterns, and
industry structure and practices involved
in international trade of forest products.
Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.

FOR 614: Forest Management Plans,
2 er. (2 and 0) S
Analysis of factors entering into forest
working plans of several forestry organizations ; preparation of a preliminary
management plan of a sample area.
Prerequisite: FOR 417.

FOR 623: Current Issues in Natural
Resources, 2 er. (2 and 0) F, S
Lectures in various fields of forestry delivered by selected representatives from
forest industries, consultants, agencies,
associations and other forestry operations. Course will not be taught when
enrollment is less than 15. To be taken
pass/fail only. Prerequisite: Junior standing or permission of instructor.

FOR 615: Forest Wildlife Management,
3 er. (2 and 3) S
Principles, practices and problems of
wildlife management with emphasis on
upland forest game species ; habitat manipulation through use of appropriate silvicultural practices in association with
other techniques. Prerequisite: FOR 31 O
or permission of instructor.
FOR 616: Forest Policy and
Administration, 2 er. (2 and 0) F
Development, principles and legal provi sions of forest policy in the United States ;
administrative and executive management
in forestry.
FOR 617: Forest Resource Management
and Regulation, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Fundamental principles and analytical
techniques in planning , management and
optimization of forest operations. Prerequisites: FOR 302, 304, 308, 31 O and
forestry summer camp.
FOR 618: Forest Resource Valuation,
2 er. (2 and O) F
Capital investment tools and their application to decision making among forestry
investment alternatives; valuation of land,
timber and other resources associated
with forestry, including the impact of 1nflat1on and taxes. Prerequisite: FOR 304
or permission of instructor.
FOR 620: Forest Products, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Primary forest products including lumber, poles and piles, veneers and plywoods , secondary wood products ; chemically derived products from wood including pulp and paper, distillation products,
wood hydrolysis; miscellaneous and minor forest products. Prerequisite: FOR
306, forestry summer camp or permission of instructor.
FOR 621: Biology and Silviculture of
Hardwood Forests, 2 er. (1 and 2) F
Silvics, growth and development of major hardwood species of North America
that will relate these biological characteristics to the ecology, silviculture and
utilization of the hardwood forests of the
Eastern United States. Prerequisite: FOR
205, 206, 306, 310 or permission of instructor.
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FOR 629: Wood Design, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Technical mechanical properties of wood ;
load analysis and design criteria; design
of structural elements in wood. Prerequisite: FOR 328 or permission of instructor.
FOR 631: Recreation Resource
Planning in Forest Management,
2 er. (1 and 3) S
Forest recreation as a component of multiple-use forest management; techniques
of planning; physical and biological effects on forest environments; forest site,
user and facility management.
FOR 632: Forest Site Capability, 2 er.
(2 and O) S
Analys is of use pressures on the forest
land base and their effects on the capability of the forest to satisfy resource demands; productivity and sensitivity of sites.
Prerequisite: Senior standing in forestry
or perm1ss1on of instructor.
FOR 641: Properties of Wood Products,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic properties of wood including the
hygroscopic, thermal, electrical, mechanical and chemical properties ; standard testing procedures for wood. Prerequisite:
Junior standing of perm ission of instructor.
FOR 642: Manufacture of Wood
Products I, 3 er. (3 and O)
Manufacture of lumber, plywood, millwork,
poles, piles and railroad ties; drying and
preservation of wood products ; product
classifications, grades and uses. Prerequisite: FOR 221 or permission of instructor.
FOR 643: Manufacture of Wood
Products II, 3 er. (3 and O)
Manufacture of particleboard, flake-board,
oriented-strand board, fiberboard and paper products ; their physical, mechanical
and chemical properties ; their applications. Prerequisite: FOR 221 or permission of instructor.
FOR 644: Forest Products Marketing
and International Trade, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Marketing and international trade practices currently employed by the forest
products industry and the application of

basic marketing principles and global trade
concepts in the industry's current and
future environment. Prerequisite: FOR
442 or 443 or permission of instructor.

FOR 645: Forest Products and the
Environment, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Use of wood as a basic material and its
impact on the environment; environmental
issues affecting wood processing, pulp
and paper, and preservation industries;
reuse and recycle of wood and paper
wastes and the development of composites from these wastes. Prerequisite:
FOR 442 or permission of instructor.
FOR 646: Wood Products Applications
and Specifications, 3 er. (3 and O)
Application of lumber, plywood, particleboard, waferboard , oriented-strand board
and treated-wood products in building
construction; proper application of load
tables, allowable span and spacing . Prerequisite: FOR 442 or 443 or permission of instructor.
FOR 651 (ES E 651) (AG E 651):
Newman Seminar and Lecture
Series in Natural Resources
Engineering, 1 er. (0 and 2) S, F
Topics dealing with the development and
protection of land, air, water and related
resources will be covered by seminar
with instructor and by invited lecturers.
Current environmental and/or resource
conservation issues will be addressed.
Prerequisites: Senior or graduate standing, consent of instructor.
FOR 660: Silvlculture I, 3 er. (3 and 2)
Theory and practice of establishing, mainta1n1ng and harvesting forest stands in
accordance with ecological and economic
pr1nc1ples Prerequisites: FOR 206 and
forestry summer camp or consent of instructor.
FOR 662: Silviculture II, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Forest management practices that affect
ability of the land to produce multiple
forest resources with emphasis on water, nutrients, and fire. Prerequisite: FOR
401 or permission of instructor.
FOR 707: Special Problems in Forestry,
1-3 er. (1-3 and O}
Directed individual study of a special problem 1n an applied field of forestry. Written report of study results required.
FOR 802: Advanced Mensuration, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (even numbered years)
Continuation of FOR 602 emphasizing
specialized sampling techniques and statistical methods often required only in
forestry ; compilation of timber volume
tables; forest survey problems. Prerequisites: EX ST 301 and FOR 302/602 or
permission of instructor.
FOR 804: Advanced Forest Economics,
3 er. (2 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Examination, discussion and application
of economic principles to forestry problems in use of land, labor and capital;
use of theory in problems of resource
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allocation and efficiency in forest management. Prerequisites: FOR 304/604
and 418/618 or permission of instructor.

of prescribed fire as an ecosystem management tool. Prerequisites: Graduate
standing or permission of instructor.

FOR 805: Forest Landscape
Ecosystems, 4 er. (3 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Three basic landscape components of
soils, landform and vegetation and their
interrelationships in forest ecosystems
emphasizing factors and processes of
soils as interacting components with landform and vegetation. Prerequisite: Graduate standing or permission of instructor.

FOR 814: Advanced Forest Resource
Management and Planning, 3 er.
(3 and O) S (odd numbered years)
Current forest resource management and
planning topics; operational emphasis
on application of various quantitative tools
to solve economic and management problems; advanced topics in forest regulation, forest valuation, mathematical programming and harvest scheduling, simulation , multiple-use alternatives and selected areas . Prerequisite: FOR 417/
617 or permission of instructor.

FOR 806: Advanced SilvicultureForest Tree Growth and
Development, 3 er. (3 and O) F
(odd numbered years)
Growth and development of economically
important forest tree species; structure,
function, phenology and wood formation
related under forest stand conditions emphasizing manipulation of forest tree
growth by cultural practice; current research in growth and culture of forest
trees and stands. Prerequisites: BIOSC
401 /601 and 402/602 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.
FOR 807: Special Problems in Forestry,
credit to be arranged
Special problems in forestry research
methods that do not directly pertain to
the candidate 's thesis .
FOR 808: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0) F, S
Research and current developments in
forestry ; students and staff participate.
May be taken up to two semesters for
credit. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
FOR 809: Products Biodeterioratlon,
2 er. (1 and 3) F (even numbered
years)
Role of microorganisms in reducing the
strength, aesthetics and value of products in service emphasizing the deterioration of wood .
FOR 810: Forest Landscape
Ecosystems of the Great Smokey
Mountains, 2 er. (1 and 1)
Observation and measurements of species composition , community structure,
soil-site relationships, land use practices
within the forest ecosystems of Great
Smoky Mountains National Park; field
data interpreted and illustrated using ordination and classification techniques
common in ecological studies . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FOR 811: Forest Wetland Ecology and
Management, 2 er. (2 and O) S
Assessment of ecological processes and
how they influence forest wetland productivity, management and regulation.
Prerequisite: Introductory ecology or permission of instructor.
FOR 812: Fire Ecology and
Management, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Historical presence of fire in various regions of North America and its effects on
forests ; analysis of current fire management strategies with emphasis on usage

FOR 815: Systems Processes in
Natural Resources, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Use of system thinking and system analysis to define the issues, model , simulate
and evaluate alternatives for forest landscape problems and opportun1t1es Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
FOR 816 (PRTM 816): Remote Sensing
and GIS in Natural Resources, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (odd numbered years)
Practical application of computer mapping, spatial analysis and natural resource
inventory using remote sensing and geographical information systems . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FOR 825: Wood Chemistry, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (even numbered years)
Chemical composition of wood and related lignocellulosic substances and the
chemistry of individual wood components:
chemical reactions and applications of
cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin and extractives.
FOR 826: Applied Wood Mechanics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Stress and strain of wood and wood products , orthotropic elasticity, stiffness and
compliance matrices, application of elastic
theory to structural systems. creep and
relaxation of wood. theories and prediction of failure , analyses of layered wood
composites, determination of mechanical properties and allowable stresses.
FOR 827: Wood Physics., 3 er. (3 and O)
Thermodynamics and theories of moisture sorpt1on in wood products : transport
of moisture and heat. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FOR 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
FOR 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

APPLIED E CONO MI CS

SCHOOL OF APPLIED
SCIENCE AND
AGRIBUSINESS
Daniel B Smith, Lead Chair

Agricultural and Applied
Economics
Daniel B. Smith, Chair, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics

Majors

Degrees

Agricultural and
Applied Economics

M.S.

Applied Economics

Ph.D.

Graduate work in agricultural and applied
economics enables the student to attain a
higher degree of specialized professional competence and to secure a greater mastery of
techniques for applying quantitative economic
analysis to agricultural and natural resource
problems. Industry, government and universities offer challenging opportunities 1n research,
development. education, management and
other related areas for persons with advanced
training
Special emphasis in the graduate program
is placed on the economics of agricultural
production and marketing. economic development. analysis of government programs
and policies, and stat1st1cal techniques used
in solving economic and institutional problems. Flexibility is achieved through choice of
elective courses and selection of an M.S.
thesis or Ph.D. dissertation topic. A non-thesis option is available as well. There is no
language requirement for the M.S. or Ph.D
degree.
The Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics offers courses in support of
the Master of Agriculture degree, a nonthes1s
program.
In addition to applicants with baccalaureate degrees in agricultural economics and
related programs, the department encourages applications from students who have a
sound background in general economics In
many cases, such students may be admitted
to full graduate status without prerequisites
other than those required of all graduate students.

AP EC 602: Production Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic analysis of agricultural production involving the concept of the farm as
a firm, principles for dec1s1on making,
the quantitative nature and use of production and cost functions and their 1nterrelat1ons, and application of these principles to resource allocation 1n farms and
among areas. Prerequisites: AP EC 308
and ECON 314.
AP EC 603: Land Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Character1st1cs of land ; physical, legal,
social and economic principles and problems relating to the control and use of
land resources. Prerequisite: AP EC 202
or ECON 200.
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AP EC 609: Commodity Futures
Markets, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Economic theory, organization and operating principles of agricultural commodity futures markets in the United States;
speculating, hedging and investing in
agricultural commodity futures contracts
from the standpoint of the agribusiness
entrepreneur. Prerequisite: AP EC 202
or ECON 211.
AP EC 611 (C R D 611 ): Regional
Impact Analysis, 2 er. (2 and 0) F
Techniques for analysis of the growth
and decline of regions including economicbase theory , shift share, regional inputoutput, regional econometric models and
fixed impact models. Prerequisite: AP
EC 202 or ECON 211 and 212.
AP EC 612 (C R D 612): Spatial
Competition and Rural
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Development of rural economic activity
in the context of historical, theoretical
and policy aspects of friction associated
with spatial separation; location factors,
transfer costs, location patterns and regional-growth policy. Prerequisite: AP
EC 202 or ECON 211 or equivalent.
AP EC 613: Advanced Real Estate
Appraisal, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Highest and best use analysis, data collection and analyses; advanced appraisal
procedures for income, cost and comparable sales approach to real estate valuation; eminent domain, the appraisal of
property 1n transition and specialized property. Prerequisite: AP EC 313. FIN 307.
or perm1ss1on of instructor
AP EC 620: World Agricultural Trade,
3 er. (3 and O) S
Practical considerations of agricultural
trade and trade policy analysis; role of
international 1nstitut1ons; concepts of
agricultural trade, analysis of trade poli cies of ma1or trading partners 'compet1tors and export/import marketing of products. Prerequisite: AP EC 309, ECON
412 or permission of instructor.
AP EC 625: Aquaculture Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (alternate years)
Appl1cat1on of economics and business
principles by firms engaged 1n fish farming. Basic microeconomic theory applied
to aquacultural enterprises; financial management, investment analysis and marketing management; public policy affecting aquaculture; international aquaculture development. Prerequisites: AP EC
202 and 309 and W F B 350 or permission of instructor.
AP EC 626 (AGRON 626): Cropping
Systems Analysis, 3 er. (2 and 2) F
Application of agronomic and economic
principles 1n solving problems relating to
the production and marketing of agronomic crops. A major part of the course
will be a case study in which a detailed
analysis of a farm, agribusiness or environmental situation with students making formal written and oral presentations
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of results. Prerequisite: AP EC 202,
AGRIC 104, junior or senior standing.

AP EC 633: Agricultural Law and
Related Environmental Issues, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Agricultural and agricultural-related environmental legal issues; review of laws,
agencies, programs, court structure, torts,
taxation, biotechnology, land and water
use, regulated industry and environment
liabilities as they relate to agriculture and
natural resources. Prerequisite: LAW
322 or permission of instructor.
AP EC 652: Agricultural Policy, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Public agricultural policy programs in the
United States; critical examination of current and proposed government policies
and programs affecting the agricultural
sector of the economy; economic considerations as related to past and current farm price and income problems
Prerequisites: AP EC 302 and 309 .
AP EC 656: Prices, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Basic theory of price under competitive
conditions and various modifications; nature, measurement and causes of daily ,
seasonal and cyclical price fluctuations,
geographical price relationships; nature,
function and behavior of futures markets; government price programs. Prerequisites: AP EC 308, ECON 314, EX
ST 462.
AP EC 660: Agricultural Finance, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Principles and technique of financing in
the agricultural sector: capital situation
in agriculture, concepts of farm financial
management, use of credit, capital markets. lending agencies and estate planning Prerequisites: ACCT 200 or 201 ,
AP EC 202.
AP EC 675: Economics of Wildlife
Management and Policy, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Integrated approach to the study of the
economics of wildlife , determination of
market and nonmarket value, single and
multiple species management, enterprise
cost and returns , marketing wildlife leasing methods, complementary and compet1t1veness with agricultural and forestry
enterprises, and timber and crop damage cost estimates and control Prerequisite: AP EC 202 , ECON 200, FOR
304,W F B 306, or perm1ss1on of instructor.
AP EC 719: Professional Problems in
Agribusiness Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Concepts and principles of agribusiness
firm management; dec1s1on theory, information systems, systems analysis and
organization theory applied to the organization, adm1n1stration and management
of agriculturally related businesses.
AP EC 800 (ECON 800): History of
Economic Thought, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of economic thought from
early Greek to Keynesian economics; writ-

ings of major economists such as Smith,
Ricardo, Marx, Marshall and Keynes; development of major economic theories.

AP EC 801 (ECON 801 ): Microeconomic
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Microeconomic theory and its use to
analyze and predict the behavior of industries, firms and consumers under
various market conditions.
AP EC 802 (ECON 802): Advanced
Economic Concepts and
Applications, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Rigorous development of price theory
under alternative product and resource
market structures. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AP EC 804 (ECON 804): Applied
Mathematical Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Mathematical tools needed in economic
analysis; matrix algebra, differentiation,
unconstrained and constrained optimization , integration and linear programming.
AP EC 806 (ECON 806): Econometrics
I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of econometric techniques and
stochastic models to economic problems;
distribution theory. simple and multiple
regression modeling. hypothesis testing
and other issues in regression analysis.
AP EC 807 (ECON 807) (MA SC 807):
Econometrics II, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic models expressed as systems
of equations: problems of identification,
parameter estimation, measurement errors and statistical inference; techniques
of simulation, forecasting, model validation and interpretation.
AP EC 808 (ECON 808) (MA SC 808):
Econometrics Ill, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Continuation of ECON 807; current economic models and estimation procedures.
Prerequisite: ECON 807.
AP EC 809 (ECON 809): Advanced
Natural Resource Economics, 3 er.
(3 and O) S
Applications of economic theory to problems of natural resource management;
epistemological considerations; rent
theory; public and private investment
criteria; benefit-cost analysis and general equilibrium management models. Prerequisite: AP EC 802 or permission of
instructor.
AP EC 810 (ECON 810): Natural
Resources Management and Policy,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Economic, institutional and legal aspects
of control and management of natural
resources; concepts of economic science
applied to public policy questions related
to land and water resources. Specialized background in economics not necessary. Prerequisite: Per1nission of instructor.
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AP EC 811 (ECON 811 ): Economics of
Environmental Quality, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F (even numbered years)
Pricing and distribution emphasizing effects upon economic welfare; goods allocated by government purchase for joint
consumption and those distributed by
rationing; alternate plans for allocating
public goods. Prerequisite: ECON 314
or equivalent.
AP EC 816 (ECON 816): Labor
Economics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Wage and employment theory; labor
markets; labor history; current problems
in labor and manpower economics.
AP EC 817 (ECON 817): Advanced
Production Economics, 3 er.
(3 and O) S
Production economics theory in a quantitative framework; technical and economic
factor-product, factor-factor and productprod uct relationships in single- and
multiproduct firms under conditions of
perfect and imperfect competition in both
factor and product markets. Prerequisite: AP EC 804 or permission of instructor.
AP EC 820 (ECON 820): Public Finance,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Impact of government on resource allocation, income distribution and stability;
role of regulation; principles of taxation.
AP EC 821 (ECON 821): Public Choice,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic theory to analyze collective
decisions; the pure theory of collective
choice; applied analyses of democratic
governments and their policy processes.
AP EC 822 (ECON 822): Contemporary
Public Policy, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Contemporary public policy, including price
and resource policy, affecting rural areas; public part1c1pation, or the lack thereof,
related to programs designed to implement public policy.
AP EC 824 (ECON 824): Organization of
Industry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Structure of markets and firms; forces
that determine the size of firms and the
boundaries of markets ; behavior of firms ,
both singly and in concert, to exploit market
positions.
AP EC 826 (ECON 826): Economic
Theory of Government Regulation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Scope of governmental regulation in the
economy of the United States, its evolution and development; application of the
tools of economic analysis to the issues
of regulated enterprise. Prerequisite:
ECON 314 or equivalent.
AP EC 827 (ECON 827): Economics of
Property Rights, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Evolution and impact of various property
rights institutions on individual behavior
and the subsequent use of resources;
importance of property rights structures
in the organization of business and in

managerial decision making. Prerequisite: ECON 801.

AP EC 828 (ECON 828): Market
Structure in Agricultural Industries,
3 er. (3 and O)
Market structure and other approaches
related to agricultural marketing. Individual assignments in the student's field
of interest required. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AP EC 831 (ECON 831 ): Economic
Development, 3 er. (3 and O)
Economic analysis of development of
urban areas within the system of cities;
central place theory and general equilibrium models of interregional economic
activity emphasizing central place systems, spatial interaction and stochastic
processes; internal development of the
city focusing on housing and land use
patterns, transportation and urban form.
AP EC 832 (ECON 832): Community
and Regional Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Economic theory and research methods
needed to understand happenings 1n the
regional and community economy and
how local and non-local decisions influence local economic change. Prerequisite: C R D 612 or permission of instructor.
AP EC 840 (ECON 840): International
Trade Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory of free trade from Ricardo to
present ; theory and application of optimal and second-best tariffs; recent empirical testing of trade and tariff theory.
Prerequisites: ECON 314 and 802 or
permission of instructor.
AP EC 841 (ECON 841 ): International
Finance, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Financial economics of decision-making
in a multinational environment featuring
autonomous governments and multiple
currencies ; exam ination of the macroeconomic problems of unemployment and
inflation in an international economy. management of exchange rate risk. credit
risk, political risk and taxation . Prerequisite: ECON 315 or equivalent.
AP EC 852: Research Methods for
Agricultural Economists I, 2 er.
(2 and 0) S
Linear models and their application to
problems related to the economics of
agriculture , simplex method, developing
farm planning LP models, solving LP problems using the MPSX computer program,
parametric analysis techniques and other
LP applications related to rural problems .
AP EC 855 (ECON 855): Financial
Economics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern theory of corporate finance; basic theories of efficient markets, portfolio
selection, capital asset pricing, option
pricing and agency costs. Prerequisite:
ECON 801 or permission of instructor.

AP EC 881: Internship in Community
and Resource Development, 1-6 er.
Supervised employment in an agency dealing with socioeconomic aspects, community development and/or natural resource
management; monthly reports covering
student's experience required. Prerequisite: 18 semester hours of graduate
credit.
AP EC 888 (ECON 888): Directed
Readings in Economics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and O)
Directed reading and research in the
student's field of interest. May be repeated
for up to three credit hours.
AP EC 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
AP EC 899 (ECON 899): Selected
Topics, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O) F, S
Students study selected topics under guidance of a professor. Course may be repeated for a maximum of six credits.
AP EC 901 (ECON 901 ): Price Theory,
3 er. (3 and O)
Neoclassical paradigm of market price
and quantity, rigorous cons1derat1on of
consumer behavior, the theory of the firm
and market equilibrium, production and
resource demands, and the supply of resources. Prerequisite: ECON 801 or
equivalent.
AP EC 903 (ECON 903): General
Equilibrium and Welfare Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
The second of a two-course sequence of
advanced price theory. The first part of
th is course is the development of the theory
of general equilibrium and the economics of welfare ; the second is the capital
theory and the determ ination of the rate
of interest. Prerequisite: AP EC 901.
AP EC 904 (ECON 904): Seminar in
Resource Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Special problems and recent periodical
literature relating to the control, management, development and use of land and
water resources 1n the United States and
in other parts of the world. Prerequisite:
AP EC 403, 603.
AP EC 905 (ECON 905): Advanced
Macroeconomic Issues, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Current unsettled issues in macroeconomic
analysis: d1sequ1l1br1um macro models,
macro models of open economies , rational expectations and its critics , government stabilization policies and the controversy surrounding the concept of
Ricard1an equivalence . Prerequisite:
ECON 805 or equivalent.
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AP EC 906 (ECON 906): Seminar in
Area Economic Development, 3 er.
(3 and O) S
Recent research developments in economic development; review of research
publications, journal articles and other
literature; objectives, analytical techniques
and procedures used in area or regional
development efforts. Prerequisite: AP
EC 806.
AP EC 917 (ECON 917): Advanced
Seminar in Labor Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Follow-up to ECON 816, bridging the gap
between theory and modern empirical
research in labor economics ; emphasis
on reading recent empirical research papers to understand the techniques of modern research in labor economics. Prerequisite: ECON 816.
AP EC 950 (ECON 950): Monetary
Economics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic analysis of money in our
economy and effects of monetary policy
on prices, interest rates , output and em ployment.
AP EC 991 (ECON 991 ): Doctoral
Dissertation Research, credit to be
arranged
C R D 611 (AP EC 611 ): Regional
Impact Analysis, 2 er. (2 and O) F
Techniques for analysis of the growth
and decline of regions including economicbase theory, shift share, regional inputoutput, regional econometric models and
fixed impact models. Prerequisite: AP
EC 202 or ECON 211 and 212 .
C R D 612 (AP EC 612): Spatial
Competition and Rural
Development, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Development of rural economic activity
in the context of historical, theoretical
and policy aspects of friction associated
with spatial separation ; location factors ,
transfer costs, location patterns and regional-growth policy. Prerequisite: AP
EC 202 or ECON 211 or equivalent.
R S 601 (SOC 601 ): Human Ecology,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Analysis of the interrelationships among
the physical world, modifications in natural
environments, human settlement patterns
and institutions that both encourage and
regulate environmental modification .
Emphasis is placed on conditions whereby
natural resources become public policy
concerns. Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing.
R S 659 (SOC 659): The Community,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Analysis of the development of contemporary communities and their place in
society; continuing effects of industrialization , migration and technological
change on community location and structure; structural relations of social class,
status and the associations among institutions.
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R S 671 (SOC 671): Demography, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Demographic concepts, theory and research methods for vital statistics, mi gration and population distribution and
projections; collection and processing of
demographic data; organization of demographic data systems . Prerequisite:
ANTH 201 or SOC 201 or R S 301 .
R S 881: Special Problems in Rural
Social Research, 1-3 er. (0 and 2-6)
Recent research problems and literature
emphasizing research design, analysis,
theoretical generalizations and application programs. May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits. Prerequisite:
Six semester hours of 600-level sociology or rural sociology courses or permission of instructor.

Agricultural Education
Curtis 0 . White, Interim Chair, Faculty of Agricultural Education

Major

Degree

Agricultural Education

M.Ag .Ed.

The Master of Agricultural Education is a
professional degree designed to enhance the
human resource skills in agriculture and education. The flexible program provides a core
of planning , delivery, evaluation and administrative strategies while encouraging specialization 1n teacher education, adult and Extension education , agricultural communications,
youth development or technology transfer.
Degree recipients hold positions as agriculture teachers , Extension agents, agricultural
and environmental agency employees, as well
as human resource development specialists
in agricultural industry.
Candidates for the degree are requ ired to:
1. plan an individual program of study in
consultation with the major advisor and graduate committee;
2. complete a minimum of three semester
hours in adult education , three semester hours
in research methods and three semester hours
of statistics;
3 . complete a minimum of 12 semester
hours in the major field ; and
4. complete a minimum of six semester
hours in an area of concentration outside the
major field.
A minimum of 30 semester hours is required for the professional degree. At least
one-half of the credit hours in the student's
program must come from courses numbered
700 or above. The student's program of study
must be approved by his or her advisory
committee.

AG ED 601: Methods in Agricultural
Education, 3 er. (2 and 3) F
Appropriate methods of teaching vocational agriculture in high schools . The
course includes procedures for organizing teaching programs, teaching high
school students, and directing FFA activities.

AG ED 603: Principles of Adult/
Extension Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Overview of adult/extension education
and adult learning. Selection of adult education providers will be reviewed with
emphasis on extension. Prerequisite:
Junior standing or permission of instructor.
AG ED 610: History, Philosophy and
Future of the Land-Grant System,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Broad perspective of the American landg rant system; examination of assumptions and investigation of the concepts,
paradigms, issues, strategies and programs of the system ; organizational structures , research methodologies, change
processes, and adoption-diffusion strategies . Prerequisite: Junior standing or
permission of instructor.
AG ED 623: Curriculum, 2 er.
(2 and 0) S
Curriculum goals and related planning
for career and continuing education programs.
AG ED 625: Teaching Agricultural
Mechanics, 2 er. (1 and 3) S
Organizing course content, conducting
and managing an agricultural mechanics laboratory, shop safety, microteaching
demonstrations of psychomotor skills and
methods of teaching manipulative abilities.
AG ED 628: Special Studies in
Agricultural Education, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Students are provided with an opportunity to study individually or collectively
selected topics and/or problems in agricultural education to meet the particular
needs of the cl ientele enrolled . May be
taken for a maximum of six semester
hours credit.
AG ED 631: Methods in Environmental
Education, 3 er. (3 and O) SS
Various techniques appropriate for teaching environmental education. Instruction
is applicable to elementary, high school
and adult-level teachers.
AG ED 632: Visual Media for
Agribusiness, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Theoretical and practical course for professionals in agriculture with major emphasis on visual communications.
AG ED 640: Program Development in
Adult/Extension Education, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Principles, theory and practice in planning and conducting educational programs
in adult/extension settings. Prerequisite:
Junior standing or permission of instructor.
AG ED 645: Evaluation of Adult/
Extension Education Programs,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Philosophy and methodology of conducting evaluations of adult educational programs such as extension or adult continuing education programs; designing
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and conducting different types of program evaluations including appropriate
data collection methods. Prerequisite:
Junior standing or permission of instructor.

AG ED 650: Modern Topics and Issues,
3 er. (3 and 0)
A major area of concern to teachers of
agriculture and county agents will be selected for intensive study at least one
semester prior to offering the course.
Team teaching with faculty from other
departments in the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences will be
utilized when feasible. Prerequisite:
Senior standing or relevant experience.

AG ED 680 (THRO 680) (EDF 680):
Educational Applications of
Microcomputers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamentals of computer applications
for teachers; competency in general
computer applications such as word processing and database management; educational uses of the Internet and computer-assisted instruction; legal and ethical
issues and the impact of computer technology upon society . Prerequisites:
Admission to a teacher education program; graduate standing.

AG ED 682 (THRO 682) (THRO 682):
Advanced Educational Applications
of Microcomputers, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Knowledge and skills needed to apply
microcomputer technology to the util ization and generation of educational software in accordance with sound educational principles . Prerequisite: EDF (AG
ED, THRO) 480 .

AG ED 736: Internship: Teaching, 3 er.
(1 and 6) S
Professional competency and program
development through classroom and practical experiences in planning , conducting and evaluating educational programs.

AG ED 803: Evaluation of Instructional
Programs, 3 er. (2 and 3) F (odd
numbered years)
Measurement and evaluation in general
and as applied to agricultural and vocational education; selection and/or development and use of instruments for appraising educational outcomes of student achievement and total programs.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

AG ED 804: Special Problems, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Planning, conducting and reporting a special problem in agricultural and vocational education appropriate to students'
needs.

AG ED 805: Administration and
Supervision in Agricultural
Education, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(even numbered years)
Developing a philosophy of education
including application of administrative concepts in supervising agricultural education programs. Prerequisite: Experience
in agricultural education .

AG ED 815: Teaching Agricultural and
Power Mechanics, 3 er. (2 and 3) SS
(odd numbered years)
Methods of determining course content,
organizing teacning modules 1n logical
sequence , equ1pp1ng shop . teaching
agricultural and power mechanics to farm
and agribusiness cl1entele, providing individualized instruction , and developing
off-farm experience programs .

AG ED 821: Theories and Practices of
Adult Education, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Recent research on adult learning ; a comparison of the assumptions supporting
pedagogy and andragogy : teaching adults
through formal classes and community
organizations . Prerequisite: PSYCH 201
or ED 302 or equivalent.

AG ED 869: Seminar, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
AG ED 737: Internship in Agribusiness
Firms, 3 er. (1 and 6) SS
Classroom and practical experiences 1n
selected agricultural businesses and industries. Students identify and practice
entry-level competencies required in selected agribusiness and natural resource
management enterprises.

AG ED 750: Special Institute Course:
Selected Topics in Agricultural
Education, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to institute needs. Topics vary from course
to course . May be repeated for a maximum of nine credits. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

AG ED 801: Systems for Technology
Transfer, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of a philosophical foundation and utilization of cooperative learning strategies and techniques to disseminate effectively technological change for
expanding clientele and diverse socioeconomic environments.

Students and faculty review current topics in agricultural education .

AG ED 889 (ED 889) (IN ED 889):
Research in Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problem selection ; types of educational
research and techniques employed ; use
of ERIC system and computer program
packages ; interpretation of research findings.

Biosystems Engineering
John C. Hayes, Chair, Department of Agricultural
and Biological Engineering
Major

Degrees

Biosystems Engineering

M.Engr., M.S..
Ph.D

See the College of Engineering and Science for information on this program.

Agricultural Mechanization
John C. Hayes, Chair, Department of Agricultural
and Biological Engineering
Advanced degrees are not awarded in agricultural mechanization. Courses are offered as a
minor for students majoring in other areas. The
faculty participate in the agricultural mechanization and business option of the interdisciplinary Master of Agriculture degree.

AG M 601: Environmental Control for
Plants and Animals, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Basic concepts of environmental control
for plant and animal production and human housing are presented. Elements
include heat transfer, psychrometry,
heating , cooling, ventilation, and heat/
moisture balances. Prerequisite: PHYS
200 or permission of instructor.

AG M 602: Drainage, Irrigation and
Waste Management, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Continuation of AG M 302. Basic soilwater-plant relationships are used to
determine the need for and methods of
irrigation, drainage, and waste management; irrigation methods, drainage needs,
drainage methods and waste-treatment
methods. Prerequisite: AG M 302.

AG M 603: Structures for Plants and
Animals, 2 er. (1 and 3)
Structures for agricultural production systems are planned and designed with
regard to function, materials, loads and
component sizing, utilizing the approach
of an engineering or construction technologist. Prerequisite: PHYS 200 or
perm ission of instructor.

AG M 606: Mechanical and Hydraulic
Systems, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Power transm1ss1on systems for agricultura l production with emphasis on mobile equipment ; characteristics , requirements and design of both V-belt drive
and roller-charn drives ; hydraul ic power
transm ission systems including pumps,
actuators , control devices and hydraul ic
c1rcu1try. Prerequisite: AG M 206 , PHYS
207 or permission of instructor.

AG M 652: Farm Power, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Study of tractors with emphasis on internal combustion engines and support systems necessary for their proper functioning ; application of power, maintenance , adjustment and general repair.
Prerequisite: PHYS 207 or permission
of instructor.

AG M 660: Farm and Home Utilities,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Electric and other utilities on the farm
and in the home; selection , installation
and maintenance of wiring systems, lighting systems, motors, controls , water systems and waste disposal systems. Prerequisites: PHYS 208 or permission of
instructor, junior standing .
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AG M 712: Farm Machinery
Management, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Selection, functional analysis and maximum utilization of existing and developing farm machinery; computer applications to programming of field operations;
available capital and labor; machine size;
critical field operations; growing degree
days; weather; maintenance equipment,
procedures and scheduling.
AG M 771: Selected Topics in
Agricultural Mechanization, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Selected topics not covered in other course
offerings; performance measured by oral
or written reports or examinations. May
be repeated for a maximum of six credits.
AG M 781: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Independent analysis through literature
review and laboratory or field research.
Requires written documentation. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits.

Agriculture
Jere A. Brittain, Program Coordinator, Department of Horticulture

Major

Degree

Agriculture

M.Ag.

The Master of Agriculture degree program
provides graduate level , professional ,
nonresearch-oriented training in agriculture. It
is designed to serve the graduate educational
needs of working professionals in agribusiness,
Extension Service personnel and other agricultural professionals. Four options are offered : agricultural economics, agricultural
mechanization and business, animal industries and plant health . The departments of
Agricultural and Applied Economics; Agricultural and Biological Engineering; Agronomy;
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences; Entomology; Horticulture; Plant Pathology and
Physiology; and Poultry Science participate in
the program .
Applicants to the program are reviewed by
a faculty coordinating committee and recommended for admission . Applicants with
postbaccalaureate professional experience
are required to submit letters of reference,
written and oral expressions of professional
goals, and have a minimum GPR of 2.5 overall
or 2.7 for the last 60 undergraduate hours.
Appl icants without postbaccalaureate professional experience are required to satisfy the
admission criteria for the M.S. degree program .
A minimum of 30 semester hours is required for the professional degree. At least
one-half of the credit hours in the student's
program must come from courses numbered
700 or above. The student's program of study
must be approved by his or her advisory
committee.
Agricultural Economics. Candidates are
required to complete a minimum of 36 hours of
course work: 12 hours in an area of special
concentration , 12 hours of electives, with at
least 12 hours in agricultural economics; and
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prepare and present an acceptable prof essional report in the form of a carefully researched, well-written paper.
Agricultural Mechanization and Business. This option provides a strong background in technology and business management. Students are required to complete 30
semester hours of course work.
Anlmal Industries. Students may enter
the program through the departments of Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences or Poultry
Science. Thirty hours of course work are required and are selected specifically to meet
the career goals of each student. In addition to
the core courses, 12 credit hours of advanced
courses relating to animal production and/or
processing must be taken.
Plant Health. This curriculum includes
courses in crop science, entomology, plant
pathology, weed science and integrated pest
management. Experience is provided in plant
problem diagnosis and treatment in field and
clinical settings. Students may enter the program through the departments of Agronomy,
Entomology, Horticulture, and Plant Pathology and Physiology. A minimum of 36 semester hours is required, and the student must
complete satisfactorily an internship and oral
and written examinations .
The core courses listed below are required
of all candidates for the Master of Agriculture
degree.

AP EC 719: Professional Problems in
Agribusiness Management, 3 er. (3
and O) F
Concepts and principles of agribusiness
firm management; decision theory, information systems, systems analysis and
organization theory applied to the organization, administration and management
of agriculturally related businesses .
or
Elective in agricultural and applied economics or business.

AG ED 632: Vlsual Media for
Agribusiness, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Theoretical and practical course for professionals in agriculture with major emphasis on visual communications.

The following courses are required in
the plant health option.
I P M 601: Principles of Integrated Pest
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(even numbered years)
Origins, theory and practice of integrated
pest management; relationships among
crop production and protection practices;
economics of various control strategies;
integrated pest management field
projects; comparison of conventional and
integrated pest management approaches;
multidisciplinary plant problem analysis.
Prerequisites: AGRON 407, ENT 301,
PL PA 401 or permission of instructor.
I P M 700: Internship in Plant Health,
1-5 er. (0 and 8-40)
Professional employment under competent supervision in an approved agency
or organization dealing with the vocational or occupational aspects of plant
health . Student submits weekly reports
covering his or her experiences and a
terminal report . Graded on a pass/fail
basis . Prerequisites: Graduate student
standing for at least one semester, I P
M 401 /601 and permission of the plant
health coordinator.
I P M 704: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0) F
(even numbered years)
Students and faculty review current research and development topics in integrated pest management. One or more
presentations required . May be repeated
for a maximum of two credits. Prerequisite: Perm ission of instructor.
I P M 800: Special Problems in Plant
Health, 1-3 er. (0 and 3-9)
Directed individual study of a special problem in plant health . Emphasis is on organizing , conducting and reporting on
independent investigation. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

In addition to the above required
courses, the following courses are
electives.

or

ENGL 690: Advanced Technical and
Business Writing, 3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced work in writing proposals, manuals, reports, and publishable articles. Students will produce work individually and
in groups . Prerequisite: ENGL 304 or
314 or permission of instructor.
EX ST 801: Statistical Methods, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F, S
Role and application of statistics in research; estimation, test of significance,
analysis of variance, multiple comparison techniques, basic designs, mean
square expectations, variance components analysis, simple and multiple linear regression and correlation , and nonparametric procedures. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

AGRIC 640: Microclimatology, 3 er.
(3 or 0)
Energy balance in earth 's atmosphere
and soil: solar and thermal radiation, air
and soil temperature, humidity, evaporation and the hydrologic cycle, wind
fields ; weather variables to describe microclimates and the energy balance of
plants, animals and insects; modification of microclimates; rural and urban
climates. Prerequisites: PHYS 240 or
equivalent or permission of instructor;
semester junior or senior standsecond
.
1ng.
AGRIC 700: Selected Topics, 3-6 er.
(0-3 and 0-9)
Supervised study of a selected area in
agricultural science not covered in another course; content varies based on
the topic being covered. May be repeated
for a maximum of six credits, but only if
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different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

Applied Economics
Daniel B. Smith, Chair, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics

Major

Degree

Applied Economics

Ph.D.

The graduate program in applied economics utilizes the facilities and faculty of the
Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics and the Department of Economics in
the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Students may carry out their dissertation research under the direction of a faculty member from either department.

Environmental Toxicology
Stephen J. Klaine, Chair. Department of Environmental Toxicology

Major

Degrees

Environmental Toxicology

M.S., Ph.D.

Environmental toxicology is the study of
toxic substances in the environment and the
effects of these substances and various contaminants and stressors on living systems
and the physical environment. Major emphasis is placed on the metabolism of contaminants, their breakdown , fate and movement in
the environment, and ecological risk assess ment. The interdisciplinary program provides
a strong background 1n basic toxicology The
program is administered jointly with the College of Engineering and Science.
Students with a baccalaureate degree in
the basic and life sciences, agriculture or
engineering may be admitted . Strong faculty
expertise and areas of student specialization
are available in wildlife toxicology, analytical
toxicology and environmental chemistry, biochemical and behavioral toxicology, aquatic
toxicology, ecological modeling, ecological
risk assessment and biological control. Each
student's research program 1s designed to
meet his or her professional goals.
Candidates for the M.S. degree must complete 30 hours of graduate credit, including six
hours of research, and write a thesis. Candidates for the Ph.D. degree must complete 18
hours of dissertation research and write a
dissertation .
Graduate research programs are conducted in conjunction with the Clemson Institute of Environmental Toxicology, providing a
unique and innovative environment for graduate education . Collaborative research opportunities exist nationally and internationally with
other universities, state and federal agencies,
and industrial groups.

ENTOX 600: Environment and Wildlife
Toxicology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Assessment of impacts of toxic substances
on reproduction, health and well-being
of wildlife species; acute and chronic effects of agricultural chemicals, pesticides,
hazardous waste, industrial waste and
oil releases. Prerequisites: BIOCH 210
or organic chemistry, one year of gen-

eral biology, W F B 350 or permission of
instructor.

ENTOX 621: Chemical Sources and Fate
in Environmental Systems, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Chemical cycles in the environment on
global and microcosm scales; dependence
of fate processes on physical and chemical properties and environmental conditions; breakdown, movement, and transport of selected toxicants illustrate the
mechanisms that govern chemical fate.
Prerequisites: Organic and analytical
chemistry or permission of instructor.
ENTOX 630 (ENT 630): Toxicology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Basic principles of toxicology including
quantitation of toxicity, toxicokinetics,
biochemical action of poisons and environmental toxicology; acute and chronic
effects of various classes of poisons (e.g.,
pesticides, drugs, metals, and industrial
pollutants) in relation to typical routes of
exposure and regulatory testing methods. Prerequisite: Organic chemistry, one
year of general biology or permission of
instructor.
ENTOX 801: Advanced Wildlife
Toxicology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interactions between chemical contaminants and wildlife species focusing on
mechanisms of differential tox1c1t1es between chemicals and among species
Pesticide and chemical contaminant impacts are developed with emphasis on
chemical, b1ochem1cal and phys1olog1cal
underpinnings and assessed in terms of
organismal, species and troph ic responses. Prerequisites: ENTOX 430/630
and 421 /621 , or perm1ss1on of instructor
ENTOX 806: Advanced Environmental
Toxicology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Impacts of chemical contaminants upon
ecosystems, description and pred1ct1on
of ecological changes resulting from a
variety of human activities which involve
release of xenobiotic and other chem icals into the environment. Prerequisites:
Organic chemistry. ENT/ ENTOX 430/630
and analytical chemistry , or perm1ss1on
of instructor.
ENTOX 822: Analytical Toxicology
Laboratory, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Laboratory 1nstrumentat1on. procedures
and experimental methods used for identification and quantitat1on of toxic substances and their transformat ion products in environ mental and biological
samples ; application of these procedures
in the isolation, detection and quantitation
of toxicants in authentic samples. Prerequisites : Organic and analytical chemistry or permission of instructor ; instrumental analysis recommended.

of action and kinetics of cholinesterase
inhibitors; structure/activity relationships
of ion channel blockers; biochemical and
molecular biomarkers. Prerequisite: ENT/
ENTOX 430/630.

ENTOX 831: Biomarkers in Toxicology,
3 er. (1 and 6)
Methodology used in biomarker identification and evaluation of the effects of
toxic substances on living systems using biomarkers in sentinel organisms and
surrogate biomarkers. Prerequisites: Organic chemistry and biochemistry with
laboratory; ENT/ENTOX 430/630 or 400/
600; or permission of instructor.
ENTOX 841: Procedures and
Techniques in Ecological Risk
Assessment, 2 er. (1 and 3)
Evaluation and application of the procedures and techniques used in ecological
risk assessments, including laboratory
and field methods, to determine, measure and evaluate the risks to aquatic,
terrestrial and avian species; impacts to
biota within, and resulting from, chemical waste disposal facilities and hazardous waste sites. Prerequisites: CH 223,
224 and 313; EX ST 804 or 805; and
ENTOX 630; or permission of instructor.
ENTOX 852: Ecological Models, 3 er.
(2 and 3) N
Systems analysis applied to ecology; construction of models which predict ecological consequences of stresses to the
environment ; frequency response analysis, energy models, information flow and
transfer functions for population interactions . Prerequisite: A course in ecology
and 1n computer programming or permission of instructor.
ENTOX 854: Aquatic Toxicology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Concepts and practices in aquatic toxicology including physiological responses
to toxic substances, bioconcentration,
b1omagnification, toxicity testing (algal ,
invertebrate and fish) and criterion development; basic concepts of toxicology
as applied to aquatic environments. Prerequisites: One year of general biology,
one year of general chemistry and introductory biochemistry.
ENTOX 860: Graduate Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Recent research in environmental toxicology; presentation , review and discussion of current issues by graduate students in an area of specialization selected by the instructor. May be repeated
four times for credit. Graded on a pass/
fail basis .

ENTOX 830: Mechanistic Toxicology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Detailed biochemical toxicology: control,
regulation and activity of metabolic enzymes; molecular and cellular mechanisms
of toxic action; proposed mechanisms for
initiation and development of cancer; mode
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ENTOX 861: Departmental Seminar,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Presentation of current research by Department of Environmental Toxicology faculty, staff, finishing graduate students
and invited speakers; students improve
skills in evaluation of research plans and
oral presentations, and increase awareness of literature resources and employment opportunities within the field. May
be repeated four times for credit.
ENTOX 863: Selected Topics, 1-4 er.
(0-4 and 0-6)
A topic in environmental toxicology not
covered in another course. Topics vary
with current developments in the discipline. Course may be repeated if topic
and content are different. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
ENTOX 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
ENTOX 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Food Science
James C. Acton, Chair, Department of Food
Science

Major•

Degreea

Animal and Food Industries

M.S.

Plant Physiology

Ph.D.

Food Technology

Ph.D.

Nutrition

M.S., Ph.D.

A degree is not offered in this department.
Degrees in the above areas with a concentration in food science are offered. Candidates
for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees must complete a research project and submit a thesis or
dissertation. The M.S. degree requires a minimum of 24 credit hours of course work and six
credit hours of research.

FD SC 601: Food Chemistry I, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F (even numbered years)
Basic composition , structure and properties of food and the chemistry of changes
occurring during processing utilization .
Prerequisite: BIOCH 210 or permission
of instructor.
FD SC 602: Food Chemistry II, 4 er.
(3 and 3) S (odd numbered years)
Application of theory and procedures for
quantitative and qualitative analysis of
food ingredients and food products ;
methods for protein, moisture, lipid, carbohydrate, ash, fiber, rancidity, color and
vitamin analyses and tests for functional
properties of ingredients. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 21 O or permission of instructor.
FD SC 604: Food Preservation and
Processing, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(even numbered years)
Principles of food preservation applied
to flow processes, ingredient functions
and the importance of composition and
physical characteristics of foods related
to their processing ; product recalls and
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product development concepts. Prerequisites: Physics and organic chemistry
or biochemistry.

FD SC 606: Food Preservation and
Processing Laboratory, 1 er.
(0 and 3) S (even numbered years)
Laboratory exercises on preservation
methods, equipment utilized and processes followed in food manufacture.
Corequlslte: FD SC 404/604.
FD SC 607: Quantity Food Production,
2 er. (1 and 3)
Principles of the production of food in
quantity for use in food service systems;
functions of components of foods and of
ingredients in food on the quality of the
final product on safe production of food
and on proper use of equipment.
Corequlslte: FD SC 306 and 404.
FD SC 608: Food Process Engineering,
4 er. (3 and 3)
Basic engineering principles and their application in food processing operations;
relation between engineering principles
and fundamentals of food processing.
Prerequisites: FD SC 214, CH 102 or
112, MTHSC 106, PHYS 207 or 200 or
122 or permission of instructor.
FD SC 664 (PKGSC 664): Food
Packaging Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Characteristics and application of various materials and systems used in the
packaging of foods ; engineering properties of the materials and methods used
to measure properties; packaging systems for specific food applications . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FD SC 666 (PKGSC 666): Food
Packaging Systems Laboratory,
1 er. (0 and 3)
Laboratory and field exercises on food
packaging operations and packaging materials ; methods to evaluate the physical
and chem ical properties of packaging materials. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FD SC 801: Blochemlcal Aspects of
Poultry Products, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Five research areas of product texture,
flavor, color (appearance), nutrition and
microbiology. Texture, flavor and color
will be approached from a biochemical
and chemical viewpo int, dealing with the
meat and egg components comprising
various poultry products. Prerequisite:
PS 355/655 or FD SC 401 /601 or permission of instructor.
FD SC 810: Chemical and Blochemlcal
Aspects of Foods, 4 er. (4 and O)
Chemical , biochemical and functional
properties of food components and their
interactions in food emulsions, foams,
colloids, and gel and solution states ; the
influences of processing on isolation ,
utilization and production of the constituents using techniques based on constituent properties. Prerequisites: BIOCH 623
and FD SC 401 /601 or permission of
instructor.

FD SC 811: Physical and
Thermophysical Properties of
Foods, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles involved in relating physical
and thermophysical properties to food
quality, including standard methods and
instruments to determine texture and the
relationship of physical properties to sensory evaluation; interrelationships of
chemical structure and physical properties in food processing operations. Prerequisite: FD SC 81 O or permission of
instructor.
FD SC 812: Microblologlcal Aspects of
Food Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Function and characteristics of microorganisms in the utilization and manufacture of food products ; food fermentations, microbially induced chemical and
physical changes, environmental aspects
and production of food ingredients and
resources. Prerequisite: MICRO 407/
607 or equivalent or permission of instructor.
FD SC 814: Shelf Life Evaluation of
Foods, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical and practical aspects of the
shelf life determination of foods ; factors
affecting food product quality and eventual product failure. Prerequisites: FD
SC 601 or FD SC 810 or permission of
instructor.
FD SC 820: Selected Topics In Food
Science, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Special top ics in food science not covered in other courses. May be repeated
for up to nine cred its.
FD SC 821: Selected Topics, 1-4 er.
(0 and 3-12)
Independent research investigation in food
science areas not conducted in other
courses. May be repeated for a maximum of 12 cred its . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FD SC 851: Food Science Seminar,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Current research and related developments in food science reviewed by faculty, students and invited lecturers.
FD SC 852: Food Science Seminar,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Continuation of FD SC 851 .
FD SC 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Food Technology
Ronald L, Thomas, Program Chairman, Department of Food Science

Major

Degree

Food Technology

Ph.D.

The interdepartmental food technology
doctoral program is offered by selected faculty from the departments of Agricultural and
Biological Engineering; Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences; Food Science; Horticulture;
and Poultry Science. Applicants must have a
strong background in food science and technology and related areas.
Required courses include FD TH 851, Food
Technology Seminar, and FD TH 991 , Doctoral Dissertation Research . Additional
courses may be selected from those offered
in agricultural and applied economics ;
biosystems engineering ; animal , dairy and
veterinary sciences ; experimental statistics;
food science; horticulture ; poultry science and
microbiology, as required by the student's
graduate advisory committee.

FD TH 851: Food Technology Seminar,
1 er. (1 and 0) F, S
Current and ongoing research , as well
as developments in food technology reviewed by faculty , students and invited
lecturers. Prerequisite: Enrollment in the
food technology Ph.D . program or permission of instructor.

FD TH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
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COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE,

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

James F. Barker, Dean

The College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities offers
advanced degrees in these areas of study.
Architecture
C ity and Region al Planning
Con struc tion Scien ce and Management
English
History
Profess ion al Communication
Visual Arts
Courses are offered in art and architectural history, geography,
languages , perfo rming arts, philosophy, religion and speech
to provide electives for students in o ther areas. The College
of Architecture, Arts and Humanities offers graduate programs
in three sch ools: the Sch ool of Design and Building, the
Sch ool of the Arts and the Sch ool of Humanities.
G raduate students in the Sch ool of Design and Building
and the Sch ool of the Arts h ave the opportunity to study a t
the C h arles E. Danie l Cente r for Building Research and
U rban S tudies in G en oa, Italy, which is spon sored jo intly by

the college and tl1e Clemson Advancement Foundation . Emphasis
is placed on studies related to this historic port city and the art
and architectural heritage of the Italian setting. S tudio and
classroom work is enriched by v isiting sch olars and critics and
complemented by scheduled fi eld trips, bo th in Italy and
continental Europe.
Courses of study in the Daniel Center, while under the
jurisdic tion of the related departments of the College of
Architecture, Arts and Humanities, are administered and taught
by the professors.- in.-res iden ce . S tudio work is the core of the
Genoa program, whether in architecture, c ity and region al
planning, con struction scien ce and man agement, or visual arts.
All students undertake a history research project, conduct fi eld
studies and participate in a design seminar.
The Sch ool of Humanities is h o me to three graduate degree
programs: the Master of Arts in English , History and Professional
Communication . Faculty h ave been rec ipien ts of grants fr om
agen cies and fo undations, such as the N ation al Endowment for
the Arts, the N ation al Endowment for the Humanities and the
Bingh am Trust. They h ave also held Fulbright Senior Lectureships
and Research A wards in man y count ries .

•

SCHOOL OF DESIGN AND
BUILDING
Architecture
Jose R. Caban, Chair, School of Architecture

Major

Degrees

Architecture

M.Arch., M.S.

The Master of Architecture is a professional degree program that develops proficiency in responding to contemporary architectural issues through a range of both practi cal and theoretical knowledge , while providing opportunities for creatively challeng ing the
limits of the profession . Major emphasis is on
design, accompanied in turn by complementary course work of a professional focus , as
well as elective subjects. Complex studio design projects stress social awareness and
contextual fit and are responsive to all aspects
of the architectural process. Practical experi ence is a requisite part of the overall program ,
which is concluded with a thesis combining
literary research with design synthesis.
Adm ission to the Master of Architecture
program is based on the student's ability to
respond effectively to the intellectual rigor and
creative challenge integral to graduate architecture study. This potential is measured by
demonstrated proficiency in prior academic
work and Graduate Record Exam inations
(GRE) general test scores, as well as creativeness of mind , motivation of spirit and
maturity of purpose. Normally a personal interview is requ ired of candidates whose application material has been reviewed favorably
by the Admissions Committee. A postbaccalaureate program of preparatory study is available to qualified applicants with backgrounds
in areas other than design . More detailed
information concerning application procedures
and requirements may be obtained by writing
or calling the School of Architecture.
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The duration of study required for the
Master of Architecture degree is normally two
academic years , and degree cand idates may
elect a concentration of study in either architecture, or architecture and health care. The
specific study plan of each student is determined in consultation with the major advisor
and is intended to reflect individual educational objectives and career goals, while assuring a comprehensive development of professional competency. Requirements for the
Master of Architecture degree include 45
credits of approved course work with a minimum grade point average of 3.00, along with
acceptance of a thesis of 15 hours. All candidates for graduation are required to have
1,000 hours of practical experience in an
architect's office.
The Master of Science degree in architecture is a postprofessional degree program
which offers the opportunity to achieve advanced learning within the discipline of architecture, and to undertake research responsive to increasingly complex challenges attendant to the built environment. This is accomplished through a foundation of course
work, accompanied by directed studies within
a selected area of inquiry, and followed by the
critical examination of a singular aspect of
architecture in a research thesis.
Admission to the Master of Science degree program is available to students who
have a first professional degree in architecture , and who possess the intellectual mettle
and dedication of purpose necessary to respond successfully to the rigor of advanced
study and independent research . This is
measured by academic proficiency in prior
work, a well-reasoned plan of advanced study
and GRE general test scores. A personal
interview is required of all applicants whose
application material has been reviewed favorably by the Admissions Committee. More
information concerning application procedures and requirements may be obtained by
contacting the School of Architecture.

The course work and directed studies
required of the Master of Science program
may be completed in one academic year,
after wh ich a variable period of time is dedicated to the research thesis. Degree candidates elect to work within one of the following
areas: architecture and health care facilities,
environmental issues in architecture, architecture and human perception, or theory and
philosophy of architecture. A study plan is
determined in consultation with the major
advisor who, along with the advisory committee , periodically reviews the student's work
and evaluates the research thesis. Credit
requirements for the Master of Science degree consist of 24 hours of combined course
work and directed studies with a minimum
grade point average of 3.00, and the acceptance of a six-hour research thesis.

Architecture Concentration
This inclusive course of study leading to
the Master of Architecture degree affords the
student an opportunity to pursue individual
academic and career objectives within the
context of a rigorous professionally directed
architecture program . The focus of learning
is the design studio, where the student is
involved in a wide range of theoretical and
real-world explorations. Advanced studies in
technology, theory and professional practice
complement design work and are accompanied by additional subjects determined in
concert with the major advisor.
Although designated subjects in design
and other professional studies constitute a
major portion of work in this concentration,
sufficient elective hours are available to establish a study plan responsive to individual
interests. The choice of thesis subject provides a further opportunity for personal development.

ARCHITECTURE

Architecture and Health Care
Concentration
Master of Architecture students in this
specialized area of study examine issues of
programming , planning and design associated with a comprehensive approach to physical and mental health care delivery systems.
Studio work emphasizes the integration of
physical design systems with patient care
techniques. Theoretical design projects, as
well as those that lead to built projects, employ both investigative research and architectural synthesis. These design studies are
complemented by lectures and seminars that
deal with various aspects of health care,
hospital administration and the environment.
The architecture and health care concentration is demanding in the scope of its professional studies, with most of the course work
designated for spec1f1c areas of learning. The
thesis, which normally deals with a particular
area of health care, may be project or research oriented.
ARCH 603: The Modern Architecture
Movement, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Seminar in the analysis and criticism of
architectural and town building works.
Course sequence includes historic and
contemporary
examples,
literary
searches, field trips, essays and oral
reports. Prerequisite: Senior standing
or perm ission of instructor.
ARCH 604: Current Directions in
Architecture, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Critical analysis of the development and
current directions of modern movements
1n architecture. Prerequisite : Senior
standing or permission of instructor.
ARCH 605: American Architectural
Styles 1650-1950, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Survey of American architectural styles
and the architects responsible for them .
from the Colonial period to our recent
past. Emphasis is on identifying architectural elements that serve as clues in
determ ining a building's architectural
style.
ARCH 612: Architectural History
Research, 3 er. (3 and O)
Directed investigations related to the art
and architectural heritage of Italy.
ARCH 614: Design Seminar*, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Topical issues 1n architecture, art, construction and planning.
ARCH 615: Field Sketching, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Media and techniques for expression,
representation and visual analysis through
freehand perspective field drawing of the
built and natural environment. Prerequisite: School of Design and Building
students with junior standing or permission of instructor.
ARCH 616: Field Studies in Architecture and the Related Arts*, 3 er.
(0 and 9)
Documentation and analysis of architectural structures observed during European travels in graphic and written form.

* Offered only at the Daniel Center in Genoa, Italy.

ARCH 624: Product Design, 3 er.
(0 and 9)
Furniture and product system design with
emphasis on ergonomics and the relationship of form and materials . Prerequisite : Senior standing and permission
of instructor.
ARCH 625: Energy in Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Climate design methodology and its influence on building energy patterns and
architectural form . Prerequisites : Senior standing and permission of instructor.
ARCH 626: Architectural Color
Graphics, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Architectural color graphics by computer.
Theories of color classif1cat1on and interaction; application of color theories to
art and architecture. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ARCH 627: Advanced Color Graphics,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Theories of color classification and interaction; three-dimensional color modeling by computer; advanced application
of color theories to art and architecture.
Prerequisite : ARCH 426 or permission
of instructor.
ARCH 628: Computer-Aided Design,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Concepts. skills and applications of computer-aided design as they relate to the
practice of architecture. Prerequisite:
Senior standing or approval of instructor.
ARCH 629: Architectural Graphics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts, skills, techniques and strategies of visual presentation/graphics as
they relate to the design professionsarchitects/l andscape architects. Prerequisite : Junior, senior, graduate standing
or permission of instructor.
ARCH 630: Theories and Philosophies
of Technology and Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical and practical examination of
technology and architecture from pre modern and modern viewpoints to study
its nonneutral role in shaping and reflecting knowledge, beliefs and actions
within a cultural context.
ARCH 685: Health Care Facilities, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Concepts, organization and direction of
health and health-care services within
the context of health-care delivery systems. Emphasis 1s on mental and physical health-care facrllties concepts Prerequisite: Perm1ss1on of instructor
ARCH 688: Health Care Programming,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Seminar on recent research and innovations in health-care facilities programming and original investigation of assigned
programming problems. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.

ARCH 801: Architecture Seminar, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Contemporary issues in the architectural
profession .
ARCH 802: Phenomenology of
Architecture, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic principle s of phenomenological
methods as they apply to the theoretical
understanding of modern architecture.
Emphasis is on selected writings of
Heidegger, Harries and Norberg-Schulz.
Prerequisite: ARCH 803.
ARCH 803: Theories of Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Evolution of architectural theories from
V1truvius to the present. Emphasis is on
the writings of leading architects and
theorists and the impact of these theories on architectural solutions. Prerequisite· Graduate status.
ARCH 804: Seminar in Modern Masters,
3 er. (3 and 0)
In-depth examination of one or more related groups of architects of the 20th
century. Content varies from semester
to semester (Kahn, Scarpa, Barrigan,
Wright, Corbus1er, etc.). Prerequisite :
Graduate status.
ARCH 805: Architecture and the City,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Seminar examining contemporary theories of urban design and the design of
urban buildings; real and ideal visions of
cities; their representation. archaeology
and iconography (Rossi, Kries, Lingers,
Venturi, Duane, etc.).
ARCH 821: Research Methods, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Foundations and procedures of architectural research ; alternate research methodologies and their philosophical and
epistemological limits. Prerequisite :
Graduate status.
ARCH 850: Architecture Studio*, 6 er.
(0 and 18)
Architectural design studies in the context ot the Genoa urban setting . May be
substituted for ARCH 853 or 854 and for
ARCH 857 with perm1ss1on of advisor.
ARCH 853: Architecture Studio, 6 er.
(0 and 18)
Architectural design studies with emphasis on selected problem issues.
ARCH 854: Architecture Studio, 6 er.
(0 and 18)
Archrtectural design studies 1nvolv1ng
structured and situational problems. Prerequisite · ARCH 853.
ARCH 857: Architecture Studio, 6 er.
(0 and 18)
Architectural design studies dealing with
comprehensive problem-solving situations. Prerequisite : ARCH 854.
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ARCH 858: Thesis Research, 3 er.
(0 and 9)
Architectural predesign inventory and
analysis for the thesis project. Prerequisite: ARCH 854.

ARCH 859: Thesis Manuscript, 1-3 er.
(0 and 3-9)
Architectural predesign synthesis of research for the thesis project. Prerequisite: ARCH 858 .

ARCH 881: Delivery of Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Ethical, legal and business issues in the
architectural profession . Prerequisite :
Professional degree program status.

ARCH 886: Health Care Components,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Components and service functions of
physical and mental health care delivery
systems and facilities

ARCH 890: Directed Studies, 1-5 er.
(1-5 and 0)
Special topics 1n architecture undertaken
on an individual basis with faculty guidance. Prerequisite : Permission of advisor.

ARCH 891: Thesis Project, 3-9 er.
(0 and 9-27)
Complex architectural project emphas1z1ng design exploration and independent
work Graded on a pass fail basis Prerequisites : ARCH 857 and 858.

City and Regional Planning
Donald L. Collins, Chair. Department of
Planning and Landscape Architecture
Barry C. Nocks. Coordinator, Program in City
and Regional Planning

Major

Degree

City and Regional Planning

M.C.R.P.

The two-year Master of City and Regional
Planning program 1s a pract1ce -or1ented professional degree curriculum that emphasizes
land-use planning and development and issues of the built and natural environment. The
standard core curriculum provides a balanced
approach that includes physical, social, economic and policy cons1derat1ons. While many
students choose to remain generalists, more
concentrated studies are available in one of
these areas: development planning, environ mental planning, and urban design and landuse planning. Other specialized areas of study
can be tailored 1n conjunction with graduate
programs elsewhere on campus.
Students normally choose a concentration
for which their undergraduate background is
best suited. No specific undergraduate area of
study 1s required. Options are available for
students with or without a design background.
The result is a rich cross section of students
with a variety of interests. The relatively small
enrollment (approximately 20 per class) leads
to intensive faculty-student interaction. Almost
all of our students have received financial aid
over the past five years through departmental
assistantships, Public Service Assistantships
(PSA's) or research funding. These awards
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generally provide the equivalent of tuition plus
$1,500 to $3,500 per year in graduate stipend.
Ongoing public service and research projects
provide a real-world dimension to the program. This orientation is enhanced by the
summer internship requirement and PSA
(work-study) opportunities. In addition, planning students are actively involved in
Clemson's student American Planning Association (APA) and the SC APA chapters.
Graduates are well-equipped for careers in
private-sector planning and development, as
well as public-sector planning and administration.
The Overseas Center for Urban Studies in
Genoa, Italy, is a unique support element in
the MCRP program. It provides the option of a
one-semester overseas study experience for
design oriented planners in an interdisciplinary program of planning, design and fine
arts. A dual degree program is available to
students with a previous degree in architectural design Students can receive both the
MCRP and MARCH degrees in three years
through an integrated curriculum.

Admission Requirements
Admission to the graduate program requires the following:
1. a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or un1vers1ty;
2. a satisfactory academic record particularly
1n the last two years of undergraduate
work;
3. an on-campus interview (highly recommended),
4. three letters of recommendation with at
least two from current or former professors;
5. completion of the Graduate Record Examinations; and
6. one three-credit course in statistics, economics and computer applications (highly
recommended)
Def1c1encies 1n any of these areas may be
remedied after enrollment in the graduate
program . Postbaccalaureate status may be
recommended in some cases

isfactory answers to questions concerning the student's thesis and concentration area.
2. Nonthesis Option*
a. A minimum of 54 hours of course work
with a B average in the student's prescribed professional curriculum is required.
b. An approved six-semester-hour terminal paper sequence must be completed
satisfactorily. Students must perform
satisfactorily on a comprehensive examination covering the core planning
courses before being permitted to write
the terminal paper.
c. The final oral examination requires satisfactory answers to questions concerning the student's terminal paper and
concentration area.

C R P 605: Urban Genesis and Form,
3 er. (3 and 0) N
Origin, development, and growth of cities; ever-accelerating growth of urbanism; increasing complexity of urban organism. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor or department chair.

C R P 611: Introduction to City and
Regional Planning, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Introduces students from a variety of disciplines to city and regional planning .
Spatial and nonspatial areas of discipline
are explored through a wide ranging lecture/s eminar program. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor or department
chair.

C R P 672: Planning Process and
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Conceptual framework of planning organ1zat1ons and tools used in the planning
process; potentials of planning and management approaches that address the
relationship and integration between techn 1ques and instruments. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

Requirements for Degree
Candidacy
The two-year Master of City and Reg ional
Planning degree requires a minimum of 54
semester hours Nine courses, eight of three
semester hours of credit and a six-credit studio, make up the core curriculum. The remaining courses are taken from approved electives and a thesis/terminal project option. In
add1t1on, each student 1s required to complete
an 1nternsh1p (or equivalent) and a terminal
project/paper or thesis.

C R P 674: Real Estate "Master Builder"
Development Process, 3 er.
(3 and 0)

Requirements for Awarding of a
Degree
1. Thesis Option*
a. A minimum of 54 hours of course work
with a B average in the student's prescribed professional curriculum, including the thesis, is required .
b. A six- to nine-semester-hour planning
thesis must be completed satisfactorily. Only those students who have been
approved by the planning faculty and
have performed satisfactorily on the
comprehensive examination will be permitted this option.
c. The final oral examination requires sat-

C R P 683: Seminar on Planning
Communication, 3 er. (3 and 0) S

Real estate and land development process from the developer's perspective.
Cases and lectures are presented by
leading experts 1n the development industry . Emphasizes participants of the
development team and how to become a
developer/"master builder" to create a
superior built environment. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

In-depth analysis of methods to effectively communicate planning and policy
decisions and attempts to familiarize students with the various communication skills
needed by planners, policy makers and
other professionals to become successful practitioners. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor or department chair.

C R P 812: City and Regional Planning
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Development of the planning practice and
theories of planning process: historical

*Upon approval of the majority of the faculty, either a thesis or a terminal paper of up to nine semester hours may be
permitted with a corresponding reduction in the required course work.
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evolution of pl anning practice in th e U.S .;
social issues in plann ing ; th eories of
planning and critiqu es of those th eori es;
and eth ical issues in pl ann ing practice.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
or departm ent chair.

C R P 822: Urban Systems and Design,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
An alysis of the evo lution of the physical
patte rns of cities through research in the
historical development of urban form in
Europe and America within the context
of prevailing social. economic and political influences ; approaches to the analysis of co ntemporary cities through the
study of 20th century planning theorists .
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor
or department chair.
C R P 823 : Social Policy Planning and
Delivery Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Concepts of planning social service delivery systems : basic principles , role of
the public sector (at national , state and
local levels) , components of delivery
systems. and methods for planning and
evaluation . Prerequ isit e: Permission of
instructor.
C R P 831 : Physical Planning Studio,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Working knowledge of natural systems,
infrastructure systems. land use activity. social concerns, visual/spatial topics and implementation practice .
C R P 832 : Problems i n Site Planning ,
3 er. (1 and 2) F
Advanced site plann ing and design con cept studies developed through site
projects: concentrat ion on industrial ,
resident ial and recreational facil ities :
emphasis on use-specific site analysis
and generation of development alternatives. Prerequisite: C R P 831 .
C R P 834 : Geographic Information
Systems for City and Regional
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Introduction to geographic information
systems for planning and related resource
management disciplines . Topics include
d ata development and management,
spatial analysis techniques , critical re view of GIS appl icat ions . needs analysis and 1nst1tutional context, overview of
GIS hardware and software , completion
of hands-on application project.
C R P 835: Advanced Topics in
Geographic Information Systems,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Seminar/laboratory devoted to development and analysis of leading edge G IS
capabilities and appl1cat1ons ; seminar
focus vanes from year to year, based
upon developments 1n the G IS fiel d and
student interests . Prerequisite : C R P
834 or permission of instructor.
C R P 840: Seminar in Coastal
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Issues relating to developm ent and co nservatio n of coastal enviro nments, focusing on inherent tradeoffs between
growth and envi ronmental quality ; ecol -

* Offered only at the Daniel Center in Genoa, Ital)

ogy and carrying capacity of coastal areas;
appropriate manage ment approaches to
bal ance coastal res ource demand . Prerequisite : Graduate standi ng.

C R P 841: Seminar in Environmental
Planning, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Cu rre nt an d e merg ing e nvi ronmen tal
issues and appropriate plan ning options,
including popul atio n dynamics and limits to growt h, entropy law, waste management an d g lobal climate change ;
stu dents pursue individ ual research on
an environmental issue of particular
concern and report fi ndings. Prerequisite : Grad uate standing.
C R P 844 : Outdoor Recreation Resource Management and Planning
(PRTM 844), 3 er. (3 and O)
Issues relating to planning and development of natural areas for recreational
purposes. Emphasis is on the pol1cymak1ng process at the federal, state ,
regional and local levels. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.
C R P 853 : Planning Methods I: Theory
and Techn ique, 3 er. (0 and 9) F
Introduction to analytic planning methods ; material is drawn principally from
the fields of economics , geography, regional science, and city and reg ional
planning . Prerequisite : An undergradu ate class in micro-economics.
C R P 854 : Planning Methods II:
Techniques and Applications , 3 er.
(0 and 9) S
Techniques tor planning analysis, including social/economic profiles and projections, impact assessment, land use plan ning analys is and feasibi li ty stud ies ;
computer modeling and simulation : stu dents apply these techn iques in studio
projects . Prerequisite : C R P 853 .
C R P 858 : Research Methods and
Thesis Planning Proposal , 3 er.
(0 and 9) F
Preliminary analysis of data to determine
most advisable form of term inal presen tation w ithin thesis or nonthesis options
for Master of City and Reg ional Plann ing
degree . Prerequisite : Perm ission of
f acu ity .
C R P 859: Planning Terminal Project,
1-3 er. (0 and 3-9) S
Student selects . w ith approval of advi sor. and conducts research on an individual planning problem of suitable scope.
Oral. written and . where appropriate ,
visual presentation of solution requ 1red.
Student must enroll during final semester. Prerequisite : C R P 858
C R P 860: Planning Studio*, 3-6 er.
(0 and 9-18) F, S
Planning studies related to the city of
Genoa and its environs. May be substituted fo r C R P 854, 863 or 865 w ith
approval of cred it hours by major advisor.

C R P 863: Urban and Metropolitan
Planning Studies: Studio, 3-6 er.
(0 and 9-18) N
Projects pertaining to land use , transportation , urban design , public facilities ,
p ubl ic services, cap ital imp rovement
program, etc. , accom plished throu gh
individual or small grou p activity under
guidance of planning faculty.
C R P 866: Comprehensive Planning
Studio, 6 er. (3 and 9) F
Serves as a vehicle for synthesis and
application of skills developed 1n other
courses and includes participation in one
or more real -world pl anning projects in
addition to seminars an d readings devoted to development of professional
practice skills. Prerequisite: Second year
C R P student or permission of instructor.
C R P 868: Special Area Management
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Issues relating to the development. implementation and evaluation of plans and
programs to manage the natural resources
of designated areas Emphasis 1s on the
policy-making process at the federal, state,
regional and local levels .
C R P 871 : Growth Management and
Legal Issues, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Basic laws and court cases relating to
the comprehensive plan. implementing
tools and other aspects of the planning
process 1n the growth management context. Prerequisites : C R P 672 and
perm ission of instructor or department
chair.
C A P 872 : Housing Issues in the
United States , 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Regulation. stimulation , salvage and replacement of housing through public policy
administrative procedures: specific housing programs analyzed in detail.
C R P 873: Economic Development
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic development planning process,
focus ing on applied programmatic techniques, especially at the state. local and
neighborhood levels. Emphasis is on
theoretica l models, economic development planning process, private/pu blic
partnerships, economic develop me nt
tools political context, and economic
development planning admin1strat1on and
organization. Prerequisites : C AP 672
and 853 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
C R P 881: Quantitative Methods for
Urban Planning and Policy, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Use of quant1tat1ve 1nformat1on for policy
analysis 1n planning and related fields ;
topics covered include measurement
construction. using descriptive and 1nferent1al stat1st1cs for policy development.
an d com puter use 1n planning and related professions. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor or department chair.
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C R P 882: Seminar in Mathematical
Modeling for Urban and
Regional Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Mathematical models for analysis of urban systems; predictive and estimating
models; optimizing models; simulation;
evaluation; theoretical knowledge applied
to development of operational empirical
models.
C R P 883: Techniques for Analyzing
Development Impacts, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Models and techniques for analyzing
development impacts in urban areas and
regions; economic, fiscal , social and
environmental impact methods. Operational knowledge of these techniques will
be developed. Prerequisites: CR P 881
and permission of instructor.
C R P 889: Selected Topics in
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Topics emphasizing current literature and
results of current research. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
C R P 890: Directed Studies in City and
Regional Planning, 1-6 er.
(0 and 3-18) F, S, SS
Student pursues individual professional
interests under guidance of city and regional planning program graduate faculty.
C R P 891: Planning Thesis, 1-9 er.
(0 and 1-9) S
Student, working individually, programs
a planning problem of appropriate scope
and conducts research. Oral , written and,
where appropriate, visual presentation
of thesis required . Prerequisite : Permission of faculty.
C R P 893: City and Regional Planning
Internship, 3-6 er.
(0 and 3-18) F, S, SS
Twelve weeks of supervised professional
employment in an approved planning
office or agency. Monthly reports covering student's experience required. Graded
on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisite: Two
semesters of city and regional planning
or equ ivalent.

Construction Science and
Management
Roger Liska, Chair, Department of Construction
Science and Management

Major

Degree

Construction Science and
Management

M.C.S.M.

The Master of Construction Science and
Management degree program is designed to
provide students with a high level of skill and
understanding in the technical areas of construction project administration and control.
Substantial emphasis is placed on advanced
study in the field of business, in new and
emerging techniques for construction project
delivery systems, and in the administration of
the construction firm .
The total number of credit hours required
for the Master of Construction Science and
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Management degree varies according to each
entering student's undergraduate degree. For
those who have the required undergraduate
skills and knowledge, the program is 36 semester hours, of which 12 must be from the
department core (CS M 860, 861, 862, 863,
864, 865 and 891 ). In cases where the candidate does not have the necessary prerequisite skills and knowledge, additional course
work beyond the 36 semester hours is required. Each application is evaluated as to the
needed additional course work. The candidate may be placed in a postbaccalaureate
status if deficient courses are noted.

Admission Requirements
1. A bachelor's degree in construction science, construction management, building
construction or related areas is required .
Applicants from other disciplines may be
admitted but may be required to remedy
any deficiencies in course work to provide
the student with the needed prerequisite
skills and knowledge for the construction
science and management graduate program.
2. Acceptance must be granted by the Graduate School and the Department of Construction Science and Management .
Graduate School acceptance is based on
performance in previous undergraduate
studies and a satisfactory score on the
GAE. Acceptance by the department is
based on performance in undergraduate
studies, three letters of recommendation
and acceptance by the department Graduate Admissions Committee.
Requirements for Degree
Candidacy
1. The Master of Construction Science and
Management degree requires a m1n1mum
of 36 semester hours. This includes 12
semester hours of course work 1n the
department's core and CS M 852. In cases
where the candidate does not have the
necessary undergraduate prerequ isite
skills and knowledge , additional course
work beyond the 36 semester hours may
be required as noted above
2. Each student 1s required to have 800 hours
of construction-related experience. The
experience may be no older than six years
from date of enrollment 1n the C S M graduate program.
Requirements for Awarding of a
Degree
1. Thesis Option
a. A minimum of 36 semester hours of
course work with a B average in the
student's prescribed curriculum , including thesis , is required.
b. A thesis on a construction-related topic
must be completed satisfactorily. Up to
nine semester hours of thesis credit
may be taken . Thesis credit is included
as part of the department's core. Approval must be received from the
student's advisor prior to selecting the
thesis option.
c. Performance on a written comprehensive examination covering the student's
program of study must be satisfactory.
d. Performance on a final oral examination relating to the student's thesis and
program of study must be satisfactory.

The student must pass the written comprehensive examination prior to taking
the oral examination.
2. Nonthesis Option
a. A minimum of 36 semester hours of
course work with a B average in the
student's prescribed curriculum is required.
b. Performance on a written comprehensive examination covering the student's
program of study must be satisfactory.
c. Performance on a final oral examination relating to the student's program of
study must be satisfactory. The student
must pass the written comprehensive
examination prior to taking the oral examination.

C S M 655: Reducing Adversarial Relations in Construction, 3 er. (3 and O)
Focus on the delivery of projects and
how adversarial relations can affect the
successful completion of the venture.
Topics include management of human
resources, understanding needs and
processes of the participants, where
problems lie, methods of avoiding and
settling disputes . Prerequisite: Architecture and/or Construction Science and
Management majors, or permission of
instructor.
C S M 850: International Construction*,
6 er. (0 and 18)
Building industries in foreign countries
and the methods of managing the construction process within them. This course
will be taken by M.C.S.M. students at the
Genoa Center 1n Italy.
C S M 852: Construction Management
Research, 3 er. (2 and 4)
Research methodology applied to the
construction industry . Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
C S M 860: Financial Planning and
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory of financial management as it
relates to the financial problems faced
by the building construction firm. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
C S M 861: Construction Control
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Design and administration of the quality
assurance program for large and complex construction projects. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
CS M 862: Personnel Management and
Negotiations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The role of management and unions in
the construction industry. Topics include
contract negotiation, collective bargaining, dispute resolution and management
for productivity improvement. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
C S M 863: Advanced Scheduling, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Analysis and control of complex construction projects using advanced techniques
for scheduling and resource leveling.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

*Offered only at the Daniel Center in Genoa, Italy.
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C S M 864: Cost Analysis and
Marketing, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Advanced techniques for cost analysis
and their use in marketing construction
management, design-build or single-contract project delivery services. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
C S M 865: Project Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of project administration and control
with special emphasis on the role and
responsibilities of the resident project
representative and the project manager.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
C S M 871: Architectural Structures,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Examination and evaluation of structural
systems with emphasis on the compatibility and constraints exerted on architectural design goals . Prerequisites:
C S M 302 and permission of instructor.
C S M 877: Advanced Architectural
Acoustics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced study of acoustics with emphasis on individual research into design for good hearing and sound control
in and around buildings, and applications
to design studio work and thesis project;
ray tracing for ITDGs, analog models using
lasers, evaluations of completed buildings and rigorous analysis of case studies . Prerequisites: C S M 403 and permission of instructor.
C S M 878: Lighting for Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Interrelationships among the many fields
that constitute lighting and its impact on
building form, materials and spatial use ;
the potential contribution of daylight and
electric light to human response and
performance. Prerequisites : CS M 403
and permission of instructor.
C S M 881: Professional Seminar, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
New and emerging methods for management of the construction or construction related firm. Prerequisite: Perm ission
of instructor.
C S M 890: Directed Studies, 3-6 er.
Special topics not covered 1n other courses;
emphasis is on field studies, research
activities and current developments in
building science . Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
C S M 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
With the approval of the advisory committee, the student carries on independent research and analysis . The thesis
is presented orally and in writing and in
strict compliance with the guidelines of
the Graduate School.
C S M 899: Construction Science and
Management Internship, no credit
Consists of 800 hours of verifiable construction-related experience; experience
may be no older than six years from date
of enrollment in CSM graduate program.
Graded on a credit/no credit basis; a letter

grade is not given; will not count toward
a graduate degree .

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Performing Arts
Clifton S.M. Egan, Chair, Department of Performing Arts
Advanced degrees are not awarded in performing arts. Courses are offered to provide electives for students in other areas.

THEA 672: Improvisation: Interpreting
and Developing Texts, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Provides practical applications using
drama as a learning tool to strengthen
writing skills, motivate collaboration and
heighten analytical skills. Students will
use improvisation to analyze texts and
to revise or1g1nal work, consider theory
and research of contemporary scholars ,
and develop approaches to literature and
composition based on readings and drama
experiences. Prerequisite· Senior standing or permission of instructor
THEA 699: Independent Studies, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Tutorial work for students with special
interests outside the scope of existing
courses . May be repeated for a maximum of six cred its. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

Visual Arts

Department of Art. Applicants are encouraged to arrange for a campus interview
during the application process.
4. Letters of recommendation are preferred
from former major professors, producing
artists or professional acquaintances. Other
letters of recommendation will be accepted.
5. A statement of intent regarding applicant's
interest and direction in pursuing the graduate degree must be submitted.

Requirements for Degree
Candidacy
The prospective candidate must have a
review of his or her work at the end of each
semester. It will be determined at this time if
the student should continue or whether additional study is required at either the undergraduate or graduate level. Upon completion
of 30 hours, the candidate must pass an oral
review 1n order to determine readiness for
thesis work.
The candidate must complete 30 hours
and a full-time residency during the second
year of study.
Requirements for Awarding of a
Degree
Students are required to complete the following:
1. A minimum of 45 credit hours with a B
average or above in the student's professional curriculum , including 36 hours of
ART 600- and 800-level courses, and nine
hours 1n the history of art; and
2. A 15-credit-hour thesis culm1nat1ng 1n satisfactory completion of a written documentary of the ~thesis exh1b1tion " and an oral
examination by the Graduate Committee.

Mark Hudson, Acting Chair, Department of Art

Major

Degree

Visual Arts

M.F.A.

The Master of Fine Arts degree is the
terminal degree with in the areas of visual arts.
The program offers concentration in the stu dio areas of drawing, painting , printmaking,
ceramics, photography and sculpture. Interdisciplinary projects are encouraged with in
the department and college. The primary goal
of the program is the development of each
student to a high degree of professional com petence.

Admission Requirements
The graduate program in visual arts leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree admits a
limited number of talented and creative candidates on a competitive basis as follows :
1. The candidate must have a bachelor's
degree from an accredited college or university with a major in visual arts. Especially well-qualified persons may be accepted from other degree backgrounds
2. A satisfactory academ ic record in the last
60 major credit hours of undergraduate
work is required.
3. A portfolio documentation of candidate's
creative work must be submitted . Portfolio
should represent between 15-20 works,
the majority of which should represent the
chosen field of study. This portfolio, which
may include slides, photographs, films,
other documentation or the original work,
is reviewed by the Admissions Committee,
composed of members of the faculty of the

ART 605: Advanced Drawing, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Advanced level studies of drawing which
explore the synthesis of refined drawing
skills and ph ilosophies of art. Student's
understanding of drawing as a form of
art is developed through studio practice
augmented by critiques. demonstrations.
lectures , field trips and independent research . Prerequisite: ART 305 or permission of instructor.
ART 607: Advanced Painting, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Advanced studio course in pa1nt1ng , includ ing study of contemporary painters
and directions Student selects painting
media and 1s expected to develop a strong
direction based on prior pa1nt1ng experi ence . Prerequisite : ART 307 or perm ission of instructor
ART 609: Advanced Sculpture, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Intensive independent studio concentration to further develop personal direction
and content. Emphasis is on continued
1nvest1gation of sculptural context. materials and processes and relative historical research . Prerequisite: ART 309 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
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ART 611: Advanced Printmaking, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Culmination of process, techniques and
individual development. Students are
expected to have mastered process and
technique for the benefit of the image
produced. Creativity and self-expression
are highly emphasized as students select a process for concentrated study.
Prerequisite : ART 311 or permission of
instructor.
ART 613: Advanced Photography, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Continuation of ART 313; advanced problems in photography. Prerequisite : ART
313 or permission of instructor.
ART 617: Advanced Ceramic Arts, 3 er.
(0 and 6)
Further development of ideas and skills.
Glaze calculation and firing processes
are incorporated to allow for a dynamic
integration of form and ideas. Prerequisite : ART 317 or permission of instructor.
ART 620: Selected Topics in Art, 1-3 er.
(0 and 6)
Intense course in studio art. May be repeated for a maximum of six credits, but
only if different topics are covered . Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission
of instructor.

ART 870: Visual Arts Studio, 6 er.
(0 and 16)
Advanced theory ; directed research in
art criticism ; applied work in ceramic arts,
drawing, painting , sculpture, photography, graphic design or multimedia. Prerequisite: Permission of department chair
or instructor.
ART 871: Visual Arts Studio, 3-6 er.
(0 and 8-16)
Continuation of ART 870. May be repeated for maximum of six credits. Prerequisite: Permission of department chair
or instructor.
ART 880: Visual Arts Studio, 3-15 er.
(0 and 6-30)
Continuation of ART 871 . May be repeated for maximum of 15 credits. Prerequisite: Permission of department chair
or instructor.
ART 891: Master's Thesis Research,
3-15 er. (0 and 6-30)
May be repeated for maximum of 15 credits. Prerequisite : Permission of department chair or instructor.

No degrees are offered in art and architectural history. Courses are offered
to provide electives for students in other
areas.

A A H 611: Directed Research in Art
History I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Comprehensive studies and research of
special topics not covered in other
courses . Emphasis is on field studies ,
research activities and current developments in art history

ART 805: Visual Arts Seminar on Theories and Practice I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Issues related to the practice of the artist, emphasizing theories and cnt1c1sm
of contemporary art.

A A H 612: Directed Research in Art
History II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of A A H 611 .

ART 840: Visual Arts Studio, 3-6 er.
(0 and 9-18)
Studio work in visual arts with adjunct
lectures and gallery tours. May be substituted for ART 800-level visual arts
studio .
ART 850: Visual Arts Studio, 3 er.
(0 and 9)
Concentrated and advanced work in
ceramics, drawing , painting , printmaking ,
sculpture, photography, graphic design
or multimedia. Prerequisite : Permission
of department chair or instructor.
ART 851: Visual Arts Studio, 3-6 er.
(0 and 9)
Continuation of ART 850. May be re peated for maximum of six credits . Prerequisite: Permission of department chair
or instructor.

A A H 623: Studies in the Art and
Architecture of the Renaissance I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Visual arts and architectural monuments
of the Renaissance (Western Europe from
the 15th through the 18th centuries), with
a study in depth of selected examples
from the period. Prerequisite: A A H
204 or 206 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
A A H 628: Nineteenth Century Visual
Arts, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Visual arts of the 19th century painting ,
sculpture, printmaking and ceramics, with
relation to the factors that have influenced the artist and the consequen ce on
society . Prerequisite : A A H 427.
A A H 629: Studies in the Art and
Architecture of India and the Far
East, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Visual arts and architectural monuments
of India and the Far East, with a study in
depth of selected examples from the
period . Prerequisite : A A H 204 or 206
or permission of instructor.
A A H 630: Twentieth Century Art I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Concentration on major artists' monu-
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A A H 632: Twentieth Century Art II,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Trends in art and architecture since World
War 11. Specific artists, artworks and
movements will be presented in a socio/
historic context with specific emphasis
on the transition from a late-modernist to
a post-modern perspective. Prerequisite :
Perm ission of instructor.
A A H 815: Art and Architectural
History Seminar I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Particular aspect of period of art/archi tectural history. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
A A H 816: Art and Architectural
History Seminar II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of A A H 815 .

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

ART 690: Directed Studies, 1-5 er.
(0 and 2-10)
Study of areas 1n the visual arts not included in other courses or advanced work
in addition to other courses. Directed
studies must be arranged with a specific
professor prior to registration .

ART 806: Visual Arts Seminar on Theories and Practice II, 3 er. (3 and O)
Continuation of ART 805.

ments and issues of the Modern period
in art. Through lecture/discussions and
the reading of primary sources, course
will place the major modern movements
in the context of the period (1860s-1945).
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

English
R. Barton Palmer. Chair, Department of English
Mark J . Charney. Director of Graduate Studies

Major

Degree

English

M.A.

An applicant for the M.A . degree in English
must present at least 12 semester credits of
undergraduate English courses beyond the
sophomore level; for the M.Ed . degree in
secondary education with emphasis in English, an applicant must present at least nine.
Entrance credits should include one course
eac h a bove the s ophomore level in
Shakespeare and 1n English and American
literature, students deficient in these may seek
provisional admission.
M A students complete 25 semester credits of approved graduate courses and write a
thesis , wh ich may be developed with the approval of the Graduate Committee, from any
interest area covered by the M.A. program .
The nonthesis option requires 37 credits. All
English M.A. students must demonstrate a
reading knowledge of an approved foreign
language .
At the core of the M.A. program is a 10hour requirement, including ENGL 800 and
one course from each of the following groups :
1. British literature - ENGL 805, 808, 811 ,
814 or an appropriate 831 ;
2. American literature - ENGL 820, 823 or
an appropriate 831 ;
3. Language and composition - ENGL 685
(required of graduate teaching assistants),
801 , 802, 803, 832, 835, 837 or an appropriate 831 .
M. Ed. students in secondary education
with emphasis in English complete a total of
37 graduate credits , including ENGL 685 and
800.
Candidates for the M.A. and M.Ed . degrees also must demonstrate proficiency in
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composition and pass a comprehensive oral
examination.
ENGL 600: The English Language,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Studies in English usage and historical
development of the language. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 613: Later English Renaissance,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Nondramatic poetry and prose from Ben
Jonson, John Donne and Francis Bacon
through Andrew Marvell and John Bunyan,
excluding Shakespeare and Milton. Prerequisite : Sophomore literature .

ENGL 601: Grammar Survey, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Survey of modern grammars, focusing
on the impact of structural grammar on
traditional grammar. Recommended for
English teachers. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature .

ENGL 614: Milton, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The development of Milton's art and
thought from the minor poems and selected prose through Paradise Lost,
Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes, set against the background of the
late Renaissance. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 603: The Classics in Translation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Examination of Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, Virgil 's Aeneid and Ovid's Metamorphoses. Shorter works by other Greek
and Roman writers may also be read .
Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 615: The Restoration and
Eighteenth Century, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Readings in Dryden, Swift, Pope and Dr.
Johnson . Prerequisite : Sophomore literature .

ENGL 604: Classical Drama, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected reading in the dramatic literature of classical Greece and Rome. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 616: The Romantic Period,
3 er. (3 and O)
Poetry and critical prose of Blake ,
Wordsworth , Coleridge, Byron , Shelley,
Keats and other representative figures .
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature.

ENGL 605: Studies in English
Literature to 1700, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected reading in English literature from
the beginnings to 1700, with emphasis
on social and intellectual backgrounds.
Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 617: The Victorian Period, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Poetry and nonfiction prose of selected
Victorian authors, including works of
Carlyle, Tennyson, Browning , Arnold and
other representative figures. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature .

ENGL 606: Studies in English
Literature Since 1700, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected readings in English literature
from 1700 to the present, with emphasis
on social and intellectual backgrounds .
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature.

ENGL 618: The English Novel, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Study of the English novel from its 18th
century beginnings through the Victorian Period . Prerequisite: Sophomore
Iite ratu re.

ENGL 607: The Medieval Period,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected works of Old and Middle English literature, excluding Chaucer. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 622: American Literature I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Major American authors and movements
from the Colonial period to the Civil War.
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature .

ENGL 608: Chaucer, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected readings in Middle English from
The Canterbury Tales and other works
by Chaucer. Prerequisite: Sophomore
literature.

ENGL 623: American Literature II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Major American authors and movements
from the Civil War to the early 20th century. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 609: The Earlier English
Renaissance, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Tudor and Elizabethan poetry, prose,
fiction, translations, essays and criticism.
Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 624: American Literature Ill, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Major American authors and movements
of the 20th century. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 610: Drama of English
Renaissance, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected readings in non-Shakespearean
dramatic literature of the 16th and 17th
centuries. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 625: The American Novel, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Survey of the most significant forms and
themes of the American novel from its
beginnings to 1900. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.

ENGL 611: Shakespeare, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected tragedies, comedies and history plays of Shakespeare . Required of
all English majors. Prerequisite : Sophomore literature.

ENGL 626: Southern Literature, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Intellectual and literary achievement of
the South from 1607 to the present, with
emphasis upon the writers of the 19th

century. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.
ENGL 630: Modern Drama, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Principles and progress of drama from
Ibsen to the present ; analysis of representative plays ; critical reports ; discussion of trends in contemporary drama.
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature.
ENGL 631: Modern Poetry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The modern trad ition in English and
American poetry from Yeats to the present;
relevant critical essays . Prerequisite :
Sophomore literature .
ENGL 632: Modern Fiction, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
American and British novels and short
stories of the 20th century. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.
ENGL 633: The Anglo-Irish Literary
Tradition, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Exploration of the unique literary heritage and achievement of English-language Irish writers in the 19th and 20th
centuries . Major figures of the Irish tradition: W. B. Yeats, James Joyce, Samuel
Beckett and other writers ; consideration
of the Irish aspects of their works. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature .
ENGL 634: Environmental Literature,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Survey of literature that examines the
relationship between human beings and
the natural world , including analysis of
environmental themes in myths and legends and in selected poetry and prose of
19th and 20th century England and
America. Prerequisite : Sophomore literature or permission of instructor.
ENGL 635: Literary Criticism, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Major critical approaches to literature.
Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.
ENGL 636: Feminist Literary Criticism,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Introduction to the germinal works of
feminist literary theory and criticism .
Outlines the development of modern literary criticism by studying feminist versions of the major critical methodologies.
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature or
permission of instructor.
ENGL 637: Directed Studies, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Class and tutorial work for students with
special interests or projects in American, British or European literature outside the scope of existing courses . Applications must be approved during the
early registration period of the semester
preceding the one in which directed studies will occur. May be repeated by arrangement with the department. Prerequisite: Junior standing and approved
registration.
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ENGL 645: Fiction Workshop, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Workshop in the creative writing of prose
fiction. May be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: ENGL 345 or permission
of instructor.
ENGL 646: Poetry Workshop, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Workshop in the creative writing of poetry. May be repeated once for credit.
Prerequisite: ENGL 346 or permission
of instructor.
ENGL 647: Playwriting Workshop, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Workshop in the creative writing of plays .
May be repeated once for credit. Prerequisite: THEA (ENGL) 347.
ENGL 650: Film Genres, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Advanced study of films that have similar
subjects , themes and techniques, including such genres as the Western , horror,
gangster, science fiction , musical and/or
screwball comedy; nontraditional genres,
screen irony, genre theory and historical
evolution of genres. Topics vary. Prerequisite : ENGL 357 or permission of
instructor.
ENGL 651: Film Theory and Criticism,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Advanced study into the theory of film/
video making with an emphasis on understanding a variety of critical methods
to approach a film ; history of film theory ;
defines the many schools of film criti cism , including realism , formal ism , femi nism , semiotics, Marxism and expression ism . Prerequisite: ENGL 357 or
permission of instructor.
ENGL 652: Great Directors, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Intensive study of one to three film directors with an emphasis on understanding
the entire canon of each director; similarities in techn iques ; shifts 1n thematic
emphas is ; crit ical methodolog ies for
approaching the works of each director.
Topics vary. Prerequisite : ENGL 357 or
perm ission of instructor.
ENGL 653: Sexuality and the Cinema,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Male/female sexual roles and their evolution in American genre films , avantgarde cinema and international films ;
movies in relation to cultural values and
social stereotypes; feminist film theory;
film pornography. Prerequisite: ENGL
357 or perm ission of instructor.
ENGL 655: American Humor, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Native American humor of the 19th and
20th centuries. Prerequisite: Sophomore
literature .
ENGL 656: Literature and Arts of the
Holocaust, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The Holocaust through literature, art,
architecture, music and film , beginning
with historical , political and economic
forces that contributed to the Holocaust.
Focus on highly diverse creative re-
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sponses to th is event-responses that
often reflect the difficulties and politics
of these commemorative gestures. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature or permission of the instructor.

ENGL 659: Advanced Special Topics in
Language, Literature or Culture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced studies in topics not central to
other English courses , such as certain
authors, works , genres, themes or areas
of knowledge and culture. Specific topics will be announced when offered. May
be repeated once for credit with department chair's permission . Prerequisite:
Sophomore literature.
ENGL 682: African American Fiction
and Nonfiction, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Forms and genres of African American
prose including the novel , short fiction,
autobiography, nonfiction and oratory with
emphasis on emerging theories about
African American culture and its impact
on American cultural life in general. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.
ENGL 683: African American Poetry,
Drama and Film, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Forms, themes and genres of African
American poetry, drama and film with
emphasis on emerging theories about
African American culture and its impact
on American cultural life in general. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature.
ENGL 685: Composition for Teachers,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical train ing in teaching composi tion : find ing workable topics, organizing
and developing observations and ideas,
evaluating themes and creative writing .
Prerequisite : Sophomore literature.
ENGL 690: Advanced Technical and
Business Writing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced work in wr iting proposals,
manuals, reports and publishable articles.
Students will produce work individually
and in groups. Prerequisite: ENGL 304
or 314 or permission of instructor.
ENGL 691: Classical Rhetoric, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Major texts in classical rhetoric ; nature
and functions of rhetoric in Greek and
Roman societies ; development of rhetoric from Protagoras through lsocrates,
Plato , Aristotle , Cicero and Quintilian ;
questions essential to understanding
persuasive theory and practices. Prerequisite: Sophomore literature or permission of instructor.
ENGL 692: Modern Rhetoric, 3 er.
(3 and O)
The "new rhetorics" of the 20th century,
which are grounded in classical rhetoric
but include findings from biology, psychology, linguistics and anthropology,
among other disciplines ; theories and
applications of communication. Prerequisite : Sophomore literature or permission of instructor.

ENGL 695: Technical Editing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Practical experience in editing and preparing technical manuscripts for publ ication . General introduction to the functions of the technical editor. Prerequisite: ENGL 304, 314 or permission of
instructor.
ENGL 700: Children's Literature for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Literature for preschool through junior
high.
ENGL 701: Literature for Teachers,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Literary studies of special interest to
secondary school teachers.
ENGL 702: Writing Projects, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Exchange and development of methods
for teaching writing that have a firm theoretical foundation.
ENGL 800: Introduction to Research,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Literary history and research; use of libraries and bibliographical tools; exposition of scholarship. Required of all candidates for the Master of Arts degree and
Master of Education degree with a concentration in secondary education, English.
ENGL 801: Topics in Composition, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principal theories and practices in modern grammar, stylistics and semantics
related to teach ing composition .
ENGL 802: Topics in Literary Genres,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principal literary genres.
ENGL 803: Topics in Rhetorical Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Major rhetorical theories, figures and
historical movements.
ENGL 805: Topics in Medieval
Literature, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principal works in verse and prose from
c . 11 00-1500.
ENGL 808: Topics in Renaissance and
Restoration Literature, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principal works in verse and prose from
c. 1500-1700.
ENGL 811: Topics in Neoclassic and
Romantic Literature, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principal works in verse and prose from
c. 1700-1832.
ENGL 814: Topics in Victorian and
Modern British Literature, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principal works in verse and prose from
c. 1832 to present.
ENGL 820: Topics in American
Literature to 1865, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Significant authors; works in poetry and
prose ; literary-intellectual movements
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such as Puritani sm , the enl ightenment,
romanti cis m and transcendentalism from
c. 1607- 1865.

ENGL 823: Topics in American Literature Since 1865, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Significant authors; works in poetry and
prose; literary-int ellectu al movements
su c h as reali sm , naturalism , moderni sm
and postmodernis m from 1865 to th e
present.
ENGL 831 : Special Topics, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Topi cs not covered in othe r courses.
ENGL 832: Topics in Scientific,
Technical and Business Writing,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Semin ar courses in areas such as professio nal editing and publishing , writing
for government and ind ustry, teaching
technical writing, and w riting for journals,
magazi nes and new sp apers.
ENGL 833: Rhetoric of Science,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Rhetorical approaches to understanding
science and scientific rhetorics .
ENGL 834: Usability Testing
Methodologies in Professional
Communication , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Research methodologies used in testing
the usability of professional communication .
ENGL 835 : Topics in Literary Criticism,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principal statements of literary critics from
the classical era to the present .
ENGL 836 : Digital Publishing
Technologies : Theories in Practice,
3 er. (3 and 0)
User-centered design theories applied
to multimedia interfaces and online documents for professional communicators.
ENGL 838: Global Professional
Communication , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Implications of professional communication in a global economy: theories of global
professional communicat ion ; research
methods for studying commun ication in
the global workplace : models for global
communicative practices .
ENGL 839 : Writing Proposals and
Grant Applications, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Practice in reading requests for proposals, analyzing rhetorical contexts and
theories of proposals , an d writing proposals and grant applications .
ENGL 840: Selected Topics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Tutorial w ork 1n linguistics or Am erican,
British or Eu ro pean literatu re not offered
in oth er co urses. Prerequisite : Permission of d irector of graduate studies.

ENGL 850: Research and Studies in
Scientific, Business and Technical
Writing, 3 er. (3 and O)
Theori es of professional communication
and methods of inqu iry ; readings and
research into the ways th at the writing of
professionals creates new knowledge and
affects the daily life of others; rese arch
methods emph asize humanistic inquiry .
Prerequisite : Graduate standing .
ENGL 851: Seminar in Professional
Writing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced semi nar in the principles and
practice of writing and editing documents
for government, industry and the sciences;
students produce projects suitable for
publication, typically chosen from document desi gn , scientific o r tech nical journali sm , and public policy writing . Prerequisite : G raduate standing .
ENGL 852: Rhetoric and Professional
Communication, 3 er. (3 and 0)
T heories of communication that have
existed since classical times and that
inform effective decision-making strategies in professional communication.
Prerequisite : G rad uate standing.
ENGL 853 : Visual Communications,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Understanding the language of images
used in textual and extratextual communication ; theories of perception , methods of visual persuasion, gender analy sis , and cogn itive and aesthetic philosophies of visual rhetoric. Prerequisite:
Graduate standing.
ENGL 854 : Teaching Professional
Writing , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Teaching professional writing and exam ining theories and practices of written ,
graphic and oral communication; students
prepare course desc riptions, rationales
and syllabi for teach ing various forms of
business, scientific and techn ical writ ing . Prerequisite: Graduate standing .
ENGL 856 : Theories and Practices of
Workplace Communication,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Workplace cu ltures and their theoret ical
and practical applications for professional
communication. Prerequisite : Graduate
standing.
ENGL 885: Composition Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Teaching college-level courses , stressing contemporary compos1t1on theory ,
research and practice . Prerequisite :
Graduate standing .
ENGL 886: Composition Practicum,
1 er. (1 and 0)
Problems 1n teaching Composition I and
Compos1t1on II , with focus on translatin g
th eoretical concepts into creating assignments, desi gning cu rriculu m and grading. Two-semester sequence to be taken
fall and spri ng of teaching assistants hip
year. Does not count toward degree. Prerequisites : Graduate teaching assistantship and ENGL 885 or equival ent.

ENGL 891: Master' s Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
ENGL 892: Master's Project, 1-3 er.
Req uired fo r the nonthesis opti on of the
M .A . in professio n al commun ication;
compl etion of co urse requires writing a
docume nt for the professional w orld and
keeping a log or jou rnal as a record of
the project ; student presents the project
to advisor{s). Credit to be arran ged . A
maximum of three credits may be counted
t oward the degree.
SPCH 664: Advanced Organizational
Communication , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Appl1cat1on of s peech commun1cat1on
methodology to the analysis of organizational communication processes. Students
stud y methods of organizational commun1cat1on analysis an d intervention. Prerequisite : S PCH 364 or permission of
1nstructo r.
WS 659: Selected Topics in Women 's
Studies, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Selected topics in women's studies. Topics
will change from semester to semester
and w ill be announced prior to registration . May be repeated for a maximum of
6 credits but only 1f a different topic 1s
covered .

History
H. Roger Grant, Chair, Department of History

Ma) or

Degree

History

M.A.

The M.A. in history requ ires 30 credits in
courses numbered 600 or above that must be
divided as follows : (1) three credits in historiography (HIST 881 }; (2) a minimum of nine
additional cred its in courses numbered between 800 and 894, excluding independent
study (HIST 885) and graduate thesis research (HIST 891 ); (3) a m1n1mum of 12 elective credits in graduate courses se lected w ith
the approval of the director of the graduate
program ; (4) a minimum of six credits in gradu ate thesis research (HIST 891 ). Add1t1onally,
the student must write a thesis acceptable to
the department and must demonstrate reading knowledge of a foreign language. A final
examination , wh ich may be written or oral or a
combination of the two forms. 1s required of all
candidates.
Students holding an assistantship 1n the
Department of History who receive a grade
lower than B in any graduate course may have
their assistantships terminated .
With departmental permission, any 600level course in history may be repeated one
time for credit.

HIST 600: Studies in United States
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics and problems in the history of the
United States from the Colonial era to
the present.
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HIST 638: Problems in African
Historiography and Methodology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Concentration on African history with focus
on methodological concerns.

HIST 696: Studies in Legal History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected problems in the development of
law and the system of criminal and civil
justice.

HIST 880: Special Topics in History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing . May be repeated for credit with approval of graduate program director.

HIST 640: Studies in Latin American
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected and varied topics in Latin American history through readings, class discussions and individual or group projects.
Special attention will be given to the use
of an inquiry or problem-solving method
of historical analysis and to the cultivation of a comparative perspective.

HIST 710: United States Since 1865,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Problems in U.S. history since 1865 with
attention given to bibliography and teaching methods. Primarily for Master of
Education candidates, but open to all
graduate students. May be repeated with
permission of graduate program director.

HIST 881: Historiography, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Seminar discussion of contemporary
approaches and methodologies used by
historians; exploration of current debates
over major issues confronting the discipline of history.

HIST 650: Studies in Ancient History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics in the field of ancient
history ranging from pre-Biblical times to
the fall of the Roman Empire.

HIST 770: Europe to the 18th Century,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Problems in European history to 1700
with attention given to bibliography and
teaching methods. Primarily for Master
of Education candidates, but open to all
graduate students. May be repeated with
permission of graduate program director.

HIST 660: Studies in British History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected themes, topics or periods in
British history from Anglo-Saxon times
to the present.
HIST 670: Studies in Early European
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics or themes in European
history from the fall of the Roman Empire to the Industrial Age.
HIST 671: Studies in Modern European
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics or problems in European
history from the end of the Old Regime
to the present.
HIST 691: Studies in the History of
Science and Technology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected topics in the development of
science and technology, with emphasis
on their social , political and economic
effects.
HIST 692: Studies in Diplomatic
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics and problems in international conflict and conflict resolution
among nations. Concentration on 20th
century history.
HIST 693: Studies in Social History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Ways people have earned their livings
and lived their lives, individually and as
communities, in the confines of different
societies.
HIST 694: Studies in Comparative
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics in comparative history,
contrasting and comparing similar historic developments in different nations,
geographic areas or civilizations.
HIST 695: Studies in the History of
Ideas, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics and themes in the development of ideas that have had an impact
on the behavior of individuals and civilizations.
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HIST 775: Europe Since the 18th
Century, 3 er. (3 and O)
Problems in European history since 1700
with attention given to bibliography and
teaching methods. Primarily for Master
of Education candidates, but open to all
graduate students . May be repeated with
permission of graduate program director.
HIST 800: Seminar in United States
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing. May be repeated for credit with approval of graduate program director.
HIST 812: Archival Management: An
Introduction, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic concepts of archival theory and
management.
HIST 830: Seminar in Asian History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing with focus on Asian history. May be
repeated for credit with approval of graduate program director.
HIST 840: Seminar in Latin American
History, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing with focus on Latin American history.
May be repeated for credit with approval
of graduate program director.
HIST 860: Seminar in British History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing. May be repeated for credit with approval of graduate program director.
HIST 870: Seminar in European History,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Training in historical research and writing. May be repeated for credit with approval of graduate program director.

HIST 885: Independent Study, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Critical study of a historical topic, selected
according to needs of student and with
approval of graduate program director.
May be repeated for credit with the approval of the graduate program director.
HIST 887: Archival Management: An
Introduction, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Introduction to basic concepts of archival
theory and management.
HIST 888: Historical and Textual
Editing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical, intensive course introduces
techniques for handling archival materials and preparing scholarly editions.
HIST 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
HIST 893: Practicum in Archival
Management, 3 er. (0 and 9)
Hands-on experience in the operations
of an archival program, including acquisitions, arrangements, descriptions, conservation and reference service . Prerequisite: HIST 887 or permission of instructor.
HIST 894: Practicum in Historical
Editing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Practicum for applying methodologies
learned in introductory editing course to
a specific body of original sources such
as family correspondence, diaries or journals in order to become a historical editor. Prerequisite : HIST 888.
GEOG 601: Studies in Regional
Geography, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Geography of selected world regions, such
as North America, Europe, the Middle
East or the geography of a topic such as
the geography of oil or the geography of
underdevelopment. With departmental
permission , may be repeated once for
credit. Prerequisite: GEOG 101 or 103
or permission of instructor.
GEOG 610: Geography of the American
South, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Geography of the American South in its
changing complexities of almost 400 years
of development. Prerequisite: GEOG 101
or 103 or permission of instructor.
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GEOG 620: Historical Geography of the
United States, 3 er. (3 and O)
Survey that places the spatial concepts
of geography into a time sequence with
emphasis on the United States. Prerequisite : GEOG 101 or 103 or permission
of instructor.
GEOG 630 (PRTM 630): World
Geography of Parks and Equivalent
Reserves, 3 er. (3 and O)
Major international patterns in the provision and use of urban and rural parks
and recreation.
GEOG 710: Teaching Geography, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Investigates world regions as a set of
problems posed to teachers of geography; comparative analysis of basic geographic concepts . Oriented to public
school teachers of geography.

Languages
Samuel C. King, Chair, Department of Languages
Advanced degrees are not awarded in languages. Courses are of fared to provide electives for students in other areas.

LANG 600: Phonetics 3 er. (3 and O)
Basic phonetic concepts used in the study
of sounds and language .
FR 699: Selected Topics in French
Literature, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics that have characterized
French literature , language and culture.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits. Prerequisite : Permission of
department chair.
GER 611: Studies in the German
Language I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced training in the spoken and
written language with emphasis on vo cabulary , syntax and stylistics . Prerequisite : GER 305 or permission of department chair.
GER 698: Independent Study, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Selected topics in German literature ,
language or culture. May be repeated
for a maximum of six credits. Prereq uisite : Permission of department chair.
SPAN 699: Spanish Literature, Language and Culture, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Selected topics and themes that have
characterized Spanish literature, language
and culture throughout the centuries. May
be repeated for a maximum of six credits. Prerequisite: SPAN 303, 311 , 404
or permission of department chair.

Three special courses are offered in
French, German and Spanish for graduate students preparing for the language
examination.
FR 151: French for Graduate Students,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Intensive program only for graduate students preparing for the reading exami-

nation in French. A minimum grade of B
on final exam will satisfy graduate school
foreign language requirement. Graded
on a pass/fail basis. May be repeated
once for credit. Prerequisite : Graduate
standing.

Professional Communication
I

Mark J. Charney, Program Coordinator, Department of English

Major

Degree

Professional Communication M.A.

GER 151: German for Graduate
Students, 3 er. (3 and O)
Intensive program only for graduate students preparing for the reading examination in German. A minimum grade of
B on final exam will satisfy graduate
school foreign language requirement.
Graded on a pass/fail basis. May be
repeated once . Prerequisite : Graduate
standing.
SPAN 151: Spanish for Graduate
Students, 3 er. (3 and O)
Intensive program only for graduate students preparing for the reading examination in Spanish . A minimum grade of
B on final exam will satisfy graduate
school foreign language requirement .
Graded on a pass/ fail basis. May be
repeated once. Prerequisite : Graduate
standing .

Philosophy and Religion
Stuart Silvers. Chair, Department of Philosophy
and Rehg1on
Advanced degrees are not awarded 1n philosophy and rehg1on Courses are ottered to provide electives for students 1n other areas

PHIL 601: Studies in the History of
Philosophy, 3 er. (3 and O)
Selected philosopher , philosophical
school or movement. Topics will vary.
Course may be repeated once for credit
with departmental perm1ss1on. Prerequisite : Perm1ss1on of instructor.
PHIL 602: Topics in Philosophy
3 er. (3 and O}
Particu lar ph1losoph1ca l topic . issue or
problem . Topics will vary. Course may
be repeated once for credit with departmental perm1ss1on. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
PHIL 825: Advanced Studies in the
Philosophy of Science, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Inquiry into the conceptual foundations
of empirical science, 1n particular, the
often tacit presuppositions of substantive and methodological assumptions
shared by a scient1f1c commun ity.
REL 601 : Studies in Biblical Literature
and Religion , 3 er. (3 and O)
Selected topic in biblical studies. Topics
will vary from year to year. May be repeated once for credit. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
REL 602 : Studies in Religion, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected topic in one or more of the
religious traditions of the world or of
religious life in a particular region. Topics will vary from year to year. May be
repeated once for credit. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.

The Department of English offers a Master
of Arts degree 1n professional communication. The program combines work in theory
and research with a comprehensive emphasis on written, oral and visual communication.
It prepares graduate students as professional
and technical communicators in industry and
government and as teachers of professional
communication in two-year colleges. In addition, the program provides the background
necessary for students who plan to pursue a
Ph.D. in rhetoric or technical communication.
This degree 1s designed for students with
strong wr1t1ng skills from all academic disciplines. The program accommodates students
with undergraduate ma1ors 1n technical and
scientific fields, as well as those with humanities and business degrees.
The Campbell Chair in Technical Communication , the Pearce Center for Professional
Communication and the Effective Technical
Communication program in engineering constitute a network of professors enabling students to work 1n professional communication
in a variety of academic disciplines. The program also uses Clemson's expertise in agriculture and natural resources, architecture,
city and regional planning, engineering, textiles, and basic science and technologies.
The Document Design Laboratory has
Macintosh and IBM capabilities, and students
have access to the newest computing hardware and software, including word processing, desktop publishing and graphic design.

Requirements for Awarding of a
Degree
The M.A. in professional communication
requires 30 credit hours beyond the B.A. or
B.S. degree, to be distributed as follows :
1. Five core courses which include Research
and Studies in Scientific, Business, and
Technical Writing l ENGL 850), Seminar in
Professional Writing (ENGL 851 ). Theories of Rhetoric and Professional Communication (ENGL 852), Visual Communications (ENGL 853) and Theories and Practices of Workplace Communication (ENGL
856) or Advanced Organizational Communication (SPCH 664).
2. Two or three electives from a list of recommended courses , structuring the program
to meet professional goals Possible electives include, but are not l1m1ted to. the
following: Topics in Rhetorical Theory
(ENGL 803) . Teaching Professional Writing (ENGL 854). Modern Rhetoric (ENGL
692) and Technical Editing (ENGL 695).
3. Two cognate courses 1n a related discipline to tailor the degree to meet spec1f1c
career goals. Possible cognate courses
include. but are not limited to. the following: Human Factors Psychology (PSYCH
635). Instructional System Design (H R D
847). Instructional Video Production (H R
D 665). The Art of Visual Representation
(Art 690) and Marketing Research (MKT
631 ).
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4. Candidates must demonstrate a reading
knowledge of a foreign language and pass
a qualifying examination on a reading list
before undertaking the required thesis or
project.
5. Students choose either to write a thesis
based on research and a thorough analysis of a problem in professional communication, offering a solution; or complete a
project to write a document for the professional world and keep a log or journal as a
record of the project's progress.

Admission Requirements
Applicants must hold a degree in any field
from an accredited college or university, with
a 3.0 GPA on a four-point scale; submit a
satisfactory score on the GAE general test;
submit two letters of recommendation from
individuals familiar with the candidate's academic work and/or work experience ; and submit a brief resume and an autobiographical
essay of not more than 500 words discussing
educational goals and demonstrating proficiency for a writing program.
Courses for this program are offered by
the Department of English.
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
School of Accountancy and
Legal Studies • 94

Accounting • 94

School of 8uslnes• and
Leadership • 95

Applied Economics • 95
Business Administration • 95
Economics • 98
Finance • 100
Graphic Communications • 100
Industrial Management • 101
Management Science • 103
Marketing • 105

School of Social Science and
Applled Socfology • 105
Sociology • 105
Political Science • 107
Psychology • 108

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

AND

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Jerry E. Trapnell, Dear\

The College of Busine sand Public Affairs offers advanced
degrees in the e areas of tudy.
Accounting
Applied Economic *
Applied Sociology
Business Administration
Economics
Industria l Management
Management Science**
Psychology
Public Administration
Courses are offered in finance, graphic communication ,
h ospital administration, law, marketing and po litical sc ience
to provide e lective for students in other areas.
Graduate programs in the College of Business and Public
Affairs provide a ~7 1de range of opportunities for profes ional
career in busines , industry, government and education.

SCHOOL OF
ACCOUNTANCY AND
LEGAL STUDIES
Accounting
Alan J. Winters, Director, School of Accountancy
and Legal Studies

Major

Degree

Accounting

M.P.Acc.

The Master of Professional Accountancy
degree program prepares students for positions in industrial, commercial, governmental,
financial or public accounting. The program
requ ires 33 semester hours and is open to
students with appropriate backgrounds. The
program accommodates both full- and parttime students. In addition to the on-campus
program, the program is offered to part-time
students atthe University Center in Greenville,
S.C. Full-time students are able to complete
the program in one calendar year. Part-time
students on campus or in Greenville can complete the program in three years. The program
recognizes the rapid pace of change in accounting resulting from technological advances
in managing data, the theory and practice of
management, and increases in the volume
and scope of authoritative pronouncements
from the FASB, SEC and IRS. The program is
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Applicants should hold a bachelor's degree from an institution whose scholastic rating is acceptable to the Graduate Adm issions
Committee of the School of Accountancy and
Legal Studies. Adm ission to the program is
based on academic record and score on the
Graduate Management Admiss io n Test
(GMAT). Letters of recommendation and relevant work experience also may be considered. Applicants should have completed a
basic business core of at least 30 semester
hours, as wel l as the following accounting
prerequisites : Intermediate Accounting (at
least six semester hours), Cost Accounting
(three semester hours), Tax (three semester
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Several graduate programs are offered jointly or in cooperation
with oth er departments and universities. The applied economics
program is a cooperative effort with the Department of
Agricultural and Applied Economics in the College of Agriculture,
Forestry and Life Sciences. The Master of Public Administration
is taught jointly by faculty from the Department of Political
Sc ience at C lemson University and the Department of
Government and International Relations at the University of
South Caro lina. The Ph.D. program in management scien ce is
administered jointly by the Department of Management and
the Department of Mathematical Scien ces in the Co llege of
Engineering and Science.
*Th1\ program is a cooperative effort bet\veen the Department of Agricultural and Ap,
plied Economics (College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences) and the Depart,
ment of Econom1cs. The Department of Agricultural an<l Applied Economics is respon-1ble a<lm1n1stratively for the Ph.D program, and the degree is a\varded by the College of
Agnculture, ForestT) and Life Science
"' Thi program is administered 101ntl) by the Department of Management and the De,
partmcnt of Mathemat1cal Sc1ences (College of Eng1neer1ng and Science). The Ph.D.
degree 1s awarded by the College of Business and Public Affa1rs

hours) , Auditing (three semester hours) and
Accounting Information Systems (three semester hours). An undergraduate microcomputer applications course 1s highly recommended .

ACCT 604: Individual Taxation, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Interpretation of federal income tax laws,
regulations and court decisions with practice in application of these laws to the
returns of individuals, partnerships and
corporations . Prerequisite : ACCT 202
or 203 with permission of instructor.
ACCT 801: Contemporary Financial
Accounting Theory , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of accounting theory from
its origin to the present; currently advocated pronouncements of professional
accounting societies. Prerequisite: ACCT
302 or equivalent.
ACCT 802: Auditing Seminar, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
In-depth study of the Professional Standard for independent auditors; taught by
the case method and includes a discussion of contem porary auditing problems
and cases. Prerequisite: ACCT 415 or
equivalent.
ACCT 803: Accounting Information
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Accounting systems including database
concepts, systems design and evaluation, systems controls and systems implementation. Prerequisites: ACCT 302 and
303 or equivalent.
ACCT 804: The Environment of
Accounting, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Professional, legislative, judicial and social
environments in which the accounting
profession operates. Prerequisite: ACCT
415 or equivalent.

ACCT 806: Advanced Accounting
Problems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Specialized aspects of financial accounting
including business combinations accounting and reporting practices of regulated
and non-regulated industries, emerging
practices and developments in financial
accounting , fund accounting, and corporate reorganizations and liquidations.
Prerequisite : ACCT 302 or equivalent.
ACCT 807: Advanced Auditing
Techniques, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Auditing and control techniques in an EDP
environment including statistical sampling
techniques used by auditors and the
auditor's use of microcomputers. Prerequisite: ACCT 415 or equivalent.
ACCT 814: Taxation of Business
Entities, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The interrelationship of taxation and
business decisions; designed for students
not special izing in taxation. Prerequisite : ACCT 404 or equivalent.
ACCT 815: Federal and State Income
Taxation of Corporations, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Tax principles and concepts involved in
corporate-shareholder transactions , tax
planning of corporations, Subchapter C
and related provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code. Prerequisite: ACCT 404
or equivalent.
ACCT 816: Taxation of Estates, Gifts
and Fiduciaries, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Federal estate and gift tax laws ; federal
income tax laws related to trusts and
estates. Prerequisite : ACCT 404 or
equivalent.
ACCT 817: Tax Research, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Tax research methodology as applied to
the solution of routine and com plex tax
problems emphasizing the methodology
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of solution rather than a specific tax area.
Prerequisite : ACCT 404 or equivalent.
ACCT 818: Taxation of Partnerships,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Tax principles and concepts involved in
partnership transactions, tax planning
and tax shelters. Prerequisite : ACCT
404 or equivalent.
ACCT 819: Current and Special Topics
in Taxation , 3 er. (3 and O)
Specialized and contemporary topics in
federal taxation and tax practice. Prerequisite : ACCT 404 or equivalent.
ACCT 820: Advanced Topics and
Planning in Taxation , 3 er. (3 and O)
Planning element for federal and state
taxes in business decisions including
current. sophisticated developments in
taxation . Prerequisite: ACCT 819 or
permission of instructor.
ACCT 821: Controllership, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Advanced internal accounting emphasizing accounting implications for management decision making. Prerequisite :
ACCT 303 or equivalent.
ACCT 824 : Advanced Managerial
Accounting , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current developments in cost and managerial accounting emphasizing theories ,
applications, analysis and the behavioral
impact of internal accounting data ;
completion of a field project required .
Prerequisite : ACCT 41 O or permission
of instructor.
ACCT 830: Governmental and Not-forProfit Accounting , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fund accounting and financial reporting
for governments and other not-for-prof it
organizations ; managerial control issues
in the not-for-profit environments. Prerequisites : ACCT 202 or 203 and permission of instructor.
ACCT 840: Internal Auditing Seminar,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced topics in internal auditing theory
and practice using case studies and
read ings. Prerequisite: ACCT 340 or
415 or equivalent.
ACCT 845: Operational Auditing
Seminar, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Management control and operational
systems , opportunities for improvement
and development of practical and cost
effective solutions to managerial problems using selected readings from case
studies and industry monographs provided by the Institute of Internal Auditing Prerequisite : ACCT 340 or 415 or
perm ission of instructor.
LAW 605: Construction Law, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Legal principles applied to the construction process and legal problems likely to
be encountered by the practicing construction professional. Topics include
construction contracting, liability, claims
and warranties, documentation, and re-

sponsibility and authority of contracting
parties. Prerequisite : LAW 312 or 322
or permission of instructor.
LAW 629: Environmental Law and
Policy, 3 er. (3 and O)
Legal issues involving environmental law
and policy. the law regarding water, land
and air pollution, and other special laws
such as Superfund and RCRA ; consequences of existing and alternative rules
for environmental protection are subject
to economic analysis. Prerequisite: LAW
312 or 322 or permission of instructor.
LAW 699: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
In-depth examination of timely topics in
legal studies. May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits, but only 1f different topics are covered. Prerequisite:
Senior standing and permission of instructor.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND LEADERSHIP
Applied Economics
Daniel B. Smith, Charr, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics
Major

Degree

Applied Economics

Ph.D

See the College of Agriculture, Forestry
and Life Sciences for information on this program.

Business Administration
Martha Duke Associate Director·
Major

Degree

Business Adm1n1strat1on

M.B.A

The Master of Business Administration
degree program 1s designed for the study of
advanced concepts of business, industry and
government operations. The program is intended for both the active manager or technical supervisor, as well as the recent graduate
interested 1n advanced business study.
Classes in the M.B.A. program are offered
at the Clemson University campus as a fulltime day program. Evening classes are offered at the University Center in Greenville,
S.C., and Lander University in Greenwood,
S.C., as part-time programs. The Clemson
campus program is available only for fall entrance and is a full-time, two-year program
requiring all students to follow the same course
sequence. The evening M .B.A. programs in
Greenville and Greenwood are part-time programs and require a m1n1mum of two years of
work experience beyond the bachelor's degree. In addition to the domestic programs,
both full-time and part-time degree programs
are offered 1n Asolo , Italy, and Ljubljana.
Slovenia, in cooperation with the Consortium
of Universities for International Business Studies. Separate fee structures apply to the
Greenville and Greenwood locations, as well
as to the location in Italy and Slovenia. (See
page 17.)

TRATJ ON

Requ irements for the full-time M. B .A. program include 60 semester hours of graduate
credit, with two prerequisite courses required
of all students: calculus and a basic computer
science or computer applications class. The
full-time program includes an option for taking
classes during the summer 1n Italy. Requirements for the evening M.B.A. program include
as many as 33 hours of prerequ1s1te courses
depending upon academic background and
30 semester hours of graduate credit.
M B A 802: Managerial Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
The funct1on1ng of the market economy
with emphasis on the role of prices 1n
determining the allocation of resources,
the functioning of the firm 1n the economy
and forces governing the production of
economic goods. Emphasis is on using
economic analysis 1n managerial decision making Prerequisites : Economic
principles and basic stat1st1cs.
M B A 803 : Statistical Analysis of
Business Operations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The role of statistical inference in the
decision making of business managers;
techniques and proper applications of
modern statistical methods in business;
univariate and multivariate analysis including analysis of variance, regression
and covariance; sample theory and design, basic experimental designs and time
series analysis. Prerequisite : Basic statistics.

M B A 804 : Managerial Accounting and
Information Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Preparation, analysis, interpretation and
use of accounting information in the guidance and control of a business enterprise. Case material and problems are
used. Prerequisites : Principles of accounting and a demonstrated proficiency
in basic finance.
M B A 805: Legal and Social
Environment of Business 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Interaction between business and the
social, political and legal order. Through
analysis of particular situations , attention is focused on the broad effects of the
total environment on the administration
of business enterprise.
M B A 806: Operations Management,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analytical methods as applied to business and industrial problems ; basic
mathematical and statistical models useful
to management decision making in the
functions of production, marketing. finance
and general management. Emphasis 1s
on the development and appl1cat1on of
deterministic and probabilistic models to
problems 1n forecasting. production scheduling. inventory, maintenance. queuing.
plant location, product lines. line balancing, critical path methods and simulation. Prerequisites : M 8 A 803 and a
demonstrated proficiency in basic management.

*Correspondence for the program at the Un1vers1ty Center in Greenv1lle should be addressed to Clemson M.B.A. Program, Un1versity Center, PO Box 5616, 216 S. Pleasantburg
Dr., Greenville, S.C. 29606; or call (864) 250,8888. Correspondence for the program on the Clemson campus and for classes at Lander University should be addressed to Clemson
M.B.A. Program, 124 S1rr1ne Hall, Clemson, SC 29634; or call (864) 656,)975. Informat1on on the classes at Lander University can be obtained by calling (864) 388-8787.
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M B A 807: Financial Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of financial management as it
relates to the financial problems faced
by business concerns . Concepts developed are used to assess the validity of
emerging formalized techniques for improving decision making in the financial
area. Topics include financial planning ,
short- and long-term fund raising , capital
budgeting , the administration of working
capital, recapitalization , listing of securities and reorganization . Case material
and problems are used. Prerequisite:
Principles of accounting .
M B A 808: Managerial Problems in
Marketing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Major decisions facing marketing execu tives and top management in their attempt to harmon ize the objectives and
resources of the organization with the
opportunities found in the marketplace ;
recent theoretical developments in marketing and related disciplines and their
application in management; readings, case
analysis and discussions are used. Prerequisite: Principles of marketing .
M B A 809 (MGT 809): Organization
Theory and Behavior, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced consideration of theories and
models as they apply to managing individual and work-group behavior in organizations. Topics include leadership ,
decision making , motivation , power, conflict, communication, job design and group
.processes. Prerequisite: Graduate stand1ng.
M BA 810: Managerial Policy, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Decisions involved in the establishment
of managerial policy. Problems, resources
and alternative courses of action are
analyzed and discussed relative to the
selection of company objectives and the
most feasible means for ach ieving company goals. Integrates material and treats
the coordination of the affairs of the firm
as a whole. Case studies are emphasized. This course should be completed
as the final course in the program.
M B A 811: International Business
Management, 3 er. (3 and O) N
Survey and analysis of economic, managerial and financial aspects of U.S. firms
operating abroad including the impact of
U.S. and foreign government policies on
management. Case studies of specific
companies operating abroad are discussed. Prerequisites: M B A 802 and
807 or equivalent.
M B A 812 (FIN 812): Financial Markets
and Institutions, 3 er. (3 and O) N
Topics critical to the proper management
of financial institutions including finan cial regulations , financial security types
and their yields, interest rate theories,
interest rate risk management, foreign
currency risk management, stock index
futures and numerous operating functions in banking . Prerequisite: M B A/
FIN 807 or M B A 857 or permission of
instructor.
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M B A 813: Industrial Relations, 3 er.
(3 and O) N
Relationship between management and
employees, as institutions and as individuals; the role of management and
unions in society; issues in labor-management relations . Topics include the
issues and processes of collective bargaining, contract negotiation and administration, and dispute resolution; government regulation of labor relations.
M B A 814: Directed Research in
Quantitative Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
M B A 815: Directed Research in
Qualitative Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
M B A 816: Contracts, Corporate
Coordination and Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Evolution and impact of various property
rights institutions on individual behavior
and the subsequent use of resources;
the importance of property rights structures in the organization of business and
in managerial decision making. Prerequisite: M B A 802 or equivalent.
M B A 817: Business Forecasting
Techniques and Applications, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Forecasting techniques and their application for developing and assessing forecasts . Topics include econom ic data
sources, multiple regression and time
series analysis, and the interpretation of
forecasts for management and other clients. Prerequisite : M B A 802, 803 or
equivalent.
M B A 820: Business Communications
and Ethics, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
A case-based study of varied ethical and
moral dilemmas encountered in the business environment emphasizing the
student's written work ; development and
communication of a reasoned personal
framework for the resolution of ethical
issues through frequent written assignments. Prerequisite: Graduate stand•
1ng.
M B A 822: Corporate Financial
Reporting, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current state of financial reporting practices and requirements , the ways finan cial statements and data affect the economic system, and the significance of
these practices to users of financial statements.
M B A 823: International Accounting,
3 er. (3 and 0) N
Technical and nontechnical issues in
international accounting . Topics include
the role of international bodies in developing standards, accounting issues dealing with exports and imports, and the
role of accounting and MNCs in development.

M B A 824: The Management of Sales
Operations, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
The sales function as an element of
marketing strategy; the field of professional sales management; concepts and
tools useful to managers at different levels of the sales organization. Prerequisite: M B A 808 or 858 or permission of
instructor.
M B A 825: Advertising and
Promotional Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
The role of promotion in the marketing
mix emphasizing the types of decisions
and decision areas affiliated with promotional planning . Students are exposed to
and apply topics such as objective setting, budgeting, media planning and scheduling , and societal/economic impact of
promotion . Prerequisite : M B A 808 or
858 or permission of instructor.
M B A 826: Business Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Strategic marketing as it applies to industrial , organizational and institutional
markets ; consumer marketing versus
business-to-business marketing ; current
business marketing literature and practices. Prerequisite : M BA 808 or 858 or
permission of instructor.
M B A 828: Services Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
The nature of services marketing and the
special requisites that distinguish successful services marketing from goods
marketing. Topics include promoting and
making the service tangible, designing
optimal service operations , the ideal
service worker, pricing of services and
critical points of services delivery. Prerequisite: M B A 808 or 858 or permission of instructor.
M B A 832 (FIN 832): International
Financial Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Factors that influence the financial management of multinational corporations.
Topics include international parity conditions, currency exposure management,
capital budgeting of international projects
and political risks . Prerequisite: M B Al
FIN 807 or M B A 857 or permission of
instructor.
M B A 835: Investment Management
(FIN 835), 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current techniques and strategies in the
analysis of various investment alternatives ; portfolio management with an introduction to options and futures markets. Prerequisites: Principles of Accounting and a demonstrated proficiency in
basic finance.
M B A 836 (FIN 836): Real Estate
Finance and Investments, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Practices and analysis of real estate fi nance and investment. Topics include
real estate financing techniques, mortgage loan underwriting, real estate ownership structure and syndications, real
estate taxation and real estate invest-
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ment risk analysis. Prerequisite: M BA/
FIN 807 or M B A 857 or permission of
instructor.

with special attention given to efficient
and relevant data collection and interpretation. Prerequisite: Permission of
the M.B.A. director.

M B A 840: World Industrial Policy,
3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Theory and institutions that form the basis
for worldwide national industrial policies ;
examination of the basis for and effect
of policies affecting mergers, consolidations , export assistance, coordination of
industries and other government actions
taken that affect the legal and economic
environment for transnational business.
Prerequisite : M B A 802.

M B A 854: Managerial Accounting,
3 er. (3 and O) S
Preparation , analysis and interpretation
of internal accounting information used
to guide and control the business organizations as well as nonbusiness enterprise. Case materials and problems are
used. Prerequisite: M B A 851 or permission of instructor.

M B A 845: Technology and Innovation
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interdisciplinary examination of problems
and issues in integrating technology and
innovation into processes and products:
evaluating tangible and intangible aspects of new technology adoption; management research and development: and
functional integration of marketing and
operations.

M BA 856: Operations Management,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Strategic and tactical issues involved in
the design, planning and control of the
operating system in service and manufacturing organizations. Topics include
operations strategy, process choice, facility design, planning and scheduling,
and methods for continuous improvement.
Prerequisites : M B A 853 and 859 or
permission of instructor.

M B A 846: Use of Derivatives in
Financial Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Introduction to the valuation and use of
basic derivative securities such as futures and options; financial engineering
of securities combinations such as swaps,
spreads and straddles ; applications of
derivatives and financial engineering in
managing financial risks . Prerequisite:
M B A 807 or M B A 867 or permission
of instructor.

M B A 857: Managerial Finance, 3 er.
(3 and O) S
Theory of financial management as it
relates to financial problems faced by
business concerns. Concepts developed
are used to assess the validity of emerging formalized techniques for improving
decision making in the financial area.
Case analysis is used to bridge the gap
between theory and practice. Prerequisites : M BA 851 and 852 or permission
of instructor.

M B A 851: Financial Accounting, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Accounting as a system which provides
financial information for economic decision making ; accounting from the perspective of the user in debt/equity financing activities and decisions. investing activities and decisions, and operating activities and decisions; measuring ,
processing and reporting financial information as a basis for better user understanding . Prerequisite : Permission of
the M.B.A. director.

M B A 858: Managerial Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Key marketing concepts and theories with
extensive appl1cat1on to a broad range
of business and not-for-profit s1tuat1ons ;
analysis of marketing opportun1t1es and
threats. researching and selecting target markets , and developing and comparing marketing strategies to prepare
students to develop advanced marketing strategies. Prerequisite : M B A 853
or permission of instructor.

M B A 852: Foundations of Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Key concepts and theories in economics
and how a market economy operates,
concentrating on microeconomics, but
also covering key macroeconomic topics. Topics include market systems , pricing mechanisms. monetary systemst
inflation, employment , interest rates.
consumer behavior and regulation. Prerequisite: Permission of the M.B.A. director.
M B A 853: Statistical Analysis for
Business, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Application of modern statistical inference in business operations. Topics include testing statistical hypotheses, consequences of making decisions with incomplete information, univariate and
multivariate regression with emphasis
on business applications, and design of
experiments and analysis of variance

M B A 859: Management Science
Applications, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Management science techniques and their
application to a wide range of managerial decisions . Topics include queuing
models , linear programming , transportat ion problems and simulation . Prerequisite: Permission of the M.B.A. director.
M B A 860: Advanced Marketing
Strategy, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Advanced marketing theory and crit ical
thinking skills applied to support strategic decision making : comprehensive case
studies and advanced marketing models generally utilized with emphasis on
building analysis and professional presentation skills. Prerequisite: M BA 858
or permission of instructor.

I N ESS A
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M B A 861 (MGT 861 ): Management
Information Systems Development,
3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Overview of information technologies used
by organizations for supporting operations and gaining competitive advantage;
concepts and methods for modeling)
analysis and design of information systems that support a business. Topics
include systems analysis, object-oriented
modeling and database design. Prerequisite: Basic computer skills as specified in prerequisites for the master's
degree program.
M B A 862: Managerial Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Use of economic analysis in managerial
decision making. Topics include the theory
of cost, production, industrial organization, coordination and control of the firm,
of theoretical concepts to actual decision making. Prerequisite: M BA 852 or
permission of instructor.
M B A 867 (FIN 867): Advanced
Financial Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Students develop financial problem-solving skills through case analysis, class
discussion , reading assignments and a
project. Prerequisite: M BA/FIN 807 or
M B A 857 or permission of instructor.
M B A 870: Strategic Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S, SS
On-going process of positioning a firm
for competitive advantage in its changing business environment focusing on
the role of general managers in formulating and implementing strategies for
single and multibusiness firms. Business
cases , class discussions and group
projects used to integrate content from
previous business courses. Prerequisites : M B A 805 , 809, 820, 859, 860,
861 and 867 or permission of instructor.
M B A 874 (MGT 874): Managing
Continuous Improvement, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
How to initiate and lead change toward
a total quality environment; basic tools
of quality management; use of teams to
achieve change; quality function deployment; ISO 9000 ; supplier development;
and use of survey methods to track
progress of change. Prerequisite: MGT
803 or permission of instructor.
MBA 875 : Enterprise Development,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Entrepreneurial process from conception
to birth of new venture emphasizing discovery. searching for opportunities and
gathering resources to convert opportunities to businesses. Students learn how
to evaluate entrepreneurs and their plans
by working in teams to write a business
plan for a new venture.
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M B A 888: Internship in Business
Administration, O er. (0 and 0)
Preplanned, preapproved, faculty-supervised internships designed to give students on -the-job learning in support of
classroom education. Internships must
be no less than six full -time consecutive
weeks with same internship provider. May
be repeated. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisites: Twenty-four semester hours of graduate credit and permission of the M B A director.

M B A 889: Organization Design and
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Structuring of organizations , external
environment, goals and effectiveness,
organizational change, power and poli tics , organization culture and other topics focusing on the total organization as
opposed to individual behavior in organizations.

M B A 890: Topics in Strategic
Management, 3 er. (3 and O) N
Issues facing today's executive. Current
relevant literature examined and discussed in a graduate seminar environment. Topics may vary with each offer.
1ng.

'

Economics
William R. Dougan, Chair, Department of Eco.
nom1cs

Majors

Degrees

Economics

M.A.

Applied Economics

Ph .D.

Applicants to the M.A. degree program
must have completed at least 12 semester
hours of undergraduate economics, including
a course in intermediate price theory. A background in mathematics, including at least one
course each in calculus and statistics, also is
requ ired . When necessary, the economic
theory, mathematics and statistics courses
may be taken at Clemson University.
The graduate program will include at least
one course in econometrics and a minimum of
two courses in economic theory . Program
concentrations in financial economics, labor
economics, monetary economics, environmental economics, industrial organization and
public sector economics have been designed
for students interested in these areas.
Both thesis and nonthesis options are available. The thesis option requires completion of
24 semester hours of course work and submission of an approved thesis. The nonthesis
option requires completion of 30 semester
hours of course work and a passing score on
the M.A. qualifying examination. With the permission of the graduate coordinator, a maximum of six hours of course work credit may be
earned for graduate courses taken outside
the Department of Economics. All remaining
courses must be selected from within the
department.
Applicants to the Ph.D. program should
have a strong background in economic theory
and statistics. The program has required fields
in these areas. Students choose two additional fields of concentration from those listed
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above and others supported by departments
across the University.

ECON 605: Introduction to
Econometrics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Elements of time series analysis and
introduction to the measurement, specification, estimation and interpretation of
functional relationships through single
equation least square techniques; problems of multi-collinearity , dummy variables, heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation
and lagged variables in simple economic
models.

ECON 61 O: Economic Development,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis of economic and related problems of underdeveloped countries; national and international programs designed
to accelerate solution of these problems.
Prerequisites : ECON 200 or 211 and
212.

ECON 612: lnternationaJ
Microeconomics, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Analysis of the principles governing trade
between nations. Topics include comparative advantage, theory and practice
of commercial policy, introduction to
exchange rates and balance of payments .
Not open to students who have taken
ECON 310. Prerequisites: ECON 211 ,
212 and 314 or permission of instructor.

ECON 624: The Organization of
Industries, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Empirical, historical and theoretical analyses of market structure and concentration in American industry; the effects of
oligopoly, monopoly and cartelization
upon price, output and other policies of
the firm ; antitrust and other public policies and problems. Prerequisite: ECON
314 or permission of instructor.

ECON 750: Economic Concepts and
Classroom Applications for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic concepts , analysis and methods emphasizing microeconomics and
the market system ; development of approaches to teaching economic concepts
in public schools.

ECON 751: Selected Topics for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current economic policy issues such as
inflation, regulation , protectionism and
energy policy. Emphasis is on the presentation of these topics to secondary
school students. Topics vary from year
to year. May be taken more than once
for credit. Prerequisite: ECON 200, 211
or 750.

ECON 800 (AP EC 800): History of
Economic Thought, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of economic thought from
early Greek to Keynesian economics;
writings of major economists such as
Smith, Ricardo, Marx, Marshall and
Keynes; development of major economic
theories.

ECON 801 (AP EC 801 ): Microeconomic
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Microeconomic theory and its use to
analyze and predict the behavior of industries, firms and consumers under
various market conditions.

ECON 802 (AP EC 802): Advanced
Economic Concepts and
Applications, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Rigorous development of price theory
under alternative product and resource
market structures. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

ECON 804 (AP EC 804): Applied
Mathematical Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Mathematical tools needed in economic
analysis; matrix algebra, differentiation,
unconstrained and constrained optimization, integration and linear program•
ming .

ECON 805: Macroeconomic Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Macroeconomic theory involving static and
dynamic models and their use in analysis of economic problems and policies.

ECON 806 (AP EC 806): Econometrics I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of econometric techniques and
stochastic models to economic problems.
Topics·include distribution theory, simple
and multiple regression modeling, hypothesis testing and other issues in regression analysis.

ECON 807 (MA SC 807) (AP EC 807):
Econometrics II, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic models expressed as systems
of equations; problems of identification,
parameter estimation, measurement errors and statistical inference; techniques
of simulation, forecasting, model validation and interpretation.

ECON 808 (MA SC 808) (AP EC 808):
Econometrics Ill, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Continuation of ECON 807; current economic models and estimation procedures.
Prerequisite: ECON 807.

ECON 809 (AP EC 809): Advanced
Natural Resource Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Applications of economic theory to problems of natural resource management;
epistemological considerations; rent
theory; public and private investment
criteria; benefit-cost analysis and general equilibrium management models.
Prerequisite: AP EC 802 or permission
of instructor.

ECON 810 (AP EC 810): Natural
Resources Management and Policy,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic, institutional and legal aspects
of control and management of natural
resources; concepts of economic science
applied to public policy questions related
to land and water resources. Specialized background in economics not necessary. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

E CO N O MI CS

ECON 811 (AP EC 811 ): Economics of
Environmental Quality, 3 er. (3 and
0) F (even numbered years)
Pr1 c1ng and distributi on emphasizi ng effects upon economic w elfare: goods allocated by governm ent purchase for joint
con s umption an d th ose distri buted by
ratio ni ng: altern ate pl ans for allocating
public goods. Prerequisite : ECON 3 14
or equivale nt.
ECON 816 (AP EC 816): Labor
Economics, 3 er. (3 and O)
W ag e a nd employment theory: labo r
markets; labor history; current problems
in labor and manpower economics.
ECON 817 (AP EC 817) : Advanced
Production Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Production economics theory in a quantitative framework; technical and economic
factor-product.factor-factor and productproduct relationships in single- and
multiproduct firms under conditions of
perfect and imperfect competition in both
factor and product markets. Prerequisite : AP EC 804 or permission of instructor.
ECON 820 (AP EC 820) : Public Finance
3 er. (3 and 0)
Impact of government on resource allocation, income distribution and stability :
role of regulation ; principles of taxation.
ECON 821 (AP EC 821 ): Public Choi ce ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic theory to analyze collective
decisions. Topics include the pure theory
of collective choice and applied analyses of democratic governments and their
policy processes
ECON 822 ( AP EC 822): Contemporary
Public Polic y 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Contemporary public policy, 1nclud1ng price
and resource policy , aff ect1ng rural areas ; public part1c1pat1on , or the lack
thereof, related to programs designed to
implement public policy.
ECON 824 (AP EC 8 24): Or gan ization of
Industry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The structure of markets and firms ; forces
that determine the size of firms and the
boundaries of markets ; the behavior of
firms , both singly and in concert, to exploit market positions.
ECON 826 (AP EC 826): Economic
Theory of Government Regulation ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
T he scope of governmental regulation in
the economy of the United States, its
evolution and development; the application of the tools of economic analysis to
the issues of regulated enterprise. Prerequisite : ECON 314 or equivalent.
ECON 827 (AP EC 827): Economics of
Property Rights, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Evolution and impact of various property
rights 1nst1tutions on 1nd1vidual behavior
and th e s ubseq uent use of resou rces,
the importance of pro perty rights structures in th e organization of business and

in manageri al decision making. Prerequisite : ECON 80 1.
ECON 828 (AP EC 828): Market
Structure in Agricultural Industries,
3 er. (3 and O)
Market structure an d other approaches
related to ag ricultural marketing Individual assignments in the stu dent's field
of interest requ ired Prerequisite : Pe rmission of instructor.

ECON 899 (AP EC 899): Selected
Topics, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) F, S
Stude nts stu dy selected topics under
guidance of a professo r Course may be
re peated for a maximum of six credits.
ECON 900: Selected Topics in
Economics, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
(odd numbered years)
Current topics in economic theory and
emp1r1cal research. May be taken more
than once for credit as long as subject
matter is not repet1t1ve

ECON 831 (AP EC 831 ): Economic
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic analysis of development of
urban areas within the system of cities;
central place theory and general equilibrium models of interregional economic
activity emphasizing central place systems. spatial interaction and stochastic
processes; internal development of the
city focusing on housing and land use
patterns, transportation and urban form .

ECON 901 (AP EC 901 ): Price Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Neoclassical paradigm of market price
and quantity , rigorous consideration of
consumer behavior, the theory of the firm
and market equilibrium. production and
resource demands, and the supply of
resources . Prerequisite: ECON 801 or
equivalent.

ECON 832 (AP EC 832) : Community
and Regional Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Economic theory and research methods
needed to understand happenings in the
regional and community economy and
how local and non-local decisions influence local economic change. Prerequisite: C A D 612 or permission of instructor.

ECON 903 (AP EC 903): General
Equilibrium and Welfare Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
The second of a two-course sequence of
advanced price theory. The first part covers
the development of the theory of general
equilibrium and the economics of welfare ; the second covers the capital theory
and the determination of the rate of interest . Prerequisite : AP EC 901 .

ECON 840 (AP EC 840) : International
T rade Theory 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory of free trade from Ricardo to
present ; theory and application of opti mal and second-best tariffs ; recent em p1r1cal testing of trade and tariff theory.
Prerequ is ites : ECON 314 and 802 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.

ECON 904 (AP EC 904): Seminar in
Resou r ce Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Special problems and recent periodical
literature relating to the control , management, development and use of land and
wate r resources 1n the United States and
1n other parts of the world. Prerequisite:
AP EC 403/603 .

ECON 841 (AP EC 841 ): Int ernati o nal
Fi1
n ance, 3 er. (3 and 0)
F1nanc1al economics of dec1s1on making
1n a mult1nat1onal environment f eatur1ng
autonomous governments and multiple
currencies Typical topics include examination of the macroeconomic problems
of unemployment and 1nflat1on 1n an 1nternat1onal economy, management of
exchange rate risk, credit risk , political
risk and taxation . Prerequ i s ite : ECON
315 or equivalent.
ECON 855 (AP EC 855): Financial
Econom ics , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern theory of corporate finance ; basic theories of et ficient markets, portfolio
selection , capital asset pricing , option
pricing and agency costs. Prerequisite:
ECON 801 or permission of instructor.
ECON 888 (AP EC 888) : Directed
Reading in Economics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Directed reading and research in the
student's field of interest . May be repeated for up to three credit hours .
ECON 891: Master' s Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged

ECON 905 ( AP EC 905): Advanced
Macroeconomic Issues 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Current unsettled issues in macroeconomic analysis. Topics include d isequilibrium macro models, macro models of
open economies, rational expectations
and its cr1t1cs, government stabilization
policies and the controversy surrounding the concept of Ricardian equivalence.
Prerequi s ite : ECON 805 or equivalent.
ECON 906 (AP EC 906) : Seminar in
Area Economic Development 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Recent research developments in economic development ; review of research
publications, journal articles and other
literature; objectives, analytical techniques
and procedures used in area or regional
development efforts. Prerequisite: AP
EC 806.
ECON 911 : Problems in Price Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Price theory problems and exercises in
preparation for standing the com preh ensive examination preliminary to admission to candidacy to the Ph D. degree 1n
applied econ omics May be repeated up
to three times.
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ECON 917 (AP EC 917): Advanced
Seminar In Labor Economics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Follow-up to ECON 816, bridging the gap
between theory and modern empirical
research in labor economics. Emphasis
is on reading recent empirical research
papers to understand the techniques of
modorn research in labor economics.
Prerequisite: ECON 816.
ECON 950 (AP EC 950): Monetary
Economics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic analysis of money in our
economy and eff acts of monetary policy
on prices , interest rates, output and
employment .
ECON 991 (AP EC 991 ): Doctoral
Dissertation Research, credit to be
arranged

Finance
Robert B. McElreath, Chair, Department of Finance
Advanced degrees are not awarded in finance.
Courses are offered to meet requirements and
provide electives for students in other areas.

FIN 605: Portfolio Management and
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Introduction to portfolio management.
Topics include the underlying theory ,
managing the equity and the fixed-income portfolios, portfolio evaluation ,
options-pricing theory, future markets and
instruments. Prerequisites : FIN 305 and
either 306 or 311 or permission of instructor.
FIN 606: Stock Options and Futures
Markets, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The option pricing theory and strategy
techniques most commonly used in the
market for options; overview of the futures markets emphasizing interest-rate
futures , stock-index futures and foreign exchange futures. Prerequisite: FIN 305
or permission of instructor.
FIN 610: Research In Finance, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Directed research course with topic selected by student and approved by instructor. A formal research paper is re quired . Prerequisites : FIN 306 or 312
and permission of instructor.
FIN 615: Real Estate Investment, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Structure and analysis of real estate in vestment emphas1z1ng financial theory
and analysis technique . Case study and
project-oriented homework assignments
facilitate the understanding of real es tate investments. Prerequisites: FIN 307
and 306 or 311 .
FIN 617: Real Estate Finance, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Application of financial analysis and theory
to real estate : mortgage credit analysis
and current financing techniques for resi-
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dential and commercial properties . Topics include financial institutions, syndications and construction financing. Prerequisites: FIN 307 and 306 or 311.

FIN 812 (M B A 812): Flnanclal Markets
and Institutions, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Topics critical to the proper management
of financial institutions including finan
cial regulations, financial security types
and their yields, interest rate theories,
interest rate risk management, foreign
currency risk management, stock index
futures and numerous operating tune
tions in banking . Prerequisite: M 8 A/
FIN 807 or M 8 A 857 or permission of
instructor.
FIN 832 (M B A 832): International
Flnanclal Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Factors that influence the financial management of mult1nat1onal corporations .
Topics include international parity con
d1t1ons, currency exposure management,
capital budgeting of international projects
and pol1t1cal risks . Prerequisite: M 8 A/
FIN 807 or M 8 A 857 or permission of
instructor.
FIN 835 (M B A 835): Investment
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current techniques and strategies in the
analysis of various investment alternatives ; portfolio management with an introduction to options and futures markets. Prerequisites: Principles of accounting and a demonstrated proficiency 1n
basic finance .
FIN 836 (M B A 836): Real Estate
Finance and Investments, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Practices and analysis of real estate finance and investment. Topics include
real estate financing techniques, mortgage loan underwriting, real estate own ership structure and syndications , real
estate taxation and real estate investment risk analysis. Prerequisite : M 8 A/
FIN 807 or M 8 A 857 or permission of
instructor.
FIN 867 (M B A 867): Advanced
Flnanclal Management, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Financial problem -solving skills developed
through case analysis, class discussion,
reading assignments and a project. Prerequisite : M 8 A/FIN 807 or M 8 A 857
or permission of instructor.

preparation, printing, die making,
diecutting, transfer printing, screen container printing, pad printing and bar code
production are covered; developments
and trends Corequlslte: G C 406. Prerequisites. G C 310, 350, and THAD
224 or permission of instructor.

G C 606: Packaging and Specialty
Printing Laboratory, 2 er. (0 and 6)
Laboratory techniques for printing and
converting 1n package, label and specialty printing industries. Experiences in
flexograph1c prepress; printing; die design, die making and diecutting for label,
folding cartons and corrugated, sublimation and plastisol transfer screen printing; and glass, plastic and metal container printing. Prerequisite or Corequlslte G C 405 or permission of instructor.
G C 607: Advanced Flexographlc
Methods, 4 er. (2 and 6)
Methods used in flexographic printing and
converting porous and nonporous substrates. Theory and laboratory applications include setting standards for process color, preparation of plate systems,
ink mixing and color matching, testing of
films and foils, analysis of recent developments and prediction of future markets . Prerequisites: G C 406 and 444 or
permission of instructor.

G C 61 O (THAD 610): Selected Topics,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
program needs. Content will be planned
cooperatively by the University and the
school system or agency requesting the
course . May be repeated for a maximum
of 18 credits, but only if different topics
are covered . Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor.

G C 640: Advanced Lithographic
Methods, 5 er. (2 and 9)
Advances skills learned in previous graphic
communications courses and applies the
knowledge to large format presses. Stu dents work from the design conception
stage through all aspects of preparation,
production and finishing. Emphasis is on
understanding and incorporating emerging
technologies into the production workflow.
Prerequisites: G C 31 O and 350 or permission of instructor.

Advanced degrees are not awarded in graphic
con1munlcations. Courses are offered to meet
requirements and provide electives for students in other areas . ·

G C 644: Current Developments and
Trends in Graphic Communications,
4 er. (2 and 6)
Advanced course for graphic communi cations ma1ors emphasizing the theory
and technical developments that affect
process and equipment selection . Topics include color theory and application,
electronic color scanning, electronic
prepress and communications, gravure
color quality control and analysis. Prerequisites . G C 350, 406 and 440.

G C 605: Package and Specialty
Printing, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Problems and processes for printing and
converting in package, label and spe
cialty printing industries: flexograph1c

G C 645: Advanced Screen Printing
Methods, 3 er. (2 and 3)
The systems and materials used with the
screen printing process emphasizing
techniques of control and procedures for

Graphic Communications
I

William E West. Chair, Depar1ment of Graphic

Communications
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establishing screen printing methods and
standards. Prerequisite: G C 207 or
permission of instructor.

G C 646: Ink and Substrates, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Components, manufacturing, process use
and end use of ink and substrates used
in lithography, flexography, gravure and
screen printing; interrelationship among
inks, substrates and the printing process .
Through controlled testing and exami nation, the optimum conditions for improved printability will be determined.
Prerequisite : G C 406 or 440 or permission of instructor.

G C 648: Planning and Controlling
Printing Functions, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Systems for setting printing production
standards, estimating, scheduling, job
planning and the selection of new hardware and technologies . Prerequisite:
G C 350, 406, 440, 450.

G C 801: Process Control in Color
Reproduction, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Techniques and rationale for procedures
used in reproducing color originals for
printed media. Topics include color systems, measurement, reproduction characteristics, proofing systems, process
evaluation/ analysis
for
offset,
flexographic, gravure and screen printing processes. Prerequisite: G C 444 or
equivalent.

G C 895 (IN ED 895): Special Problems
I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Special problems 1n industrial education
varying with interests , experiences and
needs of students. Prerequisites: Submission of a written proposal , prior approval of advisor and completion of nine
hours in the major.

G C 896 (IN ED 896): Special Problems
II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of IN ED 895. Prerequisites: Submission of a written proposal,
prior approval of advisor and completion
of IN ED 895 .

Industrial Management
David W. Grisby, Chair, Department of Management

Major

Degrees

Industrial Management

M.S., Ph.D.

The Master of Science in Industrial Management (MSIM) is designed to prepare students for leadership positions in industry by
focusing on the management of operations.
The MSIM program also prepares students
for further advanced study in the field of management. The program addresses strategic,
behavioral and technical issues relevant to
managing industrial and business operations
in a global economy. Students in the MSIM
program come from a variety of academic
backgrounds including business, engineering, physical sciences, mathematics and computer science. The program builds on the
educational background of undergraduate

business majors by providing an important
focus toward operations, the part of the organization where most assets and people are
employed . For individuals with a technical
undergraduate degree, the MSIM program
complements their mathematics, engineering, computer and basic sciences course work
by developing an integrated view of strategic,
technical and behavioral issues of operations
management.
The body of knowledge for the MSIM program includes emphasis in operations management, organization theory and behavior
and information systems. Students select from
an array of operations focus courses. There
are five core courses and five operations
focus courses, and most full -time students
should be able to complete the program in
one calendar year. Students who do not have
this background must complete courses in
these areas as corequisites.
The Ph.D. program is a balanced program
of management theory, analytical techniques
and research methodology focusing on the
management of operations. The goal is to
produce scholars capable of (1) conducting
critical and exhaustive investigation , and thus
contributing to the body of knowledge and
scholarly literature in industrial management,
and (2) applying and sharing their knowledge
through teaching for the benefit of students
and society. Students entering the Ph .D. program are expected to have completed basic
course work in accounting , calculus , economics, finance , marketing and statistics.
Applicants who have not completed these
prerequisite courses may be admitted as doctoral students but will be required to complete
the necessary prerequ1s1te work as soon as
possible after matriculation .
Formal course work leading to the dissertation stage of the Ph.D. program 1s divided
into four core courses . four scholarly methods
courses and a minimum of six advanced
courses . The core courses present the critical
issues related to the management of operations . The scholarly methods courses expose
the student to the process of research and key
methodological issues, 1n depth study of statistical methods and college teaching. The
advanced courses provide students the opportunity to explore operations related issues
in management science , management information systems, strategic management or
human resources management. Finally, the
student must complete at least 18 credit hours
of doctoral dissertation research .

MGT 602: Operations Planning and
Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Managing, planning and controll ing production and service operations with
emphasis on demand forecasting , ag gregate planning , production scheduling and inventory management. Prerequisites: MA SC 310 and 312, MGT 390.

MGT 608: Design of Operations
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)

Prerequisites: MA SC 310, 312 and MGT
390 .

MGT 616: Management of Human
Resources, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Recent developments in the management
of human resources with emphasis on
results of research into the motivation,
development of potential and full utilization of the human resources. Prerequisites : MGT 307 and 400 or permission
of instructor.

MGT 623: International Business
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The theoretical and institutional complexities of international business operations.
Topics include exporting, importing, foreign investment, multinational corporations and the international payment system . Prerequisite : Junior or senior stand•
1ng.

MGT 624: International Transportation
and Logistics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
International transportation systems and
their logistics support systems . Topics
include ocean shipping, international air
transportation, port management and EEC
and Soviet-block transport systems , and
international transport legislation and
policies. Prerequisite: Senior standing
or permission of instructor.

MGT 625: Compensation Management,
3 er. (3 and O)
The compensat ion employees seek in
exchange for their efforts and contributions . Topics include government and
union influences ; job content analysis,
description and evaluation ; developing
pay structures ; measuring and paying
for performance ; employee benefits ;
administration of the compensation plan;
executive , managerial, professional and
sales. Prerequisite: MGT 307 or perm1ss1on of instructor.

MGT 801: Production and Pricing
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Mathematical formulation of production
and pricing theory as it applies to management decision making ; analytical techniques of production and pricing analysis . Prerequisite: MGT 409/ 609 or permission of instructor.

MGT 803: Operations Management,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Introduction to a broad range of operations management topics ; foundation for
understanding the importance, relevance
and significance of analytical models and
tools to be introduced in subsequent
courses in the MSIM program . Topics
include operations strategy, process and
facility design, planning and control , quality
management and continuous improvement. Prerequisite : Graduate standing.

The design of systems for production
and delivery of goods and services
emphasizing the impact of alternative
designs on the competitive posture of
the firm; concepts, tools and techniques
for designing facilities, jobs and systems
for continuous performance improvement.
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MGT 804: Operations Strategy, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
In-depth study, through case studies and
readings, of the role operations systems
capabilities play in providing sources of
competitive advantage. Topics include
industry analysis, technological forecasting, formulation of organization and operations strategies, and development of
operations system capabilities. Prerequisite: MGT 803 or permission of instructor.
MGT 805: Advanced Quality Control,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Statistical techniques employed 1n complex quality control schemes including
recent developments 1n statistical quality control. Prerequisite: Perm1ss1on of
instructor
MGT 807: Comparative Management
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Evolution of management theory, up to
and including contemporary theories,
comprehensive review of the major
schools of management thought, with
emphasis on the area of organ1zat1on
theory and design . Prerequisite Gradu ate standing.
MGT 808: Manufacturing Planning and
Control Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Important components of a manufacturing planning and control system emphas1z1ng the 1ntegrat1on of planning and
control functions in a dynamic manufacturing environment; extensive hands-on
work with integrated manufacturing software Prerequisite: MGT 803 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
MGT 809 (M B A 809): Organization
Theory and Behavior, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Advanced cons1derat1on of theories and
models as they apply to managing individual and work-group behavior in organ1zat1ons Topics include leadership ,
decision making, mot1vat1on, power, conflict, commun1cat1on, job design and group
processes. Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
MGT 812: Business Logistics
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Business act1vit1es related to transportation, inventory management, order processing and warehousing of raw materials and f1n1shed goods interfaces with
product1on/ operat1ons and marketing
Prerequisite: MGT 305 or 317 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
MGT 813: Business Research, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Business research to support management decision making. Topics include
information collection and analysis and
report preparation and presentation
Requires the use of integrated microcomputer software for the preparation of
student reports . Prerequisites : MA SC
814 and MGT 399 or equivalent.
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MGT 815: Personnel Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Personnel management activities including recruitment, selection, training and
development , performance appraisal,
discipline, grievance handling, wage and
salary administration, and employee
benefit programs. Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
MGT 818: Management Support
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Computer-based management s upport
systems.
MGT 820: Service Operations
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts and techniques of service operating system design and management.
Topics include characteristics of services,
service system performance measurement, queuing and automation, planning
and control 1n different service environments, and international service operations. Prerequisite: MGT 803 or permission of instructor.
MGT 821: Process and Facility Design,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design of operating systems emphasizing the 1mpllcat1ons of technology and
automation. Topics include technologi cal core competencies, technological
forecast1 ng, process design . capacity
planning, facility location and layout. and
product and process development processes. Prerequisite : MGT 803 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
MGT 822: International Operations
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Operations management within an international business environment. Topics
include the regulatory and cultural envi ronment of international business , international business and operations strategies, global location, global sourcing and
logistics decisions, international workforce
management, technology transfer and
configuration, and coordination of global
operations activ1t1es Prerequisite· MGT
803 or perm1ss1on of instructor
MGT 861 (M B A 861 ): Management
Information Systems Development,
3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Overview of information technologies used
by organ1zat1ons for supporting operations and ga1n1ng compet1t1ve advantage;
concepts and methods for modeling ,
analysis and design of 1nformat1on systems that support a business . Topics
include systems analysis, object-oriented
modeling and database design. Prerequisite: Basic computer skills as speci fied in prerequ isites for the master's
degree program .
MGT 874 (MBA 874): Managing
Continuous Improvement, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
How to initiate and lead change toward
a total quality environment; basic tools
of quality management; use of teams to
achieve change; quality function deployment; ISO 9000; supplier development;
and use of survey methods to track

progress of change. Prerequisite: MGT
803 or permission of instructor.

MGT 888: International Perspectives in
Industrial Management, 3-6 er.
(3-6 and 0)
International perspective to industrial
management via organized plant visitations to businesses in a foreign country
and lectures by, and discussions with ,
senior operations manager(s) . Cultural
visits and lectures are also organized to
provide a holistic perspective to cover
cultural and economic development of
the host country. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MGT 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
MGT 892: Master's Project Course,
3 er. (0 and 9)
The field project, the capstone activity in
the program, requires application of the
program body of knowledge to a realworld operations management problem .
A formal presentation and written report
are required May be repeated for a
maximum of 12 credit hours Graded on
a pass/fail basis Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MGT 903: Seminar in Manufacturing
Planning and Control Systems, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Current research issues and developments
in manufacturing planning and control
systems emphasizing current research
(philosophical, analytical and empirical)
dealing with alternative approaches for
planning and control of manufacturing
operations. Prerequisite . MGT 803 or
permission of instructor.
MGT 904: Seminar in Current
Management Topics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics from current management literature emphasizing research from scholarly journals Topics vary 1n keeping with
developments 1n the literature. May be
repeated with different faculty for a maximum of six credit hours. Prerequisite:
Perm1ss1on of instructor.
MGT 905: Research Methods, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Research methods supporting scholarly
research and publication in management.
Topics include theory bu1ld1ng, hypothesis specification and testing, experimental
design, measurement, sampling, research
ethics and related issues. Enrollment
restricted to doctoral students. Prerequisite : MA SC 814 or equivalent.
MGT 907: Seminar in the Design of
Operations Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current management issues and developments in the evaluation, selection,
design and installation of systems for
manufacturing and service operations ;
empirical research dealing with the building
blocks of operations such as process
technology scanning, selection and installation; operations systems location
and layout; and management systems
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selection and installation. Prerequisites:
MGT 821 and permission of instructor.

MGT 910: Seminar in Operations
Management, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
New methodological developments, both
analytical and philosophical, in operations management; development of theory
of management science; converting
management theory into practice while
considering behavioral and economic
aspects of the problem. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
MGT 911: Seminar in Decision Theory,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Framework and methodology for management decision making in a statistical
setting . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MGT 913: Management Systems
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Design, construction and analysis of stochastic simulation models for typical
management decisions; design; inputoutput; variance reduction; applications;
validation; implementation; optimum seeking techniques; designed experiments;
effect of model results on managerial
policy decisions . Prerequisite: CP SC
150 or equivalent.
MGT 915: Seminar in Business-Level
Strategy Formulation and
Implementation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical and empirical foundations of
business-level strategy research focusing on how firms compete in a particular
business ; strategic typologies , the strategic management process, strategyenvironment fit, organization performance,
business-unit culture, and functional strategies and structure. Prerequisite: MGT
804.
MGT 916: Directed Readings in
Management, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Directed reading and research in the
student's area of interest. May be repeated for a maximum of three credit
hours. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MGT 918: Seminar in Management
Support Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Contemporary topics in decision-oriented
information systems research; structure
of the field, research methodologies and
research opportunities . Prerequisite :
MGT 818 or permission of instructor.
MGT 921: Seminar in the Science and
Practice of Business and Economic
Modeling, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current literature used as a resource for
studying and analyzing selected topics
important in the design and development
of simulation models; students lead and
participate in group discussions. Prerequisite: MGT 913 or equivalent.
MGT 950: Seminar in Corporate-Level
Strategy Formulation and
Implementation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical and empirical foundations of
corporate-level strategy research empha-

sizing both formulation and implementation issues; boards of directors, decision
making , diversification, strategic fit,
mergers and acquisitions, divestitures,
joint ventures and corporate structure.
Prerequisite: MGT 804.

MGT 952: Seminar in Manufacturing
and Operations Strategy, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Emerging theoretical and empirical research showing the linkages among
competitive business priorities, patterns
of operations decisions and firm performance . Topics include development of
operations objectives and strategies that
reflect competitive priorities, and strategic operations decisions in the areas of
process, capacity, facility, and planning
and control systems. Prerequisite: MGT
804.
MGT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
H ADM 608: Hospital and Health
Services Administration, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Survey of the practice of hospital and
health-care administration practiced within
the United States . Topics include plan ning; social, legal and political considerations; alternate forms of organization ;
management practices; control systems ;
and trends/issues facing the future of
health-care administrators. Prerequisite:
Senior or graduate-level standing or
permission of instructor.
H ADM 61 O: Hospital Internship, 3 er.
(0 and 9)
Internship in local hospital for nine hours
per week on a specified program of observing, practicing and experiencing the
duties of hospital administrators . Course
will be specifically outlined along with
the amount of time the student will spend
in each phase or department of the hospital. Student progress will be constantly
monitored by University faculty and hospital staff. Prerequisite : H ADM 408 .

Management Science
Peter R. Nelson, Program Coordinator, Department of Mathematical Sciences

Major

Degree

Management Science

Ph.D.

The departments of Management and
Mathematical Sciences (College of Engineering and Science) jointly offer and administer
this program. Applicants should have a demonstrated aptitude for quantitative analysis
and a primary interest in scientific management research and practice. The program is
for persons interested in using and developing the growing array of statistical and quantitative decision-making techniques used by
the larger and more sophisticated American ,
foreign and multinational firms . Such techniques include probability models; statistical
analysis; linear, nonlinear and dynamic programming ; and decision theory.

The program structure blends courses in
statistical theory, operations research and
functional areas of management to provide a
balanced offering of advanced work in each
field contributing to the degree.

MA SC 807 (ECON 807) (AP EC 807):
Econometrics II, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Economic models expressed as systems
of equations; problems of identification,
parameter estimation , measurement errors and statistical inference; techniques
of simulation, forecasting, model validation and interpretation.
MA SC 808 (ECON 808) (AP EC 808):
Econometrics Ill, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Continuation of ECON 807; current economic models and estimation procedures.
Prerequisite : ECON 807.
MA SC 810: Foundations of
Management Science, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Fundamental management science modeling techniques emphasizing problem
formulation , computer solution and economic analysis in an operations context;
queuing analysis, computer simulation
and mathematical programming approaches including linear, goal and integer programming . Application areas encompass production, capacity and project
planning, scheduling, location , layout and
logistics . Prerequisite: MGT 803 or
equivalent.
MA SC 812: Management Science II,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Continuation of MA SC 81 O; dynam ic,
integer and nonlinear programming em phasizing appl ications of different types
of mathematical programming to business and industrial problems. Prerequisite: MA SC 810 or permission of instructor.
MA SC 814: Design of Experiments in
Business and Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Design and analysis of experiments with
a focus on business and industrial applications. Topics range from the analysis
of single-factor experimental designs
through factorial experiments, multiple
comparisons and confounding . Problems
arising in the actual industrial environments are used to illustrate the application of the techniques and to introduce
the student to major statistical software
packages for the analysis of experimental data.

Management science students are required to take some of the following
courses offered by various departments.

MGT 801: Production and Pricing
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and O)
Mathematical formulation of production
and pricing theory as it applies to management decision making; analytical techniques of production and pricing analysis. Prerequisite: MGT 409/609 or permission of instructor.
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MGT 803: Operations Management,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Introduction to a broad range of operations management topics; foundation for
understanding the importance, relevance
and significance of analytical models and
tools to be introduced in subsequent
courses in the MSIM program . Topics
include operations strategy, process and
facility design, planning and control, quality
management and continuous improvement. Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
MGT 804: Managerial Policy, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
In-depth study, through case studies and
readings , of the role operations systems
capabilities play in providing sources of
competitive advantage. Topics include
industry analysis, technological forecasting , formulation of organization and operations strategies, and development of
operations system capabilities. Prerequisite: MGT 803 or permission of instructor.
MGT 807: Comparative Management
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Evolution of management theory , up to
and including contemporary theories ;
comprehensive review of the major
schools of management thought emphasizing organization theory and design .
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
MGT 809 (M B A 809): Organization
Theory and Behavior, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Theories and models as they apply to
managing individual and work-group
behavior in organizations. Topics include
leadership, decision making, motivation ,
power, conflict, commun1cat1on, job design and group processes. Prerequisite.
Graduate standing .
MGT 91 O: Seminar in Operations
Management, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
New methodological developments, both
analytical and philosophical, in operations management; development of theory
of management science ; converting
management theory into practice while
considering behavioral and economic
aspects of the problem. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
MGT 911: Seminar in Decision Theory,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Framework and methodology for management decision making in a statistical
setting . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
MGT 913: Management Systems
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Design, construction and analysis of stochastic simulation models for typical
management decisions. Topics include
design , input-output, variance reduction ,
applications, validation, implementation,
optimum seeking techniques and designed experiments. Emphasis is on effect of model results on managerial policy
decisions. Prerequisite: CP SC 150 or
equivalent.
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MTHSC 606: Sampling Theory and
Methods, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Probability-based treatment of sampling
methodology. Theory and application of
estimation techniques will be treated using
simple and stratified random sampling,
cluster sampling and systematic sam pling. Corequisite: MTHSC 401.
MTHSC 641: Introduction to Stochastic
Models, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Stochastic processes, finite-state Markov
chains, queueing, dynamic programming,
Markov decision analysis and simulation.
Both theory and applications will be
stressed. Prerequisite: MTHSC 400.
MTHSC 800: Probability, 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Basic probability theory with emphasis
on results and techniques useful in operations research and statistics. Topics
include axiomatic probability, advanced
combinatorial probability, conditional informative expectation, functions of random variables, moment generating functions, distribution theory and limit theorems . Prerequisite: MTHSC 206.
MTHSC 801: General Linear Hypothesis
I, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Least-square estimates; Gauss-Markov
theorem ; confidence ellipsoids and confidence intervals for estimable functions ;
tests of hypotheses; one-, two- and higherway layouts; analysis of variance for other
models . Prerequisites : MTHSC 403/603
and 311.
MTHSC 802: General Linear Hypothesis
II, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Continuation of MTHSC 801 .
MTHSC 803: Stochastic Processes,
3 er. (3 and 0) S, SS
Theory and analysis of time series, recurrent events, Markov chains, random
walks, renewal theory, application to
communication theory and operations
research. Prerequisite: MTHSC 400/600
or 800.
MTHSC 805: Data Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Methodology in analysis of statistical data
emphasizing applications to real problems using computer-oriented techniques:
computer plots , transformations , criteria
for selecting variables , error analysis,
multiple and stepwise regression, analysis of residuals, model building in time
series and ANOV A problems, jackknife
and random subsampling, multidimensional scaling and clustering. Prerequisites : MTHSC 301 and 400/ 600 , or
MTHSC 401 / 601 and 800 .
MTHSC 809: Time Series Analysis,
Forecasting and Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Modeling and forecasting random processes; autocorrelation functions and
spectral densities; model identification,
estimation and diagnostic checking; transfer function models; feedforward and
feedback control schemes. Prerequisites:

MTHSC 600 and 605, or MTHSC 800
and 605, or equivalent.

MTHSC 81 O: Mathematical
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Formulation and solution of linear programming models; mathematical development of the simplex method; revised
simplex method; duality; sensitivity analysis; parametric programming, implementation and software packages. Prerequisite: MTHSC 311.
MTHSC 811: Nonlinear Programming,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Theoretical development of nonlinear
optimization with applications, classical
optimization, convex and concave functions , separable programming, quadratic
programming and gradient methods.
Prerequisites: MTHSC 440 and 454.
MTHSC 813: Advanced Linear
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Development of linear programming theory
using inequality systems, convex cones,
polyhedra and duality; solution algorithms
and computational considerations for large
scale and special structured problems
using techniques of upper bounded variables, decomposition, partitioning and
colum n generation ; game theory ; nonlinear representations and other methods
such as ellipsoid and Karmarkan . Prerequisite: MTHSC 440/640, 81 Oor equivalent .
MTHSC 814: Network Flow
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Max-flow/min-cut theorem, combinatorial
applications, minimum cost flow problems
(transportation , shortest path , transshipment), solution algorithms (including the
out-of-kilter) and implementation and
computational considerations . Prerequisite: MTHSC 440/ 640, 81 O or equivalent.
MTHSC 817: Stochastic Models in
Operations Research I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Stochastic control; structure of sequential decision processes; stochastic inventory models; recursive computation of
optimal policies ; discrete parameter finite Markov decision processes; various
optimality criteria; computation by policy
improvement and other methods; existence of optimal stationary policies; stopping-rule problems ; examples from financial management, maintenance and reliability, search, queuing and shortest path.
Prerequisite: MTHSC 803.
MTHSC 818: Stochastic Models in
Operations Research II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Introduction to queuing theory: Markovian
queues, repairman problems, queues with
an embedded Markov structure, the queue
Gl/G/ 1, queues with a large number of
servers, decision making in queues; introduction to reliability theory; failure distributions; stochastic models for complex
systems; maintenance and replacement
policies; reliability properties of multicom-
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ponent structures. Prerequisite: MTHSC
817.
MTHSC 860: An Introduction to
Scientific Computing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S, SS
Floating point models, conditioning and
numerical stability, numerical linear algebra, integration. systems of ordinary
differential equations and zero finding.
Emphasis is on the use of existing scientific software. Prerequisites: MTHSC 208,
311andCPSC110.
MTHSC 881: Mathematical Statistics,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Fundamental concepts of sufficiency,
hypothesis testing and estimation: robust estimation; resampling (jackknife,
bootstrap, etc.) methods: asymptotic
theory; two-stage and sequential sampling problems ; ranking and selection
procedures . Prerequisite: MTHSC 403/
603 or equivalent.

Marketing
Richard M. Reese, Chair. Department of Marketing
Advanced degrees are not awarded in marketing. Courses are offered to provide electives for
students in other areas.

MKT 623: Promotional Strategy, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Promotion as the communication function of marketing; communication theory
and promotion 's relation to mass and
interpersonal communication; factors
affecting the promotional decision-making process ; promotion as a competitive
tool. Prereq1
u isite: MKT 301 or pemission
of instructor.
MKT 627: International Marketing 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Marketing from the international point of
view; the necessary modification of marketing thinking and practice for foreign
markets due to individual environmental
differences. Prerequisite : MKT 301 .
MKT 628: Services Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The nature of service organizations and
the principles which guide the marketing
of their products; a marketing mix that is
fundamentally different than that found
in traditional goods marketing. Prerequisite: MKT 301 or permission of instructor.
MKT 629: Public and Nonprofit
Marketing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The role and application of marketing in
public and nonprofit settings; a conceptual understanding of the marketing discipline and marketing processes; application of basic concepts and principles
of marketing to public and nonprofit organizations. Prerequisite: MKT 301 or
permission of instructor.

MKT 630: Marketing Product
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Management of the firm's product or
service offerings. Topics include new
product screening, evaluation and development; product line and mix analysis, abandonment decisions, brand
manager's role, new product development department and others. Emphasis
is on decision making. Prerequisites :
MKT 301 and MA SC 310 or permission
of instructor.
MKT 631: Marketing Research, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Research used in marketing decision
making ; methods and techniques used
in planning, collecting, processing and
utilizing information. Topics include research design, sources of information.
questionnaire design, sampling, data
collection and data analysis. Prerequisites : MKT 301, MTHSC 301, and MA
SC 310 or permission of instructor.
MKT 638: Technical Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Integration of theories and research from
business marketing, personal selling and
product management as applied to the
marketing of advanced technology products and services. Emphasis is on original investigation of assigned projects
and in-depth case studies. Prerequisites : MKT 301, 426 and three additional hours of marketing courses or
permission of instructor.
MKT 695: Selected Topics 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Timely topics in marketing . May be repeated for credit as topics vary. Prerequisite: MKT 301 or permission of instructor.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL
SCIENCE AND APPLIED
SOCIOLOGY
Sociology

tions (satisfactory scores normally include a
minimum of 500 on each section of the test);
submit three letters of recommendation, at
least two of which are from faculty members of
the applicant's previously attended college or
university; and submit a 500-word essay on
career aspirations and goals, explaining how
completion of this program in applied sociology will assist in achieving these goals.
All students are required to write a thesis
and to complete a minimum of 40 hours of
course work, including SOC 803, 805. 807,
810, 830, 833, 895 and selected electives.
Students must demonstrate competency in
basic statistics in the first semester by either
passing a departmentally administered competency examination or obtaining a grade of B
in EX ST 801. Students also must demonstrate competency 1n multivariate regression
in the second semester by either passing a
departmentally administered competency examination or obtaining a grade of Bin MTHSC
805. The 40-hour requirement includes a s1xhour placement in an applied setting. The field
placement 1s coordinated by the student, the
graduate director and the on-site supervisor.
Typically. the internship 1s completed in the
summer between the first and second year of
the program, but only after completing a m1n1mum of 12 credit hours of 800-level course
work. In exceptional circumstances the graduate coordinator may approve the substitution
of six hours of appropriate course work for the
field placement when the student has had
work experience comparable to the placement.
SOC 601: Human Ecology (R S 601 ),
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Interrelationships among the physical
world , modifications in natural environments , human settlement patterns and
1nst1tutions that both encourage and regulate environmental modification. Emphasis
is on conditions whereby natural resources
become public policy concerns. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
SOC 604: Sociological Theory, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Development of sociological theory. Required of all sociology majors. Prerequisites : SOC 201 and junior standing or
permission of instructor.

John W. Ryan , Chair, Department of Sociology
M~or

Deg Ne

Applied Sociology

M.S.

The Department of Sociology offers the
M.S. degree in applied sociology emphasizing practical and theoretical knowledge in the
areas of industrial and organizational sociology and focusing on the acquisition of social
research skills, theory application and practical field experience. Students are prepared
for employment in federal. state and local
government agencies: in industry and related agencies: and to pursue a doctorate .
Applicants must hold a bachelor's degree
from an accredited degree program : have
completed a minimum of 15 undergraduate
semester hours in sociology or another social
science discipline that includes at least one
course each in statistics, research methods
and sociological theory; submit GAE scores
on the verbal, quantitative and analytical sec-

SOC 630: Sociology of Organizations,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis of administrative organizations
and voluntary associations; applied analysis of their formal and informal group
relations, communications and effectiveness. Prerequisites : SOC 201 and Junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 633: Developing Societies, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Social and historical causes of development and underdevelopment societies;
sociological theories of development.
Selected countries are examined 1n an
international context. Prerequisites: SOC
201 and junior standing or permission of
instructor.
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SOC 640: Leisure, the Mass Media and
Culture, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Production and consumption of leisure
activities in contemporary society; popular
culture and the mass media as dominant
leisure forms ; social effects of leisure
activities; relationship between work and
leisure . Prerequisites: SOC 201 and
junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 641: Sociology of Sport, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Sport as a social phenomenon emphasizing leadership, discrimination, socialization , communication, conflict and cooperation in sports; emerging social issues in contemporary sports. Prerequisites: SOC 201 and junior standing or
permission of instructor.
SOC 660: Race, Ethnicity and Class,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Sociological perspectives on race, ethnic relations and social stratification;
analysis of the impact of social class on
minority movements. (Not open to students who have taken SOC 431.) Prerequisites : SOC 201 and junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 662: Men, Masculinity and
Society, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Masculinity and social order: norms, roles ,
relationships and activities ; identity and
socialization : work, family , sexuality, war
and sports; subcultural comparisons .
Prerequisites: SOC 201 and junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 663: Sociology of Parenting, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Sociology of parenting , ch ild rearing ,
parenting styles and outcomes; social
change and parenting ; variations by sex,
race and class ; cross-cultural compari sons ; research -based with applied orientation. Prerequisites: SOC 201 and
junior standing.
SOC 671 (R S 671 ): Demography, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Demographic concepts, theory and research methods for vital statistics, migration and population distribution and
projections ; collection and processing of
demographic data and organization of
demographic data systems. Prerequisite: ANTH 201 or SOC 201 or RS 301.
SOC 680: Medical Sociology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Sociocultural factors in the etiology and
treatment of physical illness ; medical
occupations and professions; organization of health-care delivery systems.
Prerequisites: SOC 201 and junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 681: Aging and Death, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Sociological orientation to aging populations focusing on the impact of health
care, welfare and retirement systems;
dying as a social phenomenon ; suicide;
euthanasia; funerals . (Not open to stu dents who have taken SOC 383.) Pre-
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requisites: SOC 201 and junior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 684: Child Abuse and Treatment,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Child abuse, neglect and exploitation as
major social problems; causes, effects
and prevalence of physical, sexual and
emotional maltreatment; definitional controversies; social policy and legal considerations; therapeutic approaches for
children and their caretakers; child maltreatment and the judicial system . Prerequisites : SOC 201 and senior standing or permission of instructor.
SOC 803: Survey Designs for Applied
Social Research, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Survey research design principles, procedures and techniques used in applied
sociology; instrumentation: data collection and management and their interpretation. Prerequisite: SOC 303 or equivalent.
SOC 805: Evaluation Research, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Research methods and techniques of
computer-assisted data management and
analyses used in evaluating policies ,
operation, organization and effectiveness
of social programs in the private and public
sectors; microcomputer software packages available for these purposes . Prerequisite : SOC 803 .
SOC 807: Advanced Research Methods,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Advanced methods in social research ;
measuring techniques and data analysis
strategies ; practical experience in vari ous phases of social research . Prerequisite: SOC 803.
SOC 810: Theoretical Models in Applied
Social Research, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Comparative analysis of theoretical models
in sociology and their uses in applied
research; uses of these models 1n research concerned with the processes of
industrial and economic growth and development. Prerequisite: SOC 404 or
equivalent.
SOC 812: Seminar on Marriage and the
Family, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current family research and theory in areas
such as problem -solving strategies, developmental processes , family and work
life, changes throughout the lifespan including premarital sexuality, pregnancy,
divorce, marriage enrichment and courtship. Topics vary from year to year. May
be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: SOC
311 or equivalent.
SOC 814: Policy and Social Action,
3 er. (3 and O) N
Policy formation, implementation and
evaluation in public and private sectors
with a focus on outcomes of policy formation , social planning and implementation . Prerequisite: SOC 81 O or permission of instructor.

SOC 830: Human Systems
Development: Organizations and
Society, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Complex organizations such as human
systems with primary focus on development and change , interorganizational
relations and the influence of these structures on the community life. Prerequisite: SOC 430 or equivalent.
SOC 833: Work and Society, 3 er.
(3 and O) S
The history of industrial development and
its consequences at the societal, com munity and individual levels; current issues involved in the relationship between
work and society ; strategies for developing research and policy related to these
issues. Prerequisite: SOC 330 or equivalent.
SOC 836: Environmental Sociology,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Introduction to environmental sociology;
relationship among human behavior,
society and the environment; focuses on
the natural rather than the built environment; U.S. and global issues. Prerequisite : Graduate student status.
SOC 882: Systems of Marital and
Family Therapy, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theories and techniques of marital and
family therapy. Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor.
SOC 891: Master's Thesis Research
Credit to be arranged.
SOC 892: Selected Topics in Sociology,
3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current topics in applied sociology not
covered 1n other graduate courses . May
be repeated once for credit.
SOC 895: Field Experience, 3-6 er. SS
Supervised full -time work experience in
a public agency or private enterprise to
gain planning , research and policy experience. May not be repeated for credit.
Graded on a pass/fail basis . Prerequisite: 12 hours of 800-level course work
in sociology.
SOC 896: Independent Study, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Individual readings or research in a topic
area selected according to a student's
interests or program needs. May be repeated for up to six hours. Graded on a
pass/fail basis . Prerequisite: Approval
of the director of graduate studies .
ANTH 601: Cultures and the
Environment, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Global impact of humans on the environment ; prehistoric development and historical consequences of population
growth , agriculture, political and economic
complexity; future implications. Prerequisites: ANTH 201 and junior standing
or permission of instructor.
ANTH 603: Qualitative Methods, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Methods and techniques of qualitative
field research including participant ob-
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servati?n, ethnographic interviewing, data
analysis and report writing. Prerequisite: ANTH 201 or permission of instructor.

Martin W. Slann, Chair, Department of Political
Science

Major

Degree

Public Administration

M.P.A.

Advanced degrees are not awarded in
political science. Courses are offered at the
600 level to provide electives for students in
other areas.
The department participates with the Department of Government and International
Relations at the University of South Carolina
in offering the joint professional degree, Master of Public Administration . Courses for this
program are taught only at the University
Center of Greenville, S.C.
From 36 to 45 semester hours are required
for the M.P.A. degree , depending on the
student's background. Students lacking profi ciency in statistics or American government
are required to take prerequisites 1n one or
both areas. Students who do not have substantial administrative experience are required
to complete an internship encompassing at
least three months of full-time adm1n1strative
work. All M.P.A. students must complete six
core courses (PO SC 821 , 822, 827, 829, 834
and 841 ), a core course that focuses on the
level of government (e.g. , local , state, etc ) 1n
which the student is interested and five electives.

PO SC 609: Directed Study in American
Politics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Supervised reading and/or research in
selected areas of American government.
Prerequisite ~ Permission of instructor.
PO SC 616: Interest Groups and Social
Movements, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Empirical and normative examination of
the orig ins , roles and influences of interest groups and social movements 1n the
United States ; relationships among interest groups , social movements and
democratic theory. Prerequisite: PO SC
101 , junior standing or permission of
instructor.
PO SC 621: Public Policy Processes,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Public policy process , analysis and evalu ation. Topics include examination and
comparison of policy-making models,
policy analysis and decision-making tech niques, and approaches to program evaluation . Prerequisites : PO SC 101 , junior
standing or perm ission of instructor.
PO SC 623: Urban Politics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Interaction of political , technical and
administrative processes in urban
America. Emphasis is on the history and
future of urban areas. Prerequisite: PO
SC 101, junior standing or permission of
instructor.

PO SC 627: Public Personnel
Management, 3 er. (3 and O)
Government personnel systems ; current
trends and problems; essentials of recruitment, classification, compensation ,
motivation, evaluation, training and discipline. Prerequisite: PO SC 101, junior
standing or permission of instructor.
PO SC 628: National Security Policy,
3 er. (3 and O)
Problems in formulating policies of national defense; alternatives, consequences and effectiveness of current
techniques in nuclear weaponry , guerrilla and conventional warfare . Prerequisite : PO SC 101, junior standing or
permission of instructor.
PO SC 632: American Constitutional
Law I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Supreme Court decisions and other legal materials in the areas of national
power, federalism, the separation of
powers and the role of the judiciary.
PO SC 633: American Constitutional
Law II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Supreme Court dec1s1ons and other legal materials 1n the areas of c1v1I rights
and civil liberties , with an emphasis on
freedom of speech , freedom of religion ,
equal protection of the laws and privacy
rights .
PO SC 642: Political Parties and
Elections, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Dist1nct1ve features of the American twoparty system w ith emphasis on pres1dent1al elections Parties are exam ined
as formal organizations, coal1t1ons of
voters and interest groups, coord inators
of nom1nat1on and election processes and
managers of policy-making 1nst1tut1ons
Prerequisite : PO SC 101 , junior standing or perm1ss1on of instructor.
PO SC 654: Southern Politics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The unique political environment of the
American South with emphasis on the
events and social forces that have shaped
politics in the region since World War II.
Material 1s approached from a variety of
perspectives including history, literature,
social themes and pol itical culture
PO SC 657: Political Terrorism, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
International phenomenon of terrorism
in terms of origins, operations, philosophy and objectives. Prerequisite : PO
SC 102, junior standing or permission of
instructor.
PO SC 658: Political Leadership, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Comparative examination of political leaders; types , methods and consequences
of leadership ; relationship between leaders and followers . Prerequisite: PO SC
101, junior standing or permission of
instructor.

PO SC 680: Gender and Politics, 3 er.
(3 and O)
The role of gender in politics in the United
States and in other countries; the role of
women in electoral politics, the impact of
nationalist violence and development
policies on women's lives and on women's
rights as human rights . Prerequisite: PO
SC 101, 102, junior standing or permission of instructor.
PO SC 689: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Intensive examination of a selected area
of political science . May be repeated for
a maximum of six credits, but only if different topics are covered. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
PO SC 702: Methods for Public
Management, 3 er. (3 and O)
Use of social science research methods
in addressing issues in public management and policy ; research design ; measurement; data collection ; sampling and
poll ing ; use of statistical procedures in
policy studies and decision-making theory.
PO SC 821: Perspectives on Public
Administration, 3 er. (3 and O)
Study and practice of public administration 1n the United States in the twentieth
century; historical development of the field
of public adm1n1strat1on ; current approaches to the study and practice of
public administration .
PO SC 822: Public Policy Process, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Major models of policy making 1nclud1ng
1ncrementallsm, rationalism , pluralism and
elitism ; selected areas of public policy
including transportation , poverty, energy
and the environment .
PO SC 827: Public Personnel
Administration, 3 er. (3 and O)
Organ1zat1on , techniques and theories of
personnel management; interpersonal
relations 1n organ izations ; personnel
change and development; chang ing cond1t1ons 1n the public service : educational
spec1ahzat1ons, unions. collective bargaining , etc ; ethics for the public service.
PO SC 829: Public Financial
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Organ1zat1on and techn iques of governmental financial management; budgetary theories ; intergovernmental financial
relations .
PO SC 830: Constitutional Law for
Public Administration, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principles of American constitutional law;
legal issues related to public administration including delegation of power, separation of powers, due process, and civil
rights and liberties. May not be taken for
credit by students who have taken PO
SC 632 or 633, or their equivalents.
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PO SC 834: Administrative Law, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Legislative, adjudicatory and general
policy-making powers of administrative
agencies and regulatory commissions;
the scope of judicial review of administrative action; directed primarily toward
the analysis of the political nature of
bureaucracy.

PO SC 841: Publlc Data Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Various aspects of locating, collecting
and processing primary and secondary
data utilized by public administrators and
policy analysts including design of original surveys, library and archive searches,
problems of storage and retrieval, and
statistical description . Prerequisite: EX
ST 301, MTHSC 301 or equivalent.

PO SC 860: American Government,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Introduction and overview of the literature of the American political system, its
institutions and processes.

PO SC 863: Contemporary
Administrative Organizations, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problems, processes and theories of
communication, decision-making, agency
planning and control in administrative
•
agencies.

PO SC 867: State Government
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
State government problems and policy
issues emphasizing the modernization
of government institutions and comparative state politics.

PO SC 868: Local Government
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Administration of local government from
the perspective of the professional administrator; the growth of the manager
form of local government; the role of local
government administrators with regard
to policy making , management and the
delivery of services.

PO SC 877: Public Policy Evaluation
Seminar, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Conceptual and analytic issues in policy
and program evaluation including problem definition, goal setting and criteria
formulation ; design of evaluation research ;
indicator design; treatment of uncertainty;
and special problems raised by constraints
of the political context.

PO SC 878: Selected Topics in Public
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
In-depth study of an applied problem in
public administration as seen through
the practitioner's eyes; the methods used
to address these problems.

PO SC 879: Internship in Public
Administration, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Students serve an internship with a government agency. A written report must
be submitted detailing the experience.
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PO SC 880: Capstone Seminar In
Public Administration, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Term project integrating the material from
other courses in the analysis of a contemporary public administration problem.
Field work and applied project required.
Prerequisites: 30 credit hours toward
MPA degree and permission of instructor.

PO SC 891: Master's Thesis Research
Credit to be arranged.

These courses in Government and International Studies (GINT) are offered
at the University Center of Greenville as
part of the core courses in the joint program for the professional degree, Master of Public Administration.

GINT 767: State Government, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
State government problems and policy
issues emphasizing the modernization
of government institutions and comparative state pol itics.

GINT 771: Public Data Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problems of gathering and using public
data for public administrators and policy
analysts including problems of research
design and data gathering , interpretation and use in the analysis of public
programs.

GINT 773: Personnel Administration,
3 er. (3 and O)
Organization , techniques and theories
of personnel management; interpersonal
relations in organizations ; personnel
change and development; changing conditions in the public service ; educational
specialization , unions, collective bargaining , etc. ; ethics for public service.

GINT 774: The Public Policy Process,
3 er. (3 and 0)
The public policy process including the
role of public officials in the process and
constraints on its outcomes.

Psychology
James Mccubbin, Chair, Department of Psychology

Majors

Degrees

Applied Psychology
Industrial/Organizational
Psychology

M.S.
Ph.D.

The Department of Psychology offers a
Ph.D. degree in industrial/organizational psychology and an M.S. degree in applied psychology with concentrations in industrial/organizational psychology and human factors
psychology. These programs are designed to
provide the student with the requisite theoretical foundations, skills in quantitative techniques and research design, and practical
problem-solving skills to address human prob-

lems related to work. The Department of Psychology is a member of the Council on Applied
Master's Programs in Psychology.
Applicants to these programs should have
an undergraduate degree with a major in
psychology or a related field from an accredited college or university. Students with a
major other than psychology should have a
minimum of 15 semester hours beyond the
introductory psychology survey course.
A formal thesis and supervised field internship are required for the M.S. degree. M.S.
students complete 45 semester hours, including six semester hours of thesis credit and six
semester hours of credit for the internship.
Typically, the internship is completed in the
summer between the first and second years of
the program. In some cases, six semester
hours of approved electives may be substituted for the field internship.
Students in the doctoral program are expected to satisfy the master's program requirements prior to receiving their doctorate.
In addition to the required core content courses,
a doctoral program must include at least one
course from each of four major areas of psychology (biological, cognitive-affective, social,
individual differences). In addition, 18 hours of
dissertation research are required . Students
are admitted to candidacy for the Ph.D. degree upon successful completion of a qualifying examination.

PSYCH 615: Systems and Theories of
Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The development of psychology, particularly during the past 100 years. Emphasis is on providing a better perspective of
present-day psychology with various
approaches taken by influential psychologists and the conflicts among these approaches. Prerequisites: PSYCH 201
and one 300-level psychology course or
permission of instructor.

PSYCH 626: Advanced Physiological
Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The biological basis of behavior emphasizing functional neuroanatomy and endocrinology. Topics may vary. May not
be repeated for credit. Prerequisite:
PSYCH 324 or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 657: Priniciples and Processes
of Teamwork, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Individual and group processes as they
apply to team performance ; theories,
research and models of team functioning ; applications of principles to ad hoc,
business, multidisciplinary work and computer-supported teams. Prerequisite:
PSYCH 201 , one 300-level PSYCH course
or perm ission of instructor.

PSYCH 659: Group Dynamics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Current theory and research on smallgroup processes, group formation and
development, group structure, the dynamic forces within a group, leadership
and group problem solving and decision
making. Prerequisites: PSYCH 201 and
one 300-level psychology course or permission of instructor.

PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCH 662: Psychology and Culture,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Seminar examining the cultural context
in which psychological theories and research are generated, and psychological perspectives on human diversity.
Topics include the philosophical positions influencing psychological theory and
research; methodological issues in the
study of diversity, historical and contemporary perspectives; and cross-cutural
psychological research in selected content areas. Prerequisite: PSYCH 31 o
or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 680: Health Psychology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The role of health-related behaviors in
the prevention , development and/or exacerbation of health problems; the
biopsycho-social model and its application in the assessment, treatment and
prevention of health problems. Prerequisite: PSYCH 201, one 300-level psychology course or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 683: Abnormal Psychology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
The physiological, psychological and
cultural factors involved in such behavioral disorders as transient situational
disturbances, personality disorders, psychoneuroses , psychoses and psychosomatic disturbances ; the advantages
and disadvantages of particular conceptual models 1n labeling and describing
behaviors as either normal or abnormal.
Prerequisites: PSYCH 201 and one 300level psychology course or permission
of instructor.

PSYCH 689: Selected Topics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Seminar in current topics in psychology.
Topics vary from semester to semester
and will be announced prior to each
semester's registration. May be repeated
once for credit, but only if a different
topic is covered . Prerequisites: PSYCH
201 and one 300-l evel course or permission of instructor .

PSYCH 801: Professional Ethics in
Industrial/Organizational
Psychology, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Ethics and standards for the practice of
psychology in organizations ; applied situations in organizational settings and in
research . Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.

PSYCH 810: Research Design and
Quantitative Methods I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Bivariate and multivariate data analysis
applied to industrial and other work-related settings ; the major data analytic
tools needed for research in applied
psychology. Prerequisite: Six credits of
statistics, research methods or equivalent.

PSYCH 811: Research Design and
Quantitative Methods II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)

quasi-experimental and nonexperimental
designs emphasizing applied psychological research; scientific method; basic
versus applied research; technical writing; grant writing and ethics. Prerequisite: PSYCH 810.

PSYCH 815: Advanced Studies in
Systems and Theories, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The foundations of contemporary psychology, the origins of major theories, the
conceptions of scientific knowledge implicit in them, and the reasons for accepting or rejecting them. Prerequisite:
PSYCH 415 or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 822: Human Perception and
Performance, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic research on human perception as
applied to task performance; vision and
audition in adults ; basic knowledge of
human sensory and perceptual characteristics as applied to such tasks as
machine operation, task performance, etc.

PSYCH 833: Cognitive Psychology,
3 er. (3 and O)
Research and theory concerning perception , memory, reasoning , problem solving, knowledge representation, psychology of language , semantics, attention,
concept formation and other high-level
mental processes ; applications of these
areas are considered.

PSYCH 835: Advanced Human Factors,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Provides a solid foundation from which to
study 1nteract1ons between human beings and systems in order to maximize
safety, performance and user satisfaction. Emphasizes the integration and
application of basic research and theory
in sensation, perception, cognition and
motor control. Prerequisites : Graduate
student standing and permission of instructor.

PSYCH 837: Ergonomics for Applied
Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Perception and action capabilities of
humans as they relate to the design of
machines and environments; biomechanics, anthropometry, human movement and
work and the perceptual supports action .

PSYCH 845: Advanced Studies in
Adulthood and Aging, 3 er. (3 and O}
Human development from young adulthood through late adulthood ; biological,
cognitive, personality development and
social development examined from the
perspective of several major theoretical
frameworks . Prerequisite: PSYCH 345
or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 852: Advanced Studies in
Socia I Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Human social behavior from the perspective of the individual as a participant in
social relationships; contemporary theories of human social behavior and human behavior in social settings. Prerequisite: PSYCH 352 or permission of instructor.

PSYCH 860: Psychology of Training
and Evaluation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Evaluation issues such as criteria development, organizational assessment, process and outcome criteria along with instructional methodologies such as fairness in training, special populations,
second careers, hard-core unemployment,
and ethics of organizational and industrial change. Prerequisite: A course in
industrial psychology, personnel psychology or equivalent.

PSYCH 861: Personnel Psychology,
3 er. (3 and O)
Theory, techniques and legal issues involved in the effective matching of individuals' needs, preferences, skills and
abilities with the needs and preferences
of organizations. Topics include research
methods, prediction issues, tests and other
predictors, decision making and job evaluation . Prerequisite: PSYCH 810.

PSYCH 862: Organizational
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Forms of organizational structure and
basic theories of organizations; theories
and technologies of organizational development and change; relationships between organizational design and technology. Prerequisite: A course 1n industrial/organizational psychology or equivalent.

PSYCH 863: Work Motivation and
Satisfaction, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Explanations for absenteeism , productivity, job satisfaction and withdrawal, as
well as their interrelations: methods of
measuring attitudes and opinions and
general theories of human motivation.
Prerequisite: An industrial/organizational
psychology course or equivalent.

PSYCH 864: Performance Appraisal,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Job measurement and the psychological
processes involved in performance appraisal ; current methods, theory and
applications in the measurement of job
performance; training in the development
and evaluation of performance appraisal
systems. Prerequisite : PSYCH 364 or
permission of instructor.

PSYCH 865: Job Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Applied and theoretical issues in the
analysis of work; structured techniques
for person and job-oriented analyses;
applications of job analysis in the areas
of test development, performance appraisal and job evaluation. Prerequisite:
PSYCH 364 or equivalent or permission
of instructor.

PSYCH 866: Attitude Measurement
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Classic and contemporary approaches
to attitude theory, measurement and scaling techniques; theories of job satisfaction; the measurement of attitudes toward work. Prerequisite: PSYCH 471 or
permission of instructor.

Research methodologies ; experimental,
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PSYCH 871: Psychological Tests and
Measurement, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced survey of psychological test
development, evaluation and utilization
in organizational and research settings;
professional guidelines for the practice
of testing in industrial/organizational
psychology and legal guidelines for using tests in industry. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
PSYCH 883: Advanced Studies in
Abnormal Psychology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Seminar on the etiology and classification of abnormal behavior; empirical and
theoretical issues in the understanding
of mental disorders ; cultural influences
on judgment of abnormality ; in-depth
examination of specific psychological
disorders. Prerequisite: PSYCH 483 or
permission of instructor.
PSYCH 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
PSYCH 895: Applied Psychology
Internship, 3-6 er. (0 and 3-6)
Supervised field experience in industry,
business or government. Site location ,
on-site supervision and credit hours must
be approved in advance by the graduate
coord inator.
PSYCH 897: Special Problems in
Applied Psychology, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Study of a particular top ic under the direction of a faculty member. Specific
program is organized by the student and
faculty member and subm itted to the
graduate coordinator for approval ; project
is not used to support M.S. thesis. May
be repeated for a maxi mum of si x credits.
PSYCH 898: Industrial/Organizational
Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Contemporary topics in industrial/organizational psycho logy. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.
PSYCH 899: Selected Topics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected current and classic top ics not
covered in other courses . May be repeated for credit.
PSYCH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
Thomas M. Ke1nath, Dean

The College of Engineering and Science offers advan ced
degrees in th ese areas of study.
Biosystems Engineering*
Bioengineering
Ceramic Engineering
C h emical Engineering
C h emistry
C iv il Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Scien ce
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Mech anics
Environmental Systems Engineering
Env ironmental T oxicology**
H ydrogeology
Industrial Engineering
Man agement Scien ce***
Materials Scien ce and Engineering
Math ematical Scien ces
Mech anical Engineering
Ph ysics
T extile and Polymer Sc ien ce
Textile C h emistry
T ex t ile Scien ce
Courses are offered in ast ron omy, en gineering graphics,
and environmen tal sc ience and po licy to provide electives
fo r students in oth er areas.
Degrees offered are the Maste r of Engineering, Maste r of
Sc ien ce an d Doctor of Philosoph y. Prec ise offerings in each
area are found in the individua l departmenta l or program
descriptions.
The M .S. and Ph.D. programs serve primarily full.-time
graduate studen ts . Ind ust rial Residency Programs lead in g to
the Master of Science degree are available in certain engineering
depart ments. Finan cial aid, in the fo rm of full and part ial
fe llowsh ips and teaching an d research assistan tships, is
available. Oth er financial aid packages are available to

SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL
AND MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
R. Larry Dooley, Director

Bioengineering
A. Larry Dooley, Chair, Department of
Bioengineering

Major

Degrees

Bioengineering

M.S., Ph.D.

The bioengineering program is devoted to
the application of engineering science, methods and techniques to problems ranging from
basic biomedical research to applied health
care delivery. The principal area of concentration is biomaterials, engineering and related
fields, including biomechanics and research
instrumentation. The traditionally strong em phasis in the areas of materials and mechanics is directed toward the development of
materials and devices (including artificial organs) for surgical implantation . Artificial intelligence is applied to medical diagnostic prob-
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o utstanding applicants. A broad and v igorous research program
provides excellent thesis and dissertation research opportunities.
Deta ils on c urrent research projects and spec ial facilities are
ava ilable from the various departments.
The Master of Engineering program is open to individuals
who are interested in profess ion ally oriented advan ced study.
Requirements for the program are a baccalaureate d egree fr om
an ABET .-accredited engineering progra m or equivalent, aca ..
d emic and profession al records which indicate mo tivation for
and the ability to complete addition a l profession al study, and
acceptance by the h ead of the department in which the individual
plan s to major and by the dean of the College of Engineering
and Scien ce.
The college offers coopera tive graduate programs in which
semesters of on .-campus study are alternated with work assignments
in industry.
The C lemson University Master of Engineering Program at
The C itadel offers high quality graduate en gineering education
in the South Carolina Low country. With few exception s, the
students are practic ing en gineers p ursuing graduate education
part.-t ime in the evening h ours. C urrently courses are offered in
c ivil engineering in the subject areas of structural, water resources
an d constru ction en gineering. Info rmation about courses and
registration can be obta ined by wri t ing to C lemson U niversity
Mas ter of Engineering Program at The C itad el, P.O. Box
12099, C h arleston , SC 294 22.-2099, or by calling (843 ) 9 53 ..
2242. The Master of Scien ce degree program in civil engineering,
both th esis and n onthesis option s, is offered at The C itadel.
*This program 1s administered joint ly by the College of Engineerin g and Science and th e
College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences. The degrees are awarded by the Col~
lege of Eng1neenng and Science.
**This program is administered Jointly by the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life
Sciences and the College of Eng1neen ng and Science
***This program 1s administered 101ntly by the Department of Manage ment (College of
Busin~ and Public Affairs) and the Department of Mathematical Sciences The Ph.D.
is awarded by the College of Business and Public Affairs.

lems and to assist in the design , evaluation
and fabrication of custom implants. Heavy
reliance is placed on considerable direct laboratory experience.
The faculty is augmented by adjunct medical faculty, and most research programs are
conducted in collaboration with medical, cl inical or research-oriented institutions. All students have some direct experience with an
appropriate aspect of this medical involvement. A three-month cl inical internship is available to all students through the Bioengineering Alliance of South Carolina.
Students enrolling in this program usually
have a strong background in the more traditional engineering disciplines. Some background in general biology and physiology is
recommended but is not a Prerequisite. Students with degrees in science may be considered for admission if they can demonstrate
proficiency in certain prescribed engineering
courses.
Candidates are allowed flexibility in planning their programs, but they are encouraged
to seek advice and direction from the faculty

because of the rapid evolution of this emerging discipline.
The master's degree curriculum offers both
a thesis and a nonthesis option. The thesis
option requires a minimum of 30 semester
hours including six semester hours of research . The nonthesis option requires a minimum of 33 semester hours including six semester hours of nonthesis research , special
topics or internship, and a report. Both options
require a final examination.

BIO E 680 (C M E 680): Research
Principles, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Principles and practices of scientific research ; developing scientific concepts,
developing projects, pursuing research ,
collaborating in multi-disciplinary teams,
patenting and publishing technical and
scientific information, and reviewing professional and ethical standards of performance . Graded on a pass/ fail basis.
BIO E 800: Seminar in Bioengineering
Research, 1 er. (2 and 0)
Original research in bioengineering ;
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weekly one hour seminar associated with
weekly recitation covering seminar preparation, presentation, professional writing, bioengineering ethics and related
topics. Graded on a pass/fail basis.

BIO E 801: Biomaterials, 3 er. (3 and O)
Structure and properties of the main
classes of materials used in artificial
organs and surgical implants; metals,
ceramics, polymers, composites and
materials of biological origin; mechanical properties, corrosion and design .
Prerequisite: M E 204, C M E 31 O or
equivalent, or permission of instructor.

BIO E 802: Compatibility of
Biomaterials, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Determining compatibility of biomaterials
with the physiological environment; optical microscopy, microradiography and
ultraviolet fluorescence ; normal histology of tissues, basic pathological reactions and tissue reactions to materials.

BIO E 803: Polymeric Biomaterials,
3 er. (3 and O)
Interplay of physicochemical properties
of polymeric materials and the design of
biomedical devices and their in vitro and
in vivo performance ; critical manufacturing aspects of selected augmentation
and prosthetic devices for soft and hard
tissues; analysis of case studies and reports on recent research find ings. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

BIO E 804: Metallic and Ceramic
Implant Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interaction between implant material and
host tissue, selection of materials for
different applications, influences of material and host tissue performance on
implant design and on in vitro testing of
implant materials and devices. Prerequisites : C M E 310, BIO E 801 and
permission of instructor.

BIO E 805: Composite Biomaterials,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Mechanics of fiber-reinforced composite materials and the ir use in the design
of structural orthopaedic implants; macroand micro-mechanics , materials consid erations, biocompatibility, diffusion . en vironmental resistance , aging, sterilization and fracture behavior. Prerequisite :
BIO E 820 or perm1ss1on of instructor.

BIO E 812: Orthopaedic Engineering
and Pathology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interdisciplinary study of orthopaedic
cases (bone growth, bone remodeling ,
osteoarthritis, implant f1xat1on and joint
replacements) ; biomechanical, biomaterials and clinical diagnosis of failed
implants (total joints, fracture fixation and
spinal instrumentation); basic concepts
of orthopaedic pathology for engineers.
Prerequisites : BIO E 801 , 802, 820 and
882 or permission of instructor.

BIO E 820: Structural Biomechanics,
3 er. (3 and O)

ment these functions; movement of the
musculoskeletal system; locomotion; gait;
pre hens ion; Iifting; function of artificial
limbs; orthopedic prostheses and braces;
effect of vibration and impact on the body;
mathematical and other models of the
body. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

BIO E 821: Human Dynamics, 3 er.
(3 and 1)
Elements of kinetics and kinematics,
anthropometry, body segment parameters, link segment model development
and synthesis of human movement,
muscle mechanics, sports mechanics,
blood flow and other delivery systems,
organ motion and other topics of particular interest to students, all with reference to the human body 1n health and
disease. Prerequisites: BIO E 820 or
equivalent and permission of instructor.

BIO E 823: Artificial Cardiac
Assistance and Replacement, 2 er.
(2 and 0)
Medical and bioengineering aspects of
artificial hearts and cardiac assist devices ; physiology and pathological aspects of patients with need for such devices; history of artificial heart development; design aspects of current devices;
state of the art in animal experiments
and human preliminary trials. Prerequisites: BIO E 882 and BIOSC 459/659.

BIO E 840: Creative Biomedical
Engineering Design, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Design philosophy; product liability ; need
analysis and specifications ; feasibility
studies: patent law; creativity and inven tions ; modeling and decision making ;
design of devices and systems; com puter-aided design and manufacture
(CAD/ CAM ); optimization ; re li ability ;
human factors . Students complete biomedical design project with hands-on
CAD/ CAM experience. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

BIO E 846: Biomedical Basis for
Engineered Replacement, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Form and function of human organs; major
systems : examples of eng ineering repair and replacement methods presented
in light of patholog ical or traumatic organ malfunction . Core course for all graduate students preferably during their first
fall semester.

BIO E 847: Elements of Bioengineering,
4 er. (4 and 0)
Cardiovascular systems and regulation;
physiology of blood, heart and organ blood
flow; properties of blood as a fluid ; fluid
flow equations; turbulence; pulse propagation; respiration and control of breathing; gas exchange ; heart-lung bypass
devices; renal function and control; artificial kidney devices; heat flow and temperature regulation. Prerequisite: BIOSC

459/659.

BIO E 850: Special Topics in
Biomedical Engineering, 1-4 er.
(0-4 and 12-0)
Advanced topics in bioengineering intended to develop in-depth areas of particular student interest. Credit may be
earned for more than one semester.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

BIO E 870: Bioinstrumentation, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Concepts and techniques of instrumentation in bioengineering emphasizing
effects of instrumentation on the biological system under investigation; transducers and couplers ; data conversion; conditioning and transmission; experimental problems in acute and chronic procedures with static and dynamic subjects.

BIO E 882: Biomaterials lmplantology,
4 er. (2 and 6)
All phases of experimental surgery including selection of animal models, preparation of animals for surgery, general and
special surgical techniques, and basic
and applied instrumentation. Prerequisite : BIOSC 459/659 or equivalent.

BIO E 890: Internship, 1-5 er.
(0 and 8-40)
Observation and assignment in a medical college , dental college , hospital. veterinary clinic, dental clinic, health service or industrial department. Credit to
be arranged . Prerequisite: Permission
of department head .

BIO E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
BIO E 892: Nonthesis Independent
Study in Bioengineering, 1-6 er.
Independent study in b1oengineer1ng for
work necessary to complete requirements
for the Master of Science degree 1n
bioengineering , nonthesis option. May be
repeated for additional credit. Graded on
a pass fail basis.

BIO E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

The following courses offered by various departments represent possible
electives for the student in bioengineer•
1ng.

AN PH 801 (BIOSC 801 ): Electron
Microscopy of Biological
Specimens, 3 er. (1 and 6) F, S
Concepts and practice in preparing b10log1cal specimens for electron microscopy : f1x1ng; embedding; thin-sectioning;
staining ; operating microscopes and
photographing ; developing , printing, and
interpreting micrographs. Each student
must achieve proficiency with a selected
specimen including writing a brief research
proposal , preparing specimen , studying
specimen with electron microscope, and
interpreting micrographs. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

Mechanical functions of the human body
treated as an engineering structure and
the devices used to assist and supple-
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BIOCH 606: Physiological Chemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical basis of the mammalian physi ological processes of muscle contraction , nerve function , respiration, kidney
function and blood homeostasis ; composition of specialized tissue such as muscle,
nerve, blood and bone; regulation of water,
electrolytes and acid-base balance. Prerequisite : BIOCH 21 O or organic chem istry.
BIOCH 623: Principles of Biochemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemistry of am ino acids, monosaccharides, fatty acids , purines, pyrimidines
and associated compounds ; an understanding of their properties and the relationsh ip between structure and function
that make them important in biolog ical
processes ; use of modern techn iques.
Prerequisite: CH 224 or equivalent.
BIOSC 659: Systems Physiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physiological systems of vertebrates and
their homeostatic controls ; function of the
major physiolog ical systems in terms of
anatomical structure and chemical and
physical principles. Prerequisites : One
year each of biology, chemistry and physics or consent of instructor.
BIOSC 661: Cell Biology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis of how and where intracellular
and extracellular molecules control general and specific cellular functions such
as gene expression , secretion , motility,
signaling , cell-cycle control and differen tiation. Taught and graded at a level where
students are expected to infer from and
integrate cellular events . Prerequisite:
BIOCH 301 or consent of instructor.
CH E 820 (T C 820): Composite
Polymeric Materials, 3 er.
(3 and O) N
Morphology, chemistry, processing and
physical characterization of engineered
fibers and matrix materials ; influence of
fiber and matrix properties on composite
characterist ics ; application of surface
chem istry to analyze fiber/ matri x wetting
and adhesion. Prerequisite : CH 224 or
permission of instructor.
E M 630: Mechanics of Composite
Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental relationships for predicting
the mechanical and thermal response of
mu lti-layered materials and structures ;
micromechanical and macromechanical
relationships for lam inated materials with
emphasis on continuous filament composites ; unique nature of composites and
advantages of designing with composites. Prerequisite: E M 304 .
E M 831: Theory of Elasticity I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of stress and deformation for
continuous media ; linear stress-strain
relations for elastic material ; two-dimensional problems including Airy stress
function , polynomial solutions, plane stress
and plane strain in rectangular and polar
coordinates, tors ion and bending of pris-
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matic bars and thermal stresses. Prerequisites: E M 304 and MTHSC 208.

Ex St 801: Statistical Methods, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F, S
Role and application of statistics in research; estimation, test of significance,
analysis of variance, multiple comparison techniques, basic designs, mean
square expectations, variance components analysis, simple and multiple linear regression and correlation, and nonparametric procedures . Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.
AN PH 660: Systems Physiology, 1 er.
(1 and 0) F
Physiology of digestive and endocrine
systems . Corequisite : BIOSC 459 or
permission of instructor.
AN PH 801 (BIOSC 801 ): Electron
Microscopy of Biological
Specimens, 3 er. (1 and 6) F, S
Concepts and practice in preparing biological specimens for electron microscopy: fixing , embedding , thin -sectioning ,
stain ing , operating microscopes and
photographing , developing , printing and
interpreting micrographs. Each student
must achieve proficiency with a selected
specimen including writing a brief research
proposal , preparing specimen , studying
specimen with electron microscope and
interpreting micrographs . Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
AN PH 802: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0-3) F, S
Current topics in animal physiology not
covered in other courses . May be repeated for a maxi mum of six credits .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AN PH 806: Care and Use of Research
Animals, 3 er. (1 and 6) F
Demonstration and practice of humane
use and care of animals in research ; study
of pain, analgesia and anesthesia; regulatory aspects of the use of an imals in
teaching and research ; surgical tech niques and sample collection . Prerequisites: BIOSC 659 and AN PH 660 or
permission of instructor.
AN PH 807: Special Problems in Animal
Physiology, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Research not related to a thesis. May
include a comprehensive review of related literature .
AN PH 808: Current Concepts in
Endocrinology, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Advanced concepts relevant to interrelationships between the nervous and endocrine systems as they influence growth
and development, body metabolism and
regulatory mechanisms, reproduction and
lactation. Prerequisites: AN PH 660 and
BIOSC 680, or BIOCH 817, or permission of coordinator.
AN PH 812: Digestive-Metabolic,
Excretory and Respiratory
Physiology, 5 er. (4 and 3) F
(even numbered years)
Advanced concepts of mechanisms and

functions of gastrointestinal tract (mastication, salivation, digestion, absorption,
metabolism, excretion), kidney (anatomy,
filtration, secretion, reabsorption) and
respiratory systems (transport, exchange
and utilization of gases); the action of the
nervous system, hormones and pharmacologic agents on these organ systems.
Prerequisites : BIOSC 659 and AN PH
660 or permission of course coordinator.

AN PH 814: Membrane, Cardiovascular
and Neuromuscular Physiology,
5 er. (4 and 3) S
(even numbered years)
Advanced concepts in membrane physiology (permeability, action potentials,
specialized functions) , cardiovascular
physiology (functions of the heart, bloodvascular system in maintaining acid-base
balance , clotting mechanisms, homeostasis, circulation), neuromuscular physiology (anatomy and function of the nervous system, special senses, reflexes,
control of muscular activity); and the action
of several pharmacologic agents on
muscle and nerve functions . Prerequisites : BIOSC 659 and AN PH 660 or
permission of course coordinator.
AN PH 851: Animal Physiology
Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0) F, S
Current research and development in
animal physiology through related literature and student and faculty participation . May be repeated for a maximum of
two credit hours.
AN PH 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
AN PH 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
The following courses offered by various departments represent possible
electives for the student in animal
physiology.
ADVSC 653: Animal Reproduction, 3 er.
(2 and 2) F
Reproductive physiology and endocrinology of mammals with emphasis on farm
animals and frequent reference to reproduction in laboratory animals and humans.
Prerequisites: ADVSC 202 and AN PH
301 .
ADVSC 655: Animal Reproductive
Management, 1 er. (0 and 3) S
Physiology and endocrinology of pregnant and nonpregnant cows; methods of
artificial insemination , pregnancy detection and computer recordkeeping for
achieving a high level of reproductive
efficiency in cattle. Prerequisites: ADVSC
202, AN PH 301, and to be taken concurrently or to follow ADVSC 453.
ADVSC 661: Physiology of Lactation,
2 er. (2 and 0) S
Anatomy and development of the mammary gland; physiological and biochemical regulation of mammary growth and
milk secretion with emphasis on farm animals and reference to other mammals.
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Prerequisites : ADVSC 202 and BIOCH
210.
ADVSC 803: Physiology of
Reproduction and Milk Secretion,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced concepts of steroidogenesis.
gametogenesis, fertilization, placentation,
embryogenesis, embryonic-endometrial
relationships, parturition and lactation.
and the influence of hormones on these
processes. Students evaluate the most
recent scientific literature in these areas
for information, experimental methods
and validity of authors' conclusions, and
select a problem , review related literature and write a research proposal for
solving the problem. Prerequisites :
ADVSC 453 and 461 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.
BIOCH 606: Physiological Chemistry
3 er. (3 and O)
Chemical basis of the mammalian phys1olog1cal processes of muscle contraction, nerve function, resp1rat1on, kidney
function and blood homeostasis, compos1t1on of specialized tissue such as
muscle, nerve, blood and bone regulation of water. electrolytes and acid-base
balance. Prerequisites BIOCH 21 O or
organic chemistry
BIOCH 623 : Principles of Biochemistry,
3 er. (3 and O}
Chemistry of amino acids monosacchar1des fatty acids purines pyr1m1d1nes
and associated compounds understanding of their properties and the relationship bet\veen structure and function that
make them important 1n b1olog1cal processes use of modern techniques Prerequis ites CH 224 or equivalent
BIOCH 633 : General Biochemistry
Laboratory I 2 er. (0 and 4)
Experiments selected to illustrate current methods used 1n b1ochem1cal research. Corequ1slte BIOCH 423 or 431
BIOCH 634 : General Biochemistry
Laboratory II 2 er. (0 and 4)
Cont1nuat1on of BIOCH 433 Corequlsite
BIOCH 432
BIOCH 815 : Lipids and Biomembranes,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation, chemical and physical properties and metabolism of lipids, pur1f1cation, structure, function and b1osynthesis of b1omembranes Prerequisite
BIOCH 632 or perm1ss1on of instructor
BIOCH 817: Chemistry and Metabolism
of Hormones, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Isolation, assay and chemistry of the
various hormones; hormonal control of
metabolism and body functions; endocrinopathies of hormone imbalance.
Prerequisite : BIOCH 632 or permission
of instructor.
BIOSC 632: Animal Histology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Structural and functional study of the basic
tissues of animals and tissue makeup of
organs. Emphasis is on light microscopy

level with selected tissue studied at the
electron microscope level. Prerequisite:
BIOSC 303 or permission of instructor.
Corequisite : BIOSC 433.
BIOSC 633: Animal Histology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Microscopic examination of basic animal tissue types and the tissue makeup
of organs which comprise systems.
Corequisite: BIOSC 432.
BIOSC 659: Systems Physiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physiological systems of vertebrates and
their homeostatic controls; function of
the ma1or physiological systems in terms
of anatomical structure and chemical and
physical principles. Prerequisites : One
year each of biology, chemistry and
physics or perm1ss1on of instructor.
BIOSC 660: Syste1
m s Physiology
Laboratory 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern and classical experimental methods will be used to demonstrate f undamental phys1olog1cal pr1nc1ples discussed
1n BIOSC 459 Students will be introduced to computer-aided data acqu1s1t1on and computer simulations of phys1olog 1cal function Prerequisite or
corequisite BIOSC 459
BIOSC 661: Cell B iology 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis of how and where intracellular
and e tracellular molecules control general and specific cellular functions such
as gene expression secretion mot1l1ty
signaling cell-cycle control and d1 ferentiat1on Taught and graded at a level
where students are e peeled o inf er from
and 1n egrate cellular events Prerequls lte B IOCH 301 or perm1ss1on of 1n
structor
BIOSC 668: Herpetology 3 er. (2 and 3)
Systematics hf e history d1str1but1on
ecology and curren literature of amph1b1ans and reptiles laboratory study of
morphology and dent1f 1cat1on o
arid
fa mill es U S genera and all Southeastern species Field trips will be required
Prerequ site BIOSC 303 or perm1ss1on
of instructor
BIOSC 670: Animal Behavior 3 er.
(3 and 0)
H1stor1cal and modern developments 1n
animal behavior emphas1z1ng the evolutionary and ecological determinants of
behavior: synthesis of ethology and comparat 1ve psychology Prerequisite ·
B IOSC 302 or 303 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
BIOSC 671 : Animal Behavior
Laboratory, 1 er. (0 and 3)
Laboratory exercises that explore the
behavior of animals. Emphasis 1s on
behavioral observation and analysis and
presentation of findings in a report format. Prerequisite or corequisite: BIOSC
4 70 or permission of instructor.

G

fication, structure and function, behavior, ecology and biogeography. Field
ident1f1cation is emphasized. and field
trips are required. Prerequisite BIOSC
303 or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 675: Comparative Physiology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Physiological systems of invertebrates
and vertebrates with emphasis on environmental adaptation, physiological principles as they relate to metabolism, thermoregulat1on, osmoregulation, respiration, and neural and integrative physiology. Prerequisites : One year each of
biology, chemistry and physics or permission of instructor.
BIOSC 676 : Comparative Physiology
Laboratory, 2 er. (1 and 2)
Modern classical experimental methods
will be used to demonstrate fundamental physiological principles discussed in
BIOSC 475; computer-aided data acquis1t1on and man1pulat1on; computer simulations of phys1olog1cal function. Prerequisite or corequisite: BIOSC 475.
BIOSC 677: Ichthyology, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Systematics, I1f e h 1story, d 1str1 but1on,
ecology and current literature of fish;
laboratory study of morphology and ident1f 1cat1on of U S genera, as well as all
Southeastern species. Field trips will be
required Prerequi site : BIOSC 303 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
BIOSC 680: Vertebrate Endocrinology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic principles of neuro-endocr1ne 1ntegrat1on and homeostatic maintenance 1n
vertebrates comparative morphology and
physiology of various endocrine tissues
and hormone chemistry and modes of
action Prerequisite : BIOSC 303, organic
chemistry or perm1ss1on of instructor.

ENT 640: Insect Behavi or, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F (o dd numbered years)
Fundamentals of insect behavior 1n an
evolutionary and ecological perspective.
Laboratories emphasize generation and
testing of hypotheses and observation,
descr1pt1on and quantification of insect
behavior Prerequisite : ENT 301 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
EX ST 801: Statistical Methods, 4 er.
(3 and 3) F, S
Role and application of statistics in research; est1mat1on, test of significance,
analysis of variance, multiple comparison techniques. basic designs, mean
square expectations, variance components analysis, simple and multiple linear regression and correlation, and nonparametric procedures. Prereq ulsite :
Permission of instructor.

BIOSC 672: Ornithology, 4 er. (3 and 3)
Biology of birds: their origin and diversification, adaptations, phylogeny, classi-
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EX ST 805: Design and Analysis of
Experiments, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Basic designs and analysis; data transformations; single degree of freedom,
orthogonality and responses in ANOVA;
covariance; response surfaces; incomplete blocks; introduction to least squares
analysis of experiments; uses of standard computer programs for selected
analyses . Prerequisite: EX ST 801.
P S 825: lmmunobiology, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Conceptual approach to immunobiology
emphasizing the molecular and cellular
aspects. Classical and current literature
is the major source for the discussion/
lecture format. Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor.

Ceramic Engineering
H. David Leigh Ill, Chair, Department of Ceramic
and Materials Engineering

Major

Degrees

Ceramic Engineering

Ph .D.

Enrollment is open to students with baccalaureate degrees in any branch of engineering and to those with degrees in chemistry or
physics who have credit for certain prescribed
.
.
.
courses 1n eng1neenng.
Students may direct their programs toward traditional ceramic product fields , or
they may focus on such advanced ceram ics
fields as optoelectronics, ceram ic fibers, ceramic matrix composites or advanced heat
engine ceramics. Courses in chemistry, physics, mathematics, textiles and engineering
provide background for learning the behavior
of materials. Study includes research into
selected material topics in ceramics, metals
or polymers with the preparation of a thesis as
a major part of the program .
The M.S . degree program requires a minimum of 30 hours of graduate credit, including
six hours of thesis research. The M.Engr.
program requires 36 hours of graduate credit
and passage of the engineering fundamentals examinaton . The Ph .D. degree program
requires 18 hours of dissertation research.

C M E 602: Solid State Ceramics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Effects of the composition , form and
source of raw materials on the manufacturing processes and final properties of
ceramics ; fundamental studies of phenomena such as diffusion, sintering, phase
transformation , stability and microstructural development; property measurement
and analytical methods for characterization . Prerequisites : CME 302, 311 and
MTHSC 208.
C M E 603: Glasses, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Glass structure and composition and their
relation to the properties of glasses ;
processing variables which control the
properties of glasses including glass
products, enamels, glazes and vitreous
bonds.
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C M E 604: Ceramic Coatings, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Raw materials, methods of manufacture
and properties of ceramic coating. Prerequisite: C M E 302.
C M E 610: Analytical Processes, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Theory and use of X-ray diffraction and
spectroscopic methods . Prerequisite:
Junior standing .
C M E 614: Processing of Ceramics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Ceramic processing after the raw material preparation with emphasis on modern processing theories and practices;
nature of particles, forming methods,
characterization techniques, consolidation by heat, surface chemistry of solids
and chemical processing of specialized
ceramics and composites. Prerequisite :
CH 102 or equivalent.
C M E 616: Electronic Ceramics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and measurement of the electronic properties of ceramic products.
C M E 618: Process Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Process control techniques and apparatus with emphasis on temperature measurement and control systems; application of laboratory techniques to the control of product qual ity and process efficiency. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
C M E 619: Science of Engineering
Materials I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Thermal , electrical and chemical characteristics of engineering materials; fundamental cons ideration of the structure
of matter 1n the solid and glassy states,
solid-state reactions , and influence of
particle and aggregate structure to speed
of react ions and product properties.
Prerequisites : CH 112, MTHSC 108,
PHYS 122.
C M E 620: Science of Engineering
Materials II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of C M E 419 with emphasis on application of fundamentals in
nuclear reactors and nuclear power plants;
development of ceramics for fuel elements, moderator materials, control rods,
shielding and radioactive waste disposal.
C M E 630: Fine Particle Processing in
Ceramic Systems, 3 er. (3 and O)
Cause-and-effect relationship in particulate suspensions controlling rheological
behavior, porosity, packing densities,
shrinkage and other properties of ceramic ware ; particle size analysis techniques and measurements, particle packing, rheological properties and measurements, surface area analysis, and interfacial chemicals including both flocculants
and deflocculants . Prerequisites : C M
E 202 , 204, 304 or consent of instructor.
C M E 680: Research Principles, 1 er.
(1 and O)
Principles and practices of scientific research . Topics include developing sci-

entific concepts, developing projects,
pursuing research, collaborating in
multidisciplinary teams, patenting and
publishing technical and scientific information, and reviewing professional and
ethical standards of performance. Taken
on a pass/fail basis only.

C M E 690: Special Topics in Ceramic
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Topics not ordinarily covered by other
courses. Taught as the need arises.
Typical topics could include current research in a specific area or technological advances . May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits, but only if different topics are covered. Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor.
C M E 701: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Practical problems in ceramic engineering analysis or design. Students are
assigned individual problems with topics
varying from year to year in keeping with
developments, interests and experience
of students and instructor. May be repeated for additional credit.
C M E 800: Ceramic Engineering
Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Discussions and presentations of current
topics of ceramic science and engineering by students, faculty members and
guest speakers . Required of all graduate
students. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
C M E 807: Specialized Ceramics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Advanced study of one of the following:
structural
products,
refractories,
whitewares, abrasives, enamels, glass,
cements or raw materials processing.
C M E 809: High-Temperature Materials,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Properties of oxides, carbides, nitrides,
borides and silicides ; obtainment and
measurement of high temperatures;
measurement of properties at high temperatures.
C M E 814: Ceramic Physical
Processing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Role of physical processing in determining structure and composition of products.
C M E 815: Colloidal and Surface
Science, 3 er. (3 and O)
Theory and application of colloidal and
surface chemistry to ceramic materials
and processes.
C M E 816: Constitution and Structure
of Glasses, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern concepts of glass structure and
properties .
C M E 821: Analytical Procedures and
Equipment I, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Theory and application of powder X-ray
diffractometry, emission spectroscopy,
electron microscopy and optical microscopy to ceramic problems.
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C M E 822: Analytical Procedures and
Equipment II, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Continuation of C M E 821 .

Minors for doctoral students may be taken
in chemistry, physics, mathematics, life sciences or other branches of engineering .

C M E 824: Mechanical Properties of
Ceramic Materials, 3 er. (3 and O)
Stress-strain-time relations in elasticity,
plasticity and rupture showing effects of
high and low temperature and structures.

CH E 601: Transport Phenomena, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Mathematical analysis of single and multidimensional steady-state and transient
problems in momentum, energy and mass
transfer; similarities and differences in
these mechanisms. Prerequisites : CH
E 302 and MTHSC 208 .

C M E 825: Magnetic and Electrical
Ceramic Materials, 3 er. (3 and O)
Application of magnetic and electrical
theory to ceramic insulators, semiconductors, and ferroelectric and ferromagnetic products.
C M E 828: Solid State Ceramic
Science, 3 er. (3 and O)
Bonding and structure of crystalline materials as related to mechanical , thermal
and chemical properties of solids.
C M E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
C M E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Chemical Engineering
Charles H. Gooding , Chair, Department of
Chemical Engineering

Major

Degrees

Chemical Engineering

M.Engr., M.S.,
Ph.D.

Students may be accepted with backgrounds in chemistry, physics or branches of
engineering other than chemical engineering .
Special programs will be planned for nonchemical engineering graduates. Candidates
for the M.S. degree must complete a thes is.
The M.Engr. degree is granted upon
completion of an approved program of study
which consists of 30 cred it hours of course
work including the core courses listed for the
M.S. degree.
The M.S. degree program consists of 30
credit hours of work including six credit hours
of research. The course work includes CH E
803, 804, 805 and 823. In addition , six hours
of approved chemical engineering electives
and six hours of approved technical electives
are required.
The Ph .D. program consists of 36 credit
hours of approved graduate courses beyond
the B.S. degree including 12 credit hours of
approved graduate courses at Clemson University. Doctoral students must satisfy the
M.S. course requirements through courses
taken either at Clemson University or elsewhere. Each doctoral student must complete
credit hours of approved graduate courses
offered by departments other than chem ical
engineering. In addition , each student is required to complete 30 credit hours of graduate
research including 18 doctoral dissertation
research credit hours (CH E 991) taken at
Clemson University. These requirements establish minimum course work and research
credit requirements and usually are exceeded
at the advice of the individual student's advisory committee.

CH E 612: Polymer Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Design-oriented course in synthetic polymers; reactor design used in polymer
production, effect of step versus addition kinetics on reactor design , epoxy
curing reactions , polymer solubility, influence of polymerization and processing conditions on polymer crystallinity.
Prerequisites : CH 224 and 332 or consent of instructor.
CH E 628 (B E 628): Biochemical
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Use of microorganisms and enzymes for
the production of chem ical feedstocks ,
single-cell protein, antibiotics and other
fermentation products; kinetics and energetics of microbial metabolism ; design
and analysis of reactors for microbial
growth and enzyme-catalyzed reactions ;
considerations of scale-up , mass transfer and steril ization during reactor design . Prerequisites : Biosystems engineering majors take B E (BIOSC) 430 ,
MICRO 305 and BIOCH 301 ; chem ical
eng ineering ma1ors take CH E 302 as
prerequisite and CH E 450 as corequ isite.
CH E 650: Chemical Reaction
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Kinetics of chemical reactions ; analysis
and design of chem ical reactors ; homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions ;
batch and continuous flow reaction systems ; catalys is ; design of industrial reactors. Prerequisites : CH E 302, 321
and CH 332 .
CH E 654: Computer Process Control,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Digital computer control as applied in
chemical process industries ; dynamics
of process systems, control computer
hardware and software, sampled data
mathematics, digital control algorithms,
process identification and advanced control techn iques. Prerequisites : CHE 353
or equivalent and E C E 307 , MTHSC
208 .
CH E 802: Process Dynamics and
Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Utilization of engineering principles in
dynamic analysis and design of chemi cal processes, processing equipment and
plants; systems dynamics; closed loop
control and optimization . Prerequisites:
CH E 353 and MTHSC 208 or permission of instructor.

CH E 803: Advanced Transport
Phenomena, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis of heat, mass and momentum
transfer; derivation and application of the
governing equations ; solution of steady
and unsteady-state multidimensional
problems in fluid flow, heat transfer and
mass transfer.
CH E 804: Chemical Engineering
Thermodynamics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Equ ilibria of physical and chemical systems; generalized properties of hydrocarbons ; application of thermodynamic
methods in equipment design.
CH E 805: Chemical Engineering
Kinetics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Kinetics of chemical reactions , particularly in design and operation of chemical
reactors .
CH E 814: Applied Numerical Methods
in Process Simulation, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Numerical solution techniques as applied
to chemical process systems ; finite difference techniques for partial differential
equations stressing appl ied numerical
methods rather than theoretical numerical analysis ; standard methods for ordi nary differential equations reviewed.
Prerequisite : Perm ission of instructor.
CH E 818: Polymer Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Processing of polymeric materials; polymer flow characterization ; extrusion ;
mixing ; filtration ; injection molding ; fiber
and film formation ; physical science principles such as flu id flow, heat transfer,
crystallization and rheology applied to
polymer processing operations .
CH E 819: Viscoelastic Properties of
Polymers and Polymeric
Composites, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Time- and frequency-dependent behavior of structural polymers and the ir composites ; interrelationship between various viscoelastic properties ; influence of
aging; prediction of composite viscoelastic
response by application of the Viscoelastic
Correspondence Principle. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
CH E 820 (T C 820): Composite
Polymeric Materials, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Morphology, chem istry, processing and
physica l characterization of engineered
fibers and matrix materials; influence of
fiber and matrix properties on compos ite
characteristics ; appl ication of surface
chemistry to analyze fiber/matrix wetting
and adhesion . Prerequisite: CH 224 or
permission of instructor.
CH E 823: Mass Transfer and
Stagewise Contact Operations, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Stagewise contact operations emphasizing
distillation ; vapor-liquid equilibria; integral and differential distillation ; binary and
multicomponent rectification ; analytical
methods ; batch rectification ; azeotropic
and extractive distillation .
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CH E 829: Membrane Separation
Processes, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental principles, mathematical
modeling
and
applications
of
m icrofi ltratio n, u ltraf i ltratio n, reverse
osmosis ,
gas
permeation
and
pervaporation ; introduction to other
membrane processes, including dialysis, Donnan dialysis , electrodialysis, liquid membranes, facilitated transport,
membrane reactor and controlled release
technology. Prerequisite: CH E 401 or
equivalent or permission of instructor.
CH E 834: Advanced Chemical
Engineering Thermodynamics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Classical and statistical thermodynam ics applied to problems in chemical engineering with emphasis on mod~rn
methods of predicting thermophys1cal
properties of gases and liquids ; students '
and instructor's interests influence course
content but usually include fundamen'
.
tals of applied statistical mechanics,
molecular theory of dense fluids , descriptions of intermolecular forces , gas-liquid
and liquid-liquid critical phenomena, theories of interfacial phenomena and adsorption, statistical mechanics of .polymeric systems, statistical mechan1~s of
polydispersed systems, computer simu lation of fluids by Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics and stochastic dynamics
methods. Prerequisite: CH E 804 or
equivalent.
CH E 845: Selected Topics in Chemical
Engine~ring, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses
emphasizing current literature and re sults of current research. Topics vary
from year to year to keep pace with
developments. May be repeated for credit.
CH E 890: Special Projects, 1-6 er.
.
Comprehensive analytical and/or experi mental treatment of phenomena of current interest in chemical engineering
emphasizing modern technological problems. May be repeated for maxi.m um .of
six credits. Graded on a pass/fail basis .
Prerequisites : Permission of instructor
and department chair.
CH E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
CH E 895: Chemical Engineering
Graduate Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Series of weekly, one-hour seminars gi~en
by students, faculty and guests on topic~
of current interest. Graded on a pass/fail
basis. Credits earned in this course do
not apply to nor alter the required mini mum of six research hours for the M.S.
degree or the required 30 research credit
hours for the Ph.D. degree.
CH E 945: Selected Topics in Chemical
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
.
A more comprehensive study of topics
first covered in CH E 845 .
CH E 991 : Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
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Materials Science and
Engineering
Rajendra Singh, Director, Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Major
Materials Science and

Degrees
M.S., Ph.D.

Engineering

The Materials Science and Engineering
program prepare~ gra~uate ~tu?ents to apply
science and engineering principles to solve
problems related to the scientific understanding characterization and development of new
technology necessary for the processing and
manufacturing of different materials and related products.
.
Students with a baccalaureate degree 1n
any branch of engineering, as well as chemistry, physics and biology majors with a st~ong
mathematical background, may be admitted
to the program . The curriculum provides for
specialization in metallur~y , glass~s and ceramics , electronic materials, semiconductor
or manufacturing, biomaterials, polymer and
fiber science, and composite materials . The
program is designed to produce engineers
and scientists whose degrees represent specialization coupled with a broad foundation in
all materials.
Master's degree candidates must com plete 24 credits of course work and six credits
of research . Out of the 24 credits of course
work a maximum of 12 credit hours can be
'
,
taken from 600 level courses. Each master s
degree student must take MAT E 826 and
MATE 827.
The Doctor of Philosophy degree is aimed
at providing the student with a compreh~nsive
foundation in materials science and engineering . The major field of study is generally interdisciplinary in nature, consisting of course
work in several areas of engineering and
science. A minimum of 45 credits of course
work is required . Qualifying , comprehensive
and final examinations are requ ired. No foreign language is required , but proficiency in
one is recommended .
Both master's and Doctor of Philosophy
students must take at least one of the following courses (students should consul.t .with
their advisor when making the dec1s1on):
MTHSC 805, MATHSC 806, MTHSC 808,
EXST 801 and EXST 805. All students in their
first semester at Clemson University must
enroll in the Materials Research Seminar
Course MATE 800.
Candidates for the master's and doctoral
degrees are affiliated with the department in
which their research professor holds faculty
position .

MAT E 800: Seminar in Materials
Research, 1 er. (1 and O)
Special topics and original research in
materials engineering. Credit may be
earned for more than one semester.
MATE 820: Deformation Mechanisms
in Solids, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Dislocation theory of solids; mechanism s
of plastic deformation in single crystals
and polycrystalline aggregates of metals and nonmetals; ductile and brittle
fractures ; fatigue, creep and stress cor-

rosion cracking of metals. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.

MAT E 826: Phase Equilibria in
Materials Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced treatment of phase equilibria
in materials systems, phase diagrams,
thermodynamics of defects, surfaces,
interfaces and solutions. Prerequisites:
C M E 31 O and permission of instructor.
Corequisite: M E 810.
MAT E 827: Kinetics of Phase
Transformation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced treatment of the kinetics of
phase transformation in materials systems including nucleation , growth and
spinodal decomposition. Prerequisites:
MATE 826 or equivalent, graduate standing and permission of instructor.
MAT E 991 : Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

The following courses offered by various departments complete the curriculum for the program.
BIO E 801: Biomaterials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Structure and properties of the main
classes of materials used in artificial
organs and surgical implants ;. metals,
ceramics , polymers , composites and
materials of biological origin ; mechanical properties, corrosion and design .
Prerequisite : M E 204, C M E 31 O or
equivalent, or permission of instructor.
BIO E 803: Polymeric Biomaterials,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Interplay of physicochemical prop~rties
of polymeric materials and the design of
biomedical devices and their in vitro and
in vivo performance ; critical manufacturing aspects of selected augmentation a~d
prosthetic devices for soft a~d hard tissues ; analysis of case studies and reports on recent research findings. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
BIO E 805: Composite Biomaterials,
3 er. (3 and 0)
.
Mechanics of fiber-reinforced composite
materials and their use in the design of
structural orthopaedic implants ; macroand micro-mechanics, materials considerations, biocompatibility, diffusion, environmental resistance , aging , sterilization and fracture behavior. Prerequisite:
BIO E 820 or permission of instructor.
BIO E 850: Special Topics in
Biomedical Engineering, 1-4 er.
(0-4 and 12-0)
.
.
.
Advanced topics in bioeng1neer1ng intended to develop in-depth areas of
particular student interest. Credit may
be earned for more than one semester.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
C M E 807: Specialized Ceramics, 3 er.
.
(3 and 0)
Advanced study of one of the following:
structural products, refractories, white-
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wares, abrasives, e nam e ls, glass, c ements or raw mate rials proc essi ng .

Prerequisites : CH 224 and 332 or c on se nt of instru ctor.

C M E 809: High-Temperature
Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Properties of o xi des, carbides, nitrides,
borides and sll1cides; obtainm e nt a nd
meas urem e nt of high t e mpe ratures;
meas urem e nt of pro pe rti es at high te mperatures.

CH E 803: Advanced Transport
Phenomena, 3 er. (3 and O)
Analysis of heat, mass a nd mom e ntum
transfe r; derivation and application of the
govern ing equation s; s o lution of ste ady
a nd un s t e ady -state m u lt1 d 1mens1o nal
problem s in flu id flow , heat tra nsfe r and
mass transfe r.

C M E 814: Ceramic Physical
Processing, 3 er. (3 and O)
Role of physical processi ng in d etermin ing stru cture and c omposi ti o n of prod ucts .
C M E 815: Colloidal and Surface
Science, 3 er. (3 and O)
Theory a nd app lication of co lloida l a nd
s urface chemistry to ceramic materials
and p rocesses.
C M E 816: Constitution and Structure
of Glasses, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Mode r n concepts of glass structure and
pro p erties.
C M E 821 : Analytical Procedures and
Equipment I, 3 er. (2 and 3)
T heory and application of powder X-ray
d i ff ractometry. emission spectroscopy,
electron microscopy and optical microsco py to ceramic problems .
C M E 822: Analytical Procedures and
Equipment II, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Continuation of C M E 821 .
C M E 824: Mechanical Properties of
Ceramic Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Stress-strain-time relations in elasticity,
p lasticity and rupture showing effects of
hig h and low temperature and structures.
C M E 825 : Magnetic and Electrical
Ceramic Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
App lication of magnetic and electrical
theory to ceramic insulatorst semiconduc tors, and ferroelectric and f erromagnetic p rod ucts.
C M E 828: Solid State Ceramic
Science, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Bo nd ing and structure of crystalline
mate rials as related to mechanical ! thermal a nd chemical properties of solids.
CH E 601 : Transport Phenomena, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Mathem atical analysis of single and multid im e nsio nal steady-state and transient
problems in momentum, energy, and mass
transfer ; simila rities a nd d ifferences in
these m echa nisms. Prerequisites : C H
E 302 a nd MTH SC 208.
CH E 612: Polymer Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Design-ori e nted c o urse 1n synthetic polymers; reactor d esi gn used 1n po lym er
produ ctio n, effect of ste p vers us addi tion k inetics on reactor d es1gn t epo xy
curing reactions, polymer s olub ility , influen c e of polymerization and processing c ond it ion s on po lymer crystal linity.

CH E 818: Polymer Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Processing of po lym eric materi als, po lymer flo w cha ract e r1zat1on; extru sion;
mixing ; f iltration; injection mol d ing~ fiber
and f ilm fo rmation; physical science p rinciples such as fluid flow, heat transfe r,
crystallization an d rheology appl ied to
polymer processing operations.
CH E 819 : Viscoela.s tlc Properties of
Polymers and Polymeric
Composites, 3 er. (3 and O)
Time- and frequency-dependent behavior of structural polymers and their composites; interrelationship between various viscoelastic properties ; influence of
aging; prediction of composite viscoelastic
response by application of the Viscoelastic
Correspondence Principle. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
CH E 820 (T C 820) : Composite
Polymeric Materials, 3 er.
(3 and O) N
Morphology, chemistry , processing and
physical character1zat1on of engineered
fibers and matrix materials; influence of
f 1ber and matrix properties on composite
characteristics ; application of surf ace
chemistry to analyze fiber/ matrix wetting
and adhesion. Prerequisite : CH 224 or
permission of instructor.
CH 602: Inorganic Chem i stry, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Basic principles of 1norgan1c chemistry
with emphasis on atomic structure, chemical bonding, solid state, coordination
chemistry, organometallic chemistry and
acid-base theories ; chemistry of certain
selected elements. Prerequisites : CH
33,' 332 .
CH 804: Fundamental Principles of
Inorganic Chemistry, 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Fundamental principles of modern inorganic chemistry showing their relation ship to other areas of chemistry .
CH 809: Chemical Applications of
X-Ray Crystallography, 3 er.
(2 and 2) S (odd numbered years)
Physical description of the crystalline state,
symmetry in crystals, X-ray diffraction,
mod e rn m etho ds of str uctu re d eterminat ion a nd c hem ical interp retation of structural res ults. Prerequisite: C H 331. 332
o r pe rm ission of instructor.

quality control/ assu rance, chemometncs
a nd t he use of mode rn analytical methods; team taug ht by the analytical faculty.
CH 812: Chemical Spectroscopic
Methods, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Em 1ss1on and absorption spectroscopy.
chem ical mic rosco py, X-ray d1ffract1on
and fluorescence tech n iq ues 1n analytical che m istry ; t heo ry and o peration of
instruments.
CH 910: Selected Topics in Analytical
Chemistry, 1-4 er. (1-4 and O) N
New techni q ues and their appl1cat1ons 1n
analytical chemistry; laser methods. data
acquisition processing. electronics. 1nstru me nt/ co m pute r 1nterfac1ng , field
methods of sampling and analysis Topics vary with interests ot students May
be repeated for credit, but only 1f different topics are covered.
E M 630 : Mechanics of Composite
Material, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental relationships for predicting
the mechanical and thermal response of
multi-layered materials and structures;
micromechanical and macromechanical
relationships for laminated materials with
emphasis on continuous filament composites; unique nature of composites and
the advantages of designing with composites. Prerequisite : E M 304.

E M 831 : Theory of Elasticity I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of stress and deformation for
continuous media ; linear stress-strain
relations for elastic material ; two-dimensional problems including Airy stress
function , polynomial solutions, plane
stress and plane strain in rectangular
and polar coordinates, torsion and bending
of prismatic bars and thermal stresses.
Prerequisites : EM 304 and MTHSC 208.
E M 832 : Theory of Elasticity II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of E M 831 including topics
from either three-dimensional problems
associated with an infinite e ast1c medium, elastic half-space contact stresses,
symmetrically loaded sphere and circular cylinder. or complex variable methods in plane elasticity stress concentrations problems, singular stresses and
fracture and composite materials Prerequisites : E M 831 and PHYS 812.
E M 836: Fracture Mechanics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Fundamental elasticity-based course in
the develop ment of the basic concepts
of engineering fracture mechanics; the
Griffith criterion, Barrenblatt and Dugdale
models. linear elastic fracture mechanics (LE .FM .). plane strain fracture toughness. the crack-ti p stress and strain fiel d ,
and plast1c1ty and the J-1ntegral. Prerequisite . E M 831.

CH 811: Analytical Chemistry, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Graduate- level review of mode rn analy tic al chem 1stry; I1teratu re, sam p l 1ng ,
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E M 852 (C E 852): Advanced Finite
Element Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of variational and weighted
residuals methods ; nonlinear analysis,
steady-state and time-dependent problems; application of commercial finite
element codes ; advanced computational
procedures. Prerequisite: C E 808 or
equivalent, or permission of instructor.
M E 801: Foundations of Fluid
Mechanics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Derivations of basic equations for multidimensional flow fields; analytical techniques for solving problems in laminar
viscous flow and laminar inviscid flow ;
theories of similitude. Prerequisites :
Graduate standing and permission of
instructor.
M E 810: Macroscopic
Thermodynamics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
First, second and third laws of thermodynamics with engineering applications ;
thermodynamic property relations ; chemical equilibrium. Prerequisite: M E 312
or equivalent.
M E 815 (PHYS 815): Statistical
Thermodynamics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental principles of kinetic theory
and quantum statistical mechanics ;
Boltzmann statistics, Fermi -Dirac statistics and Bose-Einstein statistics. Prerequisite: A course in thermodynamics or
permission of instructor.
M E 818: Introduction to Finite Element
Analyses, 3 er. (3 and O)
Introduction to the finite element method ;
applications to heat transfer, fluid flow
and solids; introduction to transient analysis ; analysis strategies using fin ite elements; introduction to solid modeling, fin ite
element modeling and analysis using
commercial codes . Prerequisite : A numerical methods course or perm ission
of instructor.
M E 932: Advanced Topics in
Thermodynamics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses. May
be repeated for a maximum of six credits.
PHYS 811: Methods of Theoretical
Physics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analytical methods and techniques used
in theoretical physics : vector and tensor
analysis as applied to physical problems,
use of matrices and groups in classical
and quantum mechanics, complex variables and partial differential equations
of physics.
PHYS 812: Methods of Theoretical
Physics II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of PHYS 811: use of integral transforms, integral equations, special functions , calculus of variations and
numerical approximations in solutions of
physical problems.
PHYS 816: Statistical Thermodynamics
II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Generalized ensemble theory and fluctuations ; applications to solids, liquids,
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gases and blackbody radiation. Prerequisite: PHYS 815.

PHYS 845: Solid State Physics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physical properties of crystalline solids;
crystalline state determination by diffraction methods; theories of specific heat;
properties of metallic lattices and alloys ;
lattice energy and ferroelectrics.
PHYS 846: Solid State Physics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of PHYS 845: electronic
properties of solids, band theory of solids, physics of semiconductors, theories
of magnetism and magnetic resonance
phenomena.
T C 615: Introduction to Polymer
Science and Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Chemistry of monomers and polymers;
chemical and physical properties of polymers emphasizing fiber-forming , synthetic
polymers; includes molecular characterization, structure, morphology and mechanical properties as they relate to the
design of polymer systems for end uses
in textiles, geotextiles, plastics and fiber-reinforced composite materials. Prerequisites : CH 201 , 330 (or 224) , and T
C 304 or permission of instructor.
T C 811: Polymer Science I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Fundamentals of polymer chemistry ;
chemistry and synthesis of monomers
and polymers discussed in relation to
the thermodynamics , kinetics and mechanisms of polymerization reactions em phasizing fiber-forming polymers, plastics and composite matrix materials .
T C 812: Polymer Science II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Chem ical structure and properties of
polymers ; polymer solution properties ,
the viscoelastic state and the crystall ine
morphology of polymeric materials; the
current theories for describing polymer
thermal transitions, molecular weight,
molecular weight distributions, and transport phenomena in polymeric systems,
as well as interfacial phenomena.
TEXT 821: Fiber Physics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Fiber physical properties and their relationship to fiber structure ; methods of
investigating fiber structure and physical properties; theories of viscoelastic
behavior and thermal properties, and models of fiber structure.
TEXT 822: Fiber Physics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Extension of TEXT 821 providing a more
in-depth study of the mathematics of
polymer fiber viscoelasticity and the solid
state thermodynamics of polymeric systems; properties of copolymers, polymer
optical and electrical properties ; radiation physics of polymers. Prerequisites:
TEXT 821 and MTHSC 208 or permission of instructor.

TEXT 830: Textile Physics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Physical principles underlying manufacturing environments in which fibers , yarns
and fabrics are produced. Physical and
mathematical techniques are developed
for the study and analysis of the textile
plant environment, controls and energy
requirements . Prerequisite: Graduate
standing .
TEXT 835: Textile Structures I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Pioneering works relating fiber properties to yarn properties; yarn geometry,
fiber arrangements in twisted yarns, extension and breakage of continuous filament yarns, and deformation of staple
fiber yarns.
TEXT 846: Textile Structures II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Recent advances in the theoretical and
experimental studies on fabric structures,
structural mechanics of woven , knitted
and nonwoven fabrics ; relationship between yarn geometry and fabric structure ; design of industrial fabrics and laminated structures. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
TEXT 866: Fiber Formation, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Formation of fibers by wet, dry and melt
spinning emphasizing rheology of solutions and melts, fiber structure , stretching and drawing processes; interrelationships of polymer properties and processes
that determine fiber properties.

SCHOOL OF THE
ENVIRONMENT
Glen T Da1gger, Director

Environmental Science and
Policy
Alan W. Elzerman. Program Director, Department of Environmental Engineering and Science
Advanced degrees are not awarded in environmental science and policy, but courses are
offered to provide a minor, a concentration or
electives for students in other areas . Course
selection for a minor or concentration should be
approved in advance. Scientific and engineering courses are offered as well as relevant
courses in economics, history, ethics, public
health, political science and other related areas .

EN SP 631: Public Health
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Career topics in the environmental sciences including public health organizations and regulations, public relations,
psychology of public health administration , and the use of the communications
media in educating the public on health
problems .
EN SP 671: Man and His Environment,
2 er. (2 and 0) N
The interaction of man with his environment; urbanization, population growth,
pathogens, disease vectors, ionizing
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radiation , sewage disposal and noise
control; effects of environmental contacts
with air, water, food , and solid and liquid
wastes. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
EN SP 672: Environmental Planning
and Control, 2 er. (2 and O) N
Application of planning and control to
effective environmental quality improvement ; water supply and treatment, wastewater treatment and disposal, solid waste
disposal, air pollution abatement, and
land use and zoning. Not intended for
graduate students in engineering. Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.

Environmental Systems
Engineering
Alan W. Elzerman, Chair, Department of Environmental Engineering and Science
Major

Degrees

Environmental Systems
Engineering

M.Engr., M.S.,
Ph.D.

Environmental Systems Engineering is
concerned with the characterization and control of environmental pollution. Emphasis is
placed on applying the f undmental principles
of the basic and engineering sciences through
research and design to the solution of environmental problems.
The M.Engr. program is designed to build
on an ABET-accredited engineering baccalaureate background, while the M.S. degree
builds on a student's previous engineering or
science background. Students with a baccalaureate degree in any branch of engineering,
as well as chemistry, physics, geology and
biology majors with a strong mathematical
background 1 may be admitted to the program.
Students may specialize in one of five areas :
(1) environmental process engineering, (2)
nuclear environmental/risk assessment, (3)
environmental and waste management, (4)
environmental fate and transport, and (5)
environmental chemistry. Research master's
degree candidates must complete 24 hours of
course work and six hours of research culminating in the presentation of a satisfactory
thesis for M.S. candidates or a special problem report for M.Engr. candidates. An M.S.
nonthesis option which requires 30 hours of
course work and 3 hours of indepedent study
is available. The course work must include
EE&S 802, 843 and 851 . A final examination
1s requ ired of all master's candidates.
The Ph.D. program is directed toward providing the student with a comprehensive background in the fundamental aspects of environmental engineering and science. The major field of study is generally interdisciplinary
in nature, consisting of course work in several
areas of engineering and the basic sciences.
Each student's curriculum and research program is tailored to suit his or her personal and
professional goals. Qualifying, comprehensive and final examinations are required . No
foreign language is required.
EE&S 601: Environmental Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Introduction to the field of environmental

engineering including environmental
phenomena, impact of pollutants in the
aquatic environment, solid-waste management, air pollution control , radiologi cal health, and simple water and wastewater treatment systems. Prerequisite:
Jun ior standing in engineering or consent of instructor. Corequlsite : E M 320
or consent of instructor.
EE&S 602: Water and Waste Treatment
Systems, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Fundamental principles, rational design
considerations and operational procedures of the unit operations and processes employed 1n water and waste
treatment; physiochemical and b1olog1 cal treatment techniques ; 1ntroduct1on to
the integration of unit operations and
processes into water and waste treatment systems. Prerequisite : EM 320 or
consent of instructor.
EE&S 608 (8 E 608) (AGRON 608):
Land Treatment of Wastewater and
Sludges, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Principles for designing environmentally
acceptable land application systems using
municipal and industrial wastewater and
sludges; land-limiting constituent analysis soil-plant interactions; system equipment and design ; system operation and
management; public acceptance , social
and regulatory issues. Case studies and
field trip(s) are planned . Prerequisite:
Senior standing in agriculture or engineering or consent of instructor.
EE&S 610: Environmental Radiation
Protection , 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Fundamental principles of radiol,o gical
health and radiation safety ; radiation
fundamentals , basic concepts of environmental radiation protection , internal
and external dosimetry, environmental
dose calculations and radiation protection standards. Prerequisite : Consent
of instructor.
EE&S 611 : Ionizing Radiation Detection
and Measurement, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Laboratory exercises in ionizing radiation detection and measurements; nuclear
electronics: counting statistics; radiation
interactions ; basic gas, scintillation and
semiconductor detectors: gamma-ray
spectroscopy ; health physics survey instrumentation; and thermoluminescent
dosimetry. Prerequisite: EE&S 410/ 61 O
or consent of instructor.
EE&S 630: Air Pollution Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Introductory course in air pollution and
its control; air pollutants and effects.
sources, dispersion models , engineering controls, and air-quality legislation.
Prerequisite: Senior standing 1n engineering or physical sciences.
EE&S 651 (8 E 651) (FOR 651 ):
Newman Seminar and Lecture
Series in Natural Resources
Engineering, 1 er. (0 and 2) S, F
Development and protection of land , air,
water and related resources will be covered by seminar with instructor and by

invited lecturers . Current environmental
and/or resource conservation issues will
be addressed. Prerequisites : Senior or
graduate standing, consent of instructor.
EE&S 680: Environmental Risk
Assessment, 3 er. (3 and O)
The quantitative estimation of the human
health risk posed by the release of a
contaminant to the environment; methods for analyzing emission rate, environmental transport, exposure and health
effects; methods of uncertainty analysis ;
and the role of risk assessment in environmental regulation and environmental
dec1s1on making. Prerequisite : EE&S 401
or permission of instructor.
EE&S 682 (C E 682): Groundwater and
Contaminant Transport, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Basic principles of groundwater hydrology and transport of contaminants in
groundwater systems; groundwater system characteristics; steady and transient
flow; well hydraulics, design and testing:
contaminant sources, movement and
transformations Prerequisite : EM 320.
Corequisite : EE&S 401 .
EE&S 684 (8 E 684) (I E 684) : Municipal
Solid Waste Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Problems , regulations, collection, handling , recycling and disposal of municipal solid wastes in the urban and rural
sectors; integrated waste-management
system with resource recovery, composting, incineration, landfill disposals
and their costs. Prerequisite: Senior
standing in engineering or science or
consent of instructor.
EE&S 685 : Hazardous Waste
Management, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Problems, regulations treatment and
ultimate disposal of hazardous and toxic
materials; spill cleanup , groundwater
transport, land disposal, incineration and
treatment technologies. Prerequisites :
EN SP 200 or EE&S 401 or permission
of instructor and two semesters of general chemistry.
EE&S 701: Special Problems, 1-6 er.
(1-6 and 0) F, S
Environmental engineering problems
selected to meet the interests and experience of student and instructor; formal
report required. Restricted to Master of
Engineering students . Graded on a pass
fail basis .
EE&S 802: Environmental Engineering
Principles, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Fundamental pnnc1ples required for simulation and modeling of environmental
eng1neer1ng phenomena; mass transfer.
reactor k1net1cs , s1mulat1on techniques
and appl1cat1ons to various natural and
engineered systems.
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EE&S 803: Physicochemical Operations
in Water and Wastewater Treatment
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Principles of physicochemical operations
used in water and wastewater treatment
including sedimentation, filtration, mixing, gas transfer, adsorption, ion exchange,
coagulation, precipitation, disinfection and
oxidation. Prerequisites: EE&S 803 and
843.
EE&S 804: Biochemical Operations in
Wastewater Treatment Systems,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Principles of biochemical operations used
in wastewater treatment; modeling of ideal
biochemical reactors and design criteria
for aerated lagoons, activated sludge,
trickling filters, rotating biological
contactors, nitrification, denitrification and
digestion. Prerequisites: EE&S 802 and
EE&S 851 .
EE&S 805: Laboratory in Water and
Wastewater Treatment Operations,
2 er. (0 and 6) S
Laboratory exercises in selected water
and wastewater treatment operations
including sedimentation, filtration, adsorption , coagulation, softening, aeration ,
activated sludge, aerobic digestion and
anaerobic digestion. Corequisites: EE&S
803 and 804.
EE&S 806: Integrated Design of Water
and Wastewater Treatment Systems,
4 er. (4 and 0) F
Integration of unit operations into com plex systems for treatment of industrial/
domestic water and wastewater, contaminated groundwater, landfill leachate and
toxic liqu id wastes . The team approach
1s employed in the design of one integrated system for either water/wastewater or a hazardous/toxic waste. Prerequisites: EE&S 803 and 804.
EE&S 807: Physicochemical Operations
in Hazardous Waste Treatment
Systems, 3cr. (3 and 0)
Principles of physicochemical processes
used for hazardous waste treatment and
air pollution control systems. Prerequisites: EE&S 803 and EE&S 843.
EE&S 809 (GEOL 809): Industrial
Wastewater Treatment, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Industrial wastewater management and
the application of liquid treatment processes to the solution of specific industrial wastewater problems; case studies
of industrial wastewater treatment strategies. Prerequisites: EE&S 803 and 804.
EE&S 812: Environmental Nuclear
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Environmental aspects of nuclear technology emphasizing nuclear reactors and
the nuclear fuel cycle ; environmental transport of radioactive materials; radioactive
effluents from nuclear power plants ;
nuclear power plant safety; environmen tal aspects of fuel cycle activities; waste
management. Prerequisites: EE &S 61 O
and permission of instructor.
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EE&S 813: Environmental Radiation
Protection Laboratory, 1 er.
(0 and 3) F
Continuation of EE&S 611; advanced
experiments in radiation detection. radiation protection, health physics and
environmental monitoring. Prerequisites:
EE&S 611 and permission of instructor.
EE&S 832: Air Pollution Meteorology,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Applications of meteorology to air pollution; micrometeorology; plume rise modeling; atmospheric diffusion; deposition
and washout of pollutants; air chemistry;
applications of diffusion modeling to air
quality planning . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
EE&S 833: Air Pollution Control
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles and design of air pollution control
equipment including mechanical collectors, electrostatic prec1pitators, baghouse
filters, wet scrubbers, adsorbers and incinerators. Prerequisite : EE&S 430/630
or permission of instructor.
EE&S 837: Biodegradation and
Bioremediation, 3 er. (3 and O)
Basic prin1ciples of b1odegradation for
major classes of organic contaminants
including halogenated aliphat1cs and aromatics, fuel hydrocarbons , pest1c1des and
nitrated energetic compounds ; biotransformations of metals ; biodeg radat ion
principles applied to the development of
bioremediation technologies including
intrinsic, in situ and on-site engineered
approaches. Prerequisite: EE&S 851 .
EE&S 843: Environmental Engineering
Chemistry I, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Principles of chemical kinetics and thermodynamics applied to fundamental
understanding of aqueous environmental samples 1nclud1ng natural waters ,
wastewaters and treated waters ; factors
controlling chemical concentrations, acidbase equilibria, solubility equilibria, com plex formation , electrochemistry, adsorption phenomena. Prerequisites: CH 101
and 102 or equivalent.
EE&S 844: Environmental Engineering
Chemistry Laboratory I, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Laboratory experience in basic analytical methods used 1n water quality studies ; experimental design , sampling , wetchemical analytical techniques , data
collection and analysis, data interpretation , and data quality techniques . Prerequisites: Two semesters of general
chemistry.
EE&S 845: Environmental Engineering
Chemistry II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of parameters that describe
the equilibrium distribution and exchange
rates for environmentally significant organic compounds to the modeling of processes in engineered and natural systems, including environmental parameter
estimation techniques, structure-activity
relationships, and integration of environmental processes to model contaminant

distribution and residence time in environmental systems. Prerequisites: Two
semesters of general chemistry and EE&S
843 or equivalent.

EE&S 847: Advanced Environmental
Chemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Advanced principles and methods in
environmental engineering chemistry with
applications to both natural and treatment systems; current investigative and
study techniques; nature, fluxes and
controlling processes of chemical species and radionuclides in environmental
systems. Prerequisite: EE&S 843 or
equivalent.
EE&S 849: Environmental Engineering
Chemistry Laboratory II, 2 er.
(0 and 6) N
Theory and applications of instrumental
methods of analysis as applied to measurements for environmental control;
spectroscopy and spectrophotometric
techniques ; electrochemical analyses;
chromatographic methods of analysis; light
scattering and electrophoretic measurements.
EE&S 850: Stream and Estuarine
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Physical , chemical and biological processes and relationships which exist in
stream s and estuaries ; estuarine environment ; free-flowing streams; mechanisms describing transport of conservative and nonconservative materials through
estuarine systems; the estuary as a resource and techniques for its management.
EE&S 851: Biological Principles of
Environmental Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Basic principles of biology and biochemistry as appl ied to problems of environmental control and wastewater treatment;
k1net1c and energetic aspects .
EE&S 855: Surface and Subsurface
Transport, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Quantitative analysis of reactive transport and biodegradation in ground water
and surface water; applications of the
advection-dispersion equation with reaction terms , including classical chemical
reactions , radioactive decay and reactions mediated by microbes. Prerequisites : CE 340 and MTHSC 208 or equivalent.
EE&S 856: Pollution of the Aquatic
Environment, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Effects of domestic and industrial water
pollution on the physical, chemical and
biological characteristics of natural waters ; associated environmental determinants of human disease, toxicology and
epidemiology of chronic disease.
EE&S 857: Pollution of the Aquatic
Environment Laboratory, 1 er.
(0 and 3) N
Field and laboratory investigations into
physical , chemical and biological effects
resulting from pollution of the aquatic
environment.
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EE&S 861: Environmental Systems
Engineering Seminarm 1 er.
(1 and 0) F, S

EE&S 891 : Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged, F, S

remediation and drawing on the expertise of
faculty in the Department of Geological Sciences and the School of the Environment.
The curriculum is structured to impart a strong
background in field experimentation complemented by laboratory studies and computer
modeling.
Candidates for the Master of Science
degree in hydrogeology should have a baccalaureate degree in the geosciences. However, students having a strong undergraduate background in other fields of science or
related engineering disciplines may be admitted. but they will be required to correct
deficiencies 1n their geological education during the first year. Specifically, G EOL 101 / 103
(Physical Geology), GEOL 302 (Structural
Geology), GEOL 306 (Mineralogy), plus a
course in petrology (GEOL 314 or GEOL 316
or an equivalent) or GEOL 413 (Stratigraphy)
are required . Students entering this program
should also have a strong mathematics background; normally, three semesters of calculus are required, and differential equations is
recommended.
The degree requires 24 semester hours
of course work and six hours of thesis research. Candidates must write a thesis based
on original research and defend it 1n an oral
exam1nat1on. Students may pursue a variety
of research projects ranging from aquifer
performance tests at an experimental wellfteld site 1n Atlantic Coastal Plain sediments
near Aiken, S.C., to field scale and or theoretical modeling studies of subsurface NAPL
contamination and remed1at1on. For students
on leave from industry, a special non-thesis
option 1s available which requires 30 semester hours of course work and a comprehensive written exam1nat1on
All candidates must take at least six
courses from an approved list of core courses
ma1nta1ned by the department Three of these
must be 800-level geology courses 1nclud1ng
GEOL 875 (Hydrogeology Summer Field
Camp) and at least one of the following
courses GEOL 808 (Groundwater Modeling)
or GEOL 809 (Subsurface Remed1at1on Modeling)

EE&S 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research , credit to be arranged

GEOL 601 : Applied Geophysics, 3 er.
(2 and 2)

Current advances and research developments in various areas of environmental
engineering ; off-ca mpus speakers, students and faculty participate. Graded on
a pass/fail basis.

EE&S 880: Environmental Risk
Assessment, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Methodology of quantitative risk assessment including identification and quantification of the source term , calcu lation of
environmental transport and estimation
of health effects ; applications involve
various classes of contaminants in atmospheric and aquatic environmental
pathways. Prerequisites : MTHSC 208
and graduate-level
standing in engineering
.
or science.

EE&S 881 : Special Problems,
1-4 er. F, S
Problems selected to meet interests and
experience of student and instructor.

EE&S 883: Selected Topics in
Environmental Engineering ,
1-4 er. F, S
A topic 1n environmental engineering not
covered in another course . Topic varies
to keep pace with current developments.
May be taken concurrently with EE&S
884 , which (1f offered) would be a different topic.

EE&S 884: Selected Topics in
Environmental Engineering, 1-4 er.

F, S
A topic 1n environmental eng1neer1ng not
covered 1n another course Topic varies
to keep pace with current developments.
May be taken concurrently with E E&S
883, which (1f offered) would be a different topic.

F, S

Environmental Toxicology
Stephen J Kla1ne Chair. Department of
Environmental Toxicology

Major

Degree a

Environmental Toxicology

M S , Ph D

See the College of Agriculture , Forestry
and Life Sciences for information on this program.

Hydrogeology
Richard D. Warner . Chair, Department of
Geological Sciences

Major

Degree

Hydrogeology

M.S.

The Master of Science in Hydrogeology is
an interdisciplinary program focusing on
groundwater geology and subsurface

Methods of geophysical exploration and
their appl1cat1on to the 1nvest1gat1on of
subsurface groundwater and mineral
resources, pr1nc1ples, techniques , 1nterpretat1ons and llm1tat1ons of magnetic,
grav1metr1c, electrical, electromagnetic,
well-logging and se1sm1c geophysical
surveys. Prerequisite: GEOL 101 or
consent of instructor; PHYS 208 or 221
recommended.

GEOL 603: Invertebrate Paleontology,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Life of past geologic ages, as shown by
fossilized remains of ancient animals,
with emphasis on the invertebrates. Prerequisite: G EOL 1O1 or consent of instructor.
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phasize a process approach to terrain
analysis stressing complex interactions
of geologic, climatic and tectonic forces .
Prerequisites : GEOL 101 , 102, permission of instructor.

GEOL 608: Geohydrology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Hydrologic cycle , aquifer characteristics,
theory of groundwater movement, mechanics of well flow , experimental methods and subsurface mapping . Prerequisites : GEOL 101, 102.

GEOL 613: Stratigraphy, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Analysis of stratified rocks as the reposi tory of earth history and the conceptual
framework used to synthesize the world
geologic record as a coherent whole ;
traditional lithe-stratigraphy. modern
seismic stratigraphy, biostratigraphy,
magnetostratigraphy and current stratigraphic issues. Prerequisite: GEOL 314
or consent of instructor.

GEOL 651: Selected Topics in
Hydrogeology, 1-4 er. (1-3 and 0-3)
Selected topics in hydrogeology with
emphasis on new developments in the
field. May be repeated for a maximum of
six credits, but only if different topics are
covered. Prerequisite: GEOL 300 or 408,
or consent of instructor.

GEOL 790: Selected Topics in Earth
Sciences, 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18)
One or more earth science topics ; lecture and laboratory emphasize the incorporation of new or updated subject
matter into classroom instruction. Restricted to elementary and secondary
school teachers. May be repeated for
credit, but only 1f different topics are
covered .

GEOL 800 : Groundwater Geochemistry,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Lectures and project-oriented field work
focusing on processes controlling natural 1mpur1t1es 1n groundwater and the
occurrence of inorganic, organic and
rad1oact1ve contaminants; solution equilibria, chemical weathering , oxidationreduct1on, ut1lizat1on of radioactive isotopes as tracers and studies of contamination plumes. Prerequisites : CH 101
and 102 or equivalent.

GEOL 801: Groundwater Geophysical
Techniques, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Lectures and project-oriented field work
focusing on the utilization of geophysical instruments to detect groundwaterbearing fracture zones. to determine the
depth to the water table. and to map
contamination plumes . Prerequisite :
PHYS 221 or permission of instructor.

GEOL 605: Geomorphology, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Surface features of the earth - their
form , nature, origin. development, and
the rates and patterns of changes they
are undergoing. Laboratory studies em-
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GEOL 803: Geostatistics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Numerical and statistical treatment of
geological data emphasizing the analysis of spatially and temporally distributed variables and unique aspects of
geological variables; methods of sampling geological data, quantitative procedures for reducing the dimensionality
of geological data sets, and techniques
for presentation and interpretation of
results. Prerequisite: MTHSC 301 or
EXST 301 .

GEOL 813: Environmental
Geochemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Inorganic geochemistry, specifically the
distribution of trace elements in rocks ,
regolith and water; micronutrients and
concepts of essentiality; health problems
related to natural occurrence of toxic
elements; environmental pollution arising from non-ferrous metal mining, coal
mining and coal use, and gasoline additives; and urban and regional geochemistry. Prerequisite: GEOL 318 or permission of instructor.

GEOL 805: Advanced Stratigraphy,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Classification, distribution, chronologic
succession and correlation of sedimentary rocks; interpretation of features of
strata in terms of their origin, depositional environment, paleogeography and
relation to organic evolution ; Atlantic
Coastal Plain stratigraphy. Prerequisite:
GEOL 413/613 or permission of instructor.

GEOL 850: Selected Topics In
Environmental Geology, 1-4 er.
(1-3 and 0-3)
Selected topics in environmental geology emphasizing the subsurface contamination. May be repeated for a maximum
of six credit hours, but only if different
topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

GEOL 806: Aquifer Characterization,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Characterization of aquifers from the
microscopic scale to the regional scale;
geological origin of aquifers and modification by diagenetic and deformational
processes; application of subsurface
geological techniques to data acquisition and interpretation; prediction of fluid
occurrence and flow by integrating results of subsurface analysis .
GEOL 808: Groundwater Modeling
(EE&S 808), 3 er. (3 and 0)
Mathematical and computer modeling of
groundwater flow and nonreactive solute transport through geological formations ; conceptual flow-models for geologic systems; formulation of governing
mass and energy conservation equations;
application of analytical , numerical and
stochastic models to real-world problems.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
GEOL 809 (EE&S 809): Subsurface
Remediation Modeling, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Lectures and computer exercises involving
subsurface remediation methods including
groundwater extraction, soil vapor extraction, steam flooding and a variety of
other techniques ; modeling flow of
multiphase and multicomponent mixtures
in porous medium. Prerequisite: GEOL
808 or permission of instructor.
GEOL 810 (EE&S 810): Analytical
Methods for Hydrogeology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Analytical mathematical methods for
modeling subsurface fluid flow and transport processes including saturated waterflow, unsaturated zone gas flow, chemical transport and heat transfer, emphasizing the derivation and solution of governing equations for modeling subsurface flow and transport. Prerequisite:
GEOL 808 or a graduate level groundwater course or permission of instructor.
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GEOL 851: Geology Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and O)
Students review current topics in geology and make oral presentations. May
be taken twice for credit.
GEOL 875: Hydrogeology Summer Field
Camp, 6 er. (4 and 6)
Groundwater geology field techniques
including examination of surface exposures, analysis of cores and geophysical
well logs, subsurface mapping, aquifer
performance tests and groundwater
remediation . Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
GEOL 876: Applied Hydrogeology, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Well installation methods and techniques;
describing core and constructing lithologic logs; applying lithologic and geophysical logs to delineate aquifers and
aquitards by subsurface mapping; using
well testing methods to determine aquifer characteristics by conducting aquifer
performance tests and analyzing test data.
Taught at the Savannah River Site.
GEOL 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged.

SCHOOL OF
MECHANICAL AND
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
James A. Liburdy, Director

William F. Beckwith, Program Director. Freshman Engineering and Engineering Graphics
Advanced degrees are not awarded in engineering graphics. Courses are offered as eJectives tor students in engineering and other areas.

E G 612: Interactive Computer
Graphics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Graphics hardware and display technol-

ogy; reduction and presentation of engi neering data; techniques of geometrical
transformations, perspective and model
manipulation; methodology of computeraided design; application of higher-level
software to engineering problems. Prerequisites: E G 208 and MTHSC 208 or
consent of instructor.

E G 690: Special Topics in Engineering
and Computer Graphics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Computer-aided topic in engineering
graphics not covered in other courses.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
E G 823: Computer-Aided Geometric
Modeling, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Shape modeling and design by computer;
curve and surface representation, methods of solid modeling by computer; data
base representation and integral properties of solid models. Prerequisite:
Graduate standing.

Richard S. Figliola, Chair, Department of
Mechanical Engineering
Major

Degrees

Engineering Mechanics

M.S., Ph.D.

Enrollment is open to students with baccalaureate or master's degrees in any branch of
engineering and to those with degrees in
physics or applied mathematics who have
credit for certain prescribed courses in engi•
neenng.
General areas of concentration are solid
mechanics, composite materials, numerical
methods and dynamics. Some limitations are
imposed on the selection of courses to reflect
the particular concentration. The usual minor
is mathematics . Suitable minor programs also
may be arranged in physics, civil engineering
or mechanical engineering.
Candidates for the M.S. degree are required to write a thesis and complete 30 hours
of course work including six hours of thesis
research. Candidates for the Ph.D . degree
are required to complete 18 hours of dissertation research.

E M 625: Advanced Strength of
Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics in strength of materials not covered in EM 304: three-dimensional stress
and strain transformations, theories of
failure, shear center, unsymmetrical
bending , curved beams and energy
methods. Other topics such as stress
concentrations and fatigue concepts are
treated as time permits. Prerequisite: E
M 304.
E M 630: Mechanics of Composite
Materials, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental relationships for predicting
the mechanical and thermal response of
multi-layered materials and structures;
micromechanical and macromechanical
relationships for laminated materials with
emphasis on continuous filament com-
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posites; unique nature of composites and
advantages of designing with composites. Prerequisite: E M 304.

E M 650: Mechanical Vibrations, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Mathematical analysis of physical problems in the vibration of mechanical systems. Topics include linear-free vibrations, forced vibrations, and damping in
single degree of freedom systems, transient vibrations, critical speeds and whirling of rotating shafts, dynamic balancing, and multi-degree of freedom systems with lumped parameters. Prereq ...
ulsltes: E M 202, 304, MTHSC 208.
E M 829: Energy Methods and
Variational Principles, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Application of variational principles in solid
mechanics problems ; virtual work;
Castigliano's theorems on deflection and
rotation; stationary potential energy ;
energy stability criterion; Hamilton's principle. Prerequisite: E M 831 or permission of instructor.
E M 831: Theory of Elasticity I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of stress and deformation for
continuous media; linear stress-strain
relations for elastic material; two-dimensional problems including Airy stress
function, polynomial solutions, plane
stress and plane strain in rectangular
and polar coordinates, torsion and bending
of prismatic bars and thermal stresses.
Prerequisites : EM 304 and MTHSC 208.
E M 832: Theory of !E lasticity II 3 er.
(3 and O)
Continuation of E M 831 including topics
from either three-dimensional problems
associated with an infinite elastic medium , elastic half-space, contact stresses,
symmetrically loaded sphere and circular cylinder, or complex variable methods in plane elasticity, stress concentrations problems , singular stresses and
fracture , and composite materials. Prerequisites : EM 831 and PHYS 812.
E M 834: Principles of Structural
Stability, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical criteria for analysis of conservative and nonconservative systems'
stability; methods of adjacent equilibrium,
initial imperfections, total potential energy and vibration as applied to practical
problems. Prerequisite: E M 831 .

E M 836: Fracture Mechanics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Fundamental elasticity-based course in
the development of the basic concepts
of engineering fracture mechanics; the
Griffith criterion , Barrenblatt and Dugdale
models, linear elastic fracture mechanics (L.E.F.M.), plane stiain fracture toughness, the crack-tip stress and strain field,
and plasticity and the J-integral. Prerequisite: E M 831.
E M 845: Intermediate Dynamics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Kinematics and dynamics of particles and

rigid bodies, Lagrange and Hamilton's
formulation of mechanics; two-body central force problem; rendezvous of two
bodies in a central force field; rotation of
rigid bodies about a fixed point in space;
vector analysis and matrix methods as
aids in mathematical analysis. Prereq ...
ulslte: E M 202 or permission of instructor.

E M 852 (C E 852): Advanced Finite
Element Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of variational and weighted
residuals methods; nonlinear analysis,
steady-state and time-dependent problems; application of commercial finite
element codes; advanced computational
procedures. Prerequisite: C E 808 or
equivalent, or permission of instructor.
E M 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
E M 893: Selected Topics In
Engineering Mechanics, 1-6 er.
(1-6 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses. May
be repeated for credit.

1E M 901: Foundations of Nonlinear
Shell Theory, 3 er. (3 and O}
Development of classical linear and nonlinear foundations used to analyze thin
shells of arbitrary geometric shape ; general equations are specialized for thin
shells made from isotropic and orthotropic
materials and nonhomogeneous shells
such as sandwich and fiber-reinforced
composite shells. Prerequisites : E M
829 and 831 .
E M 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Industrial Eng1ineerin.g
Delbert l Kimbler Chair, Department of
Industrial Eng1neenng

Major

De gr•••

Industrial Eng1neenng

M S , Ph D

Industrial engineering is concerned with
the design, improvement and installation of
integrated systems of people, materials, equipment and information. It draws upon specialized knowledge and skill in the mathematical,
physical and social sciences, together with
the principles and methods of engineering
analysis and design, to specify, predict and
evaluate the results obtained from such systems.
The focus of the graduate program is on
quality engineering . In general. students concentrate the ir studies in one of four areas:
human factors engineering, manufacturing
systems, operations research and quality engineering . They choose supporting course
work from within the department and from
other departments. Areas of research interest
among the faculty include applied optimization, computer-integrated manufacturing, design methodology, engineering economic
analysis, facility planning and material handling, health care and information systems
design, human-computer interaction, human-

machine systems engineering, industrial ergonomics, maintenance systems design.
manufacturing systems engineering, production planning and control, quality engineering,
solid and hazardous waste management, and
systems modeling and simulation. Laboratory
facilities are available within the department
to support research in these areas.
Students with a bachelor's degree in engineering or the physical sciences may be accepted. Those with other backgrounds may
be accepted or may be required to complete
successfully certain prerequisite courses before acceptance into the program. Entering
graduate students are assumed to have competency in the following areas: mathematics,
including calculus, linear algebra, differential
equations, probability and statistics; calculusbased physics and computer programming. A
student with deficiencies in these areas is
required to take additional undergraduate
course work as a condition of admission to the
graduate program. No graduate credit is given
for such courses.
Students may pursue an M.S. degree with
a thesis requiring a minimum of 24 graduate
credit hours of course work, six credit hours of
master's thesis research and one credit hour
of seminar. Alternatively, students may pursue an M.S. degree without a thesis requiring
a minimum of 30 graduate credit hours of
course work, three credit hours of project work
and one credit hour of seminar. The prescribed credit hours of course work are agreed
upon by the student and his or her advisory
committee and are in addition to any needed
to compensate for undergraduate deficien•
c1es.
Work leading to the Ph.D . degree is
planned to give the student a comprehensive
knowledge of the field of industrial engineering and a mastery of the methods of research.
The advisory committee aids the student in
developing a doctoral degree curriculum. A
minimum requirement of 48 semester credit
hours of graduate course work exists for the
doctoral degree. A dissertation 1s mandatory
for all Ph.D. candidates and requires 18 credit
hours of doctoral research.

I E 652: Rellablllty Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Probabilistic approach to assessing system reliability; methods for analyzing
serial, parallel and complex systems;
reliability life testing and its acceleration; essential elements of maintainability are identified and related to system
availability. Prerequisites : MTHSC 206
and 302 or consent of instructor.
I E 660: Quality Improvement Methods,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern quality improvement techniques
presented in an integrated. comprehensive context. Prerequisite : Senior stand.
1ng.
I E 661: Quality Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Design aspects of quality and the
engineer's role in problems of quality in
production systems. Prerequisite: I E
361 .
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I E 665: Facilities Planning and Design,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and techniques of plant layout; economic selection of materials
handling equipment and integration of
this equipment into the layout plan to
provide effective product flow; quantitative techniques for evaluation of facilities plans. A design project is required.
Prerequisites : I E 21 O and 380 or consent of instructor.

I E 682: Systems Modeling, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Modeling of discrete industrial systems
using a digital computer; purpose, theory
and techniques of system modeling .
Prerequisites: I E 381 and MTHSC 302
or consent of instructor.

I E 684 (B E 684) (EE&S 684): Municipal
Solid Waste Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Problems, regulations , collection, handling , recycling and disposal of municipal solid wastes in the urban and rural
sectors. Emphasis is on integrated wastemanagment system with resource recovery , composting, incineration, landfill
disposals and their costs . Prerequisite:
Senior standing in engineering or sci ence or consent of instructor.

I E 685: Industrial Systems
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Modeling and analysis of multistage
decision processes, recursive optim ization , process and system design , and
control problems. Prerequisites : I E 380
and 381 or consent of instructor.

I E 686: Production Planning and
Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamentals of forecasting demand ,
scheduling production , and controlling
the movement and storage of material
associated with production ; state-of-the
art manufacturing techniques . A design
project is required . Prerequisites : I E
380 and 384.

I E 687: Industrial Safety, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Recognition and prevention of hazards ;
recognition and control of hazardous
materials; developing and managing a
safety program ; designing inherently safe
equipment and workplaces . Prerequisite: Junior standing .

I E 688: Human Factors Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design for human use application of
human performance, abilities and limitations to the design of tools , machines,
facilities, tasks and environments for
efficient, safe and comfortable human
use. Prerequisite: I E 21 O or consent of
instructor.

I E 691: Selected Topics in Industrial
Engineering, 1-3 er. (0-3 and 0-9)
Timely or special topic in industrial engineering not included in other courses .
May be repeated for a total of six credits.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
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I E 692: Design Topics in Industrial
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Timely or special design topic in industrial engineering . May be repeated for a
total of six credits. Prerequisite: Con sent of instructor.

I E 801 : Design and Analysis of
Human-Machine Systems, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Methodologies used in the design and
evaluation of human-machine systems
including function and task analysis ;
questionnaires and interviews ; scenarios,
mockups and prototypes ; participative
design , empirical testing and iterative
design ; models of human -system interaction ; analysis and classification of
human error; and design of job performance and training aids. Prerequisites :
Graduate standing and permission of
instructor.

I E 802: Design of Human-Computer
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Issues in designing , implementing , maintaining and refin ing the user interface of
interactive computer systems including
interface design theories, models , principles and guidelines, 1nteract1on styles ;
input and output devices ; system messages ; screen design , manuals , on -line
help and tutorials, and iterative design ,
testing and evaluation . Prerequisite · I
E 801 or perm1ss1on of instructor .

I E 803: Engineering Optimization and
Applications, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Introduction to opt1m izat1on through the
study of p roblems related to the plan ning , design and control of production/
manufacturing systems ; classical non linear opt1m1zat1on and algorithmic procedures , primal and dual problem s with
postoptimality analysis, Markov chains .
Prerequisites : Graduate standing and
permission of instructor

I E 811: Human Factors in Quality
Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Aspects of use of the human as a detector of product quality, serving as the basis
for a taxonomy of human tasks in inspection ; incorporates models of visual
search and human decision making within
the quality control framework. Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission
of instructor.

I E 860: Dynamic Programming, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and methodology of dynamic programming ; Bellman ' s principle of
optimality; Mitten's sufficiency conditions;
recursive optimization of serial and
nonserial multistage systems; optimization of discrete and continuous systems
through decomposition; special aspects
of problem formulation. Prerequisite: I
E 803 .

I E 865: Facility Planning and Design,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Planning and design of industrial facilities emphasizing automated production
f ac1Iit1es ; quantitative approaches to
equipment design and evaluation of performance. Prerequisite : I E 803.

I E 871: Industrial Testing and Quality,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design and use of component and product tests ; automated inspection; test and
inspection in integrated systems ; costbased models. Prerequisite: I E 661 .

I E 872: Design for Quality, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Advanced quality engineering techniques
with appl1cat1on to design of products
and processes ; advanced statistical techn 1ques as well as contemporary modifications such as Taguchi and Shainin
methodologies. Prerequisites: I E 805
and EX ST 805 .

I E 804: Manufacturing Systems
Planning and Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)

I E 880: Advanced Methods of
Operations Research, 3 er. (3 and 0)

Concepts and principles associated with
the design of manufacturing systems with
a focus on modeling and integration
methodologies ; group tech no logy, process planning , manufacturing modeling
and design for manufacturing . Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.

Methods and applications of advanced
operations research techniques ; discrete
optimization , integer and mixed integer
programming , Boolean minimization ,
network optimization , permutization
methods on implicit enumeration . Prerequisite: I E 803 or permission of instructor.

I E 805: Foundations in Quality
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental tools of qual ity engineering and their application to real situations ; advanced statistical process control , design of experiments, Taguchi tech niques and Shainin methodologies. Prerequisites: Graduate standing and permission of instructor.

I E 807: Discrete Systems Simulation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Discrete and Monte Carlo simulation used
to model and study stochastic operational systems; simulation languages
GPSS V, SLAM and/ or SIMAN. Prerequisite: Introductory statistics or permission of instructor.

I E 884: Advanced Engineering
Economic Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Engineering economic analysis for engineering research, development and construction projects emphasizing detailed
treatment of tax effects, methods for
determining discount rates, proper use
of economic criteria in various decision
environments (certainty vs . uncertainty,
single vs. multiple project selections, etc.).
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

I E 886: Operations Research in
Production Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Latest techniques in scientific inventory
management, scheduling and forecasting; operations research; statistics; com-
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puter methods; case studies. Prerequisite: I E 803.

I E 888: Applied Queuing Theory and
Markov Processes, 3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced treatment of stochastic optimization, potentially including single and
multiple channel queues , Markov programming and stochastic optimal control. Prerequisite : I E 860 or permission
of instructor.
I E 890: Special Problems In Industrial
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Principles and methods of industrial engineering applied to analysis of a current interest problem . May be repeated
for additional credit. Graded on a pass/
fail basis. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
I E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
I E 892: Master's Design Project, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Design project 1n 1ndustr1al systems , integration of IE pr1nc1ples and methodologies ; resolution of contemporary systems design problems ; project requires
research , development, 1mplementat1on
planning , reporting and project assessment. Prerequisite Perm1ss1on of instructor.
I E 893: Selected Topics In Industrial
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Selected topics 1n 1ndustr1al eng1neer1ng
emphas1z1ng new developments 1n systems science, systems analysis and operations research May be repeated for
add1t1onal credit. Prerequisite Permission of instructor.
I E 895: Industrial Engineering
Research Techniques, 1 er.
(1 and 0)
Series of weekly, one-hour lectures given
by students, faculty and guests on methods and issues involved 1n 1ndustr1al
engineering research Graded on a pass
fail basis.
I E 971: Advanced Quality Engineering
Seminar, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current topics 1n the research and development of quality engineering methodologies. Prerequisite: I E 871 or permission of instructor.
I E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Mechanical Engineering
Richard S Figliola, Chair, Department of
Mechanical Engineereng

Degre••
Mechanical Engineering

M.Engr., M.S.,
Ph.D.

Students are accepted for the Master of
Engineering degree program with undergraduate degrees in mechanical engineering (or
equivalent) from ABET-accredited programs.

Enrollment in the M.S. and Ph.D. programs is
open to students with degrees in physics,
applied
mathematics or any branch of engi•
neer1ng.
Students in the M.S. degree program may
choose the thesis or nonthesis option. Students in the thesis program must complete 30
hours of course work including six hours of
thesis research. Students in the nonthesis
program and in the M.Engr. program must
complete 33 hours of course work including
six hours of project-related credits. Students
in the Ph.D. program must complete 18 hours
of dissertation research.
Programs may be selected with concentrations in mechanical and manufacturing systems design (CAD/CAM, kinematics and dynamics, materials, robotics and vibrations) or
thermal/fluid sciences (fluid mechanics, heat
transfer, thermodynamics and energy systems) .

M E 607: Applied Heat Transfer, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Application oriented extension of M E 304
cons1der1ng topics 1n transient conduction. flow of fluids , energy exchange by
rad1at1on and mass transfer: applications
1n heat-exchanger design with emphasis
on economics and var1at1on of operating
cond1t1ons from the design point. Prerequisites: M E 304 and consent of instructor.
M E 617: Control Systems Design, 3 er.
(2 and 1)
App lication of analy11cal, simulation and
experimental methods to control system
design , tundamentals of hnear state variable and computer-control systems. Laboratory emphasis 1s placed on controlsystems performance measurement, and
control -system 1mplementat1on 1nclud1ng
sensors and actuators. Prerequisite: M
E 416 or consent of instructor
M E 620: Energy Sources and Their
Utlllzatlon, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Ava1 lab1hty and use of energy sources
such as fossil fuels, solar (direct and
1nd1rect) and nuclear, energy density and
constraints to use (technical and economic) for each source Prerequisites:
ME 312 or both ME 303 and 304
M E 621: Introduction to Compressible
Flow, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Introductory concepts to compressible flow:
methods of treating one-d1mens1onal gas
dynamics 1nclud1ng flow 1n nozzles and
di ff users, normal shocks , moving and
oblique shocks , Prandtl-Meyer Flow,
Fanno Flow, Rayle igh Flow and reaction
propulsion systems. Prerequisites: E M
320, ME311 .

M E 622: Design of Gas Turbines, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Guiding principles in gas turbine cycles;
turbine and compressor design procedures and performance prediction for both
axial and radial flow machines: methods
of design of rotary heat-exchangers and
retrofitting gas turbine for regenerative
operation. Design projects are used to
illustrate the procedures. Prerequisite:
EM 320.

M E 623: Introduction to Aerodynamics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic theories of aerodynamics for accurately predicting the aerodynamic forces
and moments which act on a vehicle in
flight. Prerequisite : E M 320.
M E 625: Kinematics and Dynamics of
Machinery II, 3 er. (3 and O)
Graphical, analytical and numerical techniques in the dynamic analysis and synthesis of machines; application of the
analysis techniques to cams, gears and
other mechanisms. Prerequisite: M E
405.
M E 629: Thermal Environmental
Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Mechanical vapor compression refrigeration cycles, refrigerants, thermoelectrical
cooling systems, cryogenics, thermodynamic properties of air, psychometric
charts, heating and cooling coils, solar
radiation , heating and cooling loads, insulation systems. Prerequisites: E M
320 and either M E 303 or 312.
M E 653: Dynamic Performance of
Vehicles, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Techniques tor analyzing the dynamic
behavior of vehicles such as aircraft,
surface ships, automobiles and trucks,
railway vehicles and magnetically levitated vehicles. Prerequisites: M E 205
or 208, and M E 305 or consent of instructor.
M E 654: Design of Machine Elements,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design of common machine elements
1nclud1ng clutches, brakes, bearings ,
springs and gears. Opt1m1zat1on techniques and numerical methods are employed as appropriate. Prerequisite: M
E 306 or consent of instructor.
M E 655: Design for ComputerAutomated Manufacturing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Concepts of product and process design
for automated manufacturing ; product
design for automated manufacturing ,
1nspect1on and assembly using automation, 1ndustr1al robots , knowledge-based
systems and concepts of flexible product manufacture. Prerequisites: ME 301,
306 and 404 (or concurrent enrollment),
or consent of instructor.
M E 656 (E C E 656): Fundamentals of
Robotics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Fundamental mechanics and control of
robots including their application to advanced automation ; robot geometry, kinematics, dynamics and control ; planar
machine structures including methods
using computer analysis ; design and
operation of robot systems for manufacturing and telerobotics. Prerequisites:
M E 305, 416 (or concurrent enrollment)
or consent of instructor.
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M E 693: Selected Topics in Mechanical
Engineering, 1-6 er. (3 and 0)
Topics not found in other courses. May
be repeated for a maximum of si x credits, but only if different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
M E 801: Foundations of Fluid
Mechanics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Derivations of basic equations for multidimensional flow fields; analytical techniques for solving problems in laminar
viscous flow and laminar inviscid flow;
theories of similitude. Prerequisites:
Graduate standing and permission of
instructor.
M E 810: Macroscopic
Thermodynamics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
First, second and third laws of thermodynamics with engineering applications;
thermodynamic property relations; chemical equilibrium . Prerequisite : M E 312
or equivalent.
M E 811: Gas Dynamics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts from thermodynamics, onedimensional gas dynamics, one-dimensional wave motion, normal and oblique
shocks; flow in ducts and wind tunnels;
two-dimensional equation of motion; small
perturbation theory. Prerequisite: Undergraduate course in fluid mechanics.
M E 812: Experimental Methods in
Thermal Science, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Theories of measurements, instrumentation and techniques for measuring temperature, pressure and velocity on a
practical graduate engineer1 ng level;
mathematical presentation of data, uncertainty analysis, data acquisition techniques, and theory and state-of-the-art
measuring systems.
M E 814: Concepts of Turbulent Flow,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of fluid turbulence; turbulent
transport mechanisms, dynam ics of turbulence and experimental techniques
pertinent to existing theories; classification of shear flows and their prediction
methods. Prerequisite: M E 801 .
M E 815 (PHYS 815): Statistical
Thermodynamics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental principles of kinetic theory
and quantum statistical mechanics;
Boltzmann statistics, Fermi -Dirac statistics and Bose-Einstein statistics. Prerequisite: A course in thermodynamics or
perm ission of instructor.
M E 818: Introduction to Finite Element
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and O)
Introduction to the finite element method;
applications to heat transfer, fluid flow
and solids; introduction to transient analysis ; analysis strategies using finite elements; introduction to solid modeling, finite
element modeling and analysis using
commercial codes. Prerequisite: A numerical methods course or permission
of instructor.
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M E 819: Computational Methods in
Thermal Sciences, 3 er. (3 and O)
Numerical techniques as applied to the
solution of fluid flow and heat transfer
problems; use of finite difference methods. Prerequisite: Graduate standing .
M E 820: Modern Control Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Mathematical modeling of engineering
systems using differential and difference
state equations; state variable time solutions using analytic and computer-aided
analysis techniques; state control principles of controllability, observability, stability and performance specification; tradeoffs between state variable and transfer
function techniques. Prerequisite: An
undergraduate controls course or permission of instructor.
M E 821: Advanced Control
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts in multivariable, nonlinear, stochastic and optimal control engineering;
design and analysis considerations related to physical machines and processes;
mathematical methods as needed. Prerequisite : An undergraduate controls
course or permission of instructor.
M E 822: Computer Control of
Automated Machines, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts for control of automated manufacturing machines, cells and processes ;
logic and switching control; programmable
controllers; supervisory hierarchical and
expert control systems concepts for
manufacturing; closed-loop direct digital
control design including sampling, stability and response of discrete system
models; design and application of computer control algorithms; computer requirements; sensors and signal conversion. Prerequisite : M E 820 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
M E 830: Conduction Heat Transfer,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analyti cal and numerical solutions of
conduction heat transfer problems; steady
one- and two-dimensional systems; extended surf aces; transient solutions;
numerical solutions; transform methods.
Prerequisites : M E 304 or equivalent
and Graduate School enrollment.
M E 831: Convective Heat Transfer,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Derivation of co ntinuity, momentum and
energy equations for boundary layer flow;
solutions for confined and external flow
regimes in laminar and turbulent flow.
Prerequisites: M E 304 or equivalent
and MTHSC 208.
M E 832: Radiative Heat Transfer, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Radiation properties; enclosure theory;
radiation exchange between solid bodies; rad iation exchange in the presence
of absorbing , transmitting and emitting
media; combined rad iation, conduction
and convection exchange. Prerequisites:
M E 304 or equivalent and permission of
instructor.

M E 833: Heat Transfer with Change of
Phase, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Nucleate boiling in a pool ; film boiling in
a pool ; forced nucleate boiling; forced
film boiling; effect of impurities on boiling phenomena; dropwise condensation;
filmwise condensation; effect of
noncondensable gases on condensation;
boiling and condensing processes in
systems. Prerequisites : M E 304 or
equivalent and permission of instructor.
M E 841: Advanced Mechanical
Engineering Design I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Design projects selected from industry
or government addressed by a graduate
student/faculty design team. Students
are required to create and structure a
problem solution, the solution being a
preliminary design study encompassing
analysis, synthesis, evaluation, economic
cost/benefit considerations and engineering project organization. Prerequisite:
Graduate standing or permission of instructor.
M E 842: Advanced Mechanical
Engineering Design II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Case study method of individual design
problems and projects; cases used as
basis for problem formulation, problem
analysis, design theory exemplification,
and class discussion and evaluation;
principles of mechanical and engineering sciences introduced and applied as
required for case considerations. Prerequisite: M E 306 or equivalent or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
M E 843: Nonlinear Dynamics of
Mechanical Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Behavior of nonlinear mechanical systems analyzed with numerical, graphical and analytical methods; understanding nonlinear effects and methods of
analysis. Prerequisite: Graduate standing and/or permission of instructor.
M E 844: Random Vibration: Theory
and Measurement, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Ana lysis and measurement of random
phenomena; description of random phenomena (probability theory, response of
systems to random phenomena and digital
signal processing theory); use of spectrum analyzer and other d igital signal
recording instruments. Prerequisites : M
E 302 or MTHSC 208 and perm ission of
instructor.
M E 845: Vibration of Continuous
Media, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental principles of generation ,
propagation, absorption, reflection and
scattering of vibrational wave in solids
and fluids ; free and forced oscillation of
flexible strings, bars, membranes and
plates; theory of wave motion in liquids
and gases. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
M E 854 (E C E 854): Analysis of
Robotic Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Methods of designing and operating robotics systems for advanced automa-
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t ion ; on-line identificat ion and description of 30 obj ects by digitized images;
off-line colli sion -free path p lann ing and
on-line collision avoidance traveling using
artifici al intell igence. Prerequisite : E C
E/M E 456 or p ermi ssion of instructor.
M E 859 (E C E 859): Intelligent
Robotic Systems, 3 er. (3 and O)
Integration and fu sion of dat a from mul tiple sen sors on mult iple robots; i nt ell igent decision making on motion pl anning a nd execution based on sensed
data, involving mutual com pliance; simu ltan eous force and position co ntrols
usi ng com puters. Prerequisite: E C E/
M E 854 or p ermi ssion of inst ructor.
M E 890: Engineering Project, 1-3 er.
(0 and 3-9)
Comprehensive analytical and/or experimental treatment of phenomena of current interest in mechanical engineering
emphasizing modern technological problems. May be repeated for a maximum
of nine credits.
M E 891 : Master' s Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged
M E 893: Selected Topics in
Mechanical Engineering, 1-6 er.
(1-6 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses . May
b e repeated for credit.
M E 930 : Advanced Topics in Heat
Transfer, 1-6 er. (1-6 and O)
Topics not covered in other courses . May
be repeated for a maximum of six credits .
M E 931 : Advanced Top ics i n Fluid
Mechanics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses . May
be repeated for a maximum of six credits .
M E 932 : Advan c ed T opics in
Thermodynami c s , 3 e r. (3 and 0)
T opics not covered in other courses. May
b e repeated for a maximum of six cred its.
M E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research , credit to be arranged

SCHOOL OF TEXTILES,
FIBER AND POLYMER
SCIENCE
Michael J . Drews. Interim Director

Textile and Polymer Science
Michael J . Drews, Interim Director, School of
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science
Major

Degree

Textile and Polymer Science Ph.D.

Qualification to pursue the degree is accomplished by obtai ning a grade of A or B in
at least five courses representative of the
major areas of texti le and polymer science or

by standing special examinations in these
courses. Courses currently considered representat ive are TEXT 821, Fiber Physics I;
TEXT 835, Textil e Structures I; TEXT 866,
Fiber Formation ; T C 811 , Polymer Science I;
and T C 81 2, Polym er Science 11.
Other courses, tailored to the individual's
objectives, are selected by the student and
his or her adviso ry co mmittee. The student
normally takes a minor in a selected field of
science or engineering and satisfies the requirements established by the minor department. Th is usually involves 12-24 credit hou rs
in the minor field. A reading know ledge of one
foreign language se lected by the advisory
committee also 1s required .
Adm ission to candidacy for the Ph .D. degree requires com pletion of written and oral
comprehensive examinations. Each candidate must carry out an independent, original
scientific investigation and formally report
and defend the methodology, results and
conclusions.

Textile Chemistry
Michael J. Drews, Interim Director, School of
Textiles. Fiber and Polymer Science
Major

Degrees

Textile Chemistry

MS PhD"

Applicants must have a bachelor's degree in textile chemistry, textile science, the
physical or life sciences , engineering or a
related discipline, and must have tra1n1ng in
chemistry , physics and mathematics.
The M.S . degree requires a minimum of
24 credit hours of course work and six credit
hours of research .
The student's ma1or area of study 1s normally fiber chemistry , polymer chemistry , the
chemistry of dyeing and/or fin1sh1ng of fibers
and textiles , or the chemistry of composite
systems. The minor area of study 1s usually
chemistry, physics, engineering, life sciences
or mathematics. Each candidate must complete an independent, sc1ent1f1c or techn ical
investigation and formally report and def end
the methodology, results and conclusions in
a thesis .
T C 615 : Introductio n to Polym e r
Science and Engi neeri ng, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Chemistry of monomers and polymers ;
chemical and physical properties of
polymers emphasizing fiber-forming ,
synthetic polymers ; includes molecular
characterization , structure , morphology
and mechan ical properties as they relate to the design of polymer systems
for end uses in textiles, geotextiles , plastics and fiber-re i nforced composite
materials. Prerequisites: CH 201 , 330
(or 224) , and T C 304 or permission of
instructor.
T C 616: Chemical Preparation of
Textiles, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Chemicals used in the preparation of
fabric fo r dyeing and fi nishing ; ox1 diz1ng
and reducing agents an d t heir control
and effect on various fi bers; collodial
and surface active properties of various

*A Ph.D degree with a concentration 1n textile chemistry is offered jointl) b) tht: School of T extile·, Fiber and Pol) mer
Science and the Department of C hemistry .
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compounds an d the fu ndamental factors
influencing th ese properties.
T C 657: Dyeing and Finishing I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Physical, chemical and mechanical principles behind the application of colors
and finishes to textiles; fi ber chemistry
an d morp hology, dye and finish structu res and reactivity ; mechanical principles
behind the equipment used to effect transfer of these chemicals onto the text ile
su bstrate.
T C 658: Dyeing and Finishing II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Kinetics and equ ilibria of d yein g processes; use of conductivity, diffusion and
other methods for measuring absorpti on
of isotherms and dyeing rates and the
general thermodynamic relationshi ps
applicable to dyeing operations; fi ber
properties such as zeta potential, dye
sites. relative amorphous area available.
T C 811 : Polymer Science I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Fundamentals of polymer chemistry;
,c hemistry and synthesis of monomers
and polymers in relation to the thermodynamics, kinetics and mechanisms of
polymerization reactions emphasizing
fiber-forming polymers, plastics and composite matrix materials.

T C 812: Polymer Science II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Chemical structure and properties of
polymers ; polymer solution properties,
the viscoelastic state and the crystalline
morphology of polymeric materials ; the
curre nt theories for describing polymer
therma l transitions, molecular weight ,
molecular weight distributions) and transport phenomena in polymeric systems.
as well as interf acial phenomena.

T C 820 (CH E 820): Composite
Polymeric Material s , 3 er.
(3 an,d 0) N
Morphology, chemistry , processing and
physical characterization of engineered
fibers and matrix materials ; influence of
fiber and matrix properties on composite
characteristics ; application of surface
chemistry to analyze fiber/matrix wetting
and adhesion . Prerequisite: CH 224 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
T C 840 : Analyt ical Methods in Textile
and Polymer Science, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Use of chemical and physical instrumental methods to characterize polymeric
materials in textile and polymer science;
basic principles and unique problems
encountered when techniques such as
IR. NM R . GC. LC , MS. GC MS and thermal analysis, microscopy and tensile
testing are applied to polymeric materials . Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
T C 891: Master' s Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged
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Textile Science
Michael J. Drews, Interim Director, School of
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science

Major

Degree

Textile Science

M.S.

Applicants must have a bachelor's degre~
in textile chemistry, textile science, the physical or life sciences, engineering or related
disciplines, and must have training in chemistry, physics and mathematics.
The student's major area of study is usually fiber science, polymer science or textile
technology. The minor area of study normally
is the life or physical sciences, engineering,
mathematics, experimental statistics or management. The thesis option requires each
student to complete a minimum of 24 credit
hours of course work and six credit hours of
research , an independent scientific or technical investigation, and formally report and defend the methodology, results and conclusions in a thesis.
The nonthesis option requires a total of 36
hours of course work with a net grade point
average of 3.0. The option consists of a core
group of courses that totals 24 hours with 12
additional approved hours of the student's
choice. Successful performance in a comprehensive oral examination also is required.
This program is designed specifically for those
with five years of industrial experience who
are currently employed in the textile industry
and who view the Master of Science as a
terminal degree. Further information can be
obtained from the director of the School of
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science.

TEXT 616: Nonwoven Structures, 3 er.
(2 and 2) S (even numbered years)
Nonwoven fabric structures, their manufacture , properties and applications ;
methods of nonwoven fabric formation,
resultant material characteristics and enduse applications. Prerequisite: TEXT 201
or 301 .
TEXT 622: Properties of Textile
Structures, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
Yarn and fabric properties, their scientific significance and analysis. Dimensional , structural and mechanical interrelationships are established and evaluated.
TEXT 626: Instrumentation, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Principles of industrial and process instrumentation and control as applied in
the textile industry ; static and dynamic
characteristics of measurement devices ;
transducer principles and techniques of
their application for measurement of
physical properties such as pressure,
temperature, flow, weight, etc. ; principles
of process controllers; applications of
computers in textile process control.
TEXT 660: Textile Processes, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Survey of machinery and processes of
textile manufacturing from fiber formation through fabric finishing. For students
with a nontextile background.
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TEXT 672: Textile International Trade,
3 er. (3 and 0) N
Current structure of the international textile
trade including imports, exports, tariffs
and trade requirements. Field experience
with local firms enhance the student's
understanding. Prerequisite: Senior
standing or consent of instructor.
TEXT 675: Textile Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Activities involved in the distribution of
textile products in today's market; role
of consumer research and the analysis
of fashion in the design and promotion
of textile products.
TEXT 676; Carpet Manufacturing, 3 er.
(3 and O) S (odd numbered years)
Materials, manufacturing technologies,
products and practices associated with
the carpet manufacturing sector of the
textile industry; raw materials, product
design, formation and finishing systems,
evaluation methods, distribution and enduse applications. Prerequisite: TEXT 201,
202 or consent of instructor.
TEXT 821: Fiber Physics I, 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Fiber physical properties and their relationship to fiber structure; methods of
investigating fiber structure and physical properties; theories of viscoelastic
behavior and thermal properties; mod els of fiber structure.

ing and evaluation of the materials. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

TEXT 846: Textile Structures II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Recent advances in the theoretical and
experimental studies on fabric structures,
structural mechanics of woven, knitted
and nonwoven fabrics; relationship between yarn geometry and fabric structure; design of industrial fabrics and laminated structures. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
TEXT 866: Fiber Formation, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Formation of fibers by wet, dry and melt
spinning, emphasizing rheology of solutions and melts, fiber structure, stretching and drawing processes; interrelationships of polymer properties and processes
that determine fiber properties.
TEXT 870: Advances in Textile
Manufacturing, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Comparisons among cotton, woolen and
worsted processing systems with respect
to suitability to fiber characteristics, processing of fiber blends, modern yarn
production, nonwoven fabrics and latest
developments in textile machinery.
TEXT 880: Selected Topics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Topics not covered in other textile chemistry or textile science courses.

TEXT 822: Fiber Physics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Extension of TEXT 821 providing a more
in-depth study of the mathematics of
polymer fiber viscoelasticity and the solid
state thermodynamics of polymeric systems; properties of copolymers , polymer
optical and electrical properties; radiation physics of polymers. Prerequisites:
TEXT 821 and MTHSC 208 or permission of instructor.

TEXT 888: Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Students, under the direction of their major
advisor, review current topics in textiles,
fiber and polymer science. May be repeated for a maximum of five credits.
Graded on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisite: Graduate standing or permission
of undergraduate adviser.

TEXT 830: Textile Physics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Physical principles underlying manufacturing environments in which fibers, yarns
and fabrics are produced ; physical and
mathematical techniques for the study
and analysis of the textile plant environment, controls and energy requirements .
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.

TEXT 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

TEXT 835: Textile Structures I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Pioneering works relating fiber properties to yarn properties; yarn geometry,
fiber arrangements in twisted yarns ,
extension and breakage of continuous
filament yarns, and deformation of staple
fiber yarns.
TEXT 845: Geotextiles and
Geomembranes in Engineering
Structures, 3 er. (3 and 0) N
Application of textile materials used in
civil engineering constructions, design
methods and technological advances;
fundamentals of soil mechanics and the
manufacture of the textile material; test-

TEXT 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

These programs are directed by a
council of the department chairs.

Biosystems Engineering
John C. Hayes, Chai rt Department of Agricultural
and Biological Engineering

Major

Degrees

Biosystems Engineering

M.Engr., M.S.t
Ph.D.

Graduate programs in biosystems engineering are designed to prepare the individual for leadership, creative accomplishment and continued professional learning,
and to qualify the student to conduct independent scientific research.
Students may be accepted with backgrounds in quantitative-based scientific fields
relating to chemistry, mathematics, physics,
biology or any branch of engineering. A num·
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ber of undergraduate prerequisite or
co requisite courses may be required for applicants with undergraduate degrees in
nonengineering disciplines.
Each degree program 1s planned individually to augment the student's previous engineering and science background with adequate breadth in engineering and specialization in an area of biosystems engineering.
Course work, in addition to biosystems engineering , consists of mathematics, physics,
chemistry, statistics, and biological and eng1neeri ng sciences.
Candidates for the M.Engr. degree must
complete a minimum of 30 hours of course
work as outlined by the advisory com mittees.
A thesis is not required for this degree. Candidates for the M S degree are required to
complete a minimum of 24 hours of course
work plus an additional six hours of thesis
research .
Candidates for the Ph D. degree are required to complete an additional 36 semesters hours of course work beyond the M.S.
degree. Also required 1s the completion of 18
hours of d issertation research and the subm1ss1on of an acceptable dissertation.

B E 608 (EE&S 608) (AGRON 608):
Land Treatment of Wastewater and
Sludges, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Prin ci ples for designing environmentally
acceptable land application systems using
municipal and industrial wastewater and
sludges ; land-limiting constituent analysis; soil-plant interactions ; system equipment and design; system operation and
management; public acceptance, social
and regulatory issues. Case studies and
field trip{s) are planned. Prerequisite :
Senior standing in agriculture or engineering or permission of instructor.
B E 616: Mechanical Design for
Agricultural and Biological
Systems, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Fundamentals of mechanical design with
applications to machinery functions re lating to soil, plants and biological products A design project is performed. Prerequisite : E M 304.
B E 628 (CH E 628) : Biochemical
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Use of microorganisms and enzymes for
the production of chemical feedstocks,
single-cell protein , antibiotics and other
fermentation products. Topics include
kinetics and energetics of microbial growth
and enzyme-catalyzed reactions, and
considerations of scale-up, mass transfer and sterilization during reactor design. Prerequisite: Agricultural engineering majors take AG E (BIOSC) 430 and
MICRO 305, BIOCH 301; Chemical engineering maJors take CH E 302 as prerequisite and CH E 450 as corequis1te
B E 630 (BIOSC 630): Engineering
Modeling of Biological Systems,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principal mechanisms of energy capture
and transformation 1n living organisms ;
quantitative models of energetic reactions and associated transport processes
are developed according to the principles
of equilibrium and nonequilibrium ther-

modynamics ; basic cell biology, photosynthesis , respiration , chemosmotic
theory , electron transport, mass and
energy transport phenomena. Prerequisite : BIOCH 301, MTHSC 208 or consent of instructor. Corequisite : M E
310 or instruction in thermodynamics.

B E 631: Agricultural Structures and
Environmental Design, 3 er.
(2 and 3) F
Analytic design of statically determ inant
building components with emphasis on
wood, steel and concrete. Specific heating ventilation and air-conditioning systems for animal production are designed.
Prerequisite : E M 304.
B E 642: Properties and Processing of
Biological Products, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Engineering properties of b1olog 1cal
materials and their uniqueness as design restraints on systems for handling,
processing and preserving b1olog1cal
products . Prerequisites : B E 333, EM
304, 320, M E 310.
B E 650: Instrumentation for
Agricultural and Biological
Systems, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Modern instrumentation techniques in
agricultural and b1olog1cal engineering
systems; laboratory use of equipment ;
performance characteristics of instru ments, analog -signal conditioning , transducer theory and applications, and digital
systems for data acquisition and control. Prerequisites : BE 350, familiarity
with computer programming or consent
of instructor.
B E 651 (E SE 651) (FOR 651 ):
Newman Seminar and Lecture
Series in Natural Resources
Engineering, 1 er. (0 and 2) S, F
Topics dealing with the development
and protection of land , air, water and
related resources will be covered by
seminar with instructor and by invited
lecturers. current environmental and/
or resource conservation issues. Prerequisites : Senior or graduate stand ing , consent of instructor.

8 E 658 (BIOSC 658): Cell Physiology,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical and physical principles of cell
function emphas1z1ng bioenergetics and
membrane phenomena. Prerequisite:
BIOCH 210 or 301 or perm1ss1on of
instructor

B E 684 (EE&S 684) (I E 684):
Municipal Solid Waste
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Problems, regulations, collection. handling , recycling and disposal of mun1c1pal solid wastes 1n the urban and rural
sectors; integrated waste-management
system with resource recovery , composting, incineration, landfill disposals
and their costs . Prerequisite : Senior
standing in engineering or science or
consent of instructor.

B E 781: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Student selects subject and conducts library, laboratory and/or field research;
technical report documenting study re quired . May be repeated for maximum of
six credits For Master of Engineering
degree candidates only.
B E 865: Heat and Moisture Transfer in
Biological Materials, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Heat and moisture diffusion in biological
materials; criteria for selecting proper
operational mathematics to solve certain boundary value problems; integral
transforms of Laplace, Fourier and Hankel
applied to various geometric conf1gurat1ons; influence of respiration heat and
transpiration moisture production . Prerequisite : MTHSC 453/653 or 434/634
or permission of instructor
B E 871: Selected Topics in
Agricultural Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3
and 0)
Supervised, in-depth study of an area
not covered 1n other courses; performance
measured by oral and written reports and/
or by exam1nat1on. May be repeated for
a maximum of six credits
B E 882: Systems Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Systems analysis methods applied to
engineering of biological and agricultural
operations; development of equations of
motion, system analogs. and computer
models and simulations : linear control
analysis and stability. Prerequisite :
Permission of instructor.
B E 891 : Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
B E 901: Special Problems in
Agricultural Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Library and/or laboratory research on one
of the following subjects, depending on
student's field of study or interests: power
and machinery, soil and water resources,
farm structures. electric power and processing , food engineering. forest engineering or waste management; technical report required .
B E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Chemistry
Adolph L. Beyerlein, Chair, Department of
Chemistry

Major

Degrees

Chemistry

MS .. Ph.D .

Degree concentrations are offered in analytical, 1norgan1c, organic and physical chemistry. Research areas also include bioorganic
chemistry, polymer chemistry and chemical
physics. A Ph .D. degree 1n chemistry with a
concentration in textile chemistry is offered
jointly with the School of Textiles, Fiber and
Polymer Science.
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Master of Science degree candidates must
complete 24 hours of course work and six
hours of research culminating in a satisfactory
thesis.
The primary requirement for the Ph.D.
degree is the performance of original research
leading to a dissertation. Doctor of Philosophy
degree candidates must qualify to pursue the
Ph.D. degree by completing a core of four
courses with at least a B average during the
first two years of study. The core courses are
taken in four areas: one in organic, one in
physical and two selected from analytical ,
inorganic and biochemistry. Qualification requirements may also be satisfied by examination .
Admission to candidacy for the Ph.D . degree requires completion of either a cumulative or a comprehensive examination in the
area of concentration. The examination, the
type of which depends upon the area selected
by the student, may be followed by an oral
presentation before a faculty committee .

CH 602: Inorganic Chemistry, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Principles of inorganic chemistry with
emphasis on atomic structure, chemical
bonding , solid state, coordination chem istry, organometallic chemistry and acid base theories ; chemistry of certain selected elements . Prerequisites : CH 331 ,
332.
CH 611: Instrumental Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Principles of operation and application of
modern chemical instrumentation in the
field of analytical chemistry; basic electronics , statistics, optical , mass, magnetic resonance, electron and X-ray spectroscopies , radiochemistry and separation science. Prerequisites: CH 331 and
332 .
CH 613: Chemistry of Aqueous
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Chemical equilibria in aqueous systems,
especially natural waters ; acids and bases,
dissolved C02, precipitation and dissolution, oxidation-reduction , adsorption, etc.
Prerequisite: CH 102 or 106.
CH 621: Advanced Organic Chemistry,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern organic chemistry with an em phasis on synthesis and mechanisms.
Prerequisites: CH 224, 332 or equivalent.
CH 627: Organic Spectroscopy, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (odd numbered years)
Modern spectroscopic techniques used
in the determination of molecular structure with emphasis on the interpretation
of spectra: nuclear magnetic resonance,
ultraviolet, infrared, mass spectroscopy,
optical rotatory dispersion and circular
dichroism . Prerequisites : One year each
of organic chemistry and physical chemistry.
CH 635: Atomic and Molecular
Structure, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Quantum theory and its application to
atomic and molecular systems; harmonic
oscillator, hydrogen atom , atomic and
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molecular orbital methods, vector model
of the atom , atomic spectroscopy and
molecular spectroscopy. Prerequisite:
CH 332 or consent of instructor.

CH 804: Fundamental Principles of
Inorganic Chemistry, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Fundamental principles of modern inorganic chemistry showing their relationship to other areas of chemistry .
CH 805: Theoretical Inorganic
Chemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(odd numbered years)
Application of group theory to structure
and properties of inorganic molecules.
Prerequisites : CH 435/635 and 804 or
permission of instructor.
CH 806: Physical Methods in Inorganic
Chemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(odd numbered years)
Theory and application of infrared, Raman,
visible, ultraviolet, NMR , ESR , NQR ,
Mossbauer and mass spectrometry to
inorganic chemistry. Prerequisite : CH
804 or permission of instructor.
CH 807: Chemistry of the Transition
Elements, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Structure, spectroscopy and reactivity of
transition metals and their compounds .
Prerequisite : CH 804 or permission of
instructor.
CH 808: Chemistry of the Nonmetallic
Elements, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(odd numbered years)
Development and application of a bond ing model for descriptive inorganic chemistry of boron , carbon , silicon , nitrogen ,
phosphorus , oxygen and sulfur. Prerequisite: CH 804 or permission of instructor.
CH 809: Chemical Applications of
X-Ray Crystallography, 3 er.
(2 and 2) S (odd numbered years)
Physical description of the crystalline state,
symmetry 1n crystals, X-ray diffraction ,
modern methods of structure determination and chemical interpretation of structural results. Prerequisite : CH 331 , 332
or permission of instructor.
CH 811: Analytical Chemistry, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Graduate-level review of modern analytical chemistry ; literature , sampling ,
quality control/ assurance , chemometrics
and the use of modern analytical methods; team taught by the analytical faculty.
CH 812: Chemical Spectroscopic
Methods, 3 er. (2 and 3) S
Emission and absorption spectroscopy,
chemical microscopy, X-ray diffraction
and fluorescence techniques in analyti cal chemistry; theory and operation of
instruments.
CH 813: Electrochemical Science, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and experimental study of electrochemical thermodynamics , electrified

interfaces, interfacial charge transfer,
electrolyte solutions, electrode processes
and membrane electrochemistry;
amperometric, voltamm~tric, electrolytic
and potentiometric methods; practical
applications of electrochemistry in analysis, materials synthesis and energy technology. Prerequisite: Graduate standing in chemistry or chemical engineering, or permission of instructor.

CH 816: Separation Science, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S (odd numbered years)
Fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic
concepts of separation and practical
aspects of current separation techniques
used in analytical chemistry.
CH 818: Surface and Thin Film
Analysis, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Fundamental principles underlying the
most commonly employed techniques
for surface and thin films analysis. Representative techniques include atomic
force microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy, secondary ion mass spectrometry, Auger electron spectroscopy
and Rutherford backscattering. Laboratory exercises give insights into analytical methods .
CH 820: Fundamentals of Organic
Synthesis, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Modern aspects of organic chemistry
emphasizing the mechanisms of reactions and synthesis of molecules of current interest. Prerequisites: CH 224 or
equivalent plus satisfactory performance
in the organic placement examination or
permission of instructor.
CH 821: Organic Chemistry I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Theoretical concepts of organic chemistry , stereochemistry and mechanisms of
organic reactions . Prerequisite: CH 421 I
621 or satisfactory performance on the
organic chemistry placement examination.
CH 822: Organic Chemistry II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Continuation of CH 821; mechanisms of
organic reactions including photochemistry and Woodward-Hoffman rules;
modern synthetic organic chemistry.
Prerequisite: CH 821 or permission of
instructor.
CH 825: Chemistry of Heterocyclic
Compounds, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
(odd numbered years)
Chemistry of heterocyclic compounds of
nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur and other elements. Prerequisites: CH 821 and/or
CH 822 or permission of instructor.
CH 830: Fundamentals of Physical
Chemistry, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles of classical thermodynamics,
chemical kinetics and quantum chemistry. Prerequisite: CH 331 /631 or equivalent.
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CH 831: Chemical Thermodynamics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (odd numbered
years)
C lassical th ermodynamics emphasizing
theory and significance of energetics and
systems of variable com position. Prerequisite : CH 331 /631 or equivalent.
CH 834: Statistical Thermodynamics,
3 er. (3 and 0) S (odd numbered
years)
Statistical thermodynamics: ensemble
method, ideal gases, internal degrees of
freedom, solid state, imperfect gases,
d istribution function method in fluids and
time-dependent fluctuations. Prerequisite: C H 831.
CH 835: Chemical Ki net ics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S (odd numbered years)
Rate processes and reaction mechanisms;
order of reaction. theory of rate processes;
re lation of reaction rates to mechanism;
ho mogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis; experimental methods; chain
reactions, diffusion; effects of solvent,
temperature and pressure on reaction
rates and mechanisms Lectures supplemented by assigned problems, paper and
oral examination of topic of special interest to student.
CH 837: Quantum Chem ist ry , 3 er.
(3 and 0) F (odd numbered years)
Mathematical and conceptual formulation of quantum theory of electronic structure of atoms and molecules; eigenvalue
solution of one-dimensional Schroedinger
eq uation and application of this method
to chemical problems.
CH 840: Techniques of Experimental
Chemistry, 3 er. (1 and 6) F, S
T heory and practice in major experimen tal techniques used in chemical research ;
chromatography: NMR, IR , visible , UV
and O RD/CD spectrophotometry; glassblowing and high vacuum techniques ;
m ass spectrometry; ESR'. Mossbauer
spectrometry and tracer analysis.
CH 841 : Chemical Applications of NMR
Spectroscopy, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Basic concepts of NM R spectroscopy with
application to organic, inorganic, physical and analytical chemistry ; design of
spectroscopic experiments and interpretation of spectra: modern techniques
1nclud1ng multipulse, mult1nuclear and twodimens1onal methods Prerequisites · CH
331 and 332 or perm1ss1on of instructor.
CH 851: Seminar, 1-2 er. F, S
Students and faculty review current topics in chemistry. May be taken more than
on e semester
CH 891 : Master' s Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged , F, S, SS
CH 900 : Selected Topics in Inorgan ic
Chemistry, 1-4 er. (1 -4 and 0) N
Metal-metal bonding; homogeneous cataly sis; p hotochemistry; b ioi norg anic
che mistry. Topics vary with interests of
students. May be repeated for cred it, but
only if d ifferent topics are cove red .

CH 910: Selected Topics in Analytical
Chemistry, 1-4 er. (1 -4 and O) N
New techniques and their applications in
analytical chemistry; laser methods; data
acquisition processing; electronics, instrument/computer interfacing; field methods of sampling and analysis. Topics vary
with interests of students. May be repeated for credit, but only if different topics are covered.
CH 920: Selected Topics in Organic
Chemistry, 1-4 er. (1-4 and 0) N
Heterocycllc compounds; stereochemistry; natural products; organometallic chemistry; photochemistry Topics vary with
interests of students . May be repeated
for credit. but only 1f different topics are
covered.
CH 930: Selected Topics in Physical
Chemistry, 1-4 er. (1-4 and 0) N
Special problems 1n molecular spectroscopy, molecular orbital treatments , applications of group theory to chemical
structure, irreversible thermodynamics
and special topics in statistical mechanics. Topics vary with interests of students.
May be repeated for credit. but only if
different topics are covered.
CH 991: Doct o ral Dissertati on
Research , c red it t o be arranged
F, S, SS

Civil Engineering
Russell H. Brown, Chair, Department of Civil
Engineering
Major

Degrees

Civil Engineering

M.Engr., M.S .•
Ph .D.

Within the graduate degree programs offered by the department, there are four primary emphasis areas : Structural and
Geotechnical Engineering, Project Management, Construction Materials and Applied
Fluid Mechanics. A program of study may also
encompass course work in several related
interdisciplinary fields such as environmental
engineering and science. The department offers graduate degree programs leading to the
Master of Science, Master of Engineering and
Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Two options are offered for the M.S. degree. The nonthesis option requires 30 hours
of course work and a written examination. The
thesis option requires 30 hours of course
work, six of which are thesis research All
graduate students are required to complete C
E 895 and an oral examination as a requirement for any graduate degree.
Excellent facilities for graduate work are
available, and each student's educational and
research program can be arranged to suit his
or her personal and professional goals.

C E 604: Masonry Structura l Design,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Wood design and engineering, properties of wood and wood-based materials;
design of beams, columns, walls, roofs,
panel systems and connections; fundamentals of masonry materials, construe-

tion and structural systems; lateral loadresisting shear walls, loadbearing walls,
columns and pilasters, and connections
Prerequisite : C E 303 or 402 or permission of instructor.

•

C E 610: Traffic Engineering
Operations, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Basic characteristics of motor-vehicle traffic, highway capacity, applications of traffic
control devices, traffic design of parking
fac1l1ties, engineering studies, traffic
safety, traffic laws and ordinances, public relations. Prerequis ite : CE 310
C E 611: Roadway Geometric Design ,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Geometric design of roadways , at-grade
intersections and interchanges 1n accordance with cond1t1ons imposed by driver
ab1l1ty vehicle performance, safety and
economics . Prerequisite : C E 610
C E 612 : Urban Transportat ion
Planning, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Urban travel characteristics, character1st1cs of transportation systems, transportation and land-use studies, trip d1stribut1on and trip assignment models. city
patterns and subdiv1s1on layout. Prerequisite: CE 310.
C E 617: Ai rphot o Interpretatio n, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S
Basic geometry of aerial photographs.
characteristics of geologic and topographic features identifiable from aerial
photographs, and site character1st1cs
related to soil profile. Laboratory work
includes soil mapping . selection of construction sites, and location of soil deposits for engineering purposes. Prerequisite : Junior standing.
C E 621: Geotechnical Eng ineerin g
Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Relationship of local geology to soil formations, groundwater, planning of site
investigation, sampling procedures. determination of design parameters. foundation design and settlement analysis
Prerequ isite: C E 321
C E 632: Constructi on Project
Ad ministratio n, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of fundamental concepts
involved in the technical management of
the construction phase of eng1neer1ng
projects. Prerequisite· CE 324 or equivalent.
C E 633: Const ruction Planning and
Schedul ing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and applications of the Critical
Path Method (CPM) and Project Evaluation and Review Techniques (PE RT);
project breakdown and network graphics. 1dent1f1cation of the cr1t1cal path and
resulting floats ; def1n1t1on and allocation
of materials, equipment and manpower
resources: resource leveling. compression and other network adjustments;
computer applications using packaged
routines . Prerequisite: C E 324 or equivalent.
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C E 634: Construction Estimating and
Project Control, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Specifications, contracts and bidding strategies; purchasing and subcontracting
policies ; accounting for materials, supplies, subcontracts and labor; procedural
details for estimating earthwork, reinforced
concrete, steel and masonry; overhead
and profit items. Prerequisite : C E 324
or equivalent.
C E 638: Construction Support
Operations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Description of activities necessary for the
completion of a construction job although
not specifically recognized as direct construction activities; general conditions,
safety, security, quality assurance, value
engineering; organizational support features and typical implementation procedures. Prerequisite : C E 324 or equivalent and EX ST 301 .
C E 639: Construction Equipment
Selection and Maintenance, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Methodology of selecting the right equipment of the right size for each task of the
construction job on the basis of powertrain characteristics , crew size, terrain
conditions and job requirements ; cycle
time, cost , specifications, maintenance,
replacement policy, monitoring. Prerequisite: C E 324 or equivalent.
C E 646: Flood Hazards and Protective
Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Flood hazards and methods of protective
design uf the built environment; floodplain mapping and delineation; methods
for determ1n1ng base flood elevations;
flood-resistant construction, flood proofing and governmental regulations ; case
studies and design projects. Corequisite:
C E 422 .
C E 662: Coastal Engineering I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Coastal and oceanographic engineering
principles including wave mechanics,
wave-structure interaction , coastal water-level fluctuations , coastal-zone processes , and design considerations for
coastal structures and beach nourishment
project. Prerequisite : C E 340 or E M
320.
C E 664: Physical Models in Fluid
Mechanics, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Classical techniques of dimensional analysis and similitude for fluid mechanics
problems. An operating physical model
will be constructed to solve a practical
engineering problem chosen from the
areas of coastal engineering , waste-heat
disposal , water quality and river mechanics . Experimental design and instrumentation will be covered . Prerequisite : C E
340 or E M 320.
C E 682 (EE&S 682): Groundwater and
Contaminant Transport, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Basic principles of groundwater hydrology and transport of contaminants in
groundwater systems ; groundwater system characteristics; steady and transient
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flow; well hydraulics, design and testing ;
contaminant sources, movement and
transformations . Prerequisite: E M 320.
Corequisite : E S E 401 .

C E H488: Honors Research I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Individual research under the direction of
a civil engineering faculty member. Prerequisite : C E H389 .
CE 691: Selected Topics in Civil
Engineering, 1-6 er. (1-6 and 0)
Structured study of civil engineering topics not found in other courses. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits,
but only if different topics are covered.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
C E 801: Matrix and Finite Element
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Matrix and finite element methods in
solution of engineering problems; stiffness matrices for triangular, rectangular
and quadrilateral elements in planer systems ; plate bending , shell and 3-D elements ; applications to solutions of structural and soil mechanics problems using
special and general purpose programs.
Prerequisite : C E 401 or permission of
instructor.
C E 802: Advanced Reinforced
Concrete Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Second course in design of reinforced
concrete structures ; advanced concepts
in analysis and design of beams, columns and slabs ; introduction to prestressed concrete . Prerequisite: C E 400
or 402 or permission of instructor.
C E 803: Advanced Steel Design, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Advanced design of structural steel buildings emphas1z1ng the relationship between
design and response of the structural
system ; theoretical basis of building code
provisions ; limit state and plastic design;
beam-columns ; plate girders and com posite sections and connections . Prerequisite : C E 302 or C E 400 or permission
of instructor.
C E 805: Advanced Structural
Mechanics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development and utilization of mechan ics principles in solution of structural
problems ; unsymmetrical bending and
curved beams ; beams on elastic foundations; plastic structure analysis of beams
and frames; eigenvalue problems ; plastic stress-strain relations; strain energy ;
series and finite element solutions to plate
and shell structures . Prerequisite: CE
401 or permission of instructor.
C E 806: Dynamic Analysis of
Structures, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis and design of structures subjected to dynamic loading ; response of
lumped and distri buted parameter systems of one or many degrees of freedom ;
approximate design methods; introduction to earthquake analysis and design .
Prerequisite: C E 801 or permission of
instructor.

C E 807: Wind Engineering, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Effects of wind on buildings, bridges and
other structures; meteorological aspects
of wind generation; types and characteristics of various wind events; aerodynamics of flow around structures; windinduced loads; structural responses ;
design basis safety and serviceability
criteria.
C E 808: Earthquake Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Effects of earthquake-induced forces on
buildings, bridges and other structures;
development of design codes and their
application to the design of structures to
resist seismic forces; fundamental structural dynamics and analysis techniques
used to compute the response of structures or obtain design forces . Prerequisite : CE 806 or permission of instructor.
C E 809: Forensic Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Civil engineering failures including an
analysis of conditions just prior to the
failure , load or event causing failure;
methods of investigation and design of
remedial measures ; case histories of
failures illustrating common errors and
failures . Student projects involve design
of remedial measures and alternatives.
C E 813: Highway and Airport
Pavement Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Structural design of rigid and flexible
pavements; design of bases and subbases; theory of stresses and application of plate bearing , triaxial and California Bearing Ratio design methods to flexible pavements; Westergaard analysis
for rigid pavements ; pavement evaluation methods. Prerequisite: C E 311
and 321 and perm ission of instructor.
C E 815: Transportation Safety
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Methodology for conducting transportation accident studies ; accident characteristics as related to operator, facility
and mode ; statistical applications to
accident data ; current trends and problems in transportation safety. Prerequisite : C E 310 .
C E 819: Transportation Research,
2-4 er.
Independent investigation of problems
in transportation engineering.
C E 821: Advanced Soil Mechanics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Stresses in soils; plastic equilibrium of
soil masses ; failure conditions ; earth
pressures ; analysis of flexible retaining
wall bulkheads ; solution of problem by
elastic theory. Prerequisite: C E 321 or
permission of instructor.
C E 822: Foundation Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Requirements for satisfactory foundations ;
theory and design of shallow foundations ; pressure distribution beneath rigid
and flexible shallow foundations ; bearing capacity and settlement of deep foun-
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dations; foundation failures . Prerequisite: C E 821 or permission of instructor.

C E 823: Asphalt Concrete Properties,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Identification and suitability of aggregates
for construction; characteristics and properties of bituminous materials ; materials
behavior, construction and design problems; use of microcomputers and the
mainframe. Prerequisite: C E 320 or
equivalent.
C E 825: Soil Dynamics and
Geotechnical Earthquake
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamentals of soil dynamics, plate
techtonics and earthquakes ; application
of the concepts to seismic ground response , design ground motions , soil
liquefication , seismic slope stability, dynamic lateral earth pressures and soil
improvement. Prerequisites : CE 321 or
equivalent and C E 821 or C E 805 or
permission of instructor.
C E 835: Construction Project
Modeling, 3 er. (3 and O)
Mathematical and computer models to
simulate construction operations ; linear
models and optimization applications to
construction materials, scheduling and
equipment allocation ; typical computer
models used in construction ; simple
modeling examples Prerequisite : C E
324 or permission of instructor.
C E 836: Civil Engineering Quality
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles of total quality management
(TOM) and the ir applications in the engineering and construction industry ; TOM
implementation techniques w ith particular emphasis on the construction environment ; concepts of quality assurance
(QA) and quality control (QC) in construction Prerequisite : Permission o
instructor.
C E 837: Construction Specifications
and Contracts, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Elements of specif1cat1ons delineating
responsibilities of all involved parties and
identifying courses of action during abnormal circumstances ; necessary parts
of a contract dealing w ith governmental
regulations and 1nstitut1onal preferences,
licenses, bonds, insurance and taxes.
Prerequisite . C E 324 or equivalent.
C E 838: Materials Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Functions of construction materials management including design interface, purchasing, expediting, transportation , field
control and warehousing; design and
application of integrated materials management computer systems ; new technology that impacts materials management including bar coding, electronic data
interchange and voice recognition. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
C E 839: Expert Systems Applications
In Civil Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Applications of expert systems in civil
engineering design, construction and

facility management; use of expert systems shells for expert systems development; linking expert systems to external
programs; knowledge acquisition and
system validation .

C E 840: Project Management
Applications, 3 er. (3 and O)
Quantitative tools for effective management and control of engineered projects
from design through construction; cost
coding and control, advanced schedule
management techniques and quality
management principles; extensive handson use of the microcomputer. Prerequisites: C E 433 and 434 or equivalent.
C E 846: Flow in Open Channels, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Free surface flow problems; applications
of digital computer; concepts of boundary layer theory ; uniform and varied flow ;
hydraulic jump; design criteria for prismatic channels and transitions ; applications of unsteady flow. Prerequisites :
Graduate standing and perm1ss1on of
instructor.
C E 850: Advanced Analysis
Techniques in Civil Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analytical and numerical methods in the
solution of eng 1neer1ng problems : analysis tools developed and demonstrated
through the study and solution of various
civil eng ineering problems ; analysis tools
include closed form solutions, numeric
integration and differentiation, eigenval ues and eigenvectors, fin ite difference
solutions and series solutions .
C E 851: Reliability, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Elements of probabilistic methods ; classical theory of structural reliabi lity and
rel iability-based design methods. Term
project required on re liability design in a
relevant field of civil engineering. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
C E 860: Advanced Fluid Mechanics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Laminar and turbulent flows ; boundary
layer and free shear flows (jets, wakes .
etc.); descriptions of ve locity. shear stress
and pressure measurements. and aerodynamic drag .
C E 861: Mechanics of Sediment
Transport, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Character1zat1on of sediments ; physical
pr1nc1ples governing fluv1al, estuarial and
coastal transport of cohes1onless and
cohes ive sediments , 1nclud1ng 1nc1p1ent
motion , stable channel design , bedforms ,
and bedload and suspended transport.
Prerequisite : C E 422 or equ ivalent.
C E 863: Coastal Engineering II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Littoral processes; coastal structures ; port
engineering; estuarial hydromechanics ;
littoral transport; port and harbor design;
functional design of coastal structures;
tidal dynamics in estuaries. Prerequisite : C E 462/662.

C E 865: Hydrologic Systems Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Hydrologic cycle as a hydrologic system; deterministic hydrology; aspects of
physical hydrology emphasizing balanced
approach to groundwater hydrology and
surface water hydrology; infiltration ; soil
moisture and evapotranspiration ; probability analysis and system synthesis by
convolution . Prerequisite : Permission
of instructor.
C E 875: Numerical Models in
Hydraulics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Finite difference and finite element
methods used to solve hydraulic engineering problems. Class assignments
include the development of a finite difference model and the use of an existing finite element model to solve problems in coastal engineering and river
mechanics. Prerequisite: C E 422 .
C E 889: Special Problems I, 1-3 er.
Research design problems from field of
structures, construction , soil mechanics , transportation , ocean and coastal
eng1neer1ng , or materials eng1neer1ng .
Subject matter varies with interest and
experience of student and instructor.
C E 890: Special Problems II, 1-3 er.
Research design problems from fie ld of
structures , construction , soil mechanics . transportation , ocean and coastal
eng1neer1ng , or materials eng1neer1ng .
Subject matter varies with interest and
experience of student and instructor .
C E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
C E 893: Selected Topics in Civil
Engineering, 1-6 er. (1-6 and 1-6)
Topics not covered 1n other courses. May
be repeated for credit.
C E 895: Civil Engineering Seminar,
1 er. (0 and 2)
Current and historic top ics in various
areas of civ il engineering. Speakers may
include off-campus experts, faculty and
graduate students . Presentation of at
least one seminar 1s required .
C E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Computer Engineering
John M. Gowdy, Chair. Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Major

Degrees

Computer Engineering

M.S ., Ph.D.

The computer engineering program 1s a
comb1nat1on of computer software, hardware,
systems and applications. Focus areas include computer systems architecture, computer communications and artificial intelligence. Enrollment is open to graduates in
any branch of engineering, computer science
or applied mathematics who have an appropriate engineering and/or science background.
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For the M.S. program, students may write
a thesis or follow a nonthesis option. The
thesis option requires a total of 30 credit hours
including six hours of thesis research . For the
nonthesis option, 33 credit hours of course
work must be completed.
Specially qualified candidates with a S.S.
degree may apply for direct entry to the Ph .D.
program in any of the above areas. The program of study and hours required beyond the
baccalaureate degree are specified by the
focus area, but must be at least 66 including
course work and research credit.

E C E 606: Introduction to
Microelectronics Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Microelectronic processing , MOS and
bipolar monolithic circuit fabrication , thick
and thin film hybrid fabrication , applications to linear and digital circuits, fundamentals of device design. Prerequisite:
EC E 320 . Corequisite : MTHSC 311 or
434.
E C E 617: Elements of Software
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Foundations of software design , reasoning about software, the calculus of programs, survey of formal specification
techniques and design languages. Prerequisite: E C E 329, MTHSC 419.
E C E 618: Power System Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Power system planning and operational
problems ; load flow, economic dispatch ,
fault studies, transient stability and control of problems. System modeling and
computer solutions are emphasized
through class projects. Prerequisite: E
C E 360 , 380 .
E C E 619: Electric Machines and
Drives, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Performance, characteristics and modeling of AC and DC mach ines during
steady-state and transient conditions ;
introduction to power electronics devices
and their use in adjustable speed motor
drives. Prerequisites: E C E 321 , 360
and 380. Corequisite: MTHSC 434 or
permission of instructor.
E C E 622: Operational Amplifier
Circuits, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
Analysis and design of circu its, both analog
and digital , using operational amplifiers.
Prerequisite: E C E 321 . Corequisite :
MTHSC 311 or 434.
E C E 626: Digital Computer Design,
3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Design of high-speed ALUs , control and
timing circuitry, memory systems and I/
0 circuitry ; microprogrammed computer
design using bit-slice microprocessors ;
current hardware topics related to computer design ; hands-on design experi ence ; use of logic analyzer for system
debugg ing. Prerequisites: E C E 352,
371 .
E C E 629: Organization of Computers,
3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Computer organization and architecture
including a review of logic circuits, bus
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structures, memory organization , interrupt structures, arithmetic units, inputoutput structures, state generation, central processor organization, control function implementation , and data communication; Registered Transfer Language
(RTL) for description and design of digital systems. Prerequisite: CP SC 230 or
E C E 250 or 272 or consent of instructor.

E C E 631: Digital Electronics, 3 er.
(2 and 2) F, S
Electronic devices and circuits of importance to digital computer operation and
to other areas of electrical engineering;
active and passive waveshapi ng, waveform generation, memory elements,
switching and logic circuits. Experimentation with various types of circuits is
provided by laboratory projects . Prerequisite : EC E 321 . Corequisite: MTHSC
311 or 434.
E C E 633: Sensors and Microcomputer
Control for Robots, 3 er. (1 and 4) F
Current robotics technology with emphasis
on robots suitable for industrial applications that require locomotion and sophisticated sensors. Class design project will
be coordinated to produce a working
modular robot. Prerequisite: EC E 302
or 409, 371 or consent of instructor.
E C E 636: Transmission Lines and
Microwave Circuits, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Theoretical and practical aspects of transmission lines and wave-guides ; Smith
Chart applications and design impedance
matching networks , scattering param eters , interconnection and design of
multiports . Prerequisite: E C E 381 or
equ ivalent. Corequisite : MTHSC 311 or
434 .
E C E 638: Computer Communications,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Digital data transmission techniques ,
modems and communications channels,
communications software and protocols,
multiprocessors and distributed processing ; concurrency and cooperation of dispersed processors. Prerequisite: Senior
standing in electrical or computer engineering or computer science or consent
of instructor.

detail. Prerequisites: EC E 272, 317 or
MTHSC 400 or equivalent.

E C E 642: Knowledge Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
The theoretical and practical aspects of
knowledge engineering or applied artificial intelligence; symbolic representation structures and manipulation, unification, production systems and structures, rule-based and expert systems,
planning and Al system architectures;
system design in PROLOG and LISP .
Project required. Prerequisites: E C E
329, 352.
E C E 646: Antennas and Propagation,
3 er. (3 and O) S
Theoretical and practical aspects of
antenna design and utilization, input
impedances, structural considerations
and wave propagation. Prerequisites:
E C E 330, 381 or 436, MTHSC 311 or
434.
E C E 653: Software Practicum, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Student must design and implement a
software system that satisfies both a
requirements and specifications document. The resulting system will be tested
for compliance . Prerequisites: E C E
352, 417.
E C E 660: Computer-Aided Analysis
and Design, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles and methods suited to the
solution of engineering .problems on the
digital computer; methods for the solution of the systems of algebraic and/or
differential equations which arise in
modeling of engineering systems, data
approximation and curve fitting, continuous system simulation languages and
design-oriented programming systems .
Prerequisites: EC E 262, MTHSC 311,
434, or permission of instructor.
E C E 667: Introduction to Digital
Signal Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Characteristics , design and applications
of discrete time systems ; design of digital filters; Fast Fourier Transform (FFT);
LSI hardware for signal processing applications. Prerequisite: E C E 330.

E C E 639: Fiber Optics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Principles of design for optical fibers in
practical systems; examination of optical fiber as a wave-guide using wave
optics and ray optics ; design criteria for
using mono- and multi-mode fibers ; fabrication and measurement. Prerequisite :
EC E 381. Corequisite: MTHSC 434 or
permission of instructor.

E C E 668: The Embedded
Microprocessor, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
Interfacing , architecture and design issues that arise when the microprocessor is embedded in electromechanical
and human systems. Applications and
design projects include guidance systems, robotics, process control, artificial
limbs, etc. Prerequisites: E C E 302 or
330 or 409 and 371, MTHSC 311 or 434
or consent of instructor.

E C E 640: Performance Analysis of
Local Computer Networks, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Design and performance analysis of local computer networks with emphasis
on performance analysis of representative multi-access procedures. Three common types of networks are considered in

E C E 692: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(0 and 2)
Special assignment in electrical or computer engineering. Typical assignments
include computer programs, term papers,
technical literature searches, hardware
projects and design project leadership.
May be taken only once for credit.
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E C E 693: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Current and new technical developments
in electrical and computer engineering.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credit hours, but only if different topics
are covered. Prerequisite : Consent of
instructor.

E C E 830: Electromagnetlcs, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Wave equations and waves, electromagnetic pot entials, th eorems and advanced
concepts, guided waves, radiation, boundary value probl ems and simple Green's
functions. Prerequisites : EC E 380 and
381 or thei r equivalents.

E C E 801 : Analys is of L inear Systems,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Foundations of linear system analysis;
matrix algebra, linear graph theory and
operational mathematics applied to formulation and solution of system ~qua
tions in time and frequency domains.

E C E 838: Special Topics in
Electromagnetics, 1 er. (1 and O)
Methods of solving selected electromagnetic problems with emphasis on Green's
functions, equivalence principle, dynamic
potential theory and boundary value techniques. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.

E C E 802 : Electric Motor Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Dynamic modeling and analysis of electrical machines for design of AC and DC
drive systems ; implementation of such
models on a d ig ital computer; voltage fed inverters; pulse width modulation and
analysis techn iques for inverters; harmonic
generation and reduct ion . Prerequisite :
E C E 434/634.

E C E 811 : Int egrated Circ u it Design ,
3 er. (2 and 2)
Design concepts and factors influencing
the choice of tec hnology; fundamental
MOS device design ; silico n foundries ;
custom and semi-custom integrated c ircuits; compute r-aided design software/
hardware trends and future developments ;
the hands-on use of CAD tools to design
MOS standard ce lls; systems design ,
testing and pac kag ing . Prerequisite :
E C E 459/659.

E C E 816 : Electric Power Dist r ibuti on
System En g ineeri ng, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Radial circ uit analysis tec hniques, feeder
and transfo rmer modeling , load modeling , loss m1n1malization and voltage control , causes of power quality problems,
motor starting analysis, strategies for
analyzing impacts of disturbances. Prerequisites : E C E 418 and 419 or permission of instructor.
E C E 818: Random Process
Applications i n En gineering , 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of random processes emphasizing engineering applications ; stochastic
convergenc e and limit theories ; martingales ; mean-square calculus ; Karhunen Loeve expansions; systems with stochastic
inputs ; Poisson processes ; shot noise :
Weiner processes ; white noise processes ;
Markov systems: queu ing systems ; and
estimate theory. Prerequisites: E C E
317 and 330 or permission of instructor.
E C E 824 : Powe r System Protection ,
3 er. (3 and O)
Coordination of power system protection
components including microprocessor
based relay-adaptive protection of power
system , power system disturbance identification , and system restoratio n follo w ing a major disturbance. Prerequisites :
E C E 418 or permission of instructor.
Corequ isite : MT HSC 434 or permission
of instructor.

E C E 839: Integral Equations in
Electromagnetics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Integral equation formulation in electromagnetics, solution techniques , moment
methods and application to practical
problems. Prerequisite : E C E 830 or
permission of instructor.
E C E 841 : Distributed Computing and
Networks, 3 er. (3 and O} S
Design oriented toward distributed com puting and computing concepts ; design
issues ; implementation techniques; com munication networks; analytical tools for
system evaluation ; data transm ission
principles ; data concentration . P rerequ isite : E C E 438/638 .
E C E 842 : Computer Architecture ,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Fundamental issues that arise in the
composition of logic elements into com puter systems ; design and analys is of
processors, busses, memory hierarchies,
commun icat ions controllers and associated software. Pre requ i s ite : E C E 429
or equivalent.

E C E 844: Digita'I Signal Processing,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Digital filter design ; discrete Hilbert transforms ; discrete random s ignals ; effects
of finite register length 1n digita l signal
processing ; homomorphic signall processing ; power spectrum esti mation ; speech
processing . radar and other applications.
Prerequ i site : E C E 467/667.

E C E 845 : Computer System Design
and Operation , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Factors involved in design , acquisition
and operation of a computer system ;
analysis methods ; alternative computer
systems ; computer economics : performance evaluation ; operational requirements. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

man-machi ne communications by voice.
Prerequisite: E C E 467.
E C E 847: Digital Image Processing ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
D1g1tal image fundamentals; comparison
of image transforms 1nclud1ng KL , Fourie r, W alsh , Hadamard, cosine and slant;
im age data compression techniques ;
image enhancement algorithms; image
restoration; image encoding process;
image segmentation and description.
Prerequisite: E C E 467.
E C E 848: Telecommunication Network
Modeling and Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Protocols, model ing and analysis of tele communication networks with emphasis
on quantitative performance modeling of
networks and systems using packet
switching and circuit switching techniques .
Prerequisite : E C E 438 638 or CP SC
825.
E C E 849: Advanced Topics in
Computer Communications, 3 er. (3
a1
n d 0)
Performance analysis and design of com puter commun ication networks with emphasis on recent developments ; routing
flow control , error control and end-to end performance analysis, local area,
packet radio and long haul store -and forward networks . Prerequi sites: E C E
438/638 or 440/640 , and permission of
instructor.
E C E 850: Comput ati on and
Simulation , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Computer modeling as related to engineering problems; matching problems and
co mputers to obtain most effective solution .
E C E 851: Advanced Topics in
Computer Architecture, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Ana lysis and design of multiprocessor
and modular computer systems ; recent
developments in integration , fabrication
and application of mu ltiprocessor systems. Prerequisite : E C E 842.

E C E 852 : Software Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Design, construction verification and testing of large -scale computer software
systems; software science, requirements
writing , design graphics. the calculus of
programs, verification proofs and symbolic execution. Prerequisite: Computer
engineering major or perm1ss1on of instructor.

E C E 846 : Digital Processing of
Speech Signals, 3 er. (3 and O)
Application of d1g1tal signal processing
techniques to problems related to speech
synthesis, recognition and commun1cat1on ; digital models and representations
of speech wave forms: Fourier analysis ;
homomorphic process1 ng; Ii near predictive coding ; algorithms for recognizin g
isolated w ords and contin uous s peech ;
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E C E 855: Artificial Intelligence, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Emulating intelligent behavior by computer; models of cognitive processes;
logical foundations ; constraint satisfaction problems; natural language understanding; pattern-directed inference and
chain ing paradigms; goal-directed behavior, planning and search; learning; ad vanced data base structure and inference strategies ; examples of LISP,
PROLOG and OPS5. Prerequisite: E C
E 442/642.
E C E 856: Pattern Recognition, 3 er. (3
and 0)
Several approaches to general pattern
recognition problems with practical computer-oriented applications ; feature extraction ; classification algorithms; discriminant functions ; learning schemes ; statistical methods ; information theoretic
approaches ; applications; current developments .
E C E 857: Coding Theory, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principles of algebraic coding and its
application to transm ission of information over noisy communications channels ; introduction to abstract algebra; code
performance bounds ; code representations ; linear codes of the Hamming and
Bose-Chandnuri types and burst-error
correcting codes; problems of implementation and decoding . Prerequisite: E C
E 31 7 or equivalent.
E C E 872: Artificial Neural Networks,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design , analysis and application of arti ficial neural networks ; neuron models,
network arch itectures, training (supervised and unsupervised) and hardware
implementation ; extended stud ies of
se lected applications and simulation
exe rcises . Prerequisites : MTHSC 311
or perm ission of instructor, and graduate standing .
E C E 890: Engineering Report
Research, variable credit hours
Research culminating in writing an engineering report to satisfy one of the requirements for the nonthesis option for
the Master of Science degree. The engineering report is similar to the thesis but
requires only departmental approval.
Graded on a pass/fail basis.
E C E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
E C E 892: Special Problems in
Electrical and Computer
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Term paper, special design or other problems in electrical and computer engineering approved by the instructor; not to be
used for investigation associated with
the M.S. thes is or the engineering report. May be repeated for additional credit.
E C E 893: Selected Topics in Electrical
and Computer Engineering, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses ;
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current literature and results of current
research . Topics vary from year to year
in keeping with developments in the field ;
may be repeated for additional credit.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

E C E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Computer Science
Stephen T. Hedetniemi, Chair, Department of
Computer Science

Major

Degrees

Computer Science

M.S., Ph.D.

The following are required for unconditional admission to graduate study in computer science :
1. intermediate-level undergraduate computer science including computer organization and data representation , machine and
assembly language programming, data structures, file organization and processing, programming systems, theory of computation
and software methodology; and
2. basic mathematics including calculus,
probability and statistics, and discrete mathematics.
An applicant with minimal deficiencies may
be admitted provisionally, while one with several deficiencies may be requ ired to complete
satisfactorily prerequisite work as a postbaccalaureate student prior to admission as a
graduate student.
A candidate for the M.S. degree must
complete satisfactorily an approved program
of at least 30 graduate hours. There are three
options available to the student to satisfy the
degree requirements. Option 1 requires course
work only, followed by a written examination.
Option 2 requires a research paper, and Option 3 requ ires a thesis. Students may take up
to six hours of approved courses in areas
outside the department.
Although formal course requirements for
the Ph .D. degree are minimal, a typical program requires two to four years of effort beyond the M.S. degree. Each cand idate is
required to pass a qualifying examination , a
comprehensive examination, a dissertation
proposal and a defense of the dissertation.

CP SC 605: Introduction to Graphical
Systems Design, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles, computational techniques and
design concepts needed for designing
systems for effective graphical displays.
Prerequisites : MTHSC 108, 311 ; CP SC
241 .
CP SC 611: Virtual Reality Systems,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design and implementation of software
systems necessary to create virtual environments; techniques for achieving realtime, dynamic display of photorealistic,
synthetic images ; hands-on experience
with electromagnetically tracked, headmounted displays. Final project requires
the design and construction of a virtual
environment. Prerequisites: MTHSC 108,
311 and CP SC 241 .

CP SC 622: Introduction to Operating
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Management techniques for the control
of computer hardware resources; interrupt systems, primitive level characteristics of hardware ; management of memory,
processor, devices and data. Credit may
not be received for both CP SC 332 and
422 . Prerequisites: CP SC 231, 360.
Corequisite: CP SC 221.
CP SC 623: Implementation of
Operating Systems, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Detailed review of the implementation of
an existing, multi-tasking operating system ; extension of concepts in laboratory
to development and implementation of a
system nucleus supporting multi-tasking
and process coordination on an actual
computer system . Emphasis is given to
design decisions as they apply to performance and complexity. Prerequisite: CP
SC 332 or 422, or equivalent.
CP SC 628: Design and Implementation
of Programming Languages, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Overview of programming language structures and features and their implementation ; control and data structures found in
various languages; runtime organization
and environment and implementation
models. Prerequisites : CP SC 231 and
241 or equivalent.
•

CP SC 629: Translation of Programming
Languages, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Techniques and considerations for compiling and interpreting programming languages; scanning , parsing, optimization,
code generation and their theoretical
foundations . Implementation of a com piler or a major component of a compiler
normally w ill be a term project. Prerequisites : CP SC 350, 428.
CP SC 650: Theory of Computation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Models of computation and machine description languages including finite-state
automata and regular expressions, push down automata and context-free lan guages, and Turing machines and recursive functions ; equivalence and relative
computing power of the models studied,
enumeration , Church 's thesis and
undecidability problems. Prerequisite: CP
SC 350.
CP SC 662: Data Base Management
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Database/data communications concepts
as related to the design of online information systems ; problems and solutions
involving structuring, creating, maintaining , and accessing multiple-user databases ; comparison of several commercially available teleprocessing monitor and
database management systems will be
made. Prerequisite: CP SC 360.
CP SC 663: On-Line Systems, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Design and implementation of transaction processing systems; basic commu nications concepts ; survey of commercially available software ; project using
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one of the systems. Prerequisite : CP
SC 462.

and learning. Prerequisite : Perm1ss1on
of instructor.

and distributed compilation. Prerequisites : CP SC 429/629 and 450/650.

CP SC 664: Introduction to Computer
Architecture, 3 er. (3 and O)
Survey of von Neumann computer architecture at the instruction-set level. Fundamental design issues will be emphasized and will be illustrated using historical and current mainframe, supermini and
micro architecture. Prerequisite: CP SC
330 or consent of instructor.

CP SC 820: Parallel Architecture, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Parallel processing issues; vector and
pipeline processors; arrays of processing elements; associative processors;
data flow computers; networks of processors; survey of parallel programming
languages; design and implementation
of parallel algorithms; future trends. Prerequisite: CP SC 664.

CP SC 830: Systems Modeling, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S (even numbered years)
Fundamental concepts and techniques
used in the stochastic modeling of computer and computer-based communication systems; applications include hardware configuration design, software performance evaluation and reliability estimation of fault-tolerant systems. Prerequisites : CP SC 630 and MTHSC 400 or
MTHSC 800, or permission of instructor.

CP SC 672: Software Development
Methodology, 3 er. (3 and O)
Software development methodology: techniques such as chief programmer teams.
structured design and structured walkthroughs: application of these techniques
to large-scale software implementation
projects; mathematical foundations of
structured programming ; verification techniques. Prerequisites : CP SC 360 and
372.
CP SC 681: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Areas of computer science in which nonstandard problems arise; innovative
approaches to problem solutions which
draw from a variety of support courses;
independent study and projects. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits,
but only if different topics are covered.
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
CP SC 740: Computer Science for High
School Teachers I, 3 er. (2 and 2) N
Modern problem-solving and programming methods for high school teachers;
algorithm development, software llf e cycle
concepts. system hardware and software
components, and an introduction to programming in PASCAL. Restricted to
graduate students and in-service teachers in secondary education. Prerequisite . Introductory computer programming.
CP SC 741: Computer Science for High
School Teachers II 3 er.
(2 and 2) N
Continuation of CP SC 740; problemsolving and programming techniques are
considered in greater depth; elementary
data structures are introduced. Restricted
to graduate students and in-service teachers in secondary education. Prerequisite : CP SC 740 or equivalent.
CP SC 805: Advanced Modeling
Techniques in Computer Graphics,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
In-depth treatment of advanced techniques used in the artificial rendering of
natural scenes: brings students to the
frontier of current practice in computer
graphics; full software implementation
of each technique is carried out; extensive coding 1s required . Prerequisite :
CP SC 405/60 5.
CP SC 810: Introduction to Artificial
Intelligence, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Problem solving and game playing; knowledge representation; expert systems;
natural language processing; perception

CP SC 822 : Case Study in Operating
Systems, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Case study of the design of an operating
system. Class periods are devoted to
reviewing source code and deducing the
structure of the system. Lab exercises
require students to make major changes
to the system to enhance its performance
on particular workloads. Prerequisites :
CP SC 422/622 and permission of departmental graduate affairs chairperson.
CP SC 823 : Operating Systems Design,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Analytic, simulation and conceptual
models of operating systems and their
application to the design and 1mplementat1on of actual systems; kernel design
and its implementation 1n UNIX-like systems; models of concurrent processes,
processor scheduling and memory management. Prerequisites: MTHSC 401 /
601 and CP SC 423/623.
CP SC 824: Advanced Operating
Systems , 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Recent trends 1n system design and
1mplementat1on ; operating system structures to support reliable secure systems;
ver1f 1cat1on techniques ; fa ult tolerant
systems; operating system cons1derat1ons
for closely coupled multiprocessor systems; network operating systems. Prerequisite : CP SC 623 or perm1ss1on of
instructor
CP SC 825 : Software Systems for Data
Communications 3 er. (3 and O} F
Structure of software systems supporting communications among computing
devices having diverse processing and
communication capab1lit1es; characterization of data communications software
in terms of un1f 1ed network architectures
consisting of several functional layers:
evaluation of several network architectures. Prerequisite : CP SC 622 or permission of instructor.
CP SC 828 : Theory of Programming
Languages, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Syntax and semantics of programming
languages: finite state and pushdown
processors ; context-free models of syntax: parsing algorithms and semantic
models Prerequisites : CP SC 429/629
and 450 650.

CP SC 838: Advanced Data Structures,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (odd numbered
years)
Search trees; data structures for sets;
index structures for data bases; data
abstraction and automated implementation; impltc1t data structures; storage
compaction of lists; data structures for
dec1s1on trees; data structures in areas
such as computer graphics , art1f1cial intelligence. picture processing and simulation. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
CP SC 840: Design and Analysis of
Algorithms , 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Basic techniques for design and analysis
of algorithms; models and techniques for
obtaining upper and lower time and space
bounds; time/space trade-otts: inherently
difficult problems. Prerequisite: MTHSC
419/619 or CP SC 650 or equivalent.
CP SC 841: Computational Complexity,
3 er. (3 and 0) F (even numbered
years)
Deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithms: NP-complete
problems and Cook's Theorem ; techniques for establishing NP-completeness;
oracle machines; polynomial-time hierarchy; polynomial space; probabil1st1c
algorithms and complexity classes; parallel complexity: provable intractability
results. Prerequisite: CP SC 650 or 840.
CP SC 859: Foundations of Theoretical
Computer Science, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Preparation for the study of advanced
issues in computational complexity. algorithm correctness and inherent limits
to computing; set theory and proof techniques; classes of the Chomsky hierarchy. Prerequisite: CP SC 350 or permission of the department chair
CP SC 862: Data Base Management
System Design , 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Concepts and structures for design and
1mplementat1on of a DBMS ; theoretical
foundations for query systems; data
modeling and 1nformat1on representation;
user interface and internal system design cons1derat1ons; system performance
modeling and measurement; topics from
the literature Prerequisite: CP SC 462.

CP SC 829: Advanced Compiler
Topics, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Code generation. register allocation, program opt1m1zat1on , data flow. 1nterprocedural operations. parallel comp1lat1on
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CP SC 864: Computer Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Computer architecture and structures from
the classical Von Neumann machines to
state-of-the-art computer organizations;
nonconventional architectures such as
array, pipeline, associative, data flow,
reduction and tree machines. Prerequisite: CP SC 664.
CP SC 872: Software Specification and
Design Techniques, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Techniques, tools, environments and
formal methods for software specification and design ; verification of design
correctness . Prerequisite: CP SC 672
or equivalent.
CP SC 873: Software Verification,
Validation and Measurement, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Proofs of correctness; test planning; static
and dynamic testing; symbolic execution;
automated testing; verification and validation over the software life cycle; software metrics; software maintenance.
Prerequisite: CP SC 672 or equivalent.
CP SC 881: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in con1puter science. Topics
vary from semester to semester. May be
repeated for credit, but only if different
topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
CP SC 888: Directed Projects in
Computer Science, 1-6 er.
Directed individual project supervised by
department faculty . Graded on a pass/
fail basis.
CP SC 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
CP SC 951: Seminar in Algorithms,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in algorithms. May be repeated
for credit. Prerequisite: Graduate status.
CP SC 952: Seminar in Computer
Architecture, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in computer architecture. May
be repeated for credit. Prerequisite :
Graduate status.
CP SC 953: Seminar in Database
Systems, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in database systems. May be
repeated for credit.
CP SC 954: Seminar in Operating
Systems, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in operating systems. May be
repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Graduate status.
CP SC 955: Seminar in Programming
Languages, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in programming languages.
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May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Graduate status.

E C E 320. Corequisite: MTHSC 311 or
434.

CP SC 956: Seminar in Programming
Paradigms, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in programming paradigms.
May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Graduate status.

E C E 610: Modern Control Theory,
3 er. (3 and O) F, S
Modern control theory including fundamentals of matrix algebra, state space
analysis and design, nonlinear systems
and optimal control. Prerequisite: EC E
409.

CP SC 957: Seminar In Software
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Advanced topics from current problems
of interest in software engineering. May
be repeated for credit. Prerequisite:
Graduate status .
CP SC 981: Seminar in Computer
Science, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0) N
Topics of current research interest. May
be repeated for credit.
CP SC 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Electrical Engineering
John M. Gowdy, Chair, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Major

Degrees

Electrical Engineering

M.Engr., M.S .•
Ph.D.

Students in electrical engineering may direct their programs toward the fields of communications/digital signal process (digital communication, digital signal processing or image
processing/artificial intelligence/pattern recognition); computer communications; controls/
robotics; computational electromagnetics ;
electronics ; and power systems.
For the M.S. program , students may write
a thesis or follow a nonthesis option. The
thesis option requires a total of 30 credit hours
including six hours of thesis research. For the
nonthesis option , 33 credit hours of course
work must be completed. The M.Engr. program has the same requirements as the M.S.
thesis option, but the thesis is replaced by an
engineering report.
Specially qualified candidates with a B.S.
degree may apply for direct entry to the Ph .D.
program in any of the above areas. The program of study and hours required beyond the
baccalaureate degree are specified by the
focus area, but must be at least 66 including
course work and research credit.
E C E 604: Semiconductor Devices,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principles of operation , external characteristics and applications of some of the
more important semiconductor devices
available . Prerequisite : E C E 320.
Corequisite : MTHSC 311 or 434.
E C E 606: Introduction to
Microelectronics Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Microelectronic processing, MOS and
bipolar monolithic circuit fabrication, thick
and thin film hybrid fabrication, applications to linear and digital circuits, fundamentals of device design. Prerequisite:

E C E 617: Elements of Software
Engineering, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Foundations of software design, reasoning about software, the calculus of programs, survey of formal specification
techniques and design languages. Prerequisites: E C E 329, MTHSC 419.
E C E 618: Power System Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Power system planning and operational
problems; load flow, economic dispatch,
fault studies, transient stability and control of problems. System modeling and
computer solutions are emphasized
through class projects. Prerequisites:
E C E 360, 380.
EC E 619: Electric Machinery, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Performance, characteristics and modeling of AC and DC machines during
steady-state and transient conditions;
introduction to power electronics devices
and their use in adjustable speed motor
drives. Prerequisites: E C E 321, 360,
380. Corequisite: MTHSC 434 or consent of instructor.
E C E 622: Operational Amplifier
Circuits, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
Analysis and design of circuits, both analog
and digital , using operational amplifiers.
Prerequisite: E C E 321 . Corequisite:
MTHSC 311 or 434.
E C E 626: Digital Computer Design,
3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Design of high-speed ALUs, control and
timing circuitry, memory systems and I/
0 circuitry; microprogrammed computer
design using bit-slice microprocessors;
current hardware topics related to computer design ; hands-on design experience; use of logic analyzer for system
debugging . Prerequisites: E C E 352,
371 .
E C E 628: Modulation and Noise, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Modulation techniques used in modern
communication systems; spectral translations, stochastic description of signals
and noise, correlation functions, power
spectra, amplitude modulation, frequency
and phase modulation, pulse amplitude
modulation , and impact of noise on systems employing these types of modulation. Prerequisites : E C E 330, E C E
317 or MTHSC 400, MTHSC 311 or 434,
or consent of instructor.
E C E 629: Organization of Computers,
3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Computer organization and architecture
including a review of logic circuits, bus
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structures, memory organization , interrupt structures, arithmetic units, inputoutput structures, state generation, cen tral processor organization, control function implementation , and data communication; Registered Transfer Language
(RTL) for description and design of digital systems. Prerequisite: CP SC 230 or
EC E 250 or 272 or consent of instructor.

E C E 630: Introduction to Digital
Communications, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Modern digital communications theory;
discrete time signals, discrete Fourier
transforms, channel bandwidth, channel
distortion, coding of analog information ,
data signal encoding, introduction to
decision theory, matched filter, baseband
systems, AM , FM, PM , phase-locked
loops, secure communications and contemporary communications systems.
Prerequisites: E C E 317 or MTHSC
400, E C E 330, MTHSC 311 or 434, or
consent of instructor.

E C E 631: Digital Electronics, 3 er.
(2 and 2) F, S
Electronic devices and circuits of importance to digital computer operation and
to other areas of electrical engineering ;
active and passive waveshaping , waveform generation , memory elements ,
switching and logic circuits. Experimentation with various types of circuits is
provided by laboratory projects. Prerequisite: EC E 321 . Corequislte: MTHSC
311 or 434.

E C E 632: Instrumentation, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Theory and analysis of transducers and
related circuits and instrumentation ; generalized configurations and performance
characteristics of instruments ; transducer
devices for measuring physical parameters such as motion, force , torque, pressure, flow, and temperature. Prerequisite: E C E 321. Corequisite: MTHSC
311 or 434 .

E C E 633: Sensors and Microcomputer
Control for Robots, 3 er. (1 and 4) F
Current robotics technology with emphasis on robots suitable for industrial appl ications that requi re locomotion and sophisticated sensors. Class design project
will be coordinated to produce a working
modular robot. Prerequisites : E C E 302
or 409, 371 or consent of instructor.

E C E 634: Power Electronics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Electronic devices and systems designed
to control or regulate large amounts of
power including SCA applications to inverters, motors controls, high-current
switching systems, voltage stabilizers, and
other power applications of electronics.
Prerequisites: E C E 321, 360. Corequisite: MTHSC 434 or consent of instructor.

E C E 636: Transmission Lines and
Microwave Circuits, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Theoretical and practical aspects of transmission lines and wave-guides; Smith
Chart applications and design impedance

matching#networks, scattering parameters, interconnection and design of
multiports. Prerequisite : E C E 381 or
equivalent. Corequisite: MTHSC 311 or
434.

E C E 638: Computer Communications,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Digital data transmission techniques,
modems and communications channels,
communications software and protocols,
multiprocessors and distributed processing ; concurrency and cooperation of dispersed processors. Prerequisite: Senior
standing in electrical or computer engineering or computer science or consent
of instructor.

E C E 639: Fiber Optics, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Principles of design for optical fibers in
practical systems; examinations of optical fiber as a wave-guide using wave
optics and ray optics design criteria for
using mono- and multi-mode fibers; fabrication and measurement. Prerequisite:
EC E 381 . Corequisite : MTHSC 434 or
consent of instructor.

E C E 640: Performance Analysis of
Local Computer Networks, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Design and performance analysis of local computer networks with emphasis
on performance analysis of representative multi-access procedures. Three common types of networks are considered in
detail. Prerequisite : E C E 272, 317 or
MTHSC 400 or equivalent.

E C E 642: Knowledge Engineering,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Theoretical and practical aspects of knowledge engineering or applied art1f1cia l
intel Iigence ; symbolic representation
structures and man1pulat1on , un1ficat1on ,
production systems and structures, rulebased and expert systems , planning and
Al system architectures ; system design
in PROLOG and LISP. Project required .
Prerequisite: E C E 329, 352.

E C E 646: Antennas and Propagation,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Theoretical and practical aspects of antenna design and utilization , input impedances, structural considerations and
wave propagation . Prerequisites : EC E
330, 381 or 436, MTHSC 311 or 434.

E C E 656: Fundamentals of Robotics
(M E 656), 3 er. (3 and O)
Introduction to the fundamental mechanics
and control of robots including their application to advanced automation. Topics include robot geometry, kinematics,
dynamics and control. Emphasis on planar machine structures; methods using
computer analysis. Application considerations include the design and operation of robot systems for manufacturing
and telerobotics. Prerequisite: M E 305,
416 (or concurrent enrollment) or consent of instructor.

E C E 659: Integrated Circuit Design,
3 er. (2 and 2) F, S
Design concepts and factors influencing
the choice of technology; fundamental
MOS device design; silicon foundaries ,
custom and semicus-tom integrated circuits ; computer-aided design software/
hardware trends and future developments;
hands-on use of CAD tools to design
standard library cells; systems design
considerations, testing and packaging.
Prerequisite: E C E 321. Corequisite:
MTHSC 311 or 434.

E C E 660: Computer-Aided Analysis
and Design, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Principles and methods suited to the
solution of engineering problems on the
digital computer; methods for the solu tion of the systems of algebraic and/or
differential equations which arise in modeling of engineering systems, data approximation and curve fitting , continuous
system simulation languages and designoriented programming systems . Prerequisites: EC E 262, MTHSC 311 , 434, or
permission of instructor.

E C E 667: Introduction to Digital
Signal Processing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Characteristics, design and applications
of discrete time systems, design of digital filters ; Fast Fourier Transform (FFT);
LSI hardware for signal processing applications . Prerequisite: E C E 330 .

E C E 668: The Embedded
Microprocessor, 3 er. (2 and 2) S
Interfacing , architecture and design issues that arise when the microprocessor
is embedded 1n electromechanical and
human systems. Applications and design
projects include guidance systems, robotics , process control , artificial limbs,
etc. Prerequisites : E C E 302 or 330 or
409 and 371 , MTHSC 311 or 434 or
consent of instructor.

E C E 692: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(0 and 2)
Special assignment in electrical or computer engineering . Typical assignments
include computer programs, term papers,
technical literature searches, hardware
projects and design project leadership.
May be taken only once for credit.

E C E 693: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Current and new technical developments
in electrical and computer engineering .
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credit hours, but only if different topics
are covered. Prerequisite : Consent of
instructor.

E C E 701: Master of Engineering
Design Project, 1-6 er. (0 and 0) F, S
Practical problems in engineering analysis and design culminating in the written
report required for the Master of Engineering (M.Engr.) degree . Graded on a
pass/fail basis. May be repeated for up
to six hours total credit.
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E C E 801: Analysis of Linear Systems,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Foundations of linear system analysis;
matrix algebra, linear graph theory and
operational mathematics applied to formulation and solution of system equations in time and frequency domains.
E C E 802: Electric Motor Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Dynamic modeling and analysis of electrical machines for design of AC and DC
drive systems; implementation of such
models on a digital computer; voltagefed inverters ; pulse width modulation and
analysis techniques for inverters; harmonic
generation and reduction . Prerequisite :
E C E 434/ 634.
E C E 804: Methods of Applied
Optimization and Optimum Control,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Methods of optimizing systems with and
without dynamics including linear programming, nonlinear programming , integer
programming, gradient and variational
calculus, minimum principle, principle of
optimality and dynamic programming .
Corequisite: MTHSC 653.
E C E 805: Methods of State and
Parameter Estimation of Stochastic
Systems, 3 er. (3 and O)
State and parameter estimations of both
linear and nonlinear continuous-time and
discrete-time systems including model
identification : Kalman and Wiener filters ,
fixed-interval , fixed-point and fixed-lag
smoothers , stochastic approximation
estimation , nonlinear estimation by statistical linearization and sensitivity analysis of Kalman filters . Corequisite: MTHSC
654.
E C E 807: Computer Methods for
Power Systems Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Electric power system operation ; development of models of transm ission line
components and networks ; computer
methods for solving linear and nonl inear
systems of network equations ; operating
problems in load flow , scheduling and
economic dispatch. Prerequisite: E C E
418/618.
E C E 811: Integrated Circuit Design,
3 er. (2 and 2)
Design concepts and factors influencing
the choice of technology ; fundamental
MOS device design ; silicon foundries,
custom and semi-custom integrated circuits; computer-aided design software/
hardware trends and future developments;
the hands-on use of CAD tools to design
MOS standard cells ; systems design ,
testing and packaging. Prerequisite: E
C E 459/659 .
E C E 817: Power System Transients,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Electrical transients in power systems;
frequency domain and time domain techniques for power systems transient analysis ; capacitor switching , load switching ,
fault-induced transients, line reclosing and
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single pole switching. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

E C E 818: Random Process
Applications in Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory of random processes emphasizing engineering applications; stochastic
convergence and limit theorems; martingales; mean -square calculus; KarhunenLoeve expansions; systems with stochastic inputs ; Poisson processes; shot noise;
Weiner processes; white noise processes;
Markov systems; queuing systems; and
estimate theory. Prerequisites : E C E
317 and 330 or permission of instructor.
E C E 819: Detection and Estimation
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory of statistical testing of hypotheses applied to detection and estimation
of communication signal parameters; detection of signals with random amplitude,
phase and arrival time in noise; detection of single and multiple observation ;
estimates and their properties; signal resolution. Prerequisite : E C E 820 .
E C E 820: Digital Communication
Systems I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern communications systems emphasizing modulation and methods of taking
into account effects of noise on various
systems. Prerequisite : E C E 428/ 628
or equivalent.
E C E 821: Digital Communication
Systems 11, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of E C E 820.
E C E 822: Information Theory, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Statistical problems encountered in in formation handling; relations of probability,
information and coding theory ; unified
treatment of set theory , sample space,
random variables, information measure
and capacity applied to communication .
E C E 823: Integrated Circuit
Technology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Physical and chemical principles underlying the major processing operations
used in the fabrication of integrated circu it semiconductor devices , process simulation , diagnostic testing , and factors
affecting device yield and reliability. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
E C E 825: Solid-State Electronics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Modern physics approach to electrons in
solids ; elementary quantum mechanics;
statistics; plasmas ; band theory ; application of these principles to modern
amplifiers ; e.g ., the traveling-wave tube ,
tunnel diode, masers and parametric
amplifiers .
E C E 830: Electromagnetics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Wave equations and waves, electromagnetic potentials, theorems and advanced
concepts, guided waves, radiation , boundary value problems and simple Green's
functions . Prerequisites: EC E 380 and
381 or their equivalents.

E C E 831: Advanced Electromagnetic
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced boundary-value problems in
cylindrical and spherical coordinates,
special functions, Sommerfeld integrals,
Green's functions and integral equations.
Prerequisite: E C E 830.
E C E 834: Asymptotic Methods and
Diffraction Theory, 3 er. (3 and O)
Canonical diffraction problems for which
exact solutions are available; asymptotic
reevaluation of these solutions in terms
of incident, reflected and diffracted rays
leads to Keller's postulates for an extended theory or geometrical theory of
diffraction; diffraction from edges and
curved surfaces is applied to scattering
and antenna problems. Prerequisite:
E C E 830 .
E C E 836: Microwave Circuits and
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of the mathematics and physical principles of electromagnetic field
theory and electrical circuit analysis to
the geometries that are of interest in
modern microwave engineering; transmission lines, waveguides, discontinuities,
interconnection of multiports and periodic structures. Prerequisite: EC E 436.
Corequisite : E C E 830.
E C E 837: Advanced Antenna Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0)
The antenna as a radiating and receiving device ; examination by classical and
numerical techniques of the relations
between structure and performance, gain
and terminal conditions . Prerequisite:
E C E 446. Corequisite : E C E 830 .
E C E 838: Special Topics in
Electromagnetics, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Methods of solving selected electromagnetic problems with emphasis on Green's
functions, equivalence principle, dynamic
potential theory and boundary value techniques. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
E C E 839: Integral Equations in
Electromagnetics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Integral equation formulation in electromagnetics, solution techniques, moment methods and application to practical problems. Prerequisite: E C E 830
or permission of instructor.
E C E 840: Physics of Semiconductor
Devices, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Semiconductor device physics emphasized rather than circuits; detailed analysis
of the p-n junction, traps, surface states
and conduction processes in devices;
analysis and models of Schottky diode,
MIS diode, MOSFET, charge couples
devices and solar cells ; charge control
concepts, transit time effects, surfacetype devices and practical aspects of
device process . Prerequisites: E C E
404 and 406/ 606.
E C E 841: Distributed Computing and
Networks, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Design oriented toward distributed computing and computing concepts; design
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issues; implementation techniques; communication networks; analytical tools for
system evaluation; data transmission
principles; data concentration. Prerequisite: E C E 438/638.

E C E 842: Computer Architecture,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Fundamental issues that arise in the
composition of logic elements into com puter systems; design and analysis of
processors, busses, memory hierarchies,
communications controllers and associated software. Prerequisite: E C E 429
or equivalent.
E C E 844: Digital Signal Processing,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Digital filter design; discrete Hilbert transforms; discrete random signals ; effects
of finite register length in digital signal
processing; homomorphic signal processing; power spectrum estimation ; speech
processing, radar and other applications.
Prerequisite: E C E 4671667
E C E 845: Computer System Design
and Operation, 3 er. (3 and O)
Factors involved in design , acqu1sit1on
and operation of a computer system ;
analysis methods ; alternative computer
systems ; computer economics; performance evaluation, operational requirements . Prerequisite . Permission of instructor.
E C E 846: Digital Processing of
Speech Signals, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of digital signal processing
techniques to problems related to speech
synthesis, recogn1t1on and communication ; digital models and representations
of speech wave forms ; Fourier analysis
homomorphic processing , linear predictive coding ; algorithms for recogn1z1ng
isolated words and continuous speech ,
man-machine communications by voice.
Prerequisite: E C E 467.
E C E 847: Digital Image Processing,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Digital image fundamentals ; comparison
of image transforms 1nclud1ng KL , Fou rier, Walsh , Hadamard , cosine and slant;
image data compression techniques;
image enhancement algorithms , image
restoration ; image encoding process ,
image segmentation and description .
Prerequisite: E C E 467
E C E 849: Advanced Topics in
Computer Communications, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Performance analysis and design of computer communication networks with em phasis on recent developments; routing
flow control , error control and end-toend performance analysis, local area,
packet radio and long haul store-andforward networks. Prerequisites: E C E
438/638 or 440/640 , and permission of
instructor.
E C E 850: Computation and
Simulation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Computer modeling as related to engineering problems; matching problems and

computers to obtain most effective solution .

E C E 851: Advanced Topics in
Computer Architecture, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Analysis and design of multiprocessor
and modular computer systems; recent
developments in integration, fabrication
and application of multiprocessor systems . Prerequisite: E C E 842.
E C E 852: Software Engineering, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Design, construction verification and testing of large-scale computer software
systems; software science, requirements
writing, design graphics, the calculus of
programs, verification proofs and symbolic execution . Prerequisite: Computer
engineering major or permission of instructor.
E C E 854: Analysis of Robotic
Systems (M E 854), 3 er. (3 and O)
Methods of designing and operating robotics systems for advanced automation;
on -line identification and description of
3D objects by d1g1t1zed images; off-line
collision -free path planning and on-line
collision avoidance traveling using artifi cial intelligence . Prerequisite: E C E/M
E 456 or perrrtiss1on of instructor.
E C E 855: Artificial Intelligence, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Emulating intelligent behavior by computer; models of cognitive processes ;
logical fou ndat1ons . constraint sat1sf action problems ; natural language understanding ; pattern-directed inference and
chain ing paradigms . goal-directed behavior, planning and search . learning . ad vanced data base structure and inference strategies ; examples of LISP ,
PROLOG and OPS5 . Prerequisite :
EC E 442/642
E C E 856: Pattern Recognition, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Several approaches to general pattern
recognition problems with practical computer-oriented appl1cat1ons , feature extraction ; classification algorithms; d1scnm1nant functions ; learning schemes ; statistical methods , information theoretic approaches , applications ; current developments.
E C E 857: Coding Theory, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principles of algebraic coding and its
application to transm1ss1on of information over noisy communications channels; introduction to abstract algebra; code
performance bounds; code representations; linear codes of the Hamming and
Bose-Chandnuri types and burst-error
correcting codes; problems of implementation and decoding . Prerequisite: E C
E 317 or equivalent.
E C E 859 (M E 859): Intelligent Robotic
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Integration and fusion of data from multiple sensors on multiple robots; intelligent decision making on motion plan-

ning and execution based on sensed data,
involving mutual compliance, simultaneous force and position controls using
computers. Prerequisite: EC E/ M E 854
or permission of instructor.

E C E 861: Computer Relaying of
Power Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles of digital protection schemes;
application to the digital protection of
power system components; transmission
lines, generators, motors and transformers; detection of power system frequency
deviation and load shedding techniques ;
fault location techniques and identification of power systems disturbances. Prerequisites: E C E 418/618 and permission of instructor.
E C E 862: Real Time Computer
Application in Power Systems, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principles of monitoring , control and operation of power systems ; load frequency
control, on-line load flow, power system
state estimation , unit commitment and
load forecasting . Prerequisite : E C E
418/618.
E C E 863: Power System Dynamics
and Stability, 3 er. (3 and O)
Modeling of synchronous mach ines and
their control systems ; power system stab1l1ty for small and large disturbances ;
excitation systems, governor control ,
power system stabilizers and state variables formulation for power systems
dynamic stability studies. Prerequisites :
E C E 418/618 and 419/619
E C E 872: Artificial Neural Networks,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Design , analysis and appl1cat1on of art1f1c1al neural networks. neuron models,
network architectures , train ing (supervised and unsupervised) and hardware
1mplementat1on ; extended stud ies of
selected applications and simulation
exercises. Prerequisites· MTHSC 311
or permission of instructor, and graduate standing .
E C E 890: Engineering Report
Research, variable credit hours
Research culminating in writing an engi neering report to satisfy one of the re quirements for the nonthes1s option for
the Master of Science degree. The engi neering report is similar to the thesis but
requires only departmental approval.
Graded on a pass/fail basis.
E C E 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
E C E 892: Special Problems in
Electrical and Computer
Engineering, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Term paper, special design or other problems in electrical and computer engineering approved by the instructor; not to be
used for investigation associated with
the M.S. thesis or the engineering report. May be repeated for additional cred it.
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E C E 893: Selected Topics in Electrical
and Computer Engineering, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other courses ;
current literature and results of current
research . Topics vary from year to year
in keeping with developments in the field.
May be repeated for additional credit.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
E C E 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Management Science

the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Mathematical sciences courses at the 700level are applicable to master's degree programs in the School of Education only.

MTHSC 600: Theory of Probability, 3
er. (3 and 0)
Combinatorial theory, probability axioms,
random variables, expected values; special discrete and continuous distributions,
jointly distributed random variables, correlation, conditional expectation , law of
large numbers, central limit theorem .
Prerequisite: MTHSC 206 or consent
of instructor.

I

Peter R. Nelson, Program Coordinator, Department of Mathematical Sciences

Major

Degrees

Management Science

M.S., Ph.D.

See the College of Business and Public
Affairs for information on th is program .

Mathematical Sciences

MTHSC 603: Introduction to Statistical
Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Sampling distributions, point and interval estimation , maximum likelihood estimators , method of moments, least
squares estimators, tests of hypotheses,
likelihood ratio methods, regression and
correlation analysis, analysis of variance.
Prerequisite: MTHSC 400 or equivalent.

'

Robert E. Fennell, Chair, Department of Mathematical Sciences

Major

Degrees

Mathematical Sciences

M.S.. Ph.D.

Entering students are expected to have
courses in linear algebra, differential equations, a computer language and statistics.
For the master's program , both thesis and
nonthesis options are available. The curriculum for both options includes foundation
courses (advanced calculus , modern algebra,
probability and discrete computing-courses
often taken prior to entering the master's program); a breadth requirement (a course from
each of algebra, analysis, computing , operations research and statistics plus one additional course in operations research or statistics); and a concentration area (six courses
selected to define an identifiable specialty
area). Every student's program is required to
include at least one course , possibly chosen
from outside the Department of Mathematical
Sciences, that emphasizes mathematical
modeling. A minimum of 36 graduate hours is
requ ired for the master's degree . In addition,
students in the nonthesis option are required
to complete a one-credit-hour project course.
Students in the doctoral program are expected to satisfy the master's program requirements prior to receiving their doctorate.
Including master's study, a doctoral program
must have two courses from each of the major
areas of the mathematical sciences (algebra,
analysis, computing, operations research and
probability/statistics), and generally consists
of 60 hours of graduate course work. Students
are admitted to candidacy for the Ph .D. degree upon successful completion of a qualifying examination in three areas chosen from
algebra, analysis, computing, operations research, statistics and stochastic processes. A
studenfs Ph .D. program must include both a
concentration area and a supporting area.
The departments of Management (College
of Business and Public Affairs) and Mathematical Sciences jointly offer and administer
a doctoral program in management science. It
is described under Management Science in
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MTHSC 605; Statistical Theory and
Methods II, 3 er. (3 and O)
Simple linear regression , multiple regression and corre lation analysis, one-way
analysis of variance , multiple compari son , m ultifactor analysis of variance ,
experimental design . Computation and
interpretation of results are facil itated
through use of statistical computer packages. Prerequisite: MTHSC 301.
MTHSC 606: Sampling Theory and
Methods, 3 er. (3 and O)
Probability-based treatment of sampl ing
methodology. Theory and application of
estimation techniques will be treated using
simple and stratified random sampl ing
cluster sampling , and systematic sampling . Prerequisites : MTHSC 302 and
400 or permission of instructor.
MTHSC 607: Regression and Time
Series Analysis, 3 er. (3 and O)
Theory and application of the regress ion
and time series ; approaches to empirical model building and data analysis .
Computation and interpretation of results
are facilitated through the use of interactive statistical packages. Prerequisites: MTHSC 302 , 311 and 400 or
permission of instructor.
MTHSC 608: Topics in Geometry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Top ics in special geometries which include non-Euclidean space concepts such
as projective geometry, finite geometries
and intuitive elementary topology ; introduction to vector geometry. Prerequisite: MTHSC 206.
MTHSC 612: Introduction to Modern
Algebra, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of algebra including the number system and the elementary theory of
groups, rings and fields . Prerequisite:
MTHSC 311.

MTHSC 619: Discrete Mathematical
Structures, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Applies theoretical concepts of sets,
functions , binary relations , graphs, Boolean algebras, propositional logic, semi groups , groups , homomorphisms , and
permutation groups to computer characteristics and design, words over a finite alphabet and concatenation , binary
group codes , and other communication
or computer problems. Prerequisite :
MTHSC 311 .
MTHSC 634: Advanced Engineering
Mathematics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Fourier series, Laplace and Fourier transform and numerical methods for solving
initial value and boundary-value problems in partial differential equations ;
application s to diffusion wave and
Dirichelet problems; matrix methods and
special functions. Prerequisite : MTHSC
208 .
MTHSC 635: Complex Variables, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Elementary functions ; differentiation and
integration of analytic functions ; Taylor
and Laurent series ; contour integration
and residue theory ; conformal mapping ;
Schwartz-Christoffel transformation .
Prerequisite: MTHSC 206.
MTHSC 640: Linear Programming, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Linear programming covering the simplex algorithm , duality, sensitivity analysis , network models , formulation of
models, and the use of simplex codes to
solve, interpret and analyze problems .
Prerequisite: MTHSC 206, 311 or consent of instructor.
MTHSC 641: Introduction to Stochastic
Models, 3 er. (3 and O)
Stochastic processes, finite-state Markov
chains, queueing, dynamic programming,
Markov decision processes, rel iability ,
decision analys is and simulation. Both
theory and applications will be stressed .
Prerequisite : MTHSC 400 .
MTHSC 653: Advanced Calculus I, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Limits , continu ity and differentiation of
functions of one and several variables ,
the Riemann integral , and vector analysis. Prerequisite: MTHSC 206 .
MTHSC 654: Advanced Calculus II,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of MTHSC 453 ; transformations , multiple integrals , line and
surface integrals, infinite sequences and
series, and improper integrals. Prerequisite: MTHSC 453.
MTHSC 660: Introduction to Numerical
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Problems of numerical analysis emphasizing computational procedures and
appl ication ; sources of error and conditioning , matri x methods, systems of linear equations, nonlinear equations, interpolation and approximation by splines,
polynominals, and trigonometric func-
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tions. Prerequisites: MTHSC 206 or 207
and 360 or equivalent.

MTHSC 663: Mathematical Analysis I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic properties of the real number system, sequences and limits; continuous
functions, uniform continuity and convergence; integration, differentiation,
functions of several real variables, implicit function theory. Prerequisite:
MTHSC 206.
MTHSC 664: Mathematical Analysis II, 3
er. (3 and O)
Continuation of MTHSC 463/663.
MTHSC 700: Mathematical Computer
Applications for Elementary
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O)
Use of readily available software as tools
in the elementary mathematics curriculum; LOGO language is used in a discovery approach to geometry; spreadsheets are employed to facilitate the
organization and statistical processing
of classroom data; word processing is
integrated with spreadsheets applied to
mathematics problem sets, examinations
and parental reports.
MTHSC 703: Modern Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers Geometry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of geometry; informal geometry; measurement of geometric figures;
metric measurements; deductive geometry; functions in geometry; coordinate
and vector geometry. Restricted to graduate students in elementary and secondary education .
MTHSC 707: Mathematics for Middle
School Teachers - Algebra, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Algebraic concepts in middle-school
mathematics : elementary number theory;
the rational, real and complex number
systems; polynomials and rational expressions; equations and inequal1t1es.
Restricted to graduate students in el ementary and secondary education .
MTHSC 708: Introductory Discrete
Mathematics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Discrete mathematics emphasizing topics of interest to the elementary and middle
school curriculum: counting techniques,
graphs and networks, elements of logic,
planning and scheduling, linear programming, game theory, codes, patterns and
tilings, and fractals.
MTHSC 709: Mathematics for Middle
School Teachers - Geometry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Geometric concepts in middle-school
mathematics : lines and planes, angles
and triangles, congruence and similarity, circles and spheres, area and vol ume. Restricted to graduate students in
elementary and secondary education .
MTHSC 71 O: Elementary Calculus from
an Advanced Viewpoint I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Origins of calculus; limits; derivative;

maxima and minima; continuity; area and
other applications of the integral. Restricted
to graduate students in elementary and
secondary education. Prerequisite:
MTHSC 108 or its equivalent.

MTHSC 715: Quantitative Literacy I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Data analysis; gathering data from surveys including box-and-whisker plots; bar
charts, circle graphs, and stem-and-leaf
plots. construction of surveys to gather
data to test a hypothesis. All material will
be presented by student activities using
cooperative learning and manipulatives.
MTHSC 716: Quantitative Literacy II,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Probability and simulation application of
these concepts to simulate various processes such as traffic control. All material
will be presented by student activities using
cooperative learning and manipulatives .
MTHSC 717: Problem Solving, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problem solving methods and techniques
for K-8 students: draw a picture, find a
pattern , make a list, make a table, guess
and check, solve a simpler problem, acting out, working backwards, and using
deduction.
MTHSC 719: Discrete Mathematics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Discrete mathematics emphasizing appli cations to computer science; propos1t1ons
and logic; Boolean Algebra and switching
circuits, recursion and induction; relations
and partially ordered sets , graphs and
trees.
MTHSC 721: Matrix Algebra, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Matrices and systems of equations; determinants; vector spaces and linear transformations ; eigenvalues Restricted to
graduate students in secondary education .
MTHSC 723: Applications of Linear and
Modern Algebra, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Vanous applied problems whose solutions
rely on techniques and results of linear
and modern algebra , problems selected
from such areas as economics, forest
management, genetics, population growth ,
transportation networks , cryptography,
satellite communications, electronic switching c1rcu1ts, chemistry, physics, sociology and others. Prerequisite: MTHSC
712, 721 or equivalent or permission of
instructor.
MTHSC 725: Combinatorial Mathematics
for Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Permutations; combinations; generating
functions; recurrence relations; principle
of i nclusion-excl us ion; partitions ; Latin
squares ; block designs; finite geometries;
graphs; codes; Polya's theorem ; recreational mathematics. Restricted to graduate
students in secondary education.

lus and integral calculus; enrichment
material and a theoretical perspective of
calculus. Restricted to teachers who hold
a current teaching certificate in secondary mathematics . Completion of this
course satisfies the special certification
requirements for AB-calculus teachers
in South Carolina.

MTHSC 730: Modern Geometry for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of Euclidean geometry reviewed
and extended by means of coordinates,
vectors , matrices; conic sections . Restricted to graduate students in secondary education .
MTHSC 741: Introduction to Linear
Programming with Applications,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of mathematical theory of
simplex algorithm; survey of mathematical background ; matrix algebra, systems
of linear equations and vector spaces;
problem formulation emphasized. Restricted to graduate students in secondary education.
MTHSC 751: Fundamental Concepts of
Calculus, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Set theory ; real number system ; functions and relations; metric sets and limits ; continuity and d1fferent1ation; integration . Restricted to graduate students
1n secondary education. Prerequisite:
One year of undergraduate calculus.
MTHSC 761: Probability and Statistics
for Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O)
Probability ; conditional probability; descriptive stat1st1cs; random variables; probability fu nct1ons ; bi nom1al d1stribut1on;
normal distribution ; sampling: estimation ;
dec1s1on making . Restricted to graduate
students 1n secondary education .
MTHSC 770: Technology and
Computing for the Middle School
Teacher, 3cr. (3 and 0)
Technology and computing appropriate
to middle school ; overview of the computer science field, 1nclud1ng use of the
Internet. ethical issues ar1s1ng from the
impact of computing on society, and an
introduction to programming.
MTHSC 771: Numerical Methods in
Secondary School Mathematics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Update of traditional techniques for teach1ng high school mathematics through
introduction of computer methods for
invest1gat1on of processes and reinforcement of concepts ; development of programs requiring participants to invent
algorithms to solve problems in the typical high school mathematics course; use
of general purpose programming language; methods of teaching this language
to high school students. Restricted to
graduate students in secondary education.

MTHSC 727: Analysis Concepts for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Elementary functions, differential calcu-
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MTHSC 783: Theory of Numbers, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Properties of integers, divisors and prime
numbers ; fundamental properties of congruence ; polynominal and primitive roots ;
quadratic residues. Restricted to graduate students in secondary education.
MTHSC 791: Selected Topics in
Mathematics Education, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Mathematical problems in curriculum of
elementary or secondary school . Restricted to graduate students in elemen tary or secondary education . May be
repeated for credit, but only if different
topics are covered.
MTHSC 800: Probability, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Basic probability theory with emphasis
on results and techniques useful in operations research and statistics; axiomatic probability, advanced combinatorial
probability, conditional informative expectation , functions of random variables,
moment generating functions , distribution theory and limit theorems . Prerequisite : MTHSC 206.
MTHSC 801: General Linear Hypothesis
I, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Least-square estimates; Gauss-Markov
theorem ; confidence el l1pso1ds and confidence intervals for estimable functions ;
tests of hypotheses ; one-, two- and higherway layouts; analysis of variance for other
models. Prerequisites : MTHSC 403/603
and 311.

MTHSC 807: Applied Multivariate
Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Applied multivariate analysis: computer
plots of multivariate observations; multidimensional scaling; multivariate tests
of means, covariances and equality of
distributions; univariate and multivariate
regressions and their comparisons;
MANOVA; principle components analysis ; factor analysis; analytic rotations;
canonical correlations. Prerequisites:
MTHSC 403/603 and 805 or permission
of instructor.
MTHSC 808: Reliability and Life
Testing, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Probability models and statistical methods relevant to parametric and nonparametric analysis of reliability and life testing data. Prerequisites: MTHSC 400/
600 and 401 /601 or equivalent.
MTHSC 809: Time Series Analysis,
Forecasting and Control, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Modeling and forecasting random processes ; autocorrelation functions and
spectral densities; model identification ,
estimation and diagnostic checking; transfer function models ; feedforward and
feedback control schemes . Prerequisites : MTHSC 600 and 605, or MTHSC
800 and 605, or equivalent.

MTHSC 802: General Linear Hypothesis
II, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Continuation of MTHSC 801 .

MTHSC 810: Mathematical
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) F, S
Formulation and solution of linear programming models ; mathematical development of the simplex method ; revised
simplex method ; duality; sensitivity analysis ; parametric programming, implementation , software packages. Prerequisite :
MTHSC 311 .

MTHSC 803: Stochastic Processes,
3 er. (3 and 0) S, SS
Theory and analysis of time series ; recurrent events ; Markov chains ; random
walks ; renewal theory ; application to
communication theory ; operations research . Prerequisite : MTHSC 4001600
or 800.

MTHSC 811: Nonlinear Programming,
3 er. (3 and O) S
Theoretical development of nonlinear
optimization with applications; classical
optimization; convex and concave functions ; separable programming; quadratic
programming ; gradient methods. Prerequisites : MTHSC 440 and 454 .

MTHSC 805: Data Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Methodology in analysis of statistical data
emphasizing applications to real problems using computer-oriented techn iques:
computer plots, transformations, criteria
for selecting variables, error analysis,
mu ltiple and stepwise regression , analysis of res iduals , model building 1n time
series and ANOVA problems, jackknife
and random subsampling , multidimensional scaling , clustering . Prerequisites :
MTHSC 301 and 400/600 , or MTHSC
401 /601 and 800.

MTHSC 812: Discrete Optimization,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Principal methods used in integer programming and discrete optimization ;
branch and bound, implicit enumeration,
cutting planes, group knapsack,
Lagrangian relaxation , surrogate constraints, heuristics (performance analysis) , separation/branching strategies and
polynomial time algorithms for specific
problems on special structures . Prerequisite: MTHSC 810 or equivalent.

MTHSC 806: Nonparametric Statistics,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Order statistics ; tolerance limits; rankorder statistics; Kolmogorov-Smirnov onesample statistics; Chi-square goodnessof-fit test; two-sample problem; linear rank
statistics; asymptotic relative efficiency.
Prerequisite : MTHSC 600 or 800 .
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MTHSC 813: Advanced Linear
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) S
Development of linear programming
theory using inequality systems, convex
cones, polyhedra and duality; solution
algorithms and computational considerations for large scale and special structured problems using techniques of upper bounded variables, decomposition ,
partitioning and column generation; game
theory; nonlinear representations and

other methods such as ellipsoid and
Karmarkan . Prerequisite : MTHSC 440/
640, 81 O or equivalent.

MTHSC 814: Network Flow
Programming, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Max-flow/ min-cut theorem; combinatorial applications; minimum cost flow problems (transportation, shortest path, transshipment); solution algorithms (including the out-of-kilter); implementation and
computational considerations. Prerequisite: MTHSC 440/640, 810 or equivalent.
MTHSC 816: Network Algorithms and
Data Structures, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Design, analysis and implementation of
algorithms and data structures associated with the solution of problems formulated as networks and graphs; applications to graph theory, combinatorial
optimization and network programming.
Corequisite: MTHSC 640, 810, 854, 863
or permission of instructor.
MTHSC 817: Stochastic Models in
Operations Research I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Stochastic control; structure of sequential decision processes; stochastic inventory models; recursive computation
of optimal policies ; discrete parameter
finite Markov decision processes; various optimality criteria; computation by
policy improvement and other methods;
existence of optimal stationary policies;
stopping-rule problems; examples from
financial management, maintenance and
reliability , search, queuing and shortest
path . Prerequisite: MTHSC 803.
MTHSC 818: Stochastic Models in
Operations Research II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Introduction to queuing theory: Markovian
queues, repairman problems, queues with
an embedded Markov structure, the queue
Gl/G/ 1, queues with a large number of
servers, decision making in queues; introduction to reliability theory; failure distributions; stochastic models for complex systems; maintenance and replacement policies; reliability properties of multicomponent structures. Prerequisite:
MTHSC 817 .
MTHSC 819: Multicriteria Optimization,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Theory and methodology of optimization
problems with vector-valued objective
functions; preference orders and domination structures; generating efficient
solutions; solving mulitcriteria decisionmaking problems, noninteractive and interactive methods with applications. Prerequisite: MTHSC 810 or equivalent.
MTHSC 820: Complementarity Models,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Theory, algorithms and applications of
linear and nonlinear complementarity;
classes of matrices and functions and
corresponding algorithms; applications
to economics, mechanics and networks;
generalizations to fixed-point problems
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and nonlinear systems of equations. Prerequisite : MTHSC 81 O.

metric concepts. Prerequisite: MTHSC
453/ 653 or 463/663 .

MTHSC 821: Linear Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S, SS
Normed spaces; Hilbert spaces, Banach
spaces, linear functionals, linear operators, orthogonal systems. Prerequisites:
MTHSC 454/654 or MTHSC 453 and 853 .

MTHSC 841: Applied Mathematics I,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Derivation of equations from conservation laws, dimensional analysis, scaling
and simplification; methods such as
steepest descent, stationary phase, perturbation series, boundary layer theory,
WKB theory , multiple-scale analysis and
ray theory applied to problems in diffusion processes, wave propagation, fluid
dynamics and mechanics. Prerequisites :
MTHSC 208 and 453/653 or MTHSC
463/663.

MTHSC 822: Measure and Integration, 3
er. (3 and O) F
Rings and algebras of sets, inner and
outer measures; measurabllity and additivity , examples on the line and in space,
Lebesque integration , types of convergence , Lebesque spaces; 1ntegrat1on and
differentiation . product measure, Fub1n1
theorem . Prerequisite: MTHSC 454/654.
MTHSC 823: Complex Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Topological concepts; complex integration ; local and global properties of analytic functions; power series; representation theorems ; calculus of residues. Designed for noneng1neer1ng majors. Prerequisite : MTHSC 464/664.
MTHSC 825: Introduction to Dynamical
Systems Theory, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
Techniques of analysis of dynamical systems; sensitivity analysis, linear systems,
stability and control; theory of differential
and difference equations. Prerequisites :
MTHSC 454/ 654 and 311, or MTHSC
453 and 853.
MTHSC 826: Partial Differential
Equations, 3 er. (3 and 0) F
First-order equations: elliptic, hyperbolic
and parabolic; second-order equations:
existence and uniqueness results , maximum principles, finite difference and Hilbert Space methods. Prerequisite :
MTHSC 821 or permission of instructor.
MTHSC 827: Dynamical System Neural
Networks, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Model ing problems in the context of dynamical systems theory: useful methods
from Lyapunov stability. local linearizat1on , qualitative analysis using graph theory
and numerical approximations: several
dynamical systems neural networks including binary code recognizers and bi nary matrix choosers. Prerequisites :
MTHSC 206 and MTHSC 311.
MTHSC 831: Fourier Series, 3 er.
(3 and 0) SS
Fourier series with applications to solution of boundary value problems 1n partial differential equations of physics and
engineering , introduction to Bessel functions and Legendre polynom1nals . Prerequisite : MTHSC 464/ 664 .
MTHSC 837: Calculus of Variations and
Optimal Control, 3 er. (3 and 0) SS
Fundamental theory of the calculus of
variations ; variable end points ; the parametric problem ; the isoperimetric problem ; constraint inequalities; introduction
to the theory of optimal control; connections with the calculus of variations ; gee-

MTHSC 842: Applied Mathematics 11,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of MTHSC 841.
MTHSC 851: Abstract Algebra I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Basic algebraic structures : groups, nngs
and fields; permutation groups, Sylow
theorems. finite albelian groups, polynomial domains , factorization theory and
elementary field theory .
MTHSC 852: Abstract Algebra II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
A continuation of MTHSC 851 including
selected topics from ring theory and field
theory.
MTHSC 853: Matrix Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F, S
Topics in matrix analysis that support
an applied curriculum : similarity and
eigenvalues; Hermitian and normal
matrices; canonical forms ; norms ; eigenvalue localizations ; singular value decompositions; definite matrices. Prerequisite : MTHSC 311 , 453 or 463.
MTHSC 854: Theory of Graphs, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Connectedness; path problems ; trees ;
matching theorems ; directed graphs;
fundamental numbers of the theory of
graphs: groups and graphs. Prerequisite : Permission of instructor.
MTHSC 855: Combinatorial Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Combinations; permutations; permutations with restricted position ; Polya's
theorem; principle of inclusion and exclusion; partitions; recurrence relations:
generating functions; Mo bi us inversion,
enumeration techniques; Ramsey numbers ; finite projective and affine geometries; Latin rectangles; orthogonal arrays; block designs ; error detecting and
error correcting codes. Prerequisite :
MTHSC 311.
MTHSC 856: Applicable Algebra, 3 er.
(3 and 0) S
Applied algebraic ideas in lattice theory
and Boolean Algebra; finite-state sequential machines; group theory as applied
to network complexity and combinatorial enumeration ; algebraic coding theory.

Topics vary with background and interests of students Prerequisites MTHSC
851 and 853 or permission of instructor
MTHSC 860: An Introduction to
Scientific Computing, 3 er.
(3 and O) S, SS
Floating point models, cond1t1on1ng and
numerical stability, numerical linear algebra, integration, systems of ordinary
differential equations and zero finding;
emphasis 1s on the use of existing scientific software Prerequisites: MTHSC 208,
311 and CP SC 110
MTHSC 861: Advanced Numerical
Analysis I, 3 er. (3 and O) F
Interpolation and approx1mat1on: numerical quadrature, numerical solution of
fu nct1onal differential equations; 1ntegral
equations and overdetermined linear
systems, eigenvalue problems. approximation using splines Prerequisites :
MTHSC 453 and 460
MTHSC 862: Advanced Numerical
Analysis II, 3 er. (3 and O) S
Continuation of MTHSC 861.
MTHSC 863: Digital Models I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) F
Experimental mathematics· pseudo-stochastic processes ; analytical and algebraic formulations of t1me-1ndependent
simulation ; continuous-time simulation
and discrete-time simulation; digital optimization ; Fibonacci search; ravine
search ; gradient methods , current research in digital analysis Prerequisites:
MTHSC 311 , 453/653 and digital computer experience.
MTHSC 864: Digital Models II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of MTHSC 863.
MTHSC 865: Data Structures1 3 er.
(3 and O) F
Representation and transformation of
information; formal description of processes and data structures. tree and list
structures ; pushdown stacks. string and
formula manipulation; hashing techniques;
interrelation between data structure and
program structure: storage allocation
methods. Prerequisites · Computational
maturity and perm1ss1on of instructor.
MTHSC 881: Mathematical Statistics,
3 er. (3 and 0) S
Fundamental concepts of sufficiency,
hypothesis testing and estimation; robust est1mat1on, resampl1ng (jackknife.
bootstrap. etc.) methods; asymptotic
theory: two-stage and sequential sampling problems, ranking and selection
procedures. Prerequisite : MTHSC 403/
603 or equivalent.
MTHSC 882: Monte Carlo Methods,
3 er. (3 and O) F
Random number generators, discrete and
continuous random variate generation
and approximations, random vector generation, Monte Carlo integration, variance reduction techniques. Prerequisites: MTHSC 800 and 603 .
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MTHSC 885: Advanced Data Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Continuation of MTHSC 805, covering
alternatives to ordinary least squares,
influence and diagnostic considerations,
robustness, special statistical computation methods. Prerequisites: MTHSC
603 , 800 and 805.

MTHSC 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged, F, S, SS

theorem, domination numbers, Ramsey
theory, graph isomorphism, embeddings,
algebraic graph theory and tournaments;
research papers are also examined. Prerequisite: MTHSC 854 or permission of
instructor.

MTHSC 981: Selected Topics in
Mathematical Statistics and
Probability, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Advanced topics in mathematical statistics and probability of current interest.
May be repeated for credit, but only if
different topics are covered.

MTHSC 892: Master's Project Course,
1 er. (0 and 1) F, S, SS
For students in the nonthesis option of
the Master of Science degree program
in the mathematical sciences. Successful completion includes a presentation of
the master's project to the student 's
advisory committee and acceptance of
the paper by the committee.

MTHSC 900: Seminar in Preparing for
College Teaching in the
Mathematical Sciences, 3 er.
(3 and O) N
Examination of many of the elements
involved in being a college professor with
special emphasis on broadening the
student's mathematical experiences w1th1n
a framework of 1mprov1ng classroom
performance . Prerequisite : Completion
of the departmental Ph.D. qualifying
examinations.

MTHSC 982: Selected Topics in
Analysis, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Advanced analysis topics from current
problems of interest. May be repeated for
credit , but only if different topics are covered.

MTHSC 983: Selected Topics in
Computational Mathematics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Advanced topics in computational math ematics and numerical analysis from
current problems of interest. May be repeated for credit , but only 1f different topics are covered .

MTHSC 985: Selected Topics in Algebra
and Combinatorics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and O)
Advanced topics in algebra and combinatorics from current problems of interest.
May be repeated for credit , but only 1f
different topics are covered .

MTHSC 901: Probability Theory I, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Axiomatic theory of probability, distribution functions ; expectation ; Cartesian
product of infinitely many probabil ity
spaces and the Kolmogorov consistency
theorem ; models of convergence ; weak
and strong laws of large numbers . Prerequisites: MTHSC 400/ 600 and 822,
or MTHSC 800 and 822 , or perm 1ss1on
of instructor.

MTHSC 902: Probability Theory II, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Continuation of MTHSC 901 ; characteristic functions , 1nf1n1tely d1v1s1ble distributions, central lim it theorems , laws of
large numbers , conditioning and limit
properties of sums of dependent ran dom variables , condition ing , martingales.
Prerequisite : MTHSC 901.

MTHSC 907: Multivariate Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0) N
Multivariate normal distr1but1on ; Wishart
distribution ; Hotell ings T2 distribution ;
estimation of parameters ; test of hypotheses on vector means and covariance
matrices. Prerequisite : MTHSC 802 .

MTHSC 927: Functional Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Linear operators on specific spaces, spectral theory , semigroups of operators and
the Hille-Yosida theorem , applications
of linear spaces and operators, convexity. Prerequisite: MTHSC 821.

MTHSC 954: Advanced Graph Theory,
3 er. (3 and 0) F
Continuation of MTHSC 854; topics not
covered in 854 including the four-color
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MTHSC 986: Selected Topics in
Geometry, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Advanced top ics 1n geometry from current problems of interest May be repeated
for cred it , but only 1f different topics are
covered.

MTHSC 988: Selected Topics in
Operations Research, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Advanced topics 1n operations research
from current problems of interest . May be
repeated for credit , but only 1f different
topics are covered.

MTHSC 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
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Physics
Peter J . McNulty, Chair, Department of Physics
and Astronomy

Major

Degrees

Physics

M.S.1 Ph D.

Graduate studies in physics and astronomy
may be pursued by well-prepared students in
the physical and mathematical sciences or
engineering. As the basic physical science,
physics offers intellectual opportunities of an
unparalled nature. Theoretical , experimental
or computer-simulated studies of the physical
universe, ranging from the macroscopic studies of cosmology to the microscopic world of
quanta, are available.

All graduate student progress is evaluated
each spring by the Graduate Student Evaluation Committee. This committee reports its
recommendations to the faculty, who, in turn,
advise the department chair concerning students' performances. The recommendation of
the faculty may be (1) continuing satisfactory
progress toward Ph.D. candidacy, (2) satisfactory progress toward the master's degree,
(3) unsatisfactory progress toward any graduate degree. The department chair considers
continuance of the student based, in part, on
these recommendations.
Students beginning graduate studies in
physics and astronomy usually enter the M.S.
program . After two semesters, well-prepared
students are ready to begin a research program. This program most often culminates in
a thesis, although a nonthesis option is available. For the thesis option, 30 credit hours and
a final oral examination on the general area of
study and thesis defense are required. In the
nonthesis option, 36 credit hours are required,
including six credit hours of PHYS 890. A
written report must be submitted on the directed studies. A final oral examination on the
general area and directed activities completes
the requirements for the nonthesis option. A
program leading to the M.S. degree in physics
with a concentration in health physics is available. Six credits of health physics or biophysics and nine credits of courses in biology,
b1ochem1stry or chemistry are required in this
option .
Study for the Ph .D. degree begins with the
general qualifying examination. A sufficiently
high score on this examination may make it
possible for a student to bypass the master's
degree. An oral examination on the general
research area is given within six months after
completion of the written qualifying examination . At least three weeks prior to the convocation at which the student expects to receive
the Ph.D. degree, a final oral examination on
the dissertation must be completed .

PHYS 617: Introduction to Biophysics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of physics to biological problems ; elementary chemical and biological principles ; physics of biological molecules; fundamentals of radiation biophysics . Prerequisite : MTHSC 206, PHYS
221 or consent of instructor.

PHYS 620: Atmospheric Physics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physical processes governing atmospheric
phenomena ; thermodynamics of dry and
moist air, solar and terrestrial radiative
processes, convection and cloud physics, precipitation processes, hydrodynamic
equations of motion and large-scale motion
of the atmosphere, numerical weather
prediction, atmospheric electricity. Prerequisite: MTHSC 108, PHYS 208 or
221.

PHYS 621: Mechanics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Statics, motions of particles and rigid
bodies, vibratory motion, gravitation, properties of matter, flow of fluids. Prerequisite: PHYS 221 .

PHYS 625: Experimental Physics I, 3 er.
(1 and 4)
Experimental modern physics, measure-
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ment of fundamental constants, repetition of crucial experiments of modern
physics (Stern-Gerlach, Zeeman effect,
photoelectric effect, etc.). Corequ isite:
PHYS 321 or consent of instructor.
PHYS 626: Experimental Physics 11,
3 er. (1 and 4)
Continuation of PHYS 325/625 .

PHYS 665: Thermodynamics and
Statistical Mechanics, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Temperature development of the laws of
thermodynamics and their application to
thermodynamic systems. An introduction
to low temperature physics. Prerequisite: Six hours of physics beyond PHYS
222 or consent of instructor.

PHYS 632: Optics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Selection of topics, depending on the
interest of the student. may include the
formation of images by lenses and mirrors, design of optical instruments, electromagnetic wave propagation, interference, diffraction. optical activity, lasers
and holography. Prerequisite: PHYS 221 .

PHYS 675: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(0-3 and 0-9)
Topic of current interest in the field of
physics May be taken for a maximum of
six credits, but only 1f different topics are
covered. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor

PHYS 641: Electromagnetics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Foundations of electromagnetic theory ;
electric fields, electric potential, dielectrics, electric circuits , solution of electrostatic boundary-value problems, magnetic
fields and magnetostatics. Prerequisites:
PHYS 221 and MTHSC 208 , or consent
of instructor.

PHYS 71 O; Selected Topics for
Teachers, 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18)
One or more topics are discussed; lecture and laboratory emphasize the incorporation of new or updated subject
matter into classroom instruction Restricted to elementary and secondary
school teachers. May be repeated for
credit , but only if different topics are
covered . Prerequisite : Perm ission of
instructor.

PHYS 642: Electromagnetics II, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Continuation of PHYS 441 ; foundations
of electromagnetic theory ; magnetic properties of matter, m icroscopic theory of
magnetization, electromagnetic induction ,
magnetic energy, AC c ircu its , Maxwell's
equations and propagation of electromagnetic waves . Other topics may include waves in bounded media, anten nas, electrodynamics , special theory of
relativity and plasma physics . Prerequisite : PHYS 441 or consent of instructor.
PHYS 646: Solid State Physics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Introductory treatment of the crystal structure of solids and the properties of solids
which depend on crystal structure, free
electron model of metals , band theory of
solids. Brillouin zones , crystall ine defects
and diffusion . Prerequisite : PHYS 222
or consent of instructor.
PHYS 652: Nuclear and Particle
Physics, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Present knowledge concerning subatomic
matter stressing experimental results ;
particle spectra, detection techniques ,
Regge pole analysis , quark models, pro ton structure, nuclear structure , scattering and reactions .
PHYS 655: Quantum Physics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Solution of the Schroedinger equation
for free particles, the hydrogen atom and
the harmonic oscillator. Prerequisites :
PHYS 322 and 441 , or consent of instructor.
PHYS 656: Quantum Physics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of PHYS 455 ; application
of principles of quantum mechanics as
developed in PHYS 455 to atomic, mo lecular, solid state and nuclear systems
Prerequisite : PHYS 455.

PHYS 811: Methods of Theoretical
Physics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Analytical methods and techn iques used
in theoretical physics : vector and tensor
analysis as applied to physical problems,
use of matrices and groups in classical
and quantum mechan ics , complex variables and partial d ifferential equations
of physics.
PHYS 812: Methods of Theoretical
Physics II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of PHYS 811 : use of integral transforms , integral equations, special funct ions , ca lcu lus of variations and
numerical approxi mations in solutions of
physical problems.
PHYS 815 (M E 815): Statistical
Thermodynamics I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Fundamental principles of kinetic theory
and quantum stat istical mechan ics :
Boltzmann statistics , Fermi- Dirac statistics and Bose -Einstein statistics. Prerequisite : A course 1n thermodynam ics or
perm ission of instructor.
PHYS 816: Statistical Thermodynamics
II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Generalized ensemble theory and fluctuations ; appl1cat1ons to solids , liquids.
gases and blackbody radiation . Prerequisite: PHYS 815.
PHYS 821: Classical Mechanics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Dynamics of particles : variational principles and Lagrange 's equations; twobody central force problems, dynamics
of rigid bodies ; matrix formulations freely
used .
PHYS 822: Classical Mechanics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Special relativity in classical mechanics;
Hamilton 's equations ; canonical trans-

formations; Hamilton-Jacobi theory; small
oscillations.
PHYS 841: Electrodynamics I, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Field theory of electromagnetism;
Maxwell's equations and their application to study of electromagnetic wave
production and propagation; wave optics and theories of interference and diffraction.
PHYS 842: Electrodynamics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Production and propagation of electromagnetic waves beginning with use of
Maxwell's equations : wave guides; diffraction phenomenon: boundary effects ;
theory of electrons and microscopic phenomena.
PHYS 845: Solid State Physics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Physical properties of crystalline solids;
crystalline state determination by d1ffract1on methods; theories of spec1f1c heat:
properties of metallic lattices and alloys:
lattice energy and ferroelectr1cs.
PHYS 846: Solid State Physics 11, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Continuation of PHYS 845: electronic
properties of solids , band theory of solids , physics of semiconductors. theories
of magnetism and magnetic resonance
phenomena.
PHYS 852: Radiation Physics, 3 er.
(3 a1n d 0)
The interactions and basic mechanisms
involved in the natural radiation environments of space, wh ich include a variety
of energetic, charged particles with sufficient energy to penetrate heavily shielded
spacecraft and post potential hazards to
astronauts and electron ic systems Prerequisite : Undergraduate degree 1n physics or electrical engineering or permission of instructor.
PHYS 875: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and O)
Students and interested faculty study
areas of physics currently being extensively investigated. May be repeated for
credit , but only if different topics are
covered.
PHYS 890: Directed Activities in
Applied Physics, 1-6 er.
Tra ining and work on practical problems ;
activities are supervised by department
faculty or by appropriate adjunct professor, written description of student's act1v1t1es must be submitted to course supervisor at completion of activity. Maximum credit l1m1ts are six credit hours in
a semester and three credit hours in a
single summer session. Graded on a pass/
fall basis .
PHYS 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
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PHYS 951: Quantum Mechanics I, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Rev iew of wave mechanics; operator
algebra and theory of representation;
approximate methods for stationary problems; theory of scattering applied to
atomic and nuclear problems.
PHYS 952: Quantum Mechanics II, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of PHYS 951 ; time-dependent perturbations, radiation, absorption
and emission, relativistic quantum mechanics , introduction to quantum electrodynamics.
PHYS 966: Relativity, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Special and general theory of relativity
including tensor calculus, Lorentz transformation and three experimental tests
of general theory: (1) planetary motion
and advance of perihelion of Mercury,
(2) bending of light rays in gravitational
fields and (3) gravitational shift of spectral lines.
PHYS 971: Advanced Quantum
Theory I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of quantum theory as encountered in systems with an infinite
number of degrees of freedom and in
systems where relativistic effects are
important; advanced scattering theory;
quantization of relativistic field theories;
development of covariant forms of perturbation theory. Prerequisite: PHYS 951
or permission of instructor.
PHYS 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Astronomy
Students may specialize but not major or minor
in astronomy or astrophysics, although their
M.S. or Ph.D. degree is awarded in physics.

ASTA 802: Stellar Structure and
Evolution, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Physical principles governing the structure , power, luminosity and evolution of
stars; equation of state, equations for
pressure and thermal balance, heat transport, thermonuclear power and numerical techniques of structure calculation .
Prerequisite: PHYS 455 or equivalent
or permission of instructor.
ASTA 803: Galactic Structure, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Kinematics, dynamics and content of the
Milky Way galaxy; galactic rotation, galactic distance scale, stellar populations,
spiral structure, the galactic center, and
the evolution of the Milky Way and other
galaxies. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
ASTA 805: Nuclear Astrophysics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Nuclear science applied to problems in
astronomy; nuclear structure, fusion
reactions , weak and electromagnetic
reactions , nuclear burning in stars and
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resulting abundances of nuclides. Prerequisite: PHYS 455 or equivalent or
permission of instructor.

ASTA 875: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Study of one or more advanced topics in
contemporary astrophysics. May be repeated for credit, but only if different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN
D E V E L 0 P M E N T Harold E. Cheatham, Dean
The College of Health, Education and Human Development
offer advanced degrees in these areas of study.
Administration and Supervision
Counseling and Guidance Services
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Leadership
Elementary Education
Health Administration
Human Resource Development
Industrial Education
Nur ing
Park , Recreation and T ouri m Management
Reading
Secondary Education
Special Education
Vocational/Technical Education
Courses are offered in coaching education and health to
provide electives for student 1n other areas.
The College of Health, Education and Human Development
offers the Ph.D. degree in curriculum and in truction and
educational leader hip. The M. . degree i offered in nur ing.
The college also offers profe tonal degree programs leading
to the Ma ter ofEducat1on, Ma ter of Health Administration,

Counseling and Educational
Leadership
Jackson L. Flanigan , Chair, Department of Counseling and Educational Leadership

Majors

Degrees

Administration and
Supervision

M.Ed ., Ed.S.

Counseling

M.Ed.

Educational Leadership

Ph.D.

Students may seek admission to the Master of Education degree programs with majors
1n administration and supervision or counsel•
1ng.

M.Ed. Programs in Counseling
A major in counseling requires 48 semester hours and is offered to those desiring to
specialize in counseling in the public schools,
student affairs in higher education or the community agency field. Admission requirements
for all counseling programs are a 2. 7 cumulative GPA (or 3.0 for the last 60 hours), or a
minimum score of 1350 on the GAE (verbal ,
quantitative and analytical), and two letters of
recommendation . Degree candidates are required to complete a minimum of 48 hours,
including field experience in the area of specialization, course work in statistics and research, and the core counseling curricula.
In the areas of elementary counseling or
secondary counseling, students are required
to have a valid professional teacher's certificate on the appropriate level prior to entering
the program . In the area of student affairs in
higher education , students are required to
have experience in higher education as an
undergraduate or be currently employed in
higher education. In the area of community
agency counseling, students are required to
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Master of Human Resource Development, Master of Industrial
Education, Master of Parks, Recreation and T ourism Management,
Specialist in Education and the Doctor of Education degrees.
The Co llege of Health, Education and Human Development
and the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
cooperat ively offer a Master of Agricultural Education program.
The degree is awarded by the College of Agriculture, Forestry
and Life Sciences.
The focus of the graduate program is on preparing students
for leadership positions in educational, health care, governmental
and business organizations. C linical and field experiences are
common in many graduate programs. Many programs jo in with
loca l, state and federal agencies to provide real.-world experiences
and research projects for faculty and students. Many programs
and courses are offered off campus and in the evening to
accommodate the schedu le of public sch ools, health.-care
institutions, businesses and other organizations.
The College of H ealth, Education and Human Development
offer~ graduate courses in the disciplines of education and
nursing at vari ous off.. campL1s locations across the state. Off..
campu~ course schedules for fall, spring and summer offerings
for :school per onnel, school di tricts and other South Caro lina
agencie are published by the Office of Off.. Campus Academic
Program . In addition, courses are taught by contract with local
chool districts in the C lemson Univers ity service region.

have a combined 12 hours of psychology and/
or sociology.

ED C 801: Foundations of Counseling
in the Elementary School, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Specialized 1nformat1on concerning theory
and practice of elementary school counseling; opportunity to explore elementary school counseling techniques.

ED C 802: Foundations of Secondary
School Counseling and Guidance,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Counseling and guidance programs in
the secondary school; principles and
pol icies underlying programs.

ED C 803: Student Development
Services in Higher Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Pupil personnel services offered by institutions of higher education.

ED C 804: Theories of Student
Development in Higher Education,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Developmental aspects of the young adult
age group and the relationship to
postsecondary schools and training programs.

ED C 805: Community Agency
Counseling, 3 er. (3 and 0)
History and description of various counseling services provided in agency settings, the type of client populations served
and existing legislative acts mandating
these services ; emphasis on theoretical
perspectives of mental disorders, diagnostic concepts and frameworks , treat-

ment and intervention models, and counseling theory.

ED C 810: Theories and Techniques of
Counseling, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Counseling theories and techniques.
Prerequisite: ED C 801 and 802 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.

ED C 811: Multicultural Counseling,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Responsibility of counselors to all people
regardless of race, sex, gender, socioeconomic status, subculture, etc.; content and theory related to counseling
multicultural individuals/groups.

ED C 812: Career Counseling, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Gathering , interpreting and utilizing educational, social and occupational information ; techniques used in placement,
survey and follow-up.

ED C 813: Analysis of the Individual,
3 er. (2 and 2)
Experience in gathering, interpreting and
utilizing data as it relates to the individual ; especially significant to counselors. Prerequisite: ED F 808 or permission of instructor.

ED C 814: Development of Counseling
Skills, 3 er. (3 and O)
On -campus experience to help counselors develop communication skills through
role-playing activities, audio and videotaping , interviewing , lecture and discussion. Prerequisite or Corequisite: ED
810.

c
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ED C 815: Group Counseling, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Experience as a member of a group to
aid the student in understanding group
dynamics and the role of a group member as a participant and facilitator; emphasis is on small group participation ,
communication skills and self-understand•
1ng.

ED C 833: Secondary School
Counseling Practicum II, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Additional field experiences in counseling, consulting and coordinating services
for the secondary school student. Prerequisites: ED C 810, 814, 832 and 30
hours completed in the program.

•

ED C 816: Introduction to Marriage and
Family Counseling, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Major models and techniques of marriage and family counseling. History research , legal , ethical and other profes sional issues will be surveyed as well as
concepts related to family life cycle,
healthy family functioning , divorce ,
ethnicity, problem conceptualization and
nontraditional structures. Prerequisites:
ED C 810 or 814 or permission of instructor.
ED C 820: The School Counselor as
Consultant, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Rationale, content and consultation process in school and nonschool settings ;
study of and practice in various consulting activities . Prerequisite: ED C 801
or permission of instructor.
ED C 822: Addictions Counseling, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Comprehensive overview of the phenomenon of chemical dependence and addiction; current methods of identification
and intervention ; and awareness of how
addictions affect individuals, families ,
schools and communities. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
ED C 823: Advanced Counseling
Techniques and Strategies, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Development of in-depth counseling skills;
techniques for working with a wide variety of populations and/or problems. Prerequisites: ED C 810, 814, 815 and
completion of 30 hours in a master's
program in counseling or certification as
a school counselor.
ED C 830: Elementary School
Counseling Practicum I, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Supervised field experience in counseling and other services in an elementary
school. Prerequisite: ED C 801 , 810,
814 or permission of instructor.
ED C 831: Elementary School
Counseling Practicum II, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Additional field experiences in counseling, consulting and coordinating services
for the elementary school child. Prerequisite: ED C 801 , 810, 814, 830 or permission of instructor.
ED C 832: Secondary School
Counseling Practicum I, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Supervised field experience in counseling and other services in a secondary
school setting . Prerequisites: ED C 810
and 814.

ED C 834: Student Affairs Practicum I,
3 er. (1 and 6)
Supervised field experience in counseling and other student services in a
postsecondary school setting. Prerequisite: ED C 802, 810 , 814 or permission of instructor.
ED C 835: Student Affairs Practicum II,
3 er. (1 and 6)
Additional supervised field experience in
counseling and other student services in
a postsecondary setting . Prerequisite:
ED C 810, 814, 834 or permission of
instructor.
ED C 836: Community Agency
Counseling Practicum I, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Supervised field experiences in coun seling and other services in a community agency setting. Prerequisite: ED C
810, 814 or permission of instructor.
ED C 837: Community Agency
Counseling Practicum II, 3 er.
(1 and 6)
Add1t1onal field experiences in counseling and other agency activities . Prerequisite: ED C 810, 814 , 836 or permission of instructor
ED C 838: Community Agency
Internship I, 6 er. (1 and 15)
Students apply previous knowledge to
professional settings through individual,
group , family and ancillary professional
counseling services. Students will integrate previous theoretical and technique
courses into beginning level of intervention strategies and counseling skills.
Prerequisites: ED F 701 , ED C 805,
810, 813, 814 , 815 and perm ission of
instructor.
ED C 839: Community Agency
Internship II, 6 er. (1 and 15)
Students apply previous knowledge to
professional settings through individual ,
group , family and ancillary professional
counseling services. Students will integrate previous theoretical and technique
courses into beginning level of intervention strategies and counseling skills .
Prerequisites: ED C 838 and permission of instructor.
ED C 840: Independent Study in
Counseling, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Individualized , in-depth study of a particular topic not offered in other courses.
Reading, research and independent study
are supervised by a faculty member.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

ered in other courses. May be repeated
as topic varies.
ED C 915: Internship in a Counseling
Setting, 3 er. (1 and 6)
A post-master's degree supervised internship in counseling designed to provide experience in counseling as well as
coordination of service for a diverse client population; participation in direct
services with clients in an approved
agency. May be repeated for a total of
six hours of credit. Prerequisite: Master's
degree in counseling or a closely related
field approved by program coordinator.
ED C 920: Counselor Supervision, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Overview of conceptual and empirical
literature on counselor supervision that
includes models, approaches, techniques,
relationship/process issues, legal concerns and ethical considerations; develop
supervision skills through readings , seminar discussions and supervision of
master's level students. Prerequisite:
Master's degree in counseling or related
area or permission of instructor.

M.Ed. and Ed.S. Programs in
Administration and Supervision
A major in administration and supervision
is offered to experienced teachers (at least
one year) who wish to prepare as elementary
or secondary school administrators or supervisors. Appropriate scores on the GAE or the
MAT are required. The 39 hours and courses
are selected from four areas as prescribed by
the Department of Counseling and Educational Leadership.
The Specialist in Education degree program in educational administration consists of
a minimum of 30 hours beyond the master's
degree selected from areas prescribed by the
Department of Counseling and Educational
Leadership. Adm ission requirements include
a master's degree and appropriate GAE/MAT
scores.
Ph.D. Program in Educational
Leadership
The Doctor of Philosophy degree in educational leadership requires a minimum of 72
semester hours beyond the master's degree,
selected from either K-12 administration or
higher education administration. Admission
requirements include a master's degree and
appropriate GAE scores.
ED L 700: Public School
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical bases of school administration; organizational principles, patterns
and practices in public schools; decision
making ; administration of programs and
services. Prerequisite: Three graduate
education courses or permission of instructor.
ED L 705: The Principalship, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Roles and responsibilities of the
principalship including the organization
and administration of schools.

ED C 885: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Developing trends in counseling not cov-
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ED L 710: Organizational Theory for
School Administrators, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Theory of management, communication,
human relations, social systems, motivation, contingency, decision making and
change. Prerequisite: ED L 700.
ED L 715: School and Community
Relationships, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interdependence of school and community; identifying and defining societal
expectations of schools and effect of these
expectations on educational policy ; impact of social , political, economic and
demographic change on educational
policy.
ED L 720: School Personnel
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
School personnel selection, practices and
problems. Prerequisites: ED L 700 and
705.
ED L 725: Legal Phases of School
Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Legal principles involved in school administration and in court actions. Prerequisites: ED L 700 and 710.
ED L 730: Techniques of Supervision the Public Schools, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Improving, coordinating and evaluating
instruction; modern trends of supervisory
practices. Prerequisites: ED L 700 and
710 .
ED L 735: Educational Evaluation, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Evaluation theory and design applied to
classroom instruction and to evaluation
procedures applicable to school center
and district programs and projects. Prerequisites: ED L 700 and 710 .
ED L 740: Curriculum Planning and
Improvement for School
Administrators, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Role of leadership in curriculum planning
and improvement: curriculum evaluation
and development, change , programmatic
requirements , co-curriculum, organization , scheduling , plann ing, management
and technology. Prerequisites: ED L 700
and 710 .
ED L 745: School Finance, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
School finance relative to programs, revenues and experience . Prerequisites:
ED L 700 and 735.
ED L 750: Field Experience in
Elementary Administration and
Supervision, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Practicum with an experienced elementary administrator or supervisor. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits .
Prerequisites: ED L 700 and 710.
ED L 755: Field Experience in
Secondary Administration and
Supervision, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Practicum with an experienced secondary administrator or supervisor. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits.
Prerequisites: ED L 700 and 710 .
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ED L 760: Program Administration and
Leadership in Higher Education,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Process of organizing the personnel and
financial resources needed to meet effectively student development and institutional goals and objectives. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

ED L 820: Politics of Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Politics of education in the United States
including the complex interrelationships
among administrators, special interest
groups, politicians and knowledge brokers.

ED L 762: The American College
Student, 3 er. (3 and 0)
How college students change and develop and how college can enhance that
development.

ED L 830: Business Management in
Education, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Fiscal management of individual schools
and districts, including budgeting, purchasing and accounting for funds. Prerequisites: ED L 700, 725 and 745.

ED L 764: Theoretical and Practical
Application of Student Development
and Leadership in a University
Setting, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of leadership, programming,
problem-solving , conflict-resolution, confrontation and referral skills; legal and
ethical issues and the implications for
practitioners ; comparative studies of
housing programs and utilization of resources and support services available
on the campus .

ED L 839: Research Methods in
Educational Leadership, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Development of design, method and procedures for conducting the educational
specialist project. Course culminates in
the completion and presentation of the
project prospectus for approval by the
instructor and the student's major advisor. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisites: ED L 800 , 805, 820 and permission of instructor.

ED L 765: Assessment in Higher
Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Outcomes assessment and institutional
effectiveness movement 1nclud1ng assessment techniques , instrument selection,
analysis of assessment data and reporting of assessment f1nd1ngs Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

ED L 840: Field Problems in School
Administration and Supervision of
Instruction, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Application of research techniques and
practices in solution of field problems in
school administration and supervision.
Prerequisites: ED L 700 and ED F 778.

ED L 795: School Leadership
Information Systems, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Use of computers and related technologies for dec1s1on making by public school
leaders ; logistics of 1nformat1on manage ment, sources of 1nformat1on, communication with technology and integration of
technology into the leadership function.
ED L 800: Philosophy, Schooling and
Educational Policy, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of contemporary educational
theory and its impact on current schooling practices and educational policy
development.
ED L 805: Advanced Educational
Leadership: Theory and Practice,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and theories of leadership as
practiced in the inst1tut1onal setting. Prerequisites: ED L 700, 715 and 730.
ED L 810: Introduction to School
Building Planning, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Planning of educational facilities from
conception of need through utilization of
facility. Prerequisite: ED L 700 .
ED L 815: The Superintendency, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Current, in-depth study of the superintendency, including relationships with
school boards, faculty, staff and community, for practicing and aspiring educational administrators. Prerequisite:
Admission to the educational specialist
program or the doctoral program .

ED L 850: Practicum in School System
Administration and Supervision,
3 er. (1 and 4)
Practicum with an experienced schoolsystem-level administrator or supervisor.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits. Prerequisites: ED L 800, 805
and permission of instructor.
ED L 855: Applied Research and
Evaluation in Higher Education,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Basic issues of measurement emphasizing questionnaire development, scales
and measures commonly used in higher
education research , assessment and
program evaluation .
ED L 885: Selected Topics in
Educational Administration, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Current literature and results of current
research. Topics vary from year to year.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits.
ED L 890: Policy and Management of
School Discipline, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and practice involved in student
management and discipline in today's
schools, particularly preventative management, organizational variables and
today's litigious environment. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ED L 900: Principles of Educational
Leadership, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced leadership theory ; the nature
of leadership, major theories of leadership and their application in educational
organizations. Prerequisite: Must have
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passed the preliminary ex am ination in
the Ph .D. program in edu cational leadership.
ED L 905: Theory and Practice in
Educational Leadership, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Advanced organizational and leade rsh ip
theory ; major th eori es of organization
and the ir appli cation s in understand ing
the roles of gove rnm ental agencies in
society. Prerequisite: Adm ission to th e
doctoral program .
ED L 910: Introductory Doctoral
Seminar, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Educati o na l leade rshi p for beg inni ng
doctoral students providing an introd uction to the co nceptual and theoretical
frameworks of educational leadership for
both public school and higher education
adm1n1strat1on. Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor.
ED L 915: Educational Planning, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Systems approach to planning and manage ment, and the measurement and
interpretation of performance results.
ED L 925 : Instructional Leadership,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Preparation for a career in educational
leadership; the principal 's functions regarding the effective school 's movement
as incorporated in instructional leadership .
ED L 930: Complex Organizations at
the Edge of Chaos, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Formal and informal social organization
relative to recent advances in chaos and
complexity theories; chaos and complexity
theory, organizational theory, philosophical premises, network analysis , mathematical modeling , artificial life simulations, game theory, catastrophe theory ,
social evolution , social morphology and
nonlinear theories of social organization.
Prerequisite: One graduate level organizational theory course or permission
of instructor.
ED L 935 : History of Higher Education ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of higher education from
the 11th century to the present with
emphasis on the United States.
ED L 940: Advanced Design and
Analysis of Research in
Educational Leadership, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
A cumulative research course for Ph.D.
stud e nts in ed ucational leade rship ;
emphasizes conceptual understanding
of field research strategies, design qualitative studies and independ ence as a
researcher . Prerequisite: Adva nced
research and statistics .
ED L 950: Educational Policy Studies,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Critical an alysis of the sources and nature of education al policy and how policy
is deve loped, administered and assessed

for publ ic schools. Prerequisite: Admission to doctoral studies.

Prerequisites: ED L 900 , 905, 91 O and
permission of instru ctor.

ED L 955 (VT ED 955) : The Two-Year
College, 3 er. (3 and O)
Historical developm ents, functions, organization an d ad ministration of the twoyear co llege. Prerequisite: Ad mission
to doctoral studies or perm ission of instructo r.

ED L 990: Advanced Doctoral Seminar
II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Seminar for advanced students focusing
on the preparation of dissertation Chapters 1-111.

ED L 960: Legal Principles in the
Administration of Institutions of
Higher Education, 3 er. (3 and O)
General principles of higher education
law from the points of view of statute an d
common law practice. Prerequisite :
Adm1ss1on to doctoral studies or permission of 1nstructor.
ED L 965 : Higher Education Finance,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Higher education finance relative to
sources of revenue. expen ditures and
planning .
ED L 970 : Foundations of Higher
Education , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Survey of American higher education
including its historical , political, philosophical and social aspects. Prerequisite:
Admission to doctoral studies.
ED L 972 : Ethics in Educational
Leadership, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The ethical issues involved in administering educational institutions; moral leadership , ethical work environments and
decision making models.
ED L 976 : External Effectiveness in
Higher Education , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Optimum structures and strategies for
fundraising , public relations , constituent
relat ions , governmental affairs and governing boards necessary for a college or
un1vers1ty to communicate effectively with
its constituents.
ED L 980: Current Issues in
Educational Leadersh ip , 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Topics and issues as determined by the
needs of the students and the instructor.
Prerequisites : Graduate status and
perm ission of instructor.
ED L 985 : Internship in Educational
Leadership, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Experience working in a chosen area of
special ization 1n educational leadership,
either in public schools or institutions of
higher education . Experience planned
to build competence in the student's field
of specialization. May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits Graded on a
pass/fail basis. Prerequisites: ED L 900,
905 , 91 O and perm1ss1on of major advi sor.

ED L 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged
ED L 995 : Directed Research, 1-4 er.
(1-4 and 0)
Research opti on for graduate students
to pursue a line of inqu iry in edu cation
under the direction of fac ulty. Specific
educational question is investigated and
reported using appropriate methodology.
Graded on a pass/fail basis. May be
repeated for a total of four hou rs . Prerequisite: Ad mission to doctoral studies or perm1ss1on of instructor.

Curriculum and Instruction
Robert P. Green . Jr . Chair. Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Majors

Degrees

Curriculum and Instruction

Ph.D.

Elementary Education

M.Ed.

Reading

M. Ed.

Secondary Education

M.Ed.

The Doctor of Philosophy degree in curriculum and 1nstruct1on requires a m1n1mum of
70 semester hours beyond the master's degree, selected from the areas prescribed by
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction . Adm1ss1on requirements include a
master's degree and appropriate GA E scores.
Students seeking adm1ss1on to the Master
of Education degree programs with majors in
elementary education , reading and secondary education should have a valid professional teacher's certificate on the appropriate
level.
A major in elementary education 1s offered
to teachers who hold professional early childhood or elementary cert1f1cates The 36 hours
and courses may be selected from six areas
as prescribed by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction .
A major 1n reading 1s offered for reading
specialists. consultants and or supervisors.
The 36 semester hours are prescribed by the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction.
A major 1n secondary education 1s offered
to high school or prospective JUn1or college
teachers 1n the subject areas of English, history and government. mathematics and natu ral sciences. Candidates are required to com plete a m1n1mum of 15 semester hours in
graduate courses 1n education and a minimum of 18 hours 1n graduate courses in the
content area. A total of 36 semester hours is
required.

ED L 989: Advanced Doctoral Seminar
I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Exploration of educational leadershi p
top ics. Cul minates in the selection of a
topic for presentation and approval, and
the developm ent of Chapter I of a prospectus. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
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ED 631: Special Institute Course: Early
Childhood Education, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
institute needs. May be repeated for credit
if topics vary.

ED 632: Special Institute Course:
Elementary School, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
institute needs. May be repeated for credit
if topics vary.

ED 633: Special Institute Course:
Secondary School, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
institute needs. May be repeated for credit
if topics vary.

ED 634: Special Institute Course:
Current Problems in Education,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
institute needs. May be repeated for credit
if topics vary .

ED 635: Special Institute Course:
Curriculum, 1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
institute needs. May be repeated for credit
if topics vary.

ED 640: Advanced Physical Education
Methods of the Classroom Teacher,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced knowledge and understanding of physical education for experienced
teachers in public schools. Prerequisite:
ED 321 or equivalent and minimum gradepoint ratio of 2.0.

ED 641: Middle School Curriculum,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts and methods for teaching middle
school students, nature of middle school
students, teacher characteristics, curricular and co-curricular programs, organization and teaching.

ED 700 (IN ED 700): Supervising the
Student Teacher in the Public
School, 2-3 er. (2-3 and 0)
Knowledge and skills desirable for supervisors of student teachers; use of
observation instruments for recording
objective data and evaluating teaching
performance Graded on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisites: A professional teaching certificate, at least one year of teaching experience, a recommendation from
the employing school district or consent
of instructor.

ED 750: Reading Recovery Teacher I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
First in a two-semester, two-course sequence designed to prepare teachers to
implement and teach a Reading Recovery Program ; issues related to reading
theory and process, instructional processes, program implementation and
evaluation . Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor. Corequisite: ED 752.
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ED 752: Reading Recovery Teacher
Practicum I, 3 er. (0 and 9)
Teaching experience allowing teachers
to develop and practice responsibilities
of implementing and teaching first grade
children in a Reading Recovery program.
Participant implements content studied
in ED 750, which is taken concurrently.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Corequisite: ED 750.

ED 753: Reading Recovery Teacher
Practicum II, 3 er. (0 and 9)
Teaching experience and practice in
implementing and teaching in a Reading
Recovery Program . Participants implement content studied in ED 751, which
is taken concurrently. Prerequisites:
Admission into the Clemson University
Recovery Reading Program and ED 750
and 752. Corequisite: ED 751.

ED 754: Reading Recovery Clinical I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
First in a two-course sequence aimed at
providing leadership experiences in implementing a Reading Recovery Program
1n an elementary school setting. Prerequisites: Adm1ss1on into the Clemson
University Read ing Recovery Teacher
Leader program. Corequisites: ED 756
and 854.

ED 755: Reading Recovery Clinical II,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Second in a two-course sequence aimed
at providing leadership experiences in
implementing a Reading Recovery Program in an elementary school setting.
Prerequisites: Adm1ss1on into the
Clemson University Reading Recovery
Teacher Leader program. Corequisites:
ED 757 and 855

ED 756: Reading Recovery Teacher
Leader Practicum I, 3 er. (0 and 9)
First in a two-course sequence designed
to prepare Reading Recovery Teacher
Leaders to implement a school-based
program , supervise teachers and carry
out responsibilities related to maintaining a Reading Recovery site. Prerequisite: Adm ission into the Clemson University Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
program. Corequisites: ED 754 and 854.

ED 757: Reading Recovery Teacher
Leader Practicum II, 3 er. (0 and 9)
Second in a two-course sequence designed to prepare Reading Recovery
Teacher Leaders to implement a schoolbased program , supervise teachers and
carry out responsibilities related to maintaining a Reading Recovery site. Prerequisite: Admission into the Clemson
University Reading Recovery Teacher
Leader program . Corequisites: ED 755
and 855.

ED 759: Fundamentals of Basic
Reading, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Historical progression of the teaching of
reading; current theories and reading
practices; teaching basic reading skills.

ED 760: Curriculum Development in the
Elementary School, 3 er. (3 and O)
Curriculum planning practices in the elementary school.

ED 761: Reading Instruction in the
Elementary School, 3 er. (3 and O)
Knowledge and skills necessary for teaching reading to varied types of elementary school learners.

ED 762: Reading Diagnosis and
Remediation, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Remedial methods and materials for teaching reading; use of diagnostic instruments
and interpretation of test results. Student participates in laboratory/field experience and prepares case study with
summary of diagnosis emphasizing
remediation procedures. Prerequisite:
Three semester hours in reading or permission of instructor.

ED 763: Middle School Reading, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Techniques, materials and theories for
teaching reading to middle school students, emphasizing correlating reading
skills into the content area. Prerequisite: Education major or permission of
instructor.

ED 764: The Role of the Library in the
Reading Program, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Prepares librarians to work with teachers and pupils, and prepares teachers to
work with librarians and pupils in the
reading program . Prerequisite: Employment as a teacher or librarian and/ or
permission of instructor.

ED 765: Secondary School Curriculum,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles, techniques and trends in secondary school curriculum development
and evaluation. Prerequisite: Graduate
status.

ED 780: An Integrated Approach to
Reading and Writing Instruction,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Understanding of the reading/writing processes for early childhood and elementary teachers; investigation of the whole
language approach in the classroom .
Prerequisite: ED 759 or equivalent.

ED 781: Early Literacy: Strategic
Reading and Writing Instruction,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Enables classroom teachers to use the
theoretical base of the Reading Recovery program to modify their current instructional practices to include generalizable instructional procedures. Prerequisite: ED 761 or equivalent.

ED 782: Literacy Across the
Curriculum, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Enables classroom teachers to use the
theoretical base of the Reading Recovery program to modify their current instructional practices to include reading
and writing activities in all aspects of K5 curriculum. Prerequisites: ED 761 or
equivalent, ED 781 and admission to
graduate school.
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ED 783: Guided Reading and Guided
Writing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Enables teachers to effectively use the
techn iques of Guided Reading, Shared
Writing and Interactive Writing appropriately in classroom situations. Shows how
the difficulty level of teaching practice
must change over time as students move
from dependence on assistance to independence during the reading and writing
processes. Prerequisites: ED 761 or
equivalent, ED 781, 782 and admission
to graduate school.
ED 784: Models for Balanced Literacy,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Prepares classroom teachers to organize
K-5 classrooms for balanced literacy instruction . Participants will apply class room organization procedures in actual
K-5 classrooms Prerequisites: ED 761
or equivalent, ED 781, 782, 783 and
admission to graduate school.
ED 798: Teaching Secondary School
Reading, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Methods and materials for secondary
reading programs in developmental, corrective , remedial , adapted , content and
recreational areas.
ED 803: Advanced Methods of
Teaching in the Secondary School,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and practices involved in promoting effective learning in secondary
schools.
ED 804: Advanced Methods of
Teaching in the Elementary School,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and practices involved in promoting effective learning in elementary
schools ; analysis and evaluation of educational media.
ED 837: Advanced Methods in
Elementary Science, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current research and trends in elementary science teaching methods and curriculum development. Students examine
recent literature and proposed standards
for science teaching and develop strategies to implement recommended practices in their own classrooms. Prerequisite: Elementary teaching experience.
ED 840: Program Development and
Implementation in Early Childhood
Education, 3 er. (2 and 0)
Current issues in early childhood curriculum, their sources and the beliefs
supporting them ; design of a modified
curriculum for a specific content area and
level ; for graduate students with teach ing experience. Prerequisites: ED 701
and 7 40, and relevant teaching experience, or permission of instructor.
ED 841: Advanced Studies in the
Teaching of Secondary School
English, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Methods of teaching secondary school
English based on research and review of
current literature.

ED 842: Advanced Studies in the
Teaching of Secondary School
Mathematics, 3 er. (3 and O)
Mathematics education history, research
in mathematics education, knowledge of
the learner, instructional strategies, ·
materials management and evaluation.
Prerequisite: ED 426 or perm1ss1on of
instructor.
ED 843: Advanced Studies in the
Teaching of Secondary School
Science, 3 er. (3 and O)
Methods of science teaching theory and
practice as shown by current research
literature ; emphasis on laboratory, inquiry
and other student-centered teaching strategies; techniques 1n science curriculum
development; issues in science teaching; science teaching leadership skills.
Prerequisite: ED 427 or permission of
instructor.
ED 844: Advanced Studies In the
Teaching of Secondary School
Social Studies, 3 er. (3 and O)
Social studies teaching strategies derived
from major theories of learning and contemporary research; curricular issues in
social studies education. Prerequisite:
ED 428 or permission of instructor.
ED 846: The Current Literature in
English Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Research literature in English education;
examination of literature in research
methods and curriculum in English teaching. Prerequisite: A methods course in
English education.
ED 847: The Current Literature in
Mathematics Teaching, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Recent literature of mathematics education; examination of literature in both the
research and curriculum in secondary
mathematics teaching. Prerequisite: A
graduate teaching methods course or
permission of instructor.
ED 848 : The Current Literature in
Science Teaching 3 er. (3 and 0)
Recent literature of science education;
examination of literature in both the research and curriculum in secondary science teaching . Prerequisite: A graduate teaching methods course or permission of instructor.
ED 849: The Current Literature in
Soclal Studies Teaching, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Recent literature in social studies education; examination of literature in both
curriculum and instruction. Prerequisite:
A graduate teaching methods course or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
ED 854: Reading Recovery Theory I,
3 er. (3 and 0)
First of a two-course sequence designed
to examine theoretical pr1nc1ples of the
reading process as applied in the Reading Recovery Program ; issues related to
program implementation and systematic
program changes. Prerequisite: Permis-

sion of instructor. Corequisites: ED 754
and 756.

ED 855: Reading Recovery Theory II,
3 er. (3 and O)
Second of a two-course sequence designed to examine theoretical principles
of the reading process as applied 1n the
Reading Recovery program ; issues related to program implementation and
systematic program changes. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
Corequisites: ED 755 and 757.
ED 861: Organization and Supervision
of Reading Programs, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Supervisory problems with planning reading programs; analysis of methods and
materials of teaching; evaluation of reading
programs. Prerequisite: ED 762.
ED 862: Clinical Research in Reading,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Reading research and literature; original
investigation 1n such problems as development of reading skills and attitudes,
clinical procedures and techniques required . Prerequisite: ED 762.
ED 863: Practicum in Reading, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Supervised practicum emphasizing diagnostic and remedial work with readers 1n
public schools. Prerequisites: ED 762
and permission of instructor.
ED 864: Special Problems in Reading
Education, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Individual study of a specific topic in reading; student is allowed to study a large
diversity of topics. Prerequisites: ED 759
or 761; and ED 762, 808 and 862; or
permission of instructor.
ED 865: Advanced Diagnosis and
Remediation in Reading, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Advanced diagnosis and remediation in
reading; review of diagnostic instruments
and instructional materials Prerequisites:
ED 759 or 761 and 762, and/or permission of instructor.
ED 866: The Psychology of Teaching
Reading, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Psychological basis of reading process;
principles applied in teaching reading.
Prerequisite: ED 759, 761 or permission of instructor.
ED 867: Advanced Practicum in
Reading, 3 er. (2 and 3)
D1agnos1s and remediation testing;
remediation; extensive case studies with
recommendation for the classroom teacher
required . Prerequisites : ED 865 and
permission of instructor.
ED 868: Teaching Reading Through a
Literature Emphasis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Strategies for integrating literature into
the traditional reading program. Prerequisite: An introductory reading class or
equivalent.
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ED 869: The Reading-Writing
Connection: An Integrated
Approach , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical bases and practical techniques
for teaching reading and writing in an
integrated manner; reading and writing
as processes; basic skills instruction in
a coordinated program ; multiple subject
areas; use of student interest and ability. Prerequisite: Basic reading methods course.
ED 889 (IN ED 889) (AG ED 889):
Research in Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problem selection; types of educational
research and techniques employed; use
of ERIC system and computer program
packages; interpretation of research findings.
ED 891: Master's Thesis Research ,
credit to be arranged.
Student participates in a new or existing
research project with a faculty member;
develops basic skills in a selected research methodology. Prerequisite: Advanced methods course, ED 889, ED F
808 or permission of instructor.
ED 894 (ED F 894) (ED SP 894):
Directed Research , 1-4 er.
(1-4 and O)
Research in a line of inquiry in education
under the direction of faculty ; a specific
educational question is investigated and
reported using appropriate methodology.
Graded on a pass/fail basis . Prerequisite: ED F 778, 808 or permission of
instructor.
ED 937: Designing Elementary
Curriculum, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theoretical issues and guidelines for
educators engaged in the curriculum
developm ent process at the elementary
level. Prerequisite: Admission to the
Ph .D. program in curriculum and instruction.
ED 938: Teacher as Researcher, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Various methodologies of field-based
research. The student will com pl ete a
literature review and design a field-based
research project. Prerequisites: Adm ission to the Ph .D . program in curriculum
and instruction , ED 878, 879 and one of
the following: ED 846 , 847, 848, 849 or
962.
ED 954: Curriculum Theory, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Main curre nts of curriculu m theory in
American education . Prerequisite: Ed
760 or 765 .
ED 955: Theoretical Bases of
Instruction, 3 er. (3 and O)
Seminar in the application of learning
theory to instructional practice emphasizing instructional strategies in the classroom. Prerequisite: ED 702.
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ED 962: Reading Research: Review and
Critique of the Literature, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
A survey and analysis of historical and
contemporary research in reading and
related literacy fields. Prerequisites:
Admi ssion to the Ph .D. program in curriculum and instruction , ED 878 and 879.

The following courses are applicable only
to the Master of Education degree with
emphasis in the specific subject areas.

English
Beatrice E. Naff, Advisor

ED 980 (ED F 980) (ED SP 980):
Internship in Curriculum and
Instruction, 1-6 er. (0 and 3-18)
Practical experiences linking the student's
program of study to his or her field of
professional service . Graded on a pass/
fai l basis. Prerequisite: Permission of
the student's major advisor.
ED 991 (ED F 991) (ED SP 991 ):
Doctoral Dissertation Research ,
credit to be arranged

The following courses 1n coaching education are offered by the Dep artment of
Curriculum and Instruction for recertification or as electives

ENGL 700: Children's Literature for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O)
Literature for preschool through junior
high .
ENGL 701: Literature for Teachers,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Literary studies of special interest to
secondary school teachers.
ENGL 702: Writing Projects, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Exchange and development of methods
for teaching writing that have a firm theoretical foundation.

History and Government
C ED 653: Athletic Injuries: Prevention,
Assessment and Rehabilitation,
3 er. (3 and O)
Prevention , treatment and rehabilitation
procedures of injured athletes. Prerequisite: C ED 349.
C ED 721: Sport Law, 3 er. (3 and O)
Legal principles involved in school sports
programs and in court action. Prerequisites : C ED 761 and three graduate
courses in C ED or permission of instructor.
C ED 751: Physiology of Training the
Athlete, 3 er. (3 and O)
Specific sport skill training ; design of
exercise programs for the particular sport.
C ED 761: Organization and
Administration of Physical
Education and Athletic Programs,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Policies and procedures of administration on the secondary and collegiate levels ; construction and care of facilities ,
equipment and personnel.
C ED 765: Practicum I in Coaching
Education, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Application of theoretical co ncepts in real
athletic/sports administration situations
for coaches. Prerequisites: C ED 751,
761 , ED F 778 and permission of instructor.
C ED 766: Practicum II in Coaching
Education, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Application of theoretical concepts in real
athletic/sports administration situations
for coaches . Prerequisites: C ED 751,
761, 765, ED F 778 and permission of
instructor.

Robert P. Green, Jr., Advisor

ECON 750: Economic Concepts and
Classroom Applications for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic co ncepts, analysis and methods emphasizing microeconomics and
the market system; development of approaches to teaching economic concepts
in public schools .
ECON 751: Selected Topics for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O)
Current economic policy issues, such as
inflation, regu lation, protectionism and
energy policy, emphasizing the presen tation of these topics to secondary school
students . Topics vary from year to year.
May be taken more than once for credit.
Prerequisite: ECON 200, 211 or 750.
GEOG 71 O: Geography for Teachers,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Investigates world regions as a set of
problems posed to teachers of geography; com parative analysis of basic geographic concepts. Oriented to public
school teachers of geography.
HIST 71 O: United States Since 1865,
3 er. (3 and O)
Problems in United States history since
1865; bibliography and teaching methods . Primarily for Master of Education
can didates, but open to all graduate students. May be repeated with permission
of graduate program director.
HIST 770: Europe to the 18th Century,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Problems in European history to 1700;
bibliography and teaching methods. Primarily for Master of Education candidates,
but open to all graduate students. May
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be repeated w ith permission of graduate
program director.

HIST 775: Europe Since the 18th
Century, 3 er. (3 and O)
Problems in European history since 1700;
bibliography and teaching methods. Primarily for Master of Education candidates , but open to all graduate students.
May be repeated with permission of graduate program d irector.

phasizing applications to computer science; propositions and logic; Boolean
Algebra and switching circuits; recursion
and induction; relations and partially
ordered sets, graphs and trees.

MTHSC 721: Matrix Algebra, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Matrices and systems of equations; determinants; vector spaces and linear transformations; eigenvalues. Restricted to
graduate students 1n secon dary education .

Mathematics
Robert Horton, Advisor

MTHSC 700: Mathematical Computer
Applications for Elementary
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O)
Use of readily available software as tools
in the elementary mathematics curriculum; LOGO language is used in a discovery approach to geometry; spreadsheets are employed to facilitate the
organization and statistical processing
of classroom data; word processing is
integrated with spreadsheets applied to
mathematics problem sets, examinations
and parental reports.
MTHSC 703: Modern Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers Geometry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of geometry; informal geometry; measurement of geometric figures ;
metric measurements ; deductive geometry ; functions in geometry ; coordinate
and vector geometry. Restricted to graduate students in elementary and secondary education.
MTHSC 707: Mathematics for Middle
School Teachers - Algebra, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Algeb raic concepts in middle-school
mathematics : elementary number theory ;
the rational , real and complex number
systems; polynomials and rational expressions; equations and inequalities.
Restricted to graduate students in elementary and secondary education.
MTHSC 709: Mathematics for Middle
School Teachers - Geometry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Geometric concepts in middle-school
mathematics: lines and planes. angles
and triangles, congruence and similarity, circles and spheres, area and volume . Restricted to graduate students in
elementary and secondary education.
MTHSC 710: Elementary Calculus from
an Advanced Viewpoint I, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Orig ins of calculus; limits; derivative;
maxima and minima; continuity; area and
other applications of the integral. Restricted to graduate students in elementary and secondary education . Prerequisite: MTHSC 108 or its equivalent.
MTHSC 719: Discrete Mathematics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
A survey of d iscrete mathematics em -

MTHSC 723 : Applications of Linear and
Modern Algebra, 3 er. (3 and O)
Various applied problems whose solutions rely on techniques and results of
linear and modern algebra; problem s
selected from such areas as economics,
forest management, genetics. population growth. transportation networks ,
cryptography, satellite communications,
electronic switching circuits, chemistry,
physics. sociology and others. Prerequisite: MTHSC 712, 721 or equivalent,
or permission of instructor.
MTHSC 725 : Combinatorial
Mathematics for Teachers, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Permutations ; combinations: generating
functions; recurrence relations; principle
of inclusion-exclusion; partitions; Latin
squares; block designs; finite geometries;
graphs; codes; Polya's theorem; recreational mathematics. Restricted to graduate students in secondary education.
MTHSC 727 : Analysis Concepts for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Elementary functions , differential calculus and integral calculus ; enrichment
material and a theoretical perspective of
calculus. Restricted to teachers who hold
a current teaching certificate in secondary mathematics. Completion of this
course satisfies the special certification
requirements for AB-calculus teachers
in South Carolina.
MTHSC 730: Modern Geometry for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Concepts of Euclidean geometry reviewed
and extended by means of coordinates.
vectors, matrices; conic sections. Re stricted to graduate students 1n secondary education.
MTHSC 741 : Introduction to Linear
Programming with Applications,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of mathematical theory of
simplex algorithm; survey of mathematical background: matrix algebra. systems
of linear equations and vector spaces;
problem formulation emphasized. Restricted to graduate students 1n secondary education.
MTHSC 751: Fundamental Concepts of
Calculus, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Set theory ; real number system; functions and relations ; metric sets and limits; continuity and differentiation; integration . Restricted to graduate students

in secondary education. Prerequisite:
One year of undergraduate calculus.

MTHSC 761: Probability and Statistics
for Teachers, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Probability; conditional probability; descriptive statistics; random variables;
probability functions; binomial distribution; normal distribution ; sampling; estimation ; decision making. Restricted to
graduate students in secondary education.
MTHSC 771: Numerical Methods in
Secondary School Mathematics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Update of traditional techniques for teaching high school mathematics through
introduction of computer methods for
investigation of processes and reinforcement of concepts; development of pro grams requiring part1c1pants to invent
algorithms to solve problems 1n the typical high school mathematics course; use
of general purpose programming language ; methods of teaching this language
to high school students Restricted to
graduate students 1n secondary education.
MTHSC 783: Theory of Numbers, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Properties of integers, d1v1sors and pnme
numbers ; fundamental properties of congruence; polynominal and primitive roots;
quadratic residues Restricted to graduate students 1n secondary education.
MTHSC 791: Selected Topics in
Mathematics Education , 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Mathematical problems 1n curriculum of
elementary or secondary school. Re stricted to graduate students in elementary or secondary education. May be
repeated for credit. but only if different
topics are covered.

Natural Sciences
William H. Leonard, Advisor

AGRON 701: Soils and Man, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Different kinds of soils. their properties.
uses. management. conservation and their
relationship with the environment and
other human endeavors . Not open to
agronomy ma1ors pursuing the M.S. or
Ph D. degrees.
W F B 712: Wildlife Conservation for
Teachers, 2-3 er. (2-3 and 0)
Principles and practices of wildlife conservation prov1d1ng an overview of w1ldl1fe diversity, ecology and management
in the state; popu lation census, wildlife
identification, capture and habitat management of game and nongame species.
For in-service teachers only. Prerequisite: Perm ission of instructor.
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w F B 716:

Biology of Fishes for
Teachers, 3 er. (3 and O) ~S
.
Biology of fishes for in-service science
teachers; fish diversity, ecology, co~~er
vation and management. Prerequ1s1te:
Permission of instructor.

BIOL 71 O: Selected Topics for
Teachers, 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18) .
One or more topics organized according
to institute needs; lecture and laboratory
emphasize the incorpor~tion of new or
updated subject matter into classroom
instruction. Restricted to elementary and
secondary school teachers. May be ~e
peated for credit, but only if different topics
are covered.
ENT 700: Entomology for Teachers,
3 er. (2 and 2) SS
General entomology course for secondary school science teac~ers .wi~h emphasis on collecting and 1d~.nt1fy1ng t.he
more common insects . Additional topics
include insect morphology, physiology,
metamorphosis and methods available
for control of destructive species. Not
open to entomology majors pursuing the
M.S., M.Ag. or Ph.D. degrees. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
GEOL 790: Selected Topics in Earth
Sciences 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18)
One or m~re earth science topics; lecture and laboratory emphasize the. incorporation of new or ~pdated. subject
matter into classroom 1nstruct1on. Restricted to elementary and secondary
school teachers . May be repeated for
credit, but only if different topics are
covered .
HORT 701: Horticulture: Plant and
Environmental Science, 3 er.
(2 and 3) SS
Scope of South Carolina horticulture an~
how it affects the quality of life economi cally and aesthetically ; exploration of
environmental responsibilities ; demonstration of methods of teaching plant
principles; includes .a three-?ay st~te
wide field trip to horticultural 1ndustr1es.
Not to be taken for credit by graduate
students in horticulture .
NUTR 706: Nutrition for Teachers, 3 er.
(3 and 0) SS
..
Principles of nutrition applied to .nu~nt1on
education. Prerequisite: Perm1ss1on of
instructor.
PHYS 71 O: Selected Topics for
Teachers, 1-6 er. (0-6 and 0-18)
One or more topics are discussed; lecture and laboratory emphasize the incorporation of new or updated subject
matter into classroom instruction. Restricted to elementary and secondary
school teachers. May be repeated for
credit, but only if different topics are
covered. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.

Foundations and Special
Education
WHHam R. Fisk, Chair, Department of Foundations and Special Education

Major

Degree

Special Education

M.Ed.

Students seeking admission to the Master
of Education degree program with a major in
special education should have a valid pro~es
sional teacher's certificate on the appropriate
level.
A major in special education is offered to
those desiring specialization in the areas of
mental retardation, emotional handicaps and
learning disabilities. Appropriate certification
is a prerequisite for admission. The 36 hours
and courses are prescribed by the Department of Foundations and Special Education.

ED F 615 (PRTM 615): Methods in
Reducing Risks for Middle
Childhood, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Designed to develop a knowle.d ge b~se
for professionals who work with at-nsk
children. Students will work in a field setting
to apply knowledge, develop. and practice skills, and cooperate with professionals from various disciplines. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
ED F 636: Selected Topics in
Educational Foundations, 1-3 er.
.
(1-3 and 0)
Current issues and topics not covered 1n
other foundations courses . May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits _if ?ifferent topics are covered. Prerequ1s1te:
Junior standing in education.
ED F 680 (AG ED 680) (THRO 680):
Educational Applications of
Microcomputers, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Fundamentals of computer applications
for teachers ; competency in general
computer applications such as word pro cessing and database management;
educational uses of the Internet and
computer-assisted instruction ; legal and
ethical issues and the impact of computer technology upon society. Prerequisites: Admission to a teacher education program; graduate standing.
ED F 682 (AG ED 682) (THRO 6~2):.
Advanced Educational Appl1cat1ons
of Microcomputers, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Knowledge and skills needed to apply
microcomputer technology to the utilization and generation of educational software in accordance with sound educational principles. Prerequisite: EDF (AG
ED, THRO) 480.
ED F 690: Student Management and
Discipline, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Aids pre-service and in-service teac~er
development and refines knowled~e, skills
and values important for managing stu dents in school settings; practical application of theory and research and legal
and ethical considerations. Prerequisites:
EDF 302 or PSYCH 201; EDF 334 and
335 or suitable alternative; and minimum
grade-point ratio of 2.0.
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ED F 697: Instructional Media in the
Classroom, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Integrated approach to the use of audiovisual media stressing systematic planning, selection, utilization and evaluation as well as production of materials
and equipment operation. Prerequisite:
Minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0.
ED F 701: Human Growth and
Development, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and research in human development and its impact on the teaching/learning process. Prerequisites: ED 334, 3~5,
336 or equivalent; classroom teaching
experience .
ED F 702: Advanced Educational
Psychology, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Educational applications of research and
theory on objectives, motivation, cl~ss
climate , class management and learning
.
theory. Prerequisite: ED 302 or equivalent ; classroom teaching experience recommended.
ED F 766: Integrating Service Learning
into Curriculum, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Opportunities for certified teachers to build
competence in service learni~g throu~h
personal participation in service and 1n
reflection; students develop a plan to
integrate service learning activities i~to
the curriculum of their school and/or district; designed for 12-25 elementary,
middle-school, high-school and adulteducation teachers. Prerequisite: Teaching certification.
ED F 778: Experimental and
Nonexperimental Research Methods
in Education I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Types of educational research and us.es;
logical bases of qu~ntitative ~nd qualitative analysis techniques; basic rese.arch
issues important in education; educa~1onal
research design and procedures; introduction to measurement and evaluation;
applications to special problems in classroom settings and program developn:e~t;
and evaluation in curriculum, adm1n1stration and educational support services.
Prerequisite: EX ST 301 or equivalent
or permission of instructor; ED F 808
recommended .
ED F 808: Educational Tests and
Measurements, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Construction, use and interpretation of
subjective and standard tests; measurement applications.
ED F 870: Schooling as a Cultural
Process, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Critical analysis of the interdepend_e~ce
of schooling and culture. Prerequ1s1te:
Graduate standing.
ED F 872: History of American
Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Historical development of educational
purpose and the social and cultural forces
which shaped that development. Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
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ED F 875: Seminar in Human Growth
and Development, 3 er. (3 and O)
Selected topics in human development
from any area of the life span ; development topics examined for their impacts
on the teaching/learning process, administrative process es and/or counseling
approac hes. Prerequisites: ED F 701
or equ ivalent and teac hing , counseling
or admin istrative expe ri ence.
ED F 876: Seminar in Learning Theory
and Environments, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Se lected topics in learni ng theory and
variables affecting learning environments.
Topi cs vary with student interests and
needs and for their impacts on the teaching/ learning process, administrative processes and/or counseling approaches.
Prerequisites: ED F 702 or equivalent
and classroom, counseling or administrative experience.
ED F 878: Experimental and
Nonexperimental Research Methods
in Education 11, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Advanced concepts and skills necessary
to analyze, conduct and evaluate educational research; nonexperimental, quasiexperimental and experimental design
specific to problems in educational research ; complementary educational research methods involving qualitative
approaches ; coding and computer analysis of sample data; summarization and
interpretation of data; applications of
measurement and evaluation in educational research. Prereq u isite: EDF 778,
808 and EX ST 801. or equivalent.
ED F 879: Qualitative Research in
Education , 3 er. (3 and O)
Application of qualitative studies to educational questions ; nature of qualitative
research; rationale and applications of
qualitative research methods; integration
of qualitative and quantitative research
methods in educational research . Prerequisite : ED F 778, 878 or equivalent.
ED F 894 (ED 894) (ED SP 894) :
Directed Research , 1-4 er.
(1-4 and 0)
Research in a line of inquiry in education
under the direction of faculty; a specific
educational question is investigated and
reported using appropriate methodology.
Graded on a pass/fail basis . Prerequisite : ED F 778, 808 or permission of
instructor.
ED F 980 (ED 980) (ED SP 980):
Internship in Curriculum and
Instruction , 1-6 er. (0 and 3-18)
Practical experiences linking the student's
program of study to his or her field of
professional service . Graded on a pass/
fail basis. Prerequisite : Permission of
major advisor.
ED F 991 (ED 991) (ED SP 991 ):
Doctoral Dissertation Research,
credit to be arranged
ED SP 602 : The Exceptional Child , 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Survey of exceptio nality including stu -

dents who are gifted ; nature, cause and
treatm ent of diffic ulties; and educational
probl ems. Prerequisite: Minimum gradepoint ratio of 2.0 .
ED SP 614 (PRTM 614): Recreation and
Leisure for Special Populations,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Practi cal experience in designing recreation an d leisure activities fo r special
populations (e.g., handicapped , elderly).
ED SP 636 : Selected Topics in Special
Education, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Current issues and topics not covered in
other special education courses. May be
repeated for a maximum of 6 credits if
different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Junior standing in education.
ED SP 669: Characteristics of Children
with Emotional Disorders, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Meaning and concepts associated with
students with emotional disorders ~ analysis of the cause and characteristics of
these students with emotional disorders.
Prerequisites : EDF 302 or PSYCH 201,
ED SP 402 and a minimum grade-point
ratio of 2.0. or consent of instructor
ED SP 670: Charact eristics of
Individuals w ith Learning
Disabilities, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Definitions , evaluation procedures , cog nitive, social , academic and functional
skills of individuals with learning disabilities
across the lifespan . Prerequisit es : ED
F 302 , ED SP 402, PSYCH 201 , admission to the professional program or con sent of instructor.
ED SP 672 : Characteristics of
Individuals with Mentall Retardation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Characteristics of mental retardat ion
across the lifespan : learning , behavioral
and developmental aspects. Prerequisite: Admission to the professional program or consent of instructor for gradu ate cred it.
ED SP 673 : Educational Procedures for
Individuals w ith Mental Retardation ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Identification , selection and preparation
of functional curriculum materials and
pedagogy for teaching students with
mental retardation : multidisciplinary, stu dent-centered approach to program planning Prerequisite : Admission to the
professional program or consent of instructor for graduate credit.
ED SP 674: Educational Procedures for
Children with Emotional Disorders,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Procedures for teaching stu dents with
emotional d isorders; curriculum and 1nstruct1onal modifications, program planning , facility adaptation, behavior co ntrols, co mmunicating with mental health
specialists, and devel oping readiness for
return to regu lar class. Prerequisite :
Adm ission to the professional prog ram
or consent of instructor for graduate credit.

ED SP 675: Educational Procedures for
Individuals with Learning
Disabilities, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Educational evalu ation and instructional
procedures to improve outcom es for individuals with learning disabilities. Prerequisites: ED F 302, ED SP 402 and
PSYCH 20 1; or co nsent of instructor.
ED SP 676: Practicum in Learning
Disabilities, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Practical experience in teaching individuals
with learning disabilities under the superv1s1on of co llege faculty and local
teachers. Prerequisite: ED SP 402 , 470,
4 75, admission to the professional pro gram; or consent of instructor.
ED SP 677: Characteristics of Children
Who Are Gifted, 3 er. (3 and O)
Def1nit1ons, incidences, characteristics ,
identification procedures and curriculum
options for the gifted . Prerequisites: ED
SP 402 and minimum grade-point ratio
of 2.0
ED SP 678: Practicum in Emotional
Disorders, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Practical experience 1n teaching students
with emotional disorders under the superv1s1on of college faculty an d local
teachers. Prerequisites: ED SP 402, 469,
4 7 4. admission to the professional program ; or consent of instructor.
ED SP 679: Practicum in Mental
Retar dation , 3 er. (2 and 3)
Experience in teaching 1ndiv1duals with
mental retardation under the supervision
of college faculty and local teachers.
Prerequ is ites: ED SP 402, 472, 473,
admission to the professional program ;
or consent of instructor
ED SP 820 : Teaching Language Arts to
the Ex ceptional Ch ild, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Various approaches to teaching listening. writing , reading and speaking skills
to the exceptional child.
ED SP 821 : Assessment of the
Exceptional Child, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Interpreting psychological reports, writing educational prescr1pt1ons. ad ministering selected tests and des1gn1ng informal tests. Prerequisites: ED 4 71 /67 1
and sequence of ED 472/672 or ED 469/
669 and 474/674 and 476/676 ; or ED
470/670 and 475/675.
ED SP 822 : Teaching Mathematics to
Individuals with Disabilities, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Procedures for teaching mathematics to
1ndiv1duals with disabilities using direct
instruction as an approach to assessment. instructional planning and evaluation; research in mathematics instruction for ind1v1duals with disabilities and
mathematics program .
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ED SP 823: Teaching in the Least
Restrictive Environment, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Strategies for accommodating students
with learning and behavior problems in
the least restrictive environment; natural
support, curriculum, instructional and
classroom modification in general education environments ; role of collaboration and consultation among administrators, parents, general and special edu cators. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ED SP 824: Methods in Secondary
Special Education, 3 er. (3 and O)
Literature, methods and materials for
teaching adolescents with disabilities from
middle to high school ; teaching practices
for transition , learning strategies, con tent area instruction , assessment and
instruction of functional skills , curricu lum-based assessment, and community
and employment education . Prerequisite: ED 471 /671 or permission of in. structor.
ED SP 825: CareerNocational
Education for Individuals with
Disabilities, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Career and vocational options for individuals with disabilities ; assessment of
post-school goals, future services needs
and transition strategies ; role of the secondary special educator in facil itating
trans ition plans, career/vocational edu cation , working with parents and adult
services providers. Prerequisite: ED 471 I
671 or permission of instructor.
ED SP 853: Administration and
Supervision of Special Education,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Administrative and supervisory practices
in initiating , maintaining and expanding
special education programs; especially
for principals , supervisors and directors
of instruction . Prerequisite: ED 4 71 /671
or permission of instructor.
ED SP 854: Applied Behavior Analysis,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles underlying behavioral development; application of principles of behavior analysis to solving academic and
social problems of youth with disabil ities
in classroom settings. Prerequisites:
Graduate standing and ED 671 or equivalent.
ED SP 881: Individual Testing, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Interpretation of Wechsler scales with
supervised practice in their administration. Prerequisites: ED 701 , 702, 809 ,
ED F 808 and perm ission of instructor.
ED SP 884: School Psychology, 3 c.r .
(3 and 0)
Roles and function of the school psychologist; legal/ethical issues ; planning
and evaluating school psychology service delivery systems; specialized practice procedures to evaluate learning and
behavior problems. Prerequisites: ED
701 or 702, and ED 809 or ED F 808,
and permission of instructor.
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ED SP 894 (ED F 894) (ED 894):
Directed Research, 1-4 er.
(1-4 and 0)
Research in a line of inquiry in education
under the direction of faculty; a specific
educational question is investigated and
reported using appropriate methodology.
Graded on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisite: ED F 778, 808 or permission of
instructor.
ED SP 930: Advanced Studies in
Special Education, 3 er. (3 and O)
Historical, psychological and sociological foundations of special education
emphasizing current state and federal
legislation; case law and policy that impact special education . Prerequisites:
Graduate standing , ED L 725 and ED
853 or permission of instructor.
ED SP 931: Advanced Research in
Learning Disabilities, 3 er. (3 and O)
History, theory, research and practice
pertaining to selected issues in methods
and curriculum within the field of learning disabilities . Emphasis is on researchbased interventions in the preparation ,
selection , and adaptation of instruction
for students with learning disabilities.
Prerequisites: Graduate standing, ED
F 778 and ED 821 or permission of instructor.
ED SP 932: Advanced Research in
Emotional/Behavioral Disorders,
3 er. (3 and 0)
History, theory, research and practice
pertaining to selected issues in the fields
of emotional/behavioral disorders . Emphasis is on the influence of various theoretical approaches in the field and research-based interventions and curricu lum development. Prerequisites: Graduate standing and ED 821 .
ED SP 933: Advanced Research in
Mental Retardation, 3 er. (3 and O)
History, theory, research and practice
pertaining to selected issues in the field
of mental retardation . Emphasis is on
h1stor1cal treatment , theoretical ap proaches , research -based interventions,
and community-based and lifespan curriculum development for individuals with
mental retardation . Prerequisites: Graduate standing and ED 821.
ED SP 934: Program Models,
Evaluation and Current Trends in
Special Education, 3 er. (3 and O)
Program models, program evaluation ,
current trends and issues in program ming that impact the growth of special
education . Prerequisites: Graduate
standing and ED 930.
ED SP 980 (ED F 980) (ED 980):
Internship in Curriculum and
Instruction, 1-6 er. (0 and 3-18)
Practical experiences linking the student's
program of study to his or her field of
professional service. Graded on a pass/
fail basis. Prerequisite: Permission of
major advisor.

ED SP 991 (ED F 991) (ED 991 ):
Doctoral Dissertation Research,
credit to be arranged

Parks, Recreation and Tourism
Management
Ann E. James, Chair, Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management

Major
Parks, Recreation and
Tourism Management

Degrees
M.P.R.T.M.,
M.S., Ph.D.

The department offers a professional
master's degree (M.P.R.T .M.), a Master of
Science degree (M.S.) and a Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D .). Flexibility permits individual development in professional interest
areas such as therapeutic recreation, travel
and tourism management, recreation resource
management and interpretation, and administration of recreation , park or tourism systems.
Each student's program is tailored to suit his
or her personal and professional goals. Applicants from nonrecreation disciplines are required to develop background knowledge of
recreation through undergraduate course work.
All applicants must submit GRE scores.
The Master of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management should be selected by individuals who intend to enter or reenter the
workplace upon the completion of degree requirements. Applicants for the M.P.R.T.M.
degree who document at least three years of
relevant professional experience beyond a
bachelor's degree in recreation and a 3.0
undergraduate GPR are not required to submit GRE scores for admission. Each candidate completes an independent project to meet
degree requirements. A minimum of 36 hours
of course work is required.
The Master of Science is a research degree with a research thesis requirement. This
degree is designed for individuals planning to
undertake doctoral study or seek employment
in a research-related position. Candidates must
complete a minimum of 30 hours of course
work and six hours of research culminating in
a thesis.
The Doctor of Philosophy is an advanced
research degree requiring performance of original research leading to a dissertation. Comprehensive and final examinations and 18
hours of dissertation research are required.
Course work is determined by each student's
doctoral committee.

PRTM 600: Supervision of Recreation
Personnel Patterns and Processes,
3 er. (3 and O)
Supervisory process in relation to individuals, programs and groups in recreation agencies .
PRTM 611: Therapeutic Recreation for
Selected Populations, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Therapeutic recreation services for the
developmentally disabled person and for
youth and adult corrections populations.
Emphasis is on planning and implementation of therapeutic recreation services
to the needs of clients and the goals of
agencies and institutions .

.

PRTM 612: Therapeutic Recreation and
Mental Health, 3 er. (3 and O)
Therapeutic recreation services in mental health clinics, institutions and outdoor settings; disorders and current modes
of treatment as they relate to therapeutic
recreation. Prerequisite: PRTM 311 or
consent of instructor.
PRTM 613: Therapeutic Recreation for
Physically Disabled, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Potential psychological, physical and
sociological implications of disability to
the individual and to the planning and
directing of therapeutic recreation services. Prerequisite: PRTM 311 or con sent of instructor.
PRTM 614 (ED SP 614): Recreation and
Leisure for Special Populations,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical experience in designing recreation and leisure activities for special
populations (e.g., handicapped, elderly).
PRTM 615 (ED F 615): Methods in
Reducing Risks for Middle School,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Development of knowledge base for professionals who work with at-risk children.
Students will work in a field setting to
apply knowledge, develop and practice
skills. and cooperate with professionals
from various disciplines.
PRTM 621: Recreation Financial
Resource Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Recreation financial resources management; revenue sources and their allocation. Prerequisites: PRTM 321 and senior standing in parks, recreation and
tourism management.
PRTM 630 (GEOG 630): World
Geography of Recreation and Parks,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Major international patterns in the provision and use of urban and rural parks
and recreation .
PRTM 631: Methods of Environmental
Interpretation, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Practice and instruction in the use of
equipment and methods available to the
interpreter in public contact work; coaching
in presentation and evaluation of live
programs and in design . execution and
evaluation of mediated programs. Programs w ill be delivered to public audiences 1n the Clemson area. Prerequisite: PRTM 330. senior standing in parks.
recreation and tourism management ; or
consent of instructor.
PRTM 641: Commercial Recreation ,
3 er. (3 and O)
Components of offering leisure services
and products to the public by individuals, partnerships and corporations for the
purpose of making a profit.
PRTM 643: Resorts in National and
International Tourism, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Case-study of a variety of resort types
with respect to their development, orga-
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nization, visitor characteristics and environmental consequences.
PRTM 644: Tour Planning and
Operations, 3 er. (3 and O)
The psychology of touring with emphasis on packaged and group tours; how
tours of different types and scale are
planned, organized, marketed and operated. Prerequisite: PRTM 342 or consent of instructor
PRTM 645: Conference/Convention
Planning and Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problems of and solutions to conference
and convention planning and management from both the sponsoring organization and facility manager's perspectives.
PRTM 646: Community Tourism
Development, 3 er. (3 and O)
Community-based perspective of the
organizational, planning , development
and operational needs for a successful
tourism economy at the local level. Prerequisite: PRTM 342 or consent of instructor.
PRTM 647: Perspectives on
International Travel, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Using the United States as a destination, international travel patterns and
major attractions are presented. Factors that restrain foreign travel to the
United States are analyzed.
PRTM 652: Campus Recreation , 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Basic components required for administration of successful college union and
intramural-recreation sport programs.
PRTM 672: Historic Site Interpretation,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Development and implementation of the
specialized interpretive programs required at historic sites; overview of the
historic movement in the United States
and its presentation to the American
people. Prerequisite: PRTM 330.
PRTM 673: Introduction to Museology,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Museum concept with insight into current museum practices; principles and
methods of museum practice including
co nse rva tion /res to ration techniques.
Prerequisite: PRTM 330 .
PRTM 701: Foundations of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism
Management, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Basic concepts and principles in the parks,
recreation and tourism management field.
Does not count toward degree requirements for PRTM students Prerequisite:
Graduate standing
PRTM 705: Internship, 1-3 er.
(0 and 9+)
Field placement in an approved agency
under qualified supervision . Graded on
a pass/fail basis . Prerequisite: PRTM
student or permission of instructor.

PRTM 706: Computer-Assisted
Administration in Leisure Services,
3 er. (2 and 3)
Decision-making and administrative techniques featuring the use of the microcomputer and related software to resolve
administrative problems in the field of
leisure services.
PRTM 708: Independent Study, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Topics in recreation, leisure and tourism; students study an area not covered
in other courses; a written report of findings is required . May be repeated for a
maximum of three credits . Prerequisite:
Permission of the supervising faculty
before registration .
PRTM 709: Special Problems, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and O)
Directed , 1ndiv1dual comprehensive invest1gat1on of a special problem to use
knowledge gained in formal courses,
provide experience and training 1n research, and prepare for professional goals;
report of findings required May be repeated with a maximum of three credit
hours applied toward graduation requirements. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
PRTM 710: Current Issues in
Recreation, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Seminar in current topics emphasizing
student preparation , organ1zat1on and
communication of material and ideas not
covered in formal courses. May be repeated for a maximum of three semester
hours of credit.
PRTM 801: Philosophical Foundations
of Recreation and Park
Administration , 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current theories and philosoph ies 1n recreation as they are influenced by and
have influence on leisure and the changing environment in America. Student
develops his or her own professional
philosophy of recreation and leisure.
PRTM 802: Group Processes in Leisure
Services, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Improvement in human relations skills ;
knowledge of interpersonal needs and
problems of individuals and groups. Students gain understanding of how others
affect them and how they affect others
and become more eff ect1ve professional
recreators, park administrators, supervisors, interpreters and educators.
PRTM 803: Seminar in Recreation and
Park Administration, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Case problems relating to administration
of a park, recreation or tourism agency.
PRTM 804: Comprehensive Recreation
Planning, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Comprehensive recreation planning theories and practices at federal , state and
local levels. Selected case study projects
are undertaken in cooperation with other
university departments and government
•
agencies.
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PRTM 807: Recreation Behavior in
Natural Environments, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
The social, psychological and environmental influences on human behavior;
identification of theoretical perspectives
to explain behavior and to resolve problems in recreation resource management.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing .

PRTM 891: Master's Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged

PRTM 808: Behavioral Aspects of
Parks, Recreation and Tourism
Management, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Behavioral aspects of recreation, focusing on the social and psychological dimensions of the recreation experience
1n a variety of environments and activi ties. Prerequisite: Graduate standing.

PRTM 908: Advanced Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Topics not covered in other PRTM courses
and not directly related to a thesis or
dissertation topic; a formal paper is required . May be taken for a maximum of
three credits per semester. May be repeated for a maximum of six credits .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

PRTM 812: Leisure Services for the
Elderly, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The elderly and the role of leisure services in later life; needs of communitybased and institutionalized elderly; service delivery systems to meet these needs.
PRTM 815: Therapeutic Recreation and
Activity Therapy Administration,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Service delivery structures ; 1nterd1sc1pl1nary relationships , consultation methods ;
in-service training ; funding sources ; service evaluation in therapeutic recreation
and activity therapy programs .
PRTM 816 (FOR 816): Remote Sensing
and GIS in Natural Resources, 3 er.
(2 and 3) S (odd numbered years)
Practical appl ication of computer mapping, spatial analysis and natural resource
inventory using remote sensing and
geographical information systems. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
PRTM 820: Recreation Resource Policy
Issues and Processes, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Outdoor recreation policy-formation structures and processes are surveyed through
case studies involving past and current
public policy issues.
PRTM 840: Tourism Planning, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Tourism planning procedures and techniques; planning process and associated
concerns such as market, facility, infrastructure , environment , culture and econom ics. Prerequisite: Graduate stand •
1ng.
PRTM 843: Tourism Analysis, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Selected theories , methods, techniques ,
practices and principles that govern tourism behavior. Prerequisite: Graduate
standing or one graduate level statistics
course or permission of instructor.
PRTM 844 (C R P 844): Outdoor
Recreation Resource Management
and Planning, 3 er. (3 and O)
Issues related to the planning and development of natural areas for recreational
purposes; policy-making process at the
federal , state, regional and local levels.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
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PRTM 900: Selected Topics, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
In-depth, timely study of trends or problems in parks, recreation and tourism not
covered in other courses. May be repeated for a maximum of six credits.

PRTM 910: Research Seminar, 1 er.
(1 and O)
Current research developments in PRTM
and presentation of research projects .
May be taken for credit for two semesters . Graded on a pass/fail basis.
PRTM 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

Public Health
Ray L. Goldsteen, Chair, Department of Public
Health
Major

Degree

Health Administration

M.H.A.

Clemson University and the Medical University of South Carolina Jointly offer the Master of Health Adm1n1strat1on (MHA) degree.
The program 1s designed for individuals who
wish to prepare for adm1n1strat1ve roles and
respons1bilit1es 1n a variety of health care
settings. Graduates of the program will : (a)
have a comprehensive understanding of the
health care system 1nclud1ng socio-behavioral
components of health and their impact on
health care delivery; (b) be able to apply
managerial concepts and skills in areas of
human resources , strategic planning , decision -making, finance and information systems;
and (c) be able to implement an integrated
approach to the management of health care
facilities The MHA program consists of 50
semester hours of course work. All classes
are taught at the University Center of Greenville
by faculty from Clemson University or the
Medical University of South Carolina. The
program faculty are a major resource for the
citizens of the state, region , national and international health care communities.

These are the core courses 1n the program

MHA 717: Health Care Management,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Structure and function of the well-managed and appropriately led acute care
hospital ; other health service organizations and general management and operations theory.

MHA 721: Health Care Delivery
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Development of the health services delivery system in the United States.
MHA 722: Health Behavior and
Epidemiology, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Health behavior of a population and individuals; concept of the health status of
a population, methods of measurement
and sources of data.
MHA 729: Health Care Finance, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Selected financial management topics
including working capital management,
capital budgeting, debt and equity instruments, and financial statement analy.
SIS .

MHA 734: Health Care Economics and
Policy, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Economic and policy concepts and analyses as applied to health care.
MHA 735: Health Law and Risk
Management, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Legal concepts and issues related to health
care management.
MHA 752: Health Administration Field
Project, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Application of principles, theories and
concepts to a well-defined problem or
issue currently confronting the health
service administrator.
MHA 853: Seminar in Health
Administration and Leadership,
2 er. (2 and 0)
Integration of knowledge and skills acquired across all courses in the context
of strategic management.
M B A 803: Statistical Analysis of
Business Operations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
The role of statistical inference in the
decision making of business managers;
techniques and proper applications of
modern statistical methods in business ;
univariate and multivariate analysis includ ing analysis of variance, regression
and covariance; sample theory and design, basic experimental designs and time
series analysis . Prerequisite: Basic statistics .
M B A 804: Managerial Accounting and
Information Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Preparation, analysis, interpretation and
use of accounting information in the
guidance and control of a business enterprise. Case material and problems are
used . Prerequisites: Principles of accounting and a demonstrated proficiency
in basic finance .
M B A 806: Operations Management, ·
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analytical methods as applied to business and industrial problems; basic
mathematical and statistical models useful
to management decision making in the
functions of production, marketing, finance
and general management. Emphasis is
on the development and application of
deterministic and probabilistic models to
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problems in forecasting, production scheduling, inventory, maintenance, queuing ,
plant location, product lines, line balancing, critical path methods and simulation. Prerequisites: M B A 803 and a
demonstrated proficiency in basic management.

M B A 808: Managerial Problems in
Marketing, 3 er. (3 and O)
Major decisions facing marketing executives and top management in their attempt to harmonize the objectives and
resources of the organization with the
opportunities found in the marketplace;
recent theoretical developments in marketing and related disciplines and their
application in management; readings,
case analysis and d1scuss1ons are used.
Prerequisite: Principles of marketing .

M B A 810: Managerial Policy, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Decisions involved 1n the establishment
of managerial policy. Problems, resources
and alternative courses of action are
analyzed and discussed relative to the
selection of company objectives and the
most feasible means for achieving company goals Integrates material and treats
the coordination of the affairs of the firm
as a whole. Case studies are emphasized. This course should be completed
as the final course 1n the program.

MGT 809 (M B A 809): Organization
Theory and Behavior, 3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced consideration of theories and
models as they apply to managing individual and work-group behavior in organ1zat1ons. Topics include leadership,
dec1s1on making, motivation. power, conflict, communication, job design and group
processes. Prerequisite: Graduate stand.
1ng.

MGT 815: Personnel Management, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Personnel management activities including recruitment. selection , training and
development. performance appraisal,
discipline, grievance handling , wage and
salary administration, and employee
benefit programs Prerequisite: Graduate standing.

These courses offered by MUSC and by
Clemson University are elective courses.
MHA 717: Selected Topics in Health
Administration, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Current issues and topics in health administration . May be repeated for a total
of six credit hours 1f topics vary . Graded
on a pass/fail basis.

MHA 724: Health Care Ethics, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Examination and analysis of the professional standards, laws, political and economic forces that establish a context for
health care ethics.

MHA 732: Outcomes Assessment and
Evaluation in Health Services, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
General application of evaluative research
in a variety of health care settings, administrative purposes of evaluation of
organizational components and/or programs, and the design and implementation of evaluative efforts.

MHA 741: Seminar in Community and
Rural Health, 3 er. (3 and O)
Community health planning concepts and
methods and the unique aspects of rural
health among the population res1d1ng
there.

MHA 743: Managing with Health
Professionals, 3 er. (3 and O)
Learning about clinical professionals and
exploring ways to fac1l1tate effective and
efficient team relationships 1n the management and delivery of health services

ACCT 830: Governmental and Not-forProfit Accounting, 3 er. (3 and O)
Fund accounting and financial reporting
for governments and other not-for-profit
organizations; managerial control issues
in the not-for-profit environments. Prerequisites: ACCT 202 or 203 and permission of instructor.

HLTH 620: Health Promotion and
Wellness Internship, 1-6 er.
(0 and 3-18)
Under competent supervision in an approved agency, the student will have
opportunity for on-the-job experiences.
The student will select an agency and
develop personal goals and objectives
appropriate to the setting, population and
health issues. May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits. To be taken pass/
fail only. Prerequisites: Minimum gradepoint ratio of 2.5 and consent of instructor.

H R D 830 : Concepts of Human
Resource Development, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and practice of contemporary
applications of human resource development (HAD) programs ; training and
development functions ; strategies for
designing and developing programs; and
application of methods , techniques and
resources in the context of changing
needs, technologies . demographics and
economic circumstances that create the
need for different skills and knowledge
in the work force. Prerequisite: Perm1ss1on of instructor

MGT 818: Management Support
Systems, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Computer-based management support
systems.

M B A 802: Managerial Economics,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Functioning of the market economy with
emphasis on the role of prices 1n determining the allocation of resources, the
functioning of the firm in the economy
and forces governing the production of
economic goods. Emphasis is on using

economic analysis in managerial decision making. Prerequisites: Economic
principles and basic statistics.

M B A 813: Industrial Relations, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
Relationship between management and
employees, as institutions and as individuals; the role of management and
unions in society; issues in labor-management relations. Topics include the
issues and processes of collective bargaining, contract negotiation and administration, and dispute resolution; government regulation of labor relations is also
examined.

M B A 828: Services Marketing, 3 er.
(3 and 0) N
The nature of services marketing and the
special requ1s1tes that distinguish successful services marketing from goods
marketing. Topics include promoting and
making the service tangible, designing
optimal service operations, the ideal
service worker, pr1c1ng of services and
critical points of services delivery. Prerequisite: M 8 A 808 or 858 or perm1ss1on of 1nstructor.

Technology and Human
Resource Development
Gerald G. Lovedahl, Chair, Department of Technology and Human Resource Development

Majors

Degrees

Human Resource
Development

M.H.R.D.

Industrial Education

M.ln.Ed.

Vocat1onalfT echnical
Education

Ed.D .

The human resource field 1s a specialized
blend of education. counseling, psychology,
management and sociology. The human resource development (HAD) program is designed to prepare industrial tra1n1ng directors,
educational specialists. training coordinators
and personnel for HAD occupations 1n industry.
HAD specialists commonly provide tra1n1ng related to the areas of technical and interpersonal skills. management and motivation.
The HAD program 1s designed to involve and
enhance a variety of professional management act1v1t1es. The program serves professionals working 1n the areas of manufacturing,
construction, health occupations, secretarial
sciences. graphic communications, transportation, loss control, quality assurance and
personnel management.
Graduates of the program are capable of
ut1liz1ng contemporary instructional technologies and methodologies. Program participants
gain valuable skills and knowledge related to
the vaned roles of the training specialist.
Applicants to the HAD program are reviewed on undergraduate course work, academic performance and employment experience. The HAD program requires 36 hours
including 15 hours in core human resource
development courses , six hours in research
methods and 15 hours in course work appropriate to individual career objectives.
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THRO 61 o (G C 610): Selected Topics,
1-3 er. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to
program needs. Content will be planned
cooperatively by the University and the
school system or agency requesting the
course. May be repeated for a maximum
of 18 credits, but only if different topics
are covered. Prerequisite: Consent of
instructor.
THRO 613: Contemporary
Technological Problems, 3 er. (3
and 0)
Problems and contributions of technology with examples taken from historical
accounts and from analyses of contemporary technological intervention both in
industrialized and nonindustrialized countries.
THRO 615: History and Philosophy of
Industrial and Vocational
Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Study of industrial and vocational edu cation programs with the intent of developing a sound individual philosophy. Topics include history ; local , state and fed eral legislation ; types of vocational-tech nical programs; professional organizations ; manpower utilization , vocational
guidance and training; industry, labor and
school relationships.
THRO 620: Manufacturing Technology
II: Materials and Processes, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Continuation of THRO 220 with emphasis on rr.aterials and processes of manufacturing ; specific materials; separating ,
forming and combining practices and
equipment; competitive aspects of manufacturing. Prerequisite: THRO 220 or
consent of instructor.
THRO 630: Construction Technology II:
Practices and Systems, 3 er.
(2 and 3)
Industrial practices and systems affecting man, materials and equipment associated with construction industries. Activities are directed toward developing a
working knowledge of construction technology and a framework for incorporating this instruction into programs in the
public and private sectors. Prerequisite:
THRO 230.
THRO 640: Power Technology II:
Transmission and Control Systems,
3 er. (2 and 2)
Continuation of THRO 240; transmitting
and controlling power for utilization in
such areas as manufacturing, communications, construction and transportation ;
concepts of automation and robotics.
Prerequisite: THRO 240.
THRO 641: Internal Combustion
Engines, 3 er. (2 and 3)
Internal combustion engine: theory of
operation , applications, methods of analyzing performance and troubleshooting
malfunctions. Intended as an elective for
industrial technology education and vocational-technical education option ma-
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jors. Prerequisite: THRO 240 or consent of instructor.

THRO 650: Electronics for Educators,
3 er. (1 and 6)
Principles of electronics as applied in
communications and automatic controls
involving transistors, integrated circuits,
and other electronic devices and materials for the preparation of teachers of
industrial arts and vocational-technical
electricity and electronics. Prerequisite:
THRO 250 or equivalent.
THRO 660: Developing Training
Programs for Industry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Identification, selection and organization
of subject matter appropriate for industrial training programs ; analysis tech niques, session and demonstration planning , written instructional materials development, trainee evaluation and planning instructional schedules. Prerequisite: Senior standing in human resource
development option or consent of instructor.
THRO 665: Conducting and Evaluating
Training Programs for Industry,
3 er. (3 and O)
Basic concepts of supervision , adminis tration and management of training programs ; determining training requirements ;
planning , directing and evaluating train ing programs . Prerequisite: THRO 160,
460 or consent of instructor.
THRO 668: Public Relations, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Techniques and methods of effective
public and industrial relations that con tribute to understanding and cooperation of labor, business , profess ional ,
educational and industrial groups .
THRO 670: Course Organization and
Evaluation, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Problems, techniques and procedures
in the preparation , selection and organi zation of subject matter for instructional
purposes ; methods , techniques and
preparation of materials used 1n the
evaluation of student achievement 1n
industrial education subjects.
THRO 671: Teaching Industrial
Subjects, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Effective methods and techniques of
teaching industrial subjects ; class organization , preparation of lesson outlines
and audio-visual aids. Prerequisite: ED
F 335.
THRO 673: Competency Testing in
Vocational Subjects, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Competency testing in vocational edu cation , which includes educational objectives and measurement; construction
and use of oral, objective, short answer,
matching, essay and performance tests ;
treatment of test data for grade assignments and statistical analysis.

THRO 674: School Safety, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Principles of school safety emphasizing
safety analyses, accident prevention,
remediation of unsafe conditions, development and use of instructional materials, and school liability.
THRO 680 (ED F 680) (AG ED 680):
Educational Applications of
Microcomputers, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Fundamentals of computer applications
for teachers; competencies in general
computer applications such as word processing and database management;
educational uses of the Internet and
computer-assisted instruction; emphasis
on legal and ethical issues and the impact of computer technology upon society. Prerequisites: Admission to a teacher
education program; graduate standing.
THRO 682 (ED F 682) (AG ED 682):
Advanced Educational Applications
of Microcomputers, 3 er. (2 and 2)
Knowledge and skills needed to apply
microcomputer technology to the utilization and generation of educational software in accordance with sound educational principles.
THRO 683: Architectural Drafting for
Industrial Education, 3 er. (1 and 6)
Major aspects of architectural drawing
such as plot, floor and foundation plans ;
wall sections ; elevations. Prerequisite:
THRO 180.
THRO 684: Communications
Technology II: Systems, 3 er.
(2 and 2)
Continuation of THRO 280 ; theory and
operation of communications systems:
telegraph , telephone , radio, television,
satellites, sound/video recorders, lasers,
and computers ; strategies for interpreting this area of technology to industry
personnel and public school students.
Prerequisite: THRO 280 .
THRO 686: Instructional Video
Production, 3 er. (1 and 4)
Basic instructional media development
techniques. Students will develop material using authoring software such as
HyperCard , transparencies using Persuasion and/ or Powerpoint, and fully
storyboarded, scripted, and edited digital as well as analog video .
THRO 692: Advanced Projects, 1-6 er.
(0 and 0)
Student gains depth in content by completing a project under the supervision of
an instructor in one of the following subject areas: arts and crafts, drawing and
design, electricity and electronics, graphic
arts, metalworking , occupational education , power, and woodworking . Written
project approval required before registering. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

INDU S TRIAL ED UCA TI ON

H R D 830: Concepts of Human
Resource Development, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and practice of contemporary
applications of human resource development (HAD) programs ; training and
development functions ; strategies for
designing and developing programs ; and
application of methods , techniques and
resources in the context of changing
needs, technolog ies, demograph ics and
econom ic circumstances that create the
need for different skills and knowledge
in the work force. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
H R D 845 (IN ED 845): Needs
Assessment for Education and
Industry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and practice of needs assessment activities in human resource development (H RD) programs; importance
of the process to the identification of
content/curricula topics and the overall
training environment; specific methodologies used in the needs assessment
process ; supportive components of various program planning systems. Prerequisite: H R D 830 or permission of instructor.
H R D 846 (IN ED 846): Applied Public
Relations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical and theoretical approaches to
problem identification and the development of respective solutions in the public relation s process ; action and message generation , media development and
evaluation of public relations techniques
in existing organizations. Prerequisites:
Employm ent or ready access to an
employer and place of employment;
THAD 468/668 IS desirable.
H R D 847 (IN ED 847): Instructional
Systems Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and practice of instructional systems development activities in human
resource development (HAD ) programs :
identif1cat1on, selection and organization
of subject matter appropriate for com petency-based training (C ST) programs ;
occupational analysis techniques; ratio nale statements , goals and objectives :
related instructional materials ; participant evaluation ; and instructional scheduling. Prerequisites: H R D 830 and 845
or permission of instructor.
H R D 849: Evaluation of Training and
DevelopmentJH R D Programs, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and practice of evaluation pro cesses related to training and development in human resource development
(HAD) programs; developing a resultsoriented approach based on specific
criteria or standards; designing instruments ; determining program costs; and
collecting, analyzing and interpreting data
to ascertain return on investment. Prerequisites: H R D 830, 845, 847, 860
and IN ED 889 or permission of instructor.

H R D 860 (IN ED 860): Instructional
Materials Development, 3 er.
(3 and O)
Development and application of instructional materials and laboratory activities
for training programs in education and
industry; re inforcement of instructional
train ing concepts and materials development procedures that are applied across
human resource development (HAD)
programs. Prerequisites: HR D 830 and
845.
H R D 870 (IN ED 870): Consulting for
Education and Industry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and practice of external and internal consulting practices in human resource development (HAD) programs ;
dynamics of a professional helping relationship; methods and techniques for
initiating and terminating consulting relationships; diagnosing client situations,
identification, selection and implementation of alternative problem solutions,
evaluation of professional consulting relationships. Prerequisite: H R D 830 or
permission of instructor.

H R D 897 : Applied Research and
Development, 3 er. (3 and O)
Study of a particular topic under the d irectio1
n of a faculty member. Students
identify a special problem related to the
human resource development (HRD)
profession based on their personal interests, experiences, needs and goals . Prerequisites : Submission of a written proposal , prior approval of advisor and satisfactory completion of 12 hours of graduate HAD courses and IN ED 889.

Industrial Education
Gerald G. Lovedahl, Chair, Department of Technology and Human Resource Development
Major

Degree

Industrial Education

M In Ed.

The Master of Industrial Education degree
allows for specialization in four areas: industrial technology education, vocational/technical education, administration and supervision
for the two-year college, and graphic communications.
Sufficient flexibility is permitted to structure
each student's plan of study to meet the objectives for any of the areas of specialization
listed above. The industrial technology area is
designed to enhance competencies in teaching industrial technology and prevocational
and career education . Those who want to
improve their competency in teaching and
administering vocational or technical subjects
1n secondary or postsecondary 1nst1tut1ons
specialize in the vocational/technical area
The program in administration and supervision for the two-year college 1s designed specifically for persons preparing for administrative or supervisory pos1t1ons in the technical
colleges. Graphic communications specialists
pursue technical and professional study to
enter careers in printing management, sales
and technical teaching 1n postsecondary
graphic communications programs.

In addition to the general requirements for
admission to the Graduate School, departmental requirements for admission to each of
the areas of specialization are as follows:

1. Industrial technology education applicants
must hold or meet the minimum requirements for an industrial arts or technology
teacher's certificate.
2. Vocational/technical education applicants
must hold or meet the minimum requirements for a trade and industrial teacher's
certificate, or show vocational or technical
competence through training, work experience or proficiency test results.
3 The program in administration and supervision for the two-year college requires the
applicant to show evidence of competency
1n a teach ing area or to have a minimum of
24 semester hours of courses appropriate
to the vocational or technical program to
be administered or supervised.
4 Graphic communications specialists must
have a technical background in one or
more phases of graphic communications
or complete a specified sequence of prerequ1s1te courses
Candidates for the Master of Industrial
Education degree are required to complete
the following

1. 18 hours in subjects that contribute to the
student's technical , adm1n1strat1ve and/or
supervisory competence;
2. six hours in research and special problems; and
3. six to 12 hours taken outside the major
department.
IN ED 700 (ED 700): Supervising the
Student Teacher in the Public
School , 2-3 er. (2-3 and 0)
Knowledge and skills desirable for supervisors of student teachers; use of
observation instruments for recording
objective data and evaluating teaching
performance Graded on a pass/fall basis. Prerequisites: A professional teaching cert1f1cate. at least one year of teaching experience , a recommendation from
the employing school district or consent
of the instructor
IN ED 815: Seminar in Industrial
Education, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Students and faculty discuss and study
new technological and professional advances. May be taken up to three times.
Graded on a pass/fall basis .
IN ED 820: Recent Process
Developments, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Recent technological 1nnovat1ons, 1nvent1ons, processes and products , and their
impact on our industrial, labor, educational and social 1nstitut1ons.
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IN ED 845 (H R D 845): Needs
Assessment for Education and
Industry, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and practice of needs assessment activities in human resource development (HAD) programs; importance of
the process to the identification of content/curricula topics and the overall training
environment; specific methodologies used
in the needs assessment process; supportive components of various program
planning systems. Prerequisite: H R D
830 or permission of instructor.
IN ED 846 (H R D 846): Applied Public
Relations, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Practical and theoretical approaches to
problem 1dent1fication and the development of respective solutions 1n the public relations process; action and message generation, media development and
evaluation of pubhc relations techniques
1n existing organizations. Prerequisites:
Employment or ready access to an em ployer and place of employment ; THRO
468 668 1s desirable.
IN ED 847 (H R D 847): Instructional
Systems Design, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Theory and practice of 1nstruct1onal systems development act1v1t1es 1n human
resource development (HAD) programs .
1dent1f1cat1on selection and organization
of subject matter appropriate for competency-based tra1n1ng (CBT} programs
occupational analysis techniques rationale statements goals and ob1ect1ves,
related 1nstruct1onal materials part1c1pant
evaluation; and 1nstruct1onal scheduhng
Prerequisites: H R D 830 and 845 or
perm1ss1on of instructor.
IN ED 851: Current Topics In
Communication Technology, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Recent technological processes 1n the
commun1cat1on industry such as CAD ,
desktop publishing and 1nteract1ve video,
for teachers and 1ndustr1al personnel
Prerequisite: Graduate status
IN ED 852: Current Topics In
Manufacturing Technology, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Contemporary manufacturing practices
for public school teachers and industry
personnel.
IN ED 853: Current Topics In
Construction Technology, 1-3 er.
(1-3 and 0)
Update for teachers in industrial technology education programs at the secondary level, instructors in construction-related programs at the postsecondary level
and industrial trainers in the private sector; contemporary technological processes
in construction industries.
IN ED 854: Current Topics in Power
Technology, 1-3 er. (1-3 and O)
Contemporary applications of power and
energy for public school teachers and
industry personnel .
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IN ED 860 (H R D 860): Instructional
Materials Development, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Development and application of instructional materials and laboratory activities
for training programs in education and
industry; reinforcement of instructional
training concepts and materials development procedures that are applied across
human resource development (HAD)
programs. Prerequisites: H R D 830 and
845.
IN ED 865: American Industries, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Concepts and pr1nc1ples of American
industry and technology. Industrial plant
v1s1ts supplement study of industrial organization , economics, management,
production and products.
IN ED 870 (H R D 870): Consulting for
Education and Industry, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Theory and practice of external and internal consulting practices 1n human resource development (HAD) programs;
dynamics of a professional helping relat1onsh1p , methods and techniques for
1n1t1at1ng and term1nat1ng consulting relat1onsh1ps d1agnos1ng client s1tuat1ons;
1dent1f1cat1on selection and 1mplementat1on of alternative problem solutions,
evaluation of professional consulting
relat1onsh1ps Prerequisite: H A D 830
or permission of instructor
IN ED 889 (ED 889) (AG ED 889):
Research In Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Problem selection types of educational
research and techniques employed use
of ER IC system and computer program
packages 1nterpretat1on of research f1nd1ngs
IN ED 894: Project Research, 1-6 er.
(1-6 and 0)
Research related to departmental pro1ects.
Open only to students planning to pursue advanced graduate study Joint use
with IN ED 895, 896 not permitted for
degree.
IN ED 895 (G C 895): Special Problems
I, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Special problems 1n 1ndustr1al education.
varying with interests, experiences and
needs of students. Prerequisites: Subm1ss1on of a written proposal, prior approval of advisor and completion of nine
hours 1n the ma1or.
IN ED 896 (G C 896): Special Problems
II, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Continuation of IN ED 895. Prerequisites: Submission of a written proposal,
prior approval of advisor and completion
of IN ED 895.

Vocational/Technical
Education
Gerald G. Lovedahl, Chair, Department of Technology and Human Resource Development
11..or
Degree
Vocatlonal/Technlcal
Education

Ed. D.

The Doctor of Education degree in vocational and technical education prepares graduates for leadership positions in the profession.
Curricula are designed for vocationally and
technically oriented personnel in colleges,
universities, public schools, industry and vocationally related agencies.
Areas of specialization are available in the
following fields :
1. Adm1nistrat1on - technical colleges and
public schools.
2. Curriculum and Instruction - technical
colleges, industry and public schools. Emphasis 1s on curriculum development, materials and instructional technologies, and
human resource development.
3. Guidance - technical colleges, public
schools and vocational agencies.
4 . Teaching - tec-hn1cal colleges and public
schools.

An applicant for the Ed.D. degree must
hold bachelor's and master's degrees from
approved colleges and must have completed
a m1n1mum of three years of successful experience appropriate to his or her proposed field
of professional service. (This requirement may
be waived for adm1ss1on, but the applicant
cannot become a candidate for the degree
until the requirement 1s met.)
The Ed D program consists of graduate
course work 1n vocational and technical foundations, stat1st1cs and research , advanced
study and an 1nternsh1p 1n an appropriate field
of professional service, and a dissertation.

VT ED 810: Foundations of Vocational
and Technical Education, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Evolution of vocational and technical
education during the twentieth century
and current trends : sociological, psychological and philosophical theories underlying current objectives; definition of broad
parameters of the field .

VT ED 812: Vocational and Technical
Program Finance, 3 er. (3 and O)
National, state and local legislation governing financial support of vocational/
technical programs; development of budget, audit, and financial administrative
plans and systems. Prerequisites: VT
ED 81 O and ED L 745 or equivalent.
VT ED 833: Curriculum Construction in
Vocational and Technical Education,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Students develop a specific course in a
selected vocational and technical education area by specifying performance
goals and building around these objectives. Prerequisite: AG ED 640 or THAD
670 or equivalent.

NURSING

VT ED 850: Programs, Concepts and
Issues in Vocational and Technical
Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Current activities and d ebates in vocational and technical education; traditional
and innovative programs, career education , school finance, disadvantaged students, handicapped youth, sex equality
and other specialized programs.

VT ED 861: Administration and
Supervision in Vocational and
Technical Education, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles and practices for administering and supervising vocational and technical schools and classes under federal
vocational acts, state regulations and
local policies. Prerequisite: VT ED 81 0
or permission of instructor.

The objectives of the Master of Science
degree program with a major in nursing are to
provide graduates with the ability to:

1 . integrate advanced knowledge from nurs-

2.

3.

4.
5.

VT ED 876: College Teaching, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Instructional practices; curriculum; techniques of organizing and planning learning
experiences; analysis of teaching strategies and systems.

6.

7.

VT ED 882 : Seminar, 1 er. (1 and 0)
Current issues and problems and proposed research projects.

VT ED 893 : Advanced Research Design
and Analysis, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Emphasis on the dissertation from the
proposal to the fully developed outline
of all chapters . Required of all doctoral
candidates in the vocational/technical
education program. Prerequisite: AG
ED 889 or equivalent.

VT ED 955 (ED L 955): The Two-Year
College, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Historical developments, functions, organization and administration of the twoyear college. Prerequisite: Admission
to doctoral studies or permission of instructor.

VT ED 980: Internship in Vocational/
Technical Education, 1-6 er.
(0 and 3-18)
Internsh ip in which the student gains
experience working in a chosen area of
specialization in vocational/ technical
education; field experience activities must
be planned to build competence in the
student's field of specialization. Graded
on a pass/fail basis. Prerequisite: Permission of the student's major advisor.

VT ED 991: Doctoral Dissertation
Research, credit to be arranged

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Nursing
Barbara Logan , Director. School of Nursing

Major

Degree

Nursing

M.S.

8.

ing and related disciplines into a specialized area of nursing practice and a functional role;
evaluate and apply research findings from
nursing and related disciplines to advanced
nursing practice;
demonstrate competence in a selected
functional role of educator, administrator
or clinical specialist;
demonstrate competence in advanced
nursing practice as family nurse practitioner;
participate in the development of nursing
knowledge by ident1fy1ng researchable
nursing problems, conducting research and
selectively integrating research findings 1n
advanced nursing practice:
utilize leadership. management, and teaching knowledge and competency to influence nursing practice.
participate as a leader to influence health
policy and improve the health care delivery
system; and
contribute to the advancement of the nursing profession .

Admission Requirements
In addition to meeting University admission requirements, applicants should be graduates of baccalaureate programs accredited
by the Natio1
n al League for Nursing, must
have had an undergraduate statistics course
and demonstrate evidence of current basic
client assessment skills. In addition, students
must document recent significant clinical practice which 1s defined as 600 hours during the
1 2 months prior to acceptance into the program of hands-on, direct nursing care .

The Program
The Master of Science degree program
with a major in nursing is designed to build
upon the first professional degree. The student acquires knowledge and skills in advanced nursing practice and may select a
clinical nurse specialty (CNS) or nurse practitioner tract: maternal-child/adolescent nursing (CNS), adulVgerontological nursing (CNS),
family nurse practitioner (FNP) or gerontological nurse practitioner (GNP). The graduate program articulates with the baccalaureate program in the continued acquisition of
advanced nursing knowledge and skills of the
specialist. Specialization builds toward advanced nursing practice in selected clinical
practice and role areas. Using pervasive and
progressive concepts and subconcepts. this
specialization builds toward advanced nursing practice in selected clinical practice and
role areas. Theory. research and role development are emphasized to enable the graduate to part1c1pate 1n the development of nursing knowledge and contribute to the advancement of the nursing profession .
A thesis or nonthesis option 1s available.
Normally, 37 semester credit hours are required for awarding the Master of Science
degree; additional hours are requ ired for the
nurse practitioner options and thesis option.

NURS 671: Holistic Approaches to
Health, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Holistic approaches to nursing in the
health-care system; ways these approaches can be utilized within existing
systems of nursing ; care del ivery to augment technological approaches. Prerequisite: 300-level courses in nursing or
consent of instructor.

NURS 801: Advanced Family Nursing,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Developmental, psychodynamic, socialpolitical , and cultural theories and concepts synthesized and applied to the
analysis of health and illness in families
across the life cycle; roles and functions
of advanced practice nurses in promoting family health.

NURS 802: Advanced Leadership and
Role, 3 er. (3 and O)
Advanced roles of educator, administrator and clinical specialist in nursing; leadership theory/models and practices; leadership functions of program planning and
evaluation, and health policy formation.

NURS 804: Knowledge Development in
Advanced Nursing, 2 er. (2 and 0)
Nursing theories and theories relevant
to nursing practice and research ; processes of theoretical thinking and critical thinking applied to health problems
and needs of individuals and their families in the community; theoretical and
conceptual models of contemporary practice and research .

NURS 805: Pharmacotherapeutics for
Advanced Nursing, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Prescr1pt1on administration and patient
family education in use of pharmacological agents emphasizing the drugs
prescribed for common or chronic illnesses; drug selection; adverse drug
reactions; age-related differences 1n utilization. regulations affecting nurse·s prescr1pt1ve authority. Prerequisite or
Corequlsite: NURS 809.

NURS 806: Advanced Assessment for
Nursing, 2 er. (1 and 3)
Comprehensive assessment and d1agnos1s of health problems and status for
ind1v1duals of all ages including assessment of families; physical and laboratory/ radiologic d iagnostic assessments;
directed laboratory experiences in advanced assessment of clients of several
ages. Prerequisites or Corequisites:
NURS 801 and 809 .

NURS 807: Clinical Nursing Research,
2 er. (2 and 0)
Quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies useful and appropriate
to clinical nursing practice and for the
development of nursing knowledge; ethics with human subjects; does not incl ude thesis advisement.

Courses are offered in health to provide
electives for students in other areas.
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UR 808: u Ing R
rch naly I ,
2 er. (2 and 0)
Quantitative research methods in nursing science including basic elements of
statistical design with a focus on the use
of nursing informatics and computer
applications.
ul
: Undergraduate stat1st1cs course.

specialist, case manager and/or practitioner): Joint preceptor and faculty guidance and supervision in the care of selected populations In a variety of health
care settings.
ul
: NURS819,
820, 821 and 822.

or
UR 809: Pa ophy lol
d ancad u In , 2 r. (2 nd 0)
Human response to health problems and
illness from the nursing perspective focusing on the conceptual approach to
pathophys1olog1c phenomena

(

81 : F m I

De
I
II
. (2
)
Theories and concepts related to nursing management In the care of developing famihes critical thin ng applied to
health problems and needs of developing families before during and immediately following pregnancy application of
related nursing issues and cur1en re
search clinical practice
de eloping
fam1hes an a vanety of se ngs
ul
: URS 801 805 806 and 809

U

U
Exploration of
Ing education
emphas s on curricu
lum development n nu ng current Is
ue and research a nftuence nurs
ng educadon
: URS 835
837 840 or 881
ft9'I

)
Advanced nursing roles and functions
apphed to health promotion health maintenance health restoration habtllta on
and rehabil ation of 1nfan children and
adolescents Ith e 1s ng or po ential
health problems cntical thin ng used o
assess diagnose Intervene and prOttlO e
continuity of care
clients of these
ages irrespective of se ng
1: URS 801 805 806 and 809

•

(
Continuation o URS 827 major focus
on each ng n nurs ng education programs course development and selec
on of learning e periences curren Is
sues and research n classroom and clini
cal eachlng
eachlng practicum is
required
: URS 827
I
: URS 836 838 841 or

8

I
, c .
(
0)
The caregiver researcher manager
eacher and consultant roles of he clinl·
cal nurse specialist in a variety of settings. eortes. models and heahh care
issues under1ylng the role of clinical nurse
specialist
ul
: URS835. 837,
840 or 881
U

830:

llnl

mI

I

la

, 3 er.

(1
d )
Advanced practice in a selected clinical
specialty area in nursing that emphasizes application of the clinical specialist role Prer ul e: NURS 829.
UR 831: Cllnlcal Problem In
Advanced ur Ing, 1·3 er.
(1·3 and 0)
Critical thinking and methodologies of
scientific Inquiry applied to clinical issues/problems encountered 1n advanced
nursing practice. May be repeated for a

u

Ip,

:

I I
In u I ,
er. (
nd
)
In-depth seminar on selected topics such
as therapeutic communication, legal and
ethical issues In nursing, and health care
and political process 1n health
ul
: Permission of instructor

862

URS 821: F•mlly
I
I:
4 er. (2 and I)
Roles and functions e111bod1ad In advanced
practice applied to the health promo on
and d1n1cal management of common or
chronic health problems of adults within
the context of family; clinical practice with
adult chants 1n a vanety of settings P
requla es: NURS 801, 805, 806 and
809.

NUAS 823: Practicum In Advanced
Famlly Nursing, 8 er. (0 and 18)
Guided practice applying advanced nursing knowledge in family nursing and
advanced practice roles (clinical nurse

850: In o ....
•(
0)
Computer based systems of Information
management and control tor nursing
env ronments data needed for cost-etc ant use of nursing resources and
effective systems of mon orlng, quality
assurance and control, emphasizing
Information systems as tools useful to
humanistic nursing practice, human resource management and solu Ion of
professional and scientific problems.
: Graduate standing
I

:C I

URS 822: Famlly uralng IV:
Gerontology, 4 er. (2 and I)
Roles and functions of advanced practice apphed to the preventive, restorative
and rehab11itat1ve care of the older adult
with ex1st1ng or potential heahh problems;
chn1cal practice 1n a variety of settings.
Prerequisites: NURS 801, 805, 806 and
809.

: Occupa lonal HH....
u Ing II, er. (3 and 9)
Continuation of Occupational Health
Nursing I with emphasis on the planning management and evaluation of
occupational health nursing services in
manufacturing and service Industries.
Clinical laboratory Includes experiences
with occupational health nursing consultants corporate level occupational
heahh officers DHEC lndustnal hygiene
inspsctors, etc
: URS 843.
or

er. (2
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UR 843: Occupa lonal ea
ur Ing I, I er. (3 and 9)
The first of two courses that apply the
roles of the advanced family health nursing to the health care of workers In employment settings. Emphasizes the direct care roles and examines the Impact
of occupational setting on workers and
their families P
ul
: NURS 801,
804, 807 and 815.

I
I
• (2
)
Application of heortes and models to
specific nursing administration 188U88 and
problem Practicum In nursing admin1 tration at the middle or e ecutlve level
penni
pectfic u and evaluation of a
conceptual model of nursing admlnls
tratlon
I :
URS 825
: URS 836 838 841 or
862

:

URS 820: F• II

)

Identification, analysis and synthesis of
theories, models and Issues related to
nursing management and leadership,
organization, attitudes and practices
applicable to the middle and e ecutlve
levels of nursing administration
I
: URS 835, 837, 840 or 861

UR 81 : dvan
u I
Polle , 2 er. (
)
Reciprocal influence of nursing, client
health and pohcy making on the delivery
of health care laboratory e penance
incorporates a variety of directed activities related to the policy process
I
: URS 801 805 and 809
U

and od I of
Ion, er.

maximum of three credits. Graded on a
pass/fall basis. Prerequl I : NURS
804, 807 and 808. Corequl I : NURS
819, 820 or 821, and 822.

U

882:
ro
Ion I
P
ry
of 01
du , er.
(2 d I)
Application of the roles and functions of
advanced practice In the management
of common health syndromes of older
adults. overview of comprehensive assessment, focus on prevention, maintenance of function, Independence and self
care, cuhural, social, legal and ethical
issues Prerequl I : NURS 801, 805,
806, 807 and 809.

U S 883: Heal h Maintenance In
Primary Care of Older Adul , 4 er.
(2 nd I)
Application of roles and functions of
advanced practice gerontological nurs1ng in the management of common
medical problems 1n older populations.
Emphasis is on health promotion, maintaining functional independence, and
restoration and rehabilitative care of the
older adult with existing or potential health

NUR S ING

problems. Prerequisites: NURS 801 , 805,
806, 807 and 809.

enrollment priority. Prerequisite: Developm ental psychology requirement.

NURS 884: Mental Health and Illness in
the Primary Care of Older Adults ,
4 er. (2 and 6)
Psychosocial, developmental, spiritual and
cultural theories and concepts synthesized and applied to the analysis of mental
health/illness in older adulthood ; roles
and functions of advanced practice nurses
in promoting the mental health of individuals and their famil ies . Cl inical practice is in the community. Prerequisites:
NURS 801 , 804, 805 , 806, 80 7 and 809.

HLTH 611: Health Needs of High Risk
Children , 3 er. (3 and O)
An alysis and evaluation of the health needs
of high-ri sk f amilies and special needs
c hildren from th e pre natal period to age
six; health preven tion and early i ntervention strategies. Enroll ment priorities will
be provided to students enrol led in the
early interve ntion spec1al1st minor Prerequisite: HLTH 41O.

NURS 885: Informatics In Aging, 2 er.
(2 and 0)
Computer-based systems of information
management of nurs ing geriatric environments ; data need ed for cost management of nursi ng resources and effective systems as tools useful to the management of geriatri c assessmen t, health
record system s and patient care.
NURS 889: Special Problems in
Nursing, 1-6 er. (1-6 and 0)
Problems selected to meet special and
individualized interests of studen ts. Up
to si x hours of NURS 889 may be taken
as electiv e cred it. Prerequisites : NU RS
801 , 804, 807 and perm ission of instructor.
NURS 891: Master' s Thesis Research,
credit to be arranged
Research activities related to thesis ;
m inimum of six hours required. Prerequisites: NURS 802, 804 and 807 .
HLTH 600: Selected Topics in Health ,
1-6 er. (1-6 and 0)
Top ics selected to meet special and individualized interest of students in health.
May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits , but only if different topics are
covered . Prerequisites: Consent of instructor, junior standing .
HLTH 601 : Health Care Consumerism ,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Exploratio n of consumer decisions re garding health products and services with
emphasis o n strate g ies for decision
making . Health majors and minors will
be g iven enrollment priority Prerequisite: A two-sem ester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
HLTH 602: Principles of Health Fitness,
3 er. (3 and 0)
App lication of c urrent theories concerning physiologica l effects of exercise to
select populations ; relation ship between
exercise and various c hron ic d iseases;
design , exec ution and evaluati on of exercise programs in term s of safety and
effectiveness. Prerequisites: HLTH 305
and CPR certification (may be corequis1te).
HLTH 61 O: Concepts of Child Health,
3 er. (3 and 0)
Analysis and evaluation of health problems commonly occurring in ch ildren ;
concepts of pos itive health behavior.
Health majors and minors will be given

HLTH 615 : Public Health Issues in
Obesity and Eating Disorders, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Prevalences, risk factors. consequences
and treatments of obesity and other eating disorders, public health importance
of cultural norms, prevention and early
intervention as it relates to obesity and
eating disorders. Prerequisite: Junior
standing in health science or permissio n
of instructor.

HLTH 698: Contemporary Health
Problems, 3 er. (3 and O)
Current and emerging health problems
in contemporary society and the way in
wh ich these problems are presented in
popular and scientific literature. Health
majors and minors will be given enroll ment priority. Prerequisite: HLTH 298.
HLTH 809 (MICRO 809):
Epidemiological Research, 3 er.
(3 and 0)
Basic concepts of epidem iology w ith
emphasis on applied aspects rather than
theoretical; examples drawn from c li nical practice ; use of relevant PC-based
computer packages required . Prerequisite: MTHSC 405/605 or EX ST 801 or
permissi on of instructor.

HLTH 620: Health Promotion and
Wellness Internship, 1-6 er.
(0 and 3-18)
Under competent supervision in an approved agency , the student will have
opportunity for on-the-job experiences.
The student will select an agency and
develop personal goals and objectives
appropriate to the setting , population and
health issues. May be repeated for a
maximum of six credits. To be taken pass/
fail only. Prerequisite: Min imum gradepoint ratio of 2.5 and consent of instructor.
HLTH 630 : Health Promotion of the
Aged , 3 er. (3 and O)
Analysis and evaluation of health issues
and health problems of the aged ; con cepts of positive health behaviors. Health
majors and minors will be given enrollment priority . Prerequisites : Developmental psychology; a two-semester sequence in science ; or consent of instructor.
HLTH 631 : Publ ic and Environmental
Health, 3 er. (3 and 0)
Principles of environmental health with
an emphasis on understanding various
health concerns created by the interactions of people with their environment·
evaluation of the impact of environmental factors on public health policy deci sions Meets specific area of need 1n
environmental health issues.
HLTH 650 : Applied Health Strategies,
4 er. (3 and 3)
Students plan , implement and evaluate
strategies to promote health through 1nd1vidual behaviors, both healthful and
unhealthful behaviors are included Strategies include smoking cessation, wei ght
management an d exercise prescri pti on.
Inclu des fieldwork. Prerequisites : HLTH
480.
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